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The production of a musical sound by a small flame of hy-

. 3 burning within a tube has long been one of the most
i
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and therefore musical vibrations in the b

wards confirmed by an experiment of i

which, v i 1 his w< i-1 no\ n n vo t i ig mirr. r, li

ble tlo inn initi combustion of the sing

received i
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.t for observing the successive images - i the flame as
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Prof. Tvndal proving that in llame is



2 W. B. Rogers on Sonorous Flames.

unexpected interest to the subject, as is well shown in the curious

observations of Prof. LeConte in the January number of the

Am. Journ. of Science ; and I need hardly add that they have
also prompted the experiments and reflections embodied in the

present paper. In presenting these I shall follow the order in

which the experiments were made and from time to time com-

municated to the Boston Nat. Hist. Soc, and the American
Academy during the past winter.*

1. Production of musical sounds by flames escaping from wicks

or wire-game.—Early in these experiments I found that the

usual absence of the sonorous effect in the case of lamps or can-

dles burned under the same conditions as the gas, is not due, as

might be supposed, to a mechanical interference of the wick

with the vibrating motion. "Wicks of cotton thread and of as-

bestus introduced into a jet-pipe of coal-gas one-tenth of an inch

in diameter do not prevent the singing even when they project

far into the flame, and unless spread out raggedly at the sides

do not greatly impair the purity of the tone. Indeed the diffi-

culty of obtaining continuous musical sounds from a common
flame with a wick would seem to be due rather to the nature of

the combustible matter, which requiring a very large supply of

air to produce the explosions and evolving too little heat in

combustion, is liable to be extinguished before the musical sound
is developed.

By using a small alcohol lamp with a wick-tube about five

inches high and one-fifth of an inch in diameter, I have suc-

ceeded in obtaining a very pure musical tone, when the blue

and low flame was introduced into a resonant tube five or six

feet long. The effect occurs only at a particular stage of the

;o nice an adjustment between this and
epetition difficult and uncertain. With
le arrangement is more frequently suc-

•nishes only capricious results.

To obtain an ether flame which will readily assume the sono-

rous state I use a lamp consisting of a glass tube about eight

inches long and one-fourth inch in diameter, open below and
drawn somewhat bluntly to a si o Into this

some loose cotton twine or thread of asbestus is introduced so

as to terminate at or very near the pointed opening. The tube

is then half filled with sulphuric ether, the_ larger end closed

apex the

ethereal vapor burns in a steadj proper tubes
enables us readily to repeat most of the experiments on the sing-

ing flame. This simple apparatus acts freely at ordinary tern-
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peratures and maybe used from time to time for several days
without replenishing.

Finding that the ordinary solid wick gave such unsatisfaetory

wick bv its larger exposure to ihe air would be more favorable

production of the sound. This, on trial proved to he the fact.

By using holloio wicks, and resonant tubes hut slightly exceeding
them in diameter, I was able to obtain the musieal effect, with
the flames of sulphuric ether, common alcohol, and the mixture
of the latter with spirits of turpentine, which is known in this

country as burning fluid, ami by employing an iron tube at a
high temperature with such a hollow wick J have obtained,

though less perfectly, a musical note from the flame of sperma-

These results may lie readily obtained with the flame of the
<mall circular-wick lamp now in use for burning the mixture of

alcohol and turpentine. In this form of lamp the wick-tube
rises about two and a half inches above the reservoir, and an
externa] movable tube is provided, which being raised or low-
ered serves to vary the depth of the wick on the outside and to

adjust the dame with great nicety. This appendage is import-

ant also as a means of giving the exterior of the wick a smooth
outline and securing an even action of the converging streams

of air on the flame. The body of the lamp should be removed
from its pedestal and placed on a ring-support to secure a free

current of air upward through the central wick-tube.

As the effect in these experiments depends upon the access to

the flame of a current of air of definite amount and velocity

and in a proper direction, it is necessary to adjust th<

the flame ; the dimen-
sions of the latter. With a tube two feet long the flame should

be short aid placed so that its base may be about on a level

with the lower edge of the tube. With one five or six feet in

must use a night

When this is done the

; the i

, may be kept quite smooth and (

precise guide to those who may wish to repeat this experiment
it is proper to mention that the lamp above referred to has a
sliding tube of about nine-tenths of an inch in diameter and an
inner tube of nearly five-tenths, and that the resonant tubes best

adapted to it are from twelve to fifteen-tenths of an inch in di-

ameter, and from eighteen inches to six feet long. With these

arrangements an alcohol wick-flame affords a clear musical sound
witii as much certainty and ease as an Argand gas-flame.



Those who are familiar with -

by the ordinary procedure a bulky flame of illuminating gas

cannot be made to assume the sonorous state. Yet as might be

expected when such a jet is mingl it proportion

air, it does not fai] ant tube, to

y ichl a pov..Tiu! 1IlUsical tone. To bring about this result the

air may be applied as a current to the surface of the flame, or it

maybe mixed with the gas below the place at which the combus-

Vs the effects of the former process will be shown

, u i t h ad. ! \ ill confine myself to an ex-

tion of the latter as presented in the sonorous character of the

large flame of mixed air and coal gas formed on top of a wire-

gaus burner, when properly adjusted. In the or,

rangement of - u-h burner the proportion of air which becomes

itli the gas before passing through the meshes of the

lite insufficient to bring it to the

state of an explosive mixture. By perforating the si<

ing also a wide entrance for the air below, we provid

. i large volume of air, and fo

mu glihg i1 with the gas.
.

The effect of such an arrangement is strikingly seen in the

> powerful sonorous vibrations first noticed by Mr. W. F. Shaw

oi thi- eip .\hil< experimenting with tin - " - '<".'<>/.

which he uses in his gas stoves. On inverting one of these

burner- over the jet so as to bring the perforated cylinder below

and th . metal tube above the diaphrarn of gauze, %e
found that the flame when duly adjusted gave rise to a very loud

tinuous musical -ound which could be change I in pitch and

ngth by the addition of other pipes above. With a large

volume of flame the tone, as I have repeatedly experienced, be-

. as indeed it should be. considering the

explosions by whichit is main-

tained. It mav perhaps be supposed that the powerful current

drawn upward'into the tube by the heating action of so large a

bv it- direct mechanical agency contn

This however is shown not to
'

-
:
-,.. necessity <.f a special adjustment of the sup-

the sound wrhen the quantity is

2. The sonorous state may be ind

theflame.—When a jet of burning coal-gas is introduced into

the resonant tube in a position in which it does not sing sponta-

= musical performance
:

-

experime uckskin for

twoorthi vent the sharp jar-
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lg tlie glass. This, movement of

The jet-pipe, about ten inches

_

beneath, by a piece, of rather

stiff vulcanized tube, of which
about one inch of the middle
portion is free to vibrate. The
motion is given by applying the

fingers to the upper
|

elastic tube, and may easily be
varied in speed an.l lvsmct. d in

distance as we desire.

Although the singing is in-

duced more promptly when we
allow the jet-pipe in its vibra-

rike the sides of
tube, this action is i

• nicct, tor we obtain
the same result when ; in i wit;, in

- to prevent its iouchin- the glass. The effect here
described, is so striking and beautiful that w hen first observed it

'" from previous trials

ueously

cannot iaii to excite surprise, es
|

we have found that the flame refuses either to s

or under the action of external sounds.

So far as the impulse of the y -ides of the

tube is influential in exciting the sound, we mu.s:

action to the feeble musical resonance produced by it within the

tube, which although composed of several sounds may al

be observed to include the fundi

action is therefore like that of a u
voice or an external instrument or tl

, vibration

the tube

1 note sounded by the
: any other m
ncluded column of air.

But the other and far more remarkable effect.

the musical condition in the flame by simply moving it to ai

fro without stri - explained since t
gentle impulses given to the air by the vibrating pipe produ
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no audible effect and would seem quite inadequate to excite in

the column any but the very feeblest vibration. Admitting

however that these extremely faint vibrations of the air may
contribute boj rait, it can hardly be doubted that

the main influence by which the movement of the jet produces

the effect in question is by causing so rapid a mixture of the ad-

joining air with the gas that the latter before being inflamed is

brought into a condition to produce those small explosions,

which, by their quick succession, give origin to the sound. The
effect of motion in bringing about this explosive condition of

the flame is well exemplified by the following, experiment.

Fastening a jet-pipe, some twelve inches in length, into the

end of the long flexible tick the gas is supplied,
ng a jet-pipe, some twelve inches in length

3 long flexible tube through which the gas
'

and holding it erect by a point a little below the

that we can readily cause it to vibrate, we ignite the gas and ad-

just it to form a slender flame about an inch long. If now the

flame be moved from side to side through a distance of five or

six inches, at a moderately rapid rate, it will assume, according

to a well known visual law, the appearance of a continuous arch

of whitish light, retaining at the extremities the whole height of

the stationary flame, but growing narrower from either side to-

wards the middle. In these conditions the flame is entirely noise-

less. As we gradually increase the speed of the vibrations, the

arch, at a certain velocity, suddenly breaks in the middle, where
a faint bluish flame takes the place of the usual whitish light,

and at the same instant a sharp noise is heard due to the inflama-

tion of the explosive mixture at this part of the vibration. It

is hardly necessary to say that as the vibration is quickest at the

mi(l\v;i . point, coming to a pause at each end of the arch, the

gas becomes more largely mixed with air at the middle than to-

wards the extremities of the motion, and is therefore at this

point earliest reduced to the state of an explosive mixture.

As we increase the velocity of the vibrations, the sonorous

part of the arch extends towards the ends until the path of the

flame presents the aspect of a narrow bluish band irregularly

serrated at top and flanked at the extremities by a tall flame of

the usual whitish color. As might be expected when the jet is

revolved rapidly in a circle the f disappears

and the ring of "bluish flame which results gives forth a continu-

ous but not distinctly musical sound. When made in a dark

room these simple experiments were found to be unexpectedly

interesting and beautiful.

The sound familiarly observed when a flame of any kind is

blown upon, and especially when the air is forced into and
through the flame, as in the case of the jet of a blow-pipe, was
long ago referred by Faraday to the combustion of an explosive

mixture formed by the air and burning matter. The sound pro-
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duced by a blazing fire of wood or bituminous coal contrasted

with the silence of a flamele— ma.-- of ignited anthracite is an
obvious illustration of the same principle" But the experiments
above described show the operation of this law under conditions

which emdde us more satisfactorily to mark the origin of the
sound and the gradations by which it accompanies the formation

of the explosive mixture,

3. The sonorous state may be indu d I , c msing
supply of air to pass up the resonant tube.—As in the above cases

the action u to the more rapid minding of
the atmospheric air with the llame. it was natural to conclude
that a like effect would be produced by passing a current of air

upward through the tube, and on trial this anticipation was strik-

ingly verified. In order that the current may be evenly dis-

tributed it is convenient to employ an argand burner having the

supply pipe at the side and the central opening entirely free, so

that the jet pipe may rise through the centre, and the burner be
adjusted to the proper distance below the dame and the bottom
of the glass tube. The air conveyed to the argand burner
through a flexible pipe may be supplied either from the lungs
of the operator or from an adjacent gasometer. In n

the action of the current is more easily managed when the aper-

tures from which it flows are some two or three inches below
the bottom of the resonant glass tube. Fig. 1, B, represents
the air jet in connection with the other parts as adjusted for ex-
periment.

With this arrangement and a proper graduation of the current
of air impelled into the tube we can cause the flame to sing
when the other methods above described have failed to produce
any effect. When the flame is not far from the position it)

which it would spontaneously sing, the Ugh

the argand pipe is sufficient to bring it to the sounding state and to

maintain a clear smooth tone. Even when die

and otherwise not readily susceptible of the sonorous action, a
stronger current of air applied nearer to the bottom of the reso-

nant tube v, rations.

In adj ust

;

b I e position

for this effect we should be guided by the other conditions of
the experiment When the resonant tube is of moderate size,

for example, three-fourths of an inch or an inch in diameter,

and the flame not greath larger th; i- suin-d to spontaneous
singing, in other words, when only a small additional supply of
air is required for the effect, the current will be found more
manageable if made to ascend from a distance of two or three
inches below the mouth of the tube. Using a much larger
flame in the same tube, we must of course apply a stronger cur-

rent to supply the requisite amount of air, and must therefore
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ig the I jetn little
-within

blast I soon
onerous £state and olaain a deep and powerful

lie effect ;ibove descri bed ca n be produced in a

bv us: of the

o conducl: the" enrre iit ol' ;iir, ' a commoi , -las.

y, and held neait'aej. >t-pipe below or jusl: with-
' the resoi
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>nvlvc<- „ f the tube ! direct effect i

cal ton-.

i_ the ^yj;fwTen It wilfbTseen^hat
,-cs rise to n'o decided sound.
ct u re c>fairin brim..fing on the so-noronsThe effect

slat • is still more stril i iely exhibited when we use a concentric

jet-pipe in which the curr tit oi air is blown b rough a central

aperture in the midst of an annular stream of gas. With such
an arrangement and a proper force of blast from' the lungs or a
gasometer, we may reduce a silent name tv o o three inches in

height to a short blue sonorous jet, which with a suitable enclos-

ing tube will give rise to a sound of great volume and intensity.

Using the larger tube (five feet by two and a half inches) before

3 way to produce a tone of almost
deafening loudness or one of great smoothness and purity, by
increasing or lessening the supply of gas and of air.

The prece . ve with those of other experi-

menters in iavormg rhe c.ii.-ie.-i,,, that flames of ever-g hind are

bus ti hie gtN s or va> proportions
as to form an explosive mixture, and they therefore confirm the

I Faradav winch refers the musical sounds pro-

duced in such eases to' a rapid and uniform succession of small

explosions.

ing it a r<ipi<l nhiCiiwi <<r / < .]>/,<>/ ,,,<>;,.,,.—The mtu mittm^
;' the combustion in a singing flaine : us In en luaiu-

v causing the light of the Same
to fall upon a revolving mirror from which it is reflected so as
to form a series of images on a distant screen. A similar reso-

;-:-'•:-:.'. ':- I:-",' _ y; :

' _ .
• ; -•--'..'..-.._
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short piece of flexible hose may be passed through i

placed as to restrict the vibrations to a range less than the diam-

eter of the tube. A sufficiently regular movement may then be
given by the hand. If now we adjust the flame in the tube so

i

; not begin to sing for some time after the vibration

has commenced or until the tube is farther lowered, we observe

at first merely the continuous band of light due to the perma-
nence of the visual impression, but as soon as the singing com-
mences this band becomes waved or serrated at top and with a
proper velocity divides into nearly separate columns of flame
with obscure spaces between.
The effect is however far more striking when thefiaA

) revolve at a uniform rate in the tube. In this case so long as it

at it presents the appearance of a hollow cylinder
• short tube of whitish light, but the moment that the singing

begins the cylinder assumes a toothed form on the top resem-
bling a brilliant crown and divides itself into a number of narrow
luminous columns separated by bands nearly or quite deprived of
light. As might be expected, the number of these subdivisions,

with a given rate of rotation, is greater in a short tube than in

a long one and is greater when the tube is yielding one of its

harmonic notes than when giving its fundamental sound. In
the same tube the number of subdivisions diminishes as we
increase the velocity of rotation, a less number of vibrations

or explosions in this case corresponding to one revolution of
the jet.

To render the effect visible at a distance it is of course neces-

sary to use a large tube and flame. It is however beautifully

distinct when the tube is some six feet long by one and a half

inches in diameter and the flame three-fourths of an inch in

height. The mechanism employed to give rotation to the jet

consists of a grooved wheel con-
2

nected by a band with a small

pulley (fig. 2). Into the latter the Q
supply-pipe enters from below by -J
a smooth gas-tight joint which
allows the pulley freely to revolve.

The jet-pipe secured to the middle
of the upper face of the pulley ta-

pers to the extremity, and rising «

to the height of six or eight inches -
-j

g*-J>

is elbowed near the top so as to
J|

m l If" 11 yj}
give the flame when revolving an ^=JpH J Li 'L
orbit of about an inch in diameter. ' - 3

To secure the pipe more firmly in its upright position it is made
to pass near its base through a narrow gallows of brass in which
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it turns freely. This, which is represented in the figure by the

dotted lines, has two little cushions of buckskin glued on the

top, for the convenience of supporting the larger tubes during
the experiment.

In making this experiment it will be remarked that although
lb the first instance the rotation of the flame often serves to ex-

cite the vibration, an increase of velocity weakens the force of

the sound, and a very high speed actually annuls it, the flame

normal appearance of continuity.

This effect is not due, as might be supposed, to the air carried

round by the revolving motion obstructing the fall supply of
oxygen to the flame, for I have found that it is not pen
increased by attaching a disc of card to the revolving arm of the

jet-pipe, and moreover I have observed that a sma
flame after being silenced by very rapid rotation shows through-
out its circuit the blue column due to a full admixture of air.

More probably the cause of this weakening and destruction of

the sound should be sought for in the mechanical interference of

the successive pulses due to explosions at widely separated {joints

in the orbit of the flame ; but further observations are needed
clearly to explain the effect.

As in the explosive state the flame has extremely little illu-

minating power, we must conclude that in the above as well as

the following experiments, the obscure intervals mark the periods
of explosion, and the bright ones the periods in which the gas
burns in the ordinary way with a luminous white flame.

5. The im are made apparent by a
moving object which it illuminates.—While the experiment above

;s in progress the appearance of the horizontal arm of
the jet-pipe affords incidentally a pretty proof of the intermit-

tence of the singing flame. As the recurrence of the bright
flame between the successive explosions makes this part of the

pipe strongly visible, it assumes the aspect of a number of
spokes corresponding to the subdivisions of the crown of flame

;

and if to vary the effect we blacken the horizontal arm and
fasten near its outer end, or where it assumes the verl

tion, a brilliant bead of glass or metal, we are presented with a
circle of starry points each of which by a proper adjustment of
the motion appears to be at rest.

The following proof of the intermitting nature of the singing

flame, angg sted I the effects just described, is at once so simple
and so read ly s t at a distance, as perhaps to merit a place
among useful lecture-room illustrations, hi tins experiment the
jet-pipe bearing the flame is held at rest in the tube and the
required effect is produced by receiving the light on a circular
disc of thick pasteboard or of metal some six inches in

supported near the tube on a horizontal axis around which it
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may be revolved by the impulse of the hand. The face of the

disc next the tube, colored of a dead black with paint or a cov-

ering of cloth, should have a narrow strip of white paper
fastened upon it in a radial direction, or a small circular bit of

the same placed near the edge. If both faces are used alternately

we may affix the white bar to one and the dot to the other. On
bringing the six-feet tube down over the flame and giving rapid

motion to the disc, we remark that so long as the flame contin-

ues silent the War or dot is quite invisible, but as soon as the
sound commences the black disk becomes diversified by a series

of whitish images of one or other of these objects arranged at

equal intervals around the central point. It is scarcely neces-

sary to say that the number of I 11 as their

apparent motion and rest will depend on the time of rotation as

compared with the interval of the explosions of the flame.

Should it happen that the period of one revolution of the wheel
is precisely that of a certain number of the explosions neither

more nor less or that of any multiple or sub-multiple of this

number, the images of the bar or dot will continue in each suc-

cessive rotation to present themselves at the same points, but
should such a relation not subsist these images will be seen to

shift their places on the disc sometimes appearing to advance and
at others to retreat.

6. On the primary source of the no flames.—
The preceding experiments taken in connection with those of
Faraday. AVheatstone, Tyndal and others, afford conclusive

proof that the immediate cause of these vibrations is to be found
in the periodically explosive combustion of the gas. But the
important inquiry still remains, whence

why, instead of being uniformly continuous, is the combustion
of the singing flame r

i
racter ?

In seeking to account for this peculiarity of the combustion

we are at once led to inquire whether it may not originate in a

vibratory motion proper to the jet of gas, independent of its

burning. Even were we unprovided with direct proof of such

vibratory motion in jets of air, we might, with some probability,

infer its existence from the similarity of effects produced on
flames and on water jets by external sounds; and this is the

course of argument used in the interesting paper of Prof.

LeConte published in a late number of the Am. Journal of
Science. But happily we are not left to the guidance of analo-

gies or pi a tter. Some
experiments of Savart* and more recently the elaborate re-

searches of Massonf and Sondhauss^: have furnished abundant

* It appears tt

in the College de France -were publ

f Annates de I

il,yS,v ;
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positive evidence of the vibratory movement of jets of air

flowing through small apertures. As these important results

appear to have escaped the attention of Prof. LeConte and other

late writers on sonorous flames, a particular reference to them
may be useful in this place.

Felix Savart, as is well known, demonstrated the existence of

vibrations in liquid jets, traced them to their source near or at

the aperture, and showed that they were not only susceptible of
being variously modified by tones of proper pitch sounded near
them, but were capable under certain conditions of emitting of

themselves distinct musical sounds. He did not however stop

here, but in the words of M. Masson, " including all fluids in a
general theory attempted to reproduce with gases the beautiful

phenomena which he had demonstrated in regard to liquid jets."

According to the same authority, " he showed by several experi-

ments that water and elastic fluids present the same phenomena
in their efflux." By a method described at length m Daguin's
excellent Traite de Physique (vol. 1, p. 524) he proved that a
jei of air escaping from a vessel through a small aperture exhibits a
succession of enlargements and contractions in its course similar to

those seen in a jet of water.

These conclusions have since been confirmed and extended by
Masson, who, from an elaborate series of experiments, has
demonstrated,

First—That the flow of air or gas through ah aperture in a
metal plate is not continuous but periodically variable, and that
the aperture is the seat of a vibratory movement which produces
a sound by acting on the exterior air.

And Second—That the number of vibrations performed by
the air at the aperture is directly as the square root of the pres-

sure, and is independent of the diameter of the orifice.

Referring to experiments with sonorous tubes placed in con-
nection with such apertures, Masson has shown

First—That the sound of a sonorous tube is primarily pro-
duced at the aperture by the periodically variable flow of air and

Second—The sound of the aperture is re-enforced by the sono-

rous tube when the tone of the latter is exactly or nearly an
harmonic of that of the orifice, so that the same mode of vibra-

tion mav be excited in the tube by very different sounds of the
orifice.

Among other results bearing upon the present enquiry, this

able experimentalist states the important fact, that the Vibra-
tions proper to the orifice and those of the column of air in
the sonorous pipe re-act upon each other so as to produce a
unison of the different parts of the system, although these sepa-
rately taken would originate difl will readily
appear that this extension of Savart's well known principle of
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the vibration of systems is directly applicable to the phenomena

air-jet and has furthermore attempted to account for its vibration,

as had been previously done by Cagniard-Latour, by the friction

of the issuing column against the sides of the aperture. Among
various important ol.scrvations recorded in his elaborated me-
moir the follow-in- will strike the reader us interesting from its

analogy with some of the phenomena of singing flames.

He states that on sounding an organ pipe near the aperture we
observe certain sounds of the pipe to be accompanied by a secondary

sound produced by the air-jet which is either in unison with that of
the pipe or an octave below it. Have we not here an exact counter-

part of the beautiful experiment of Tyndal and Schaffgotsch, in

which the silent plane is made to sing by sounds of a certain

pitch produced in its vicinity ? Alluding to this observation of
Sondhauss, Masson suggestively remarks, " that the fact seems to

him to admit of no other explanation than that which Savazt
has given of the influence of external sounds on liquid jets."

It should be added that both Masson and Sondhaus3 have
proved that neither the material of the aperture nor its shape
have any influence on the cause which produces the sonorous
vibration of the air-jet.

The above brief reference to the discoveries of Savart and
those who have followed in the same line of investigation is suf-

ficient to show that jets of air under the conditions of these ex-
periments, and doubtless all air-jets, in a degree, are, at the
moment of efflux, impressed with a vibratory or periodical

movement, and that this is the primary source of the y

nging fiames.

le prodi

First. Every jet of gas and therefore of flame is at all 1

r of these facts we may describe the prin

the production of the singing flame, briefly as follows.

-ibratory motion, but under ordinary c

this is too feeble to produce either audible or visible effects.

Second. When the jet is placed in conditions to favor an ex-

plosive combustion the remissions and intensions of the jet due
to the vibratory motion, render the explosions more or less dis-

continuous, and thus add greatly to the energy of the vibrations.

Third. These vibrations of the explosive flame occurring
within a resonant tube of suitable proportions, become accumu-
lated and re-enforced, until by the mutual reaction of the vibrat-

ing jet and the air column a unison is produced corresponding
more or less nearly to the fundamental note, or one of the har-
monics of the tube.
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It thus appears that the vibratory movements of singing

flame are directly traceable to mechanical conditions which have

been actually proved to exist in air-jets at the moment of their

efflux. We are therefore not called upon to resort to conjectural

properties of gaseous streams in order to explain them.

As to the mode in which these primary vibrations are exci-

ted at the aperture, whether by friction or some other special

cause, we are not perhaps prepared in the existing state of our

knowledge to form a satisfactory theory. But whatever may be

their cause, few I think will be disposed to explain them by

any assumed cohesive action of the particles of the gaseous

stream. The analogy between jets of air and those of liquids so

far as these vibrations are concerned, has been shown by Masson

and Sondhauss to be only partial, but even were it more com-

plete we could have no difficulty in admitting that the impelling

forces, in the one case the elasticity of a pent-up mass of air, in

the other the weight of a liquid column, must produce effects in

many respects alike upon the issuing streams of gas and liquid.

In attempting to apply the theory of liquid jets so beautifully

developed by Plateau to jets of gas, we are obliged with Prof.

LeConte to ascribe to the gaseous molecules a mutual cohesion

sufficient to mould the issuing stream into alternating enlarge-

ments and contractions, or in other words we must suppose them

to be actuated by a cohesive force exceeding their repulsion. It

is hardly necessary to say that this assumption is opposed to the

unquestionable fact that it is a molecular repulsion which drives

the particles through the aperture, and that the same force acting

in the jet causes it when received into a vacuum rapidly to diffuse

itself in all directions. The gaseous state is but another name
for ponderable matter composed of self repellant particles ; nor

so long as this state continues can we conceive the particles to

be controlled by the opposite or cohesive power. Taking the

view adopted by some that both these forces are at all times

present in gases, we must still allow a great preponderance of

repulsion, to account for the mechanical properties of the mass.

When by strong compression the gas is brought near its point of

liquefaction, we may conceive this relative preponderance of

repulsion to grow rapidly less and thus to cause the departure

from the law of Marriotte which has been observed. But evi-

dently until the molecules are in the act of uniting in the liquid

form, repulsion must be their predominating force. The devia-

tion from Marriottes' law marks only a decreasing rate of repul-

sion, not an efficient energy of cohesion among the p:u

latter not cc, : '.he particles are actually coalescing

As regards the analogies of shape between sheets of flame and

of liquids developed by concurring jets, which have been sug-

i
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gested as indications of gaseous cohesion, it may be remarked
that in both cases the form is doubtless due in great part to the

composition of the oblique forces of the concurring jets, and
that the resemblance is perhaps further increased by the resist-

ance of the air, producing on the air-jet an effect in some degree

the same as that of the mutual cohesion of the parts in the jet

of liquid. Indeed if from such analogies of form we are to

infer the control of cohesive force in streams of air, may we not

with equal reason, in comparing the eddies and whirlpools of

water with the dust-beni-in'.: spirals and hu-v ltv rations of the

air, ascribe to the latter a cohesive action like that which we
know to operate in the corresponding liquid forms ?

While thus expressing my dissent from such an application of

Plateau's theory of liquid jets, and from any other view which
would ascribe an effective cohesion to matter in the gaseous
state, I gladly bear testimony to the clearness with which Prof.

LeConte has presented his suggestions in its favor, as well as to

the interest of other points in his paper.

Art. II.

—

Enquiries concerning Stellar Occultations by the Moon
and the Planets,—experiments upon Light and Magnitude in re-

lation to Vision ; by Prof. A. C. TWINING.

If, by the employment of any advanced means or modes of
observation, or by any additional pains-taking, the occultations

of fixed stars by the moon or the planets can be made more
clearly and more frequently than at present a visibly determin-

ate phenomenon, an important acquisition will be gained to as-

tronomy. The illuminated discs of these occulting bodies, hay-
ing an enormous area relatively to the minute stellar discs, over-

power the latter at and near the place of contact, notwithstanding

the difference of intensity in the two illuminations. Many or-

ders of the telescopic stars are thereby excluded from this class

of observations. How far the means which it is my present pur-

pose to propose can be made available has not yet been deter-

mined instrumentally,—but they follow as a direct inference

from the relative law of light and vision experimentally devel-

oped by myself, as will be shown before I have done. The
means are so simple and obvious that, for years, and ever since

they occurred to me, it has appeared surprising that something
of the kind had not been employed at once, as soon as the equa-
torial movement came to be applied to telescopes. But the ob-

lications of the class

\ not appear hitherto
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Occultations by planets available for determining the sun's hori-

zontal parallax.

As, in the transits of Venus, a slow apparent motion of the

planet, measurable by durations of the transit, is made, diiferen-

) express a minute change of parallax, so in occultationstally, to e

by the ph nets the periods of the star's disappearance may 1

in a parallel !employed in a parallel manner for the same purpose. But the

First, In their greater frequency (if effectually brought within

observation).

Second, In the probability that the phenomena may occi

times, in a position of the planet near one of its stationary p—so giving, by the slow apparent motion, an exquisitely ?

; of paralla

Third, In a great change of duration becoming the measure
of only a small lateral parallactic change in the line of the star's

transit behind the planet.

On the other hand, it is true, we may have to meet the disad-

vantage of an increased distance from the object whose parallax

is required,—also of a presumptive irregularity in the planet's

outline,—and also of the possible existence of planetary atmos-

pheres having no definite boundary.
In the following diagram let A B represent a portion of the

planet's central path or orbit; a b the apparent relative line of
motion of the star s viewed from a terrestrial station, and db'
the similar path of the same star s' as seen from a station far

north of the former (the planet's motjon being from A to B).

The two circles represent the planet's visible outline. The
planet's mean angular diameter is supposed to be known by an
average result of transits observed near and at measured ap-

proximate distances from its central path ; and the ratio of its

polar to its equatorial diameter is supposed to be given by the
observed period of the planet's rotation ;—we then compute the
chords sc and $'c' from the observed periods of disappearance
of s, and the sura (or difference) of the distances of those chords
from the planet's visible centre becomes the measure of the par-
allax—a measure the more accurate—according as the chord has
a position the more nearly at its extreme from the centre.
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Now, as an illustration and confirmation of remark "third" in
the preceding paragraph, it will be observed that if .Mars is the
occulting planet it presents an instance in which parallax of a

:,ase may be almost double the planet's angular diam-
eter. Of course it will very commonly occur (and might in the

Instances be made to occur by a suitable selection
of stations) that the chords sc,sc' shall be thrown so far from
the centre as to become small compared w it li the diameter, and

lore offer an unprecedented accuraev in *

parallax. If Venus were the planet the stellar transit as seen
from one station might similarly occur (or be made to occur)
nearly at an extreme position, but then, as seen from the Other
station it would generally be much more nearly central. If Ju-
piter were the planet it could only offer a striking advantage in
case of fortuitous presentation of both chords in one and the same
semicircle of the disc, and at or near an extreme distance of
both from the centre.

Again, as an illustration and enforcement of the above "sec-
ond" remark, it need only be observed that even so distant a
planet as Jupiter, by its slow apparent motion when nearing or
leaving its stationary points in the heavens, might show a great
difference of times as the measure of a minute parallax. And

'-
.

with respect to one another as to give a parallax, like that as-
sumed in the diagram, normal to the planet's line of orbital mo-
tion, or situated relat. in a manner to throw
the parallax along that orbital line. Of the nearer planets, un-

d arc msta c a, the same may
be predicated (altho mh. like the former, an extremely rare event)
and with the farther advantage of a greater range of path through
which the possible occurrence may be realized.

With respect to the above "first" remark, or that which re-
lates to the frequency of occultations by the planets, I have

tide was commenced, a computed result by
Dr. Winnecke, in the Astronomische Xachriehten. v< .1. 46, accord-
ing to which it would appear that Saturn, with his rings, may
be expected to occult some one star of not less than the ninth
magnitude in each two years, on an average. Allowing this re-
sult we find by a rough computation that Jupiter ought
to occult a star unco n < ach \ « ; r. Mars over f -ur rimes in each
year, and Ac. is with a much greater frequency than either.

11 be greatly reduced if restricted to occul-
ta the hemisphere from

sun is absent. For the present object it is sufficient
that these phenomena may be expected at such moderate inter-
vals as to justify the labor of exploring the planetary paths in
advance and bestowing extraordinary attention upon those stars
SECOND SERIES. Vol. XXVI. N . fO.-JULY, 1858,
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whieh may be occulted—they being generally individu

lower magnitudes that would otherwise remain undistinguished

among the multitudes of their class. Moreover, such a planet-

ary oceultation. Although but one of a century, might be more
worthy of attention than any ordinary transit of Venus.

Mars, on account of its periodical presentation in the dark

re for six months together,—its slow motions back and

forward during that period,—and its favorable magnitude of

disc, may not improbably obtain the preference, even over Yenus
in this mode of employment,—notwithstanding the far greater

number of occultations, in a given time, by the latter. These

remarks lead to the main topic of our enquiry, viz :

—

The means of observing a small star in contact with an illuminated

The object in this kind of observation not being di

of visible form or color but the mere disappearance and reap-

pearance of stellar light, it is immaterial whether that light pre-

Lant point or as a mere round nebula or haze.

- discs of several orders even of the fainter stars are

believed to possess in the telescopic field a great i

pared with any focal image of a mere reflection—a planetary

example. It is also a law of vision or of

bilibj—as w ill more d< twin 1 , appear in the close of this paper—
that a given quantity of light augments in perc ptibility by ex-

sased area or surface up to a certain degree

of diffuseness, beyond which the perceptibility or effect upon the

organs of vision rapidly diminishes. It is possible therefore by
increase of magnifying power to pass the maximum of

for a fainter illumination long before that maximum is reached

for a stronger. Not only so, but after the last named maximum
is passed, the brighter illumination (according to the law here-

after deduced) fades, in its effect, much less rapidly than the

weaker. In general there-lore it may be presumed that any star

whatever which is competent to exhibit a spurious—or rather a

focal disc in the telescope (a disc expanded !>y irregularities of

rt!i tion) tl at e < d- \ < \\ w dV\ m illuinin ilu.n th
,
lauet-

ary disc in the same field is also competent to exhibit visibly the

phenomena of disappearance and reappearance of the star be*

net, evn in contrast with the blight limb of the

latter. In tl -

p position it is assumed however that the visible

area of the planet shall be narrowed to the utmos! praetieable

held.— in other words, that the telescopic

field shall be covered at the focus bv an opaque diaphragm per-

forated with a single op« 'nin-' made'as narrow as allowable and
centred upon the tel mation. In this pro-

posed darkening of r ling (the dia-
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|

k rhaps excepted) but what has occurred in practice, but
>>n remains whether practice has distinctly recognized

ami carried to its limit the advantage obtain;; Use, 'in tins wav.
My purpose herein is to fix attention strongly on the simple en-

-rio invisible may not
narrowing an equator*

field to the utmost limit of the tele* .,/.„ 7 lia(<j-

ni/yimj power to an extreme.

Effects of Planetary Atmospheres.

t

If the planet has an atmosphere it will obstruct our purpose
vitally, unless that atmosphere has a definite boundary. Under
the latter supposition, a star's disappearance, it may easily be
proved, must be, for the moment, as complete and sudden as if
the opaque body of the planet without an atmosphere extended
out to that boundary. Indeed such a physical feature would
afford the advantage of an even occulting 'line, in place of the
more or less irregular outline of the planet's disc. It is true the
star will reappear,—and its reappearance may very quickly fol-

low the disappearance. But, however brief, if the interval can
be perceived for an instant it is sufficient; and, on the other
hand, even an excessively feeble refraction will give that suffi-

"it. If however the atmosphere declines into space
insensibly the star will move progressively outward from the
planet, and fade away by a long gra i; tion in v, hit h the eye can
fasten upon no abrupt degree for th tion. Thus,
to an inhab lanet who should observe an oc-
cupation by the earth, and with an eye capable of perceiving
rays however faint, this progressive fading would continue for
an entire day—or it might be, in some circumstances of the
earth's apparent motion, for several days*
But if the constitution of nature is "such that material bodies

are composed of atoms it must be true, apparently, that at a cer-

ce from a planet the si * becomes
of so feeble tension that the gravity of the at mi must balance
the repellency of the same. All the evidence therefore which
applies to that supposed constitution of material masses supports
the conclnsii 3, wrn< re th v 1 sriat,

are, in fact, circumscribed definitely. The same conclusion is

also supported by the common received evidence which, to some

s may appear re-

give it the position seen in pppp. The rays in the broad beam, n

contact with the atmospheric boundary, a b c. But the very next ray nd, is re-
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extent, favors the idea of an existing atmospheric limit in the

instance of our own planet*
Thus our present enquiry opens a remote possibility of bring-

ing astronomical observation to bear conclusively upon the most

fundamental question respecting the constitution of material

masses. It opens also a possibility much less remote of determ-

ining partially another point, and that of great interest in stellar

astronomy,—I mean the actual angular magnitude of certain

But if the atmosphere should extend indefinitely, there would be no angular

Break, d no, and of course do * case evenn'o', and every

other ray from m r outward would be deflected, although less and less, until the de-

flection became imperceptible. And with : «ce of the star

and progre-i fading would commence, but

would not be com] i Bceived mr.

* In the only good opportunity ever improved by myself for watching the defi-

oundary settled below the surface of Lake

hundred minutes after. I had changed place between the observation?, but without

change in the uncommon clearness and quiet of my horizon. The instant of disap-

no more than fifteen seconds; and even this could be
explained by the gradual sett og upon it.

It is the" at here referred to. Upon the philosophy of

tseous matter coll. I

dium of gaseous material exists at
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of the fixed stars,—and, consequently (in union with future

parallactic determinations) their real magnitude. It is question-

able whether Sir John Herschel's account of the insuperable

difficulty of this determination will not be found to require a

qualification.* The case, it is true, seems desperate so far as

micrometric measurements are concerned: but the apparent
motions of certain of the planets—indeed of all the planets in

certain parts of their revolution—are so sluggish that r\x" or
even T3-Vo" of arc would require an appreciable time for its

and consequently for the total obscuration of a star

of the like diameter. Moreover, suppose that upon rare occa-

sions in the course of ages certain stars should present themselves
upon any planetary outlines, within a few degrees of those points

of the same whose tangents were parallel to the apparent orbital

motion at the time:- I lie angular
diameter might become known by the observed duration of their

fading,f But for this we need not go forward into the ages.

Mars itself, once in every few years, will probably afford such
an opportunity to any observer who is able to occupy a judi-

ciously selected locality for the observation. Irregularities of
outline (in the absence of an atmospheric limit) may, it is true,

embarrass some of the results,—but not all of them, it is prob-

able,—especially if observers at different neighboring localities

improve the opportunity together. In a similar aspect of the
case even the moon may become a useful auxiliary, through a
like selection of localities, if by an antecedent preparatory study
of the lunar outline (during eclipses especially) there can be
found in the immediate vicinity of her poles any considerable
extent of arc with an even contour, or even a small length, free

from fissures, elevations, or other perceptible irregularities.^

As already proposed I conclude, with some experimental re-

ined in April, 1847, which bear upon the foregoing

discussion, and which had for their object:

—

their real magnitudes. But here a difficulty arises, which, so far as we
what optical instruments are capable of effecting, must always remain insuperable."

—Outlines of Astronomy, Art. 816.
• :"
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The relations of illumination to magnifying power, when visibility

is maintained.

A feebly illuminated area obliterates a point close to it, al-

though of" a much stronger light. We desire to know the laws

which govern such an effect. Again, with the telescope, visi-

bility depends both upon light and magnifying power. By in-

creasing power we disperse light; and a true theory would de-

termine from the data, under given circumstances, the arrange-

ment proper for a maximum of penetrative power or visibility.

My arrangements for the experiments above alluded to are fig-

ured below. They might be improved in almost ew;
lar,—yet the indicated results, although with some evident lati-

I prepared a frame, aaaa, with two branches. At the narrow

extremity I placed a box, bbb, blackened within and v. it bout

and having within on its back a paper regularly marked with

small black round spots equidistant and regularly arranged (as

seen through the broken side and top in the drawing). Light

was thrown upon this paper through a square opening in the

front of the box and a corresponding opening in the blackened

screen, sss, so placed as to cut off the scattered rays in the room

both from the paper and the eye of the observer. The source

of light was the enveloped lamp, U, which was moveable along

a groove in that branch of the frame by a cord, ce, assisted by

s. The other branch of a aa was graduated

into distances increasing from the paper, in a geometrical pro-

aeb there rested a fixed

block carrying an eye-tube, e, of 0'16 in. circular aperture, and

three inches long. This was directed to the paper seen through

the openings in the box and the screen. The mode of proceed-

ing w*B to fix the orifice e successively at the divisions of the

tttogressio . king sh "lily through e, to move the lamp,

ll, by the c ' r of black spots became ju.st re-

solved—or was jot <-<>:i-i i t<> \w \im1.1i' ;u- a dt-i

The prinei; 3 a want of equable

motion in the lamp, arising from the yielding of the cord and
friction in the groove. The light would often move fitfully, not

obeying the hand ; and the eye would become fatigued before
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V.he rectifications were well complete. Under the most favora-

Me circumstances this specie^ of observation is liable to large

e%— however, a mean of many observations may give

a reliable average. The observations made at each graduated
distance were limited to four pairs. In the following table the

first, or left hand, column contains the number of the observa-

tion or eye-station,—the second column gives in inches the dis-

tances of the eye at those stations from the paper,—the four

columns following record the corresponding lamp distances, as

observed. The seventh column contains averages of the four

sets of observations,—and the last is a column of empirical dis-

tances computed for comparison, after the law of a common
difference indicated by those averages. At the nearest station

(and gn an st com spo di _ imj I rat <
i tin fain)

and consequent straining <>f the eve created occasional brief par-

oxysms of a vision which introduced un-

certainty. These, in the then faint perceptive condition of the

sight, ma\ lu ve been d - ct i \\\ \\ ~ ; uts of the in igination upon
the retina,—or the mind may even have mistaken its own dis-

tinct conception of the visual object for a visual effect.

Tabular observations, April, 1847.

Lamp dinners. Avn-,;-

3 85 83 40-5 ' 517 50-fi 46-5 473

4 !
68-66 67*4

;

69-2
;

619 '47 6*3
78-8

94-8

1268

:::;=::••

lowing law as obtaining at the limit of distincl visibility,

—

at

!: objects seen on a bright ground, viz.—that while

the distances of the eye diminish in a geometrical ratio the corres-

i:

of th>. Ujht is a logarithm of the linear

hg effect.

One remarkable result of this law is that a small fractional

change of a faint light possesses as great efficacy to balance a

t as a iarg< Brad i

} ge of a much
the brightest

>n unity, we have the illumination at tin

tion I ss than £. "Here therefore over £ decrease of the light is

required to balance a magnifying effect of f. But, in the next
step, from the second to the third, the same power f is

by a decrease of only about fths of the light and, in the step

from the last but one to the last, the same fths of power is bal-
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anced by less than Jth the decrease of light. In this last case

therefore the fraction of decrease is less than one-third the first

This exhibits an exact accordance with the following remark
Sir John Herschel's Outlines of Astronomy, Art. 780,

—

and derived, I suppose, from a general comparison of the ordi-

narily accepted stellar magnitudes with photometric results,—

"the eye (in the absence of disturbing causes) does actually dis-

criminate with greater precision between the relative intensities

of feeble lights than of bright ones, so that the fraction f|, for

instance, expresses quite as great a step downwards (physiologi-

cally speaking) from the sixth magnitude [of stars] as £ does

from the first."

Admitting, then, that this law holds equally as true for bright

points seen upon a dark ground as for dark points seen upon a

bright ground, it is easy to indicate the principle upon which the

maximum visibility, attainable in given circumstances by in-

crease of magnifying power, can be realized,—at least for dis-

tinct objects (as in the microscope), and for all focal images,

except as affected in their distinctness by aberrations. For, in

the above series, suppose the illumination at station 4, for exam-
ple, to obtain in a telescopic field, and the view directed to cir-

cular dots of the same apparent magnitude as in that observation.

Then suppose another eye-piece to increase the magnitude
f-,

it

will reduce the former illumination to if. This is also, very
closely, the diminution found from station 4 to station 5 in my
experiments. Therefore visibility (at least v,

:

ness is the question) is here at a maximum. If a third eye-piece

were substituted, giving a second
f-

increase of dimension, the

light would be a second time reduced if, while the experiments
show that visibility cannot be maintained with less than §£.

This eve-piece therefore would be in defect of light by the ratio

of unity to the fraction r\\.
The application most immediate to my object yet remains—

and may be expressed, in substance, as follows :—suppose the
illuminated ground, say of No. 4 in the table to be the disc of a
planet, as viewed by an eye-piece, and the disc of a star to pre-

sent a contrast of light much greater than that of the dark
spots viewed in that experiment—yet not to be visible because
not subtending a sufficient angular dimension. It follows that

the field illumination, being at its maximum already, will be
progressively darkened by successive augmentations of mag-

>wer; while, on the oth iar disc may
advance toward visibility and tinally acqu'
naps, m strictness, the t<

<

tion should be <

sidered angularly constant under all the changes of mi
power, as that <• .ndiriun v.v^ probably ai

n;r_r,:J;

) tabulated,—although not recorded i

ntial import.
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Art. III.— Virws and SvyjcMton* on the Practice and Theory of
Scientific /'indication : by Lieut. E. B. Hunt, Corps of Engi-
neers, U. S. A.

It is much to be regretted that j»hysiyal investigators labor
under so many and serious « lis*]i;ali lications for the successful

' - '*
;" <>r their ivM-ar.-h.-s. In a- i<lii ion io such hindrances

as result from the stern necessity of procuring a livelihood, there
are many others which do not seem necessary, and
oiiectnallv obstruct that progress towards new truth by which
the man of science measures success. Not least among these
adverse circumstances is the almost universal fact that the man
oi science has not the command of those books, and special
memoirs, in which are recorded the methods and results of ante-
rior investigations. Except in the rare cases of conjunction be-
tween science and wealth, there is a perpetual inability to com-
pare the research in hand, with the great body of related
researches of the past and present times. It is scarcely possible
that one's theme should be entirely his own property, and except

Now this is utterly impossible, unless the investigator lives L.
convenient proximity to some one of the principal libraries.
There is not yet in this country any single library at all equal to
the entire demands of our whole body of investigators, and the
two or three which are slowly approximating to this position of

ttholicity are onlyYer
| seyond the

charmed circle of an easv walk. In making a birds-eye exami-
nation of from 6000 to 7000 volumes of scientific memoirs and
periodicals. &c, while gathering materials for an Index of Ref-
erences to be published by the Coast Survey, I have been more
and more impressed with the vast affluence of the published
wealth of science, and of the capacity of the many thousands of
memoirs and articles passed in review, for a strict classification

under specialities. I* is em n >1 v a sale assertion that n.

however restricted his speciality, is fully cognizant of all the
published matter relating to his field :—and also, that without

lowledge of labor and thought already expended, he
must be wasting much of his own strength in doing again what
others have completed. In point of fact, most of the active
truth-seeking minds of this country are compelled to work on,

in the chief central depositories of books and memoirs
happy if from their limited private resources they can secure as
a privaie possession that carefully chosen minimum of special

og point somewhere near the front
line of actual research and discovery. Nearly all such isolated
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effort is expended too much at a venture to bear the fruit ot dis-

coverj to which it ought and is entitled to aspire. Not one in

twenty of the members of this Association has the command of

all those special records of research, which are needful to the

symmetry and completeness of his own labors. There may be
in the Astor Library a dozen closely related memoirs of which

'

a specialist knows the existence, and a dozen more of which he
has never heard, but if he must journey some thousands or

hundreds of miles, at his own cost, to study them from 10 a. m.

to 5 p. If., he is fortunate if he can use them on these conditions.

The result is that only a few amongst us are able to do as we
should, had we a complete library within easy reach. Such is

nearly the universal truth concerning those who are by nature

endowed with the faculties requisite for successful research. It

cannot therefore be entirely profitless to consider what possible

alleviations of this condition are practicable.

First then, it is a fixed tendency of scientific research, to sub-

divide during its progrees into numerous and well defined spe-

cialities. Each new branch of investigation soon subdivides into

other and more limited branches, and though all are ultimately

derived from one grand trunk, so vast that not even the giants of
mind can span its circumference, still the special branches have a
narrowness of diffusion which brings them quite within the com-
pass of a single scientific mind. It thus happens that though
many thousands of separate memoirs or investigations are pre-
served in the aggregate records of science, the pure specialist

will find but few which are related to his own chosen field ; so
few indeed that could they be bought separately at the or^' nary-

prices for printed matter, he might without harming h i

possess as his own the essntial materials for a complete study of
bis speciality. If however he attempts this solution of his wants
he is at once confronted with the fact that this small group of

annot possibly be purchased without buying in connec-
tion, the very costly series to which they severally belong. For
the most part the series of scientific memoirs are grouped to-

gether without reference to subject, in a most illogical congeries,

having only the date and the publishing society in common.
Hence the specialist, when outside the limits of easy access to a
complete library, must rely almost entirely on separately pub-
lished special treatises for his knowledge of what has been done,
and the original memoirs of the o forbidden
treasures.

It is however obvi<

The Academies, formed from those
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who were rich in ideas, but poor in purse, first found that by
associating the limited wealth of a number, the great result

otherwise denied, could be attained. When too they assumed
an imposing- exterior through th-' lusnv .»!' groat names, the con-

descensions of patronage intervened, and the luxuries of type
and engraving began to be lavished on the volumes in which
their proceedings and choice memoirs were published. As
science expanded its domains and augmented its small array of
followers, academies sprang up in profusion and in ever increas-

ing numiu i-s, until now they have outrun the knowledge of even
the most learned librarians. Nearly all academes have pub-
lished or now publish volumes of memoirs which are the tokens
of their vitality to all not within the chosen band. Wherever
strong discovering minds have i lab rated their researches the
volumes of memoirs are enriched with treasures of close reason-

ing, sagacious insight, and results laboriously attained. These
memoirs are still fresh with the vigor of original thinking, and
cannot be spared, as part of the training of future discovering

minds. When original memoirs give place in the studies of in-

vest iga tors to bald abstracts, feeble analyses, or popularized

digestions, these investigators Will groi - sa and discov-

eries, if made at all, will come despoiled of all their proper grand-
eur. We cannot too strongly deprecate the tendency even
among specialists, to know the labors and investigations of orig-

inal scientists only through abstracts and synopses, or general
reports. These are indispensable aids for the knowledge of the
immense related areas outside of one's speciality which he can
only ^xpect to know at second hand, and in the briefest method,
but they are not among the legitimate means of advancing the
boundaries of his own special field. Direct resort to original

records is the prime condition on which the symmetrical and
well furnished i

- must rest.

In the true and philosophical sense of the word, most of the

printed scientific memoirs cannot Vic said to have been published.

implies something more than mere printing. It

involves the or diffusion among the whole
group of kind", d minus socially interested in the_ particular

subject matter. A memoir on eh -tance. is

not published when it is printed in the St. Petersburg Bulletin,

because very fi w of t

vsearcl - habitually see this Bulletin. It is possible th

all of this class will see somewhere, a bald announcement that

Lenz has after many experiments come to such and such conclu-

sion- : 1 nt this 1 aves them almost as much in the dark as before.

I over all lands where
science is cultivated, and i> <.' vhen it has
reached the whole of this public. In some instances, this spe-
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cial public would number less than a hundred, in some others it

would be many thousands. To all not members of its own
proper public, any special memoir is as an utterance of unknown
tongues, and however much they may reverence they cannot
duly appreciate it. If therefore a Society or Academy has pro-
cured the printing of a valuable memoir, it has the great matter
of publication still left to attend to, so long as those specialists
throughout the world for whom the memoir is really meant, are
not duly supplied with printed copies. A memoir may nearly
as well not exist, as to be printed and not properly
As a matter of fact a large proportion of the most valuable
printed memoirs have never been published at all. There is

enough science buried in the documentary files of our general
and state governments, to furnish out a long series of volumes.
These scientific waifs are scattered broad-cast among politicians,
and their constituents, but the humble devotee of science who
spends years of labor in like researches, vainly strives to possess
himself of a copy. In such cases, myriads of copies may be
printed, and yet the memoirs are not published. On the other
hand, if there be a special memoir on a subject which only ten
men have studied or will study, the supplying each of these ten
with a copy is a complete publication.

A great portion of the failure to publish printed memoirs is
clearly consequent on the mode of publication. Nearly every
academy prints its own proceedings and memoirs, aided by citi-

zens whose local pride is enlisted in the promise of ami
tinction. With the printing however the matter is prone to end,
there being no effective mode of publication. Scientific periodi-
cals in like manner, though far more generally published than
academic memoirs, are still limited to a small and inadequate
circle of subscribers, and beyond this circle, they are in effect
not published.

It will be evident on reflection, that the great desideratum for
the correction ofthe evils indicated, is a universalpublishing agency

ntific memoirs printed by the societies, academies and
of the entire scientific world. Without at all inter-

i; .'•;:- v. iih the formation of regular library files, by society
donation or purchase, as is now done, such an agency would
have enough to do in supplying all specialists with their special

i.^ion of this idea into practical form would
of course rest on the concurrence of all the societies, &c, which
publish memoirs. I can perhaps most clearly indicate its work-
nigs by supposing the agency established ; its system might be

An j

being
i

Institution or Societv. The agent puts himself in correspond-
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which publish memoirs, and after

each memoir issued, making what might be called the speeialis

edition. The society might either furnish these copies at the
cost of manufacture, or at a fixed price, or if it is able, it might
donate them. Thus tho ui.heisa! auent will 1,.- >upp;iul with
unbound copies of each memoir. He is all this while supposed
to be corresponding with all the specialists, lor the purpose of
ascertaining what class of memoirs each one may desire, lb-
will soon be able to supply printed lists of titles, whereby each
investigator can know what memoirs, just published, or an-

nounced as forth coming, he may desire. Thus a perfect under-
standing of the relation between supply and demand might be
attained. This being all done and the agency fully

Prof. A. B. living anywhere, orders a given number of particu-

lar memoirs at prices indicated in the list. He has only a limi-

ted surplus of means to bestow, but he can thus supply his exact
wants at the minimum cost and without having to buy a large

number of memoirs he does not want. The result will be that

Prof. A. B. in a town remote from large libraries, can pro-
ceed in his chosen studies with all the aids needful for placing
himself in advance of the known, and thus becoming an effective

discoverer. The main object would be, not profit to the agency,
but simply to give demand a free and full opportunity 1

pply. As far as is now possible without reprint

hitherto published would be included in the range c

operations. An author publishing a special memoir in a period-
ical, by sending copies to such an agency would be sure of their

going to the right person-. Ir is likely that many economical
reprints might in time be justified. The main idea wouhl bow-
ever be to ensure the proper publication of new memoirs as they
are printed. Such an agency ought not to be an ordinary com-
mercial agency, without guarantee of its continuance, but it

should rest on a firm basis, so as everywhere to deserve and
possess confidence.

There are laws of political economy underlying the philosophy
of publication which have been too little regarded in

issues. They have mostly been issued on the plan of large

prices and small circulation. The right plan is a maximum cir-

eulation and a minimum paying price. There are enough ready
to buy almost any special memoir to authorize its being sold at
low prices. If however a large price is affixed it becomes at

once prohibitory. Such publications as To j 's S Me-
moirs, and Liebig and Kopp's Eeports ought not to be expected
to succeed at such prohibitory prices as they bore. All that is

necessary to ensure success to the principle of minimum paying
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prices and maximum circulation is simply to organize the de-
mands of scientists throughout the world so as to ensure to each
specialist a chance of purchasing precisely what he wants, at

fair rates. By doing this, scientific progress will be immensely
stimulated and the poor barriers of cliques.

and races will be swept away before the widely diffused liberali-

ties of truly cosmopolite science. If the imperfect glimpses
towards some vital generalities which I have now essayed, shall

lead to a more correct appreciation of existing evils and to

active reflection on the possible meliorations in the condition of
the scientific body, my purpose will be fulfilled.

Art. IY.

—

Chemical Analysis of Faroelite and some other Zeolites

occurring in Nova Scotia; by Henry How, Prof. Chemistry
and Nat. Hist., King's College, Windsor, Nova Scotia.

The minerals described in the present communication were
obtained from the trap rock of the Bay of Fundy, which is well
known to mineralogists, particularly of America, as having
yielded, especially at the point of land called Cape Blomidon
and the region and the. northern shore opposite, Partridge Island,

a great number of beautiful zeolitic minerals. In excursions to

another part of the same formation not so frequently visited,

namely, the shore of Annapolis county, lying a few miles to the
west of Blomidon, I met with some species, namely,
mesolite and epistilbite, which are not generally considered to
occur in Nova Scotia, and indeed the first two, having somewhat
recently been separated from others as true species, in Europe,
have not I think been hitherto distinguished among the mine-
rals of America. The analytical results now to be brought for-

ward may possess an interest not only as indicating the existence
of these minerals in North America, but also as strengthening
their claims to the title of true species, which has been given
them chiefly on the ground of chemical composition. In addi-
tion, an analysis is furnished of an unweathered specimen of lau-

monite, long known as occurring among the Acadian zeolites

but met with only in certain districts of the Fundy shore afford-
ing them.

Faroelite.—This zeolite, which has long passed as a variety of
scolecite, under the name of mesole, has recently been carefully
studied by Dr. Heddle, of Edinburgh.* and tin- results of his
investigations have led him to o - ecies: he
has accordingly named it anew, and in this I think he has done

* Edinb. New Phil. Journal, 1856, vol. iii, p. 351.
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;<h a.s the designation he has chosen marks at once

the individuality of the mineral and the locality affording him

the material for'the experiments upon which he has based his

conclusions. The description given of its characteristic appear-

ance and association is this:* "It occurs associated with m< -•lite

but still always distinct from it, being in implanted and isolated

globules or hemispheres sometimes overlaid but never underlaid

by themesolite. The color is usually bluish-white and the lustre

decidedly pearly, not glassy like the mesolite."

I met with specimens having in every particular the foregoing

liff in the neighborhood of a small fish-

;re called Port George, in Annapolis Co., N. S., and
from having obtained some dozen specimens in the course of

three or four hours' search for minerals, 1 have littl e doubt of its

being tolerably abundant in that locality. The hardness of the

mesole of Berzelius is stated to be 3
-

5, the specimens of the

Nova Scotian mineral, whose analysis is given below, had hard-

ness =4-5; very thin lamimv of it, which it afforded very easily,

twisted before the blowpipe and in a good heat fused to a glassy

enamel ; it gelatinized perfectly with HC1 before and after igni-

tion. The analytical numbers I obtained are collated with those

of Heddle from the Skye mineral ; my first two analyses were

on air-dry material, the third on that dried over HSO4 :

—

Alumina, 2844

It will be seen at once that the results are very concordant, and

that we have the same combination in both cases. The oxygen

ratio deduced for KO, R 2 3 ,
SiOs, HO is very nearly 1

: 3 : 5 : f

upon the average of the analyses, and Dr. Heddle writes as the

formula of faroelite,

NaOSiOa, 2CaOSi03+3Al a 03, 2Si0 3+8HO.

which requires the percentages,

mient to Dana's Mineralogy, i
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In the course of criticism Dana remarks,* " that the ratio of

oxygen in Heddle's second analysis is rather 1 : 3 : 4£ : 2£ (that

of a hydrous nepheline) =RO*SiOs+2Al a 3Si03-f5HO (in

which 2K< > 26, alumina 29-83, lime

10-84, soda 6*00, water 13-08=100." My analyses would agree

rather better with these percentages than with those of Heddle's

formula; but still, as Dana says, "jtrobably the preceding is the

true ratio for the mineral," and, moreover, the recorded analysesf

of nepheline do not give i

i found not only in this association but filling per se

in the amygdaloid. It would also appear to be very-

frequent throughout the formation in the same neighborhood,

and is sometimes met with in very large masses ; I procured the
1

remains of one, said by the owner, who gave it me, to have
been found in a cavern on the shore since filled up, and to have
been originally larger than a man's head ; the piece I obtained

was about the size of two fists, the crystals of which it was made
up into a compact mass were from two to three inches long and
translucent when separated, the specimen was homogeneous, or

nearly so, having only a little stilbite attached to it, but was im-

pressed with the form of a very large crystal of analcime ; its

analysis is No. I. below. Mesolite is said to be also very abun-
dant on the North Mountains of Annapolis, some distance away
from the shore ; the form prevalent, from a specimen of my col-

lecting being recognized there as very common by the owner of

that last named, is an opaque white mineral in large masses of

very close texture, having a finely fibrous radiated and penni-

form structure; this specimen furnished the results II. below.
The third analysis is of a specimen found by my?

•itedwith' "'George; it was associated with faroelite in a reniform mass, and
nts appear*

""

when broken up the fragments appeared nearly transparent and
the aggregated crystals were p

These results agree very well with the percentaiies
]

juxtaposition which are calculated from the formula

NaOSiO 3) 2Ca0SiO.+3(Al.O3SiO3)+8HO,
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formula of faroelite, that they differ in containing respectively

three atoms of a monosilicate, and one atom of a sesquibasic

silicate of alumina, combined with the same groups of elements,
thus:

(2(CaOSi03-fAl 3 3Si0 3 -f3HOscolecite) ) _
1 NaO SiO 3 -f Al 2O 3 SiO 3 + 2HO natrolite)

f

~
=N-aOSi0 3? 2CaOSi03+3(Al 3 3Si03)+8HO mesolite,

NaOSi0 3,2CaOSi0 3 f-3Al a 3,2Si0 3 +8HO faroelite,

and I am inclined to think that, in the case of minerals occur-

ring in such intimate association as these, when there is a choice

of formula equally according with the results of analysis, that

one is preferable which shows some such simple relation, and
therefore that Heddle's formula is more probably the correct ex-

pression for faroelite than that of a hydrous nepheline before

mentioned.

Epistilbite.—I found this species very generally accompany-
ag a very fine variety of stilbite on ledges of trap at Marga-
etville, a village about seven miles east from Port George.

^regates and the epistilbite in small reddish-colored rhombic
fstals nearly or quite opaque,

e plentiful the latter was pre*

i specimens and on few that I collected was it altogethei

crystals nearly or quite opaque. Although the former is bv far

i plentiful the latter was present in considerable quantity^

wanting ; sometimes it appears to form the i

low cavities of the rock of this locality. A portion of"the min-
eral detached from stilbite gave these results on analysis:

—

NaO KO CaO AhOa FesOa SiOa HO
0-99 099 700 1534 158 5857 15"42=9989

I met with the same substance on a specimen of honey-yellow
stilbite in the cabinet of King's College, Windsor, N. S., among
some minerals labelled " Nova Scotian," but the precise locality

of this one was not marked: in this case it was so ft

nai* ! irith calc-spar as to render mechanical separation impos-

sible ; its analysis which follows shows on this account some car-

bonate of lime,

Edinb. New Phil. Journ.. iii. P . 351.
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NaO CaO AlsOa SiOa HO
210 7'87 16-73 5835 14-93=100-00

and the results agree very well with the preceding from the

, i. and" also with those of an analysis of an

Iceland epistilbite by Kurlbaum, viz :

—

NaO KO CaO AI2O3 FeaOs SiOa HO
205 019 1-81 1710 012 58"74 14-21=100-23

The formula for epistilbite given by Berzelius is

(ROSiOa+Al.Os 8Si0 3)+5HO,

and if RO=CaO the corresponding percentages are these,

CaO AI2O3 SiOa HO
917 16 78 59-32 1473 = 100.

The analyses recorded above would give for EO, £NaO+£CaO
leading to the formula

NaO SiOs, 3CaOSi0 3 -f4(A1 2 3 3SiO 3)+20HO,

which requires the percentages,

NaO CaO AkOa SiOs HO
2-49 6-76 16-49 5878 1448 = 100.

Laumontite.—This mineral is very abundant at Port George,

occasionally veins of three inches thickness are seen intersecting

the sides of the cliff: a portion from the interior of a mass, gave

these numbers, in the air-dry state

—

CaO AI2O3 SiOs HO
1207 21-64 51-43 1526= 10044,

which correspond well with the percentages,

CaO AkOs SiOs HO
11-85 21-76 5114 15-24= 100,

calculated from the usual formula,

3CaO, 2Si0 3 +3(Al 2 3 2Si0 3)+12HO.
The crystals agreed in all respects with the published descriptions.

At Hargaretville laumontite occurs colored green by copper.

Art. V.

—

The Climate and Productions of Ponape or Ascension

Island, one of the Carolines, in the Pacific Ocean ; by L. H.
Gulick.

Ponape, or Ascension Island, i ,
> 6° 55' N.

f

158° 25' E. It is one of the five "high" islands of

the Caroline range, in that part of Oceanica now so si

a1 Quirosa discovered
it in l.V.O .Hii.wiUiMi'iliili - - ^t il tti cipt

fa Cruz. It is conjectured bv M. <le Frey-
tfie Hogoleu group was that seen by Quirosa : but the

description given is that of one large island of thirty leagues
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circumference, which much more readily suggests the connected
.- of Ponape. than the random islets scattered in the

immense lagoon of Hogoleu. As favoring this supposition I

mav mention M. Duperrev, as shown in his chart of the Caroline

Islands (Ilyd. Fr, No. 715, No. S3). It is only necessary to

compare either l>uperrev's or DTrvilie's chart of Flogoleu, with
Lutke s of Ponape : particularly the " views*' of the two groups,

as given on the margin of the charts.

There are several native trad. turns which render it certain that

the island was seen by civilized voyagers during the seventeenth

and eighteenth centuries, and during the first quarter of the

nineteenth, without anything having been added to the vague
discovery by Ouirosa/ Hear Admiral Lutke', of the Russian

adding more 1 rgek than ai \ ot ici i dividual to our knowledge
of the Caroline range.

I have, as yet, been so unfortunate, in my extreme exclusion

from " the world," as not to meet with the narrative of the Seni-

avine's voyage, and do not know how much, or what, may have
been gleaned from this isi ml by Kittiitz and the other members
of the scientific corps of that expedition, and consequently have

not been able to correct and assist myself by their reports.

There are two neighboring "low" or coral islands named Aut
and Pakin, distant resj southeast, and twenty

northwest. They form, with Ponape, the Seniavine Islands.

—

I at present write only of Ponape.
It will be best to speak of Ponape as a group of basaltic

islands, encircled by a coral reef seventy or eighty miles in

circumference. A large island covers nearly the whole of the

enclosed area, and is named Ponape. so giving name to the

whole. Twelve or more basaltic islets more or less distinct

from the main island, add much to the scenery o{ i

of the group, and somewhat increase the area of habitable land.

Geography and Geology.

The following sketch of the island as seen from the east, is

taken from the margin of Admiral Lutke s chart of Ponape.

The height of what Lutkd nam 1 Mt. Santo, is given by him
as 2,858 feet Several other points approach it in elevation. A
somewhat continuous range of hills extends from TJu
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neka tribe, westward to Paleka, of the JeJcoits tribe. The termin-
ations of the range are somewhat gradual slopes. The general
line of the range is that of a curve, convex southward. The
eastern third, or perhaps half, is narrow and almost equally pre-
cipitous on the northern and southern aspects, presenting in.

many places, as in Uu, perpendicular faces of rock of great
height, that show strong columnar tendencies. The middle
third of the range slopes very gradually on the southern aspect,
where the mountains maintain a comparatively regular descent
from their summits to the ocean shore, a distance of five or six
miles. Several long narrow valleys run up these slopes, along
the sides and at the heads of which are many faces of columnar
rock, over which leap the most romantic of cascades. Again,
the western portion of the range is narrow and precipitous.
A number of detached hills and short ranges still further di-

versify the scene, more particularly the following. Midway be-
tween the Metalanim harbor and Aru point, there rises a very
high hill, of perhaps a thousand feet, which sends v

low prolongation that connects it with the main central range.
Again, on the north of the island, in the Nut tribe, there rises a
similar mountain, but barely connected with even the mainland.
At this place the most perfect basaltic columns are found. The
central ridge of Nut is but a prismatic mass, and about its base
lie scattered columns of great length, also detached piles of
agglutinated columns. This must have been, I think, at least one
of the spots whence the materials for the Metalanim "Buins"
were taken.

By the course of the main range and the positions of the sub-
sidiary hills, two broad and long valleys are formed. One of
them may be called the Metalanim, the other the N
Each of them may be four to five miles in width, and six to
eight miles in length.

There are several solitary projections of rock in the Metala-
nim and Kiti tribes. One, much resembling a sue
shape, in the Metalanim valley at the head of the harbor of the
same name, is called Takain. Its height may be four hundred
feet, and its circumference at the base three-quarters of a mile.
Its eastern aspects are perpendicular; its western, not so steep
but that by adhering with hands and feet, after the manner of
the indigenous Gecko, it may be ascended. Adherent to the
base of the main rock, yet separated from it above, is a much
smaller rock. Within a quarter of a mile of Takain rises a
dome-shaped hill, of almost the same elevation, but not so pre-
cipitous (No. 19, 20.) At the head of the Panian harbor, a
needle-shaped rock elevates itself from the top of a slight ridge.
It may be ten or twelve rods at the base, and perhaps 150 feet
high above the top of the ridge. On Lutkd's chart it bears the
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name Mt. Guerite. In the west end of the island is another nee-

dle rock, which I have never visited, much like Mt. Guerite.

A number of very active streams pour through the valleys

on the southern side of the island. The largest is probably that

emptying at the base of Takain. On the north of the central

range there are no streams, save one or two draining the Nut
valley. These streams, during the course of ages, must have

effected great things. I question whether any bodies of water

in the world are more active than these. During freshets, which
occur with almost every heavy shower, they arc deeply per-

turbed by the black and red earths with which they are laden.

These alluvial substances are deposited along the shores, form-

ing in many places immense flats, over which the tide ebbs and
flows. It is only on the south side of the island, from the Me-
talanim harbor to Point Kitilitz. that these marshes are of any
considerable extent, for on this side alone are the principal

streams, and these southwest shores are protected from the

roughened ocean acted upon by the northeast trades. The
island at the mouth of the Nut valley is but one of the alluvial

The insulated basaltic points about the main island of Ponape
are very interesting features of the group. Mutok, or Mt. Tene-

nedos, as named by Lutke, is in reality an island, being only

attached to the main land by an extensive alluvial marsh. It is

a sort of double hill rising very precipitously on its eastern

aspect 150 or 200 feet Jekoits island is an irregular triangle,

each side being perhaps a mile and a half. Along the eastern

border, running north and south, is a high ridge 800 or 1000
feet in height, exceedingly precipitous. The northwestern

part of the island is elevated from 150 to perhaps 250 or 300
feet and along its northern and western shores presents very

precipitous ascents. The columnar tendency may be seen in

most of the ledges of this island, though perfect prisms are

rare. The Rev. Mr. Doane resides on the northern margin of

the western portion of the island, upon the edge of the preci-

pice, up which a tolerable path has been formed by taking ad-

vantage of this columnar arrangement and removing successive

blocks. Lungur and Poitlk are but points of columnar basalt,

100 feet or so in height with a talus about their bases, their cir-

cumference at the waters edge being perhaps half a mile. Parum
is about a mile and a half in length, and in one place a half mile

in width, with a central ridge that may be at points 300 feet in

height. The Slants rise very abruptly from the water's edge.

The smaller is a sort of dome, though presenting in many places

faces of perpendicular basalt. About its eastern shore are con-

siderable hillocks of coarse conglomerate. (Specimens Nos. 4, ,~>.)

The larger Mant is but the crest of a ridge of prismatic rock
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that along its whole western aspect presents a very precipitous

face, and may be in one place 300 feet high. Tapuk is but a

repetition of the same, of less elevation. TaJcain rises with

much of the usual perpendicularity to the height of perhaps

S00 feet. The mass of its hill is of a reddish rock (No. 14).

And in certain spots a red earth is found that makes a

ble paint for native canoes (No. 12) ; a substance that is also

found in almost every part of the main island. J/-

about 50 feet in height, and is very small. Only on the mar-
gins of this islet have I succeeded in finding anything ap-

proaching to cellular lava (No. 8). Taman island has a general

level of about 75 feet, and descends quite steeply to the water

on nearly every side. Near it, to the south, are several very
small and low basaltic islets.

It need scarcely be remarked that the general surface of all

the basaltic members of the Ponape group is very rugged. Eocks
and stones are scattered over almost the entire surface in the

greatest profusion ; and but few plains, even of a few acres in

extent, are to be anywhere seen. The leeward slopes in the

Kiti tribe present a few spots that may be termed level. Ba-

saltic specimens may be found on almost every square rod of the

island, but on certain spots they seem to be adventitious rather

than native. In such spots the earth is a reddish clay, under
which will usually be found what seems to be a decomposed
rock (No. 11), with frequent seams of red earth (No. 12). Be-
neath the whole, we strike upon the substratum of basalt, in

compact masses.

I send, accompanying, a number of mineralogical specimens,

which I trust some one will describe for publication at the same
time with what I write. I cannot but think that the very com-
pact nature of all the island structures will be remarked with

interest. Do not many of the specimens present almost the ap-

pearance of uninterrupted igneous rocks ?

My principal object of geological inquiry has been for positive

evidences of what I suppose may be specifically termed volcanic

action, viz., the products of volcanoes and craters themselves.

About the eastern shore of Mantapeti wre find a conglomerate
which I presume I am right in stq to v. >!<>anie

action (Nos. 4, 5). So also at Shelong (No. 7). About Muto-
kaloj I find scoriaceous lava (No. 8). But as yet I have not

been able to fix my eye on anything which in my ignorance I

can recognize as a crater. Several of the hills have at a little

uthed as they are with luxuriant vegetation, that reg-
ular dome or cone-shaped contour which I suppose one feature
or variety of isolated craters: but, on close inspection, i aces of
perpendicular basalt may almost always be found, which, with
the absence of terminal bowls is I presume decisive against their
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being craters. The Rev. Mr. Doane has called my attention to

the appearance of the eastern terminus of the central range.

The very end or point of the hills just as they reach the shore

opposite to the Mant islands, seems as though removed by a

gorge, leaving a semicircular urea with steep sides, in some
places 150 or 200 feet high. May this be a crater with one part

of its periphery destroyed, or is it only an accidental termina-

tion? The certain detection of craters must be left for my
future study, or for better instructed investigators.

Surrounding the whole body of basaltic elevations is a beauti-

ful coral reef, distant from the coast of the main island the aver-

age distance of perhaps two miles. There are no less than seven
considerable intervals in the continuity of this reef, forming as

many harbors, several of which are really excellent ones. Be-
tween the reef and the shore of the island are all the usual coral

patches that give such wondrous variety to tropic waters. The
height of these patches varies greatly. A very considerable num-
ber of them are from an inch or two to a foot or more above the
ebb tides at the syzygies. On the outer reef are a number of
islets in every way similar to those on the purely coralline groups.

They are found from the mouth of the Metalanim harbor, along
the southern line, as far as point Kittlitz, but not on the north
of Ponape. These islets have a nearly uniform elevation of
about two feet above high-water mark. I gather from my own
observations and from the reports of the pilots, that soundings
are found outside of the reef, nearly if not quite round the
island, at distances varying from a quarter to half a mile from
the reef.

Mr. Hale, philologist of the 17. S. Expl. Exped. under Com.
Wilkes, has advanced the supposition that Ponape, in common
with Kusaia (also called Ualan and Strong's Island), and other
Caroline islands, has undergone a depression of several feet

within a few centuries, that is, since the erection of the cele-

brated '-Ruins" near the Metalanim harbor. (Report on Eth-
nography and Philology, p. 87.) Were Mr. Hale's supposi-

sition of the Ruins on dry land
correct, the evidence would be decisive of an important sub-

sidence within a comparatively recent period. But I am well

satisfied the structures maintain very nearly, if not exactly,

the same relation to the ocean they did on their first erection.

There is not, that I find, any evidence of accumulating sand3
about their bases, as would be the case had there been a subsi-
dence. And again, the habits of the people would lead them to
select just such a submerged position for the easier ingress and
egress of their canoes, to which they are so attached as vehicles
of travel. For a fuller exposition of my views on this,subject
I must refer to a paper on " The Ruins of Ponape." That Mr.
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Hale should have suggested this hypothesis is not surprising
considering the reports he had received. A personal inspection
would, without a doubt, have influenced his mind as it has that
of every intelligent observer. In my remarks on this topic I
do not overlook the fact that the coral island regions are, in
general, areas undergoing depression. The investigations of Mr.
Darwin, with the further illustrations of Mr. Dana, are decisive

• on this point. I only question the supposition of any subsidence
since the erection of those structures we denominate u the ruins."
Inthis connection I may mention the tradition that there once
existed a small islet at the mouth of the Metalanim harbor, to
the north of the entrance, which had trees upon it, but which no
longer exists, having been carried away by a great wave in the
days of the grand-fathers of the present generation. Such little

.

changes are continually taking place, one islet being formed at
the expense of another. They are, I think, not at all indicative
of subsidence. Earthquakes are unknown in Ponape.

Climate.

I first give a tabular view of meteorological observations.
The decimals are the result of the observations having first been
made with a "Centigrade" thermometer, and afterwards re-
duced to Fahrenheit. No one will fail to mark the astonishing

. of temperature. It may be doubted whether there
exists a table exhibiting a greater. The mean daily range is

about 10°
; the mean difference of successive months a scarcely

appreciable quantity; and the mean annual temperature 80-28°.
The extremes during three years were 89° and 70°—a range of
only 19°, and the lower limit was reached on only one extraor-
dinary day, the 31st of March, 1853. Omitting the record of this
day, the extremes are 87-98° and 73-76°, making the range but
12-78°, which is nearer the true average.
We may challenge the world to rival the uniformity presented

in the following table, unless it be at other islands in this Micro-
nesian Ocean. Surrounded by an immense expanse of water,
and situated near the equator, the temperature could scarce be
different.

The prevailing winds are " the trades" from the northeast.
They blow most vigorously during the northern winter, while
the sun, in southern declination, permits the farthest southern

of the trade wind zone. During the summer, the
trades retire to the norl

Yet, there is much difference between different seasons. There
are times when the trades are light duriu- tin- whole winter, but
continue with great uniformity during the summer, as in the

;aT 1 -"''
it there may be cycles in the

operations of the trades seems not an improbable one. It is to
be hoped that they may yet be studied out.
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Lightning, 1 day. 1855.—J/*>,v thunder, 1 day.

Average of 1853, 12 days ; of 1854, 8 days ; of 1855, 1 days ; of'three years, 28 days.
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The tornadoes or typhoons, so common among the strictly

"South Sea" islands of the Pacific, and about the Bonin Islands

to the north, may be said to be unknown here. Yet some of the

very oldest inhabitants tell of a gale having swept th<

ing their early youth which destroyed the breadfruit and cocoanut

trees so completely that a great famine ensued, by which a very

large number perished. This was probably a "cyclone." And it

is worthy of r. 1 ark thai tin - n tiling L- -aid I > have occurred

& in tb« past on Strongs Island, (lat.

5° 19' K, long. 163°6' E.), and with similar effects. It was

probably the same cyclone that dealt destruction to bol

The humidity of this island is marked, yet equable. During

the summer we are ever and anon covered by that cloud-zone

and which vibrates north and south with the sun and

with the trades. The summer is our rainy season
;
yet situated

as we are under the northern boundaries of the cloud-zone even

during its farthest oscillations northward, we are by no means
deluged with rain, as are many tropical localities. There are

many intervals—sometimes of several weeks—of the most de-

lightful weather during all the summer months. The trade-wind

season, during the northern winter. - i > dri -•
|

i lion of our

year ; but it never brings that parching heat which is the usual

accompaniment of a " dry season." The trades reach us from
their long ocean voyage, so deeply fraught with moisture that

the impingement of their clouds on our hills of nearly 3000 feet,

together with the slight reduction of temperature occasioned by
the dense clothing of vegetation that completely envelops the

island, secures oft repeated precipitations. And the island is of

so small extent that the showers pass readily over to the

leeward slopes, and water them equally with the windward.
During the year 1856, when, as above noticed, the trades were
light during their own appropriate season, yet intrusive during
the whole summer, the island experienced a drought greater than

any remembered by the oldest inhabitants. Yet even during
that year the universal green was scarcely at all dii

It may not be misplaced to call attention to this fact that the

Northern Pacific generally participated in the meteorological

Eerturbations that were so wide spread through all the northern

emisphere during 1856.

Thunder and lightning are rare and faint. It is a significant

fact, that the natives have seen so little desl

that in the few instances which have occurred they never sus-

pected its agency.

Plants.

Ponape is clothed with vegetation from its highest peaks
quite into the ocean, and so dense is it that a passing ve^e! can
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scarcely discern a house of the hundreds that are scattered along
; ts entire circumference ; and but for the smoke of domi
and the canoes gliding with magic sail and paddle within trie

encircling reef, the island might readily be thought uninhabited.
The whole island is but an uninterrupted forest, with the excep-
tion of a few spots on the leeward slopes that are covered with
a short coarse grass, whose green is of quite a yellow cast, and
contrasts strongly with the intensely deep—almost black—green
of the surrounding thickets. These grassy areas embrace from
S or 4 to 50 or 100 acres. The soil of these spots is a very com-
pact, reddish—almost ochreous—clay.

The growths of heavy timber are by no means confined to

the dry land, but extend far out on to the coral flats, wherever
the alluvial deposits before mentioned are lodged, there forming
very extensive mangrove swamps, in which are found several
kinds of trees, but principally varieties of the Rhizophora.
These marine trees are themselves active agents in promoting
the accumulation of alluvium, their numerous adventitious roots

conservatively detaining the mobile particles. The area of
these swamps is yearly extending ; the intervening spaces be-

tween different patches, that form so many creek-like

being continually lessened ; and the outer coral flats are becoming
more and more green, particularly since the desolations by
small pox in 1854, as fishing parties have much less

and numerously trampled the flats to the prejudice of the rap-
idly germinating mangrove.
The luxury of vegetation gives a peculiar softness to the

scenery of this otherwise rugged island. But the dead uni-

of its unbroken, sultry, green, m
much from its romantic beauty, as compared with many tropical

islands. Nor does the uniformity pertain only to color ;—even
the circumstances of varying height and form are apparently
denied to the different tribes of trees, so completely does the
mantling canopy of vines bind tree to tree, bridge every slight

I r a, and blend every peculiarity in one gently undulating
flood. With the exception of two or three varieties of palms,

trt the shore like the cocoanut, or stand in

like the sago, the eye vainly seeks for some-
thing in form or altitude to relieve the luxurious scene.

There are several representatives of the family Aroidce. Some
of them in the damp forests run up to the height of trees, and
send out branches, and may be climbed. The stems, or rather

ions of the root, of those that the natives name Ot
but whose scientific designations I cannot determine, make a

table and nutritious food, especially in times of scarcity.

Several varieties of the Arum esculentum grow wild, and are occa-
sionally eaten, but they are of an inferior quality, compared with
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the taro of the Hawaiian Islands. Only one of them can deserve
much attention, and this is very coarse grained and dry.
The natives distinguish no less than six varieties of Saccharum.

I cannot give their scientific designations, if indeed they are all

named. They are distinguished by the color of their cuticle,

which is an index to the various degrees of compact n<

ness, and sweetness of the interior. One variety, of a light
yellow, I have been informed by an intelligent native of the
Isle of France, is the same kind that makes the best sugar on
that island. Good syrup has been made by the same individual
on this island. With his rough and ill-adapted apparatus, one
gallon of sap produced l-J quarts of syrup.
The genus Pandanus is represented by at least two varieties.

It is possible they should both be denominated P. odoratissimus,
for it is true that the fruit, if not the male flowers, are very
pleasingly fragrant. I should prefer however to call one of
them P. esculentus. On this island, as on all the "low" islands
of at least Eastern Micronesia (which comprises the k
Eadack, and Ealick Eanges,) the female spadices are highly
esteemed, and even carefully preserved, as important articles of
food. A large portion of each drupe is pulpy and sweet, and no
doubt highly nutritious, and, to one accustomed to them, cer-
tainly quite as palatable as sugar cane. No one having visited
Micronesia would remark of the Pandanacece:—"It can scarcely
be said that the plants of this order are of any known use to
man, except as furnishing, in common with many others, a good
material for thatching.'' This variety of the P. odoratissimus
which I term esculentus, grows alone on the sandy atolls. The
leaves of both varieties, but particularly the upland, are used on
this island for the construction of curiously plaited mats.

_
The Dioscorea (yam) is extensively cultivated. There are several

indigenous varieties, some of which grow wild and are of indif-
ferent eating, being very fibrous, while others are cultivated and
are the finest of esculents. At least one variety of wild yam,
fio+an onjy jn times f famin6j needs from fa bitternes
go a process of maceration to be made nutritious ;—if this be
not an exception, I do not know of there being any poisonous
species of the Dioscorea on the island. A number ol
of yam now found on the island are spoken of as foreign. The
most of them have been introduced since ships bega
the island; though some were brought from other groups of
Micronesia by straying companies in their ship-like canoes.

lhe natives distinguish eight or ten variet
icocoanut) depending on the character of the nut. The insideR? ^ nu* of one variety is considered sweet and edible
by the natives, for which it is more valued than for the con-
tamed water and meat. The cocoanut thrives wherever planted
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on every portion of the island ; though the usual localities are

along the shores and on the coral islets.

The leaves of what must I think be a species of the Sagus are

used for thatching. It is usually found in quite moist localities.

It stands perfectly erect and spreads its magnificent tuft at the
maximum height of perhaps 75 feet. The surface of its fruit is

broken into lozenge-shaped spaces which are so arranged as to

remind one of scale armor. From a slight experiment it seems
probable that sago can be procured from it.

A plant very nearly allied to the Areca Catechu, if it be not
indeed the genuine betel-nut tree, is occasionally to be seen.

The natives frequently chew the unprepared nut, but never com-
bine it with lime and betel leaves, as in the East Indies, and as

even on an island so near as Yap, lat. 9° 35' K, long. 138° 8' E.
A species of Tacca is scattered about the island, and might be

made a considerable article of export. It is peculiarly abundant
on the Aut Group.
The genus Zingiber has at least one representative here. Its

root-stocks have much of the aromatic property peculiar to the
genus, and are used by native practitioners for cataplasms.

Of the Husa (banana), there are many varieties;—neither

Malabar nor Sumatra can boast of more ; fifteen or twenty may
be mentioned. The general remark will readily hold, that their

fruits are not of the most delicate kinds, though the most of
them can in various ways be so prepared as to be very palatable
and important articles of even civilized diet, and at least two
varieties will hold their place among the most luxurious of tropic

fruits—specimens of the veritable Husa paradisiaca. I cannot
certainly determine whether we have the particular plant of the

) Islands named M. textilis, but it is interesting, that
rieties here found produce a fibre that cannot be dis-

tinguished from the Manilla hemp. The natives have from time
immemorial known how to prepare and variously dye this fibre,

which they weave into very tasteful and durable belts, that are

worn by the men bound about the body just over the umbilical

region, above their cocoanut-leaf skirts. One variety, of which
little care is taken, produces only abortive fruit, yet compensates
for its sterility by furnishing what the natives deem an edible

stem, quite tender and sweetish, and slightly nutritious.

At least one variety of the Lauracece is found here. It must,
from its sensible properties, be a species of Sassafras, but I have
no means of determining its specific designation. Considerable
quantities of the bark of its stem have at different times been
taken by traders to the Hongkong market.
The Piper methysticum grows luxuriantly, and is most r^sidu-

ously cultivated. It sometimes runs up to the height of fifteen

or twenty feet. The natives distinguish two varieties :-4#xe
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having a dark green stem spotted black, the other a very light

green bark even yellowish. I think it is palpably less acrid and
actively narcotic than the P. methysticum of Eastern Polynesia.

The natives make most extravagant use of it as a narcotic bev-

erage. The roots are pulverized, water added, and the juice

expressed through fibres of the hibiscus bark. Some chiefs

drink quarts of this daily, yet the only results are a temporary
drowsiness that passes away after a doze of an hour or two, a
diminished appetite, and sometimes a slight nausea and gentle

retching. Nothing is ever seen of the peculiar desquamating
effect upon the cuticle reported as the results of ava-dr

the Hawaiian Islands. I conceive that the peculiar narcotic

principle of the plant may be less concentrated in this humid
climate than in the dryer regions of the Pacific Ocean.
The Artocarpus, (breadfruit) is the great food-producing genus

to the inhabitants of Ponape. Without it they would starve, or

be reduced to the dire necessity of slight labor for their eoste-

nance ; with it, no lords of creation are more independent. It

forms most extensive groves, even forests. It is cultivated with

those during which the great harvest is gathered. There is

another slighter crop in the winter or trade-wind season ; and
scattering trees may be found bearing during every month of
the year. The crop is a somewhat uncertain one. The same
trees seldom bear well two succe- - an excess of
moisture, as well as drought very sensibly affects it.—I have at

hand nothing extended on this genus as studied where the spe-

cies are more numerous than here ; but I think the natr
fication of it interesting. They distinguish three principal divi-

sions, which may perhaps be termed species, principally though
not exclusively based upon the character of the fruit ; a classifi-

cation which I cannot but think more philosophical than that

depending on the very accidental condition of integrity or inci-

sion of the leaf. 1. The Mai mat; that which is commonly
called Jackfruit. The fruit of the mai mat is rough and very
irregularly oval, and produces large seeds. The peculiar diar-

is that when ripe it can be eaten raw, its more delicate

varieties being, to those accustomed to it, as palatable as custard.

The leaves of some varieties are deeply lobed, of others not at

all. It grows almost exclusively on the shady atolls of the
outer reef; and it may be remarked that it is the mai mat that
is found on all the coral islands of East, if not West, Microneai*.
2. The Mdfn jaraJc. The leaves of the greater number of vari-
eties of this species are deeply incised, while some are most
emphatically integrifolia. The fruit is usually prolately spheroid,
and very symmetrical. One variety alone produces seeds. The
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-tie of this species is the roughness of the

fruit occasioned by the pointing of the coherent sepals of each
floweret. The number of distinguishable varieties of the mai'n
jarak is astonishing. I have the names x>f over fifty ! Nor are

the marks of distinction merely fanciful. They are principally

found in the peculiar qualities of the fruit. 3. The Mai 'n iiva.

Its leaves are both lacerated and perfect. The foliage and bark
are less hirsute, and of a slightly lighter green than those of the
mai 1n jarak. The fruit is more spherical than that of the maVn
jarak. In the fruit of the main iwa the flowerets are more
closely blended, both interiorly and exteriorly, than in either of
the other species. From this results an extreme smoothness of
the rind, and ;i compactness of the fruit even to the very inferior

fibrous stem of the spike, thai i :\dy dif-

ferent from the fruit of the mai'n jural; where each floweret is

not only distinct at its free extremitv on the surface of the fruit,

but also again at its base about tne interior stem ; and most
especially different from the mai mat, where the degree of adhe-

sion between the flowerets is at its minimum, there being scarce

sufficient agglutination to connect the flowerets of a spadix into

one point. The specific terms incisa and integrifolia, I would
unhesitatingly reject. If the maVn jarak be not already in-

cluded in the species Artocapus hirsuta, (which I suppose not,

from the two varieties of rough and smooth bread-fruited A.
incisa being mentioned,) I would suggest that such names be
given to the three species as shall designate the differing degrees
of adhesion of the pistil-bearing flowerets.

The Mangifera has one representative, in a tree that bears a
fruit certainly not unpalatable on an island so destitute of tart

fruits, but which is quite fibrous, and not to be compared to the

Mango Indica.

One plant of the genus Citrus grows wild. It bears a fruit

about two and a half inches in diameter, which no on

liable to confound with the Pomme d'Aclam. Its rind is thick,

quite aromatic when ripe, and very bitter. The interior is

coarse, dry, and also somewhat bitter. I know not whether it

be best designated as a C. aurantium, or C. bigaradia.

Animals.

There are only three species of indigenous Mammalia. 1. A
small dog, not more than eighteen inches in height and propor-
tionate length. Its hair is long and sleek, its ears short and
erect. The posterior hairs of the tail as it curves upward are
peculiarly long, which gives it quite a bushy appearance. It is

a sprightly but unintellectual variety, worth little save as a com-
panion and as food for a degraded race of men, and as fur-

nishing retreats for the lice their masters deem such a delicacy.
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2. Bats. The variety here found is a peculiarly disguel

and is very numerously represented. They are very destructive

in gardens, rooting up the seeds of all leguminous plants, and

even devouring young chickens and attacking setting hens.

3. Bats. The natives distinguish two varieties, a large and a

small ; but I am not satisfied that the cause of difference is any-

thing but age. The largest individuals will measure eighteen

inches from tip to tip.— Whales andporpoises, are comparatively

numerous in the surrounding seas.

Of Birds there are twenty-nine or thirty species. They are

distributed probably in the following proportions among the dif-

ferent orders, as clsssified by Swainson. 1. Of the Raptores,

one species, a small owl. 2. Of Insessores, fourteen or fifteen

species. The Dentirostral species number eleven or twelve. I

do not know of any Conirostral, or Tenuirostral. There are

two Fissirostral, a kingfisher and a nightjar ; and one Scansorial,

a small parrot. 3. Of the Natatores there are six species ; one
that may be a sea-duck, the rest gulls, one of which is the Phaston.

1. Of the Grallatores, one plover, one sand-piper. 5. Of the

Easores, two Columbidce, the PtiUi and the Car-

pophaga oceanica ; and a small partially domesticated fowl
The number of individual Reptiles is great, though confined

to a few species. At least two species of turtles are found in

our waters, the Ohehnia mydas and 0. irnbricata. They visit the

ted Aut Group to deposit their eggs. The so-called

"tortoise-shell" forms an export of some value. There are sev-

eral species of the Lacerta group, and these constitute the main
body of the island Eeptilia. We have one variety of what I

suppose may be an Iguana ; and also a Gecko.

I need scarcely remark that the varieties of Fishes are very
numerous ;—and more than this I will not attempt to report.

A fresh-water eel is an object of great veneration and fear. A
species of harmless shark is very abundant. A large sting-ray,

(probably a Trygon,) frequents the coral flats and is the occasion

of much fear to wading fishermen.

Insects are somewhat numerous, but are probably distributed

through a comparatively small number of genera. I think the

remark will hold that the orders Coleoptera, Hemiptera, Orthop-
tera, Homoptera, Neuroptera, and Lepidoptera, in particular, are

not numerously represented. Cockroaches and dragon-flies are

the largest insects we have. One species of small white ant, is

a source of some trouble. There are six or more kinds of true
ants, that are not however of the more intrusive and destruc-
tive kinds. The cosmopolitan house-flies and fleas are found, but
are not troublesomely numerous. Musquitoes are bred by myriads
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Of the Arachnida 1 can only say—that a few varieties of

*pi.d<;rs arc found, and among thorn there is one: whose feet

when extended cover a surface of three in ones, diameter; and that

a small scorpion is occasionally seen, though not at all feared.

The Crustacea and Mollusca are numerous and attractive, but

it is little I can as yet report concerning them. Without having
done more than induce the natives to collect for me, I have ou
my shelves nl><>nt a hundred species of" shells. A small squid is

eaten by the natives. One species of X<i.util>!s is drifted ashore,

always in a mutilated condition. The natives suppose it to be
a fallen star ! I am surprised that as yet I have discovered but
six or seven of the terrestrial Puhnonifera, a group very abund-
antly represented at the Ilawaian Islands. Of the Conchifera I

have fifteen or twenty species.

Of the Radiata I only know that our waters are alive with
them. Twelve or fifteen species of the Holothuria are found,

though the varieties most valued in China are comparatively

scarce. Biche de mer has several times been cured here by for-

eigners for the Hongkong market.

'''

'

on the Neutralization of the Colors of Metallic Solutions.

(Read, with es

In the course of an investigation now in progress, the first

part of which has already been presented, I have had constant

occasion for a good practical method of determining with cer-

tainty the presence or absence of nitric acid in small quantities

under all possible conditions. The different methods that have
been devised for the accomplishment of this important qualita-

fion were therefore submitted to examination, and the

results obtain. I - a wurtrn of h< g pivs ntod m a collected

form. The following are the most important of these methods.

1. The protosidjphate of iron test, or method of Richemont.
This depends upon the well-known reddish or purplish-1 rown
color produced by the combination of the nitric oxyd formed
by the deoxydation of free nitric acid by proto-compounds of
iron, with the excess of the iron compound. H. Rose, in the
last edition of his Handbuch,* ranks this test above all the
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others, and certainly, when manipulated as there directed by
Eose, Eichemont's test is scarcely surpassed in delicacy by any
other ; and when the liquid to be tested is colorless, it is ex-

tremely convenient ; but unfortunately the color produced has

too little about it that is characteristic, and is therefore not cer-

tainly recognizable in the presence of many other colors that

are of very frequent occurrence. When the quantity of nitric

acid is minute, this test requires also a very considerable length

of time, an important objection.

2. The iodine test, or method of Higgin,*' dependent upon the

setting free of the iodine of iodid of potassium by free nitric

acid, and formation of the blue starch compound. When no
other free acid than the nitric is present, this mode may be made
very delicate and reliable, but when in combination, the nitric

must be set free by the addition of sulphuric acid, and as Gray-

Lussac long ago observed, ealphi es with a so-

lution of iodohydric acid, or, which is the same thing, with iodid

of potassium, free' iodine, by the following reaction, S0 3+HI=
S0 2 -fHO+I.f Even in dilute solutions this appears to take

place after a time, and when but traces are to be tested for, it is

difficult to be certain whether the free iodine indicated is due to

nitric acid or to this reaction. With great care, however, I be-

lieve that this method may in some cases be made useful, particu-

larly when free nitric acid is to be tested for.

In the presence of the least trace of a sesquisalt of iron, this

method is especially fallacious, a fact which has I believe hereto-
fore escaped attention. I find that a deep blue color is immedi-
ately produced when but a minute trace of any such compound
is present. In fact, the conclusion that I have drawn from ex-

periment is that a mixture of iodid of potassium and starch so-

lutions when used as a test for sesquioxyd of iron in solution,

yields in delicacy and sensitiveness to no other mode now in

use, and I wish therefore to propose it as a new method of de-

tecting the presence of small quantities of iron. The reaction
takes place both in neutral and acid solutions ; with sesquichlo-
rid of iron it is of course as follows,

Fe 2 Cl 3 +KI=2FeCl+KCl+I.
3. Schaffer's test; presented to this Association by G. C.

SchsefFer at the New Haven meeting in 18514 I* depends upon
the conversion of the nitric into nitrous acid by the action of

metallic lead, and then treating with yellow pnissiatc of potash
and acetic acid, when a deep golden yellow color i-

the presence of saltpetre in 60,000 parts' of water.
" As however

* Chem. Gazette for 1850, p. 249. f Gmelin's Handbuch I 689.
% Am. Jour. -

: l861> 625
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the nature of the yellow compound formed is not precisely

known much less the character of the reaction that takes place,

we have no data from which to infer how the presence of other

substances, parlieularly of metallic salts, would modify the re-

sult, and 1 should accordingly hesitate to rely upon it without

pauch previous investigation.

E. W. Davy has since given a somewhat similar process,* de-

pendent on the formation of a mtror rii.^:,l b\ heating with yel-

low prussiatc ami elm _ ;«n alkaline carbon-

ate when .-old. ..i.-i thei siil j hid of ammonium to the filtrate, to

produce the familiar brilliant purple color, by which lie detected

the 200th part of a grain of saltpetre. It is desirable that this

beautiful method should be fully examined, and the modifying

influences of all other substances determined, a work which

would require much time and labor.

4. The brucine test. This depends on the deep blood-red color

given by brucine in contact with free nitric acid, and is lauded

as extremely sensitive by Fresenius in his last edition.t It is

necessary to success, however, that the nitric acid should be in

a cert tin state of concentration.

5. The gold test ; founded upon the power of mixtures of ni-

trates with chlorohydric acid to dissolve gold leaf, by virtue of

the chlorine set free^ the gold being afterwards detected in the

solution by protochlorid of tin.

An observation of a very surprising and unexpected character

made in connection with this mode of testing may be appro-

propriately introduced here. I found that solutions containing

acid whatever being present) have

the power to dissolve gold. A solution of pure sublimed ses-

of iron was boiled with a fragment of gold leaf. The
liquid soon became turbid, from deposition of a basic chlorid,

al solutions of ferric salts, but on
y with chlorohydric acid, it cleared up and the gold

had disappeared. Another fragment also_ dissolved, and so on.

The action is accompanied by the production of protochlorid of

iron, as is easily shown by a solution of ferridcyanid. On fil-

' -

cipitate obtai had quite a dark brown color, and

when washed, dried and burned on platinum foil, left a residue

easily proved to be spongy gold by burnishing in an agate

A solution of pure ferric sulphate was also proved to dissolve

a little gold, though less readily than the sesquichlorid, and to

be reduced to ferrous sulphate. Even at the ordinary tempera-

* Lieb. and Kopp's Jahresb., 1853, p. 664.

f
" Diese Reaction ist ungemein empfindl mg zur qualita-

1

l Analyse, Braunschweig, 1856, p. 175.



ture a solution of the sesquichlorid, standing for several days in

contact with gold leaf, gave a green tinge with the red prussiate,

indicating reduction. An acid solution of the sesquiclilorid is

also partially reduced by digestion for a few hours on the sand-

bath with clippings of platinum foil. The solutions of gold are

not affected by refrigeration, concentration, dilution or nitration.

I cannot find that this action of gold and platinum upon ferric

solutions has been announced before. If observed, it may have
been attributed to traces of nitric acid or chlorine still remain-

ing in the liquid, a cause of fallacy not existing when the sub-

limed sesquichlorid is experimented v, ith. Metallic silver, how-

ever, has been observed to reduce ferric salts. Gmelin says,

"metallic silver takes up oxygen from a boiling aqueous solu-

tion of the sulphate of sesquioxyd of iron so that sulphate of

silver and sulphate of protoxyd of iron are formed; in the cold,

metallic silver precipitates again and the solution contains only

sulphate of sesquioxyd of iron as before."*

It is evident that this behavior of gold vitiates entirely the

gold test for nitric acid in the presence of iron.

6. The indigo test. This familiar method needs no descrip-

tion. When chlorohydric acid (or chlorid of sodium,

mended by Liebigf) is added, the bleaching is undoubtedly due
to the prod l

i

f
i< intionofg

11

under the same circumstances was proved to be by Gay-Lus:
to the production of free chlorine, just as the solution of gold

nder the same circumstances was proved to be by Gray-Lussac4

All the five methods previously mentioned depend evidently

upon the production of a color not previously existing in the

liquid, and which in many cases may be produced by the pres-

ence of other substances besides nitric acid, whilst the indigo

test depends upon the destruction of a color previously existing,

this color being at the same time a very characteristic one, sel-

dom found in solutions, and belonging to a very stable com-
pound that is well known to be affected only by the most potent

oxydizing agents. It seemed to my mind therefore that, other

things being equal, the indigo test possesses elements of greater

certainty than the others, and furnishes stronger positive evidence

of the presence of nitric acid, though some others may give

stronger proof of its absence. I set myself at work therefore to

investigate the indigo test, and ascertain the circumstances which
can modify its action.

I quickly discovered, as announced in a former paper, with

surprise I must admit, that like the gold test, it is wholly falla-

cious in the presence of compounds of iron. A solution of pure
neutral sesquichlorid of iron was found to bleach indigo power-
fully, with formation of protochlorid. The iron solution used
was freshly prepared from green crystals of the sublimed ses-

* Gmelin's Handbuch, i, 128. \
% Liebig and Kopp's Jahresb., 1847-

See H, Rose's Handbuch, last e



result. A solution of pure ti.-rric sulphate made by evaporating
excess of pure sulphuric acid

until free from chlorine, also bleached indico powertuilv : and
when a small excess of indigo was added so that the 1

a pt-reeptihlv bluish tint after Ioult b.iinm and cooling, crystals
of pure ehlorid of sodium bemg added producd no further
change alter ivnewnl ebullition, thus showing diat the bleach-
ing power of the sescpiisulphate is little, if any. interior to that
of the sesquiehlorid. Red prussiatc indicated ..,•• m this case
a reduction to ferrous sulphate.f

When iron then is present in a liquid to be tested by iudi-o,
it is necessary to precipitate it first, and test in the lih

addition of excess of acid. Fortius precipitation 1 have recom-
mended in a previous paper the use of ammonia, but since that
was written the idea has occurred that the presence of ammoni-

may possibly interfere in some way with the reaction,

although it may be difficult to understand how. An experiment
however, in which two parallel trials were made, evervthiny
else being equal, but in the one case a large quantity of sal-am-

moniac (free from iron) added, seemed in its result to
;

apprehension. It is safer, therefore, until this point is more dis-

leimined, to' precipitate the iron in every case with
carbonate of soda. And when ammoniacal salts are lure
ent the ammonia may easily be expelled by evapon
excess of carbonate of soda before testing.

Besides ferric solutions, the following substances were found
to have the power of bleaching indigo.^

Terchlorid of gold, after evaporation to dryness with a large
excess of chlorohydric acid, to remove all possible traces of
nitric acid, '_;\r a soluri n which bleached indigo very largely
when boiled with it, gold being reduced and deposited, partly
as a metallic mirror upon the sides, and partly as a black pow-
der at the bottom, of the test tube. When boiled with a large

excess of indigo so as to remain still blue, then filtered and the
blue color destroyed by nitric acid, the liquid was not affected

by sulphohydric acid, and no longer contained therefore any-

gold.

1> :::' r ! ' ,' finum, freed in the same way from all nitric

acid, bleached indigo powerfully, with production of a very deep

likewise readily decolor-



Bichlorid of tin, made by passing chlorine gas through a solu-

tion of the protochlorid to saturation, adding some chlorohydric
acid, evaporating to dryness and heating the residue until it

volatilized strongly in white fumes, to expel all excess of chlo-

rine
;
gave a solution which bleached indigo readily and copi-

ously even in the cold. Acidulation with chlorohydric acid did
not affect the action.

Pure arsenic acid, having been evaporated in solution twice with
chlorohydric acid to ensure absence of nitric acid, left a crystal-

line residue which still contained much arsenic acid, for its solu-

tion gave with nitrate of silver the brick-colored precipitate, but
which apparently retained also chlorohydric acid in some form
of combination. On boiling the aqueous solution of the residue
with indigo solution no bleaching action could at first be ob-
tained, but on addition of a little chlorohydric acid the blue
color, though slowly and with some difficulty, vanished.

It is scarcely necessary to remark that all substances which
volve chlorine, iodine or bromine, with muriatic acid, will also

and 'permanganates, chlorates, perchlorates, iodates, bromates, deut-
oxyd of lead and the sesquioxyds of nickel and cobalt.

A mixture of deutoxyd of manganese with dilute sulphuric
acid bleaches very strongly.

There are a few other substances which interfere, although in
another way, with the reaction. These are those bas
give precipitates with the sulphuric acid of the indigo solution,
such as baryta, strontia, lime, and oxyd of lead. Such pn
by making the liquid milky, render the change of color during the
bleaching less discernible ; and moreover, it was found that the
indigo, being insoluble in other acids, all goes down with the
insoluble sulphate, so that the filtered liquid is colorless. These
bases are readily removed, however, at the same time as the
iron, by precipitation with carbonate of soda and filtration, be-
fore applying the test.

I now come to a class of difficulties which at first sight seemed •

less easy to obviate. These are the cases in which the color of
to be tested approaches more or less to that of the

mdigo solution itself. This occurs with solutions of cobalt, nickel,
copper, chromium and uranium. The mode devised for overcom-
ing this was perfectly successful in every case. It consists of an
expansion of the happy idea of Dr. Gibbs (founded upon an ob-^,™u of Maiuneni'*) in applying Crimes test lor mangane
to cobalt and nickel solutions, and has been repeatedly alluded

* Liebig and Kopp's Jahresbericlit fur 1850, 156.
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to hi a ibrmer paper. Some further details, however, of a spe-

cial character are necessary here.

The chlorids of cobalt and nickel are used reciprocal I \\ after

the manner of Dr. Gibbs, to neutralize the colors of each other.

The color of the mixture, as I have obtained it, is when concen-

trated rather grayish than brownish as it is designated by Dr.

Gibbs.* This slight residual color is however of no conse-

quence, as all that is necessary is to get rid of all admixture of

blue tint, before adding the indigo solution. In working with

cobalt solutions it must be carefully borne in mind that the or-

dinary rose colored hydrate of chlorid of cobalt is converted in

to the blue anhydrous chlorid by admixture with

strong chlorohydric acid, or even with the dilute acid on heat-
;' the indigo test to a mixture of

llorids of cobalt and nickel, on heating to effect the bi<

the liquid usually assumes a blue color deeper than it had before.

If nitric acid is present, however, on cooling the hot mixture by
addition of a little cold water, or better by a current of cold

water on the outside of the test tube, the blue color wholly dis-

The green colors of solutions of copper, chromium, and ura-

aixnn arc neutralized in the same manner as solutions of nickel,

with chlorid of cobalt. In the case of copper it must be re-

membered that, as Gladstone has shown,+ chlorid of copper, like

chlorid of cobalt, differs in color according to the quantity of

water it is combined with, being in dilute solutions blue, but on

admixture with strong muriatic acid or on heating, assuming a

peculiar greenish tint. Now it is only the green chlorid which

a the chlorid of cobalt, so that it is necessary to have

sufficient muriatic acid present to ensure the existence of the

copper salt in the green modification, at least

hot. The color produced is then very similar to that obtained

with the chlorids of cobalt and nickel. In the green-yellow so-

lution of chlorohydrate of uranic acid, the green tint is perfectly

1 of cobalt, a lij

"

t interfere with t

of chlorid of chromium is precisely similar in its action to one

of chlorid of nickel, the resultant color with chlorid of cobalt

being identical in appearance. A concentrated green solution of

i prepared by the

*•«,• (An
g the residual

-

the excess of the latter by evaporation. The solution has an extremely rich rose

hlorid of nickel used was also prepared with care, and was of high

f iieb. and Kopp's Jahresb. 1855, 414.
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protochlorid of iron is also rendered almost completely colorlea

by a little chloml <A .•obatt. bul this is of course a matter of no
importance in connection with the indigo test *

In conclusion, to describe the general mode of ma\

and reliability of the test. The liquid to be examined is treated,

tiorr-e The nitrates of cobalt a

lilorids do.

gam to appear b

^appeared leaving t

nd chlorid of cobalt also, no perfect r

icid^how

These observation^, made, have an obvious bearing

i the question of the mam

future opportunity.
'i -... ':

.

• -:•
-

:

tint moreover being extremi id of chromium
ilor was produced, but in whatever propor-

chlorid of copper a fine deep violet-blue color, like that of the ammonia-sulphate,

I subject of the

mode of interlVr tl seems to me
* ;.-:- -

:

-.- •:. -.-..
would lead to valuable practical results, and probably :'

' ' .'.; ;.' - •
,

: ..•..

' ' -
'

I have made attem
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when any inieriering siuVumee is present, as above recom-
mended. If neutral, clilorid of sodium is added, instead of
muriatic acid, to avoid dilution. If carbonate of soda has been
used to precipitate iron, lead, baryta, etc., it is better to concen-
trate somewhat bi'iore acidulating with cblorohydric acid. In-

digo solution (which should also be strong) is then Mid
a feeble blue tint (best perceived by holding the tost tn!

from the operator on a piece of white paper) is comn
The mi xture is then warmed, and concentrated oil of vitriol added

.
.

•

If but traces of nitric acid be present the bleaching may not
take place for some minutes, or until a considerable quantity of
nil of vitriol has been added. If the oil of vitriol be free from
iron and nitric or nitrous acid (which latter two contaminations
maybe removed by previous boiling with a little oxalic acid,
after the method of Lowe), it is not necessary that it should be
otherwise pure. After the bleaching point has once been reached,
if a fresh portion of indigo solution be added, it will generally
be bleached immediately. In this way I detect practically and
certainly one part ofNO 5 (as saltpetre) in 25,000 parts of water.
In 50,000 parts the reaction is no longer distinct, and
must be concentrated after addition of excess of carbonate of
soda. The function of the sulphuric acid is not merely, as ap-
peared to me at first, to appropriate the water present, and pro-
duce a quasi-concentration, for chlorid of calcium cannot be suc-
cessfully substituted for it. It seems probable that in the pres-
ence of a large excess of sulphuric acid, Gay-Lussac's NO 2 CI
and CI 2 are formed, instead of NO 2 CI 2 and CI. When this

mode of manipulation is used, the presence of ammoniaeal salts

does not seem to exert any unfavorable influence.*

dilute acid i

just as in dilute sulpb

• .: < •
.' .: : .

which last operation fencold, filtering, boiling the n

the ferrous, at the expense c

sqnioxyd
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—

Electrical Phenomena in Houses.

1. On the Electrical Phenomena observed in certain houses in New
York; by Elias Loomis, Professor of Mathematics and Nat-

ural Philosophy in New York University.

Read before the American Association at the Baltimore meeting, May, 1858.

At the meeting of the American Association for the Advance-

ment of Science held at New Haven in August, 1850, I gave

an account of some remarkable electrical phenomena observed

in certain houses in New York. That account was received at

the time with some surprise ; but it soon appeared that similar

phenomena had been observed in a much larger number of

houses than had been supposed, and every one who was at first

skeptical about the facts had an opportunity of convincing him-

self by personal observation. At present I am not aware that

there is any person in the United States who doubts the truth

of the statements which I made at New Haven in 1850, or who
charges them with exaggeration.

The winter of 1856-7 I spent in Berlin, and I mentioned the

leading particulars of these phenomena to some of the profes-

sors of the Berlin University. They all expressed very great

surprise at my statements, and some of them took no pains to

conceal their incredulity. In August, 1857, I attended the

meeting of the British Association at Dublin, and made a short

communication on the same subject to that Association. The
facts were considered very remarkable, and I could not learn

that anything similar had ever been observed in any part of

Europe. I then decided to improve the first opportunity on my
return to New York, to verify my former observations, and to

procure the concurrent testimony of a second witness to corrob-

orate my statements. The house in which my principal observ-

ations in 1850 had been made was the house of Mr. D. W. Cat-

lin, a merchant of New York, who resides in Fourteenth street.

Upon my stating the case to Mr. Catlin, he gave me full liberty

to make such additional observations and experiments in his

house as I might desire.

The past winter has proved unusually mild, and for many
weeks it seemed doubt i- '•. opportunity would
be presented for witnessing these electrical phenomena, as it is

tremely cold weather that they are at all rei

About the middle of February, 1858, the first opportunity pre-

sented itself. On the morning of Feb. 11th the external ther-

mometer stood at 12°
; on the morning of the 12th it stood at 16° :

on the morning of the 13th it stood at 18°. On the e

the 12th, the thermometer then standing at 24°, 1 called at Mr.
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Catlin's in company with Prof. Samuel St. John, Professor of

Chemistry in the College of Physicians and Surgeons of this city.

We found the parlors at a temperature of 70°, and the electricity

was (jiiiie noticeable, although by no means so abundant as at my
visit iu L8ob. We first measured the length of the spark by em-

ploying two brass balls supported on glass rods in such a manner
iatance between the balls could be regulated at pleasure.

The diameter of one ball was £ inch, that of the other T\ inch.

When Mrs. C. walked briskly across the room and touched one

Us with her finger, the other ball being in communica-

tion with the gas-pipe, the spark would not pass from one ball

to the other if the distance much exceeded one quarter of an inch,

elite intense, and was accompanied by a good

snap. When I skipped across the room in the same manner, I

gave a bright spark, but it would not pass through a distance

quite as great as that furnished by Mrs.
^

We next attempted to light the gas

means of the spark. One of the burners

when its temperature had fallen to about blood-heat, Mrs. C. at-

tempted to light the gas by a spark from her finger. Three or

four of the first attempts were unsuccessful; perhaps because

the gas was not flowing freely at the time
;
perhaps because the

spark passed on one side of the gas-jet. At length Mrs. C. took

key in her hand, and skipping briskly across the room,

gave a spark from the handle of the key which ignited the gas.

We next poured a small quantity of ether into a shallow me-

tallic cup, and attempted to ignite it by a spark from the finger.

"ft: generally because thefirst attempts were unsuccessful; generally beca

park was received on the side of the dish,^ and did not pass

ugh the ether. After a few trials the ether was i

spark from Mrs. C.'s finger.

We next received a succession of sparks upon the knob of a

Leyden jar, and I received the charge through my body. The

shock was sufficient to convulse my arms somewhat an]

We next suspended a pith-ball by a silk thread, and having

rubbed a stick of sealing-wax upon the carpet, electrified the

pith-ball. After skipping across the room, I presented my fin-

ger to the pith-ball and found it violently repelled, showing that

Lcity of my body was of the same kind as that of the

onforms to the result which I published in

1850. It should be remarked that before commencing the pre-

ceding experiments, I exchanged my boots for a pair of dry

slippers with thin soles.

On the evening of March 5th, 1858, Prof. St. John and myself

made a second visit to the house of Mr. Catlin. The sky was

free from clouds, but the stars shone somewhat dimly. The ex-

ternal thermometer stood at +7°. On the morning of the 5th
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I the length of the spark by means of the i

apparatus we employed in our former experiments. The balls

were at a distance of one-third of an inch. I again exchanged
my boots for a pair of dry slippers, and after skipping briskly
across the room and touching one of the balls with my finger,

the spark passed to the other ball. I succeeded in passing a
spark when the distance of the balls slightly exceeded one-third
of an inch, and the spark from Mrs. C.'s finger passed a little

farther than my own; but even this would scarcely pass :< dip
tance of four-tenths of an inch.

We next attempted to light the gas from a burner which was
quite cool. We allowed the gas to flow for a time in order to
be sure that the atmospheric air was all expelled. Prof. St. John
then held his finger over the opening, and I took in my hand a
brass rod terminated with a small ball. I skipped across the
room and applied the ball to the burner, but the gas was not ig-

nited. The spark evidently passed a little on one side of the
gas-jet. A second trial failed, and evidently for the same reason.
The third time I presented the ball to the burner with more cau-
tion, the spark passed through the gas, and the gas was ignited.

We next repeated the experiment with ether in a metallic
cup. Prof. St. John held the cup in his hand, and after shuffling
across the room, I presented the brass ball to the surface of the
ether, but it was not ignited. A second time the experiment

: but the third time, after skipping a little more ac-
tively across the carpet, I succeeded in firing the ether.
What are the circumstances most favorable to the success of

the preceding experiments ?

1. A low temperature of the external air. I have never
heard that any phenomena of this kind have been observed ex-
cept during that period of the year when the houses are warmed
by fires

; and the phenomena are most remarkable during the
ther. The electricity is not abundant unless the ex-
crature is below 32°

; and it is most abundant when
the thermometer sinks to the neighborhood of zero, i have
never heard of a single fact at variance with this statem

2. A high temperature of the interior of the house, i

nied by considerable dryness of the air. In a cold room even
when the external thermometer is at zero, but little electricity
can be obtained by friction upon a carpet. A high 1<-

is needed, and the higher the tvmporaturc the better; and in
those house -

[city has been most abundant, a
high temperature is preserved almost uninterruptedly during the
winter season. In all my observa 's house, the
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thermometer in the parlors stood at about 70°. From all the

facts which I have been able to collect, 1 infer that a furnace

placed in the cellar, and sending its heat through tines to the

parlors and other portions of the house is more favorable to

electrical excitement than any other mode of heating, whether
by means of a stove or an open grate. Perhaps the only reason

for this difference is that when a furnace is used, the entire house
is more sure to be kept thoroughly warm and dry. On many
of the furnaces in New York, perhaps on most of them, a dish

of water is placed to supply moisture to the heated air; but it

is also true that in all the modern and well-built houses in New
York, so far as I have observed or heard, particularly in those

which are warmed by furnaces, the doors and wainscot, together

with the furniture, during winter ha.1 in ally shrink and crack,

indicating a very dry atmosphere.

3. A thick and substantial woolen carpet. My own observa-

tions and information lead me to the following eonclus ns : tl tt

without a carpet the phenomena I have been describing are

wholly unknown; that with an ordinary Ingrain carpet, but

feeble electricity is obtained ; a second carpet or a drugget spread

upon the first improves its electrical qualities. A Brussels car-

pet is much better than an Ingram ; and a heavy velvet carpet

is decidedly the best of all. The carpet unquestionably serves

as an insulator to preserve the electricity from being dissi-

pated ; and I also regard it as performing a still more important

: succeeds but poorly. Ladies are generally

more successful in these experiments than gentlemen, chiefly, I

think, from the fact that the soles of their shoes are o

thin and dry. In my experiments at Mr. ratlin's house, I gave
but a very feeble spark when dressed in boots ; but after I had
put on a pair of dry slippers, I gave a spark nearly equal to

that ._ : ven 1 \ M i >. < atlin. A shoe with a thin sole is preferable

to a boot w

:

Iy because the latter is

to be thoroughly dry, and therefore not so well adapted to ex-

citing elect: i it were perfectly dry,

its great thickness would interfere with the communication of
the electricity to the body as fast as it was excited.

What is the source of the electricity observed in the preced-

ing experiments ?

In my paper published in 1850, I gave it as my opinion that

the electricity was excited by the friction of a leather shoe upon
a woolen carpet. I proved by direct experiment that by such
friction, eleel j excited; and I still believe that

this is the principal, if not the only, source of the e
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Some have thought that the electricity was due, at least in part,

to the dress of the experimenter. I have satisfied myself that

electricity may be excited in shuffling across a carpet by any
person, no matter what his dress may be, provided only that he

have shoes with a dry leather sole. Children of all ages, boys

and girls, as well as persons of mature years, excite elec

the same way. I have never heard of an individual who had
tried the experiment in a house similar to that of Mr. Catlin's,

without exciting considerable electricity. No particular ma-
terial or quality of dress is essential to the success of the ex-

periment.

It is a very common impression, and one which is counte-

nanced by my own observations, that a silk dress is favorable to

the electrical excitement. A silk dress saves the electricity

which is accumulated upon the person from being dissipated as

performs

I believe

these experi-

i generally succeed best when
they wear a silk dress ; but from the statement of Prof. St. John
which accompanies this paper, it appears that small boys in their

ordinary woolen dress, may be equally electrical ; and I am in-

clined to think that the uniform success of ladies in these ex-
periments is due to the fact that they are more habitually con-
fined to the house ; and their dress, particularly the shoe, is

more thoroughly dry.

Some have imagined that a silk wrapper worn next to the
skin was important to the success of these experiments ; but
this is by no means essential, for one of the most electrical cases

of which we have any knowledge was that of a boy described
in Prof. St. John's communication, whose dress contained not a

particle of silk, and who wore cotton next to his skin.

2. Notice of some Electrical Phenomena witnessed in houses in the

cities of New York and Cleveland, Ohio; by Samuel St. JohK,
Professor of Chemistry in the College of Physicians and Sur-

geons, New York City.

Read before the American Association, at the Baltimore meeting, May, 1858.

By invitation of Prof. Loomis of the New York University,
I accompanied him on the evening of the 12th of February
1858, to witness some experiments on electricity, exhibited in a
house in Fourteenth street in the city of New York. The rooms
in which the experiments were performed had upon the floors
thick velvet carpets and the usual furniture of elegant houses

;

they are warmed by furnaces, and are kept at a nearly uniform



nperature of 70° F. The
atleman and lady of the 1

dry slippers. After walk
I spark

kibited when the hand was presented to the chandeliers or other

good conductors communicating with the ground. Gas was ig-

nited at one of the burners by a spark from a key in the hand
of the lady, and sulphuric ether inflamed by the spark passing
from her linger to the liquid which I held in a metallic cup in

electrical connection with the earth. The spark was made to

pass between two small insulated brass balls, with a view to

measure its length. The greatest length attained was one-fourth

of an inch. The spark exhibited a beautiful appearance in a
darkened room, when the fingers were brought near to the wall-

paper, dispersing itself through the space of a foot or more over
the gilded ornaments of the paper. On the evening of the 5th
of March, the coldest day of the season, the experiments were
repeated in the same rooms, when a sensible increase of electri-

cal intensity was discerned. The gas and ether were inflamed

by Prof. Loomis holding a brass ball in his hand ; and the length
of the spark attained was a little more than one-third of an inch.

These phenomena were similar to such as I often witnessed

during the winters of 1854-5 at the Cleveland Female Seminary,
located in the southeast quarter of the city of Cleveland, Ohio.
The building is three stories high, of brick, with a sandstone
basement, and is warmed by three furnaces supplied with the
ordinary bituminous coal of southeastern Ohio, the fires declin-

ing but not becoming extinct during the night. The tempera-

ture of the rooms varied considerably, sometimes rising above 80°

but rarely falling below 60°, even during the night. The rooms
in which the electrical manifestations were conspicuous, were the

parlors on the first floor above the basement. The floors of

these rooms were covered with substantial Brussels carpets.

The seasons when they attracted especial attention were periods

of severely cold weather—the thermometer on one occasion in-

2 3° below zero; the electrical excitement diminished

in mild weather, and ceased entirely when it rained. The car-

pets on the halls and other rooms were thinner fabrics than

Brussels carpeting, or composeed partly of cotton or linen, and
upon these the electrical phenomena were barely discernible.

In the parlors, electricity was manifested during dry cold weather

at all hours of the day, but much more strikingly in the evening
- ;;>;; the voung ladies had spent an hour in recreation and dan-

cing. On such, occasions the intensity of the spark was such as

ianied ether and pulverized resin, and measured re-

te-half inch, passing between insulated balls to the

furnace" register, which was in good electrical •
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with the earth. All persons remaining in the rooms were curt-

bled to communicate sparks to com
were given by two boys of the ages of nine and eleven years,

iidfng upon the carpets; this we attributed
to the friction evolved by their unconstrained freedom of motion.
These hoy< 01 i

;
« {.]. -i >. wore clad in woolen, one of them

Bannel next to his person and the other cotton, the
i was of more vigorous constitution and active habits,

more vivid spark. A difference of electrical aecumu-
J '

- rnible among the young ladies, which we
were inclined to ascribe to diversities in their dress, silk, woolen,
cotton—the silk and woolen appearing more favorable to success.
In one instance the different degrees of moisture upon
seemed to affect the amount of electricity communicated. These
phenomena attracted the attention of all the inmates and visitors

of the seminary ; many persons expressing surprise and some
consternation on receiving a shock as they entered the room and
took the hand presented to welcome them preceded by a vivid
mark. The passage of the spark over glass by bits of tinfoil

disposed in letters and in the 'spiral tube,' together with the
usual experiments on electric light, were repeatedly exhibited as
a source of amusement.

1. Gieseckite?

During the summer of 1857, while on a visit to the celebrated
•cality at Diana, Lewis county, K Y., my attention wafl

called to a green minen
In external appearance it resembled apati;

proved to be a silicate. Dr. Geo. K Hubbard of Natural Bridge
has kindly supplied me with a number of these crystals, from
which I am able to give the following characters.
The mineral is found in a highly crystalline limestone and is

with a brown augite and with magnetic pyrites ; those
crystals which are exposed are coated with a

oxyd of manganese, derived from the water of a stream which
overflows the locality several months every year. It occurs in
stout prisms from a quarter of an inch to n.

plane at rig
,

;
generally, however, the basal

edges are r . f a pyramid. The correspond-
ing planes m different crystals do not give constant angles, as

'
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will be seen from the following table containing

ments of several crystals numbered 1 to 6.

3

ft. '""',,"
' bT "'

3 I

1*"

133°! 135° 1 13404C, 90o

(134°
30J

87o

\?vy

i:n-
137-3

0* 11:

135° in

135= 'JO ;:''
_

89o 900 90°

end of tin- prism arc num-
bered 1, 2, 3, 15, 26, 36 in order around ; lb being opposite to 1.

J • 3 was terminated at both ends, and while the inclina-

tion of the prismatic face Ion 1 at one end was 130°, (as stated

above,) the same I on 1 at the other end was 134° 30'. The
lace P* referred to in the table is in each case that

plane of the prism which is in the same vertical zone with the

pyramidal plane mentioned. In Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4 and 6, the angle

between the faces of the prism was 120°.

Many of the crystals have a perfect cleavage parallel to the

faces of a hexagonal prism, the cleavage being equal and like i

lustre in the three direction

is scarcely perceptible and 1

a waxy fracture. The thin layers from cleavable crystals are

not themselves cleavable like those of true crystals, but have
generally the compact waxy fracture of the uncleavable crystals.

The color varies from light pea-green to leek-green, and the lustre

from vitreous to greasy. Thin pieces of the mineral are trans-

lucent. Hardness =3—35. Specific gravity 2-736—2-75. Be-

fore the blowpipe in forceps becomes opaque and fuses to a white

enamel; in the glass tube gives alkaline water; with salt of

phosphorus gives reactions for silica and iron. Decomposed by
at gelatinizing. The powdered mineral heated over

a blast lami ol to agglomerates to a semi-fused

mass which can no longer be decomposed by acids.

As the crystals vary so much in their erystallographie and
I expected to find a like variation in their

chemical composition, and in order to test this point three speci-

mens differing considerably in appearance were selected, and a

complete analysis was made of each.

Qualitative examination showed the presence of silica, alumina,

iron, lime, magnesia, potash, soda, and water, together with a

small amount of carbonate of lime, due to mechanical mixture

with calcite, the last traces of which it was found difficult to

separate from the mineral as selected for analysis.

In the quantitative determinations, the mineral was decom-
posed by carbonate of soda ; the alkalies were determined by
Smith's method. In one case the water was determined directly
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by heating in a glass tube in a stream of dry air and collecting
the moisture in a chlorid of calcium tube, and in the two other
analyses the loss by ignition was considered as water after sub-
tracting from it the small amount of carbonic acid which the
mineral was found to contain. The following are the results

:

The material for analyses Nos. 1, 2 and 3 was taken from three
crystals differing considerably in external characters : No. 1, un-
cleavable; No. 2, distinctly cleavable

; No. 3, mixed cleavable
and uncleavable. Nos. 4 and 5 are two determinations made on
No. 3 to ascertain the state of oxydation of the iron.

pected, and is quite
remarkable. The description given clearly shows that the crys-
tals are pseudomorphs. This appears (1.) from the wide variation
in angle ; for such variations, while hardly known in real crys-
tals that are apparently so perfect in their faces, do exist in
crystals that have undergone pseudomorphic changes. It is ap-
parent (2.) in the diversity as to cleavage—cleavage being seem-
*ngly perfect in some crystals and wholly absent in others, and
the waxy and cleavage structure being at times mixed in the
same specimen. It may be inferred also (3.) from the identity
of composition under these diversities ; for in real crystals so
wide differences would be in some way represented in the con-
stitution. But what the original mineral was which has been
here altered is a question more difficult to answer. One fact is

clear, from
^
the cleavage observed as well as the form, that the

crystallization is hexagonal and not trimetric.

In physical as well as chemical characters this substance ap-
proaches gieseckite, liebenerite and pinite, all of which have
been considered as pseudomorphous minerals. In the recent
analyses of gieseckite by v. Hauer he obtained :

—

The iron in No. 1 was given as protoxvd, but no direct deter-
mination was made to ascertain the state of oxydation. If it be
considered as sesquioxyd, and we compare the oxygen ratio with
that of the Diana mineral, we have

:

Gieaeckite, 416 : 14-53 : 24-10 : 601 = 1 : 350 : 5-88 : 1-44
Diana mineral, 4-00 : U;

.

. j7 . ir,5
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These ratios are so nearly alike, that the Diana mineral is proba-
:itc in which a portion of the magnesia is replaced by

an equivalent amount of lime and potash. The oxygen ratio

may also be expressed by £ft : 2££ : -i>i
:

i IT. which -ives the form-
ula (tft«+ifl)»Si4+3fi, or more simply (ft", H, fi»)Si

The researches of von Hauer and Kenngott show that gie-

seckite and liebenerite are closely related to each other. They
are both hexagonal and both have many ol the physical proper-
ties of the Diana mineral. They all have nearly the same com-
position as the pinite from Auvergne and from Saxony as given
by Eammclsbcrg and Marignac.

Pinite is staled to be hexagonal by the earlier mineralogical
writers, but Haidinger* has ret. trie system,
and classes it as an altered iolite. Phillips, however, gives a
figure of pinite from Puy de Dome with measurements which
seem to prove it to be hexagonal. Marignac also favors the

idea that it is hexagonal. But, whatever the fact about pinite,

the form of liebenerite and gieseckite, like that of the Diana
mineral, is unmistakably hexagonal.
The close relation of these minerals in chemical composition

is seen from the following analyses.

Si SI 3?e Fe ftn Ca % K ffa 3

This similarity in chemical composition would seem to indi-

cate a common origin for these pseudomorphous minerals. Tatn-

nauf endeavors to show that the Greenland gieseckite is altered

nepheline, but he does not support his opinion by analyses.
- : ; -..- "

.

-.".. J -
-:'

.:.".. : '
.-., :: r ..

be altered nepheline, although the relation to nepheline is not
clearly shown ;

while Kenngott
||

suggests that they may have
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been derived from some unknown mineral. We are not in pos-

session of facts which warrant a positive decision. Some of the
Diana crystals certainly have the lustre, color, and general aspect
of elseolite.

It is noteworthy that in northern New York and in Canada
there is a class of rocks represented by parophite and dysyntri-

bite which are hydrous silicates of alumina and potash. More-
over, the potash agalmatolites approach these in chemical com-
position,* as will be seen from the following analyses. The
dysyntribite in fact occurs at Diana, and may have had a aiimlM
origin with the crystals here described. But I would not assert

that the same potash-silicate may not tend to form from the

alteration of different silicates.

Si » ¥e Fe Sin Ca Hg ± Na H

1, 2, 3, Hunt, abstract from Geol. Rep. Canada for 1852, 95, in this Journal, [2],
xvii, 127. 4, 5, 6, 1, analyses of different specimens of dysyntribite showing it to

be a rock and no Journal, [2], xvi, 50. Its relut

are shown in this paper. 8, Thi

2. Compact Pyrophyllite.

In a recent examination which I have made of some varieties

of Chinese figure-stone (agalmatolite), one specimen analyzed
proved to be identical in chemical composition with pyrophyl-
lite, a,nd on reference to Dana's Mineralogy, p. 253, was found
an analysis of Chinese agalmatolite by Walmstedt, which gave a
similar result. This led me to consult the Oefversigt af Kongl.
Yetenskaps-Akademiens Forhandlingar for 1848, p. Ill, in

which three analyses by Walmstedt are given. His results are

communicated by Svanberg in a note to Sjoegrens analyses of

Swedish pyrophyllite.

It is somewhat remarkable that Svanberg's note seems to have
been entirely overlooked by mineralogists, for in it he calls at-

tention to the fact that this agal al with the

Swedish pyrophyllite, as also with that from Spaa analyzed by
Rammelsberg.
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The specimens that I have examined were brought from China

by Dr. M. C. White of New Haven. Dr. White informs me that

the Chinese obtain this "figure-stone" from the mountains, about

twenty English miles from Fuhchau.

The mineral has a white to greenish-white color and is trans-

lucent; it is perfectly compact, sometimes veined like marble,

the color of the veins being dark red and due to the presence

of sesquioxyd of iron. B.B. infusible, or fusible only on the

tliiimot edges; moistened with nitrate of cobalt gives the reac-

tion for alumina ; not decomposed by acids. Hardness 3. Spe-
•. 2*81. Analysis showed it to be a hycb

a "with traces of iron, lime, magnesia, and alkalies. Of
the following Nos. 1, 2 and 3 are the original analyses by
Walmstedt, and No. 4 is my analysis.

Their close correspondence with pyrophyllite may be seen by

comparing them with the following analyses of that species :

Si Si Fe Ca &g 3VIn ft

PChCU «™ »*' - ™ ™ - "» H-mnebbe*.

tt^shr* *ss 52 Hi H? ii ^ E^
Sjoegren'f

This so-called agalmatolite may therefore be considered as a

compact pyrophyllite. The formula aa*Bi»+2Bt=& 65-66, Si 29-22,

£ 512, represents very well the composition of both varieties.

It is true that the compact mineral does not swell up and

spread into fan-like shapes as is the case with the foliated va-

riety, but this is simply due to a difference in structure ; the

same circumstance explains the difference in fusibility. The

compact pyrophyllite seems to bear the same relation to the

foliated variety, as steatite bears to foliated talc.

The formulas of talc and pyrophyllite are as follows

:

Talc, (J[g8)*Si5+2ft,

Pyrophyllite, Sl2 5i'+2fl.

It is hence obvious that the two are analogous in chemical com-

position.

3. Unionite.

In this Journal, [2], xv, 211, Prof. J. Lawrence Smith and
myself published analyses of a mineral which we supposed to

* Pogg. Ann,, bcviii, 513. f Oefv. K. V. Ak. Fork, 1848, 110.

% This Journal, [2], xviii, 410.
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be the unionite of Silliman. "We had no reason to doubt the

. as they were collected at the

unionite locality by Mr. L. White Williams, and were received

by us from Prof. B. Silliman, Jr. A careful examination, how-

ever, of the original specimen in Prof. Silliman, Jr.'s cabinet,

showed such a difference in the physical characters that I have

been induced to make an analysis of the original specimen from

material kindly famished me by Prof. Silliman, Jr.

Its physical characters correspond perfectly with those given

by Silliman. B.B. fuses easily, with intumescence, and glows

with a white light. In the tube yields water. Sp. gi

After ignition it gelatinizes with hydrochloric acid. Analysis

of 1-036 grams fused with carbonate of soda gave :

—

feesquioxvd of iron, 0'49

The oxygen ratio is that of epidote, and the analysis agrees

with Rammelsberg's analyses* of zoisite. Its physical charac-

ters are also identical with zoisite, and it forms one of the purest

varieties of lime-epidote.

4. Feldsparsfrom the Danhurite locality.

Prof. J. Lawrence Smith and myself have shownf that dan-
burite is associated with both orthoclase and oligoclase. This
locality has been re-opened during the past year, and the feld-

spar now obtained there is chiefly orthoclase. It forms a vein
in dolomite from one and a half to two feet in width, and occurs

in broad cleavable masses as well as in the more compact gran-

ular form before observed and analyzed by Smith and myself.

The cleavable variety has recently been analyzed by Mr. Geo.

F. Barker of the Yale Scientific School, with the following result:

Si Xl Ca £ J&a Ign.

Sp. gr. 2-58. 64-25 18-80 1-20 12-44 2-40 0'30=99-39

The specimens of danburite which were taken from the lo-

cality some years since, and from a part of the vein only about
'

) hundred "
'

, from the present opening, <

ded in oligoclase.^ Thii "

i ished by the fine parallel striae i

frequently found imbedded in oligoclase.^ This feldspar may
tea by tne nne parallel stnse in one direction

(indicative of a triclinic form) observable on its cleavage surface

;

are entirely wanting in the other feldspar. It appears
therefore that in the same vein, danburite is sometimes imbedded
m a potash feldspar and in other cases in a soda-lime feldspar.

Tale Analytical Laboratory, March, 1858.



On the Fish-rod Balance.

Messrs. Editors:

I have read an article in your number for January, 1858, p.

39, by Prof. Alfred McMayer, on "the estimation of the weights
of very small portions of matter." That he independently in-

vented the instrument therein described, I have no reason to en-

tertain doubt. In 1840, while residing at the U. S. Branch
mint of this city, I invented, constructed and used a similar

contrivance. I called it the fish-rod balance. I formed a mi-

nute tapering hollow tube of glass, mounted it adjustable in a
glazed case to avoid drafts of wind, suspended from the small

and free end an extremely light pan by a thread of glass, ter-

minating in an indicator point, the point traversing over a mi-

crometer scale, a view of which was commanded by a micro-

scope. Values were written upon the scale from observation, at

and carried out by interpolations. I operated more or

less with this instrument for six years, during which time it was
by hundreds of persons now living. Prof. McMayei

underestimates its delicacy and over-estimates its reliability.

The purpose to which I mostly applied it, was to determine

the amount of non-volatile matter in liquids. Thus : a pipette,

marked so as to contain a measure, the equivalent of one gram
of water, containing the liquid to be evaporated, was held in-

clined over a clean silver or platinum capsule, heated by a spirit

lamp. The liquid, dropped gradually in, assumed the spheroidal

form, and was evaporated, but not quite to dryness, lest the

residi 3 -hould be dissipated by explosion. At the proper mo-

mo nl it was skillfully tossed into n <-loan porn-lam capsule, and

presented the earthy and saline residue in the form of a minute

sphere, generally too minute to be weighed in an assay balance.

,1 balance was then resorted to.

But I found the fish-rod balance to vary materially i

cations of weight, from the effects of varying temperature, from

molecular changes in the glass becoming manifest in time, and

probably from other causes which I did not investigate. Hence

I came to th lk little of it as an accurate means of determining

ights, and much of it as a probable means of investi-

obscure laws of molecular changes, a vein of inquiry

- vet I have failed to pursue.
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Art. X.

—

Contributions to the Pakeontohgical Synchronism of the

Coal Measures of Ohio and Illinois ; by E. P. Stevens, M.D.

Is there a stratigraphical synchronism in the two great Amer-
ican coal fields—the Appalachian, and that of the basin drained

by the Mississippi river ?

I propose to make a contribution of such facts and observa-

nce fallen under my notice, to assist in the solution of

this interesting problem in American geology.

To bring the subject more immediately under the eye, two
sections are given. One is of the coal strata of Ohio, as made out

by examinations along the line of the Ashtabula and New Lis-

bon railroad by Dr. J. S. Newberry, and along the Cleveland-

and-Pittsburgh and Cleveland-and-Zanesville railroad by my-
self. The section is carried up to the blue, drab and purple

shales and red sandstone which lie between the lower :»

coal-bearing strata of the Appalachian system. The other is

taken from the shafts, borings and bluffs" at Lasalle, 111. This
portion of the Illinois coal field is selected as offering the best

developed system of stratification which is to be found on its

northern aspect.

The bare inspection of the two sections will at once satisfy-

most minds that the solution of the problem cannot be looked
for from stratigraphical geology. Indeed, to my own mind, the
more numerous the sections, from widely separated loca

more doubtful the synchronism.

Coal,)

Clay,f - - -

Shale, -.-.
Upper encrinal limestone,

Sandstone, fossiliferous.

Shale.

Blackband ore.

Coal,

)

Clay,
f Trigonocarpon,

Sandstone (Mahoning ?)

Shale, - - -
§

' -

lOOjCrinoidal red shale,

, fossiliferous

(Grey shale, "

3 Blue shale,

5 [Limestone, -

shale, fossiliferous,

5 iGrey limestone, "
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foal (Oi.i.m-l), -

Shale, ---.
LiiiK-.-tono. fossil iferous,

Shale, blackband,

Ore, thin coal and limestone,

Shale, -

Sandstone, vegetable fossils,

Blue shale, vegetable fossils,

Coal, --..

30jBrown and red shales, .

30 Greyish sandy

50 Coal, )

Total, - 400

I begin my observations with the basal sandstone known as
the coal conglomerate, formation No. xii of Prof. Rogers. This
rock in McKean Co., Pa., and Alleghany and Cattaraugus Cos.,

N. Y., contains, besides others, the following species of marine
fossils, viz., Orthoceras 3 species, ies, Pleuro-
tomaria 1 species, Myalina 1 do., Avicula 1 do., Lyonsia 3 do.,

and Orthis 1 do.

In Ohio, according to Dr. Newberry, instead of marine fauna
it abounds in Calamites, Lepidodendra, and Trigonocarpa. In
Indiana, Calamites (Lyell). Illinois, on the Wabash. Illinois

and Big M * es and Lepidodendra are abun-
dant. All specimens seen are fragmentary and water-worn.

The arenaceous character of the matrix, as well as the water-

worn character of the specimens, forbid their close exai

and identification of species ; but their general characteristics,

gathered as they are from so wide localities, forbids their sepa-

So far as the floral testimony extends, the basal sandstones of

the northwest portion of the Appalachian and northern of the

Illinois are identical.

The roof shale of the first bed of coal, in the ascending series,

both in Ohio and Illinois, is very rich in its flora. Nothing

can exceed the beauty, richness and variety of the fretted roof

of thi.- vei; ..- - •
i -. •'.- ;

*
' rahoga Falls and Chip-

pewa, Ohio, or at Morriss, 111.

To Dr. Newberry we are indebted for the development and
description of the new and collating of the old genera and spe-
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cies of this shale. From the mines of Mahoning and Summit
Co., Ohio, even from limited examinations, he has enumer-
ated 41 genera with 150 species. Of these, the following are

istio of this shale. The beautiful Whittleseyea elegans,

Sphenopteris Lesquereuxil & K
'

'. Alethopteris grandijhra^ Neuropteris land/era. The
Alethopteris Lonchitidis and Pecopteris plumosa he considers iden-
tical with European species.

The equivalent shale in Indiana and Illinois, over seam of
coal No. 1, on the Wabash and at Morriss, 111., is also exceed-
ingly rich in its flora.

As in Ohio and also in Illinois, the lower beds of the series

are the most exuberantly stored with the relicts of the Carbon-
iferous flora. This gfl - more significant than
the identification of individual species. For it has been shown
that in Ohio each mine of this lower vein of coal has species
peculiar to itself: the WhittUseya elegans being found at Chippe-
wa and not at Mahoning, while r],.

the latter and not the former. If this be so over a limited gee?
graphical area, much more may we look for it from sti

separated, a- There is, however, an identi-

fication of two species of Lepidodendra, undet. : the one having
long nearly equally acuminate are* >1;<\ at the upper and lower
angles

; the length being one and a half inches, the breadth
being only seven-tenths of an inch: the other species much
smaller, of diamond-shaped areola, the length beino- two-tenths
of an inch. These are found at Chippewa in Ohio, Pine ( Ireek,
Ind., and Morriss, 111.

According to T. A. Conrad, Esq., the iron-stone layers of Coal-
brook, England, and of Tioga Co., Pa., have
as ji eharacteiistie H^il. The same fosnl i< found in similar
positions, in McKean Co., Pa., Mahoning Co., Ohio, and in
equivalent strata, though the iron is scarcelv recognized on the

'

Upper Wabash, Ind., and Illinois river, 111.
" In the latter state,

there is this difference in the distribution of the fossil. It is

found in the mountain limestone and ranges upwards through
the coal measures, it being found at Paris, 111., in this rock
(N. and P.), in the middle of the series at Danville, 111., 40
miles north, and again in the upper shales and limestones at

LaSalle, 150 northwest.
The thick-bedded sandstone, sometimes becoming very coarse,

and even a conglomerate and sandy shales, intervening be-
tween coal No. 1 and No. 2 of both sections, is highly floral-
lierous in the Mississippi and Appalachian systems. I am not

T\
arG

f
°^ t^6 ^escr^P^oa or identification of any specimens,

llie fragmentary and crushed conditions in which they are
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generally found would forbid it. Sigillarire and Stigrnarise are
common*
In the limestone No. 1 of the Ohio section, over the second

bed of coal, in the state of Ohio, the Chonetes mesoloba and Pro-
ve first seen. The following are the locali-

ties. Mahoning Co. (Newberry), Tuscarawas Co., Coshocton
Co., Columbiana and Jefferson Co., O. They range through
some two or three hundred feet of the middle coal measures.
At the mouth of Big Yellow Creek they are seen in the upper
limestone above all the coal strata. These fossils are found in a

"

limestone between the third and fourth seams of coal at Dan-
ville, 111., and range through the entire series of the Vermillion
Co. coal. At LaSalle they are seen in the marble limestone,
a^'ain at Peru, and ranuv upw; -. At Cen-
tralia the C. t"~ 7 -

lres. In

in the middle of the I

The limestones and calcareous shales and clays of both States

are highly prolific in marine
found in the limestone

Co. the following gen
maria, Goniatites, Bel

cheilus, and adds, "nearly all the genera of Carboniferous fos-

sils." On Yellow Creek, O., the number of genera increases in

any given strata as we progress upwards to the limestone which
lie between the upper and lower coal series of the Aj .

system; while in the western part of Ohio the genera are about
equally numerous throughout the whole series. This may be
explained by the well known fact of the greater number and
thickness of the calcareous strata of the western part of these

coal-fields.

S. lineatm, Terebra :'J«ta, Tere-

bratulina pentaioma, RhynconcVo, -; e. undot., Xucula Ham-
morpha, spec, undet., Cyathophyllum^ Fungites, Cya-

ihaxonia, spec, undet., Macrocheilus aculus, M. inhabilis, Bellero-

:

v./ :

-;.-: r
- ":

-': the two. Moreover, the upper

.- .-

aents of Devonian rocks, or in Illinois, even of Si

sed of purely siliceous and Carboniferous material
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Ilallii, Avicula orbicvla, n. s., two species of Orlhoceras, undet.,

/

ensis, K globatus, iV. striatus, Temnocheilus, two species undet,
Goniatites crenistria.

Of these species, the following have a great vertical range, viz.,

P. Wabashensw, P. splendens, P. Bogersii, P. semireticulatus, P.
punctatus, P. Verneuilianus, Chonetes mesoloba, Orthis crenistria,

Loxonema Eallii, Euomphalus carbonarius, Pleurotomaria virgil-

lati, P. sphcerulata, P. carbonaria, Bellerophon Urii, B. percarinatus,

The following species appear to be confined to the upper
members, viz., Spirifer Kentuckensis, Bhynconella, species ? Spir-

ifer lineatus, Cyathophyllumfungites, Avicula orbicula, Terebratulina

pentatoma, and Terebratula subtilita.

Table of Carboniferous fossils identified in the Eastern and Western

Coal-fields, with Localities and Strata.
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Appendix.—Since preparing this article for the press, I have
been favored, through the politeness of one of the editors of

this Journal, with the perusal of M. Lesquereux's highly inter-

esting report on the fossil flora of western Kentucky, in vol. iii

of the Kentucky Geological Survey. Through Dr. J. S. dew-
berry of Cleveland, Ohio, I bed d the main
features of his theory of the formation of coal. I am very free

to say, that all my explorations in the field, confirm more and
more strongly this theory.

But while assent is freely yielded to the opinion, that coal

beds are but the transformed peat-bogs of the Carboniferous con-

tinent, and that the beds were cotemporaneous, I cannot agree

with him that they were continuous, or even in n
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separating c

have been denuded by erosion and their debris gone to form the
quarternary deposits of the Ohio and Mississippi rivers. It is

true, as he well observes, that " the loam deposited by these

rivers is sometimes mixed with broken and rolled pieces of coal

;

there are even some deposits of alluvial rolled coal, or pebbles
of coal, heaped in strata in such a way that thej^ have been taken
by inexperienced observers, for true coal beds." These I would
explain by far more local and circumscribed abrasions, during
the drift era. Near the village of Liverpool, Ohio, similar phe-
nomena are to be seen. These were most evidently caused, by
the erosion of the valley of the Beaver River,
the entire coal strata northwards to the valley of Lake Erie,

forming a deep and wide channel, through which flowed a boreal
current long after the elevated plateau of the coal-fields was dry
land. Through this channel and similar ones, came the gravel
deposits of the Ohio bottoms,—gravel composed of all the form-
ations from the primitive to the coal inclusive, in which is found
" drift coal" The marshes of Cayuga Lake and Lake Erie, and
the swamps of the Atlantic shores, and the everglades of Florida
are cotemporaneous, but not contiguous. Why may there not
have been a similar state of things on our continent during the
carboniferous era?

If I rightly apprehend M. Lesquereux, the dynamics of his
theory demand an equal subsidence of the continent through all

its extent, after each successive growth of peat plants, in order
that the marine fauna of shallow or deep water, as the case may
be, shall be found in the roof shales and other intermediate and
coeval strata. I would explain the diversity of the fauna and
flora, as well as the want of synchronism of the coal beds, and
associated coal measures of each minor and subsidiary coal basin,

by an unequal action of the forces causing subsidence, and
consequently a deeper depression of some local basins than
others co-equal. Hence, in some roof shales we find molluscs,
peculiar to shallow and brackish waters : while in others, where
stratigraphically the coal beds are of the same age, we find the
relics of deep sea molluscs; and instead of calcareous shales

led, we find thick strata of limestone, richly stored
with corals - u I conchifera, which are evident-
ly the exuviae of the dwellers of deep and warm sea waters.
Again, I would call in to aid in explaining the various phenome-
na, the different currents which may have impinged upon our

3wept through the Carboniferous archipelago; some
r pics with heated water, the favorite temperature of

crmoids and corals, while others from temperate zones, would
give entirely different orders and genera.
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In this connection, permit me to ask,—in the abundant ma-
rine fauna observed by explorers, have we any examples of

boreal or hyperborean species? Have we not negative proof

in the absence of all Arctic species, that polar currents did not

strike upon the Carboniferous shores. Thus we find evidence of

the pre-existence of a Devonian and Silurian continent, lying-

Is of the Carboniferous portion, forming a permanently
separating barrier between the polar and tropical waters. The
south and southwestern slopes of this continent were in a state

of oscillation, and upon them were the coal measures laid down
by tides, currents and other aqueous forces, just as the tertiary

was added to the cretaceous, or the quarternary to the coasts of

New Jersey or Long Island.

Aet. XI.—On SchrotteriteIterite from i

J. W. Mal

The mineral which, is the subject of this notice was lately

sent to me, along with several other specimens, by a gentleman

of Montgomery, who requested me to examine them for sup-

posed valuable metallic contents. They were found " at or near

the falls of Little Eiver, on the Sand Mountain, Cherokee Co.,

Ala.," and therefore about the junction of the Carboniferous with

the Silurian or Devonian rocks of that part of the state. The
fragment of rock upon which the Schrotterite occurs is a dark-

colored bituminous slate, probably the "black slate" which the

late Professor Tuomey has considered as representing the De-

vonian formation in this region.

Between this rock and the mineral a white pulverulent sub-

stance, resembling kaolin, is found. The mineral itself appears

as an incrustation, one-half to three-quarters of an inch in thick-

ness, of stalactitic structure, the tea about an

eighth or a quarter of an inch in diameter, closely adherent,

presenting traces of a concentric arrangement, but none of crys-

::. The mere surface tends to a

: ill, nearly opaque, and slightly stained with peroxyd

of iron, but this does not extend so far as to form

crust, 'The mineral when broken closely resembles ,r

•st possible

brown tint, almost colorless. Stn

dining to resinous; fracture imperfect conchoidal ; very brittle.

Hardness =3-5. Spec. grav. =1974.
>

Heated in a glass tube, the mineral gives off water, becomes

opaque and white, and, when highly heated, of a light lavender-
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blue color. The water collected on the sides of the tube has a

^i-ui acid reaction. Heated alone before the blowpipe on char-

coal, it becomes white and opaque, intumescing quietly ; on fur-

ther application of heat, darkens in color, becoming smoke-gray
or lavender-blue; strongly ignited, burns white again, remaining
quite infusible. With nitrate of cobalt, acquires a fine blue

color. With borax and microcosmic salt, on the platina wire,

dissolves easily and in large quantity, forming colorless and
i

i ich mineral be present, become
milky on cooling. With carbonate of soda, fuses with much
effervescence to a white porcelain-like bead ; if more mineral be

used, an infusible white slag is formed. Dissolves easily and per-

fectly ii hydr. h »i acid, the solution, if concentrated, gelatin-

izing on cooling. Becomes by strong ignition very difficult of

solution in acids.

Two analyses were made of the mineral, with the following

results :

—

Sulphuric acid, -83 'Tt -80

Hence the formula £i*§i+20fi.

The mineral differs essentially from schrotterite, to which
the formula £i±Si-f-i8fi: has been assigned, only in containing two
atoms more of water ; and since all the physical properties agree

closely with those of the species described by Schrdtter, the two
may be fairly considered as identical. In the analysis of Schrot-

ter, as I have seen it quoted, no mention is made of the temper-

ature at which the mineral was dried, or whether it was dried

at all, and the course pursued in this respect might perhaps ac-

count for the difference in the quantity of water, the material

used for my experiments having been taken in its natural con-

dition. In each of the two determinations of water, an attempt

was made to ascertain the proportion lost at 100° C., but with-

out mtv ;><•,• ,i'v-,. rvsnlt. The mineral begins to give off water

below 100°, and at 100° pretty rapidly loses 8 or 10 p. c, but

continues slowly to yield a little more for a long time at this

temperature, so that, weighed hour by hour, it still at the end of

twelve hours decreased in weight a few milligrams each time
that it was placed upon the balance. At higher temperatures
the water seems to be in the same way gradually driven off, and
a bright red heat suffices for its complete expulsion. After
twelve hours drying at 100° C, about, five atoms of water (one-
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fourth of that present) appear to be expelled ; but as Professor
Dana has observed in his comments upon allophane analyses,*
this assumption of 100° as the temperature always separating

:Y< >m non-essential water is quite arbitrary, and it ap-
pers therefore desirable for the present to consider minerals of
this class in their natural (air-dried) state. It would perhaps be
possible to make, without great delay, such a series of experi-
ments at very gradually increasing temperatures as should ren-
der evident some real separation of the water present into two
or mor3 portions, facilitating the escape of water by first reduc-
ing the mineral to powder. The formula preferred by Ram-
melsbergf for Schrotter's mineral, (fit&flftfij +23 Tr s , brings in
gibbsite as a proximate constituent.

This Alabama mineral is remarkable as containing a little

oxyd of zinc, while in Schrotter's specimens oxyd of copper was

to point to oxydation of metallic sulphurets as the source of sul-

id, which may have afterwards taken part in the pro-

duction of the allophane and allied minerals. Both in Schrot-

ter's analyses and mine, traces of sulphuric acid itself were found.

Schrotterite having hitherto been reported from but a single

locality—Freienstein in Styria—it is interesting again to find it,

now in this country. I am unable to refer to the original paper
of Dr. C. T. Jackson % upon allopha

"

locality in Tennessee ; it w<
ditions under which the

formed.

ART. XII.— Contributions to Analytical Chemistry; by Henry
Wurtz, of New York City.

(Read before the American Association for the Advancement of Science, at Balti-

29. Cerium.—Chlorid of cerium,§ which had a faint pink

tinge due to contamh didymiumT
and prob-

ably contained also a little chlorid of lanthanum, but was other-

* Amer. Jour. Sci.T [2], vol. mv, p. 131

.

f Handw. d. chem. Th. d. Min., S. 18.

§ The cerium, lanthanum and didymium compounds used -were prepared from

debted to th - Hunt of the Caj^ila GeoL Survey. The
crystals nearly f quarter of an inch long,

- -colored transparency and brilliant cleavage, though the
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fecfly pure, left on evaporation with excess of nitric

acid a deliquescent nitrate -which still contained chlorine, and

the latter was not wholly expelled by two repetitions of the

30. Lanthanum.—The chlorid used was also faintly tinted by
chlorid of didymium, and probably not entirely free from chlorid

of cerium. The nitrate, left upon evaporation with nitric acid,

appeared to be much more deliquescent than the nitrate of

cerium. Chlorine was retained as obstinately by it as by the lat-

ter, a trace remaining after three evaporations with nitric acid.

31. Didymium.—The chlorid of didymium, free from all im-

purities except probable traces of chlorids of cerium and lantha-

num, gave similar results. The resulting nitrate (still retaining

a trace of chlorine) had a violet color and was deliquescent.

32. Thorium.—Some perfectly pure chlorid of thorium* was

decomposed with difficulty, leaving after the third evaporation

with nitric acid a deliquescent nitrate, which still contained a

trace of chlorine. This nitrate had a strongly astringent taste.

33. Zirconium.—Pure chlorid of zirconiumf resisted two oper-

retaining a trace of chlorine.

34. Molybdenum.—Some extremely beautiful crystals of pure

molybdic acid;^: dissolved in chlorohydric acid and evaporated
with an excess of nitric acid, left a residue also beautifully crys-

tallized ; containing but a faint trace of nitric acid and no chlo-

rine. A small quantity of a blue substance appeared with the

residue, the color of which was destroyed by nitric acid.

35. Vanadium.—Pure vanadic acid§ gave a beautiful green
solution with chlorohydric acid, which, when evaporated with

nitric acid, left a fine brown residue containing no trace of chlo-

rine or nitric acid, and insoluble or nearly so in water, being

evidently nothing but vanadic acid.

Preparations of the metals iridium, palladi

nium and yttrium I have been unable as yet to obtain in a state

sufficiently pure to afford satisfactory results, and must there-

fore postpone the consideration of these, together with my gen-

eral conclusions and deductions from the c

With the chlorids of sulphur, phosphorus, selenium, tellurium,

boron, silicon, titanium, and tantalum, it is of course useless to ex-

periment, for according to Berzelius, H. Davy, and others, they
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are all readily converted by contact with water alone, either into

the corresponding oxyds, or into combinations of chlorohydric
acid therewith which are very unstable and decomposed by evap-
oration alone. Osmium also, according to H. Eose,* is converted
by nitric acid into osmic acid, and even by aqua regia, no chlorid

of osmium being formed in the latter case. The chlorids of colum-
bium (pelopium,f niobium,^:) according to the same authority,

are immediately and entirely decomposed by water into the cor-

responding oxyds and chlorohydric acid. So also, according to
Woehler, with the chlorids of "tungsten.%

In addition to the unsuccessful attempts alluded to in the first

part of this paper to expel all the chlorine from sesquichlorid of
iron by nitric acid in conjunction with the deutoxyds of lead
and manganese, two others were made, using permanganic acid

and chlorate of potash instead of the deutoxyds. On adding to

the chlorid nitric acid and a little chameleon mineral, and evap-
orating to dryness, the residue still contained chlorine, and after

a repetition of the same treatment, a trace was still found. With
chlorate of potash, however, a successful result was obtained;
the residue contained no trace of chlorine.

||

Separation of magnesiafrom the alkalies.

The only further results of this investigation in condition to
be presented are those of some experiments to test quantitatively

mixed
P

c]

from the alkalies by evaporating the
chlorids with nitric acid, decomposing the resulting ni-

trates by heat, and dissolving out the potash and soda with
water. For these experiments the following preparations were

Chi

vith pure chlorohydric acid, recrystallizing and fusing the

Chlorid of sodium, by supersaturating pure carbonate of soda
1

"" ie acid, recrystallizi;

Chlorid of potassium, by recrystallizing some chlorate of pot-

ash, washing with cold water, dry refully and
for a long time in a platinum crucible.^ The chlorid thus ob-

tained still retained, however, a trace of chlorate or perchlo-

rate, for when dissolved in chlorohydric acid and boiled with a

little indigo solution, bleaching took place. To test its purity

therefore 0'5809 gram was dissolved in water and evaporated to

dryness with an excess of pure chlorohydric acid. The residue

f Bath - -rate into the c

small quantities at a time, waiting until each preceding portion is e

posed, as the decomposition is very violent and accompanied by grea
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weighed 0-5814 gram, and no longer bleached, thus showing the
•' ttobei '

Chemically pure magnesia, by igniting the pure nitrate very

strongly, pulverizing the residue very finely, and washing for a

long time. During the washing it absorbs carbonic acid rapidly,

cakes together and forms a very hard mass resembling porcelain

biscuit, so that in order to continue the washing it is necessary

to pulverize it again. It was finally ignited very strongly again.

Prepared in this way, magnesia is a dense heavy powder, of

extreme whiteness. 0-4755 gram gave 1-2854 of pyrophosphate

of magnesia, corresponding, when Schroetter's equivalent for

phosphorus (= 31) is adopted, to 0*4362 of magnesia, ®r only

97*40 per cent of the quantity taken, the 2 "60 per cent of loss

being apparently due to the solubility of the ammonia-phosphate
in the dilute ammonia used for washing it. Calculated upon

^uivalent of phosphorus (= 31-32) however, the deter-

gives 0-471 of magnesia = 99*05 p. a, a very fair

result. 0.42 gram of the same magnesia was dissolved in chlo-

rohydric acid, the chlorid converted into nitrate by evaporation

with excess of nitric acid in a beaker glass, the residue trans-

ferred to a platinum crucible, dried and ignited. The residual

magnesia weighed 0-4192 gram = 99-81 per cent.

0-4392 gram of the above magnesia was then taken, dissolved

in chlorohydric acid, mixed with 0'6907 of the pure chlorid of

potassium, and 0-9946 of the pure chlorid of sodium, water
added sufficient to dissolve the cnlorids, then an excess of nitric

acid, and the whole evaporated to dryness in a beaker glass on
the sand-bath. The complete conversion of the chlorids into

nitrates may be ascertained with the utmost readiness in these

operations, by the disappearance of the yellow color which the

liquid assumes during the evaporation, and which it retains so

long as any chlorohydric acid is present. When this color no
longer reappears on adding a few drops of strong nitric acid to

the hot liquid, all chlorine has certainly been expelled. The
vapor from the liquid also, so long as chlorine is present, will

bleach litmus paper powerfully.

After expulsion of the chlorine, the liquid was transferred to

a large platinum crucible, and e

tne residue was syrupy m <

sary daring the latter part of this evaporation to prevent spatter-

ing. The cover was then placed loosely on the crucible and a
high sand-bath heat applied. Eed gas was evolved for a consid-
erable time with effervescence until finally the mass solidified.
On applying a gentle lamp heat, however, it again fused, and
evolved red gas anew with effervescence. My object being to
convert the alkalies into carbonates, a piece of platinum foil was
placed in the crucible, on which was laid a lump of carbonate of
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ammonia. Under these circumstances the decomposition pro-

ceeded rapidly, and the mas.s snoii presented an appearance of

tranquil fusion, with much white sediment, and evolved no
more gas. The heat was finally raised to redness for .some min-

utes. On cooling, hot water was added, the solution diluted and
thrown upon a filter, together with the washings of the platinum

foil and crucible cover ; these, together with the crucible itself,

being put aside for further use, it being found that a small quan-

tity of the magnesia remained adhering to them. The mass
• was washed with boiling water, and the

filtrate, which had a strong alkaline reaction, heated in a beaker
glass to boiling, and a current of carbonic acid gas passed

through, to ascertain whether any magnesia was still held in

solution. After a long time a very minute precipitate appeared,

but at the same time the liquid became loaded with flitters of

si lie;i. proceeding from action of the solution of alkaline carbo-

nates on the glass, and a slight error was thus introduced into

the result. The filter with the magnesia was burned in the same
crucible, the combustion being found surprisingly easy, and the

magnesia weighed 0*44 gram. The precipitate obtained by the

carbonic acid (with intermixed silica, as well as some U
wards found in it, derived also from the glass) weighed half a
milligram, making the whole product weigh 0*4405 gram, against

04392 taken. On dissolving the product in chlorohydric acid,

the silica remained behind as a very perceptible residue, and the

solution contained also a distinct trace ofplatinum, although the
loss of the crucible during the operation was not more than one
fifth of a milligram. In these processes, however, it would seem
better to use a silver crucible.

In the above experiment no attempt was made to determine

tea in the filtrate, but the result with the magnesia being

unexpectedly successful, for a first attempt, another experiment,

v, hit this in view, was proceeded to. 0*3627 gram of

0-6092 of chlorid of potassium, and 0*816 of chlorid of sodium

were taken. The mode of proceeding was the same as before,

except that the application of the carbonate of ammonia was
longer continued, and after the decomposition of the nitrates,

the mass was dissolved in hot water, a feeble current of carbonic

acid passed through the liquid ichile still in the crucible, and the

latter heated on the sand-bath for an hour before filtering. The
filtrate was supersaturated with chlorohydric acid, evaporated to

dryness, the ignited residue weighed, the chlorine determined as

AgCl, and the proportions of the two chlorids calculated in the
usual manner in indirect analysis. The results were 0*3631 of
magnesia, 0*607 of chlorid of potassium and 0*8111 of chlorid of
sodium.
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The separation of magnesia from the alkalies in this way may
" therefore be considered as an accomplished fact, and I venture to

think that this mode possesses points of convenience and ele-

ments of accuracy rendering it preferable to any of those now in

use. For qualitative analysis, and particularly for those cases in

which it is desirable to combine a qualitative and a quantitative

analysis in the same operation, it is particularly convenient. To
mineral analysis also, it seems to me to be especially applicable.

Use and experience will of course increase its reliability and
precision, and another communication will be presented on the

subject. In conclusion I may remark that similar methods
promise to be applicable in numerous other cases in which
metallic oxyds are to be separated from the alkalies, at least

when these oxyds or their carbonates are insoluble in alkaline

carbonates, and their nitrates decomposable by heat, or the vapor

of carbonate of ammonia. Such bases are lime, baryta, strontia,

zirconia, yttria, thoria, and the oxyds of iron, zinc, cadmium (?),

copper (?), cobalt, nickel, lead, cerium and bismuth (?).

When a comprehensive investigation in which I am now
engaged, having for its object to ascertain precisely the action of

heat upon all the metallic nitrates, shall have been brought to an

end, it will be possible to pronounce more definitely upon some
of these cases.

Art. XIII.

—

Geographical Notices.—No. II.

Old ocean" routes between England and North Amer-
ica.—D. J. G. Kohl, whose historical investigations in respect to

the progress of discovery on the coast of the United States have

been for some time in progress for the archives of the Coast

Survey, has latelv been publishing in the National Intelligencer

(Washington, April 13 and 22, and May 1,) a series of articles

on the old ocean routes between Europe and America. The
subject presents many difficulties, but in the extended researches

made by Dr. Kohl, much that is of value has been collected.

We append a brief statement of the routes which he

In respect to each, particular information is given, which illus-

trates the progress of" knowledge in respect to the oceanic winds

1. The first sailfrom Spain to America through the region of the

northeastern trade-winds, and the first home voyagefrom America to

tgh the region of the variable or westerly ivinds. COL-

192.—Under this head the remark is made that " Col-

umbus from the outset settled the principal questions of the

navigation of the central Atlantic Ocean: discovered its two
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prin

once the route as well of the out-voyages as of the home-voyages
of the Spanish vessels, which for a long time after him, though
of course with some modifications, followed his tracks."

* The first Voyage from England to North America. The
"* '7.—Thelos "Cabots, 1497.—The loss of papers which Sebastian Cabot wrote

in respect to his voyages causes an unfortunate gap in the his-

tory of maritime discovery.

3. The first Voyagefrom Portugal by way of the Azores, to New-
foundland and Labrador and bach. Contekeal, 1500-1.—Though
the authorities on this navigator are few and vague, it is " pretty

certain that his oceanic track lay between the Azores and the

northern Capes of Newfoundland—that is to say, across the

eastern region of the Gulf Stream, and the northeastern parts of
the great Newfoundland banks."

4. The Discovery of the Navigation of the Gulf Stream and
Great Reform in the System of Spanish-American Navigation.

Alaminos, 1519.—" Alaminos was the first who circumnavigated
the region of the trade-winds with the greatest possible northivestern

bena\ and, moreover, with the assistance of the Gulf Stream,

which was unknown to Columbus and his immediate successors.

Alaminos pointed out a perfectly new oceanic route, the very-

best and the only good one ; which the Spaniards afterwards

used for their return to Europe from the West Indies. Soon
after him all the Spanish vessels, all the Spanish treasures from
the islands, from Mexico, from Northern South America and
even from Peru, went that way ; and the eastern gate of the
Gulf of Mexico, thrown open by Alaminos, became the princi-

pal outlet not only for this gulf, but also for the entire Mediter-

ranean waters of America. The windward passages between
were now used only as inlets to these waters from the

east. The immediate consequences of this voyage of discovery

of Alaminos may be summed up thus : A better knowledge of

the importance of the Gulf Stream, and of all that section of
the Atlantic through which it passes ; the early discovery after-

ward of the Bermudas; the quick rise of the harbor of Havana,

which was situated at the very border of the Gulf Stream, and
in the very mouth of that gate ; a total change in the system of

the Spanish-American navigation, and the organization of what
the Spaniards called ' La Derrota de la Yuelta de las Indias/

(the return route from the Indies)."

5. The
fi.

the West, out by way of
the Trade Winds, and home by way of Newfoundland. Verrazan'O,
1524.—The Florentine Yerrazano, starting from Made;

:

by the northeasterly trades, sailed directly across the Atlantic
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in about lat. 26° N. In the longitude of the Bermudas he devi-

ated to the northwest, and reached the coast somewhere near

Cape Fear, making the traverse in 49 days. " From his landfall

Verrazano sailed northward along our east coast, exploring it in

its whole length as far as Nova Scotia or Newfoundland," and
thence returned to France by an already known route.

6. The first traverse of the central parts of the Atlantic, pom
France to Florida. Kibault, 1562.—" He determined to follow

a new ocean route, which had not been attempted yet. He tells

us that he struck from France at once into the broad Atlantic,

and followed a more or less western course, which is, as he says,

" the true and short course that hereafter must be kept to the

honor of the French nation, rejecting the old conserved opinion,

which so long time has been believed true :" that for reaching

any part of North America, south of Canada, it was necessary to

enter the trade-winds by way of Madeira and the Canary
Islands. He however, unfortunately gives us no fiirt!

about the direction of his track. All that we learn about it is,

that setting out from Europe westward, he saw no other coast

or islands on the way, and made his landfall in about 30° north

latitude, near our present St. Augustine harbor.

It is therefore very probable that he kept his course through
the waters of the Azores and Bermudas. He may have passed
through some regions of the ocean which never had been seen

v navigator before him. On the home track (from west to

hese central parts of the North Atlantic had been already
traced by Columbus, Alaminos, and others. But we know of no
outward voyage {from east to west) which was attempted in the same
direction and latitude before JRibault."

7. Introduction of an important change and extension of North
Atlantic Navigation by the English. Hawkins, 1564-5.—" Cap-
tain John Hawkins may, with full justice, be pointed out as the

English discoverer of the coasts. ,f ion of the

West Indies. All the subsequent English expeditions to Amer-
ica are connected with his voyages, and a host of English ships

followed in his track." Three of his voyages are especially

noteworthy. The first was in 1562, on which " he went beyond
the Canary islands, traversed the ocean, and skirted along the

northeastern coasts of the West India Islands, from which he
returned to Europe by way of the sea of the Azores." On his

second voyage (1564-65) he first procured a cargo of slaves on
the coast of Africa, then crossed the ocean, entered the Caribbean
Sea, and sailed along the south side of the Antilles, till on
reaching Cape San Antonio de Cuba, easterly winds drove him

5\
t

1 ,

the Gulf of Mexico as high as 27° N. lat. From there he
fell back to the south, rounded the Tortugas into the Strait of
Florida, and, having unsuccessfully attempted to make Havana,

by any i

east) the
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Gulf Stream to the northeast, anc

on the banks of Newfoundland, and in three weeks more reached
England. His third voyage (1567-68) added to the result of his

second a more thorough exploration of the Mexican Gulf. We
may^iy, in tine, that Hawkins holds the same 1 posilion in the

history of English-American, as Diego de Alaminos does in that

of Spanish-American navigation ; the route that he pointed out

or northern voyage to the central parts of the east coast of North
America would he preferable, andfirst attempt of a northern route.

Gilbert, 1583.—This attempt was made by Sir Humphrey Gil-

bert Commanding five vessels, he ordered them to try to make
Cape Race, keeping as near as possible to 46° N. lat. After a
most unpropitious voyage he made land in 51° N. lat., whence
he coasted southerly as far as Sable Island, (the Isle of Sablon),

where the loss of his principal vessel obliged him to return.
" This is the first time that authentic history shows us a navi-

gator setting out on this now usual route from Europe for the
coasts of our present United States with the pronounced convic-

tion that it must be the best route."

9. The First Routes of the English navigators to Old "Vir-
ginia" or North Carolina. From 1584-1602.—The disastrous

result of Gilbert's expedition brought this route into bad odor
with his cotemporaries, and, this together with the more genial

settlements, induced all the early Virgin:

eigh, Amadas, Barlow, Mace and othe:

route, reaching the West Indies aboi

take

route, reaching the West Indies about Dominica island,

sailing thence along the whole chain of the windward islands,

the Antilles and Bahamas, making the continent about Cape
Eear, then doubling Cape Hatteras to Roanoke. By some the

strong current of the Gulf Stream was thought to offer an insu-

perable objection to the northern route.

10. Discovery of a 'more direct route from England to the North

parts of Yi. Gosnold, 1 6l >2 .
-Bartholomew

Gosnold, bearing in mind the voyage of Yerrazano undertook a
direct westerly route about the 40th degree of N. lat., to the

shores of Virginia—the harbors of Newport and New York—
and after an unfavorable passage made his landfall in 43° N.
lat. This gave the cue to succeeding English navigators and
became the beaten track to Virginia. But to us, the gr

of his journal (printed in 1602) lies in his soundings along the
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North Virginian (New England) coast, and his observations on
the Gulf Stream. He was greatly astonished at this warm ocean

river, observed its direction and expansion towards the northeast,

and calls it with great truth " a matter to set some subtle inven-

11. On what route the French arrived at La Cadie, {Nova Scotia,)

and the country of Arambec, {New England,) at the beginning of the

seventeenth century. Demonts, 1604.—It is only necessary to

observe " that we find them at this time on the true a

ocean route from Europe to our coasts,
11

the same route which Gil-

bert had proposed, and more correct because more northerly than

that introduced by Gosnold.
12. First Routesfrom England to Chesapeake Bay. Newport,

1607.—Capt. Christopher Newport was the first who ever sailed

with a special destination for " the Bay of Chisiapiacke." He,

and his immediate successors imitated him in this—went some
20° of latitude out of his way, running southward to the Cana-

ries, then crossing to the windward islands, whence he coasted

north to the mouth of the bay. Why he did so, remains a ques-

tion, the more difficult to answer, as Capt. Gosnold accompanied

IS. Discovery of the " Heady Way" from England to Chesapeake

Bay. Argall, 1609.—Capt. Samuel Argall was the first who
shortened this tedious route. His course is not exactly known
but " it is nearly certain that he went by way of the Azores and
north of the Bermudas." In a colonial letter of this date we
read that his ship had been sent out from England "to goe the

ready way, without tracing through the torrid zone, and shee

performed it."

14. First official instruction to goby a shorter route to

Official Instructions, <£c, given to a large fleet in England. SomebS
and Gates, 1609.—These were "to leave the Canaries one hun-

dred leagues to the eastward at least and to steer directly for Vir-

ginia, without touching at the West Indies." Little is known
how they were fulfilled. The fleet of nine vessels was broken
up and partially destroyed by " the tail of a West India hurri-

cane," and no satisfactory accounts preserved for us.

15. Lord Delaware piloted through the central parts of the Atlan-

tic from England to Virginia, by Captain Argall, 1610.—Argall

did this "by way of the Azores," as we learn from Lord
Delaware himself. From these islands to Cape Henry occupied

seven weeks,—an unusual time, and probably to be imputed to

head winds. This route was not liked nor generally ,

16. The Tracks of the First Voyages to andfrom the Harbor of
New York, from and to the Nether' ,f the Seven-
teenth Century.—Juan Verrazano was the first European naviga-
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tor who entered New York harbor. This he did from the south-

west, in the year 1524. The year after Estevan Gomez came to

. and it was not visited again till

1609 ; when Henry Hudson thoroughly explored it, in the nota-

ble Dutch ship, Haalve Maan. The track of his return voyage,

—east-southeast to latitude 30° 30' north, then direct to England,

"may be considered as the first direct home route from New
rigator.'

ppers I

for New Amsterdam as urse for the Canary
.

islands, whence they stretched across the Atlantic towards

I the Caribbees, and then ran obliquely to the north-

west, between the Bahamas and Bermudas until they made the

coast of Virginia," usually occupying about seven weeks.

Dove on the comparative temperature of the air and
sea.—Prof. Dove has lately published,* with comments, tables

of the temperature of the air and water, derived from observa-

tions made at Doberan and Copenhagen, on the Baltic, and at

seaports in Ireland.

The tables indicate that the excess of the warmth of the sea

above that of the air is greatest in November, and that the

greatest relative cooling of the sea occurs in Doberan and Ire-

land in May, in Copenhagen in April and May.

On the coast of Ireland throughout the year the temperature

of the sea is higher than that of the air, while the water of the

Baltic from March to the beginning of July is colder than the

air, a fact pointing to the well known influence of the Gulf

Stream.
The remarkable fact, which is brought out, that the average

temperature of the water through the year is higher than that

of the air, shows that the sea is a source of warmth. Two rea-

sons, says Prof. Dove, can be assigned for this. Since the tem-

perature of the earth everywhere upon land diminishes mate-

rially the deeper we go, the bottom of the sea would have a

much higher temperature if it lay as far under a solid surface as

it does under a fluid. But since it has not this higher tempera-

ture it must have given it up. As now on the surface of the

sea, the cooled drops becoming heavier sink to the bottom, they

take away bv contact its warmth and bear it to the top, being
1

'
r colder sinking drops. Besides this, the r™-

of the f may be considered a source of warmth, since

ts establish that by the friction of fluids heat

I,—which explains a fact, recognized on all sea shores,

that after a storm-shaken sea the water feels warmer to the bather.

However this may be, the excess of the warmth is important
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enough to demand that it should be established by continued

observations how far it is general, and how far limited to par-

ticular localities.

Pacific eailroad surveys.—The seventh volume of the

Reports of Surveys upon the Pacific railroad routes has recently

been distributed, and the eighth is reported as ready for publi-

The seventh volume contains a report of explorations made
between San Francisco Bay and Los Angeles, California, west

of the Coast Range, and also between the Pimas Villages on the

Gila River to the Rio Grande, near the thirty-second parallel of

north latitude. This survey was conducted by Lieut. J. G.

Parke of the Topog. Eng., assisted by A. H. Campbell. The
volume also contains a geological report by Dr. Thos. Antisell,

who accompanied the expedition, and a botanical report by Prof.

John Torrey, beside several appendixes. At the close of the

volume a resume of the progress of all the Pacific railroad sur-

veys is made by Capt. A. A. Humphreys, Topog. Eng., from

which we abridge the following account of Lieut. Parke's ex-

pedition.

"The survey was commenced at San Jose, California. The
route lay through the Santa Clara, or San Jose valley, to the

Pajaro river ; down the valley of the stream to near its entrance

into the bay of Monterey ; around the foot hills of the Gavilan
range of mountains to the Salinas plains and the valley of the

. er, and up the Salinas river to Santa Marga i

base of the San Luis pass. Thus far, no material obstacles were
presented to the construction of a railroad ; the Santa Clara val-

ley and Salinas plains affording a peculiarly favorable location

for it. A month was devoted to a thorough examination of the

headwaters of the Salinas river. Reconnoitering parties were
sent forward to examine the main stream and its largest tribu-

tary, the Estrella and the Cuyama plain, or valley of the Rio de
la, beyond, while a detailed survey of the San Luis

pass was being made. The explorations about the heads of the

Salinas and the Cuyama plain prove that a line through this

country would be impracticable. An extensive basin was dis-

covered—the Llano Estero—a tributary to the Tulare valley,

which affords a very favorable pass from that valley to the bays
of Monterey and San Francisco ; the elevation of the summit
being about 1,800 feet above the sea. The approach from the
Tulare valley is over a plain for about forty

from this pass to Kern lake is sixty-five miles. The elevation
of the lake above the sea, according to Lieutenant Williamson,
is three hundred and ninety-eight feet. The route was continued

i the San Luis pass, to
the seashore. A detailed survey of this pass was made. It is a
sharp dividing ridge, composed of slightly metamorphosed sand-
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stone and serpentine rock. The elevation of the summit was
found to be 1,556 feet above the sea. It is proposed to tunnel this

pass for three-fourths of a mile, commencing at a point about
200 feet below the summit. The examinations in the v

San Luis Obispo having been completed, the region lying be-
tween the ocean, the plains of Los Angeles, the western edge of
the Great Basin, and the heads of the Tulare and Salinas valleys
was thoroughly explored. The line adopted as most favorable
commences at the Arroyo Grande; traverses the- Gaudalupe
Largo ; ascends the Todos Santos summit ; descends to the Eio
de Tres Alamos ; crosses the spur between Eio de Tres Alamos
and the Santa Inez river

;
passes to the summit of the Gaviote

pass at Santa Cruz—elevation, 700 feet—and, through the lower
portion of the Gaviote pass and creek, to the coast. From
Gaviote creek to San Buenaventura, the route is near the shore.
It then follows the Semi plain and pass to the San Fernando
plain. The Semi pass divides the San Fernando plain from the
Santa Clara plain. The San Fernando and Los Angeles plains
are separated by a narrow valley.

" The examinations of the coast route having been completed,
the Mojave river and basin were explored and found to have no

l with the Colorado river and basin.

of the

me half

^ passing between the Chirica-

hui mountains and Mount Graham, and continuing thence in a
northwesterly direction, along the western base of Mount Gra-

ham to the Gila. His views in this respect were fully confirmed

by the examinations of the division of the party retained under
his own command. Following the Gila river to the mouth of
the San Pedro, a favorable route was found for nearly the entire

distance. The valley of the San Pedro proved to be wide and
open

;
presenting no impediment to a rail or wagon road. There

was an abundance of water, grass, and excellent soil, but no
growth suitable for timber, though sufficient for fuel. Twelve

miles from the mouth a large tributary was encountered, coming

in from the east, and a party was organized for its examination.

This party, descending the San Pedro for 35 miles from the

Quercus canon, crossed the mountains on the right bank to the

plains west of Mount Graham, and pursuing a northwesterly

course for 36 miles, found the head of the " Aravaypa" as the

newly discovered stream was called. The springs mentioned by
Nugent, in his notes of Hay's trip, were found in the Playa de

los Pimas, and a reconnaissance was made of Nugent's pass.
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The main detachment passed through the Puerto del Dado and
the smaller through the wide pass, (Eailroad pass,) between the

i mountains and Mount Graham ; the two uniting on
the Rio Sauz, about fifteen miles below the Cienega. Examina-
tions made eastward, across the Peloncillo (Sugar Loaf) moun-
tains, resulted in the discovery of an excellent pass for

in a more direct line than that of the route of 1854. From this

range of mountains an easterly course was pursued, and con-

nexion made with the former survey about fifteen miles west of

the point where Colonel Cooke's emigrant road diverges to the

southwest."

Australian exploration.—The Athenaeum for I

1858, contains a letter from Capt. Freeling, Surveyor General at

Adelaide, in respect to the explorations undertaken in the central

part of Australia to determine whether a navigable inland sea

existed there, as has been supposed. No water was found on
which a boat would float. " I was away," says Capt. Freeling
" more than two months, and during that time must have trav-

elled 1,000 miles, and I verily believe that there is no other

country in the world where so much barren land exists in a sim-

ilar space: it is really wonderful to see the masses of stone

which lie on the hills and plains as on a newly Macadamized
road, as well as the absence of grass in places where the stones

are not so thickly spread ; but all this barrenness may easily be
accounted for by the fact that but little rain falls to promote
fertility. Occasionally as in March of this year, an extraor-

dinary rain- fall occurs; then the creeks, which are for years

together dry, pour down an amazing volume of water, flooding

the lands in their neighborhood and eventually discharging

themselves over a vast slightly hollowed plain, which then has

all the appearance of a large inland sea. Test it, however, as I

did by walking three miles into it, and you then see its true

character, and are able to state positively that the summer heats

will not have continued long before the whole is evaporated."
New divisions of the Republic of New Granada.—By

a Law of June 15, 1857, for the old division into Provinces
•id Cantones) a new division into eight states (JSstados)

tied, with the following names and capitals: Panama,
(Panama), Bolivar, (Cartagena), Magdalena, (Santamarta),

.;:, (Pamplona), Antioquia, (Antioquia), Boyaca,
(Tin a). Clan > . D i, Caiva, iPapayan).
The outlines of these divisions are given in a chart by Kiepert,

published in the Zeiti . (Jan. 1858.)

Journal for
April 1858, contains a brief report of an Expedition undertaken
to explore a route by the Rivers Waini, Barama and Cuyuni, to
the gold fields of Carabal and thence by Upata to the river
Orinoco, by W. R. Holmes and W. H. Campbell.
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United States Survey of the Coloeado Eiver.—A let-

ter from one of Lieut Ives's party, now engaged in the survey
of the Colorado Eiver gives the following particulars in respect

to the Expeditic

' the Eio Virgen,

where the road to Salt Lake City approaches nearest the river.

We are now descending the river to meet the mule train and to

commence the survey of the upper Colorado, Virgen, etc., with
the land party.

Our explorations have demonstrated the fact of the naviga-

bility of the Colorado to the mouth of the Virgen, a point far

through in safety. Although the navigation of the river became
more difficult as we approached within 60 or 70 miles of the

mouth of the Virgen, we encountered no insurmountable obsta-

cles even at this unprecedently low stage of the water, and there

is now no question that with the quantity of water which flows

in its channel during most of the year, and with steamers adapted

to its navigation, the Colorado will afford the most feasible route

for transportation of men and supplies to the region around
Salt Lake. We hope to finish our land survey in three months."

Mexican Boundary Survey.—The first volume of the Ee-

retary of the Interior has recently been published in a quarto

form, fully illustrated. The whole work consists of two volumes
divided into four parts. The first part consists of the personal

narrative, general description of the country, journal of the joint

commission, the astronomical work, barometrical levels, meteor-

ological record and magnetic observations. The second part
3

' ' of the geological researches with

. „ j of the whole by Prof. James Hall. The third part tom-

-eneral botanical features of the country by Dr. John

Torrey described from memoirs of the assistants and from the

plants themselves, and a separate description of the Cactacese by

Dr. George Engelmann of St. Louis. The fourth part embraces

the natural history of the country by Prof. Spencer F. Baird

based upon the notes of the assistants and the specimens them-

selves.

The volume now published contains a general map on a scale

of 1 : 6,000,000, and other sectional maps of the boundary line

and adjacent territory on a scale of 1 : 600,000—are hereafter to
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Art. XIV.

—

On the genera Orbulina and Globigerina of

d'Orbigny; by L. F. Pourtales.

Hitherto the two genera of Foraminifera established under

the names of Orbulina and Globigerina by d'Orbigny had been

widely separated in the classification ; he had even put them in

different orders, although he had remarked the similarity in the

structure of the shell. Ehrenberg also places them in different

families (the former under the name of Miliola), but marks the

two genera of Miliola and Gromia as doubtful, and appends to

the characteristics of the family of Miliolina the query, "An sta-

tics juvenilis reliquorumV M. S. Schultze makes of Orbulina a

family among his Monothalamia, whilst Globigerina is included

in a subfamily of the. family of Turbinoida among the Polytha-

I think I am now able to show, by numerous preparations, that

these two supposed genera are only different stages in the cycli-
1

r alternate generation of the same species. Having had an

IT. S. Coast Survey, and entrusted to me for examination by Prof.

Bache, Superintendent, I have found in nearly one-half of the
Orbulinse examined, young Globigerina more or less developed
and attached to the inside of the Orbulina by numerous very
slender spiculse. Only one Globigerina is developed in an Orbu-
lina, whose cavity it gradually fills up, and whose shell it finally

bursts to make its escape. At that time the Globigerina has
already nearly attained its full size, and I have counted as many
as sixteen cells in a specimen having yet room for several more
before filling up the parent Orbulina.

How the Orbulina-form is reproduced I have no$ yet traced

out. None were noticed of very small size among those exam-
ined. Large individuals are frequently found containing a

smaller one filling the cavity exactly ; the old shell is finally

cast off, and appears to remain attached in fragments to the

young one for some time. I am unable to say as yet whether
this is to be considered as an act of reproduction, or merely as a
renewing of the shell. It is not rare to find Orbulinas with this

double shell, containing already a young Globigerina.
I hope to be able to follow out the whole chain of develop-

ment of these beings ; but the above facts have appeared to me
interesting enough to be at once communicated.
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. XV.— Correspondence of J. NickVes, dated Paris, Feb. 28, 1858.

; and last volume of this re-

ly of two years, caused by the

necessity of si ions of electricity in special directions,

and therefore of acquiring knowle'li: -.)<. Thus the

applications to medicine ha\v cm] idled him to acquaint i

physiological phenomena, lications, to become versed

in the details of practical mechanics.

Tiii- third volume i on

. '

actions of animal or vegetable origin—he then passes to .,

electricity—then to ten - the attendant
• -]i •.':.'...,'-./ ,

:

'

' .... .';,_;

to De la Rive, of the action of electricity on b-nvstrial magnetism.

As to the causes of terrestrial magnetism, the author seems to adopt,

li, the theory propounded by us on this subject in 1844, and
brought out in this Journal in 1853.* The cause, according to this the-

ory, resides in the sun, which acts upon the earth as in the ordinary ex-

periment by rotation a magnet acts upon a body having a rota

ment. But whence the magnetism of the sun ? The reader will find

our views on that subject in the volume of this Journal just referred to.

The remainder of this volume is occupied with the applications of elec-

hanical, physical, chemical and physiological. De la Rive has

let nothing of interest escape his attention ; and with the aid of his son,

he has brought the whole into the plan of his work.

On the pretended formation of Urea by th

substances.—In our correspondence of November, 1856, we announced a

very important observation which to-day is contested—the transformation

of proteine substances and especially of the white of an egg, into urea,

Chemistry at Zurich, in repeating the experiment of Mr. Efc

great care, has in fact ebtained a crystalline substance precipitable by

oxalic acid and by nitrate of mercury : this substance was benzoate of

potash, proceeding from the albumen and permanganate of potash em-

ployed. The cause of Bechamp's error, according to Prof. Staedler, is

connected with the characters just mentioned based one on the feeble

f the displaced benzoic acid, and the other on the insolubility

of benzoate of mercury.
, ,

Natural Diapason.—Mr. Cagniard-Latour, one of our pnr

iself that he hears the sound la of tl

ring within his head when Mae to side;

and Mr. Jo! .
a in himself, and asserts

that anv one can verify it, if he will disembarrass his neck of the cravat

Mr. Jobard thus

ontact of the malleus against the inc

* This i
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e head. Mr. Jobard goes still farther;
ling to him, those persons who, on shaking the head, hear two

{" '"
P<

'*'
'

< uiiiM.n nv !„,!•!, musicians; they have the voice and ear per-
t'«

.

i!v ( i.rroct. But those that hear la oulv i'n one ear. have an imperfect
appreciation of sounds; aud those who perceive t

la and another note, not only do not love music, but detest and avoid it

;

and he proposes by this method to discover among young people those
who may become musicians.

Mr. Jobar I ry, whether the note which is produced
1 by a quick motion is the same or not in all persons. The

question will be of difficult solution; for the reader may remember some
remarks in our correspondence of the 30th of June, 1855,* on the sub-
ject of normal dia

and that this la is becoming more and more elevated, so that in twenty
ill correspond to many more vibrations than now and be there-

fore still more acute.

Motor for the trains of the Submarine Tunnel—Although political
events in France have turned attention somewhat from the m>antic pro-
ject with which we have entertained the reader in our last c
tion, tne project still makes some progress, and its author, Thomas de

ifected his plans. The question however comes
land of locomotives will be used. If steam be em: ;

will ventilation be accomplished so as to keep t

it of the deleterious gases, carbonic acid, carbonic oxyd, sulphurous acid,
and sulphuretted hydrogen, generated by the locomotive ?

If the difficulty of driving air into tunnels, explained in a former com-
be strongly doubted if vi-

be thus accomplished without great cost. In order that the air should
be fit for man it should not contain over five parts of carbonic acid in a
thousand, especially when the oxyd of carbon is added to it. But ten
trains of passengers by day and as many of freight by night would soon
render the air irrespirable

; for notwithstanding the great extent of the
tunnel forty-seven kilometers, the destructive condition would soon be
reached—the interior capacity of the subterranean passage beinff only
2,324,385 cubic meters.

S *

Foreseeing that the methods of aeration which might be used for this
end would be insufficient, and considering too that the problem will not
be met by substituting an electro-magnetic machine (supposing the power
could be thus obtained) I propose to employ a machine toith compressed
a*/-—wmch will supply

First—the motive power.
Secondly—the air necessary for use.
The experiments of Mr. Andraud and those of Mr. Julienne have been

scale so large as to place beyond doubl
compressed air for locomotion. By their experimei

\\ th?™
F

• v
r at

?
a
^
raosPheres (that is, 8 cubic meters reduced to

a d,V»™ /f 1°J
tamed of transporting on rails a charge of 15 tons toa distance of 1 kilometer. A train of cars of 200 tons will then require

* Thi. Journal, «, 262.
f^ JouTQ^ voL^ ? g6>
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13-3 cubic meters of air at 8 atmospheres to run over one kilometer of

road ; and 625 c. ra. to pass the length of the tunnel. These 625 cubic

meters of compressed air will carry into the tunnel 5000 cub

air of the normal pressure, so that the ten trains of the night will con-

duct in .-.0,000 c. m., or a volume 8,333 times greater than that deteriora-

ted by the passengers on the route.*

The day trains, less heavy but more rapid, will conduct in about the

The pure air thus derived in twenty-four hours, will be in the ratio of

1-15 cubic meters per second, or 45 cubic meters per person. Halls of

assembly are known to be exceedingly well v.-ntihuvd when 10 cubic

meters of pure air are received per man per hour. But the air of the

tunnel, although it may be considered as confined air, will supply 10-056

cubic meters of air to each man—supposing there be 2200 passengers

per day and the time of transit 70 minutes.

While then steam would soon affect respiration, there will be no ill

effect in case of the use of compressed air for locomotion. No machine

now exist*, it is true, all b« been de-

monstrated. But when really required, they will soon be supplied. The

occasion will present itself when the tunnel of Mount Cenis shall have

been constructed : its length is more than twelve kilometers, and only

compressed air can be used.

The means of compressing large quantities of air for locomotion are I

believe very simple. In the case of the submarine tunnel there are the

fires and power rendered useless by the suppression of the steam locomo-

tive ; and besides, the winds may be used at the Pas de Calais and on

the bank of Varne.

Compressed air is already in use at Mount Cenis, where it is obtained

bv means of water-falls, which are aT"~J"

crives iii twenty-four hours 296 cubic

The fall of water which moves it has a iorce oi iour nurse pww er. ui *

communication in 1853f I described some trials by Mr. Jofi

machine which is a steam engine of eight horse power; it furnishes in

1800 seconds, 8000 litres of air at eight atmospher. - of piv.->ure. the

amount, which is less than that from the fall of

seen to forty-eight cubic meters at eight atmospheres in twenty-four

hours. But with a power like the wind, we can without too great cost

multiply compressing machines and obtain by means of compressed air a

moving power as economical as steam.

* I calculate only for adults in good health, and adi

...
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ting facts brought
sides other things,

' of carbonic acid
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Art. XYL—The late Dr. Robert Hare.

During the progress of the forty years of our editorial labors,

sorrow has often been awakened as we have been called to re-

cord the departure from life of friends and fellow laborers in

the common cause.

Eobert Hare, the distinguished chemist and philosopher,

who died in Philadelphia on the 15th of last May in the 78th

for many years

than" those of any other correspondent. The
of the titles merely of about one hundred and fifty

articles furnished by him, occupies five columns of the general

index of the first fifty volumes of the Journal. He a

forty-one of those volumes and in seven volumes of the Second

Series.

For more than half a century his name has been familiar to

men of science as a chemical philosopher, and to the cultivators

of the useful arts throughout the civilized world.

Dr. Eobert Hare was born in Philadelphia, Jan. 17, 1781.

His father was an Englishman, a man of strong mind, and hon-

ored in his adopted country by the public confidence. His
mother was from a distinguished Philadelphia family. In early

life he managed the business of an extensive brewer\
father had established, but his strong leaning toward physical

science very early manifested itself and soon led him to abandon
the pursuits of a manufacturer and devote his talents and for-

tune to science. Before the age of twenty he gave evidence of

this predilection for scientific pursuits by following the courses

of lectures on chemi^ tence in his native city

and by uniting hims<

phi a, then embracing the names of Priestley, Sybert and Wood-

In 1801 he communicated to this Society a description of the

oxyhydrogen blowpipe which he then called a 'hydrostatic blow-

pipe.
7

Prof. Silliman, having been much engaged with him in a

series of » is instrument in 1802-3, subse-

quently distinguished it as the ' compound blowpipe,' having, in

act, on his return from Philadelphia in 180S
laboratory of Yale College the first pneumatic trough combining
Dr. Hare's invention; an apparatus subsequently figured and

of strontia

lization of platinum."* His memoir to the Chemical
ly published in 1801 and was republished

g., London, 1802, and also in the Annales
de Chirnie (1st series), v, 45.

* Trans. Am. PhiL Soc^ toL yi, p. 99, and plate S (June 17, 1803).
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This apparatus was the earliest and perhaps the most remark-
able of his original contributions to science. It was certainly

evidence of a highly philosophical mind, that Dr. Hare, in that

comparatively early period in modern chemistry, and when the
received notions of the true nature of combustion were so vague,
not to say erroneous, should have had the acumen to conceive
that a stream of oxygen and hydrogen burning together
should produce so intense a heat. 'Lavoisier, certainly one of
the most acute of chemical philosophers and unsurpassed in his

skill as an experimentalist, bad W-aten up the same path so far

as to direct a jet of oxygen upon charcoal, and he thus produced
a degree of heat by which he fused alumina and other bodies

before deemed infusible. He had even brought the elements of
water into the same vessel and had there burned them from sep-

source of heat greater than any then known. In our view Dr.

Hare's merit as a scientific philosopher is more clearly estab-

lished upon this discovery than upon any other of the numerous
contributions he has made to science. His original experiments

were repeated in 1802-3 in presence of Dr. Priestly, the dis-

coverer of oxygen, then on a visit to Philadelphia, and of Silli-

man, Woodhouse and others. They were subsequently greatly

extended by Prof. Silliman, who, with the apparatus already

alluded to, subjected a great number of refractory bodies to the
action of the oxyhydrogen jet and published an account of his

results in the Memoirs of the Conn. Acad., May 7, 1812.

The discovery of the oxyhydrogen blowpipe was crowned by
the Amer. Acad, at Boston by the Rumford medal.

The historian of science will, in view of the facts here quoted,

find it needless to notice the disingenuous effort of Dr. Clark of

Cambridge, Eng., in his 'gas bbwpipej to overlook or appropri-

ate the discovery of Dr. Hare and the researches of Silliman

and others, several years after (in 1819) this discovery had been

fully before the scientific world,—an effect which must ever re-

main as a sad stain upon the reputation of this otherwise distin-

guished man.*
It is not our purpose here to rehearse the history of Dr. Hare's

discovery in full, much less to describe all the modifications

which the apparatus has received at the hands of its original

* The reader will peruse with interest, in this connection Dr. Hare's elaborate de-

fence of his own claims and those of his ass nst Dr. Clark'3

and spirited protest had been communicated to him, stating fully Dr. Hare's claims

and the wrong done him, failed to make an error, thus ex-

Hare heads his strictures on Dr. Clark's book with the well-known lines of Virgil,

' Eos ego versietdos feci, tulit alter honores] &c
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discoverer and others. It is well known that in later years he
constructed the apparatus on a gigantic scale, with large vessels
of wrought iron capable of sustaining the pressure of the Fair-
mount water works, and that with this powerful combination he
was able to fuse at one operation nearly two pounds of plati-
num In these experiments the metal is held upon a refractory
fare brick and both are heated as highly as possible in a wind
furnace before submitting it to the gas-jet. The product of this
fusion from the crude grains is found to be greatly purified, a
result probably due to the volati tense heat of
some of the associate metals.
The employment of Dr. Hare's jet to illuminate light houses

and signal reflectors under the names of Drummond light and
Calcium light is only another example of the mode of ignoring
the name of the real discoverer, of which the history of science
presents so many parallels.

The fertility of Dr. Hare's inventive mind is illustrated by
the numerous and ingenious forms of apparatus which he con-
trived for research or illustration. To many of these he was
fed by the necessity of preparing the illustrations for his lectures
upon a scale of magnitude adequate to the instruction of the
large classes of the Medical School of the University of Penn-
sylvania. He was called to fill the Chair of Chemistry in that
institution in 1818, and continued in the discharge of its duties
for nearly a third of a century, and until his resignation in 1847.Me was fond of graphic illustrations ; they abound in his me-
moirs and in his Compendium and other works, and aided by his
lucid descriptions his inventions thus become quite intelligible.
Wnere most instructors are satisfied with less perfect and more
simple means and explanations, he seemed to be content with
nothing short of perfection.
During his long course of research and experimenting he ac-

cumulated a vast store of instruments and materials. An in-
spection of his repositories and the treasures there accumulated
filfed the observer with astonishment, and in his lecture room
tnere was always a profusion of apparatus, often instruments of
great dimensions, corresponding well with his large mind, with
fus great physical and intellectual power and unquenchable
ardor He was himself an able and skillful mechanic, and often
worked adroitly at the turning lathe and with the other re-
sources of a well furnished shop. In his operations he spared
neitner labor nor expense, and bestowed both munificently for
tne accomplishment of his objects
He devoted great labor and skill to the cons' "

and improved forms of the voltaic pile, and it

vZtotS* 5!!2£ »T^^* Hare's
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his zeal and skill in this department of chemical

ican chemists were enabled to employ with distin-

guished' success the intense powers of extended series of voltaic

couples long in advance of the general use of similar combina-

tions in Europe. In place of the cumbrous and unmanageable

Cruicksbank troughs with which Davy discovered the metallic

bases of the alkalies, Dr. Hare introduced his Deflagrator, in

which any series, however extended, could be instantaneously

brought into action or rendered passive at pleasure. The pecu-

Dr. Hare's deflagrators are too familiar to need any
i here. Although the discovery of the constant bat-

tery by Daniell, and of the double combinations of platinum or

carbon with amalgamated zinc and nitrie acid have rendered the

old forms of this instrument no longer so useful as formerly, it

is not less a proof of the merit of Dr. Hare's apparatus that Prof.

Faraday in 1835, after having exhausted his ingenuity and ex-

perience in perfecting the voltaic battery, found that Dr. Hare

had already, nearly twenty-five years before, accomplished all

that he had attempted, and with a noble frankness worthy of all

praise, he at once adopted Dr. Hare's instrument as embodying

the best results then possible*

It was with one of Hare's deflagTators that Silliman in 1823

first demonstrated the volatilization and fusion of carbon, a re-

sult considered so extraordinary at the time that it was long

received with incredulity. Since the general introduction of

Bunsen's battery these effects are no longer doubted ; all Prof,

- results having been confirmed and extended by Des-

pretz, De La Eive and others.

The deflagrator was invented in 1820.f Four years earlier

Dr. Hare had contrived another instrument which he called the

Cahrimotor. In this instrument great extent of surface was ob-

tained from the combining of many large plates (18" or 24"

square) of zinc and copper into two series and plunging the

whole at one movement into a tank of dilute acid. The mag-

netic and heating effects of this instrument were surprising, and

to this day no other form of voltaic apparatus appears to occa-

sion the movement of so great a volume of heat with so low a

projectile or intensitive force. By it, large rods of iron or plati-

num, when clamped between its jaws, are first fully ignited and

then fused with splendid phenomena, while at the same time

its intensity is so low that hardly the least visible spark can be

made to pass by it through poles of carbon.

The magnetic effects attributed by Dr. Hare to his Calonmotor

have since been shown by Prof. Henry to be attainable, as is

now well known, from a single cell if combined with suitable

conductors.

f This Journal, [1], voL iii, p, 105.
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In the philosophy of chemistry, Dr. Hare has distinguished

himself for the zeal and logical acumen with which he combat-

ted what he conceived to be the errors of the salt radical theory.

He was ready at all times to engage in controversy upon any
point of theory where he conceived there was an error latent.

Ko one can review the numerous letters which he has addressed

to the Senior Editor of this Journal, to Berzelius, to Liebig and
to Faraday, and published in this Journal, without perceiving

that he was no ordinary antagonist.

His theory of whirlwinds and storms was founded on an elec-

trical hypothesis, and he never admitted the rotary theory of the

late William C. Redfield. Their discussions were published

chiefly in this journal, and will be perused with interest and
instruction both on account of the peculiar theories and of the

very important series of facts which the controversy has elicited

;

their personal friends especially will value them the more, as

the combatants, both sincere lovers of truth, have now finished

their mortal career.

Mr. Kedfield declined anjs oral controversy with Dr. Hare at

the meetings of the American Association ; but those who were
present at the second meeting in New Haven will remember the

zeal and energy with which' Dr. Hare, in an off-hand speech,

fluent and animated, assailed the M, who was
all the while a quiet and silent listener. The responses of the

latter were always made by the pen and never on public occa-

sions by the tongue.

In his family and among his friends Dr. Hare was very kind,

and his feelings were generous, amiable and genial, although
occasionally, his manner was abrupt—from absence of mind
occasioned by his habitual abstraction and absorption in thought;
his mind was ever active, and conversation would s

seem to awaken him from an intellectual reverie. He had high

colloquial powers, but to give them full effect, it was necessary

that they should be roused by a great and interesting subject,

and especially if it assumed an antagonistic form. He would
then discourse with commanding ability, and his hearers were
generally as willing to listen as he was to speak.

He was a man of unbending rectitude, and a faithful friend

both in prosperity and adversity.

His frame was robust—powerful and ample in structure, and
of strong muscular development, having been invigorated in

earlier years by skillful training ; and had there been occasion,

he would have made a formidable physical antagonist. His
head was large and of noble model ; no stranger could meet him
without being impressed by a figure of such grandeur and a
head and features so remarkable.

Dr. Hare was an ardent patriot, who loved his country and
cherished its institutions not for office or emolument, which he
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never sought or received, but from pure and lofty motives. He
was of the school of Washington—an enthusiastic admirer of
that great man—a federalist, wiiile that primeval party had a
name and retain* '< 1 vitality- and when it passed by an imper-
ceptible transition into another form, he was found among the
whigs. He occasionally wrote upon the great political and finan-

cial questions which agitate the public mind. These discussions
like all his writings, were always marked by vigorous thought,
large views, and elevated patriotism.

He was not however so exclusively a man of science as to
ignore the charms of literature. His particular friends know
that his philosophy was sometimes softened by listening to the
muses, and he occasionally indulged in poetical composition.

Dr. Hare was one of the few life members of the Smithsonian
Institution to which he gave soon after he resigned his profes-

ship, all his chemical and physical apparatus, which has thus
become the property of the nation.

SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.
I. CHEMISTRY AND PHYSICS.

1. On the crystallographical and chemical relations of Hornblende and
Augite.—Rammelsberg has published an elaborate investigation of this

interesting and often mooted subject, and has arrived at the following re-

sults which we give in the author's own words, referring to the original

paper for the very numerous analyses and formulas by which they are

supported.

(1.) A series of isomorphous silicates, whose principal members are

augite and hornblende, forms a larger group, that of the augites. Their

structure separates them into two groups, at the head of each of which
one of the two minerals stands as a type. A member of the first division

by fusion passes into one of the second. Wollastonite, acmite, aegirin,

babingtonite, silicate of manganese, hypersthene, diallage and spodumene,

belong to the augite-type ; anthophyllite and arfvedsonite, to the horn-

blende-type. The forms of all these minerals may be referred to each

other.

(2.) The chemical character of the group is that the members are

bisilicates.

(3.) The members may be classified according t

ter of their constituents into four divisions, which a

presence or absence of sesquioxyds.

A. Pure bisilicates of monoxyds. Wollastonite, diopside, the light

colored augites generally, but also black ones rich in protoxyd of iron,

hypersthene, and for the most part bronzite, rhodonite and fowlerite be-

long to the augite type ; the light colored hornblendes, at least tremolite

and actinolite, as well as anthophyllite, to the hornblende type.
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(5.) Sesquioxyd of iron is everywhere present as a base and its bisili-

cate is isomorphous with the bisilicate of protoxyd of iron and other

monoxyds.

(6.) The aluminous augites and hornblendes have an analogous consti-

tution, which is at the same time that of all the other members, only in

constituent.

—

Pocjg. Ann., iii.

D. Those which contain alumina but no sesquioxyd of iron. Spodu-

sne of the augite type is the only member.

(4.) The assumption of a larger quantity of oxygen in the hornblendes

the double nitrosulphids of iron.—Roussin has dis-

covered a new series of compounds containing deutoxyd of nitrogen and

sulphid of iron and exhibiting in some respects a remarkable analogy to

the nitroprussids of Playfair. When a solution of a per-sall

added drop by drop to a mixture of solutions of an alkaline nitrite and
an alkaline sulphydrate and the liquid is kept constantly agitated, a volu-

minous black precipitate is thrown down which on boiling dissolves

almost completely. The filtered liquid deposits black crystals which are

oblique^ rhombic prisms. They are soluble in boiling water, alcohol,

woodspirit and ether. Five centigrams communicate to one litre of water
' brandy. Their taste is styptic and afterwards bitter. The

--'—

*

A
-tes of sulphids, in many metallic solutions NO2
uthor represents the constitution of this body byfe

solution gives precipitates of sulphids, in many metallic solutions NO2
1 off. The author represents the constitution of this I '

'

l FeaSs, NOa+FeS .NOa-fHS, and adopts for it the 1

nitrosulphid of iron. When the binitrosulphid of iron is boih
solution of caustic soda, ammonia is given off in abundance and J

mioxyd of iron deposited. The filtered liqi
"

"

_ stals which appear to have the formula Fe2S3

.

the author calls this substance sulphuretted nitrosulphid of i. „.* -.

dium. Dilute sulphuric acid added to a boiling solution 1 thi< silt pre-

cipitates a heavy black substance which has the formula FeaS3.NOa, and
which the author calls nitrosulphid of iron. By dissolving this body in

sulphid of sodium a new salt is obtained having the formula FeaSs, V 1

-,

NaS, HO. This salt gives precipitates with many metallic solutions in

which the metal replaces sodium. In all these compounds the iron to

not indicated by ordinary tests, and the author points out their analogy
to the double cyanids and especially i

in deutoxyd of nitrogen.

—

Ann. dt -.411,285,
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complete solution of the problems involved in the theory of the ex-

ion of gunpowder, but which is particularly rich in new methods of

stigation and analysis. The authors from want of time were obliged

online their researches to one kind of powder and to its combustion
er the ordinary atmospheric pressure. The methods employed how-
will apply with slight modifications to other cases. The powder

Saltpeter, - -

Sulphur, -

{Carbon, -

TS-90

nary qualitative analysis gave the following substances as

ts of the combust'

, . carbonate of po1

of potassium, 5. hydrate of potash, 6. sulphocyanid of potassium

combustion of the powder employed: I. sulphate

of potash, 4. sulphidof potash, 2. carbonate of potash, 3. hyposulphite i

trate of potash, 8. carbon, 9. sulphur, 10. i

gaseous products were, 1. nitrogen, 2. carbonic acid, 3. carbonic oxyd,

4. hydrogen, 5. sulphid of hydrogen, and occasionally 6. nitric and nitrous

oxyds. By means of a particular apparatus the authors were able to

prepare the solid residue of the explosion, the smoke or vapor which ac-

companies it, and the gaseous products and to analyze each separately.

For the elaborate details of the analyses we must refer to the original

memoir. The solid residue was found to contain ^
Sulphate of potash, 5662
Carbonate of potash, 27-02

Sulphid o

Hydrate of potash,

Sulphocyani

Saltpeter,

Sulphur,

The condensed smoke or powder-vapor was found t

Sulphate of potash,

Carbonate of potash, -

Hyposulphite of potash, - - - -

Hydrate of potash, - - - - -

Sulphocyanid of potassium, - - - -

Nitrate of potash,

powder consist essentially <

of sulphid of potassium as is erroneously assumed in military books.

The gaseous products of the explosion were found to be
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Carbonic acid, 52-67

Nitrogen, - 41-12

Carbonic oxyd, 3*88

Hydrogen, 1*21

Sulphid of hydrogen, 0-60

From this analysis it also appears that the old theory of the explosion

is incorrect, since according to it nitrogen and carbonic acid should be

present in the ratio of 1 : 3, whereas the actual ratio is not even as

1:1-5. The authors found further that 1 gram of the powder used by

them gave 0-6806 gr. of solid residue and 193-1 c. c. of gas or one-third

less than should be given according to the old theory. To determine

theoretically the work done by the explosion, the authors first determined

the quantity of heat evolved in the combustion, which was found to be

in heat units 643-9 C. for 1 gram of powder. This number requires how-

ever to be corrected for the heat evolved by the combustion of the gase-

ous products in the combustion tube filled with air, amounting to 24-4

unite, so that the true heat of combustion is 619-5 C. The calculated

quantity of heat, supposing that the combustible ingredients of the pow-

der burn freely in oxygen, is 1039-1 C. : the difference is easily explained

by the absorption of heat on the part of the nitrogen set free. The tem-

perature of the flame of the powder is found by dividing the number
619-5 by the specific heat of the products of the explosion, namely 0-207,

and is therefore equal to 2993° C. When however powder burns in a

space in which it cannot expand, the number 619-5 must be divided by

the %ecific heat of the products of the combustion under a constant

ieh is 0-18547, and the temperature of the flame is therefore

3340°*C. These values, 2993° C. and 3340° C, are approximations

which cannot be far from the truth. The authors in the next place show

that the received theory that the solid residue of the explosion of the

powder exert a sensible tension is wholly unfounded since this residue

does not boil at the temperature of hydrogen burning in air, which is

3259° C, and its tension even at that temperature cannot therefore equal

a single atmosphere. The authors next calculate the pressure in atmos-

pheres which the powder exerts at the moment of explosion and find it

4373-6, of which about 1000 are due to the expansion of the solid resi-

due. The pressure which the powder employed could exert upon the

sides of a cannon would, as these results show, never exceed 4£ thousand

atmospheres. Hence it appears that the statement- - f the b >t authori-

ties on artillery that this pressure amounts to 50,000 or 100,000 atmos-

pheres are entirely without foundation in fact. One kilogram of the

powder employed could exert in its explosion a theoretical work of 67410

meterkilograms.

—

Pogg. Ann., cii, 321. w. g.

4. Test for Cinchonia ; by J. W. Bill, Acting Surgeon, U. S. A.,

(communicate 1 U i ti i- J- innl) — In ->•-, IS , t ._ ri-n- -till in progress

on some of the alkaloids it became a matter of importance to discover a

good test for cinchonia delicate and characteristic and distinguishing it

m quinia.
We think we have found such a test, and as we believe it to be a reac-

tion not before noticed, at least not applied to the above purpose, we will
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anticipate the results of the above-mentioned investigations and give the

test by itself.

When fen - added to a saltof quinia in the

cold, a yellowish white cloudy precipitate fall-, provided the ferrocyanid be
not added in excess; otl is. This pre-

cipitate is soluble by heat and readily so in solutions of fer

potassium without any subsequent change occurring in the solution. It'

t'eiToeyanid of potassium be added to a soluble salt of cinchonia, whether

added" in excess or not, whether added to a strong or a weak solution, a

yellow white curd\ pivcipital falls. If a very gentle heat be now ap-

plied this pre,
j

dissolves, but as the liquid cools again a crop of

splendid yellow (gold-yell sometimes to

give a gelatinous appearance to their mass. These crystals are flat plates,

cuneiform in shape, a pure lemon-yellow in color, and superimposed one

upon the other in the same way as an f urea. The
crystals are best observed under a low magnifying power, fifty diameters,

hen be found such as we have described them. The precipitate

is not soluble in e* - erf E mx
j
anid of potassium, but like this

decomposed by boiling with mineral acids. This test for cinchonia is a

very delicate one, not less so than that by the biniodid of potassium, and

is far more characteristic, since none of the alkaloids manifest the reac-

tion except cinchonia. In practice it will be well, for obvious reasons, to

use a slight excess of ferrocyanid of potassium, as little excess of acid as

possible, and to heat the liquid very gently after the first precipitate has

fallen.

5. Note on the use of the Molybdate of Ammonia test for Phosphoric

Acid ; by J. W. Bill, Acting Surgeon, XL S. A., (communicated for this

Journal).—We observed on one occasion that on conducting the process for

the detection of phosphoric acid in a liquid we were nearly sure contained

it, that we obtained a green, a splendid chrome-green, instead of the char-
"

3 yellow precipitate. This was observed in the laboratory of Mr.

\ for this phen<

non, but it appears fc

The free nitric aciu

date to the state of the molybdo-molybdate, Mb20 5 ,
and this

is a cobalt-blue. This blue" liquid on being mixed with the
]

cipitate gave the 2;reen color observed. Iodid of potassium and tdtrie

acid when added "to the yellow pr,

-m. „™„, colored liquid., h tl is i, s. d d up in a glass tube, m about

three weeks large crystals of iodine will be found lining the sides of the

tube, the liquid will have become brown-red in color and a gas will have

been eliminated sufficient sometimes to have burst the tube. The reac-

tion mav be expressed in a formula thus

P05=Mb20s (molybdate of molybdenum) -t-2(Ml4< »V.»o)-rk<

,

i-act of a letter to J. D. Dana, dated ljuebe'c,

1858)'.—In a recent paper on the earthy carbonates {Ann. de

de Physique, third series, vol. li, p. 302), Bmeau concludes ths
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bonates of magnesia react with the soluble salts of lime like the corres-

,he alkalies. This is so far true that a solution of

tea carbonate of lime from a solution of

ponding carbonates of the alkalies. This is so far true that a solui

bicarbonate of magnesia precipitates carbonate of lime from a solui

cblorid of calcium, while the basic carbonate of magnesia separates t

s solution in carbonic acid. It results f

that when bicarbonate of soda is added to mixed and somewhat dilute

solutions of chlorids of calcium and magnesium, the whole of the lime

ace according to t

7 dissolve as bicarb

per cent of MgO.
I have found that when we evaporate, at from 60° to 100° F., a solu-

tion of bicarbonate of lime with an excess of sulphate of magnesia, the

whole of tKe lime is separated in the form of gypsum, and there remains

bicarbonate of magnesia in solution. The same thing happens in pres-

ence of sea-salt and chlorid of magnesium provided sulphates are present.

These solutions of bicarbonate of magnesia give rise to deposits of car-

bonate of magnesia by further evaporation. Deville has observed that

the slow action in the presence of water, between carbonate of magnesia

and bicarbonate of soda, aided by a gentle heat, results in the production

of a crystalline anhydrous double carbonate of magnesia and soda, anal-

ogous to dolomite, and I am led from some yet unfinished experiments

to suppose that a similar reaction between the carbonates of lime and

magnesia in the presence of carbonic acid may yield the double carbonate

of lime and magnesia, and thus explain the formation of magnesian

The form of part of the crystals, as before c

is dimetric, and either modified octahedrons or prisms. The axis a=
0-576. The forms observed are 1, /, 2, 2-2, 1-i, i-i; the face of compo-
sition 1-i. Wohler and Deville mention three varieties of the adaman-
tine boron, and these crystallographic determinations relate to the last

two, neither of which is pure, one containing B 89*1, Al 6-7, C 4*2—100,

and the other also holding much aluminium and carbon. The first va-

riety consists of boron 97-6, carbon 2-4=100; and this nearly pure

boron Sella finds to occur under a different form, which may be mono-
metric (or monoclinic approaching closely to monometric) ; and the

"iron is probably the same in a fine state. The point is dis-

cussed at considerable length in the memoir.

II. GEOLOGY AND MINERALOGY.

1. On the Order in the Coal Measures of Kentucky and Illinois and
ms to those of the Appalachian Coal-field ; by Mr. Leo Les-

~iu our last number we alluded to the Report by Mr. Lesque-
reux on the Coal Measures of the United States in the third volume of

ky Geological Report The following is the succession of the
coal beds in Kentucky, (beginning with the lowest,) and some of theix
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1

1st. Cook's coal; Bell's coal bed; Breckinridge cannel ; Hawesvilie
coal. Appears in some places to be in two beds, 1A, IB.—IB
B, the mammoth coal bed of the anthracite region ( Will. -\>rm . (

,

;i?-l.«"»u-

dale, Tamaqua, Lehigh, &c), and also the best vein in Kentu. :

wha salines; Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio. 1A (Lesley's A) is a thin bed, the

first above the conglomerates, 2 feet thick at Nelsonville, Ohio. l£ ft. on
the Great Kenawha, 1 to 2 feet on the Alleghany in Pennsylvania.

2d. "Thin Coal,"—probably Lesley's C, cannel coal of Kittanning,

Peytona, Darlington.

3d. " Ice House Coal,"—probably Lesley's D, Lower Freeport, Beaver
River, Cook vein (?) on Broad Top ; Zanesville, Ohio.

4th. "Curlew" Coal, in Curlew U ill.—The Pomeroy coal of Ohio

;

Gates and Salem veins, highest of anthracite, near Pottsville, Pa., afford-

ing some fossil plants.

Next follows in order the Mahoning Sandstone, an important horizon.

5th.. A four foot bed.—Ferns have some resemblance to those in the

roof of anthracite bed, in Shamokin valley, Pa.

6th. " Little vein," Mulford's mines, Union Co., Ky.—Steiger's bed, at

Athens, Ohio.

7th. " Thin Coal," seen at Saline Coal Co. property, in Illinois.

8th. Well Coal.—The great Pittsburg bed, 14 feet thick in the Cum-
berland basin ; 1 1 ft. in Elk Lick, Somerset Co. ; 9 ft. in Ligonier valley

and Pittsburg; 6 ft. at Wheeling; 5 ft. at Athens, O. ; or a diminution

of 9 feet in 180 miles.

9th. A reliable bed in western Kentucky : at Curlew Mines ;
" Five foot

Mulford Coal," etc.

10th. "Middle Coal."

11th and 12th. Coal under Anvil Bock. No. 11 (2—9 feet thick)

corresponds probably to the first in limestone over the Pittsburg seam in

Pa., and 12 to the next. Above the Anvil Rock, (13 and 14,) appear

to correspond to others st Lesquereux

that from No. 8, or the Pittsburg seam, to No. 14, is 400 feet

in western Pennsylvania, and 395 in Kentucky.

The Anvil rock of Kentucky Lesley regards as on the same horizon

with the conglomerate of the 12th Shamoken coal bed.*

The distinguishing fossils of these coal beds are as follows.

1st Bed. Large Trees; Sigillaria, Ca

of Lepidodendron, Lepidostrobus, Lepidophyllum, abundant ; &

Sphenopteris, here and seldom seen above. Among the sj

are Pecopteris lonchitica only here; AlethopU

la, of which the last runs through the whole Coal

Measures: Sphenopteris intermedia, Calamites-

rugosus, Lycopodites*

Sticlerianus,etc.; Carpolithes, Cardiocarpon, Trigonocarpnn. Lhgula
Virginia, Pennsylvania.

2d. Lingula umbonata, etc.

3d. Neuropteris hirsute, JDf.fexuosa, the latter also running through

the Coal Measures.

* See an important paper by J. P. Lesley, on these parallelisms, Proceedings
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4th. Neuropil t it . Asterophyllites, Sphenophyllw
and Annularla, v ,.v,., Pecopteris arborescens, Brl

Flabellaria boracifolia, Sternb. ; some Calamites, Sigillaria, Stigmarh

Lepidodendron or Lepidostrobus seen.

Neuroptei
'

5 th. Neuropteris tenuifolia, Br., very I

8 th. Pecopteris heterophylla. Most of the species not well defined.

9th. Avicula rectilateraria, Productus murkatus. Fish remains. Co

• No. 9.

12th. Stigmaria, Calamites ; some scarce Sigillarice.

2. The Fossil Plant* of the Coal Measures of the United S

S of the New Species in the Cabinet of the Pottsvill

; by Leo Lesquereux. 24 pp., 8vo, with two plates. Read
before the Pottsville Sci. Association, Feb. 13, 1858. Pottsville, Pa.—
In this paper Mr. Lesquereux has enumerated all the known species of

North American coal plants, besides describing some that are new. In

all, about 300 species are mentioned ; but Mr. Lesquereux remarks that

already 50 new species have been collected and are not included in his

catalogue ; and the number when fully known will probably be near 400.

Mr. Lesquereux calls the Gates and Salem veins near Pottsville and the

Pomeroy coal of Ohio, together with the beds above them (see preceding

page) as the Upper Coal Measures, and the beds below, the lower. The
lower are the white-ash coal, and the upper the gray-ash and red-ash of

Pennsylvania. The synchronism of the Gates and Salem veins with the

Pomeroy is shown by the identity of many of the fossil plants, while

several of the species occur nowhere else. The following is a brief ab-

stract of the Catalogue.

A. JVeuropteridece.—Fronds pinnate or bipinnate. Secondary veins

either rising from a medial nerve vanishing above, or emerging and
branching from the base of the leaflets without a medial nerve.

1. Noeggerathia, 6 species, all from the " Old Red Sandstone."
2. Odontopteris, 1 species, mostly from the Lower coaL

4. Cyolopteris. C.jiabellata, Brongn., Whittleseya elegans, Newberry, Lower coaL

5. Nepheopteris, 8 species. Mostly from Upper coaL "The genus can scarcely

be separated from the following, most of its species being only large deciduous
leaflets attached around the main

B. Sphenopteridem.—Frond bi-tri: i sate; pinnules

mostly lobed, sometimes entire; nerves pinnately forking, with a primary

Bexuons; secondary nerves obliquely ascending in

each division, either simple or forking near the apex.

1. Sphenoim : wo groups, one having round
large entire leaflets belonging to the lower coal, the other to the tipper.

ihtlutes, 8 species. Six would be added to Schizopteris by some
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2. Alethoptkeis, 1 5 species. Appear to be distributed through upper and lower coal.

4. Pecopteris. 25 ^pci'ie-. ( 1i:irarterize mostly the upper coal, several species in

D. Of Doubtful Family.
Crematopteris, 1 species. Scolofendkites-, 1 species. Schizoptkeis, 1 species,

lower coal Cannophyllites, 1 species. Coedattes, 1 species, upper coal.

E. Asterophyllitece.—Includes herbaceous plants or trees, the stems or-

dinarily striated lengthwise.

1. Sphenophyllum, 9 species, upper and lower coal,

Jalamites, 14 species, upper and lower.

Stems of Trees.

Jaulopteeis, 3 species, mostly or wholly lowei

3. Stigmaeia, 7 species, upper and lower cc

base to the top of the Coal Measures.

4. Sigiixaeia, 37 species, mostly lower coal.

coal; the Stigtnaria JUoides I

<x. Cones, Fruits.

Lepidophyllum, 7 species, lower coaL Lcpidostrobus, 4 species, lower coaL

r eh pAyttum(!) 1 species, lower coaL Oardiocarpon, 9 species, lower coal.

Ihabdocarpos, 3 species, TVigonocarpon, 7 species, mostly lower coal. Carpolithes,

i the Coal Measures of Missouri ; by G.

ting to consider the observations made

in Missouri by G. C. Swallow and published in his State Qe

port for 1855. He divides the Coal Measures into the Upper, Middle and

Lower. The following is an abstract of the sections, commencing above,

and mentioning the most common fossils.

I. Upper Coal Series.

1. 10 feet of limestone. Fossils: Fusulina cylindrica, Productus eostatus, P-

,f vellow anYSue^hale. 3. 3 feet of bituminous shale,

leet limestone Fossils : Terebratula subtilita, Productus eostatus.

!2 3EST£&tS -

»

*• -i*- **•**—
, no-convexa, Productus Wabashenns, Chonetes granulifera,

8. 7 feet of friable sandstone.

11. fi feet of sandstone.

16 feet of calcareous and bituminous shales. Fossils : Tereb. subtilita, Orthis

IZ. Sbaly sandstone.
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14. 18 feet limestone. Fus. cylindrica, Tereb. mbtilita (abundant), Orthis Tfirt-

braculum, Sp. Kmtad >% P. costatus.

15. 17 feet of shale. 16. 3 feet of limestone. 17. 20 feet of shale.

18. 10 feet of limestone. Fossils: Fus. cylindrica, Prod, costatus, Tereb. subtili-

ta, Campophyllum torquinm.

19-22. 39 feet of shale with some sandstone and limestone.

23. 20 feet limestone. Fossils: same as in No. 14, wit
- " ...•....•..•.., • \ .. .' -

risma terminalis, A. i iidcu*, Chcetetes milleporaceus.

24. 5 feet of shale. 25. Limestone, with Fumdina cylindrica.

26, 27. 4 feet of shale.

Thin layers of COAL occur in numbers 7, 15, 24, 27.

II. Middle Coal Series.

28. 5 feet of ripple-marked sandstone.

29. 30 feet of shale with mud cracks. 30, 31. 11 feet of shale.

32. i foot of COAL
33. 6 feet of blue clay. Fossils: Fumlina cylindrica, Terebratula

34. 10 feet of sandstone. 35. 6 feet of shale.

I full of Fumlince, Chonetes, Pro-upper part shaly and full of

> feet of shale.

vrs of COAL, $ to H foot thic

f4. 5 feet of shale overlying 3 feet of COAL.

The -upper coal series has thus a thickness of about 300 feet, t

He of 200, and the lower "

he State the
below the Cot

die of 200, and the lower of 150, in all 650 feet. But in other parts of

the State the thickness is greater. The following fossils do not descend
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Jfffll

The following species are common to the Subcarboniferous Limestone
and the Coal Mt.-a.-uivs : Product us ]>>iitctatus, P. Cora, P. muricatus,

. Orthis Umbraculum.
In this connection reference should also !..• ma.l.- to tin; paper by Messrs.

Shumard and Swallow, mentioned in our last volume, at page 447.

4. Permian in h'ansas.—Prof. Swallow, in the paper announced in

our last number (vol. xxv, p. 442), gives a section of the Permian rocks,

taken by Mr. Hawn. According to it, they are 820 feet thick—263 of

the whole being separated as the upper Permian, and the rest the lower

Permian. The rocks are limestones with some shales or clay layers, and
some of the limestones containing hornstone.*

Above the Permian in Kansas there are 420 feet of sandstone with

some calcareous and argillaceous layers, and occasional beds of gypsum.
These rocks ar< n i'. m 1 \\ h [iierj to the Triassie, but may be Jurassic

or Cretaceous. A trilobate exogenous leaf is mentioned as the only ob-

served fossil plant, and this would favor the last conclusion. Above these

beds, there are in the section 2 feet of Cretaceous rocks, and 169 of
" Quarternary."

The Permian is a direct continuation apparently of the Coa
without unconformability. The Carboniferous rocks have a 1

1

Kansas of 1070 feet, and are supposed to be higher in the series than

the Upper Coal Series of Missouri. Between the Permian and the over-

lying strata there appears to be an entire unconformability.

Of the 75 species of fossils found in the Permian rocks" and

by Prof. Swallow, only 16 occur also in the Carboniferous
;
yet, while the

those that occur also in the Carboniferous are indicated by an asterisk.

Stenopora crassa, Lonsdale. Spirifer cameratus* Morton.

spinigera, Lonsdale.

Synocladia virgulac

'i ... .-...--
Acanthocladia an* ij -

Phyllopora Ehrenbergi. Geinltz.

Areha>ocidaris V,

Serpuk (Spi
?
rorbis{ ralvata, Goldfuvs.

Spirorbis orbiculostoma, Swallow.

Phillipsia, specie* not determined.

Rogersii* Norwood & Pratten. Pectcn C

sequicostatus * Shumard. " ringens ,

Korwoodii, Swallow. " acultialatus, Swallow.

* A paper on the Kansas Permian by Prof. Swallow has just been received i

these pages are in type, and will appear in our next



t, Swallow
a cordata, Swallow.

" subangulata, Swallow.

The following species, viz., Spirorbis valvata, Monotis speluncaria var.

Americana, M K&j Avicula gryphceata, M
jnvnm, M.rnnnim, IhikvvtUif anti't'ia, S. '

Schizodus Rossicus, Murchisonia subangulata (?), Nautilus Permianus,
Orthoceras Kickapooense, Cyrtoceras dorsatum, occur only in the Upper
Penman. Monotis Halli is alone in occurring in both the upper and
lower Permian. These results may be much modified bv :

corny.

Messrs. Meek and Hayden, in their paper on the Permian of Kansas
published just before the above-mentioned paper by Prof. Sv,

our last volume, p. 442,) describes the following species as n<

BTawni, Myalina (Mytilus) perattenuata, Leda (Nucula) subs,

. Pleurophorus? occidentalism P. (Car-
runeata, Lyonsia (Panopwa) concava, Panopcea Cooperi, Nau-

5. Descriptions of Neiv Organic Remains collected in Nebraska by Dr.
F. V. ffayden, Geologist to the Exploring Expedition under the command
of Lieut. G-. K. Warren, Top. Engineer, U. S. A., together with some re-

marks on the geology of the Black Hills and portions of the surrounding
country ; by F. B. Meek and F, V. Hayden. 20 pp., 8vo. From the

Proceedings of the Acad. Nat. Sci. of Philadelphia, March, 1858.—An
abstract of this paper is given in the last volume of this Journal, pages

439, 440. Besides the subjects there referred b .

of several spc ry, Cretaceous, and others from beds
supposed to be Jurassic.

f>. Notice of Remains of Extinct Vertebrata from the valley of the

Iver; by Joseph Leidy, M. D. 10 pp., 8vo. From the Pro-

lad., March, 1858.—The letter from

published on page 441 of the last volume of this Journal,
contains an abstract of this highly interesting paper on the collections
made by Dr. Hayden. The names of the species described are as
tollows

:
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Anchitlierium (Hypohippus) s

In an appendix to this paper Dr. Leidy adds a statement of the addi-

tional discovery of two other species of Camels in the Niobrara region,

—

one of which he calls the Procamelus robuslus, and the other P. gracilis.

The former was about the size of the modern camel, and the other not

larger than the Lama.
7. Noteon u; by James Hall. (The Canadittti

Naturalist and Geologist, iii, 139.)—The observations of Mr. Hall are

throwing great light on the characteristics of Graptolites. His specimens

from New York, and the Canada Geological Survey are very numerous

and various. In several, the Graptolites are much branched, and some-

what stellate in appearance, consisting of two nearly similar halves some-

what bifurcately divided in a plane, and proceeding from a common stipe

and united together about the central parts by a membrane or corneous

disk. Others are simple, and show all the stages ofgroicth from the sim-

..dividual to the compound branchedform. The article in the

"Canadian Naturalist and Geologist" describes and figures some of the
• inns, and is from Mr. Logan's forthcoming Geological Report.

Mr. Hall thus characterizes the genus Graptolithus

:

" Description.—Corallum or bryozoum fixed, (free ?) compound or sim-

ple ? the pa: I

-
''

t; -w or manJ simple or

ting more or lew regulariy from a

centre, and united toward* their base in a continuous thin corneous mem-

brane or disk, formed by an expansion of the substance of the branches,

and which in the living state may have been in some degree gelatinous.

Branches with a single or double series of cellules or I

nicatinu with a e« minon longitudinal canal, affixed by t

pedicle from the centre of the exterior side.
1 '

" In its living state we may suppose it to have beei

(the upper being the concave side), or to have had the power to assume

t will. In many specimens there is no evidence of a radix or

point of attachment, and the appearance of bodies

which may have floated free in the ocean."—p. 142.

He adds farther

:

" It will appear evident from what follows, that heretofore we have

been compelled to content ourselves for the most part, with describing

fragments of a fossil body, without knowing the original form or condi-
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tion of the animal when living. Under such circumstances, it is not sur-

prising that various opinions have been entertained, depending in a great

measure upon the state of preservation of the fossils examined. The
<l;iniiiuri<»H in rl .. dimensions, or perhaps we should rather say in the de-

velopment, of the cellules or serrations of the axis towards the base, has

given rise to the opinions, advanced by Barrande, that the

the axis by g direction, and that these smaller cells

were really in a state of increase and development. In oppoe
argument, we could before have advanced the evidence furnished by G.

bkomi*. G. ramosus, G. sextans, G.furcatus, G. t,

show that the stipes could not have increased in that direction. It is

true that none of the species figured by Barrande indicate insuperable

objections to this view ; though in the figures of G. Serra (Brong.) by

Geinitz, the improbability of such a mode of growth is clearly shown.

"It is not a little remarkable that with such additions to the number
of species as have been made by Barrande, McCoy, and Geinitz, so few ra-

mose forms have been discovered ; and none so far as the writer is aware,

approaching in the perfection of this character to the Amen*
" Maintaining as we do the above view of the subject, which is borne

out by well-preserved specimens of several species, we cannot admit the

proposed separation of the Graptolites into the genera Monograpsus, Di-

the reason that one and the same spe-

cies, as shown in single individuals, may be monoprionidean or diprio-

nidean, or both : and we shall see still farther objections to this division,

as we progress, in the utter impossibility o"
"

i do not yet perceive sufficient

reason to separate the branching forms from those supposed to be not

branched, for it is not always possible to decide which have or have not

been ramose, among the fragments found. Moreover, there are so various

modes of branching, that such forms as G. ramosus present but little

analogy with such as G. gracilis.

" Mr. Geinitz introduces among the Graptolitidece the genus Nereo-

grapsus, to include Nereites, Myron
I

Xemapodia.

Admitting these to be organic remains, which the writer has elsewhere

expressed'his reasons for doubting, they are nut i-,,! ;t r, «1 in structure, sub-

stance, or mode of occurrence, to the Graptolites, at least so far as regards

American species ; and the Nemapodia is not a fossil body, nor the im-

print of one, but simply the recent track of a slug over the'surface of the

slates. The genus Bastrites of Barrande has not yet been recognized

among American Graptolitidece. These forms are by Geinitz united to

his genus Cladograpsus, the propriety of which we are unabl
"The gen i i I Barra le, I860, G

of Hall, 1849) occurs among American forms of the Grapl<-r

ies in the Clinton group of New York. A form analogous,

with the reticulated margins and
from the shales of the Hudson Rives of the H l

i to whether the separation of this genus <

already expressed, that

the Dictyonema will form a genus of the family Graptolitidw. The
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.
', other specimens of a character so

Unlike anything heretofore described, that another rery dial

will thereby be added to this family. The Canadian specimens show
iptolites are far from always being simple or merely branch-

ing flattened stems."—pp. 140, 141.

These remarks are followed era] species.

8. Reminiscences of A
'

' mpanions ; by Capt. F. L. M'Clintock, R. N., with Geological
llUusti

-
Notes and Illustrations ; by the Rev. Samuel Haugh
Geol. i'niv. of Dublin. 68 pp., 8vo, with '.) plates ana a colored Arctic
geological map. From the "Journal of the Koyal Dublin Society/' Feb.

-Capt. M'Clintock l

James C. Ross, on his expedition in search of Franklin, and afterwards

in command of H. M. Screw-steamer Intrepid, under the orders of Capt.
Kellett, C. B., of the Resolute.

!

'•

started from Port Leopold, lat. 74°X.. l.n:. '.io° W.. in the northeast

corner of North Somerset, and followed the north and part of th« west-

en shore of that large island; the second, in 1851, started from Grif-

1. in lat. 74£° N. and 95^° W., and explored the southern part

of Melville Island. In the summer of 1852 he was again at Melville

Island in command of the Intrepid. From a port on the south side,

Capt. M'Clintock crossed the island to the north and passed over also to

Prince Patrick Land beyond, between 115° and 121° W., and 76° and
78° N., which he partially examined. The last excursion < ,.

days and extended over 1400 miles.

The geological formations met with and colored on the map are as

follows : the colored part of the map covers the area between 75° and
125° W. and between 72° and 78° N.

(1.) Grar,: ret eastern Nost) Devon, long. 80°
—82£°, lat. 74-J—75f° ; western North Somerset, near long. 95°

; in

scattered boulders over many other parts of the islands.

(2.) Upper Silurian and Devonian : over the northern part of Cock-

(3.) Carbw -Lands lying

north of lat. 76°, from Grinnell Land on the east (93° W.) to Prince

Patrick Land on the west. This limestone is stated to overlie the coal-

bearing sandstones.

(4.) The Coal-bearing sandstones (r ferow): over

the same islands as the limestone, but south of 76° ; including Bathurst

Land, 75°—76° K, 99£°—104° W.; Melville Island, from its southern

shore to 75° 50' ST. ; Byam Martin Island between Bathurst and Mel-

ville; part of Eglinton Id., v -- f >! n -.-nth of 75° 50'; Baring

(or Banks) Land, 72*°—74£° N., 115°—125° W.
(5.) Jura- aD peninsula on the eastern side of

Exmottth and Talbe, north of Grin-

nell Land, in long. 95° W„ lat. 77° 10' K
Viewing the range or direction of the whole, the line between the
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to the map, is nearly straight between E. 5° N. and W. 6° S. In the

g sandstone region, two parallel outcrops of coal are marked
as existing on Bathurst Land and southeastern Melville Island, and on
the intervening island of Byam Martin, the distance between the two lines

eight or ten miles; also a third outcrop in Melville Island, and along the

.
same line in Baring Land to the southwest. The strike is represented as

uniform between E.N.E. and W.S.W., and is deduced from the observed

occurrence of coal at Cape Hamilton on Baring Island, Cape Dundas on

Melville Island, also Bridport Inlet and Skene Bay on Melville Island

;

on Byam Martin Id. ; and at Shomberg Point and Graham Moore Bay on

Bathurst Island.

The following are the fossils observed—beginning at localities to the

I Devonian.
a. North Devon. Cape Riley (14° 40' N., 92.J W.) Favistella
h. Possession Bat (73° 30' N„ 77° 20' W.) and Cape Yohk (73° 50' N., 8ld W.),

North Somerset.—At Gamier Bayc. North Somerset.—At Gamier Bay (74° N., 92° Y\

thoides of Gold! i I. megastoma,

Atrypa Phoca Salter, A. ret

iopods, and a Cyathophyllum.—At Port Leopold (73° 50' N., 90° 15' W.), Cat

pora Gothlandica ! (" unquestionably identical with the celebrated fossil of (

i Loxonema li

•''''•

pitomm, C. articulatum, (Edw. and Haiine), Fav. Gothl

e. Griffith's Island (74° 35' N., 95° 30' W.).

—

Cromus Arcticus, Orthoceras

riffithi Haughton, an Orthoceras with lateral siphuncle and simple circular outline
" septa, Loxonema Rossi, Strophomena Donnetti -

ras S&lter, Syringop<> » ? Criooidal limestone.

/. Cornwallis Island (74° 40' N., 94° W.).— Orthoceras Ommaneyi Salter, Pen-
iDah .ngoporageni-

(75° N, 10
ironstone.—Skene Bay (75° N., 108°

-tone," and uravi-h \

, Istone and Coal—Cape Dundas (74° 30'

- £ Baring Island.—Ballast Beach (74° 30' N, 121° W.). Wood fossilized by

stone, brown hem .'How sandstone, Terebratvla aspera Schlo-

grayish yellow sandstone, like that on Byam Martin's Island Coal.
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.
rth coast, at Cape Lady Franklin (76° 40' K, 98° 45' W.)

b. Mklvilie 70° N., 111° 45' W.). Productut sulcatus

PaiNcrpAmiCK's LAND.-Wilkic Point (76° 20' N, II* 20' W.). Ammonites
M-n:„,.,! t .

]/,, „,;.., .v ,

;
. .,,,,...:,. ;.,. r/ f ,'rotomaria ? iV«cw/a ?

A review of what was previously known on Arctic geology is given by
A. K. Isbister in the Quarterly Journal of the Geological Society, vol. \i,

p. 49*7 (1855), and the paper'iseite.l in this Journal." vol. xxi, p.';3in-;!38

(1856). This article gives also a list of ]uv\i.. lis pul. ligations on the subject.

One of the most important result.-, ;

i

ment of the conclusion, long since announced, that the sea temperature
of the Arctic zone in the Silurian, Devonian and I

not essential!;. in the temperate zone. The study of

the geographical distribution of an';: -peeies have
but a narrow range of temperature in which they can flourish in full

rigor, and even 1 . -.nge. 20° F.

(between 68° and 88°) is the whole range of the existing coral reef corals

—and species have still more restricted limits. The existence therefore

of the same species of coi bites, or of closely related

or representative, if not il hides 40° and 15°, leads

to but one conclusion. The near uniformity of the climate is at once

suggested, and must be admitted until this life-thermometer reads other-

wise. Whether the relative size of related species indicates a degree of

difference is yet undetermined*
The Jurassic fossils extend the same approximate uniformity onward to

the Jurassic period, or prove a recurrence of it, if it had been interrupted.

The Amnion: -tated to approach the A. concavus

of the lower Oolite. The author remarks on page 41, "The fossils are

all small, and of only a few varieties, some being Ammonites, but the

bivalves." " I picfe d op also what appeared to be a fossil

fit appearing out of the fragment of

the rock." T Is lost Ju-

- have also been found at Katmai Bay or Cook's Inlet in

northwest America (60° N.. 151° W.) ;
and Dr. Grewingk mentions the

species as Ammonites Wosnessenski, A. I
'

i i May.m
~ ith-t' Valparaiso, is

_uishable from this), Belemnites paxitiosu*, and

mor Haughton remarks upon the fossds of Prince

Patrick's Land (p. 62), "The discovery of such fossils in situ in 76°

ited to throw coosiderable doubt upon the theo-

tte which would account for all past changes of temperature

by changes in the relative position of land and water on the earth's sur-

i . V.. attempt, that I am aware of, has ever been made to calculate

the number of degrees of change possible in consequence of changes of
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k it highly improbable that such
tw nave ever produced a temperature in the sea at 76° north

latitat which would allow of the existence of Ammonites, especially

Ammonites so like those that lived at the same time in the tn

seas of the south of England and France, at the close of th.

the commencement of the lower Oolitic period."

9. Descriptions of New Tertiary Fossils front Oregon and Washing-
tries, and new Cretaceous sp r>9 Island, col-

lected by Dr. Evans; by Dr. B. F. Shumard, (Trans. Acad. Sci., St. Louis,

1858, p. 120).—The Tertiary species are six in number, the Civtaceou-
two. The latter are Inoceramus Vanei

stated to occur with a Naui tical with &
DeKayi of Morton and other species) in an argillaceous limestone.

10. Report of a Gholog . made in con-

nection with the Expedition to survey routes in California to connect with

the sur\ ys of ro i!..-s for a rail) 1 >r to the Pa-
cific Ocean, under the command of Lieut, k. S. \\ ill'inmson, Corps Top.

in 1 853 ; by Wm. P. Bla b .legist of the

: i

•-

"

the collections by Prof. L. Agassiz, A. A. Gould, M.D., Prof. J. W. Bai-

ley, T. A. Conrad, Prof. John Torrey, Prof. George C. Sciiai:. : BR, I
D. Easter, Ph.D. 336 pp., 4to, with numerous wood-cuts an i

>"'••; Sort, 1868. BLBailli . --'Ibis volume is a separate
|

(with some corrections) of a part of the fifth volume issued by the gene-

ralgovernment, on the subject of the Explorations and Surveys for a

ppi River to the Pacific Ocean. Mr.
!...

:

^'
- .

-. '

:

•

butions to our knowledge of both the topography and geology of Cali-

fornia. The Report cor. e '..

r notes and general
observations upon the geology of the route." He then takes up the

"Geology of portions of the Route,—of the vicinity of San
and Monterey,—the Tulare valley,—the Tejon i

L'vas—the southern part of the Great Basin,—the Colorado Desert,—
closing with notes on the Gold Region. Some notice of the observations

on the orography was given in our last number ; and in previous volumes
we have published part of the results of Mr. Blake's observations either

in notices of his preliminary publications or in commnnicata
himself. These notices are a> follow : on tin- ( \.l..rad«. 1 U-.-rt. vol. xvii,

p. 438; on the Cinnabar mines, xvii, 438; review of preliminary Report,

xix, 433 ; on the Gold regiou of CeM . ,\, 72 ; on

ks by sand, xx, 178; descriptions of fossil shells col-

,
from the Tertiary (Eocene and Miocene) by T. A.

•>
- on* lusion on the 1', .;'•

< j \ M,-. |;| ,!;. . xx i,

• ' <! in California by Mr. I '.lake, bv L.

in California, \^.^->-
r .n*. ,.i \f ,r ,u 's uvoloo-i, al map, xxii, 3*3. W.- nhidit

' ...'...•_:.-....
ers, but it is not necessarv, as it is now made accessible to geologists by
the author.

I . rous views ,
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— 1 of fossil shark's teeth

to illustrate Agassiz's appendix; 11 of Eocene and Miocene Tertiary-

shells, by Conrad; 1 of sections of silicitied wood, by G. C. Schaeffer

;

10 of new species of plants described by Dr. Torrey.

11. On tht parta
<>J

Cnlijbntn and Onv»u i-.iplorul hi/ Lieut. R. S.

Williamson, TopoL,'. Kmr., and Lieut. H. L. Abbott, Topog. Eng., in

1*55, lu-ino- the sixth volume of the Reports of Explorations and Surveys

to ascertain the niosi practicable and economical route- for a railroad from

the timittippi river to the Pacifi sean,- -TSm rolum< commences with

tlie General Report by Messrs. Williamson and Abl»«>tt, po seining im-

portant observation* on the general topography, produetieiis and inhabit-

ants of the country examined, in 1 <j ' !• o - t
' it rig to the proposed

railroa.l route. Among the statements we find that Shasta Peak is esti-

bhat ita two peaks are

aspect in October, 1841, as sketched with minute attention to the position

of the snow by J. D. Dana, and published in this Journal, vol. vii, p. 240.

From the amount of snow there shown, it is plain that the height is less

than 14,000 feet. It is stated in the text that the peak was seen early in

November, and it snowed there on the night of N\ i
'

> ti tereas

in 1841 there had been no snow or rain during the autumn until the time

of the visit.

This Report is followed by a Geological Report by Dr. J. S. Newberry,

Geologist and Botanist of the Expedition. The following facts are cited

from its pages.

San Francisco Sandstone.—The San Francisco sandstone and shale,

some places pass into talcose slate and
j

.10 by Mr. W. P. Blake, and tin- a^oeiated seipen-

rded as probably eruptive. An analysis by J. D. K

that it is common serpentine in com; tave yet been
• >m of the slates

:

shores, on the Pacific side of the San Franeifi

on lithological grounds that the rock (a sandstone) as well aa

eeue sandstones to the eastward, is the same in age as that

about San Francisco.

At San Pablo Bay, the Miocene sai to the east-

ward ; it consists of sandstones overla &, these by

-

i according to Conrad. Above the whole lies a

' -.-.
.

- '• -••- • ^' \-

-

*

)er rock near £ I at the north

3 80° to 90° F
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Mount Diablo is partly made of Miocene Tertiary strata abounding in

>ssils. There are also serpentine rocks, actinolite, diallage ; and gold

as been found in the streams running from the mountain.

rocks, including talcose slate, serpentine, talc, actinolite and jasper r

of the coast region, and the fossiliferous sandstone, which remains k
solved. There are serpentine and actinolite associated with the talc

slates on the north side of the Bay of San Francisco which were nc

product of eruption, as we know from observation ; and it appears tc

altogether improbable that any of the serpentine is eruptive. Thei
a problem here for future investigation. The hot springs of Warn Chuck
valley (see beyond) afford a hint on the subject.

Cretaceous (?) strata on Chico Creek, northern part of the valley of the

Sacramento.—A calcareous sandstone on Chico creek in the foot hills o

the Sierra Nevada, as first described by Dr. Trask, contains species of the

genera Mactra, Tellina, Nucula, Fm ca, etc., along

with Baculites and Ammonites. Two of the species, a Nucula and Mac-
ling to Conrad, are very similar to miocene fossils of Astoria on

the Columbia, the N. divaricata and M. albaria ;* and these
"

regarded as proving that the deposits, although containing Cretaceous
- u-a, are Tertiary. But Dr. Newberry observ "

,
as all the other species are undoubtedly nc

ertiary. But Dr. Newberry observes that

3 are undoubtedly new, that these also are so,

Cretaceous. Above Chico Creek the Sacra-

mento valley rapidly i

Volcanic Cone near Bear Creek.—A cone 500 or 600 feet high occurs

in Bear Creek Valley, near Fort Reading. It has a crater and there are

lava streams in its vicinity, and much obsidian with tufa deposits.

Cretaceous and Carboniferous fossils near Fort Reading.—Dr. Trask
has described a fine Ammonite from a locality a few miles southwest of

Fort Reading under the name of Ammonites Batesii, collected by Dr.

Bates.

East of north of this fort the mountains contain limestone strata of

the Carboniferous age, having great thickness. They were first mentioned
by Dr. Trask. The fossils are Spirifers, species of Orthis, Encrinal stems,

and Cyathophylloid corals.

Mt. Shasta—Lassen's Bute— Coal.—Mt. Shasta and Lassen's Bute
connect with the Sierra Nevada and bound the elevated plateau of the

interior ; the eastern base of these mountains, being 4000 feet higher

than the western. At McCumber's, 25 miles beyond Fort Reading, good
coal has been found, according to Mr. McCumber. The plateau is about

4000 feet above the sea. Dr. Newberry saw no specimens.
Lassen's Bute is a volcanic cone, about 9000 feet high, and feldspathic

lavas covered the region around.
Three Sisters.—In the vicinity of the parallel of 44° by the head waters

of the Des Chutes river, the Three Sisters were near by—really five in

number; the highest 10,000 to 11,000 feet in height, the group stands
at an angle in the Cascade range. pass,—to the
north the snow-clad peaks of Mt. Jefferson and Mt. Hood were in sight,

mc**^1 Exp' Eeport by J* D- Dana
'
APPendix on the Fossils of Astoria h?
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to the southwest-by-south appeared Mount Pitt, and then south from this

y. ,-,L Mf. sli;i>t;i : iVt.ni Mt. Shnsta, the range was deflected eastward to

Leseifs liute, and thence stretched on south again. Tin; axis of the
Cascade range is set nearest to its western limit ; the declivities eastward
are few ami steep, while westward there is a broad mountainous l.elt,

n altitude. Besides the lofty cones, there are

raier- along the. rang'. Hetween the snowy mountains ..f

1 the north w.m and southwest sides of the mountain and
in the latter direction they were traced for several miles to a point over
2000 feet below the line of perpetual snow. These evidences of glacial

action reach over a wide extent of country and prove a condition of
climate in former times widely different from the present.

Des Chutes Basin.—This basin consists of a series of plateaus from 4000
to 2200 feet in elevation above the sea, each covered usually by a floor

of columnar igneous rock. The igneous rock overlies tufas and conglom-
erates neatly stratified, and alternates at times with other doleritie lajear*.

At the eastern base of the Three Sisters, the plateau is 4000 feet high.

The evidences re seen in lava streams, besides a cone
of scoria, and Mt. Jefferson with its ejections. Approaching Mt. Jeffer-

son, the progress of the party was arrested by a canon 1950 feet deep :

standing on one side on metamorphic slates, they looked across to the

black and rugged slopes of the great snow-covered mountain.
The tufas were partly of white, pink, blue and other fancy colors

;

some varieties were highly infusorial, and freshwater in species, according

to Prof. Bailey. They contained numerous trunks of trees, sometimes
fossilized and sometimes in the condition of decayed wood.

Hot Springs. Metamorphic action.—In the valley of the Warn Chuck
there are numerous hot springs, two of them having a temperature of
143° and 145° F. The water holds large quantities of dissolv- i

.

is deposit. 1'hc tufa cliffs are intersected by steam from

I the hot waters, and the layers are so changed as to resemble
" serpentine or some light colored volcanic or metamorphic rock which

has undergone complete fusion." The extreme form of metamorphism is

a variety ofjasper. The pumiceous tufas first have the cemenl

f
and semicrystallized ; then the whole takes a buhrstone aspect, the space

'occupied by the pumice being empty or nearly so; finally, at the third

stage of change, the cavities are filled with onyx in horizontal layers of

redt white and green colors, or with opal, or more rarely agate. The
tere acting on the tufas

and marls. Silicified wood is very abundant, as it is over much of

Oregon and California.

/.—Infusorial remains were collected in the basins of Pit river,

he Des Chutes and the Columbia, as well as at Monterey, and

many other points on the coast, to Shoalwater, Washington Territory.

Prof. Bailey found in every ease that all the specimens from the east of
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i Cascade .>r Sierra Nevada were of /rest, >'»' r sj ( i. - <,f I .

been discharged - v. - r.-i 1 1 \
,- n ^ from Mt. Hood s

by the whites. Mr. Dryer of Portland who attempted the a

states that steam and heated gases were escaping from

cal report, it.is accompanied l>v descriptions of Tertiary fossils ly Mr.

Conrad, from California and the Isthmus of Darien : and it is followed

by a second Report by Dr. Newberry on the Botany of the route, illustra-

ted by plates.

12. Report on the E.c

*

eon < twith tk rcmtfit

near the 35th and 32nd parallels, and also the route near the 32nd paral-

lel between the Rio Grande and Los Pimas villages ; bv Lieut. John" G.

Parke, Topog. Eng., in 1854 and I86i volume of the

Reports of Explorations and Surveys, &c, over the Rocky Mountains.—
The General Report of Lieut. Parke occupies the first 40 pages of this

volume, and is then followed by the Gm!< \-'< d 1; port ,,, Thomas Anti-

sell, M.D., Geologist of the Expedil pp., 4 to.—The

geological examinations of Dr. Antisell in Southern California extended
..•.••'• -i! :. c ~ - ;.: *

..'•,;

and Los Angeles. He commences with a general account of the Coast

ranges. He mentions the parallel ranges south of San Francisco. The

first along the coast, is the Santa Cruz range, having in Santa Cruz and

Santa Clara an average altitude of 2000 feet: the length 85 miles;

strike N. 70° W. The second i _; ends from the southern shores of

San Pablo and the straits of Carquines; in Alameda counts

Clara, its altitude is as great as for the Santa Cruz range. The third is

the Mount Diablo range. Mt. Diablo is near 55 miles inland, and has a

height of 3800 feet. The range is not a continuous one, it dropping

down occasionally to low hills. East of this range is the valley of San

Joaquin ; and beyond this, the Sierra Nevada.
The counties of Santa Barbara, Los Angeles and San Diego are re-

markably subject to earthquakes ; the average number for the last six

years is more than nine a year.

In the southern part of California no strata have been found between

the Tertiary and the crystalline rocks in age. Dr. Antisell remarks tli.tt

" there is no good evidence that the southern portions of CalU

so circumstanced as to receive any of the mud or siliceous deposits of the

palaeozoic age." But this is an unwarranted inference ; for it is by no

means improbable that the crystalline rocks are the palaeozoic strata

metamorphosed.
The Tertiary of these southern counties is Miocene in age, an

r three epoch— (1 ) "thai of the dtp .sitk.ii of the brown

•r- of Monte Diablo

fthe i 01eys,aa at Ba

lamous beds of the coast I to bare a
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feet, the iniddb

e generally a result of very hasty

observations,

13. Descri- t* of Blastoidea from the Palaeozoic

rocks of the Western States, with some observations on the Structure of
or *h> <> »* !'< ti-.n "v l.y P.. I Sir mai.u. M.l» 1 2 pp..

ne copper-plate. Ext. from Acad. Sei.. St. Louis. Vol. I. No.

describes two new species of Codaster and three of Pen-
Acad. Sci., St. Louis, V

3 pap
tru/'iOs. The author shows that the mouth aperture and the ovarial

id by a group of small calcareous

plates. The paper closes with a table of the gei

family Blastoido;i faind in the western and southern portions of the Uni-

t, -.1 Siate-. including twenty-one species of Pentremites, three of Codaster

(MVo\ ). and >nw of Eh '(th,-r< t* (>] mn. an 1 N an.) Three of the

^/v> from the Devonian (one t'v<>u\ rite i" pp.- r ] T.-U hrbi nr and one from

the Chemung) : ami the rest from the- Carboniferous (Sub-carboniferous

peri>-d) : eight of them in the Encrinal limestone, and eight in the Ar-

inestone. Of the species of Codaster, two are Devonian (Up-

per Helderberg) and one « limestone). Thespeciea
• /-.' -

;

'

•

14. New Trilobitesfrom the Loicer Silurian rocks of Canada; by E.

J. Chapman, Prof. Min. and Geoln University College, Toronto. 9 pp.r

8vo, with a wood-cut. (Canadian Journal, Toronto, for May, 1858.)

—

The author describes two large species of Asaphus, both new, the

: 1 A. Halli. The former occurs in the Utica
saga, Canada "West The

re inches in length. The second species, A. Halli
r

Trenton limestone of Peterborough, and one of the specimens
tee long.

15. On the Assaying of Coals by the Blowpipe ; by E. J. Chapman.
12 pp., 8vo. (Canadi \\\ Journal, Toronto, for May, 1858.)—This is an
important paper, crving. with much detail and precision, methods for
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determining the volatile ingredients, coke, ash, sulphur, &c, of mineral
coals by means of the blowpipe alone.

16. On the Parallelism between the Deposits of Auriferous Drift of
the Appalachian Gold-field and those of California: bv William V.

Blake. (From a letter addressed to J. D. Dana, dated Dahlonega, Ifc,

April, 1858.)—I have just completed a tour of exploration in the gold

region of North Carolina and Georgia, and am much impressed with the

larity of the gold deposits to those of portions of California,

The great difference between the two regions appears to be in the scale

upon which they are developed. In California the mountains are higher,

the streams larger, the river-valleys deeper, the gold-drift heavier, and

the gold coarser and more abundant than in Georgia. But though there

is this difference in the scale of development, the

in the configuration of the surface and in the distribution of the gold.

In topography the elevar, (ace of the Cherokee lands

in Lumpkin county, Georgia, much resembles the "divides" or elevated

lands between the forks of the American River in California. The hills

are formed of gneiss and mica slate on edge, traversed wit I

quartz veins, and covered with beds of drift as in California. Gold occurs

not only along the streams in gravel, but is found high on the hills under

accumulations of river-drift, gravel and clay. It is evident in Georgia,

as in California, that the rivers once ran at a much higher level, even on

the tops of the present hills. Eiver-gravel and gold is found here from

200 to 300 feet above the streams. Many of these deposits on the hills

at richness bul
*

irth from watei

s. Owing also

"known or appreciated.

In North Carolina the elevated placers are now being washed by the

98. Through the energy an

ance of Dr. M. H. VanDyke, a form nia, water is

supplied to them by a canal several miles in length, winding about on

the sides of the hills, and at one point the water is carried across a valley,

more than half a mile wide, in a flume supported upon trestles one

hundred feet above the ground. Tim such a height

above the placers that they are rapidly washed away before the jets, and

the gold is thus secured.

The gold from these placers is not as coarse as in most of the high

j.la.-.-ix ..f < '•dif..n.ii.. but ii ;- similar in the form of the particles. Black

sand is very abundant and coarse, and contains zircon, corundum, kyanite,

17. On Tennessee Geological History; by Prof. James M. Safford.

• to .1. D. Daxa, dated Lebanon, Tennessee, Mai •
l- ; -

1858.)—There is an example of unconformability between the Lower and

rian in Tennessee which has not attracted the notice it de-

serves. There appears to have been an island in the Upper -

ig about a central position with reference to the

State. This island was perhaps 80 or 90 miles in

diameter. It was elevated apparently at the close of the Lower Silurian

ence of great ;'

ice of the earth from water and the expense of excavating and

to the rivers. Owing also to the difficulty of prospecting these

es, without water at hand, their value has never been fully
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age, and was then not under the sea again until the commencement of

the •• black slate" was deposited. Such I infer

to be the case from the following facts :

1st. Within an area which I know to be from 40 to 50 miles from

east to west and about 80 from north to south, the black slate, wherever

it is exposed, rests directlv upon rooks of the Hudson period, the inter-

mediate upper Silurian and Devonian beds being absent. This may be

seen in part by referring to my geological map of Tennessee.

2d. Where the absent rocks first appear around the area mentioned

they have an inconsiderable thickness, often but a few feet, thinning out,

in fine, as we approach the supposed ackarl hud. and thick

and uniform!? in the opposite direction, thereby separating more and

more the black slate and lower Silurian rocks.

3d. No evidence of the denudation of the absent rocks, previously to

the deposition of the black slate has been observed.

but little above the water. The sea around it was shallow, slowly deep-lallow, slowly c

the west and s

sides of this land, limestones for the most part were deposited ; while on

the north and northeast sides there was a much larger proportion of

shale and sandstone. The materials of these deposits came perhaps from

the northeast, the sand and heavier parts falling first, the calcareous andparts falling first,

finer portions Being carried farther, perhaps around the island to its west

side, &c. However, take what view of it we may, these beds referred to

afford an interesting example of unconformability between the lower Si-

lurian and the formations above.

18. Permian in Illinois.—The existence of the Permian in Illinois has

been recently recognized by Prof. James Hall from specimens received by

him from Mr. Wbrthen. The following letter from Dr. J. G. Norwood,

relating to the same region, has been published in the Proceedings of the

St. Louis Acad. Sci., 1858, 115.

"I beg leave to submit for the consideration of the Acad.m
lowino- remarks on some of the rocks of Illinois, which overlie the main

Coal Measures in several counties of this State.

In 1855-6, while making examinations in the La Salle •

found in the upper beds a number of organic r

tirely new to me, but belonging mostly to genera liberally

through the Goal Measures of this and the neighboring States. Being

associated with Coal-Measure fossils and intimately connected with beds

of coal, they were considered to belong to the true Carboniferous era.

In the winter of 1856, I caused drawings to be made of some of them,

with the intention of describing them in connection with the late Mr.

Henry Pratten. Since his death these drawings have not been found.

Last summer Mr. H. A. Ulffers wrote out descriptive notes of several

new Producti and Chonetes from the localities alluded to, to be used in a

small monograph on Producti and Chonetes which I was then having

printed, but which still remains unfinished.

My attention was not especially directed to a comparison of these fos-

sils with organic remains peculiar to rocks of the Permian system, as
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I by Sir Roderick Murchison and other European geologists,

the announcement, made by Prof. Swallow, of Missoi

comparison

k •,.';-

existence of Permian rocks in the Territory of Kansas, which was soon

followed by the publication of the same fact by Mr. F. B. Meek and Dr.

F. V. Hayden. Having
iew of some of the fossils found in Liu re iu. La Salle, and Henry

counties, I have become satisfied that the upper beds at least of the La
Salle rocks are of the same age as those containing many of the organic

remains described by the gentlemen above named as belonging to the

Permian rocks of Kansas.

Among the fossils are Pecten Cleavelandicus Swallow, My
mosus Sow., Productus JVorwoodii Swal., Monotis radio.

JSdmondia Murchisonia ? King, Zeda (Nucula) substitute Meek and

Hayden. In a paper which I am preparing for the Academy, the whole

fauna of these rocks will be noticed so far as I am acquainted with it,

1 instituted between that and the underlying Coal Meas-

lclose a vertical section of the rocks at one

point in La Salle County.

The beds are composed of sandstones and conglomerates, magnesian

limestone, slates, and red and blue gypseous marls, all of them resting

unconformably on the underlying beds. In addition to the beds named,

three thin seams of coal occur in the rocks alluded to as seen in the sec-

tion : thus showing, that, if this formation shall be proved to belong, un-

doubtedly, to the Permian period, the great probability is, that the upper

beds of coal in several sections of the State are of the same age. This

is rendered almost certain from the very partial examination I have been

able to make of the organic remains from other localities. I may also

mention the occurrence in the slates of scales of a Plaiysomus, a genus-

that belongs to the Permian epoch.

Section of the rocks at La
jVo. ft. in.\No.

*" ' \ and reddish clay shales, " ' "
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Thia Mvtion embraces only a portion of the rocks of La Salle, while

I will forward to the Academy, as soon as completed, a notice of the

geology of that region, together with that of such other sections of the

State as appear, from a comparison of their fossils, to be of the same age.

Springfield, 111, March 81, 1858."

19. Report On the Survey of South Carolina, being the Second An-
nual Report T.i the General Assembly ..f Smith I \iroIiua. .niKra.-ing the

progress of the Survey during the year 185*7; by Oscar M. Lieber.

142 pp., 8vo, with plates and maps. Columbia, S. C.—After an intro-

ductory chant- t. rm veiu< and mining, this Second Report by Mr. Li.-ber

:.'"!''5 "f t'nion ami Spartanburg Districts in South Caro-

lina, v inch is illustrated, f. .r each, with a colored map. The order in the

rocks recogn i

;

>ve : I. Blue limestone

;

II. Itacolumitic Group, including, a. \ -late and Ca-

tawbarite, c. white or mettled limestone, d. itacolumite, e. itabirite and
lumitic conglomerate and fine grained itacolumite;

III. Group below the itacolumite, a. clay slate, b. talcose slate, c. mica
slate. </. -I;.-;-.— P.. -.i 1. - tin - • tie t

• at th. 'tncous rocks, which are di-

vided into the granitic and " trappean," the former including granite and
eurite, the latter diorite, aphanite, minette, aphanitic porphyry, schistose

aphanite, dioi stone). We suspect that

even the granite and diorite, as well as most of the other so-called trap-

pean rocks will turn out to be metamorphic, like mica slate and gneiss,

when the geology of the region has been more studied. The aphanite
•

;

pean rock and resembles the dolerite or trap of New England. But the

dshable from hornblende

slate, and as possibly metamorphic. There seems to be little reason t

doubt its metamorphic origin. The gneiss is described as differing but

in structure, but as containing less of hornblendic

beds. There are very few if any v in the gneiss.

The mica slate contains the Cameron Galena mine and the iron mines at

the Cowpens and at the Hurricane Shoals. Over the day slate lies the

M mtain, in V rthern Union, Mr.

Li-
;

that itacolumite is throughout a met.

imestone Springs in Spartanburgh District. Gold has never

the itacolumite of South Carolina. With the itacolumite

obtained near

been found

Catawbarite, a talc rock containing magnetic
• •

.
,.-

•

.

:......-,. • :
...

iron ; and itabirite, a similar rock containing as largely of mag

i. ... .. .

;• - -- -"
- '

-
.

•

-

describes with valuable detail the mines of gold, copper, lead and iron of
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By order of the Legislature of Mississippi. 350 pp., 8vo, with plates of

sections. Jackson, Miss., 1857.—This Geological Report on \

is very unequal in its different parts, and requires a careful revision before

't can become good authority. Many of the sections have a fantastic

which is untelligible to us. Certain rocks are pro-

niferous, because the genus Productus, occurring in

them, is not known to exist, the author Some peculiar

concentric aggregations in clay are attributed to whirlpools in the waters.

The work ar- ision of the Eocene proposed by Con-

rad, on very insufficient data, and an evident want of appreciation of the

subject. There are errors also in the identification of the Cretaceous,

Tertiary, and Post-tertiary beds, which betray insufficient observations

and an imperfect acquaintance with the science.

The survey of the State of Mississippi is now vigorously prosecuted by

Mr. Ecoexf/W. Hilgard.
21. Description of a New Genus of Fossil Edentate; by L. Nodot,

Director of the Museum of Natural History at Dijon. 176 pp., 8vo,m

the Mem. de l'Acad. Imp. des Sci., etc., de Dijon, 5th volume, 2d series.

—This elaborate paper bet w genus near Glyptodon,

announces several new species of the genus Glyptodon, and brings out

some general views on classification. Besides, it is illustrated by twelve

I
.iphic plates in 4to. The new genus is called Sckia

In Glyptodon the tail is inflexible and conico-cylindroid in form; in

Hoplophorus it is inflexible, short, and massy in form ; in Seh
'

it is long, flexible, and verticillate. The two new species of -

rum are S. typus and S. gemmatum. The form is very convex, or ob-

long globular, the length in the former in a straight line 1-68 meters, the

breadth 1-21. The Glyptodon tuberculatus is a third species. The num-

ber of new species, of Glyptodon proposed is six, besides which, the author

mentions three described by Owen. These fossil Edentates are all from

the Pampas of southern South America in the vicinity of Buenos Ayres

and Montevideo, and in Brazil.

Mr. Nodot divides the genera of loricate Edentates into the (

and Herbivorous. The former including Euphractus, Chlamyphorus,

Priodnntes, Tatusia, Dasypus, Xenurus ; the latter, Tolypeutes, Euryo-

don, Heterodon, Chlamydotherium, Schistopleurum, Glyptodon, Hoplo-

phorus, Pachytkerium (?). All but Tolypeutes of the herbivorous are

The two series are nearly parallel to one another.
n

'mvn; Euphractus, and

Iherium, as the types of the two divisions, are placed at the

foci ; and then the genera of the cai

to the left, the herbivorous in the :

the middle or diamel

, is placed at the upper

tremity," and Pachytherium at the other. Our readers are referred

the Memoir for full explanations of the author's views.

22. Etudes sur le Metamorphisme ; par M. Delesse, Ingenieur

Mines. 300 pp., 8vo. From the Annales des Mines, [5], xii, 89, J

4 IT.—To be completed in a following number of the Annales des Mi
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—Mr. Delesse lias confined his observations, in the work here cited, to the
metamorphism or alteration produced at the contact of an igneous rock
with another it traverse, regarding this sul-jeet, correctly, as a proper

<\\ to that of metamorphism in general. He .li\ i.i- - his work
into first, the metamorphism of the encasing rock ; and second, tin- met-
amorphism of the eruptive rock. The different kinds of eruptive and
encasing rocks are reviewed in order, and afterwards the various exam-
ples of alteration which have been with each,

either by Mr. Delesse or other geologists, are can-fully described. The
locality and condition of the rocks are described, the normal or unaltered
state, and then the altered state, taking into the consideration the spe-
cific gravity, the proportion of water and carbonic acid, and the mineral-
ogira! and chemical composition. As preparatory to the whole, the

effects of the simple action of heat on the various rocks are dwelt upon

The plan of the work is thus comprehensive and complete. The 300
pages thus far published treat only of changes in the encasing rocks,

where the eruptive rock is (1.) Lava, and (2.) Trappean rock. The part
relating to cases where the vein is granitic is yet to be published. The
discussion is preparing the way for the right consideration of \\u- DUt**
morphism of rock strata ; and we shall look with interest for the future

writings of Mr. Delesse on this subject

The main difficulty in carrying out the separation between metamorph-
ism connected with eruptive rocks and metamorphism not so connected,

arises from the uncertainty of the line dividing off the two groups of altered

and eruptive rocks from one another. Granitic veins are generally regarded
as eruptive in all cases ; and yet there is no evidence that in very many
cases not only granite rocks (granite, syenite, <fcc.) may be in-

but even granitic veins may be only an incident connected with meta-
morphism—a result of the opening of fissures deep down towards the

St and water brought in material from either side

> fill the cavity, instead of an opening quite I

" mineral l

'

non-eruptive granitic veins have been made. Ut the seeming vein may
liquid rock: for the characters of minei

non-erupf

"

be only a

make the

;;:,:

between the effects adjoining eruptive veins and those

adjoining the non-eruptive? We look for light on these points in the

irt of the work. The subject is illustrated by three folded

plates full of figures and sketches, representing sections, veins, rock struc-

j particulars connected with metamorphi

, Paleontologie de rile de Sardaigne ; par le Professeur C:

zumsi. ou Description des Fossiles recueillis dans cette Contr6<

ort de la Marmora. 586 pp., 4to, with eight large fc

~ * nut M(
p*

- ! ar

p
folded

plates. Turin (Imprimerie Royale), 1857.—Professor Meneghini, the

author of this great work on the Palaeontology of the island of Sardinia,

e of the able corps of professors at Pisa, the author of works both

inerals, fossils, and some departments of zoology. The present work
3 of all the Sardinian formations from the Silurian to the Pleistocene.
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In the oldest fossiliferous strat

was observed, and the precise age is u
~

culites, Pti

»t of an Orthia

species of Tentaci
-. ine next, Murchisoma n. i M. carinata of Hall, Spirifer Tere-

miula, 0. testudinaria, 0. Patera, Sal-
:

a, etc. Over a dozen 'species of Grap-
m a succeeding stratum. In another above there

are fifteen species of Orthoceras, several of them new, among them Or-
thoceras Bohemicum of Barrande. From this rock, there is a transition
to the Carboniferous strata. The coal plants described are species of

to. The Jurassic, Cretaceous, Eocene and later Tertiary are
well represented by organic remains.

24. Manual of the Mineralogy of Great Britain and Ireland; by
Robert Philips Greg, F.G.S., and William G. Lettsom. 484 pages,
8vo, with 400 wood-cuts.—Great Britain is especially rich in ores and
other minerals, and hence a treatise on British mil
far beyond that of most local works. The nunil «i
this volume by Messrs. Greg and Lettsom is about 240. i

appear to have elaborated the subject with care, both as to crystalline
forms, and localities, and have introduced much information of economi-
cal interest. Mr. Greg has one of the
in Great Britain

; besides which, the authors have had access to various
other cabinets. The chemical portions of the work were t&m
Heddle of Edinburgh.

25. The Geologist : a popular Monthly Magazine of Geology ; edited
by S. J. Mackie, F.G.S., F.S.A. Vol. I, commencing with January, 1858.
i-: ; , l

Journal, while popular in its aim and tone, contains papers
value.

r r

26. Mastodon on Long Island.—Teeth and other bones of a Mastodon
have been recently dug up near Jamaica, Long Island, at Beaseley's Pond,
where an excavation for a water resei ... „klyn is in
progress.

27. Mineralogical Notes; by W. J, Taylor.—Examining a collection
of minerals from Chili, I find a specimen of Bieberite or cobalt vitriol, a
species not hitherto reported from that region. It is from i

near Copiapo.

A native anhydrous sulphate of ammonia occurs at the Pacific guano
•icha). It is in rather hard lumps about the size of hickory

nuts, and has a very fine crystalline structure, a yellowish white color,

and pungent odor.
Heteromorphite occurs at Chonta, Peru, associated with pyrites and

quartz. In the specimen, in which I have detected it, it is mostly in the
iorm of " cob-webs ;" some crystals are a sixteenth of an inch long. The
specimens were labelled "antimonial silver."

N

h "
'

' —-
• r among minerals from

A^^Th lnd he has PubIished °n the subject in the Proceedings
Acad. Nat. Sci. Philad. 1857, 168. We defer a further notice till our
next supplement.
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1. Illustrations of the Genus Carex ; by Francis Boott, M.P.,

Treasurer and Vice President of the Linnaean Society. London, W.
i V:iuiin, 1858: folio.—This vast genus has been a favorite study with

American botanists ever since, almost forty years ago, the venerable Pro-

fessor Dewey commenced the publication in this Journal of his extended

'.-/. and Schw< initz. th- pr< |> ir:iti- n of the Monograph of JV.

American (\tricrs. which, edited and extended by Dr. Torrey, made its

appearance in the year 1824. 1 >r. l.'.oott, whom we claim as one of our

botanists, notwithstanding his lone; residence in L. >n.l< >n, I

-

investigated this evnus for twenty vears. beginning with (lie I'.ritish

American species, which he elaborated for Sir Wm. Hooker's Flora Bore-

'. The imposing volume before us, with 200 i

comprises a portion only of the results of his continued study of Carex,

and forms what we presume may be regarded as only the first part of an

illustrated monograph of the genus, which for the number, fullness and

faithfulness of the figures, and the magnificent scale of the work, is alto-

gether unrivalled. For, although this volume holds out no intimation of

a successor, neither the materials nor the patience of the disinterested

author are exhausted, and illustrations for a second volume as large as the

first, are, as we believe, nearly ready for the engraver.

One reason for the predilection for our North American species which

this volume indicates, and which renders the work so invaluable to the

botanists of this country, is given in the brief preface, or rather letter

which follows the dedication of the volume to the author's early friend

John Amory Lowell, Esq., of Boston ; in which he writes

:

" My original design in this work was limited to the illustration of the

Carices of North America, which I had studied for several years under

the advantage of frequent communication with my friend Mr. Carey, who
had so ably described and grouped them in Dr. Gray's Manual of the

Botany of the Northern States ; and the lithographed impressions were

made in the prosecution of that design. The extensive and beautiful

collection ol
ker from the

East Indies, which were liberally placed in my hands by that eminent

man, impelled me to extend my plan ; and I have endeavored to illustrate

the genus at large."

Accordingly most of the sp>

East Indian. It will be useful

here illustrated. They are

:

C. filifolia, Nutt. 0. amplifolia, Boott,

comosa, Boott,

utriculata, Boott,

Tucker,,

Olaet/i, (n. sp.) Boott,

Bolt* Ilii, Chapm. fcata, Dewey,

Boottmna. Benth.

9
Schw. & Torr.)

Liddoni, Boott,

arida, Schw. & Torr,

decomposita, Muhl.
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C.alveata, Boott, C. Willdenovii, Schk.

polymorphs, Muhl.

dasycarpa, Muhl.

aristata, R. Br. (C,

Dewey).
tenax, Chapra.

pubescens, Muhl.

oligosperma, Michx.

JRaeana, Boott.

Crus-corvi, Shuttlw.

/estiva, Dewey,
alopecoidea, Tuckerm.
macrocephala, Willi
Deweyana, Schw.
Parryana (inch Arctica,) Dewey, formosa, Dewey,

ackenh.

virescens, Muhl.

trisperma, Dewey,
aurea, Nutt.

lentkularis, Michx.
s, Torr.

Cherokeensis, Schw., (

Christyana, Boott),

fiexilis, Rudge,
Crawei, Dewey,
conoidea, Schk.

Meadii, Dewey,
tetanica, Schk.

granulans, Muhl.

grisea, Wahl.
Jlaccosperma, Dewey,

laxiflora, Lam. & vars

. .to.).

synchnocephala, Carey,

tenetfa, Schk.

triceps, Michx.

Sullivantii, Boott,

'Boott,

-, Schw.
*&r»7w, Willd.

stellulaia, Good., var. scirpoides,

striata, Michx.

\ Muhl.

^myj, Carey,

lupulina, Muhl.

lupiniformis, Sartwell,

gigantea, Rudge,
hystricina, Muhl.

forta, Boott,

decidua, Boott,

cryptocarpa, Meyer,

ambusta, Boott,

verticillata, Boott. [non Zoll.

& Mor.]

Barrattii, Torr. (C.flacca, Carey,
Careyana, Torr.

platyphylla, Carey,

,
Willd. ' ustuldta, Wahl.

:, Schk.

, Dewey, miliaria, Michx.

This ample list will he found to comprise a very large share of the

Carices of Gray's Manual, as well as of the North American species ot

higher northern, more southern, and western regions. The view of these

truthful figures brings back a lively remembrance of our former studies

and collections of these fascinating plants, with no such volume as this

to help us.

If, in questionable cases, our author is disposed rather to separate spe-

aan to combine, he has in this pursued the wiser and the more

kg the nature of the present work, in which the

main object is to give accurate representations of all the known Carices-
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So the absence of any classification of the specie

here, assuredly expecti:

pound his matured vie'

2. Journal of the Proceedings of the Linncean Society, Botany, Vol.

II, No. 7, (1858).—Professor Heuslow contribut- i

paper, On a Monstrous development in Habenarhi chlorantha, which is

thought to elucidate the morphology of the andrcecium.

Dr. A. Gray has an article, On the structure of the ovule and seed-

coatsof Magnolia,— illustrated l>\ \M>ud cuts; which represent the growth
of the ovule, its structure at the time of flowering, and the sul>>e.jiu.'nt

changes through which the primitive or outer coat of the ovule becomes
drupaceous u forming the fleshy coat,

while a growth of its inner stratum gives rise to the bony coat of the seed.

This was briefly shown in Hooker's Journal of Botany for 1855-6. The
results of new observations are here detailed, and illustrated by truthful

sketches. The observau. .ive recently

been again disputed by Mr. Miers (in Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., Ebf Apr:!

last), who undertakes to demonstrate a priori that they cannot possibly

represent the true state of the case. It suffices to reply : first, in the

language of a distinguished investigator, that, leaving philosophers to

determine what is and what is not possible, the business of the naturalist

is to ascertain hat which is really so will always be

possible, in spite of all contradiction. And, secondly, that the argument

se, after all, is not " as convincing as any demonstration in

Euclid ;" because the six formal premises (i. e., whatever in them bears

directly upon the point), from which the four inferences (called " axioms")

were deduced, are not conceded. We refer particularly to the sixth premise,

upon which the whole question turns ; its statements appear not to accord

with the obvious facts of the case in the anatropal ovule.

The remaining articles are :—Notes of a Botanical Ramble in the

North of Spain, by Joseph Wood, Esq. Note on the Genus It

of Griffith, by Dr.'Thoruas Thomson ; showing that what Griffith took for

a new Verb-. » Cordia. Note on some -

erous Ferns, bv Thomas Moore, Esq., especially in a Fern with normally

margined fructification allied to Deparia. Description of a remarkable

spike or bunch of fruits of the Fig-Banana, producing two forms of fruit

from the same inflorescence. On four Varieties of British Plants, by

John Hogg, Esq. ; and a part of Dr. F. Mullet's Botanical Report on the

North-Australian Expedition under the command of Mr. Gregory.

Thankful for what we have, we could still wish that the resources of

the Linnjean Society were such as to enable it to publish more than it

does, especially of rather extensive papers upon systematic botany, such,

for instance, as Bentham's Loganiacece, and Hooker and Thomson's Prce-

cursores of the Indian Flora. ±> »•

3 A list of the Orchidaceous Plants collected in the East of Cuba, by

(from Ann. and Mag. Xat. II .'.<:.. H - that of the

80 species : "* to Cuba,

21 are novelt notey), and several oth«ra

18'
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have scarcely been seen since the time of Swartz ;—showing "how rich

in new species of the Order is the vegetation of that little-known island,

and how much is still open to discovery by the diligent traveller." a. g.

4. Salices Boreali-Americanm : a Synopsis of North Ann
lows ; by N. J. Andersson, Professor of Botany in the I

Stockholm, Sweden.—In the March number of the Journal we stated

that Prof. Andersson had undertaken to elaborate the Salicineee for De-

Candolle's Prodromus, and that materials in the form of complete speci-

mens of Willows were earnestly solicited from every part of this country,

in order that he may attain to something like the same full acquaintance

with our species which he possesses of the European forms. We are

happy to announce that Prof: Andei- a preliminary

study of our Willows, from such materials as he has been able thus far to

and that he has embodied the results in a memoir upon the

l.ioh is just printed in the Proceedings of the American Acad-
r of Arts aud Sciences, vol. iv, where it occupies thirty-two pages,

ine introduction and the conclusion, I
comparison

of our Salices with those of Europe, are written by Professor Andersson

in the English language (which he uses with remarkable f

in Latin. To render it accessible to

all who take an interest in the subject, a small separate edition has been

printed, and is sold by Messrs. B. Westermann & Co., No. 290 Broad-

way, New York. On the receipt by the Messrs. Westermann,
>stage stamps to the amount of 36 c

prepaid, to any applicant. i

5. Systematise!,* ' die Vegetation der Karaiben,

copy will be sent by mail, prepaid, t

. besondere der Insel Guadeloupe ; von A. Grisebach, (from Trans.

Roy. Soc. Sci. Gottingen, vol. xvii, 1857), pp. 138, 4to.—This sketch of

the Flora of Guadaloupe is very intei

good promise for the Flora of the British West Indies, upon
Grisebach is now engaged, and which is so greatly needed. a. g.

6. Essai (Tune Exposition Systematique de la Famille des '

par feu J. Wallman. Traduit du Suedois ; par M. le Dr. W. Nv-

lander. Bordeaux, 1856, pp. 91, 8vo.—This monograph of the Cha-

racea appeared in the Transactions of the Royal Academy of Sciences

of Stockholm for 1852, published in 1854, a year after the death of the

author, who barely lived to complete the manuscript. To render the

mongraph more generally accessible, M. Durien de Maisonneuve engaged

Dr. Nylander, the lichenologist, a compatriot of the author,

the memoir from Swedish into French, and caused

this form in the Transactions of the Linnaearj S

first volume of the third series, 1850, also pul I shing a si

pression in a pamphlet form. The author characterizes no less than titty

species of Nitella, and sixty-six of Chara. a. g.

7. Elotjio di Filippo Barker Webb, scrilto da Filiffo I

I / - ' > 1 10.—The l.-it.' Mr. W.-l i • i

'•-' '-' :_-.
-

:-'•

the care and aug
collection was of <
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I a most zealous botanist. After coming into possession of
this noble bequest, upon the occasion of opening his course of lectures
for the year 1855, Professor Parlatore pronounced the eulogy here path
lished. It is illustrated by interesting explanatory notes.

une of the works and opuscula published by Mr. Webb, twenty-
- lil rary and herbaria ; and by se-

lections from :h various botanists. The lithographed
portrait in the frontispiece is a truer likeness of Mr. "Webb than that
which was published in bis great work, the Hislnin Xatarelle des lies

Canaries, a. g.

8. Agricultural lloliinj hi the Wtxtn-,1 StaU-*.—h\ the fourth volume
of the Transactions of the State Agricultural Society of Wisconsin for

1854-7, Mr. Lapham has given a good popular account of the forest

trees indigenous to that St a;-, illustrated by outline wood-cuts. To the

Itnral Society for 1856-7 the same in-

defatigable author has contributed, 1. A Catalogue of the Plants of Illi-

\ s. n. 1 si „ , a n«l stai sti tl details; 2. An account of
the Native, Naturalized and Cultivated Grasses of Illinois, illustrated by
three plates or pages of wood cuts. These do not equal the figures in

Mr. Lapham's Grasses of Wisconsin. We are disposed to doubt the

statement on p. 559 about the difference in the specific gravity of the

pollen of Indian com and of wild rice, unless the author can vouch for

proper observations. Perhaps it rests upon !

l the statement on the preceding page, that '

wheat crop been at any time entirely dee

basis of fact than the statement on the preceding page, that " had the

would have been restored to us from seeds preserved for more than three

thousand years in the folds of an Egyptian mummy !" We ought per-

haps to say, that the asserted cases of s not bear ex-

amination; and that those best qua;; -believe, not

only the asserted fact, but also the possibility of any such occurrence.

9. Hoic Plants Grow , iral Botany ;

with a Popular Flora, or an arrange nf Common
Plants, both >J

Asa Grav, M.D., Fisher Professor

of Natural History in Harvard University. 234 pp., 16mo, illustrated

by 500 wood engravings. New York. 1858. Ivison ct l'hinney.—Dr.

Gray has prepared this little volume expressly for young b. .

botany, and for use in common schools, and has well carried out his

purpose. The work is simple in style, and beautiful in
j

While teachin .

' dls of the subject, i

bearing the mind, by simple explanations, above these details

thoughts and principles, and preparing it for the fuller survey of the science

in the more extended works of the author's series. He considers in order

—1st, How plants grow, and what their parts or organs are ; 2d, How-

plants are pi plants grow;

what they are made for and what they do ; 4th, How plants are classi-

fied, named and studied. Then, in the second part, the work contains a
" Popular Flora for Beginners," including descriptions of the common

be country, both those of the woods and fields, as well as those

of our yards and gardens. It is arranged according to the natural sys-
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tern, and for the beginner in the science takes the place of the large

Botany. The excellence of the volume consists in its being

-nee made easy"—not by culling out "interesting facts" to

attract, and tying them artfully together, but by presenting the system

ntal truths in a manner intelligible and attractive to the

young mind.

10. The animals of Millepora are Hydroid Acalephs and not Polyps;

by Prof. Agassiz, (from recent letters to J. D. Dana).—" I have seen in

the Tortugas something very unexpected. Millepora is not a

polyp, but a genuine Hydroid, closely allied to Hydractinia. This seems

to carry the whole group of Favositidse over to the Acalephs, and dis-

plays a beautiful array of this class from the Silurian to this day."

The drawings of Professor Agassiz which have been sent I

ination, are so obviously Hydractiniae in most of their characters that no

one can question the relation. With regard to the reference of all the

Favositidse (a group including Favosites, Favistella, Pocillopora, etc., as

well as the minuter Millepora, Chsetetes, etc.) to the Acaleph class, direct

evidence is not yet complete, as the animal of the Pocillopora has not

been figured by any author on zoophytes.* On this point Professor

Agassiz observes in a subsequent letter, after observing that the Side-

•e are two types of radiating lamellae, which are not homologous.

Polyps (excluding Favositidse as Hydroids), the lamolhe extend

om the outer body wall inward, along the whole height of that wall

and the transverse partitions reach only from one lamella to the other, so

that there is no continuity between them, while the radiating !

'"" mdse the part-In Millepo

tions are transverse' and continuous across the cells and so are they m

Pocillopora and in all Tabulata and Rugosa, while the radiating lamella,

where they exist, as in Pocillopora and many other Favositidse, rise from

these horizontal floors and do not extend through the transverse parti-

tions ; indeed they are limited within the spaces of two successive floors,

or to the upper surface of the last. A careful comparison of the coral-

lum of Millepora and Pocillopora with that of Hydractinia has satisned

me that these radiating partitions of the Favositidse far from being pro-

ductions of the body-wall are foot secretions, to be compared to the axis

of the Gorgonia, Corallium, etc., and their seeming radiating lamella to

the vertical grooves or keels upon the surface of th

to a horizontal projection, would also make the impression of radiating

lamellae in the foot of the Polyp. If this be so, you see at once that the

apparent radiating lamellse of the Favositidse do no longer in

affinity with the true Polyps, but simply a peculiar mode of growth 01

the corallum ; and of these we have already several types, that ot acu-

noids, that of Halcyonoids, that of Bryozoa, that of Millepora and other

* From the specimens of the species of this genus which I procured in the Par

u view of the polyps, and hence made no figure The

•3 of my Report, may be reasonably doubted until con

"
•

, Millepora, I
' "
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phich we now add that of the Hydroids. Considering
tis light, is there any further objection to uniting all the

1 the Hydroids,—Sideropora and Alveopora being of
from the Favositidse. It is a point of great importance
™i«+ rJf „;^™- o„A t™ „^~ t i,„„„ i _„*:_•_*•_

some such result, as vou ma\ :
> -

. 1 .-marks in the Amer.
Journal, May, 1854, p. 315. If all the Tabulata and Rugosa are Hy-
droida, as I believe them to be, the class of Acalephs is no longer an ex-
'•eption to the simultaneous appearance of all the types of Radiata in the

iit'orous formations and the peculiar charaetvrs which these

:
ii.'V, ;,!!.'[ \ <n instructive aspect."

icsfrom the North Pacific ; by W. Stimpsox. Parts 1(1 and
IV. 10 pp., 8vo. From the Proceedings of the Academy of Natural
fences, December, 1857, and March, 1858.— In this pamphlet. Mr.

Stimpson notices in brief, the species of Maioid, Cancroid and Corystoid

'n his most fruitful North Pa
species; of which, 18 of the species of Mai-

Crustacea obtained by him in his m< -

1 of the Corystoids, i

them, there are the following new genera : Micropisa and AchceopsTs

among Maioids, and Lachnopodus, Sphasrozius and Heteropanope among
Cancroids.

Part V has also appeared in the Proceedings Acad. Nat Sci. Philad.,

1858, p. 93—110. It takes up the Grapsoids and enumerates 108 spe-

cies, of which 44 are described as new. The new genera instituted are

:

Family CARCiNOPLACin^E, Pilumnoplaxr Heteroplaz ; Family Rhizopid^e,

(related to Gonoplacidx, but eyes immoveable, &c), Scaloptdia, Rhizopa,

inns, Ceratoplax ; Fam. Macrophthaxmid.e, Chamostoma,
Ilyoplax ; Fam. Dotiixidjs, related to Doto of De Haan, which generic

name is changed to DotUla on the ground of its being preoccupied

;

Fam. THELPHUsmiE, Geotkelphusa ; Fam. Grapsid,e, Ptychognathus,

Acmceopleura ; Fam. (new) CAMPTANDRin^E, Camptandrum ; Fam.
athid.e (new), Asthenoynathus ; Fam. HvMExo-oviir. v.

12. Icones Zootomies mit Origin;. -.J. Allman,

C. Gegenbaur, Th. H. Huxley, Alb. Kolliker, H. Mailer, M. S. Schultze,

C. Th. E. von Siebold und F. Stein, herausgegeben von Jur;

< a i -. 1 j..-. ., ! \ '_'.ichenden Anatomie in Leipzig. Erste Halfte oder

Uaj b& 1 867* V.-riag von Wil-

helm Engelmann,—The Icones Zootomies of Prof. Cams are representa-

tions of the various tribes of the Animal Kingdom as to their details of

anatomical structure in a series of large folio plates. The author com-

h the Protozoa (Gregarinse, Ciliata or Infusoria, Rhizopoda)
;

• . and then the Molluscs.

ling plates 24 to 44, and illustrating

the Vertebrata, is promised to appear in the course of the year 1858.

The plates are executed with care and beauty, and each is accompanied

with a leaf of explanations. The work is well adapted for the stu-

dent in zoology, and we could wish that the plates might he issued also

with English text. The internal anatomy of the various groups is elabo-
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rately represented, and the student has but to turn over from plate t

plate to gain an insight into the whole range of animal orgar.

general the work gives the results of the most recent investigal

system of cla- as not met with favor among
13. General Report upon the Zoology of the several Paar

Routes. Part I. Mammals. By Spencer F. Baird. 1 vol. 4to. Wash-
ington, 1857. We cite the r'.h'.w ii-^ n..tuv < f 1W. laird's great work
from the Annals and Mag. Nat. llin.. May, 1858.

" The contributions already made to our knowledge of the Fauna of

North America by the zo to the Reports of various

Surveys and Explorations ordered by the government of the United

States, are neither few nor unimportant. The accounts of expeditions to

the Red River of Louisiana, the Great Salt Lake of Utah, and the Zani

and Colorado Rivers, all contain materials worthy of much attention, and

especially calculated to throw light upon the theory of the I

of animal life in the North American continent. And in the Reports of

t U. S. Astronomical Survey in the southern hemisphere, and of

•rid besides those immediately subject

The seventh volume of the 'Reports of Explorations and Surveys

to ascertain the most practicable and economical route for a Railroad

from the Mississippi to the Pacific Ocean, made under the

the Secretary of War in 1853-56,' tli
-

given above, promises to bring still greater additions to our ki

North American zoology than any of the previous publications. This

first part embraces only the Mammalia; but if the Birds, Reptiles, Am-
phibians, Fishes, and other orders of organized beings, are treated of in

the same way, the result will be a complete and very interesting resume

of the zoology of this portion of the globe. The numerous dii

veying parties which were employed on the proposed Pac
routes, amassed a very large quantity of materials

which were all transferred by the U. S. Government to the gi

of the Smithsonian Institution at Washington. The energetic Assistant

Secretary of that establishment. Professor Baird—than whom no one

could be found better qualified for the task—has himself undertaken to

work out the specimens of Mammalia collected. The same gentleman,

together with Mr. Cassin, the well-known ornithologist, will take the

Birds, The Reptiles will probably be assigned to Prof. Girard or Dr.

Hallowell, and the other orders to the naturalists best qualified to deal

with them. This is an excellent method—putting the ' right man in the

right place," instead of setting a man learned in one 'ology to work at

another, according to a plan which we have before now seen adopted in

this country.

The present volume, which is the first of the series, and is entirely from

the pen of Professor Baird, gives a general account of all the species of

Mammals collected by the various aforesaid expeditions, noticing at the

same time, in their proper places, aU those known to inhabit the continent
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of North America. It contains the technical descriptions of tii

genera, and species, remark^ iveessiry to -how their places in the system,

pecimeoa col-

lected." Other volumes will be devoted to the zoology of the separate

-. and enter more into parti. [to, manner-.

&c. We beg to call particular attention to the plan of stating the exact

locality of every specimen collected, here adopted, which m
ig out the theory of geographical distribution,—a subject now-

attracting so much attention.

"The time is now passed," says a recent distinguished writer on natural

history,
u whi n the mei u d* ition of the continent whence an animal

had been obtained could satisfy our curiosity; and the naturalists who
have an opportunity of ascertaining closely the particular circumstances

under which the animals they describe are placed in their natural home,

are guilty of a gross disregard to the interests of science when they neg-

lect to relate them. Our knowledge of the geogl

animals would be far more extensive and preeise than it is now. but for

this neglect; every new fact relating to the gtogra

well-known species is as important to science as the discovery of a new

To this volume there are likewise attached indices of the particular

localities mentioned, of the authorities referred to, of local names and of

scientific names,—all most useful and valuable appendages to the work.

The total number of species of Mammalia now recognized by Professor

Baird as inhabiting the North American continent amounts to 220, of

which he has himself examined specimens, whilst there are 35 others

more or less doubtful. This is a vast increase,—no less than 70 species

having been added as new to Audubon and Bachman's list, the greater

part being the result of these expeditions. This, too, is exclusive of Ce-

> pedes, and Bats, none of which are touched upon in the present

treatise. The first two of these groups can hardly be said to belong to

iana of North America; but we must allow something for the

. to arrive at the true number of N

Major John Leconte in his paper in the seventh volume of
^
the

|
Proceed-

fifteen species only as recognized by : r. raises the

number of p
nialia belonging to the .North Amer-

ican fauna to 235, excluding Pinnipeds and Cetaceans.

Taking the several groups in the order in which they stand in Professor

Bai rd's arramrem en1
Big Shrews and

t these is a very rei

I in Japan,

inaccurate comparison of it « iehut is reouisit

ira as yet to have been obtained ; and

•ison of it witl
;wa is requisite,

before animals coming from localities so different can be recognized with-

out doubt as the two only members of the same pecul

Of the c l --'er °f 46 are recognized

American, made up of 9 Felidce, 8 Canidce, the Bassaris astui
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ico and Texas—sole representative of the family I

and 5 species of Ursidce. This is exclusive of several species established

by previous writers, but which Prof. Baird has, v.r

duced to the rank of local varieties—such as the Canis nubii

and the Felis maculata of Horsfield and Vigors.

The Marsupialia. in the northern portion of the American continent

are represented by two species of the genus Didelphis, commonly known
as ' Opossums.'

The Rodents are, again, extremely numerous. In the first j

S genera, with the Marmots (so called), Prairie-dogs,

ana weavers, maKe up no less than 41 members of the familj

The Saccomyidm, or Pouched Mice, which, in accordance with Mr. Water-
house's views, but in opposition to those of Professor Brandt, are grouped
together, next follow, and are considered by Professor Baird as " one of

the most natural families of Rodentia, although the component genera

have been widely separated by different authors. In the external cheek-

pouches," he remarks, "there is no other famih wlii.-h »>.\liibirs am
approach to it. These open outside of the mouth, and are of rariabk
depth and lined with short hairs to the bottom. When inverted and

dried, they look like sacs on each side of the head." Of the
animals, the range of which is confined to Northern America and the

Antilles, 21 species are enumerated, as appertinent to the fauna of the

United States. Two Porcupines of the North American form Erethism
are the only Hystricida met with in this part of the world ; but there

1 Muridce of varied forms ; and 13 Hares and Rabbits,

of the family Leporidce. Alto-

North America, as elsewhere,

plays a most important part as regards numbers,
—more than half the whole number of Mammals 1

The order Edentata is represented within the limits of the United
States by a single straggling species of Armadillo, which occurs within

the confines of Texas, and is somewhat doubtfully referred to the Dasypus
novem-cinctus of Linnaeus.

The Pachyderms have also but a single representative, the Collared

Peccary, Dicotyles torquatus, which, it is remarked, " has a much wider

range in North America than is supposed by European systematic writers.

It not only occurs through Mexico, but even as far north in the United

States as the Red River of Arkansas, in latitude 34°."

The Ruminants, however, muster more strongly, being better adapted

for residence in the temperate regions of the North. In the first place,

we have the Moose, Alee Americana. '1
li. n two *p,>nr-> of Reindeer are

admitted under the titles Rangifer Caribou and R. Grcenlandicus, though
• [uegtioiisble. It is highly desirable

>ns should be made as to the difference of these

animals inter se, and with the European JR. Tarandus, which i- Mad t"

present somewhat corresponding variations. The genus Cervus and its

:

-

"
• ' >

- - : . . : •
•

;
--. -:.:

i - -
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{Haplocerus montanus), and a single sheep, the well-known Big-horn of
the Rocky Mountains, Ovis montana. The Musk-ox of the Arctic regions
(which, however, does not occur within the limits of the United States),

and the Buffalo, Bison Americanus, conclude the catalogue of North
American Ruminants, making up a total of 14 animals of this order.

What a contrast in this respect does North America present to Africa,

where more than 60 species of Antelopes alone are already known to

occur, and the list is daily inc'iv^'in^ '. For, though we may laugh at

Buffon's theory as to the animals of America being merely degraded
forms of those of the Old World, there can be no question that the
'Great Continent' is far more productive of animal forms of a more
highly organized structure, and of a nature more adapted to meet the

various wants of mankind.

Table of Genera of North American Mammalia, according to Prof. Baird.

column of figures gives the number of species examined by Prof. Baird

8. Lynx,

'

9. Canis,

16. Enhydra,
11. Mephitis,

18. Taxidea,

33. Dipodomys,
34. Perognathus,

11. Muridje—
35. Jaculus,

36. Mus,

39. Neotoma,
40. Sigmodon,

42! Myodet'
43. Fiber,

44. Erethizon,

-
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by J. D. Dana, in the i

""28
i mi page aib, liJtn line iron

be qualities; and on the following page, 21st line

tions should be proportions.

1. Fifty- 'J ^ planet was discovered April 4, 1858,

by Dr. Luther, at Bilk, and has been named Calypso. The fifty-second

asteroid is called Europa.
2. Third Comet of 1858, (Gould's Astron. Journal, No. 113.)—The

third comet of 1858 was discovered, May 2, 1858. by Mr. Horace Tuttle

of the Harvard College Observatory, Cambridge, Mass.

3. New Determination of the Solar Parallax, (in a letter from Lieut.

J. M. Gilliss to the Secretary of the Navy, dated Washington, Feb. 18,

1858.)—I have the honor to communicate to you the results of the obser-

vations specially made by the United States Naval Astronomical Expe-

dition to determine the solar parallax—the sun's distance from the earth.

It will be remembered by the Department that Dr. Gerling—an emi-

nent geometer of Germany—suggested the practicability of .

this fundamental astronomical datum from observations of Venus near

the inferior conjunction, instead of awaiting the rare phenomenon of

transits of the planet across the sun's disc ; that an expedition to the

southern hemisphere was proposed to the Department by myself for the

purpose of making these observations, which, in connection with similar

observations to be made at the Naval Observatory, would test the method

;

and that the earnest commendation of the measure by physi*cisl

Europe and this country, induced Congress to authorize the expedition

by special grants in the appropriation bills approved in 1848 and 1849.

We were absent from the United States nearly three and a half years,

and the observations, constituting the more immediate object of the ex-

4 each of the years from November,

1849, to September, 1852, inclusive. So many classes of observations

were embraced in the plan of operations adopted by the Department, that

our small party was almost constantly occupied in observatory duty

proper, and it was not possible to prepare any of the data for the final

computations until after the return of the expedition to the United States.

Then our first efforts were to put in proper form for the computer all the

observations of the planets Venus and Mars, and the stars with which

they had been compared. Whilst our men of science had been unani-

mous in adv use of the ad-

ditional mass of important information certain to be collected 1

were some who entertained an opinion that the method of determining

the parallax proposed by Dr. Gerling would not afford a result as reliable

as had been derived from the transits of Venus in 1761 and 1769. For

ns, therefore, it was proper that the discu

• ations should be intrusted to an astrc

sion of the results

•-'--vr*-. .• -
, .;.'. r - - tke problem, yet wholly unccmmitted as to the

comparative merits of the two methods.
Under the sanction of the Department, Dr. B. A. C ould, Jr., of Cam-

bridge, Mass., was selected for the purpose ; and the el aborate refinement
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with which he has executed this difficult and delicate task, is ample evi-

t misplaced. His

\ will fillreport does him great honor. It will fill from 130 to 140 pages of vol-

ume third of the results of the expedition, tl. • larger portion of it, and

all the remainder of the volume, being already printed.

The result obtained by him for the Sun's Equatorial Horizon: tl l'ar-

1950, or 0"-0762 less than the value commonly adopted, and

he concludes that we may assume with advantage 8""5000, corresponding

e from that luminary of 96,160,000 statute miles. As the

is of high interest to astronomers, I have the honor to sug-

• nvn in advance of the publication of the volume.

4. Theory of the Motion of the Heavenly Bodies moving about the Shm
in Conk Sections : a translation of Gauss's " Theoria MoV>C with an

Appendix ; by Charles Henry Davis, Commander, United States Navy,

Superintendent of the American Ephemeris and Nautical Almanac. Bos-

( >•-.: Littl . l!io\\n AM o. 1^7.— It .!]•] i- ti.-iu •!.- ti ,
water's preface

to this work I
fcy of the Smithsonian Institute D and

the Navy Department, that we owe the first appearance of Gaatt'a im-

mortal work in an English dress. By the authority of the Hon. I.O.

Dobbin, Secretary of the Navy, the translation of Commander 1 tavw m
been printed by the joint contributions of the Nautical Almanac and the

Although it must be a long time before Gauss's profound work can be

superseded, yet since its publication in 1809, some improvements (not

indeed very important) have been made, and certain parts of the method

have received special development. To bring the work fully up to the

time, therefore, Commander Davis has added an Appendix containing the

results of the investigations of Professor Encke and Professor Peirce upon

the exceptional case of a twofold determination of the orbit from the

-.:•.- . «. .- • ,
..-; -. . '

geometrically the roots of
; a Table for

the Motion in a Parabola from LeVerrier's Annales de V
'

Observatotrefm-

perial de Paris ; Bessel's and Posselt's Tables for Ellipses and Hyperbolas

closely resembling the Parabola; a convenient Table by Professor Hub-

bard for facilitating the use of Gauss's formulas for elhpses and hyperbo-

las, of which the excentricities are near y equal to unity
;
and, in the

form of notes on their appropriate articles, useful formulas by BesseL

Nicolai, Encke, Gauss and Peirce. ~

As to the subject matter, therefore

thing to be desi/ed, and must prove a I
*» ^dent

of theoretical astro'nomy *^ « »^^3£tf the classic

on^7V
\f:t

CtT^l the g^test accuracy in tL formulas of
original. We are also u.

,-ivenet, who
the body of the work by the careful atpervisiou «i * '

(judffini by the list published in thelAstronormcal Journal, ^o 109) has
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merit of being very faithful and of taking no liberties with the original.

Something more, however, was to be expected from a translator of Gauss.

A faithful and indeed a literal translation need not be ungainly :

certainly it can and should be purged of Latinisms. We are not obliged

to write, " it is also, evidently, allowable to bring the same expression

under the form," etc.,* simply because we happen to have in the original

the words "reducere licet? Nor is the Latin word "petitur" in the

sentence "Methodus alia, problema art. praec. solvendi, ex aeq

cos e sin 1= &c, petitur ;" gracefully or even correctly rendered by " is

required" in the sentence "Another method is required of solving the

problem of the preceding article from the equations cos e sin I— &c."f

In Art. 10 Gauss says :
" Sponte jam patet, omnes aequationes Art. 62

etiam hie locum esse habituras ;" the translator says, " Now it is evident

that all the equations of article 62 will be applicable to this
p

a rendering that suggests the impossible idea that the translator thought

hie and locum to agree in case

!

These instances are, however, of very little importance, since an intelli-

gent reader can perceive what was intended. But it is far different when

the translation becomes unintelligible without a reference to the original.

Thus we find in Art. 115, "But although, from an indiscernible principle,

it is not to be expected that such a case " (the special case in which the

plane of the orbit coincides with the ecliptic) " would ever actually pre-

sent itself in nature," etc. Upon reading which we were seized with a

re to know what " an indiscernible principle " could be ; but

as the translation gave no clue, we turned to the original, where we were

amazed to find the sentence to read thus
'""'

indiscernibilium

quam se oblaturum esse,"wetc. Can it be believed that a translator of

Gauss should, even in a moment of forgetfulness or carelessness, imagine

that the neuter genitive pi jjreea in case and number

with the neuter accusative singular principium ? And yet, how can we

escape this conclusion, since it is evident that he has at last given up in

despair of finding out what Gauss meant, and has written down what he

thought was at least a safe literal translation ! It is hardly necessary to

tell the reader who has referred to the original, that in the phrase " by

the principle us)," Gauss briefly sums up the argu-

ment that since the orbits fall in all positions indiscriminately, any one

special position in an assumed plane, was not to be regarded as probable.

i We should have been well satisfied with the fidelity of the translator,

of "by an indiscernible principle," he had given the (unavoid-

ranslation, "from the fact that the orbits may fall in all posi-

tions indiscriminately."

We have marked a number of mistranslations (such at least in our

judgment) quite as glaring as the ibove. We shall only stop to notice

the following. In Art. 78, "fiet gentraliter" is rendered "it may gene-

rally be done," when the meaning is certainly "it maybe done in a

general manner" (always). In* Art. 81, "postquam anguh-
A per aequationem tang (^i—etc.) Aterminatus est," is translated " after-

wards the auxiliary angle A is determinedly the equation tan (A—etc,)

;
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when the i

ilator would have km
lie had only understood the m jeet matter.

In Art. 88, we have, "Let the eccentric rmomaiie* E.F.', and the radii

vectores r,r', correspond to two places of the true anomaly v,v', (of

which v is first in time); the Latin being, "Respondent duubis l«.cis

anomaliae verae v, v' (e quibus v sit tempore anterior), anomalia. excen-

tricae E, E', radiique vectores r, r' ;" where it appears again that the

translator forgot to consult his Latin grammar. lie would have found

that anomaliae here cannot be the genitive singular; but aside from this,

there is no sense in the expression " two places of the true anomaly v, v'.
n

h \- clear, in short, that anomaliae verae, anomaliae accent

radii vectores are all in the same case, subjects of respondeant.

In Art. 98, there occurs in the original "-Prop enim adhiberi poterit

vel aequatio 7 art. praesentis, vel aequ. 18, art. 95 :" which, the slightest

referred to would have enabled the

trai slat r to see. means ^ For p (that is, for computing p) we may em-
ploy either equation 7 of the present article, or equation 18 Art. 95,"

—

but he has it, " Instead of p, either equation 7 of the present article, or

equation 18 of article 95 might be employed." The impossibility d oft-

ploying _p instead of an e think would have led the

translator to the discovery of his error, if indeed he was translating with

atever of the sense of his author.

In Art. 71, we read, "The time t—T, within which the light traverses •

the mean distance of the earth from the sun which we take for unity,

will be the product of the distance Pa into 493 s." Without any refer-

ence to the original, the blunder here is obvious. Remembering only

that Pa is here the distance of a planet P from a point of observation a,

the meaning is : " The time t—T will be the product of the distance Pa
into 493s

, within which (i. e. 493 s
) light traverses the mean distance of

the earth from the sun which (mean distance) we take for unity." More-

over this is the verbatim rendering of the original.

The last sentence of Art. 109 stands thus in the original :
H lu tali

casu etiam ad solutionem problematis supra tractati, (art. 85—105) ad-

hiberi possent : sed quoniam, nostro judicio, ne tunc quidem brevitatem

solutionis supra traditae praebent, huic methodo fosius exponendae non

immoramur." The subject of the verb adhiberi possent is here certain

series Just treated of in this article 109; and the plain mea:

" In such a case they (these series) might also be employed for the solu-

tion of the problem treated of above (art. 85—105): but inasmuch as,

in our opinion they do not then afford the brevity of the solution above

given (viz. in art. 85—105) we do not dwell more fully

method" (viz. upon the method bv a
" In such a case the methods previa;

-
1 05) might

be emplov- problem: but, as in our judgment,

they do not furnish the brevity of the solution given above, we do not

dwell upon the further explanation of this method," which is nothing but

confusion, a ; 'nd so far «* i{
,

would <

r
onve7 any

meaning to a merely English reader, would convey the opposite to what

Gauss intended.
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In Art. 1 5
"

lisin terpretation

of the meaning of the Latin -word " pro," to say nothing of the ignorance

it shows of the subject treated of. The Latin is :
" In formulis art. 140

pro a, b et - ipsos sin 5, sin 5', sin 5", retinere opertet, et perinde in form-

ulis art. 142 :" which means : "In the formulas of art. 140 for (comput-

ing) a, b and -, and also in the formulas of art. 142, sin d, sin 5', sin<T,

themselves, must be retained." But Capt. Davis says: "In the formulas

of art. 140 sin<J, sin S\ smS" must be retained instead of a,b and -, and

also in the formulas of Art. 142."

We could add instances of slight misapprehensions, which however

would not arrest the reader. It is to be regretted that the translator was

not as fortunate in obtaining some one to revise his text as he was in

getting his formulas rectified. Nevertheless, the formulas beii

{even more correct than in the original) and the meaning of the text

being in the majority of cases sufficiently appaiM
be of great value to those students who are unable to rea i

and even to those acquainted with the original work, it will be a con-

venience to have the subjects comprising the Appendix of the

brought together. Nor must we forget that to Capt. Davis we owe the

,
.appearance of the only translation that has been made.

of Science.—The twelfth meeting of the American Association opened a

Baltimore on Wednesday, the 28th of April last. On the absence of both

the President and Vice President, Prof. Caswell, the presiding officer of

the preceding year, took the Chair, and by vote, was subsequently re-

quested to preside through the meeting. As the Spring is less favorable

for a scientific gathering than the Summer, the number present was not

ge as usual, and there was a corresponding effect on the scien-

tific contributions. The Mayor, Mar rical Society,

and many generous citizens of Baltimore, contributed liberally to the

interests of the occasion.

The meeting adjourned on Tuesday, the 5th of May, to meet at Spring-

field, Massachusetts, on the first Wednesday of August, 1859. Professor

Stephen Alexa>o>er of Princeton, was chosen President for the ensuing

year, and Pi ock of Amherst, Vice President.

The following is a list of the papers presented at the meeting :

I. Astronomy, Physics, Mathematics.

Researches in Analytic Morphology. Part First of a New Theory of Curves.

I Lines ; derived from the Equilibrium Theory. By

e Tides of Saturn's Rings. Part L By Benjamin Peirce.
searches in Anal3 : nam Peirce.
rther Remarks on Systems of Coordinates in a Plane. By Thomas Hill.

" " "oomerang. By Joseph Lovering.
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On a Supposed Personal Equation in Determining Latitudes, by Talcott's Method.

7
On the Currents of New York Bay near Sandy Hook. By A. D. Bache.

other Standards. By A. D. Bache and J. E. Hilgard.

On the Resull ' ^serrations m his Second Arctic Expe-

dition. By A. D. Bache and Charles A. Schott.

2 Extinction of Light from Terrestrial Olij.vK i'.v I.. A\
. M.'ch.

By Elias^Loomw.

i the Electrical Phenomena of certain Houses in , Samuel St. John.

produced i

E.B-Hunt.
further investigation. By

Effect of Sound that is produced in different Stages

By Stephen 1

Daguerreotype Impressions of the Sun's Image. By S. Alexander.

System. By Stephen Alexander,

applicable to the Question of the Common Origin of the Asteroids,

3 of certain Comets. By Stephen Alexander,

lade at the Falls of Niagara, Sept 1st, 1857. By Joseph Henry.

i the Application of the Rotary Mirror to the Aneroid Barometer. By Joijspn

ate on Oceanic Currents. By James D. Dana. up- « of

Vibrations. By William B. Rogers.

l Ring-Formations in Gases and L *»
Oie Phyllotaxis Deduced from the Mathematical Definition of

ribution. By Chauncey Wright.

a Deep-Sea Soundings—Discussion Showing the Influence of the Resistance of

SVater on the Sounding Weight and Line. By W. P. Trowbridge.
- By A. M. Mayer,

i the Pendulum, with a Description of an Electric Clock. By F. A. P. Barnard

lleged Influence of Solar Light

i LeConte.

IX Meteorology.

EStw;,,& tl!Aa
il"m»3pheric IWre, h, the R,

*££&££?Jy »£T»si°eSriSri of Forests. ' B, Ar»l

£2
Note on Certain

upon Lake Michigan. By Geo. "V

North America. By J. B. flurlburt.

TU. Geology, Geography.

ward Hitchcock.
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al Beds near Fort Belknap, in Texas, with the subjacent and

s Moore to Edward Hitchcock.
f some Metamorphic Strata in Vermont and Massachusetts.

lean Mastodon, found on Long Island, near New York. By

i Series, in the Valley of Deep River,

3 Culminating Points of the Appalachian System in

ihe Black, the White and the Green Mountains. By Arnold Guyot.

Observations upon the Genus Graptolithus and allied Genera. By James Hall.

Observations upon the Genus Meganteris and other Palaeozoic Brachiopoda. By

Formation and Age of Burlington Heights at Hamilton, Canada West. By J. B.

On the Earthquake which occurred in Western New York and vicinity on the
!3d of October, 1857. By Charles West
On the General Features in the Configuration of the Bays, Sounds, Capes, Islands,

fee of the Eastern Coast of the United States, and on their Classification. By Dr.

r. G. Kohl.
The Geological Map of Pennsylvania. By H. D. Rogers.

IV. ('I /.oology.

On the Theory of the Polyacid Bases. By Wolcott Gibbs.

Ammonia. By

r Sulphates, and Dartienlarlv of R
New Yor

Wolcott Gibbs.
On the Preparation of some pure Sulphates, and particularly of Sulphate of Cop-

r years in a Man's Lung. By Henry Wurtz.
>me Improvements in the preparation of hard

iry Wurtz.

1 of hot Nitric Acid on the Metallic Chlo-

Prehmmarv f ,;p0n the action
on the Metallic Nitrates. _ By Henry Wurtz.
On the Occurrence of Cobalt and" Nickel in Gaston county, North Carolina. By

the Phosphates used in Agriculture, and the
by Plants. By A. Snowden Pi
On the Character, Natural Relations and Relative Rank of the Primary Divisioi

of the Vegetable Kingdom, founded on Differences of Structure ; and especially c

rms. By Arnold Guyot.

tt Cestoda. By D. F. 1
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V. Philology, Miscellaneous Papers.

ation of the Sounds of the Engl

Alphabet. By Win. D. "Whim, v.

Rottee of an Arabic Work on Physical Science, of the Twelfth Century. By W.
D. Whitney.
On the Insensible Gradation of "Words in Comparative Philology; illustrated by

fire charts. By J. P. Lesley.

Signs of Significance—like Symbols for a Language—in Fanciful Rock-work—
the Stone Spear and Arrow Heads of the Catawbas. By J. H. Gibbon.

Limes and Accents of Voice—with Special Signs—explain sensible emo-

tions from Mute Animals to each other. By J. H. Gibbon.

Certain Identities between Dead Languages and Existing Alphabets. By J. H.

Gibbon.

A Method suggested for Teaching Notes of Music to Negro Boys, not instructed

On Wethied's Application of Combined Steam. By C. E. Wethered.

Grape Culture in Missouri. By G. C. Swallow.

On the Establishment of a Mathematical Journal. By J. D. Runkle.
••

- at Grave Creek—Inscribed Stone—Explorations at the West By
Dr. Wills De Hass.

Application of the Principles of Caloric to the construction of Warm Air-Furnaces.

By James Bolton.

On the Confirmation, from Providence data, of a newly determined law of mor-

tality for Early Childhood. By E. F "'"

On some points of inquiry th
'

Census. By Franklin B. Hough.
Concerning the number of Telegraphic Conductors that may connect wi

rion, without sensible interference. By E. B,

OntheCau- . ting Power of Coal Gas. By W. E. A. Aiken.

On Recent Efforts to Deepen Maffit's Channel across the Bar of Charleston Har-

bor. By P. N. Lynch. m . „
On the Telegraph aud the Telegraphic Lines of the World. By Lawrence Turnbull.

On the production of Local Amesthesis, by a novel application of Current Elec-

On the Calculation of the Earth-work of Railroads, &c. By W. M. Gillespie.

2. The Mathematical Monthly.—Mr. J. D. Runkle of Cambridge,

Mass., connected with the Nautical Almanac office at that place, has

issued a Prospectus of a Mathematical Journal with th.- above title. It

is to be handsomely printed in small quarto form, and issued in monthly

numbers of at least twenty-four pages. Mr. Runkle expresses his idea of

the proposed journal in !.

" It seems to us that such a journal is needed ;
one that aha

among its contributors, the best talent, in order i

the same field may always have before them a high standard oi excel-

lence, and that it may be a fair index of the mathematical al

country. On the other hand, however, care should be taken not to gr»

that may be properly introduced in the Federal

uwa too high above the average atta:

matical students: otherwise, only the few would be interested in it

benefited by it. It should therefore embrace m its pages solutions,

,

monstrations, and discussions in all branches of the science, as well as

principal mathematical works
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" In short, it should be the medium of all kinds of information per-
; he science, to which a large proportion of our mi

students have at present no ready access.

Mr. Runkle has also in view to issue prizes for prize problems and

mathematical essays.

The Journal is one very much needed in the country, and should suc-

ceed. Its plan is ample and generous, and the known ability and energy

of the editor will give it character and success, if the country will sus-

tain him. Annual subscription per single copy $3,00.

3. Proceed* m Pharmaceutical Assoc'c-

Sixth Annui I pt. 18 5 7 . 8vo, pp. 1T8.

—This session of the Association appears to have been more fully at-

tended than previous ones, and quite fruitful of questions proposed for

future investigation. Scientific reports were made on various

subjects, affording gratifying evidence of the zeal and ability of its mem-
bers. Among these, that on the "Progress of Pharmacy" is very full,

giving a comprehensive resume of the improvements and discoveries in

practical chemistry, pharmacy and materia-medica during the year.

That on " Improvements in methods of rendering medicinal prepara-

tions pleasing to the eye and to the taste, and agreeable to use," contains

information of great practical importance to all dispensers of medicines,

and if adopted by them would largviy while contrib-

uting still more to the comfort of the sick. It has frequently been to us

a matter of wonder that so little at1 is subject by-

apothecaries generally, while every consideration of humanity, refine-

ment and taste demands it.

A report on "Weights and Measures," one on "New E .

glass," and another on the " Manufacture of Iodine from &
sea-weeds," are valuable and compar. - el other sci-

entific associations. A voluntary paper on " Ethical Analysis," by Edward

Parrish, is an excellent beginning for a more extended article <M

of the profession—a subject which ought to be brought more fully and .

frequently under consideration. This must necessarily result however, in

from the efforts of the Association to elevate and advance the

calling of the apothecary from the position of a mere trade to that of

one of the professions—a dignity to which we hope soon to see it attain.

4. Geographical Society of London.—The Victoria medal of the Geo-

graphical Society has been awarded to Alexanuer. Dallas Bache, Su-

ent year have been conferred by the Geological Society of London on

OS Meter of Frankfort-on-the-Maine, and Professor James

Hall of Albany.

6. Addendum to the article on the IT. S. Coal Measures (p.l 1 2

)

catm, ffucula Hameri, / tes mesoloba,

pressa, Area carbonaria,



. Obituary.—

I

ntry by his paper

\i\< part to tlii- result. Ki>r tiio- war <«r t^o p:i-t In- lias hr-cn

I

>on a great work on these Footprints, il - . : \ ihograph.-r

and photographs made b\ 1 i
- . His _-

.,
'< <>' "gs wen

very numerous Md i( v.ill be a great

loss to science if they fail to be published. His photographs' also were

excellent. Among the holographs of the insect

tracks of the same rocks, whu-h lie liad brought into comparison with

recent tracks of water insects, by means of photographs of the latter also.

There are others which have, as he thought, a strong Marsupial look.

The series of illustrations which he has pivpaivd, t-von it' without text,

would make a volume of great beauty and scientific value.

Erasmus D. North, M. I en, Ct., died at "Westfield,

ratts, on the 17th of June, aged 51 years. Dr. North was one

of the best amateur microscopists of the country, and contributed valua-

ble papers to this Journal on the construction and improvement of mi-

croscopes. He was a man of extensive know! •.:-•,- ,-J.->
:

.n other depart-

ments of science. For many years he occupied with ability the post of

Instructor of . Lflge, and in that time he published a

avinff a thorough eeq

l unfinished life of I

'

i and geologist ; and a double loss has therefore befallen the country

Dr. William Gregory, the distinguished Professor of Chemistry ia

l»r. Greuv, rv had sutfored for many years from r
;

;

tad been unable to lecture during" the past winter session. He died in

the prime of I him a widow and an only son.

Joi uv,. \|. .1 . . I
,- I

*:--
•

•' '" rlin has to bear a heavy

loss. One of its most celebrated members, Prof. Jo h v n n k s M o llf. r. th«

physiologist, died suddenly of apoplexy, on the 23th of April not quite

ars old. Midler was born at Coblenz, on the 14th of July,

1801, and had been living at Berlin ever since 1833.

Teaxs\ctions of the Acadext of Science at St. Lous. No. 2, of toL L 303-
'

-

: '

;
- ..

.
• .. -

- -- ; -
'

•
"

i; -

this and our preceding volume. The contents are as follows:

B. F Shuilu
Oregon and Washington

- '.

low : Grape Culture in Missouri—A. Whlizescs, M.D. :
Was Man Cotemporaneous

The Rocks of 1

I

-B- F- Sroi^^ .

G- C. Swallow : De-

scriptions of new Fossils from the Coal -. ivansas.—XL A.
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Paocr, M.D. : New species of Fossil Bryozoa (Genera, Fenestella and Eschara from

feroufl limestone of the Organ Mountains, New Mexico, and new genus

from the upper layer of the St. Louis Limestone.)—B. F. Shithard : New
species of Blastoidea, [see above, page 127].—G. Setfaeth, D.D. : A remarkable

seal in Dr. Abbot's Egyptian Museum, at New York.—H. A. Prout : New Bryozoa

Geology of New Mexico.—G. G. Shumard : New Fossils from the Permian of New
Mexico and Texas.-Spencer Smith : On the formation of Hail—Englemann and

Wislizenus : Meteorological Observations for 1857.

Proombdhw Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia, 1858.—p. 1, Note on T

Leidy.—v,. 5, Catalogue and Notes of the (

', >•• '-. •... : ...,:, -,.ii :. .• .-
.

•

'
-

•—p. 8, On an Alga; Ashmead,—Letter from Meek
:

'

2, Cast of a Mastodon tooth, bearing Harlan's label "Mas-

-.
species so named by Harlan oth on which Harlan based his

Tapirus Mastod fusion of Hayes and Cooper,

that it was the milk molar of a Mastodon ; J. Leidy.—V . 13, TJnionida? of Nebraska

-

.

—p. 31, New Q Mon [noticed in this number, p. I

New Unios from Tennessee, Alabama and North Carolina ; I. Lea.—p. 41, New

Helix and Planorbes ; I.Lea.—p. 41, Rocks and Fossils of Nebraska ;
M

den [noticed in this Journal, vol. xxv, p. 439].—New Coleoptera collected by the

U. S. Boundary Commission ml Camels from

f
. Leidy.—p. 90, Munayunkia speciosa, a worm ; J. Leidy.—p. 90, Age

cticut river, eta sandstone formation ; I. Lea.—p. 93, Prodromus, &c. Part

beted by Mr. Stimpson of the North Pacific Expedition

;

ipson.—p. 110, Contributions to Helminthology ; J. Leidy.—K new mineral,

drous Sulphate of Potash containing ammonia, trimetric, and approaching

y Glaserite ; W. J. Taylor.—v. 114, Productiveness of some TJnionidae ; 7. Lea.

on American Land Shells, No. 3 ; W. G. Binney.-V . 116, A new Phyllos-

frorn California ; 8. F 1

• D Gas on certain exotic Plants ; G. W. Fahnestock-

as Boston So.:, N I —p. 289, Eggs of Sarcoptes

spores of Pityriasis versicolor ind 310) JMote

ial earth; and on the Sugar of Sorghum ; A. A. Haye*.-

tome Bat, from California; 8. F Baird.—p. Ill, Two new specie* oi

J. X. de Vesey.-A new Toxostoma from New Mexico;

—Four new fresh-water Molluscs from Isthmus of Darien and Honduras ;
I. Lea.

—Effects of ( " ~
Pboceedinc

Hominis and

-."'-•" .-.'... -
'': - - . :

-• -.r,
-' :1 -i

Sugar ; C. T.
'

f Sorghum ; A. A. Hayes; C. T Jackson.

—p. 300, Parasites of Man; D. F. Weinland.—?. 302, On Gum Lahoe ;
C.
«J^'

—p. 303, Rema «sil horse, found near Troy, 8

W. Stimpswi.—p. 309, Note on rocks of Wisconsin; F. Daniels.—-p. 310, Analysis

of 'infusorial earth; J. Qreen.--u.Zll, Porcupine shot in New Hampshire
;

8to*r-

> .

-
' ." '

-- ' ' '--•

-

;

.

:

;-

.verdams; W. Edwards—p. 328, Fishes carrying the eggs
<

of otner

;/=. •
• :!-.- --. '. .: :. -." : •

of a bird.—p. 330, Note on a geological section from Greenfield to Clu.-'• _ " ~ J ..

/•" "':-:..
:' .: .: ." •- ' -

- -

; '.':- '-
- ;

'•"

- -
- _...-.: ;. ..

.-•- .^ ,..- .

"

'

: L. .
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-
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ages ; A. A. Hayes.
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Art. XVII.—On Deep Sea Soundings; by Prof. W. P. Trow-
bridge, Assistant U. S. Coast Survey. Beport to Prof. A. D.
Bache, Superintendent TJ. S. Coast Survey.

To Prof. A. D. Bachk, Supt. U. S. Coast Survey.

-Dear Sir.—On receiving directions from you to examine the deep-sea
* Lieut Comm. Joseph Dayman, R. N., along the line previ-

ously explored by Lieut. Com. Berryman, I took advantage of your sug-

gestions and made an investigation of the laws of motion of the sounding

weight and line used in deep-sea soundings. This seemed to offer the

best mode of arriving at correct conclusions with regard to the probable

errors of the results generally obtained by the methods employed, by
which means only the values of the results can be determined, and com-
parisons of different results made.
Having had opportunities of consulting with you from time to time, I

have been enabled to follow out your suggestions more satisfactorily than

I could otherwise have done.

The substance of the report, which I have the honor to submit here-

with, was given by your kind permission at the late Meeti

American Association, and I have prepared it in a form to be printed

The conclusions to which the investigations lead seem to be briefly, as

1st. The sounding weight reaches its maximum velocity within the

first three seconds of time after the weight has reached the surface ; this

maximum varies with the form and specific gravity of the weight, being
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16 feet per second for a 32 pound shot and 27 feet for a 95 pound
weight, such as was used by Lieut. Com. Dayman.

2d. When the line begins to offer resistance to the motion, the veloc-

ity is rapidly diminished, becoming at the depth of 2000 fathoms only

two or three feet per second, and at 3000 fathoms, still less.

3d. This diminution of velocity is due entirely to the resistance offered

by the line, the resistance offered by tha sinker being at the depth of

2000 fathoms only a fraction of a pound, while that of the lines amounts

to nearly the whole weight of the sinker ; the excess of the weight of the

sinker being sufficient to impart a very small velocity to the line.

4th. The resistance upon the line varies, 1st as the square of the

velocity, 2nd as the diameter of the line, 3d as the length of line im-

5th. The variations of gravity do not sensibly affect the rate of sinking.

6th. The variations of density do not increase the resistance at great

depths, but it appears that bodies which are compressible will fall more

rapidly at great depths than near the surface.

7th. The smallest line that can be used with safety will give rise to

sufficient resistance to support nearly the whole weight of the heaviest

)le errors of results where the length of line paid out

th, are so great that this method is the most unreliable

i depth.

9th. The method of ascertaining the depth by Massey's Indicator is the

best that has been devised, provided the indicator be always used with

the same line and weight. This method however has also been very un-

satisfactory, giving large errors on account of the faulty construction of

the machines used.

10th. The results of Lieut. Com. Payman were obtained from the

former method, those of Lieut. Com. Berryman by the Indicator, and

therefore Berryman's results are undoubtedly nearer the truth than Day-

man's, but from neither can the existence of a " plateau" between New-

foundland and Ireland be made out.

There is yet, it seems to me, nothing to show that the bottom of the

sea presents features any different from the face of the country across any

portion of our territory, except perhaps the highest moun'
The Highlands of the Hudson, for instance, would be unnoticed in this

11th. To obtain correct results, some improved method of registering

the depths seems to be necessary, and I would respectfully suggest a

of°the

C

case

n
°

.

'*

aX °nS
" ° ^ ^ ° ^ *

CirCUmS

I would also beg leave to suggest the coiling of the line within a cyl-

inder which is to be attached to the weight, so that the line will uncoil

from the moving bod v. trance due to the motion

prill be avoided. !;' this be practicable, much
is may be reached, and the weight will descend through all

relocity.
The mode of registering the depth may be the same as heretofore used,

with less liability to error, on account of the short time required for the

apparatus to sink to the bottom.
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Where the time required for the weight and line to sink to the depth

)f 3000 fathoms is now one hour and a half, by the method proposed

;he apparatus might be made to sink to the same depth in fifteen or

twenty minutes, and to smaller depths in proportionally less time.

Yours, very respectfully,

W. P. TROWBRIDGE,
Asst. U. S. Coast Survey,

Coast Survey Office, Washington, D. 0., May 31st, 1858.

The explorations of the Gulf Stream by officers of our Navy,

ection with the survey of the coast, first gave rise to sys-

effbrts to determine sections of the bottom of the sea

of deep-sea soundings, executed under the direction of

the Navy Department, through the exertions of Lieut, Maury,

famished most useful experience and results ; and more recently

the soundings along the line of the proposed Atlantic telegraph,

. ut. Commanding Berryman, U. S. Navy, and again by

Lieut. Commanding Joseph Dayman, R K, have shown that to

reach the bottom of the sea is not beyond the power of human
effort.

Notwithstanding so much has been done to overcome the

i lliculties which formerly embarrassed and discouraged

ips to sound at great depths, it is undeniable that much
uncertainty exists in the determinations that have been made,

even where the depth is not greater than 2,000 fathoms; while

below 2,000 or 2,500 fathoms, the errors and un

amount to failures ; and a limit has been reached beyond which

it seems difficult to pass.
#

When the subject is viewed as a mechanical problem, it seems

hardly possible however, that insurmountable obstacles can

exist to its practical solution. Tfc • ™ obser-

ver can place himself over any « which

below the plane on which he rests it is his object to determine,

and from which he is separated by a medium freely and almost

equally penetrable at all depths, the laws of which are well

known, would seem to offer greater hopes of our being able ulti-

mately to determine the depressions of the bottom of the ocean,

by a greater number of observations and with greater accuracy,

than the elevations of continents. /r^n-^
The solution of the question requires that the difficulties

which have been found to exist in the present methods of sound-

ing, should be clearly determined and overcome and where

th?se methods fail, that they should be improved if possible, or

new ones substituted. .
.

It will be seen on the least reflection that the difficulties are of

a mechanical nature; not simply practical for all that skill and

experience can accomplish has been effected m overcoming the
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practical difficulties which have been met in applying the ordi-

nary methods ; but the methods which are most naturally adop-

ted for small depths fail when the depth is very great, on ac-

count of their inapplicability in the latter case.

It is important to separate those difficulties which may he

overcome by skill and experience, from those which under the

most favorable circumstances and conditions, are still as great a

r, and depend only upon the mechanical forces developed

;

and of course some proof will be required to show that the ob-

stacles presented by the latter causes are, in the present mode of

sounding, almost if not quite insurmountable.
If we suppose the water of the ocean to be in a state of rest,

a sounding weight and line will descend according to the laws

which govern the falling of heavy bodies in a resisting medium

;

the combined weight of the sinker and line, in the water, being

the accelerating force, and the resistance offered by the water to

the motion of the weight and line, the retarding force ; and upon

the relative magnitudes of these forces the circumstances of

descent will depend.

The weight of the sinker and line in the water may be easily

determined from their specific gravities, and for the purpose of

determining the nature of the resistance upon these bodies,

mdving in the water, we have numerous experiments.
The experiments of Dubuat given in the " Principes d'Hy-

draulique," furnish data for determining the resistances to the

motion of bodies whose forms and dimensions correspond to the

sinkers generally used in sounding ; and the numerous experi-

ments in deep sea sounding, to which reference has been made,

especially those of Lieutenants Lee and Berryman, U. S. Navy,

afford the means of determining the resistance of the water upon

the line.

In these latter experiments, the rate of descent was accurately

observed and the results of numerous trials, with different

weights attached to the same line, and with different lines, fur-

nish the means of ascertaining the velocity of descent in each

case, at every point of the path described by the falling body,

with sufficient accuracy to determine all the circumstances of

The problem then becomes one of the most simple in mechan-

ics, viz. : having given the space, time, and velocity correspond-

ing to the fall of a given weight in water, to find the law of

resistance to the motion.
In some respects the problem is a new one. Although the

resistances to the motion of any body, in water, under ordinary

circumstances, are known to be proportional to the squares of

the velocities, yet the experiments, from which this rule was
deduced, were made upon bodies of certain regular forms, the
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length of which, compared with the diameter of their cross sec-

tion was not very great ; and it will be at least interesting to

know whether this law is true with reference to a line of great

length and small diameter ; and especially when this line is sub-

jected to the great pressure which is exerted upon it in the

depths of the ocean. The resistance in this case is entirely due

to the velocity which is imparted to a certain quantity of water

along the line, by its motion, and not to friction in the ordinary

sense of the term. If the resistance from friction be at all con-

sidered, it must increase greatly with the depth, since the pres-

sure is increased by fifteen pounds on every square-inch for

every thirty four feet in depth. It will be seen by the subse-

quent discussion that the pressure has no influence in increasing

_ _n, the density of the water at great depths, as affected by
the compressibility of that fluid, must be considered, and also

the variations of the force of gravity; which will of course

depend upon the depth. These circumstances make the solution

of the problem of interest, when considered in relation to the

experiments which have been made upon the motion of bodies

in water, uu instances, at the surface of the

earth ; and the discussion of the subject should enable us to

determine the best means of overcoming the difficulties which

now exist in sounding to great depths.

The experiments of Lieutenants Lee and Berryman were made
with one and two 32 pound shot, (iron) the line used being

about seven hundredths of an inch in diameter, and capable of

bearing a strain of 60 pounds ; the weight of 100 fathoms, in

air, being about 1 pound.
The mode of observing was as follows: several thousand

fathoms of the line were coiled upon a reel of light construction,

marks being first placed along the line at intervals of 100 fath-

oms
; the end of the line was then attached to the weight, one

or two thirty-two pound shot, as the case might be, and the shot

dropped into the sea. The rate of descent was observed by

noting the time of running out of each 100 fathoms, by a chro-

nometer. The experiments were made from a boat, which was

kept accurately over the descending line by the oars. In this

manner the effects of the drifting of the boat in giving appar-

ently a more rapid descent and a greater depth, was avoided

and although it is probable that in many instances the drift of

the boat was considerable, yet the mean results of the experi-

ments of Lieutenants Lee and Berryman from observations ex-

tending through several years, differ only by a small constant

quantity which is inappreciable m the determination ot veloci-

ties to the depth of 1000 fathoms; and below this the difference

is still slight. I have therefore made use of the experiments of
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Lieutenant Lee, which in some respects are preferable, (and

which are sufficiently numerous to give good results,) rather

than a mean of the results of Lee and Berryman.
The intervals of descent for one and two thirty-two pound

shot are given in the table (I) ; the first column shows the depth

in fathoms, the second the intervals of descent, in time, for each

successive 100 fathoms.

The velocities are determined from these intervals by suppos-

ing the motion uniform during the running out of each one

hundred fathoms, and dividing the space, in feet, by the time in

seconds, which will give, very nearly, the velocity in feet at 50,

I :>< >. 2B K &c. fathoms. The velocities at these points are given

in the third columns under their respective heads.

It will be observed that the velocities of descent diminish, in

the case of one 32-pound shot, from 8"83 feet per second at 50

fathoms, to 2-84 feet at 1000, and 2-09 feet at 2000 fathoms, and

so on. And in the case of two 32-pound shot, from 12-50 feet

per second at 50 fathoms, to 3-48 feet at 1000, and 2*99 feet at

The curves representing these

given in diagrams marked (A), the vertical distances represent-

ing the spaces in fathoms and the horizontal distances for curves

(1) and (2) representing intervals of time, and for curves (3) and

Lea in feet. Curves (1) and (2) therefore show the re-

lation of the spaces and times, and curves (3) and (4) the rela-

tion of spaces and velocities. The curves in full lines are for one

32-pound shot, and those in broken lines for two 32-pound shot;

the sounding line being the same in both cases. As these bodies

have no initial velocity but start from rest at the surface, it is

evident that the curves of velocity must pass through the origin

(O), and as their velocities are already diminishing rapidly at o0

fathoms, it is interesting to determine the point of maximum

velocity. For this purpose we must refer to the mathematical

formulae for the motion, which are well known. In case ot a

heavy body falling in water, the velocity expressed in terms ol

ht, density of medium, and form of body, is given by

the following expression

:

f—2fw-fjr-i\

in which (a) represents the force of gravity, (IF) the weight of

the body in water, (S) the area of the greatest cross section
t

oi

the body, (D) the density of water, and (m+q) a constant deter-

;
and, (the hyperbolic 1<
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In this latter expression (P) represents the weight of the body
in air, including also the weight of the fluid drawn along by
the body ; and (t) the time in seconds.

The velocity will increase as (t) increases, and will become

constant when the factor „ becomes unity ; and it is evident

that when (t) becomes so great that i\
r may be taken for N— 1

and j\
r+l, without sensible error, the velocity will have become

nearly constant, and will be represented by

In the case under consideration #=32\L89 (feet), F=27'38
(pounds), the weight of a 32-pound iron shot in sea water, S=
0-21 (square feet), D represents the weight of one cubic foot of
sea water =64177 (pounds), and {m+q) as determined by Du-
buat in the experiments given in the " Principe d'Hydraulique"
for a sphere moving in water =05. These constants substituted
in the formula give for one 32-pound shot, falling freely in sea

V= 16-21 (feet per second) for the maximum velocity.

To find the space passed over, before this velocity is reached,
we have this expression,

2P . iV+1

The time which must elapse before N becomes so great that

Ar-H may be taken for it, may be determined from the expression

L.N^x/lgW.S.Vim+q).

Substituting in this expression the values of the known quan-
tities for a 32-pound shot we have

L.N—t.{S-13)

For 1 second Z.iV=313 and iV
r>10; for 2 seconds Z.i\T=

6'26 and N=1000 nearly; for 3 seconds Z.JV=9-39 and A^=
10,000 nearly.

Thus at the end of the third second N becomes so great that

#+1 may be taken for it, without sensible error, in determining

the velocity and space ; and the formula for the space gives for

the first and second seconds, 1 sec. Z=911 feet, 2 sec. Z=25
feet, nearly, and 16-21 (feet) for each second afterwards.
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The velocity of the shot reaches its maximum therefore before

the resistance of the line has any great effect in retarding its

motion ; that is, during the first two or three seconds. Two
32-pound shot placed side by side will of course fall in the same
time, and will attain the same maximum velocity, and the value,

16'21 (feet) will be also the maximum for two 32-pound shot;

when the resistance of the water upon the line is developed,

however, the greater weight will have the greater power of over-

coming this resistance, and its velocity will be retarded less than

in the case of one 32-pound shot, and the curves representing

the velocities will commence to diverge at the maximum point.

It will be seen from the curves that the velocities diminish

very rapidly for the first three or four hundred fathoms, then

more slowly, and in case the specific gravity of the line is nearly

the same as that of water, the vertical C will become tangent

to the curve of velocity at an infinite distance ; and will become
sensibly tangent at the depth of a few thousand fathoms, or in

other words, the velocity of the sounding weight will be almost

entirely destroyed. If the line is much heavier than water, and

incompressible, as in the case of a wire, the velocity will "

"*"

havei m

ant bearings, as will be seen hereafter.

The velocities as determined from experiment, show but little

diminution below 2000 fathoms ; but the number of cases below

that depth was much less than at smaller depths, and moreover

illy of determining the intervals correctly, below this

depth, is very great ; the action of currents on the line, the

drift of the boat, &c., when three miles of line are out, would

affect the determinations greatly, and it seems to be preferable

to determine these lower velocities by induction: instead of

finding a velocity of two feet at 3000 fathoms, the actual veloc-

ity as determined by the curve, will not be greater than one

foot and a half.

The curves of velocities seem to approach nearer to the hy-

perbola than any other form.

The resistances which cause this diminution of velocity in

the descent, are due entirely to the constant increase in the

length of line, since as we have seen the resistance which would

be due to the shot falling alone corresponds to a constant veloc-

ity of 1641 feet; and as the velocity is diminished, the resist-

ance to the shot is diminished. To separate the resistance upon
the line from that due to the shot, and to find the amount of

these forces in pounds, we have for the resistance upon the shot

at any point

B=S.D(m+q)k,
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(h) being the height due to the velocity ; and if at any point of

described the motion be supposed uniform, for one sec-

ond, we shall have, calling
(
\V) th« weight of the shot and line

in water. ( II') the resistance upon the line, and (A') the resistance

upon the shot or sinker

that is, the resistance is equal to the weight. This is the sim-

plest mode of considering the subject. If the inertia of the

masses be taken into account, we must employ the expression

fb
Wdz -J^Bdz -fiBdz=iM(v> -v»)

v and v' being the velocities at any two depths (a) and (5) and

the first mei ' he quantity of action of the ac-

celerating and retarding forces.

The term %3f(v 2 —v' 2
) involves the resistance opposed by the

inertia of the shot and line while the velocity is diminished

from v to v', and the resistance opposed by the inertia of a quan-

tity of line equal to the distance {b-a) as it is drawn from the

reel at rest, and a velocity v' imparted to it. If the distance

(b-a) equal unity, or one foot, v and v> may be considered equal,

and the latter expression reduces to the first equation ;
and by

finding the relation between the quantities in the first equation,

at different points of the depth, the values of the forces at these

points will become known, and their variation with the depth

: hibited. , „ v n
The expression W-{B+B)=0 or W-{S.D{m+q)h-K)=0

involves two variable quantities (g) the force of gravity and {JJ)

the density of the water. _

The variations of gravity within the external surface of the

earth, supposing the density of water to be the mean density of

the earth, are proportL
^'om the C(

?
ntre of

,
tho

earth, and if (a) represent the force of gravity at the surface,

(9') the same force at the depth z, and (r) the radius of the earth,

we shall have

The equatorial radi - ,u
'

ana ai

the equator for a depth of 3000 fathoms we shall have

3000

the second term being only -0004 of the force of gravity
;
but

the density of the water is less than the mean der,-

earth, and the force of gravity will therefore not dimi

the depth, but in a less ratio; so that the amount oi diminution

at 8000 fathoms will be less than "0004 of the force; we may
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therefore consider the force of gravity constant ; and in reality

its diminution due to depth will be less than its variation with
the latitude on the surface.

The density of the water increases with the depth, according
to the law of compressibility of water, and to find the variations
of density with depth we must refer to the law of compressi-
bility.

From a report of Mr. Schott it appears that the shortening of
a column of water from the pressure due to 600 fathoms is two
fathoms

; or the cubical diminution is about -0001 of volume
for one atmosphere.
The density being inversely as the volumes, for a given

weight, we shall have, supposing (D) to be the density at the

surface, and (Z>) the density at the depth (z)

"33-90

From this expression we find the density at the surface equal
1-029, at 1000 fathoms 1-048, at 2000 fathoms 1-066, 3000 fathoms
1-084. This increase of density is too small to affect sensibly
the buoyancy of the fluid, or the resistance to motion, when
considered with reference to the quantities which we wish to

The weight of a 32-pound shot, for instance in water, at t'

'"'
ill bewill

7-2 '

the numerator and denominator of the last term being the spe-
cific gravities, respectively, of water and cast iron. °
At 3000 fathoms the weight of the shot would be

and we see that the variations fall within the range of the spe-
cific gravities of the different varieties of cast iron.
The variation as affecting the resistance to motion will be

shown in the expression

B=S.D(m+q)k,
where it is impossible to determine (m+q) or h within the range
of variations of D. We may therefore regard all the quantities
as constant, and known, in the expression

W-(S.D(m+q).h.)-li'=0,
except R which represents the resistance upon the line, and
may b

f determined from the equation.
11 the specific gravity of the line be very different from that

of water, we shall have
J

W—W±W'z.
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in which (W z) is the weight of that part of the line immersed

;

osed when the line is heavier than water,

In the experiments with one and two 32-pound shot the spe-

cific gravity of the line is supposed to be the same as that of

water, and it is only in case of a wire being used, or a hemp
line of large diameter, that it is necessary to take the specific

gravity into account. As we wish to determine the laws of the

s and not their absolute quantities in pounds, except

in general terms ; these very small quantities may with propriety

be neglected.

We may now find the values ofR at different depths in the

cases under consideration, viz., the fall of one and two 32-pound

shot attached to a small line.

For one 32-pound shot W— 27*36 pounds, and the values of

S.D(m+q)h. for the different velocities in the third column of

the table may be calculated. At the maximum velocity there

is practically no line attached, as the action of a few feet may
ted, and the whole resistance will be equal to 27 '36

pounds, or equal to the weight of the shot in water, which is

determined also from the expression

r- I
**w

y

-+is.i>(m+qy

from which H= S .D (m+q)—— W=z 27-36 pounds.

The resistances to the shot are given in the fifth column
of the table, and the curve representing these resistances, in

pounds, is given in diagrams marked (B) curve No. 1.

The values of i?= W-S.D.(m+q)h. are given in the sixth

column of table I. ,. . . .

It will be seen that the resistance to the shot diminishes very

rapidly at first, and at the depth of 2000 fathoms it becomes

becoming at 2000 fathoms 27-3

pounds.

For two 32-pound shot with the same line the ]

the maximum velocity will be 54*72 pounds, and at 2000 fath-

oms 1-97 pounds: the tension of the line in this case is, at 2000

fathoms, nearly equal to its bearing weight, which was only 60

pounds. How much farther would it have gone without break-

ing and thus indicating bottom?

The diagrams marked (B) represent the laws of the resistances

to the sinker or shot and to the line, respectively. The curves

in full lines relate to one 32-pound shot, and those in broken

lines to two 32-pound shot. Curves (1) and (2) represent the

resistance to the shot, in pounds, at depths 50, 150, 250, etc.
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fathoms ; the abscissas representing pounds. Curves (3) and (4)
represent the resistances to the / lepths.

Diagrams in every respect similar have been made for the de-

scent of sinkers of 126 and 96 pounds, attached to the ordinary
deep-sea line, which is about T

4„ths of an inch in diameter, and
also for weights of 35 and 96 pounds, attached to a silk line

TVth of an inch in diameter. These latter results were obtained
from the observations of Lieutenant Commanding Joseph Day-
man, who sounded across the Atlantic along the line

for the ocean telegraph, in the summer of 1857. The i

from Lieutenant Dayman's experiments confirm those obtained
from the observations of Lieutenants Lee and Berryman.
A glance at the tables or curves will show, 1st, that the ve-

locity of a descending weight and line, even with the smallest

line, diminishes very rapidly after it has attained its maximum,
: 2d, that at the depth

of about 2000 fathoms the velocity is hardly two feet per sec-

ond
; 3d, that at this point nearly the whole resistance is due to

the line, the resistance to the sinker being only a fraction of a

pound; 4th, the resistance upon the line increases with the

depth, becoming nearly equal to the weight, at 2000 fathoms

;

5th, comparing the resistance upon the line when attached to

one 32-pound shot and two 32-pound shot, respectively, these

resistances for the same depth, or length of line, seem to be pro-

portional to the squares of the velocities. To determine whether
this law be true, table V has been constructed, in which the

ratios of the resistances in pounds at the same depth in the two
cases, are compared with the squares of the velocities. The

:

€- very nearly, the means differing by only a small
fraction.

In table IV the same result is obtained with a larger line, the

deep-sea line, the moving weights being 126 and 96 pounds.
We may therefore conclude that for the same length of line

moving with different velocities the resistances are proportional
to the squares of the i

To ascertain the law of variation with the length, I have taken
those points in the two cases at which the velocities are the same,
corresponding of course to different depths or lengths. The re-

sults are given in table III, where the ratios of the lengths are

compared with the ratios of the resistances. From this table it

appears that the resistances are directlv proportional to the
lengths.

That is, if R represent the resistance upon a given length,
1

' velocity V; the resistance upon double the

*ith the same velocity, will be 2R.
- -«. appear to hold true for all depths, foi

the differences between the lengths corresponding t
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velocity, for different velocities, or what is the same thing, dif-

ferent depths, and compare these differences of length with the

differences of resistances, the resistam os nj p< ar to diminish with
the depth. This is paa with the deep sea line

: iven pressure of the water will have a greater effect in

diminishing the diameter. It would seem to be a result which
ought to have been expected, viz. : that in case of com]
lines, the pressure of the water instead of increasing the resist-

ance to motion diminishes . sii * <
i tension and

pressure tend to diminish the diameter of the line ; while, as we
have seen the change of density is so small that no sensible in-

crease of res reduced.

This fact I do not consider conclusively shown by the investi-

gation, for although in the last two columns of tables VI, V1I1
the numbers expressing the ratios of resistances when compared
with the ratios of the lengths, appear to din inish with the depth,

yet from a want of knowledge of the diameter and specific grav-
ity of the lines used, it is impossible to detect very slight varia-

tions in the resistances. The conclusion is a natural one, how-
ever, that the diameter of the line being diminished by the com-
bined pressure and tension, the i\ -h with the
depth.

The observations which I have discussed are not sufficiently

numerous to determine with certainty the influence of increasing
or diminishing the diameter of the line. Taking the deep sea
line and the small line, seven hundredths of an inch in diameter,
the resistances to the same length moving with the same velocity

appear to be proportional to the diameter. Table (VII). The
diameters warp, probably as 1 to 3 or 4, but the diameter of the

is not exactly given.

of the water upon a sounding line, may there-

fore be represented by the following expression,

H= (constant) X^S.l. v2
,

in which JS represents the cross section of the line, I the length,

and v the velocity.

The constant must be determined by experiment.

From these results we are justified in drawing the following

conclusions.

1st. The resistance to the sinker, forming such a small part of

the whole resistance at great depths, its form is not a matter of

importance. 2d. With regard to its weight; the effect of a

heavier sinker is to increase the velocity during the first part of
the motion, which develops a greater amount of resistance upon
the line, requiring of course a stronger line : with the line used
ia the experiments with two 32-pound shot, the resistance

became so great at the depth of 2000 fathoms, that a slight

*$:
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addition to the velocity by means of a greater weight, would
have broken the line; and this result generally attended all

attempts to make very deep soundings with the line a t

three or four 32-pound shot. Thus increasing the weight

requires a larger line and causes an increase of the resistance in

the double ratio of the diameter of the line and the square of

the increased velocity, the resulting velocity at great del

therefore remain nearly the same ; a result which is found in

practice.

The experiments with one 32-pound shot attached to a small

line, given above, probably involve the most favorable condi-

tions, as far as regards the weight, form of weight, and diameter

of the line.

3d. The uncertainty of knowing the exact instant of the weight

striking the bottom, the effect of drift or currents, and the great

loss of velocity in the descent, requiring so much time for a sin-

gle cast, are therefore difficulties which cannot be overcome by

this mode of sounding, and there is a limit at two or three thou-

sand fathoms depth, beyond which, the method practically fails,

and even at less depths large errors must enter into the results.

The effect of increasing the specific gravity of the line as in

making use of wire, is unfavorable, since at a certain depth the

weight of the wire alone must overcome the resistance offered

by the water, and it would run out of its own weight. The

depth at which this would occur for a wire T|* of an inch in

diameter is about 1700 fathoms ; and for a wire T\ of an inch in

diameter, 400 fathoms.

The same difficulty occurs when a large hempen line is used

;

a line two inches in diameter of this material would run out of

its own weight with a velocity of 3 feet per second at the depth

of 1900 fathoms. An instance of this kind is given in the ex-

periment of Lieut. Joseph Dayman, E. N., in sounding across

the Atlantic in 1857.

Table No. IX gives the results of the experiment referred to

;

when the line was hauled in, 200 fathoms of it were coiled upon

the sinker, the latter having struck bottom at 2200 fathoms.

The next consideration is the mode of noting or measuring

the depth within the limits which are accessible. For this pur-

pose several plans have been followed, none of which have been

so successful that the degree of accuracy attained, or the proba-

ble error of the determination, might be estimated.

The most natural method is to measure the length of the line

paid out. The errors arising from the drifting of the vessel, and

currents acting upon a long length of line in the water, may m
this case amount to as much as the depth, and the method has

accordingly been rejected entirely, where there is any current or

drift. Computing the depth from the time and rate of descent
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mode which in the manner in which it has been ap-
plied, is unreliable ; especially on account of the difficulty of
noting the exact instant when the sinker strikes the bottom.
The most successful plan thus far is to attach a self registering

indicator to the weight, the indicator being brought back to the
surface and the weight detached at the bottom.
The indicator heretofore used is known as " Massey's Indica-

uthough theoretically well adapted to the purpose to
which it is applied, yet on account of faults in its construction,
the results obtained by its use, at great depths, have not been

y ; and in fact are of little more value than the deter-

minations by the length of line paid out. In the soundings
across the Atlantic in 1857 Lieutenant Commanding Dayman re-

jects the determinations by the indicator after numerous experi-

ascertain what he called its "index errors." The diffi-

culty seems to be in the small surface given to the helix, the
great size of the axis upon which the helices are placed, the
friction of the wheel-work and, generally, the clumsy construc-
tion of the machine which prevents the helix from revolving

facility at all velocities. The comparisons made by
Lieutenant Dayman show that different machines attached to the
same sounding weight will give very different indications, and
the same machine will give different indications when attached
to different weights, and different lines.

The "Current Indicator" invented by Mr. Joseph Saxton of
the office of Weights and Measures might, by very slight modi-
fications, be applied to the purpose of sounding, and would be,
in every respect, superior to Massey's.
With all its imperfections however, Massey's indicator fur-

nishes better results when carefully used, than the method of
measuring the depth by the line out ; and for this reason I think
the soundings of Lieut. Berryman where he used the indicator,
on the line of the Atlantic telegraph, are much nearer the truth
than those of Lieut. Dayman.

In both cases the probable errors are very large, amounting
in many instances, I think, to several hundred fathoms.

The idea of a "Plateau" existing between Newfoundland
and Ireland is not warranted it seems to me by any observations
that have yet been made. The range of errors may be as great

ji 500 fathoms, which would admit of the e

rine mountain on this line, half as high as Mount Washington.
-A- true section of the Atlantic can only be determined by im-
proved modes of sounding, since from the preceding discussion
we may be warranted in the conclusion that it is practically im-
possible to determine the greatest depths of the ocean by the
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rABM I. (Continued.)
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Table II. (Continued.)
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7.— Table shoxving velocities and resistances at different depths and com-
parison of square mm. Observations made with

one and two 32-pound shot. Small line.
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Deep Sea Line. Small Line.
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Table IX. (Continued.)

Depth
-

1 "EST Velocity.
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Aet. XVIII.—One

An earthquake was felt in Western New York, on the 23d of
October last. The following pages contain such statistics respect-

ing it, as have come to my knowledge.
It occurred in Buffalo, at a quarter past 3 o'clock, P. m., and

with otfcwas violent, compared earthquakes in the Northern

the mantle of the fireplace, when the shock occurred, and so

great was its violence, as to throw me forward to my feet. My
first impression was that the chimney had fallen. I hastened
into the street to see if that were the case, and found that others

had left their houses for a similar reason. A young lady belong-
ing to my family was standing by the wall of the rotunda

—

which is built of stone and is some sixty feet high,—and so

strong was her impression that the wall was falling, she rushed
out of the place in great fear.

The principal of one of our public schools informs me, that

he was in the third story of the school house at the time ; that

the walls vibrated for a minute, and that the vibration increased

and diminished, then increased and diminished. The supreme
court of the city was in session, and so great was the alarm pro-

duced by the shock that most of the persons in attendance left

in great haste. A mechanic who was present said that the walls

swayed four inches from a vertical line. A person walking in

the street remarked that the noise produced by the shock seemed
to him like the dumping of coal upon the pavement. Another
resident of the city said the roar seemed as though it were pro-

duced by a multitude of carriages rapidly driven under ground.
It appeared to him to come from the northeast and pass to the

southwest
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Many examples of a similar character might be given to shew
the nature of this earl aced by the inhabitants

of Buffalo, but sufficient have been cited for our purpose.

Houses were shaken, door bells were rung, crockery rattled upon

the shelves, the people were alarmed.

I have received communications from persons living in neigh-

boring towns, which will aid us in tracing the character and ex-

tent of the earthquake wave. The shock was generally severe

throughout this county. Farmers at work in the fields were

much alarmed. An interesting fact is related of a farmer living

in Aurora, a town 16 miles S.E. of Buffalo. He was digging

potatoes in his field, at the time of the earthquake, and so power-

ful was the shock, that he instinctively leaned upon his hoe-

handle, and while in this posture, he observed the dirt shake

back and forth over the top of the hoe, which was partially

buried in the soil.

J. Henning, Esq., editor of one of the Toronto, C. W. papers,

writes, " In reply to your note of yesterday, enquiring respecting

the supposed shock of an earthquake in Toronto on the 23d

Oct. last, I may say, that I have been unable to find any one

who felt such a shock. Indeed, I do not think that it came in

the direction of this City ; but extended in a line through Buf-

falo and the central portions of the State of New York. It is

said that it was experienced sensibly in Hamilton, (C. W.) at

3 o'clock, p. m. ; that there were two distinct shocks at intervals

of ten seconds accompanied with a rumbling noise. This is

possible ; as it was also felt in another portion of the same ridge

of hills at Queenstown. In Port Hope and Peterboro' it was

felt, or I am inclined to think, fancied to be felt, by some par-

ties. There was no mention of it in those places until

account of its visit to Buffalo was published. After its tricks in

the latter city, several other localities claimed the honor of a

visit. I think on the whole, the Hamilton hills bounded its pro-

gress in our direction, still I may be in error."

Eev. Mr. Cook of Lewistou writes, "It occurred here at the

same time as in Buffalo. The noise was very distinct, as of a

train of cars; and the motion was such as to cause a perceptible

undulation in our dwellings, and to make dishes and stoves

rattle audibly. The same phenomena attended its appearance at

about the same time at St. Catharines, twelve miles west of this.

Judge Dayton of Lockport, writes, " The earthquake on the

23d of Oct. was felt here very sensibly, though probably less so

than at Buffalo. I was myself in the cars between Lockport

and Niagara Falls at the time, and of course did not notice it.

At the County Clerk's office in this village, it is said to have

been preceded by a low rumbling noise not unlike the heavy
rumbling of a train of cars approaching from a distance. The
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sound came from the West ; and as it approached increased,

still dull and heavy, and was accompanied with a per-
i notion of the walls of the building, a shaking of the

windows, and a distinct vibratory motion was given to the chan-
deliers suspended in the office. The general impression seemed
to be that the shock lasted about a minute, though there is

nothing reliable in that particular. Probably the time was less

than that, as there seems to have been no repetition of the shock.
At my house which is a mile and a half distant, the observations
made by my family were very similar to those made at the
Clerk's office. There was a' distinct rattling of the windows.
Some in the village described the noise as like that made by

the echo following the discharge of a cannon. It is generally
understood that it occurred a little after three o'clock in the after-

noon. I can find no one, however, who was particular to note
the time."

"At Pendleton about five miles southwest of this, the obser-
vations made were the same as at this place, in regard to the
shock and its accompaniments. My informant says it occurred
there precisely at 3 o'clock."

"It may not be amiss to state that we had another shock here
m the early part of January (1858) about ten or eleven P. M.
It was slighter than that in Oct., and was accompanied by the
fcame dull, heavy, rumbling sound, and a perceptible shakf
windows, doors, &c. I was partly asleep at the time, but
oughly aroused by the same."

Prof. Dewey of Eochester University, writes, " I have i

formation to give. The earthy it Lockport
about 3£ o'clock p. M. It was noticed at Medina I heard, and at

Batavia, as well as at Brockport. It was said to have been
noticed here, but I could not find any clear evidence of the fact."

The Principal of the Brockport Collegiate Institute, writes,
" The shock of an earthquake was very sensibly felt here on the

23d of Oct. last by many persons."

Rev. Dr. Samuel H. Cox, Chancellor of Ingham I

atLeroy, N. Y., writes, " In relation to your inquiry touching
the earthquake, said to have occurred in all this region, on
Friday, Oct. 23d, 1857, I can only say, not from my own con-

sciousness, or memory, but from" the concurrent testimony of
aiany others, that a sensible terra motus was realized here and
in many other places, on that afternoon.^

Several of the young ladies of me then at

houses in the vicinity, declare their sensations at the time, all

taking notice of it. One of them says,
( I was at the piano

playing alone. The shock made the windows rattle and was
repeated after a few moments.'
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A very intelligent lady in my immediate neighborhood told

me distinctly as follows: 'I well recollect it, I was sewing

quietly in my chamber, when the shaking of the house alarmed

me 5 the windows rattled ; the reality of it was certain. I de-

scended to the kitchen and asked my cook if she knew what

was the matter, she replied yes ma'am, it thundered.'

An educated and excellent friend of mine at Avon, near us,

about 14 or 15 miles east by south of my residence says, ' yes, I

felt it—I was reclining on my bed at the time. The whole

house shook so alarmingly that I arose, went down and compared

notes with others. We all felt it and recognized it as a veritable

earthquake.'

"

Rev. E. S. Wright of Fredonia, Chautauque Co., N. Y., 40

miles S.W. of Buffalo, writes, "the earthquake to which you

allude, I should think, was felt in this village, about half past

3 o'clock on the 23d of Oct. last ; at least, somewhere between

fifteen and thirty minutes past three p. m. At the time, I was

conversing with a deacon of my church, a short distance from

the village, who was husking corn in his barn. The sound was

a rumbling noise, approaching slowly and loudly like the heavy

wheels of a loaded wagon, in the road. The noise continued

about the length of time in which a wagon would be passing the

barn pretty rapidly with a load. Mrs. Wright says she was

aroused by a sudden noise as if my book-case had been struck

by a person falling against it in a chair. Soon the house seemed

to rise and sink a little, and all was over. The earthquake was

felt similarly throughout the place, I believe."

Rev. Charles V. M I Ihantauque Co., K Y,
57 miles W.S.W. of Buffalo, informs me that the shock was felt

in that village.

C. D. Sacket, Esq., Editor of the Jamestown Journal, James-

town, Chautauque Co., N. Y., S.W. of Westfield, writes, "The

shock of an earthquake was distinctly felt at this place and at

Warren, Pa., (20 miles south) at 3 to 4 o'clock P. M. The char-

acter of the phenomenon was first a shock and then a vibration

of the ground. Stoves and windows shook. My wife, on a visit

at Westfield, N. Y., heard a sound, as if the cars were approach-

ing the house, though the road was half a mile off. It was

noticed by our citizens generally. Dr. Parker of the water-cure

here, was reclining on a sofa, reading, when he felt a jar and

heard a sound, as if some one had jumped from quite a height

to the floor in the hall. The effect did not seem to continue

R -v. C. L. Hequembourg of Warren, Pa., a town situated on

the Alleghany River, about 120 miles N.N.E. of Pitts!
" Several persons felt the shock here, and it was also felt at

Sugar Grove, (15 miles N.W. of Warren). It was felt so slightly
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here that very few facts could be ascertained in regard to its

. &c. My impression is that the movement was from S.E.

to KW, perhaps the reverse. The time, if I recollect right,

was a little earlier in the afternoon than you mention. The
shock appears to be of a local character, confined to this region

only. It is worthy of remark that the shock was preceded by a

series of rains, such as had not been known before in this sec-

tion of country for many years. I should think the movement

was horizontal only, but as to whether it radiated, and where

the centre was, I can give you no information. Perhaps it, wftfl

altogether linear When I felt the shock to which 3

; moving violently i

refer, I was sitting in my study writing; I thought some one
'

1 lower floor; but listening, found

In a few seconds I felt another shock, and

if I remember right, there may have been a third. I felt satis-

fied on the second or third movement that it was an earthquake.

In connection with one of the shocks, I heard a noise as well

as felt a movement or shaking of the house.

At Hinsdale, Cattaraugus Co., N. Y., which is not many miles

east of Jamestown, there was no earthquake felt on the 23d of

Oct., as I learn from a correspondent—an important fact to be

borne in mind by the reader.

Rev. William S. Plumer, D.D., of Alleghany, Pa., opposite

Pittsburg, writes, "I have no recollection of feeling any earth-

quake here during the month of October last ; nor do I remem-

ber to have heard any one speak of it."

Prof. Smith of Jefferson College, Canonsburg, Pa., 20 miles

from Pittsburg, writes, "lean only say that no shock of an

earthquake was felt in this region at the time alluded to m your

letter. Nor was there any thing indicating that there was such

a thing in this region. I am in the habit of recording all the

atmospheric and other phenomena that fall under my observa-

tion, and I would not have failed to notice and record the time

and circumstances of an earthquake, if it had been perceptible

here. I have enquired of several persons, both m the town and

country, but was unable to procure any information on this

SU

A
C

correspondent from Erie, Pa, 90 miles S.W of Buffalo

writes, « It was felt in various r
north and

south of us—houses were shaken and the sound was like a

heavy wagon passing over frozen ground.

Wm L Perkins Esq, of Painesville, Ohio, on the railroad

from Erie'to Cleveland, writes, " I have a

and referred also to the files of the two village newspapers here,

but have no recollection, and find no mention of an earthquake

here, on the 23d of Oct. last, or about that tame...... ^e
have within about a year past, experienced two, and it seems to
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me, three earthquake shocks here. The first, and by far the

most energetic, was on the last day of Feb. 1857, I think in the

evening. The last was on the 16th of April, 1858, about 6

F. J. Prentiss, Esq., of Cleveland, Ohio, writes, "I have made
repeated and thorough enquiries with reference to the earth-

quake of which you speak, and am satisfied that it was not

known or felt in this part of the State. Within a few weeks
past, two shocks were felt in this city, at Painesville and Ashtab-

ula, but I can find no one who knows anything about an earth-

quake in Oct. last."

Hon. David Campbell of Sandusky, Ohio, writes, " I have
made enquiries in relation to the earthquake, but have not heard

that it was observed anywhere west of Westfield, N. Y.
From the facts submitted the following inferences may be

1. That the maximum intensity of this earthquake was felt

in Buffalo and its vicinity.

2. That its undulations were propagated in a linear direction,

passing through Port Hope, Lockport, Buffalo, Jamestown and
Warren, which lie on an arc of a great circle, varying but little

from a north and south line.

3. That its intensity diminished on either side of this line,

nearly subsiding at Hamilton on the west, and entirely so at

Eochester and Hinsdale on the east.

4. That the limits of this line were Port Hope, C. W., which
is situated on Lake Ontario, and some point south of Warren, Pa.

(Read before the American Association for the Advancement of Science, at Balti-

more, 1858.)

At the last meeting of the American Association at Montreal,

I presented a geological map of Eastern and Central Kansas.

The Eastern portion was colored according to the facts derived

from my own personal observations ; but the geology of Central

Kansas was laid down according to data derived from other

geologists, the greater part from Maj. Hawn. At that time I had
seen no fossils from the rocks laid down as Lower Carboniferous
according to the opinions of other geologists ; but the fossils

since collected by Maj. Hawn clearly prove a portion of those

rocks to belong to the Permiaa age. There are however some
beds between the well characterized Permian
taceous from which only a few
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tained. And those few imperfect forms seem to have various
affinities ; some to the Triassic, some to the Liassic and others
still to the Jurassic.

My means of comparing the fossils of the three systems last

named, are limited, and I would solicit the criticism of those

who have had better opportunities for deciding the age of these

doubtful rocks between the Cretaceous and Permian.
I am indebted to Maj. Hawn for nearly all the information

presented in the accompanying map and section of the rocks of

Section of the Rocks of Kansas by Maj. F.

SYSTEM I.—QUATERNARY.

1—150 feet Bluff, the same as in Missouri—2d Ann. Rep. M

SYSTEM II—CRETACEOUS.

No. 4—45 feet light gray crystalline limestone.
B 5—27 feet slope strewn with light gray calcareous

72 feet of Cretaceous.

SYSTEM III—TRIASSIC. (?)*

t blue pyritiferous clay.

:••":

z 2—60 feet gray, blue and Dro

flesh-colored nodul
. ---

. .
-.. .-'.-I -:;•- :-- :-

25—15 feet conglomerate of coarse sand and small

420£ feet of Triassic. (?)

og numerous stellated crystals of

m. Some of the fossiL

l probably Jurassic.
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SYSTEM IV.—PERMIAN.

i. 26—100 feet brown and yellow, cellular and brecciated limestone, alternating

with brown, blue and white pyritiferous clay, containing a bed of

white granular gypsum, 5 feet thick.

27—18 feet conglomerate, of angular, water-worn fragments of limestone,

28—15 feet, resembling No. 26, but more compact.
29—60 feet dark brown, silicious limestone, alternating with coarse, impure,

brown clays, containing crystals of chalcedony and agatized quartz.

SO—25 feet dark buff, compact limestone.

. 32—25 feet brown shale, containing geodes

with crystals of quartz, and renin

and red quartz, often agatized.

33—30 feet gray limestone and flint, with to

34—25 feet massive, cherty, magnesian lime

35—20 feet of browr. '

" 38—10 feet massive bed of flint and limestone.
•' 39—25 feet gray and yellow limestone, containing small globular and pear

shaped nodules of chert, and geodes with crystals, alternating witl

" 42— 8 feet heavy-bedded yellow
" 43— 3 feet blue fossiliferous slat

45— 10 feet brill
" 46—17 feet dark brown limestoi

" 47— 4 feet light yellow silicious
" 48—30 feet red clay.

" 50— 5 feet olive-green clay.
" 51—4 feet red clay.
" 52—10 feet dark gray limestone,
" 53— 6 feet olive-green slate.
" 54— 8 feet da]
" 55— 6 feet U/
" 56—16 feet brown slate.
" 57— 3 feet dark blue slate.

" 59— 3 feet compact, light buff 1

?— 4 feet bright olive-green clay.
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feet dark' blue' slate,

feet drab limestone,

feet of Permian Rocks.

SYSTEM V.—CARBONIFEROUS,

sal measures, a continuation of, and probably above, the Upper

Catalogue of Fossils mainlyfrom the 1

Stenopora crassa, Lonsdale.

Chastetes, three species {undetermined).

Fenestella flabellata (?) Phillips.
-

Thamniscus dubius, S.hh.th, ,,„.

Acanthocladia anceps(?) Schlotheim.
Phyllopora EhrenWV
Archaeocidaris Verneuiliana, King.
CyathocriniM ramuMi- !

•
. h",.*.

Serpula (Spirorbis) valvata, Goldfuss.

Productus Calhounianus, Swallow.

Spirifer cameratus, Morton.
" planoconvexa, Shumard.
" pectinifera (?) Sowerby.

pi, Norwood & Pratten.

:
.-!

,-• •

Valley of Cotton-wood.

Rock Creek, Santa Fe road.

Valley of Kansas, west oi

ky's Ranch.

JNear Lost Spring, S. Fe road.

Near Council Grove.

.'Near Smoky-Hill Fork.

.(Valley of Cotton-wood
Grove.

. Valley of Cotton-wood.

• South Fork Cottonwood.
Valley of Kansas, W. Ft Riley

tton-wood
. Rock Creek, Santa F6 road
•

I Valley of Cotton-wood
• Valley of Big Blue.

• ! Generally diffused.

•
] Red Water and Cotton-wood

• 'Red Water.
•

I Valley of Big Blue River.

• Generally diffused

• JNear Smoky-Hill Fork.

• Valley of Cotton-wood.

.Near Smoky-HDl Fork
I ton-wood
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Mytilus (Myalina) squamosus, Sowerby.

Bakevellia antiqua
pulchra, SkoHuw.

Edmondia gibbosa, Swallow.

Otoensis, Swallow.

semiorbiculata, Swallow.
Nucula (Leda) Kazanensis, Vern.

« speciosa(?) Munster.

Solemya biarmica (>.) V< rneuil.

"- 1 n(t)pSmb«iua

Near Council Grore.

Valley of Kansas.

Valley of Cotton-wood.

Valley of Cotton-wood.

No. 18 of foregoing sectic

a subangulata(?) Ver

Loxonema fasciata, King*
°"'

Macrocheilns spiratus, McCoy.
Naticopsis Pricei, Shumard.

Cyrtoceras dorsatum, Swallow.

illey of Cotto

As it appears from this section there is scarcely any percepti-

ble change in the lithological character of the strata in passing

from the Coal Measures to the Permian* beds ; but the appear-
" which ar~ance at this point of numerous new fossils, _

—

well known Permian types of the genera Monotis, I

JSchizodus, Pleurophorus, tiynocladia and Thamniscus, clearly in-

dicate the introduction of the Permian age.
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In the strata which are marked Lower Permian, Maj. Hawn
collected sixteen species of fossils found in the Coal Measures,
and forty-one species not seen below the Permian. Nearly all

of the forty-one species are Permian types, and sixteen of them
seem to be identical with well known European species. In the
Upper Permian there are sixteen Permian species and only one
Carboniferous, Terebratula sublilita. So that in all of these beds
there are fifty-seven species of Permian fossils and only sixteen
Carboniferous; and yet, although the Permian species are so
much more numerous, the Carboniferous specimens are much
more abundant, about as ten to one of the Permian forms.

Of these Permian fossils I have described thirty-four new
species and Mr. Meek ten.

In an economical point of view, these Permian beds are very
important. The gypsum they contain, will enable the farmer to
convert the vast sandy plains of Central Kansas into the most
productive regions of the West and fill the wilderness with a
teeming happy people. It will also supply the commercial
demands of the Mississippi valley, which are now met by im-
portation.

Note.—There has been some misunderstanding in relation to
the Permian fossils of Kansas. This has all arisen, as I appre-
hend, from a misunderstanding of the arrangement between Maj.
Hawn and Mr. Meek. It may be proper to state in this place,
where all the parties interested are represented, the facts as they
exist.

Since the first announcement of the discovery of Permian
Rocks in Kansas, in the March number of the Journal of
Science, several communications have appeared in rapid succes-

sing the existence of that formation in various parts
of the West.
My paper declaring the discovery of several well known Per-

mian fossils in the valley of the Cotton-wood in Kansas, was
read in the St. Louis Academy of Sciences on the 22d of Feb.
On the 2d of March, Messrs. Meek and Hayden announced the

discovery of Permian fossils by Maj. Hawn on the Smokey-Hill
Fork in Kansas, and by Dr. Cooper near Helena in the same
Territory, in the Albany Institute. On the

announcement was read in the Academy of Na
Philadelphia.

On the 8th of March Dr. B. F. Shumard announced the dis-

covery of Permian Eocks by Dr. G. G. Shumard in the Guade-
loupe mountains in New Mexico.

Dr. Norwood's letter showing the existence of Permian Rocks
in Bureau, La Salle, and Henry counties in Illinois, was read in
the St. Louis Academy on the 5th of April.
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Since these announcements wei
me that he has determined the e

Iowa and Illinois.

It is but just to state in this connection, that so far as I know,

Mr. Meek first discovered the Permian character of the Kansas

fossils, and communicated to Maj. Hawn his impressions* on the

3d of Sept. 1857. He also mentioned his discovery, as I am
informed, to some friends at the Smithsonian Institution on the

17th of January, 1858, and communicated the same to Prof.

Leidy on the 16th of March.
Maj. Hawn frankly declares, that his first impressions that the

rocks in question might be Permian are due to Mr. Meek.
Such are the facts as I understand them. If I am wrong, let

the correction now be made. If any one knows anything con-

trary to these statements he will confer a favor by making it

known at this time.

. On the Action of Nitric Acid in the cold upon some MetaUfc So-

lutions, with new modes of obtainingpure Compounds of Barium,

Strontium, and Cadmium.

In the course of the investigation which forms the subject of a

previous paper, on the action of hot nitric acid on the chlorids,

m the last number of this Journal, it will be observed that nitric

acid was found to have also a powerful decomposing action upon

some chlorids at the ordinary temperature ; and this observation

has rendered imperative the commencement of a complete exami-

nation of its action upon all the chlorids in the cold. This ex-

amination is in progress, but some of the results already obtained

being of important practical value, I take this opportunity of

making them known without delay, in the form of a brief pre-

liminary notice.

To each chlorid in concentrated solution was added twice its

volume, or more, of strong nitric acid. With the chlorids ot

barium and cadmium were obtained immediately gran
talline precipitates, so voluminous that unless too much nitric

* This . _
i Smokev Hill are of a i that is, they lei

riassic or Permian, though they may t
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acid is added, the liquid becomes almost solid. With chlorid of
strontium the precipitate is more slowly obtained. In each case,

the precipitate, after being rinsed two or three times with pure
nitric acid and dried upon porous earthenware, was entirely com-
posed of nitrate without any chlorid. A solution of corrosive

sublimate gave also by the same treatment a large crystalline

v, which appeared, however, to be chlorid and not

nitrate of mercury.
The chlorids of potassium and sodium did not give immediate

precipitates, but on standing for a few hours in the cold, crops

of large crystals were obtained, which were easily recognized aa

nitrates. The liquid poured off from these crystals gave, on
addition of alcohol, further crystalline precipitates of nitrates of

potash and soda.

Experiments with the chlorids of calcium, magnesium, cobalt,

tnc, copper, and ammonium, protocblorids of iron and
tin, bichlorid of platinum and sesquichlorid of chromium have as

yet given no results, but are to be repeated, with modifications.

Mitscherlich states* that nitrate of lime " is precipitated from its

aqueous solution by concentrated nitric acid as a crystalline

powder."

The precipitation of solutions of the three metals first men-
tioned, barium, strontium, and cadmium, by strong nitric acid,

which under favorable conditions I find to be almost perfectly

complete, the supernatant liquid retaining but traces of the base,

occurs to me as capable of being made use of practically in im-

portant ways. It may be doubted whether any method was ever

heretofore devised by which barium and strontium compounds,

particularly the latter, can be obtained perfectly free from lime,

or cadmium compounds perfectly free from lead, tin, antimony,

etc. This behavior with nitric :
«hes us at

once with the means of accomplishing these desiderata, as the

nitrates of the contaminating bases, being present in v

quantities, must remain in solution in the excess of niti

I which has been employed for such precipitations is for

many uses as <?ood as before, and may be purified by simple dis-

tillation, or concentrated by evaporation and used again for the

same purpose. , . „

It is unnecessary to do more than allude to the importance of

our bem* able to obtain compounds of these metals perfectly

pure—in the determination of their equivalent weights, for m-

> that
-

!Ch, ii, 21

. Vol. XXVI, No. 77.-SEPT., ISSa
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2. On some Improvements in the Preparation of Hard
for Analysis.

Bead before the American Association for the Advancement of Science, at

Baltimore, 1858.

Nothing, it may be asserted, tries the proverbial
]

:

the chemist more than the preparation of hard minerals for

analysis. The following suggestions are therefore oft i

hope that they may be of some small service in lightening this

species of unappreciated toil.

The ordinary method of reducing to fine powder by first

crushing to coarse powder in a diamond mortar, and then tritu-

rating in an agate mortar, is open to several serious ol

In the first place, the diamond mortar, of the usual construction

in three pieces, is difficult to manipulate with, and extremely

liable to get out of order. Its preservation from rust, which im-

y by causing friction, ia upmost

impossible in the acid atmosphere of a laboratory ; and, more-

over, the quantity of material that can be operated upon with it

at once is very small. An obvious improvement adopted by

many chemists, is to use in its stead a deep mortar and pestle of

the common form, composed of steel, or far better, of white cast

iron, which besides be; le to rust. An instru-

ment of this latter description I have used for several yesiB.

Another still more serious drawback, however, to this as well

as to the diamond mortar, is the inevitable introduction into

the powder of more or less iron i i i j
iped off by

angles and edges of the fragments crushed. I

mortar is also objectionable, on account of the very si.

tity that must be operated upon at a time, and the con f-

of the product with silica, proceeding from abrasion of tl

Some analysts have proposed to overcome this latter objection

by weighing the agate mortar before and after the operation, to

roundoff, but this in

v

impracticabilities, one of which is the necessr

balances, of using a mortar of the smallest size ; and the others

it is unnecessary to detail.

It has occurred to me therefore, that if the agate were dis-

pensed with entirely, the levigation being completed in the hard

white iron mortar, and that if some means could be devised of

subsequently removing the abraded metallic iron from the pow-
der, without otherwise affecting the composition of t!

it rovement would have been accomplished. When
the mineral contains no ingredient acted upon by diluted acids,
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the means of effecting this are so obvious that no doubt every

anal\ st i as ado] u d tin m upon occasion ; but the cases in which
this'oecurs are not often met with. Especially when working

upon iron or . magnetic, hematitic i r sili< - as, -".raining car-

bonates, phosphates, etc., is the use of acids inadmissible.

We possess, however, agents which while readily difl

on, are supposed not to act upon its oxyds. Chlorine

wafer is such an agent; and in cases where the mineral contains

no carbonates, chlorine water maybe used without fear of dis-

. Limonite, if present,

w >uld undoubted; \ be dissolved in small quantity by the ses-

; of iron formed. It is scarcely necessary to remark

that chl • used for this purpose must be freshly made,

and made in the dark, and kept in the dark before and during

in ordei tl t t may < a1 tin no acid. Aqueous

solution of bromine, or still better, of iodine, may be -

for that of chlorine. It was hoped that with i< »dinc water, even

minerals c a • might be treated, and in the

course of an extensive series of analyses of magnetite ores, (all

containing both carbonate and phosphate of lime.) upon which

I have been engaged, many trials were made in reference to this

point. It was found that even when the experiment was made

less of air, and in the dark, traces of lime were dis-

solved. In fact it could not be otherwise, for an excess of the

solvent being present, sesquiodid of iron must be formed, which

is then decomposed by the carbonate of lime. With chlorine

water the quantity of lime dissolved was large.

There is another solvent that may be used to accomplish the

lose as the above, namely, a neutral solution of (sub-

f iron. This is, however, open to the same

objections, because while dissolving the metallic iron, it will also

ates and limonite.
,

It is plain therefore, that some additional precaution must be

contrived before we can attain completely the object proposed

This is fortunately furnished us by the well known power of

solutions of ammoniacal salts to dissolve the earthy carbonates

when boiled with them. The method then .vhich I at present

propose, is to boil a weighed quantity of the powder first with a

solution of sal-ammoniac or nitrate of ammonia, until the lime,

magnesia, etc present in the form of carbonates, are dissolved,

mined separately, and the remaining powder

. ^6 v. ater to remove the metallic iron.

Of course the carbon contained m the metallic pari

remain, but the quantity of this will be so small that it may

usually be neglected. % , ,

Other substances, of an oxydable character, may be present in

some cases to interfere with complete success, such as metallic
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sulphids, am h-Aine. A portion of pyrrhotine,

from the apatite locality near Hujdtown, New Jersey,

ted in fine powder, in the dark, with a brown aqueous solution of

iodine (freshly prepared from iodine which had been ground to

fine powder and washed repeatedly to remove all free acid) for

forty-eight hours. The liquid had then become colorless, and

gave a large green precipitate with ammonia, and a black one with

sulphid of ammonium. Pulverized pyrites treated in the same

way did not remove the brown color of the liquid, and the latter

had dissolved but a trace of iron.

I must not omit to remark that the iodine solution should not

be allowed to stand upon the powder for an unnecessary length

of time, especially if air has excess, for in that case a portion of

the iron dissolved will sooner or later be deposited again as a

basic salt.

Some further suggestions as to details may be acceptable.

The mode which I adopt is to reduce the whole mass of substance

to be analyzed first to a coarse powder in the white iron mortar,

with the aid of a fine sieve in the ordinary way, and then to

elutriate it (also in the iron mortar) in small quantities at a time,

using, however, in this operation, alcohol instead of water. I

may remark here that water should never be allowed to touch

the iron mortar. It should always be washed with alcohol, and

dried perfectly on the sand-bath after use, thus preserving it from

rust. If it should have become rusted internally by exposure to

acid vapors, some sand wetted with alcohol should be ground up

in it. An acid should never be used to remove the rust, because

cast iron (as well as steel) is always more or less porous, and a

portion of the acid would inevitably be absorbed as a protosalt

of iron into the pores, to reappear afterwards as sesquioxyd, or

basic sesquisalt, upon the surface.

Art. XXI.

—

Chemical Examinations connected with a Bullet

which had been Imbeddedfor more than Forty Years in the Lung

of a Man; by Henry Wtjrtz, of New York city.

Read before the American Association for the Advancement of Science, at

While delivering the course on Chemistry in the medical de-

partment of Queens College, Kingston, Canada West, during the

past winter, the case in question came under my observation, and

seemed to me a rare opportunity for a chemical examination 01

the action undergone by metallic lead when imbedded in a human
viscus, and although the examination made, from want of time

and other causes, was very imperfect, the results obtained are

probably worthy of being recorded. The following history oi
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the case was drawn up at my request by the gentleman who
made the dissection, and found the ball, Dr. Alexander Bethune,
now a graduate of the Institution

:

William Ivelly, aet. 76, a pensioner, a native of Ireland. w,v
into the Kingston General Hospital, September 25,

1855. He ! -curable he
was sent to the House of industry, where he remained only a few
days, and then returned to the* hospital, in which he continued
until the day of his death, December 17, 1857.

Post-mortem appearances: On removing the calvarium more
than a pint of bloody serum gushed out. The dura mater was
found much thickened and closely adherent. The gray matter
of the right hemisphere was softened and contained a clot the
size of a pea. The lining membranes of the ventricles were

than natural, and they contained serum and organized
lymph, with traces of recent inflammation. When the thorax was
opened a prominence was observed in the middle lobe of the

ad on < Ltting nto it about the depth of an inch, a
bullet was found, enclosed in a cyst, and firmly adhering to its

wall at several points. On examining the walls of the thorax, a
cicatrix was found between the fourth and fifth ribs, correspond-
ing to the prominence produced by the bullet.

In the early part of his life, the deceased had been a soldier
in the British army, and was engaged in the Peninsula war.
In one of the engagements there he received a wound from a

musket ball, which entitled him to a pension. As he was en-

gaged in no war but that of the Peninsula, and had no marks
of any other wound upon his body, the bullet found in his Lung,

more than forty years after, must have been that which produced
the wound for which he received a pension.

Alexander Bethune.
Queens College, Kingston Feb. 1, 1858.

I may add that the wound is believed to have been received

at least as early as the last seige of Badajoz, which occured in

the year 1812, and consequently forty-five years ago
;
and that

the hemiplegia was of the right side, or on the same side as the

ball.

The ball, as delivered to me, appears to have been a common
ounce musket ball, but is irregular in shape, having evidently

undergone corrosion. It now weighs 370 grains, indicating a

loss, if originally an ounce in weight, of more than one hundred

grains. Two spots appeared on opposite sides, where adhesion

to the walls of the cyst had existed. These spots are coated with

a hard whitish substance, which cuts like horn, and blackens

when heated, with a smell of burning animal matter, leaving

afterwards an infusible white ash. Near one of these spots was
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l of a chalky white color, about one-eighth of

an inch in diameter, which when detached was found to pene-

trate somewhat beneath the surface of the lead, and when sub-

mitted to cai sis, vats ascertained to consist

wholly of chlorid of lead, containing no trace of either phosphoric

or sulphuric acid. The ball was then boiled in distilled water and

gave a liquid hard to filter clear, which contained considerable

chlorid of lead. In places the ball had a very thin brown coat-

ing, too small in quantity to be satisfactorily determined, but

which was probably also chlorid of lead, colored with organic

A piece cut from the wall of the cyst was treated with chloro-

ad and chlorate of potash, and the solution examined

for lead without success, but the material was so small in quan-

tity that the result is not satisfactory. A piece of the lung itself,

taken from the neighborhood of the cyst, was then treated in the

same way. The solution obtained gave with sulphoh

,

a small brown precipitate, which was collected on a small purified

Swedish paper filter, and the latter washed, dried and burned to

ashes. The ash, fused with carbonate of soda on charcoal, and

fced in the ordinary way in the agate mortar, gave a

multitude of spangles of a soft white malleable metal, which be-

ing collected on a watch-glass, dried, dissolved in a drop of nitric

acid and the solution evaporated to dryness, gave with a drop of

a solution of sulphohydric acid a deep brown coloration.

I was very desirous to obtain a portion of the liver, (which was

not yet exposed when I viewed the body,) and left directions

that it should be saved, which were unfortunately not complied

with, the liver having been thrown among a number of like

viscera from other subjects in the dissecting room, so that it

could not again be identified. A piece of muscular tissue, how-

ever, taken from the muscle of the diaphragm, was examined and

lead found, apparently in greater quantity than in the lung.

It is evident from these results, that the lead of the bullet has

undergone solution in the cyst as chlorid, and passed as such into

the circulation, to be deposited again in insoluble forms in other

parts of the system, as is usual with the so-called cumulative

poisons.

The question whether the paralysis and post-mortem appear-

ances had any connection with the presence of the lead, I shall

leave for the consideration of medical men and toxieologists.



Economical Application of Glyceri

It must be apparent to every one who considers the peculiar

qualities of the substance, glycerine, namely : its resemblance to

oils in not being volatile at ordinary temperatures, while, unlike

them, it is mi sci bit with watei :>'<<
.< <

'-> >is?ance to con-

gelation, not being perfectly solid even at the freezing point of

mercury;* its unchanjj abilin : its agreeable taste when pure, and
harmless action upon the system; its wide range of solvent

powers; together with the quantity in which it may be cheaply

procured ; that it must in future fulfill important purposes, not

only in pharmacy, but also in the arts. Accordingly, we find

ications have already been proposed for it.

Barreswil's methodf of preserving clay, which is to be used for

moulding purposes, in a moist and plastic state, may be alluded

Some uses, which are probably new, have occurred also to me.

In the first place, its conjunction of the property of compati-

bility with human digestion and assimilation, with that of non-
" even absorption of water from the air, suggest

e preservation of articles of food and luxury
which are injured by desiccation. As an example of minor
importance, if mustard, for table use, were mixed with diluted

glycerine, instead of water or v :

-. it would

without drying up. So of many
other condiments.
A more important application, however, of a similar kind,

" ' *'! :

-' ::: r.'- :

'

' :

of sugar, preserved fruits, chocolate, etc., w)

toetwithei
'

l
'm

-
The

same object might be accomplished more efl

bly more economically, by admixture in the process of manufac-

ture with a certain proportion of pure glycerine.

Another
i

-rill more extensive consumption,

the consumers of which demand that it should be preserved
*' ':

: U : t
,- -' ' '- '

'
'

'

'

'
'

' "

and a vast consumption of tin foil arises from this requirement of

the tobacco chewers. I have repeatedly prepared small quantities

of chewing tobacco (the variety called " fine cut ) for persons

addicted to
,rme

'
and

ery much to their satisfaction. In the preparation of

* Berthelot, in Lieb. and Kopp's Jahresb, 1854 p 448.
_

. -pondence in American Journal of Science, (2) x\i, 100.

evapors
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this drug, the manufacturer must also please the palate of the

consumer by introducing some dulcifyiny ingredient. Common
sugar or molasses, however, will not answer the purpose, be-

cause they render the mass liable to ferment and turn sour. An
infusion of the root or extract of liquorice is therefore usually re-

sorted to. This does not, however, keep the tobacco moist, as

molasses would do, and to attain this it is necessary to press into

solid compact masses and pack into tight cases, or in the case of

the finer qualities, to enclose in wrappers of tin foil. In view of

its, glycerine will be seen to supply every requirement

of the tobacconist, as it will not only keep his product moist for

an indefinite time, even when exposed to the air, but

sweeten it. He may almost look upon glycerine as made specially

The common water meters, used for measuring the consumption

of illuminating gas in houses, are open to two strong objections,

namely : when in a warm situation the water rapidly evaporates,

and when in a cold place it freezes. To avoid congelation, the

usual expedient is to fill the meter in cold weather with alcohol or

whiskey, thus rendering the first mentioned difficulty, that of

evaporation, still more inevitable.

Now what liquid do we possess which is practically free from

both these objections of evaporati Evidently

diluted glycerine. I propose, therefore, as a substitute for both

water and alcohol for filling gas meters, glycerine (sufficiently

diluted to prevent its absorption of more water from the gas, and

increasing in volume to any important extent), thus rendering the

meter independent of attention within the ordinary limits of

temperature.

_
For lubricating the bearings of fine machinery also, and par-

ticularly of chronometers, glycerine seems to me worthy of a trial,

as it is unchangeable by the atmosphere, and remains fluid at

temperatures which few or none of the oils will resist. For

chronometers, pure oleine and oleic acid have been used, but the

former thickens on exposure to the air,* and the latter congeals

at a few degrees below the freezing point of water,f
Other uses occur to me, such as in the preparation t

ink, in water colorpainting, and in the preservation of dried plants

for herbaria in a flexible state ; mere allusions to which may at

present be sufficient.
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Art. XXni—Examination of the Soluble Basic Sesquisalts ; by
John M. Ordway.

It was mentioned in a former c
likely to prove universally true, that the soluble normal salts of
the higher oxyds—that is of those bases containing more than
one equivalent of oxygen to one of metal—may be made more
or less basic and still remain soluble. In finding out how far

•'i pie arrived at by a partial induction, may apply to

3 to be derived from the recorded
labors of others. With regard to this hitherto unheeded matter,

' treatises on chemistry give only a few isolated facts
;

while such works are by no means free from hasty and partial

i positively
incorrect, but yet are calculated to impart erroneous ideas. Thus
Berzelius says under the head of chlorure aluminique, "Si Ton
ajoute de l'ammoniaque a la dissolution aqueuse de ce sei mais
sans en mettre assez pour que toute l'alumine soit pr6
se forme un soussel insoluble." Were this taken to be the whole

rould be deemed unnecessary to make further inquiries
iQ that direction, as one would naturally infer that a soluble sub-
salt was out of the question ; when, in fact, over two-thirds of
the acid may be neutralized without permanent precipitation, and
the " soussel insoluble" is almost the last thing that forms.

t
Theinvesl lite extensive, and must be ear-

ned on mostly by special experiments requiring much care,

Patience, and time. I have thus far been occupied chiefly in

- the salts of the common sesquioxyds, with the primary

: ving more fulness to the history of the sesqui
But the work so expands that its completion must be set f -rv/ard

to a distant day, and in the meantime it may be well to make
known some of the i

hicb, from their theo-

retical and practical bearings, seem entitled to the attention of

Before taking up the oxyds in detail, it may be remarked, that
the soluble compounds, with rare exceptions, appear to be
wholly incapable of crystallization. A gum-like character is their

Peculiar distinguishing feature. By spent

them being again soluble in pure water. Hence when we wisa
to obtain crystals of the normal salts, an excess of base must be
carefully avoided. It must have been from want of attention to
lQis circumstance that some sesquisalts have been described as

* Araer. Jour. So., (2) xxiii, 223.
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amorphous, which, in reality, admit of very distinct cry

obtained by the

pdrated

quantity of acid. And usually the oxyd precipitated from a

i itrate'is
;
referable, since the nitrates are the most completely

decomposed by alkalies, and therefore afford the purest hydrates.

Nor is it altogether a matter of indifference what pre-

used; for un«b r certain i!i unices most of the sesquioxyds are

liable, even in the hydrated condition, to assume an inert alio-

tropic state. For iron, chrome, and cerium, ammonia does well.

But to throw down alumina, it is best to use carbonate of ammo-

nia or an alkaline sulphuret.

In the second place, it is sometimes possible by direct oxyda-

tion to make a soluble salt with less than the normal quantity of

acid. Thus, in cold weather, 2 Fe, and 3N.0 s may be made to yield

N 3 and Pe # 2 . When crystals of protosulphate of iron are put

into half their weight ol nitric acid ofsp.gr. 1, 2, a rapid oxyda-

tion ensues, with the evolution of nitric oxyd, and the resulting

dark red liquid must contain three equivalents of peroxyd of

iron, held in solution by six equivalents of sulphuric acid and

one of nitric. Another instance is afforded in the change of

protochlorid of tin into a soluble bibasic perchlorid, by means

of chlorate of potash.

A third plan, applicable only in some rare cases, is to expel a

portion of the acid from a normal salt by a moderate and pro-

tracted heating. Nitrate of alumina crystals exposed for several

hours to a steam heat, were found to have lost nearly half their

acid, the perfectly soluble residue having about the composi-

tion Xl, £
5 + fl3 a. A solution of chlorid of aluminium by evapo-

iryness, parted with one-third of its acid without losing

its solubility.

_
Fourthly, we may often operate advantageously by precipita-

tion. A portion of the acid can be removed by another base, in

the form of an insoluble salt, and the rest of it may be replaced

by another acid in the way of double decomposition. Treated with

the proper quantity of carbonate of lead, chlorid of chrome be-

comes tribasic, and this product gives with acetate of lead, a

•rate of chrome. A tri Milium may
be neatly and expeditiously pre] a \ an equiva-

lent of the sulphate, one equivalent of chlorid of barium and two
of precipitated carbonate of baryta.
The fifth and easiest way is to neutralize part of the acid of a

normal salt by a more powerful base—the whole being left in

solution. By this mode the difference between protoxyds and
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sesquioxyds is very strikingly illustrated. Thus if we add
ammonia to nitrate of zinc, there is a permanent precipitation
from the outset. But if weak ammonia be gradually dropped
into pernitrate of iron, there is no lasting pn
seven-eighths of the acid is combined with ammonia. There is a

pacity induced, even at an early stage of the process, but
the liquid becomes quite clear auaii bv-tund wj. - ne hours after
each addition of ammonia. The nitrates of chrome and alum i na
bear less ammonia, but the opacity disappears in a much shorter
time. The chlorids behave very much like the nitrates. In

g crystals of hydrated chlorid of iron—Fea Cl 3
ft 6—by

means of carbonate of baryta, at least three-fourths of the acid
was united with the baryta before any ferric oxyd was de-
posited The sulphates of iron, e
their acid to be neutra •; cud in each,
case clears itself perfectly in a few moments.

With regard to common alum, this property has long been
known, as well as the tin t tin t the pure .- -

l

- -

iron, alumina, and clir ac sulphates of zirconia
and glucina, are soluble and uncrystallizable. It will be seen

' follows, that it generally requires far more of sulphu-
ric acid than of most others, to keep the sesquioxyds in solution.

fr°n
:
~Peroxyd of iron very rarely performs the office of an

acid
;

it is one of the weakest of the bases, and among all the
oxyds of its class it is that which needs the least quantity of acid

1

it. This last statement is indeed somewhat parodoxi-
cal, for it is well known that a protosalt of iron when oxydized
Dy exposur. peroxyd—
a fact that has always been dismissed with the very superficial

explanation tin f as a }
rsalt conta ns m< e ; id man a proto-

salt, there is
- formed base to coin-

.
But it should be noticed that ferric oxyd exhibits quite dis-

tinctly the power of ex -.—being, in the one,

very susce: H _. and, in the other, almost devoid
?f affinity for ; ids. It is usually h &

tad cold by an alkali, from any cd

auantity of water and boiled, deposit an ochrey sediment which
is very slow to dissolve in dilute acids,—it being m the same

ajlotropic state as that dropped by a protosalt oxydizmg in the

air Thev teh in the extent to w;.

yield to such decomposing and modifying influences. Twenty

grams of the crystallized nitrate o( iron boiled with about 800

grams of water gave a li^ht brown precipitate and a liquid

almost colorless when cold
C
The liquid contained all the acid and

one-fifth of the iron The rusty precipitate subsided without
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difficulty in the mother liquor, but would not settle at all in the

r, and as it passed through the pores of the paper, it

could not be collected on a filter.

A similar substance forms^—even more difficult to settle and

collect, and as slowly acted on by acids—when an excess of iron

is used to prepare the commercial nitrate.*

A solution containing one per cent of dry perchlorid of iron,

became rusty by boiling, but would not settle at all. Yet a

small quantity of chlorid of sodium thrown in, effected an imme-

diate separation of the rust, and it was now completely kept back

by a filter. The cold supernatant liquor was of a pale yellow

color, and retained two-fifths of the iron and six-sevenths of the

Fluorid of iron boiled in 300 parts of water deposited half of

its base. .

One part of the sulphate—PeS
?
fi 9 ,—dissolved in 84 parts of

water, afforded by thorough boiling, a quickly subsiding pre-

cipitate. There remained in the clear, almost colorless liquor,

about 57 per cent of the oxyd and 935 per cent of the acid.

This liquid by boiling with sulphate of soda, suffered a fresn

deposition of rust, which, however, disappeared by standing a

Pure acetate of iron, largely diluted, underwent no change

during a thorough and long continued ebullition. Some acetate

made by double decomposition from the sulphate, was not at all

affected while fresh, but after it had been made some time, heat

threw down all the iron, to the last trace, leaving the liquor

colorless. Sulphate of soda, without the application of heat,

caused most of the oxyd to fall in a few hours.

A solution of the protacetate changes very rapidly by exposure

to air, and gives a great quantity of rust.

t

Why the inert oxyd should form in any case, or why the pre-

vious addition of an acid should sometimes prevent its formation,

is something that yet remains to be ascertained.

But whatever be the cause, a clear understanding of the fact

that the hydrated sesquioxyds may exist in different allotropic

states, is of some importance, especially to those concerned in the

tinctorial art. It is evident that good success in dyeing can be

expected only when the mordants are kept in the active condi-

tion throughout all the preliminary operations. In calico print-

-
- :

"
•

•'
.

!.• ' '
""

and 109 lbs. of aquafortis at 32° B. or 57° T, have been found, by frequent trials, to

give an excellent product.
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ing, a protacetate of iron made with crude pyroligenous acid, is

found to answer a better purpose than a purer acetate. Some
chemists account for this by saying that the pyrogenous matters
prevent the oxydation of the iron from going too far in the dry-
ing and aging of the cloth. But granting it to be the magnetic
oxyd which goes to make a black dye, it must be admitted that
the vegetable principles of the tannin family themselves readily
reduce an active peroxyd of iron to the right degree of oxydation

;

for careful experimenters have proved that the full persalts can
be made to give good blacks and purples. The good effects of
pyroligneous acid must be owing mainly to its power of preserv-
ing the oxyd of iron in the active state. The normal ferric salts

are too acid and corrosive to be safely used on cotton ; but some-
thing might be gained by employing the tribasic pernitrate which
is not liable to passivity, and would probably do away or at

least shorten the "aging" process—there being no acetic acid to
get rid of by long exposure.
The polybasic nitrates of iron formed by direct combination,

have been already examined, and it was shown that at least

eight equivalents of the oxyd might be held in solution by one
equivalent of acid. We cannot go quite so far by the method
of neutralization, since the basic compounds are less soluble in
saline liquids than in pure water. By direct oxydation it is diffi-

cult to get beyond a bibasic nitrate. Volatilization of the acid
from the crystals by a moderate heat is attended with the forma-
tion of a rust.

Perchlorid of iron may be made quite as basic as the nitrate.

Jerzelius mentions a basic combination, not transparent, obtained
*>y adding the hydrate to a solution of the chlorid, till the former
ceases to dissolve. And after saying that Phillips give its com-
position as Fe 2 ci 3 + 3Pe4 , he expresses a doubt as to the correct-

Jess of the analysis, because the solution tried could not have
peen free from a chlorid of the precipitant. Now time is a very

important element in the production of the highly basic com-
pounds. One may easily be deceived as to when the hydrate

ceases to be dissolved, and may set down as opaque, that which
by longer digestion becomes quite transparent. By Bt

steps, we get pretty easily as far as r.s <a 8 + *•„, ^d in the

course of several weeks I have gone as high as Fe 2 CU+Fe23

This product must be free from a "chlorid of the precipitant

smce the hydrate was made from the crystallized nitrate and

very thoroughly washed. The liquid thus made is perfectly

transparent, though so deep colored that only an exceedingly

tMn stratum can°be seen through. It bears dilution or boiling

t° any extent • but most saline solutions throw down all the iron.

When dried up by spontaneous evaporation, it no longer dissolves
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in pure water, while the decabasic and the still more acid com-

pounds do not lose their solubility by drying.

Bromohydric acid takes up at least rive equivalents of ferric

The iodids form with more reluctance, and have a strong smell

of iodine, which becomes weaker, however, as the amount of

base increases. By long digestion Fe 5 1.H. was at length formed.

The fluorids make an apparent exception to the general Tule,

for nothing less than three equivalents of fluorhydric acid would
dissolve an equivalent of ferric oxyd ; nor could I succeed h
making soluble basic fluorids of aluminium or chromium. But
this will appear less strange, if i

quifluorids of these metals are perfectly soluble in water, while

L appear less strange, if we consider that the normal £

protofluorids will dissolve only in a large excess of fluor-

hydric acid or in some other acid.

It also requires three equivalents of tartaric acid to take up
two of ferric oxyd. And yet acid tartrate of potash dissolves two

equivalents of hydrated sesquioxyd of iron, making ^e2 t...C 8

The sulphite, like the sulphate, can only be made sesquibasic

without disturbance.

Carbonic acid has little affinity for sesquioxyd of iron
;
yet an

alkaline bicarbonate may retain it in solution for a time ;
and «*

is probably a basic carbonate that is present in this case, and not

the mere oxyd, as the old name—"Stahl's alkaline tincture of

Mars"—would imply.
The basic acetates are not new. Berzelius says: "L'acide

acetique forme, avec l'oxyde ferrique, un soussel soluble, qu'on

obtient en dissolvant de l'hydrate ferrique recemmen:
jusqu' a saturation complete dans l'acide acetique. On a__ainsi

une solution rouge foncee, qui renferme, suivant Bette, Ve Ac, et

suivant Janssen, Pe2 Ac" Both are right, for the tribasic acetate

forms in a day or two, and further solution goes on very slowly;

but by several weeks digestion, the sexbasic acetate may be

brought to a finished state—and here the saturation seems to be

indeed complete. It is not unlikely that as medicinal prepara-

tions or as counterpoisons, the nitrates would be preferable to the

ince they can be made so much more basic and are less

likely to become injured by keeping.
A sexbasic formiate can"be made with ease.
Chrome.—Chromic oxyd precipitated by carbonate of ammonia

with the aid of heat, has a bluish shade, and is insoluble in weak
acids. But the dull green oxyd precipitated cold with caustic am-
monia is usually of the active modification. Chromium falls

behind iron in the extent to which its salts can be rendered basic.

™i£
e ?Ur

t
te dissolyes enough oxyd of chromium to become

octobasic; but as beyond this it does not remain perfectly trans-
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I is not easy to tell just how far we can go. In the way
of neutralization, more than two-thirds of the acid may be with-
drawn, without any permanent loss of transparency. I

nitrate of chrome exposed to a steam heat till they lost 39 per
cent of their weight, left a dark green, tough mass, readily solu-
ble in water, and having about the composition Cr#2 & 12 . By
still further heating, the crystals lose more acid and water, and
the spongy brittle residue dissolves rapidly in water to a very
deep brown liquid, containing chromate of chrome as well as
nitrate.

The basic chlorids of chrome are more fluid and clear than the
nitrates. One equivalent of chlorhydric acid has been found to
take up six equivalents of the hydrate. The acid of the nor-
mal chlorid may be neutralized with ammonia till there remains
&2 ci 3 + Sr 5 ; but after this the opacity is very slow in disappear-
ing. From the researches of Moberg, it appears that the chlorid
maintained for some time at 150° C, becomes sesquibasic and re-

mains soluble.

By the method of direct combination, the iodid and the bromid
hout difficulty, made tribasic.While the basic chrome salts prepared with the mineral acids,

are of a deep green color, the basic acetates and formiates are
purple. The acetate may be made tribasic. but it is difficult to
go further. The formiate can be made bibasic.

,

Alumina.—When alumina is thrown down by caustic ammo-
ma m excess, it is very apt to be insoluble in weak acids. In
»ct it appears to be in the same state as that deposited by a
saturated alkaline solution, or that occurring in raw plastic clay *
•tfut if carbonate of ammonia is used, we get a gelatinous preci-
pitate, which, even an -solves in acids, with
the aid of heat, carbonic acid being given off. Sulphid of sodium
hkewise precipitates the earth in the active condition.

Sulphate of alumina cannot, by any mode, be made more than
Dibasic without becoming turbid.% direct union, the nitrates, the chlorid, the bromid, and the

e been made sexbasic ; but here we come to a definite

limit. A heat maintained for some time near the boiling point,

a needed to finish these combinations. The resulting liquids are

at. Thev bear dilution and boiling. They
are incompatible with sulphates, but allow the addition of nitrates

or chlorids.

* In the 1

f the clay. Why i
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In the way of neutralization the chlorid and
_
the nitrate may

become neark sexba-ie withoul any ia,iting diminution of trans-

parency. A solution of the noi i

evaporated

- v.as found to have left a bibasic, residue that dis-

solved completely in water. Crystals of the nitrate by exposure

to a steam h« at f r , ty six ight, and the

perfectly soluble product consisted of Sl 2 $3 & 3.

"

A tribasic formiate of alumina can be prepared, but it does

not keep well.

The acetate suffers only half of i

ammonia. More alkali causes it

salt parts with most of its acid in drying. If the normal acetaie

contains any sulphate,—even that of alumina,—boiling renders

it opaque.

It is not acetate of alumina, but a solution of the tribasic sul-

phate in acetic acid, that is used as a mordant for reds in calico

printing. And for the brighter tints, this solution is still pre-

pared, as it was in the infancy of science, by partially decompo-

sing alum with acetate of lead—the most expensive way that

could be devised. If an aqueous solution of the tribasic muriate

or nitrate would answer as good a purpose—and a prii

no reason why it should not do as well or better—it could be made

at a much cheaper rate, especially by the alum man
For such a work the sulphate of alumina liquor made from pipe

clay, needs no evaporation nor the addition of potash or ammonia

sulphate. Being made quite weak and treat

potash, it deposits its iron. The decanted liquor may be treated

with sulphuret of sodium in excess, if one has no over

neighbors ; if otherwise, carbonate of soda may be used. The well

washed and thoroughly drained precipitate being dissolved m a

single equivalent of pure muriatic acid, can, for the sake of easy

tion, be dried down by a gentle heat, in stoneware pans,

to a spongy, gumlike mass, which easily dissolves in water.

Whether this or any more basic salt, actually possesses advanta-

ges over the mordant now in common use, it needs some one

versed in all the niceties of calico-printing to determine

;

expenn
works, are of little value.
Ziromium.—For want of material, I have been unable to make

any examination of the salts of zirconium. But it so happens

is enough on record so show that they are not unlike

those of the other bases of the alumina class. _,
Berzehus describes a soluble " " 2r 2 5 3 .

He
':' " ''-•-

-.
. .

:..:..' -
se dissout facilement dans l'eau ; et en evaporant cette solution
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au bain-marie, on obtient le sel a l'etat gomrneux. II se dissout

alors lentement, mais completement, dans l'eau."

Under th< tes, he further states, on the author-

ity of Hermann, " La liqueur peut ensuite dissoudre beaucoup

d'hydrate zirconique pour former un soussel soluble di

Ou peut aussi, pendant longtemps, ajouter de l'alcali, sans qu'il

se forme de precipiteV'

Zirconia would appear, like the preceding hydrates, to have
an inert allotropic form, for we are told that "I/hydrate zir-

conique precipite des dissolutions de la terre par rammoniaque

•he volumineuse et demi-gelatin-

euse, qui se g les acides tant qu'elle est encore

humide, mais qui. apres avoir etc lavee a l'eau bouillante ou

sechee, n'est plus dissoute que tres lentement, meme par les acides

Cferi«m.-^Ceric oxyd is remarkable for the sparing solubility

of its sulphate. The pale sulphur-yellow basic sesquisulphate

prepared by Bunsen's method, and not dried, was found to re-

quire a very large excess of sulphuric acid for its solution. By
treating this acid sulphate with caustic soda, and dissolving the

lilac-colored precipitate in a proper quantity of nitric acid, an

orange-red, pure, normal nitrate was obtained. This _

ble in weak nitric or chlorhydric acid ; but not in form
or fiuorhydric acid. The lilac tint of the hydrate is a

of didymium, but there could be none present, for, b;

to the air, the reddish precipitate absorbed carbonic acid and
lost its color; and then, too, the basic salts made from it,

soluble or insoluble, were yellow. The normal salts are mostly

orange, and, like the salts of iron, are deeper colored when

By direct union a soluble tribasic nitrate or chlorid can be pro-

duced with ease, but a further addition of the hydrate causes the

deposition of a yellowish insoluble basic compound, '

of neutralization, the nitrate, at least, can be made still more

basic. It takes up enough carbonate of baryta to abstract five-

I ie acid, and remains transparent. More of the carbon-

ate causes a complete precipitation.
. . . . . ..

but the circumstance* under which it assumes such a condition

bave not been determined. A decided trace of sulphuric acid

las Be. 6.
plac°e have latterly been ealled b> question; and in son:
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The principle now under consideration appears to draw a plain

line of demarcation between oxyds of the magnesia and alumina

types. On the one hand, it is a decided property of the neu-

tral salts of the magnesia series, to afford precipitates on the

addition of a very small quantity of alkali—such is the case with

the protosalts of magnesium, zinc, iron, marr_

and copper—also of cadmium, mercury, and tin. It has been

shown, on the other h the alumina class are

lity of taking up a considerable

quantity of their own, or of any stronger base, without the sub-

sidence of any permanent deposit. Most of the protoxyds form

only insoluble, pulverulent basic salts. The sesquioxyds enter

into numerous, gum-like soluble, subacid combinations.
The examination of the glucina compounds was therefore en-

tered upon with no little interest; because in determining on

which side of the line this oxyd falls, there was reason for hop-

D a still controverted subject.

With glucina obtained by the method of Berthier, it was

found impossible to make a pure nitrate by crystallization. But

from a solution of the imperfectly purified earth in sulphuric

acid, it is easy to get a pure sulphate in large, compact, dimetric

octahedral crystals, that admit of being washed and drained, and
"") quite permanent in the air. A nitrate free from alu

"""
) permanent

procured by decomposing the recrystallized sulphate with nitrate

It crystallizes with some difficulty, and the crystalsof baryta.

rsSphu
jjlucina left after ignitic

. This nitrate therefore differs from most others, in con-

taining only three equivalents of water, instead of six, to one of

nitric acid. Its point of fusion was found to be about 140° F.

Melted and left alone, it began to crystallize when the inserted

thermometer stood at 93°. On si ire fell two

or three degrees, and then rose quickly to 137°.
Ten grams of the crystals subjected to a steam heat for

twenty hours, left a thick transparent mass, weighing six grams.

This dissolved completely in water, and was found to contain

but thirty per cent of dry nitric acid. Its composition, there-

fore, differed little from fie 2 # 3 £ 9 . The same salt remains in

solution when the normal nitrate is treated with an excess of car-

bonate of baryta in tL. a taken up to

P. it i.\ tli .ri'U-h boiling with carbon-
ate of baryta, the glucina is all precipitated as a highly basic

salt. This statement of the case may serve to reconcile the con-

accounts of previous observers, some of wh
that the earth is not thrown down by carbonate of lime, while
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The nitrate gives with ammonia in excess, a hydrate in the
nfive state. Indeed, it is not known that hydrate of glucina is

I passive with respect to acids, though that precipitated by
ling a diluted al bid to be no longer soluble

l alkalies.

t combination, the nitrate and the formiate, the chlorid,
3 bromid, and the iodid can be made nearly but not quite tri-

By partial neutralization with ammonia, the nitrate may
3 fully tribasic, and remain perfectly clear.

3 sulphate can be got almost tribasic, but the product will
t bear large dilution.
Even the fluorid takes up some excess of base.
The acetate dissolves hydrate of glucina till it is rendered

sexbasic, the solution being a little opalescent. This
i dries down by spontaneous evaporation to transparent,

ung scales. The tribasic salts get thick and sticky in dry
but are too deliquescent to become hard.
we suppose glucina to be a protoxyd, the gumlike com-
^Seft.BeaAc, would have the formulas Be 3 ft, Be 6 Ac, and

be entirely without parallel among the protosalts. But
there are pleia hromic salts,

isic alumina salts, and tribasic eerie salts, we do not create

startling anomaly in ranking glucina among the sesqui-

( slight solubility of glucina in hot alkalis, its behavior with

f carbonate of baryta on its cold

I and more basic in its character
than alumina. Hence where the two earths occur united together,
the alumina might be expected to play the part of an acid, and the
glucina that of a base. Accordingly while we find in nature
funerals of such constitution as 2nXl, %£l, Fe€r, chrysoberyl is

found to have a composition which satisfies the formula of the
normal sesi a v. ell as that of the protosalts,
Be *. Chrysoberyl, therefore, whose constitution has been pointed
at as reconcilable only with the protoxyd theory, favors one view
Precisely as much as it does the other.

Berzelius has very justly called attention to the parallelism of

fhe series of simple sulphates of glucina with those of alumina,

iron, and ch

.

strong confirmation of the older

v]ew. And there is, in fact, but one plausible argument in favor

f the protoxyd theory, and that is a negative one—the nonpro-

duction of true alums with a glucina basis. Even this will have
little force until regular cerium, zirconium, rhodium, and uranium

a^ms can be shown. Besides, it is by no means a universal rule

that the double salts of the sesquioxyds consist of one equivalent

<* a sesquisalt and one of a protc • - ^uisalts

deserve to be called polygamous. We are told that US. unites
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with either MgS or BftgS;—Cr^Ch with 3KC1;—FeaCh with

2KC1;—EhaCh with KC1, or with 2NH4CI, or with 3NaCl;—
AhF»,_Zr a F3,_and FeaFa with either 2KF or 3KF;—€rOxs

with &ox,
or 3KOx, or 2isra0x; and PeOx3 with 3KOx, or 3NH 4O.Ox,

or 3]STaOx. Why may we not then throw the double si

glucina and potash among these variously conjugated double

salts, and, in the question of atomic constitution, hold to the

more positive guidance of the polybasic compounds ?

Thorium.—As the double sulphate of thoria and potash con-

tains one &
1

te of potash for each equivalent of

sulphuric acid combined with the earth, this base was set down,
by its discoverer, as a protoxyd. As to the correctness of such

a conclusion, there is room for doubt, since none of the prot-

oxyds—that of uranium perhaps excepted—loses its solubility in

acids by exposure to a strong heat ; while thoria is described as

becoming passive by ignition, like most of the s<\-

There is probably, too, an inert hydrate of thoria.
Berzelius says respecting the sulphate, "Si Ton ajoute del'am-

moniaque caustique a une dissol u1 te thorique,

il se forme un precipite qui ne tarde pas a disparaitre, et qui

1 si former un soussel soluble." This creates the sus-

picion of a polybasic character as belonging to the thoric salts, and
u LS y< ry <h --;•"'

•
' that they should be examined with reference

int. The impossibility of procuring any mineral con-

taining thoria has prevented my following out the inquiry.
I ranium.—The general principle that normal salts contain one

equivalent of acid for each equivalent of oxygen in the base, was
shown by Graham to be quite at fault in respect to the phos-

phates
;
and since then it has been found that there are marry

polybasic acids. At present we know of but one inorganic sub-

acid base. Those salts of uranic oxyd which are crystallizable
and are generally allowed to be normal, contain but one equiva-
lent of acid. Yet this base fully shares the most marked property
of the sesquioxyds.
When ammonia is added to the sulphate, £s, the precipitate

continues to redissolve till half the acid is neutralized. The clear

is true, at length becomes milky, and finally deposits a

whitish sediment, but this is exc aonnt. The
chlorhydrate, $ CI H, acts in the same way. With the nitrate we
may go much further before there is any permanent precipita-

In any solution, all the uranic oxyd cannot be thrown down
by an alkali, unless a sufficient excess is added to form an alka-
line uramte. And whether the pure hydrates obtained by in-
direct methods, are in the active state, so as to admit of the
proauction of basic salts by direct combination, I have taken no
pains to determine, not supposing that they would be.
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But we can make pure soluble basic compounds in the way of

precipitation and substitution. The normal sulphate treated cold

with carbonate of baryta in exces thirds of its

acid ; and by decomp< si ate with a baryta salt,

we may get a soluble tribasic nitrate, acetate, or chlorhydrate of
uranium. These are of a somewhat deeper color than the normal
solutions. The tribasic sulphate may be boiled without change,

and after evaporation to dryness it redissolves completely in

water.

The singularity of uranic oxyd then, is far from being accounted
for by the uranyl theory, as this only gets rid of a strange ses-

quioxyd, by substituting a more anomalous protoxyd. For here
it may be remarked—as in the case of glucina—that £ 3 £> £3 Cl. H .

are not unparalleled among sesquisalts, but 3S.O.+ no 5 and
S.Cl+ 2$o cannot be matched with any known protosalts.

Some have cited the precipitation of metallic silver from the

nitrate by protoxyd of uranium, as confirmative of the theory.

But if this proves anything, it proves too much, for as protoxyd
of iron also precipitates metallic silver, we should have to admit
the existence oiferryl, and probably, too, of chromyl and stannyl.

Though there are such compounds as Sn. Cl. H., and Pe + 2Fe2
C1 a, and ¥e2 + Fe 2 Cl 3 , the occurrence of bibasic and tribasic ni-

trates, shows the impropriety of writing the formulas as Sn.O.Cl.,

-Fe 2 . ci 2—Fe 2 2 Cl. And why chlorhydric acid does not change

sesquioxyd of uranium to sesquichlorid, is not made manifest by
giving such a formula as U 2 2 Cl.

However convenient it might be, for some purposes, to have

all the bases reduced to protoxyds—by compounding atoms as

*3 2 o, or by dividing atoms as Fe|0—the great difference m
chemical relations, between the protoxyds and the higher oxyds,

seems to be a grand obstacle in the way.
>

The uranyl theory fails of completely answering the purpose

for which it was frafned ; and would it not be well to drop uranyl

from scientific works, until there is some positive proot ot its

existence, or till the hypothesis can be of some real service i

.
It is not many yeals since phosphoric acid stood alone m

its class. And as the field of inorganic chemistry is more fuHy

explored, it may yet be found that there are other subacid bases

besides uranic oxyd.
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Art. XXIV.—Zoobgy of Hayti; by Dr. D. F. Weinland*

A few weeks since I returned from nearly half a year's sojourn

on the southwestern neck of that
'> inland, (this

is the meaning of the Indian name Hayti,) and I wish to com-

municate to my scientific friends some of my impressions and

observations,! while they are fresh in my mind, even if they

should lack the stamp of elaboration.

I shall speak now of the organic life of the sea-shore, and since

this depends upon the geological formation of the coast, and upon

the nature of the sea, these subjects will first be introduced.

1. The Sea-shore.

The northern shore of the southwestern neck of Hayti is

mostly cote de fer, that is, an iron-bound coast. There are but

few small sandy bays, which serve as landing-places for the fish-

ing boats, and near them are generally found huts of fishermen,

or a small village.

The rock which bounds all the rest of the coast is a hard brit-

tle limestone, formed very generally of a conglomeration of Mad-

repores and other corals, as Astrseas, Maeandrinas, Milleporse, etc.,

and of various kinds of shells, cemented with a mass of smaller

and formless lime-particles, the powdered particles of the same

corals and shells. This rock is full of pores and roundish cavi-

ties with sharp edges, perhaps the places where softer shells or

fragments of corals have been washed out by the erosion or attri-

tion of the water, or knocked out by corals, thrown up in the

stormy winter season of the furious north wind. The species of

corals and shells which enter into the composition of this rock, 1

found nearly all alive in the adjoining sea. Some of them, how-

ever, have disappeared from among the living ; others are dying

out, and are now very rarely found, though common in the earlier

portions of the present period ; for they exist in great quantities

in the rock at the depth of a few feet. Such animal remains en-

closed in rock, yet belonging to species now living, or to species

now extinct, but which lived in the earlier ages of this period,

together with species now living, we are accustomed to call

modern fossils. Thev are the more interesting because they

show how, without a 1
•

/
it ion of our globe, cer-

tain species of animals gradually die out.

3 rock, composed of modem fossils and their detritus,

regions of the island, about

? Boston Society of Natural History.
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1

thirty miles from the sea-shore, and at a height, as I should
judge, of at least one thousand feet above the present level of
the sea. Indeed, the first, that is, northernmost, ridge of moun-
tains which runs along that northern sea-shore of Hayti, from
east to west, is crowned with large layers or broken masses of
this same kind of rock, which being, as stated above, a forma-
tion of the present geological period, goes far to show that this

whole ridge has been rais <} in this present period. Thus the

existence of the greater part, and the configuration of the whole
of the southwestern neck of the island of Hayti is of compara-
tively recent origin.

Two questions at once suggest themselves here, Whether the

formation of the same rock, and whether the elevation of the land, are

going on at the present time. That the former, the formation of

the same limestone rock, is really in progress at the present day,

seems to be evident in some places, where the whole bottom of

the sea near the shore, at a depth of from one to five and six feet

below low-water mark, is, as it were, a flat pavement of the same
kind of rock. Crust- • Porites, Mseandrinas,

Siderastaeas, etc. live interstices of these are

thrown up from below dead shells, broken Millepores, Madre-
pores, and Astraeans. By the powerful action of the waves on
the shallow bottom, these remains are broken and ground upon
each other, and their form is lost
The lime powder which results from this pulverizing action

furnishes the cement which fills the shells and unites the pieces

into one solid mass, Maconnerie bon Dieu (God's Masonry) as the

negroes of the French colonies call it. In consideration of these

facts the first part of our question may be answered in the afiirm-

But whether the whole coast is constantly and gradually ris-

ing, (as we know is the case with the coast of Sweden ) or

whether those different lavers of that submarine pavement have

been thrown up at various periods, by sudden volcanic

I am at a loss to decide from my own observations. I will only-

state that the layers v
I

:iU
'S
maT

.

k
>

in the neighborhood of Jeremie

quite undisturbed banks, running in a plain parallel to the evel

of the sea. This seems rather to favor the idea of a gradual ris-

theur original honzon-

\s the horizon.

I conclude, from the information afforded me, that tnis lime-

stone formation must extend over the who e northern part of

tn its western cape (Tibouron) to the neighborhood of

:her, the rockv part of the sea-shore of Bar-

dadoes, Maria Galante, of Grand-terVe in Guadaloupe, of Antigua,
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St. Bartholomew, St. Martin, Arguilla, and Santa Cruz, seems
to be of the same composition and age. I should j udge so, also,

from an account of William Maclure, published just forty years
ago in the Journal of the Academy of Natural Sciences of Phila-

delphia, vol. i. p. 134, et seq. Further also, the honeycomb lime-

stone of Jamaica is the same rock, according to a communica-
tion of my friend Dr. Hyde,* who lived in that island for many

I have not yet had an opportunity to look for other geological
reports of the Antilles. I suppose, however, that this is the

same limestone formation, which the negroes in Guadaloupe very
appropriately call "God's masonry," and which is so evidently a

formation of modern time, since it encloses instruments made
by man, and even those once celebrated, supposed fossil human
skeletons.

If we want a name for the Haytian limestone described above,
we might call it the "modern Coral-rag," for had it not been for

the difference in the fossil remains, I should have recognized it as

exactly the same limestone, which forms those steep, porous rocks

of the so-called rough Alps of Southern Germany, between the

Danube and Ehine. Indeed, it was not a slight pleasure for me
to see here clearly, how those old rocks of my home must have
been formed in their time, millions of years ago, when Southern
Germany was yet an island not much larger than Hayti, having
a warm climate, and surrounded by a warm ocean ; and present-
ing, all along the coast, the same banks of corals ; and in the

of these rocks the Cidarites, which abounded then, and of
which I found one species alive in Hayti. But this also is so

scarce as to show that its days have passed.

2. The Sea of Northern Hayti.

Beyond the formation of the coast there are some features con-

nected with the sea, which borders upon the northern side of that

island, which are of the greatest importance to its animal and
vegetable life.

1. The great respiration of the ocean, the ebbing and flowing
of the tide, hardly touches that coast. Neither the native fisher-

men along the coast, nor the American captains in the harbor
speak of high and low water there. The great tide-wave is not
only broken by the wall of islands in front of the Mexi
but, perhaps, is even neutralized bv a continual current, which
runs from east to west all along the" northern shore of Hayti.

«A He noticed it for the great number of Cyclostomas ^
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2. All the motion of the sea on that shore depends upon the

wind. Its aa-i n< h s are t\\ < >f «Icl ; first, £/?e efai/g/ change of sea and
. the former beginning to blow in the morning about

L the latter m the evening between six and nine.

The latter is much more constant, and being also more powerful,

it depresses, every evening, the level of the sea all along the coast

from one to two feet. Bat there is, secondly, another, a yearly

change of the winds, viz.: a prevailing northerly wind in winter,

particularly in December, January, and February, and a preval-

ing southerly wind in summer. This great change produces

this effect, that in the season of the North, as they call it there,

the level of the sea is constantly, on the average, eight feet

higher than in summer.
How much this change bears also upon the organic life of the

sea coast, is evident, I will only state that during the last week

of May and the first of June, in one place not larger than an acre,

more than a hundred Actinice and Holothurire died, because left

upon dry land; not- to speak of the thousands of other animal^

fishes, echini iants which died in those

basins near the sea, where the water, cut off from the refreshing

ocean, was overheated by the nearly perpendicular rays of the

tropical sun. The rising of the land from the waves, the same
that we know took pla. -^at epoch.- ot the

history of our globe, and which, as has well been said, "br« _ it

death among the sea tribes in one universal desolation"—the

same we see now on the northern shore of this island, repeated

annually with the change of the winds; and though on a

smaller scale, yet destroying hosts of living organisms. More-

over, in that stormy sea of the North, the whole bottom of the

ocean, all along the shore, at more than five fathoms depth, is

it the iron-

oound coast and thrown up on dry land.

ton, of the sea (called rode maree)

and runs ashore* .
. . nn __ _ orp

Besides the motion of the sea, there is or.

worthy of notice, as bearing upon the org

sWe. It is the tha < ui 1 v ,

±
<
>"<'"» °J

llit s'"- u ""- xnt **'
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water contains, at this distance (about eighteen degrees) from the

equator, the greatest amount of salt in solution ;
more than the

water near New England, and a good deal more than the sea

immediately under the equator. This remarkable fact 1

shown by Linz, a German scientific traveller on his vo
the world.- The rivers of the northern shore of Ha
large enough to exert an extensive influence upon the composi-

tion of the sea-water, even in the immediate neighborhood of

their mouths, and, moreover, they are generally barred up by

sand-banks during a great part of the dry season. T:

t large poium. in uf sea wn er into the river,

rater is quite fresh and sweet in the immedi-

1 -orhood of the sea, so ma ' ke in their

drinking water there. But notwithstanding this, (and it is an

'.) I found relatively more sea-

fishes going up annually from the sea into these rivers, than

ascend the German rivers; showing how flexible th

must be to bear the sudden change in the saltness an

of the water, when passing from that deeply saline ocean into

fresh water. The case is different with those sea-fishes of New
England and Germany which enter rivers ; they have always to

pass through brackish water, and thus the change is effected

gradually.

i- pivv

.dt!ui>

Art. XXY.—On the Formation of Continuous Tabular Masses

of Stony Lava on Steep Slopes ; with Bemarhs on the Mode of

Orifjin of Mount Etna, and the Theory of
" Craters of Elevation;

by Sir Charles Lyell, F.R.S., &c.f—(Abstract.)

The question whether lava can consolidate on a steep slope, so

as to form strata of stony and compact rock, inclined at angles

of from 10° to more than 30°, has of late years aequir.

erable importance, because geologists of high authority have

affirmed that lavas which congeal on a declivity exceeding 5° or

6° are never continuous and soli -m posed of

scoriaceous and fragmentary materials. From t .
• law thus sup-

posed to govern the consolidation of melted matter of volcanic

origin, it has been logically inferred that all great volcanic moun-

tains owe their conical form principally to upheaval or to a force

acting from below and exerting an upward' and outward pressure

on beds originally horizontal or nearly horizontal. For in all

such mountains there are found to exist some stony I

ping at 10°, 15°, 25°, or even higher angles ; and according to

t From the Proceedings of the Royal Society of London for June 10, 185S.
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[lie assumed law, such an inclined position of the beds must have
been .acquired subsequently to their origin.

After giving a brief sketch of the controversy respecting "Cra-
ters of Elevation," the author describes the results of his recent

visit (()u«>li.T, 1^:,7i to Mount Ktna, in company with Signor

Graetano G. Gemmellaro, and his discovery there of modern lavas,

some of known date, which have formed continuous beds of

compact stone on slopes of 15°, 36°, 38°, and, in the case of the

lava of 1852, more than 10°. The thickness of these tabular

layers varies from 1£ foot to 26 feet; and their plains of sstratifi-

cation are parallel to those of the overlying and un

•art of the same currents. The most striking

examples of this phenomenon we Aci Keale

;

2dly, in the ravine called the Cava Grande near Milo, where a

the lava of 1689 is obtained ; 3dly, in the precipice at

the head of the Val di Calanna, in the lava of 1852-53 ;
and

4t%, at a great height above the sea near the base of the

^"-tagnuola.
r C. Lyell then alludes to the extraordinary changes which

del Bove since his former \

changes effected by the eruption of 1852-
!

53, one of the greatest

recorded in history. A brief account is given, extracted from

contempoi ;,
; ustrated by a map, compiled with

nee of Dr. Giuseppe Gemmellaro, of the course taken
in 1852-53 by various streams of lava, some of them six miles

in length, flowino- during nine successive months from the head
of the Val del Bove to the suburbs of Zafarana and Milo. The

vapor, and the numeroi -
s and furrows on lts

As to the origin of these superficial ine-

, -hether they may be due to the

flowing of lava in subterranean tunnels, or whether they be

anticlinal ai
.pouring

overprec; lifted ones, so that these last may
be bent and Crumpled by the m ™^ hke

- ' --
:,>:--

: : - ; '--r:'

. . ,„
,

..
[t era uh .ch encrust the ^eP «ope at

lVen 4o° are commented upon

This lava has overflowed that of 1819, which «^*f^
'

' -
^

..

'.
- -

',

bnes separating two s
s* be ° ;fc^' „f

bottom scoriae of the newer dovetailing into the upper scoriae of

current
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The structure of the nucleus of Etna, as exhibited in sections

in the Val del Bove, is next treated of, and the doctrine of I

double axis is deduced from the varying dip of the beds." The
strata of trachyte and trachytic agglomerate in the Serra Gianni-
cola seen at the base of thelofty precipice at the head of the Val
del Bove are inclined at angles of 20° to 30° N. W., i. e., towards
the present central axis of eruption. Other strata to the eastward
(as in the hill of Zoccolaro) dip in an opposite direction, orS.E.,
while, in a great part of the north scuts of the

Val del Bove, the beds dip N.E., orK, and S.E., or S., respectively.

There is, therefore, a quaquav* r-;d dip away from some point'

situated in the centre of the area called the Piano < 1 i

Here a permanent axis of eruption may have existed for ages in

the earlier history of Etna, for which the name of the axis of

Trifoglietto is proposed, while the modern centre of eruption,

that now in activity, may be called the axis of Mongibello. The
two axes, which are three miles distant the one from the other,

rated by an ideal section through the whole of Etna,

passing from west to east through the Val del Bove, or from
Bronte to Zafarana. Touching the relative age of the two cones,

it is suggested that a portion only of that of Mongibello may be

newer than the cone of Trifoglietto. The latter, when it became
dormant, was entirely overwhelmed and buried under the upper
and more modern lavas of the greater cone. This doctrine of

two centres, originally hinted at bv the late Mario Gemmellaro,
had been worked out"(unknown to" Sir C.Lyell at the time of his

visit) by Baron Sartorius von Waltershausen, and has since been

supported in the fifth and sixth parts of his great work called

'The Atlas of Etna," both by arguments founded on the qua-

^uaversal dip of the beds as above explained, and by the con-

vergence of a certain class of greenstone dikes towards the axis

lotto. Von Waltershausen has also shown, that the

superior lavas and volcanic formations crowning the precipices

at the head of the Val del Bove, from the Serra Giannicola to

the Bocca del Corvo inclusive, are unconformable to the highly
inclined beds iu the lower half of the same precipice, the superior

beds being horizontal, or, when i such direc-

uld imply that they slope away from the higher parts

of Mongibello.

According to Sir C. Lyell, the alleged discontinuity between
the older and modern products of »nly partial,

and almost confined to that flank of the mountain, where i
r ?

geography has been altered bv three causes: 1st, the

ce of the two foci of eruption (Trifoglietto and Mongi-
bello); 2ndly, the truncation of the cone of Mongibello; and

formation of the Val del Bove. The truncation of the
mountain here alluded to is proved by the remains of the upper
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portion of a cone, traceable at intervals around the borders of an
elevated platform between 9,000 and 10,000 feet high. These
remains bear the same relation to the highest and active cone,
nearly in the centre of the platform, which Somma bears to

Vesuvius. The manner in which the north and south escarp-

ments of the Yal del Bove diminish in altitude as they trend
eastward from the high platform, is appealed to as showing that
the great lateral valley had no existence till after the time when
Mongibel!^ llest development and height.

The double axis of Etna is then compared to the twofold axis
of the island of Madeira, as inferred from observations made in
1854 by M. Hartung and the author. In that island the pri ucipal

chain of volcanic vents, running east and west, and thirty miles
long, attains at one point a height of 6000 feet. Parallel to it,

at the distance of two miles, a shorter and lower secondary chain
once existed, but was afterwards overflowed and buried to a great
depth by lavas issuing from the higher and dominant chain. The
space between the two axes, like the space which separated the
two cones of Etna, has been filled up with lavas in part horizon-
tal. On the north side of Madeira, as probably on the west side
of Etna, where no secondary centre of eruption interfered with
the slope of the volcanic formations, and where the order of their

succession and superposition is uninterrupted, there occur, both
in Madeira and Etna, deep crateriform valleys (the Curral and
the Val del Bove) intersecting the products of the two axes of

In concluding this part of his memoir, Sir C. Lyell observes,

that the admission of a double axis, as explained by him. is irre-

concileable with the hypothesis of "craters of elevation;" for it

implies that, in the cone-making process, the force of upheaval

merely plavs a subordinate part. One cone of eruption, he says,

may envelop and bury an adjoining cone of eruption
;
but it is

obviously impossible that one cone of upheaval should mantle

round and overwhelm another cone of upheaval.
_

An attempt is then made to estimate the proportional amount

•Ion which may be due to upheaval in those parts of

the central nucleus of Etna where the dip is too great to be

ascribed exclusively to the original steepness of the flanks o the

cone. The highest dip seen by the author^ was in the rock of

Musarra, where some of the strata, consisting of scon® witn a

few intercalated lavas, are inclined at 47 .
Some masse, of

agglomerate and beds of lava in the Serra del Solbzio were also

led at angles exceeding 40°. Some of these instances

are believed to be exceptionable and due to local dfurWes;
others may have an intimate connection with the abundance of

fissures, often of great width, filled with lava, for ^J**™much more frequent near the original centres of eruption than at
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points remote from them. The injection of so much liqu

into countless rents may imply the gradual tumefaction and dis-

tention oft! been attended by the

tilting of I m to slope away at steeper angles

than before, from the axis of eruption. But instead of ascribing

niformity of :

, when traced over wide
s next considered, and the author remarks that neither in the

northern nor southern escarpments of the great valley, could he

and his companion verify the existence of such pai

Examples of a marked deviation from it are given, bol

seen from a distance, and in others which were closely inspected,

even in cases where these last, when viewed from far off, appeared

to contain regular and parallel strata.

The direction and position of the dikes in the Yal del Bove is

then spoken of, both in reference to the two ancient centres of

eruption, and to the question of the altered inclination of the

intersected beds. In regard to the arrangement also of the lateral

eones of eruption, the question is entertained, whether they are

disposed in linear zones, or are in some degree independent of

the great centre of Mongibello.
The origin of the Val del Bove has been variously ascribed

to engulfment, explosion, and aqueous erosion. Admitting the

probable influence of the first two causes, the author ca

tion to the positive evidence in favor of aqueous denudation

afforded by the accumulation of alluvium in the lower country

at the eastern base of Etna between the Val del Bove and the

sea. This rudely stratified deposit, 150 feet thick ni-

nnies in length and breadth, contains at Giarre, Mangano, Riposto

and other places, fragments, both rounded and angular, of all the

aent and modern, occurring in the escarpments of the

Val del Bove, and it implies the continuance there for ages of

powerful aqueous erosion. The alluvium of Giarre is therefore

supposed to bear the same relation to the Val del Bove that the

conglomerate of the Barm tco de las Aimmtias bears to the

Caldera of Palma in the Canaries ; and t

valleys, as well as the Curral of Madeira, are believed to have

ed out in great part by running water. But to render

outpouring

The am; ,, generally r* f.-ivecl opinion
that the a= .and refers

to some fossil leaves presented to him by MM. Gravina and
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Toumabene, of Catania, as well as to others collected by himself

>f Fasano and Licatia, which have
been determined by Prof. Heer to belong to terrestrial plains, of
the genera Mytle, 'Laurel, and Pistachio, now living in Sicily.

These tuffs, together with the general mass of Ktna, repose on
rata of the newer Pliocene period, in which 150 species

nearly nine-tenths of them identical with species now
: ve been found. A very modern

marine breccia, with shells of living species extending to the

height of thirty feet on the coast along the eastern base of Etna,
was pointed out to the author by Signor Gr. G. Gemmellaro near
Trezza, and in the island of the Cyclops. The same formation
has been traced together with lithodomous perforations by Dr.
Carlo Gremmellaro and Baron v. Waltershausen along the sea-

;i, beyond the volcanic region of
Etna. From these and other data, enlarged upon in the memoir,
Sir C. Lyell concludes, first, that a very high antiquity must be
assigned to the successive eruptions of Etna, each phase of its

volcanic energy, as w'ell as the excavations of the Val del Bove,
having occupied a lapse of ages compared to which the historical

period is brief and insignificant ; and secondly, that the growth
°f the whole mountain must nevertheless be referred geologically,
to the more modern part of the latest Tertiary epoch.

Art. XXVI.

—

Geographical Notices.—'No. III.

The Telegraph Plateau.—Remarkable Discrepancies in the Pub-
lished Statement of Soundings.—-In a recent letter to Dr. Peter-

resents a statement in respect to the so-called "Tele-

ateaa," and the soundings upon it by Lieut. Berryman,

U. S. N., from which we propose to make some extra-'?*.

of the Atlantic soundings referred to, before quoting Lieut.

•marks. T , ..

In July, 1856, Lieut. Berryman, IT. S K, acting under he

authority of the Secretary of the Navy, left Nev York m the

government propeller "Arctic" for the purpose of making

,

it , ^ , uc wire or

.
,rope.'

; From the official report

town Aua. -_
™> of different ex-

tent, numerous soundings, "all attended with complet.

Returning he left QueerStown Sept. 10, and arrived at St. Johns
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i the intervals un-

voiaaoiy neglected in going out.'

Upon his return no doubts were entertained of the feasibility

of laving the cable. In fact Lieut. Berryman remarks, " nothing

seems easier, now that the character of the bottom is known and

the depth ascertained to a nicety which was hardly ever ex-

pected." "The incalculable usefulness" of these soui

referred to in the annual report of the Secretary of the Navy
with avowed pride, and the enterprize and accuracy of Lieut.

Berryman are commended in corresponding terms.

On the report of these soundings thl projectors of the trans-

atlantic telegraph appear to have relied in deciding upon the

course in which an attempt should be made to lay their cable.

Their official statement contains a sketch of the plateau derived

from the soundings of Lieut. Berryman. "This submarine

ledge," says the report of the company, "has been very accu-

rately examined by soundings, and it is found that it is nowhere

deeper than 12,000 feet (a trifle more than two miles). It dips

down slightly from either coast, reaching its greatest depression

in mid ocean ; but the slope*is a very gradual and easy one, and

the surface is devoid of all abrupt irregularities."

The appended sketch, said to be derived from BerrymaB^
survey, is not only free from undulations remote from the coast,

but represents an easy gradual inclination from both shores out-

ward. The measurements thus accepted and endorsed have in-

duced far and wide the belief that between Cape Race and Cape

Clear, there is a smooth surface, of moderate depth, " designed

by Providence" to connect by lea the Old.

World and the New. Hence the name " Telegraph Plateau."

But all the apparent certainty which is said to have mapped
the surface of this plateau "with considerably greater
than the interior of the continenl -

been set aside by recent revelations. L
above referred to, which acknowledges this unexpect,
ure, is accompanied in the MiUheilunrjea by three sketches of

sections of the plateau, derived fi same sound-

ings but marvelously unlike, as will be seen in the copy of them

which is herewith presented.

For the explanation of these diagrams it is necessary to re-

mark that the line of soundings extended from the coast ot

Newfoundland to Ireland. Each souudimi is marked by a per-

pendicular line. The reported I

by the dotted line rui est. In the third dia-

gram the different soundings obtained in going out and in com-
ing back near the Newfoundland coast are indicated. The per-

pendicular lines are exaggerated one hundred times in propor-
tion to the horizontal.
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In respect to these sketches Lieut. Maury writes as follows

:

" Lieut. Berryman sent over from Ireland to the Navy depart-

ment a vertical section or side view of the depth of water upon
this plateau (profile No. 1).

Profile No. 1 (Berri/man).

:3
UJ^JlllLiIitrj

Profile H 2 {Berryman).

...il.
Ill

--.

Profile No. 3 (Berrym,

" Upon his return to the United States certain differencesx.

Pointed out between the depths which the profile ind^d and

the original soundings as they are stated in the abstract^logof

the ship. Hereupon he presented a second.profile>

a, a

one (profile No. 2). But upon its examination it-was.foundtttet

neither of the two a-reed with the depths which are stated m
the abstract lo«* from day to day as the soundings were accom-

plished (profile No. 3). ,
,. ^ „« PV;,wiv

. "The method employed in the deep so™ai*&7£
t^fol

&tdty. He had employed "Massey's Indicators without hav-
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ing corrected their errors and without having taken precautions

to determine the rapidity of the running out of definite lengths

of line, by which errors could have been avoided. Moreover
differences appeared every time that two soundings were made
nearly on the same place, one in going out and the other in

coming back, as was several times the case. For example, be-

tween the last sound; on the bank of New-
q times on

the \v;u to In laud and six times on th way back. The differ-

ent depths thus obUi ued ;r indicated by a second dotted line

upon the third profile. The whole 'work proved, therefore,

worthless, and must be done over."

Soundings were made by Lieut. Dayman, R. N., in the British

ship "Cyclops," in the summer of 1857, before the uns
'

> lay the cable. A section illustrating the results which
he obtained is published in conn, sections of

Berryman (profile No. 4). "It show-," says Lieut. Maury,
i:
re-

undulations of the botl i and New-

nee. Here
the deep and shallow places alternate with such striking regu-

v are-shaped
bottom is not to be ascribed rather to an accidental error or to

the different manipulations of those who were charged with the

soundings than to the real physical configuration."
It is not surprising that the statements of this letter should

call forth both criticism and satire. The discrepancies in the

reported profiles of Lieut. Berryman, and their great di

ity to the profile of 1. -ions the following re-

marks in the Zeitschr /,)xlkunde, 1857, p. 77.

After quoting a part of the above letter of Lieut. Maury, the

article continues:—"In the third reading [of Berryman] occurs

the enormous depth of 3000 fathoms which makes such a haz-

ardous breach in the idea of the ' telegraph plateau,' and that

too m the very place where the sea, according to the first profile,

ought to be only 1400 fathoms deep.
"But however much these three sketches differ from one an-

v bear to the profile mj can's sound-
ings and particularly to the idea of a 'plateau' no greater re-

semblance than a ploughed field to a parquet floor. Dayman's
profile shows such a stubborn {hartnliehige) series of heights and
depths that the very idea of a plateau is put to ridicule. It rep-

ing to the vtches, the

self more than 2000 feet above the adjacent valleys to
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"Lieut. Maury natural!j ponder? with shakings of the head

J

the remarkable undulations' of the bottom which this profile

indicates."

Quoting then his hypothesis as given above, the article goes

on: "But since the different peaks given upon the ski

neither of approximatively the same height and are not equally

distant from one another, we are not in a position to recognize
'-

ity.' The profile presents indeed t.nlv on alternation <>{' lieights

. I at ii the idea of a plateau is abandoned this is less

remarkable than natural." •

The article of Prof. Trowbridge, of the United Stat

Survey, printed in this number of the Journal, (p. L57,

in a thorough manner the elements of error in the soundings of

Berryman and Dayman. Its concluding remarks demand repe-

tition in this connection.

"With all its imperfections, however, M:

nishes better results when carefully used, than the

measuring the depth by the line out ; and for this reason I think

the soundings of Lieut. Berryman where he used the i

on the line of the Atlantic telegraph, are much nearer the truth

than those of Lieut. Davman.
" In both cases the probable errors are very large, amounting

in many instances, I think, to several hundred fathoms.

"The idea of a 'Plateau' existing between Newfoundland

and Ireland is not warranted it seems to me by any observations

yet been made. The range of errors may be as great

as 500 fathoms, which would admit of the existence of a subma-

marine mou a Wgh f ^ount Washington.

A true section of the Atlantic can only be determined by im-

proved modes of sounding. Since from the preceding discussion'
:

•

' " ;i :•'"

possible to test depths of the ocean by the

methods now in use "* „ -r -,

New Explorations in Central Africa.-^European Journals

announce another expedition into Central Africa ^ l^eetor

is Baron von Krafft, whose intention is *V mt ™iTlv f^l
Soudan. He has embarked for Tripoli, and wJl Probab^ take

the route from Ouargla to Djebel Hoggar, a route which has

never been followed by Europeans.
g gA letter from Baron Krafft to Humboldt, date^ Apnl^1&*,

from Algiers, expresses the desire of the author to continue the

* The following errata in the paper of Prof. Trowbridge were received after it
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discoveries of Dr. Barth, so far as limited resources will allow.

He will travel in the incognito of a Turkish physician, provided
with allopathic and homoeopathic medicines, and attended by an

Algerian Moor, who is acquainted with the native method of

practice. An aneroid barometer, several thermometers, two
compasses, a chronometer, a sextant, and a telescope, are the

instruments which he carries. He intends, however, to devote

himself chiefly to such observations as can be made without his

instruments, to collect minerals and plants, to inquire into the

trade, language, history and literature of the people whom he

visits, and to determine with the greatest possible accuracy the

various routes of caravans and their chief stopping places.

_
The route of travel which Baron Kraff't has marked out for

himself is from Tripoli to Ghadames, and thence to Ain Salah

and Timbucktoo. Then he proposes to visit Lake Tsad, and

afterwards to go according to his strength and means, either

east to Wara and Dar Fur, or north to Bilma, Seggadem and

Murzuk.
Mbllhausen's Journey West of the Mississippi—Mollhausen's

Tagebuch einer Heise r ' ,len Kusten der Sud-see,

(Diary of a Journey from the Mississippi to the Coast of the Pa-

ired to in the May number of this Journal, has been

published in Leipsic, in a quarto volume of about five hundred
pages, illustrated by thirteen prints in oil colors, ten wood cuts,

and one map. The mechanical execution of the work is of the

highest order. The author, it will be remembered, was employed
™i the Pacific Railroad Surveys, as draughtsman to the expedi
on co'

ted by
of the series.

The volume now before us is an important contribution to our

knowledge of the ethnography of the regions which were visited.

It is introduced to the public by a preface from Alexander Von
Humboldt.
The author, in his concluding page, expresses his intention to

accept an invitation to join the Colorado expedition, now in the

neld under the command of Lieutenant Ives.
Bawlinson's Herodotus.—The first and second volumes of a new

of Herodotus have just appeared in England. The
work is entitled

: The History of Herodotus, anew K
sion edited with copious Notes and Appendices, 'illustrating the History
and Geography of Herodotus, from the most recent sources of infor-

mation; and embodying the* chief results, 1!
graphical, which have been obtained in the Progress oj I

Discovery; by George Rawlinson, M.A.,

W-!V
d hj Si Sir Henry Rawlinson, KC.B., and Sir J. G.

Wilkinson, F.R.S. Vols, land 2; with maps and illustrations.
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Its value consists not mainly in the new English version, but in

the copious notes which illustrate every page, the introductory

chapters by the editors and the extended essays which conclude

the volumes.

Two of these essays appended to the first volume present a

clear and concise review of what is known in respect to the

physical geography of western Asia. The second essay is devo-
ted to Asia Minor, and the ninth, which extends through over
fifty pages, is devoted to Mesopotamia and the neighboring coon*

tries. The eleventh essay discusses the ethi

western Asia. Besides these essays of a geographical character,

there are others on historical and religious topics likewise full

and elaborate. Vol. 2 is chiefly upon Egyptian history. One
of its essays is on the Topography of Babylon.

Art. XKYJL—On Chinese Poisons ; by D. J. Macgowan, M.D.

In consequence of the atrocious attempt of the Cantonese to

poison the foreign community at Hongkong, applications have
been made to us from various quarters for information on poisons

known to the Chinese. An investigation of Chinese toxicology

would require much time, and special study, which we despair

of being able to devote to that interesting subject. In default of

presenting anything of value to the scientific inquirer, we submit
for the perusal of the general reader the limited information we
possess on Chinese poisons. From the period of the Han dynasty
to the present day poisoned arrows have been employed, both in

the chase and in warfare ;
less, however, by the Chinese proper

than by the so-called aborigines or Miautsz. In the hands of the

latter, they are formidable weapons. Instant death is inevitable

from the slightest abrasion. The Chinese possess no agents for

counteracting the poisons of the hill tribes; the Pun J

that these Inner Barbarians apply borax sometimes with success

to poisoned wounds; and it is commonly reported that lor their

various virulent poisons thev poss .

We are acquainted with only one of the inoculating poisons of

the Chinese-a watery extract of the root of tsau-wu-a i

creeper found on the hills of the .

™*»*
...-•..;---.-•;- - /' - " '

•:'[:'-'

le appears to be nig&iy

able, and great exactness is needed in preparing it bmall ani-

mals are kept in readiness for testing the strength of the extract

they are pifnc ured with a point charged with the poison, and

when its virulence is sufficient to occasion instant death, it is



boiled no longer, A native physician who saw it prepared by
the hunters of the adjacent district of Funghwa, states that some-

times they prick their arms to let blood flow to the wrist, and

after carefully wiping the part near the wound, apply some of

the pasty extract to the lower end of the line of blood, which it

slackens through its whole length; and it is affirmed,

that were the continuity with the incision unbroken the morbific

action of the subtile agent would penetrate the wound and prove

quickly fatal. It is sometimes applied to the tongues of the un-

wary as a practical joke—when it occasions a keen sensation of

ii. The dried root is administered where the nerves of

motion are impaired. The Funghwa hunters traverse in winter

the mountainous regions of Chihkiang in pursuit of tigers that

are sometimes taken by being pierced with arrows, the necks of

which are bound with filaments of cotton saturated with the

poison; at other times, springs charged with these arrows are

adjusted near the lair of the animal for his destruction. When
a limb is struck the beast writhes awhile before expiring, hut

when wounded in the body, he leaps forward, staggers and falls

dead immediately.
Attached to the imperial body guard is a corps of hunters,

who, when on the chase in pursuit of edible game, provide them-

selves with envenomed missiles to be employed against wolves.

Latterly, poisoned arrows have fallen into comparative disuse

as implements of war, owing to an increasing familiarity with

fire-arms. We are acquainted with the contriver of a machine

which was designed to be used against the English during the

late war. It succeeded so well in picking off goats wh
led over the cords communicating with it, that the military com-

mission strongly recommended its adoption for destroying bar-

o< is. Unfortunately for the patriotic inventor. 1

1

of Nanking caused the dispersion of the game just as it was

ready, us he supposed, to be largely secured. It need hardly he

at in the hands of assassins, this easily obtainable poison

would prove a potent means of destruction, as a slight puncture

of an instrument charged with it, would from its rapid absorption

be a sure coup de grace.

It is not our purpose to point out all the virulent agents which

mas Chinamen are likely to employ against an enemy.

only add one more of 1 38, and that

chiefly on account of its novelty. When the late commissioner

• -

'

of certain prominent and obnox-
ious mdividua

!

-
. ith leprosy.

.,.~? as unbecoming a civ-

ilized pec;
. a , (raye and honorable

man
;
his present Manchu successor has no claim to such virtues-
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His chief objection to the use of leprous viru3 was, it is

S;i d. the t rdii i — of its action ;
it is bel vt <i that mon than a

month elapses after the introduction of the animal poison before

Bhow itself in its victim. Our knowledge of this foul

malady is too imperfect to justify us in pronouncing such an
inoculation as impracticable. Nor have we any remedy to pro-

pose for an officer win tai nted.

There are poisons also v, l>ieh are ,'
.

,'. A ]•< rson who aided

a magistrate in the administration of a poison of tin-

the following narrative of the transaction, which v.. -

(Our apolog i ! is. that it is needed I

a crime, or rather c.\; i ncoi union in < 'hina,

resorted to for making away with dangerous adult sons.)
r

riie

son of that officer was a lawless and incorrigible character, who
by misdemeanors periled the safety of his family, and they de-

termined on his removal. To ei

no small tin - ana friends.

Suspecting their designs, he became excessively wary. On the

d for his execution, the father feigned to be withhold-

ing the son's much loved opium, until he could induce the hap-

less yonth to take a draught of tea, which he was artfully led to

suppose was drugged. At length, affecting to be wearied by the

son's contumacy, the father gave him his opium pipe, mixing
with the gei r drug intensely poisonous. After
a few inhalations the victim fell into a stupor, which was followed
by convulsk I side frame succumbed in less than

To the same class belong those drugs which are employed bv
burglars for stupefying the inmates of the house to be robbed.

Ever since we read in commissioner Lin's anti-opium diatribe,

references to medicines used by robbers, kidnappers and sor-

hich that statesman compared to the

we have been vainly endeavoring to investigate their nature.

There is, however, abundant evidence that such agents are em-

ployed to induce stupor for criminal purposes. ......
Kidnapping male el ^

raits
•

M
long been a common practice on the seaboard, and a short time

since, to meet the demand for Chinese females m tuba, many

girls were kidnapped. The pro-.

thrown into consternation in consequence of the P*™*7 *^™
labor in the West Indies. Popular placards and officii

nations were posted everywhere, warning the inhabitants against

/of foreign barbarians who were prowling

in search of female children. Two miscreants were detected

with their
-en to death From

thedocun, it appears that for

very young children a drug is employed which on being applied
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to the face produces a degree of insensibility enabling the opera-

tor to lead the little one away unresistingly. For those of a
larger growth, as well as for adults, something is given which by

2 the throat causes aphony. At other times they seem
to employ an anaesthetic for criminal purposes.
We must adduce one instance of a proposal to stupefy by drugs

of this character. When Ningpo was in possession of the English,

a bold effort was made for its recapture by surprise. A large

number of " braves" were secretly housed in the city, and a few
fore the time appointed for rising, the mandarin sent for

ion among a portion of the concealed force, a quantity of

stupefying drug in the form of pastiles. Arrangements were
made for a simultaneous attack on the west and south gates by

I while some of those within the city were to set off

noxious vapor in houses occupied by the English, others were to

force open the gates. The plot failed through the dilatoriness

of the fumigating squad. They arrived too late. The noise

of the attack aroused the English, and its partial success, en-

abling a large force to enter the city, caused a dreadful carnage
among the spirited assailants. Yet their confidence in the util-

ity of fumigation was not impared, for it was not long after

that a barbarian soldier was captured by this means and be-

headed. Many were the plans set afoot for the capture of the

English chief Pu4ing che—foi whose head ten thousand taels

It is said that for nearly every poison its antidote may be
found. These soporific pastiles come within the number. The
difficulty in poisoning cases is to know where to look for the

desired neutralizes That our toxicological notes may not be
wholly devoid of practical information, we shall give some simple
directions for the guidance of those whose premises are invaded

itors. It is assumed that you are wide awake at the

time, for if you are caught napping there is no remedy. In the

first place, then, take care that you do not open your mouth;
but holding your breath, rush at the intruder and seize his cue
m your left hand, while with the thumb and index finger of the

right, you lay hold of his nose just above the alse with a firm

gripe ; a bolus will drop out of . ich you are

to plug your own nasal passage (be not fastidious) .and you
may then commence breathing (your mouth still closed)—for
these medicated pledgets possess the property of decomposing
the somnolent gas. If successful in these manipulations you will

fiave the gratification of seeing your foe gasp and tumble over
horsde combat into the pit he had prepared for you.

Allusions are often made to a mysterious and extremely viru-

\ taken by men of high rank when on the eve of exe-
cution

;
it is derived, according to vulgar belief, from a protuber-



ance on the head of a species of stork. Whatever the agent may
be, it is unquestionably one of great potency. An officer who
was eye-witness to the decapitation of the venerable and lamented
general, Yu Tsien, informs us that when that victim of Marjchu

was lead out to slaughter, something was placed on the
tip or his in, rendered
I'" i sensible in less than half in hour. Friendly mandarins
then retained his moribund frame in an erect posture to receive
the painless death blow.
Nearly all the vegetable and mineral poisons known in the

West are found in China, and have been employed for homicidal
or suicidal purposes. Laurel water, hemlock, hyoscyamus, bella-

donna, stramonium, and nux vomica and a long list of other

is plants, known and unknown, are always at hand,
though not often employed, owing to the facility of obtaining
opium. Dogs are oftei sres by giving them rice

m which nux vomica ha§ been boiled. It is not an uncommon
practice for countrymen to throw an infusion of Crotoi

into a pond, a mode of fishing make easy—the morning follow-

ing the operation every fish is found floating on the surface dead
They are then taken to market, but though somewhat insipid are

innocuous. Some species of fish common on the coast are re-

puted to be intensely poisonous. Several kinds of mushrooms
are also poisonous, and these, with other edible poisons are em-
ployed by those who aim at robbery or murder. For suicide,

the most common agent, after opium, is the sediment of brine

—

which is highly corrosive. Pure gold is not uncommonly used; it

probably acts in the same manner. Quicksilver has also been
used for the same purpose ; we are uninformed respecting its ac-

tion. Arsenic, although cheap and abundant, is not *

cured, venders being held responsible for consequences, whether

suicide or murder. The vellow sesquisulphur. t

iu Kungchang in the S/W of Kansuh. It is

to poisoned wounds • as a sternutatory to coi

effluvia in summer, and internally as a tonic in several diseases,

and as a prophylactic ; on the fit:
nth

>
Per-

sons of every age and condition drink spirituous liquor in which

some powdered orpiment has been thrown, under the behei that

« is a preventive of epidemic diseases. The Chinese do not con-

sider this mineral as related in any way to arsenic Uy arsen c

they mean the red or protosulphuret, (realgar), lnis mineral is

foundabundantly in Sinyang-Ilonan. Arsemous acid («**<*y4

*orks, d^k^CSS a'n ore of cobalt. The sulphurets

^re known to the ancient alchymists of China, and were early
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employed in medicine; the utility of the last named in intermit-
t< "it 1^ < r

!
-; - i,. • been long known, says tlu l» -r [\ .

( \| , a

Medica). Water in which common green beans has been boiled
and pounded is gi\ en in e; h •

j

:- . _-. It can be of
use only as a demulcent. We are told that Mongolian hunters
beyond the wall eat it to enable them to endure cold when

lying on the snow to entrap martens. In this part of

< tuna, arsenic is taken by divers, who in cold weather plunge
into stdl water in pursuit of fish which are then found hyber-
nating among stones at the

]
s of bridges.

Weperetu m\
arsenic tod. habil stun its. 'i ho red sulphuret in pow-

i !i |
.i! I fun* 3 are smoked in

y manner. We have met' with no habitual sin. k< rs

of this compound of min. rai at '.

\ _ • ible poisons, but persons
who have made trial state tha: mess attend

ipts. After a few trials arseniatcd tobacco may he

. From reports given
of it we infer that its t tl"^«-t- on the Chinese are analogous to

what is observed among the an of Austria.
The use of arsenical vapor by ii

i

attention of

s as a remedial agent.
At Peking, where arseniated tobacco is most in use, it costs no

more than the unmixed article ; it may be known by the red
arted to the vegetable by the powdered protos

Its introduction is attributed to Cantonese from Chauchau. Ii

this be correct, it is probable that these southerners, unable at

the north to procure the masticatory to which they were addicted,
sought to appease a craving for the pungent but harmless lime
and betel-r: H . deleterious mineral ga
ot the miserable victims of opium, to whom that narcotic is a
necessity and not a pleasure, have eagerly employed the new

to prop and exhilarat bodies, and
:
ve thereby meliorated and prolonged tli.br exist, ace.

VV e would fain hope that the use of arsenical stimulants will not
become general

;
yet that pernicious custom

r'
-•- ---

• • ^ -,:
.

•

is even stated that for a time at least, the reigning emperor in his
b°yn?od preferred tobacco thus o i, sal ores are
U

i !?r
arts

" In domestic economy the red sulphuret is em-
ployed tor making away with rats and husbands.

isoningasanarthasbeen

times Scribe the poisoning
- or large numbers of people. The account of the abo-
ef Manghwoh, who poisoned the springs of which the

^ninese army drank, will recur to the reader of th
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romance—the Three States. It may be that instances of this
kind are founded on fact ; but the obvious futility of any attempt
to poison fatally on a large scale is a guarantee that it will be
^-Idi-mi resorted to in warfare. Con d sueh : pplinmvs be made

t to the destruction of masses of men. they would ccr-
t:mi1

}
! <

'
put in i. iiticn of' antagonists

is the aim of Chinese heroes: " no quarter" is their war cry.

h 2, 1857.

Art. XXVIIL—Note on the Currents of the Oceans; by Jamkk
D. Dana.

[Communicated to the American Association at Baltimore.]

In the annexed figure, if A A' represent a la _ > il basin
of water warmed on the side towards EQ and kept cold on the
opposite, the isothermal diameter (or line of mean heat in the

Pace) will have the direc-
tion A A'. But if the water were

E ~

~

Q

put in eq a; nt the s^~ » ~^>C
centre, in the direction of ABA' B,
the isothermal diameter, instead of
having the direction A A' would run
obliquely across, like nn', since the
^bxxo. waters would be flowing in the
direction BA\ and the cold in that
ofBA. Or converse '-• warm on one side

and cool on the other, as stated, an isothermal line had this

oblique position it would be evidence of an elliptical movement
in the waters.

Again if the waters moved most rapidly towards the margin
of the basin, then the isothermal line might take the form

ArrrrA'. This form would also result from the gradual shal-

^
•_• -.,, ; .

- :
- -

- ' • '

'
;:

dd be magnified in the shallower waters of

effect if the basin were hundreds or thousands of miles m extent

and of corresponding depth). Moreover, if

warmer or colder, were an und- r - Sldes of

the basin would bear it up to the surface, as

affect the surface temperature, while elsewhere it might be un-

perceived. If in addition, the effect of the colder^ side wp™ a

Rented, then a giM isothermal line as ArrrrA' might have a

deeper bend on thUide struck by the cold current than on the

°PPosite, and so have the form Arrrs'sA'.

The ocean arm side against the equator, and
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their cold towards tin p< >hn i gions. In the isothermal (or isocry-

Report on Crustacea, and also in

en the direction of the

;.
: of the ocean in winter—or

rath, r, in tin e fetf month of the year, each line corresponding

to the mean temperature of the coldest month. In this ckm,

the isotherms respond with the above diagram.

The mean position of the line of 68° is about half way between

the equator and the parallel of 55", within which the circuit

a; and we mav, therefor. '• our illus-

trations. We may look first to the South and North Atlantic.

In the South A this line r.-arhc-

tude 31° S. on the South American coast (the western side of the

ocean, longitude 47° W.) to 7° S. on the African side (the

eastern, in longitude 12° E.) ; and the line is almost straight, ex-

cepting the flexures near the coast, while the mean course

an angle with the parallels or equator of about 22°. In the North

the same line 68° F., is similarly oblique. It reaches

from 56° N. on the American side, to 14° N. on the African, and

the angle its mean direction makes with the equator is about 20 .

Thus in each of these cases, the demonstration of the fact of an

elliptical circuit 'movement in the ocean, is apparently complete.

The modifications in the direction of the line are only those which

result from the manner in which the South Atlantic and North

Atlantic communicate with each other, it being such that the

former contributes a large part of its warm waters to the latter,

and so gives it a higher mean temperature.
The Pacific is a vastly wider ocean than the Atlantic, and the

lines as they traverse the central waters, lose the most of their

obliquity, since the movement is not much evident at the surface-

But on the eastern border (the South American side) the cold

waters are brought up to the surface bv the Continent, as was

long since explained by Humboldt. With this difference, the

ircu.it is as apparent in the direction of the isothermal

lines of the North and South Pacific as in the North and South

Atlantic. In the Shut >< of the isothermal ol

68° F. off Australia is in latitude 30° S., and off South America

in 2£° N. ; and the mean obliquity through the ocean is 10 or 11

degrees. In the North Pacific, the line of 68° F. off Japan is in

rth American coast in 21° N.; and

the mean obliquity is about 10°. The elliptical circuit in the

the equator, is therefore demonstrated by the

temperature. The Indian ocean exhibits tMteame facts.

This demonstration for each ocean is inSfendent of the ex-

ceptional surface current movements, which give varying and
often perplexing results.

It should be observed further, that the temperature of the

ocean s surface in the equatorial regions during the colder season
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is little above i

as 40°

28° F. below it. And hence unless the waters fee equatorial

latitudes very much preponderate I :ffect of the

colder waters should b< I
along the east side

of the ocean. In the North Pacific, as the ocean (as well as the

globe) narrows north, the equatorial waters do thus strikingly

preponderate. But little, if at all, is this the case with the South
Pacific, since there is not the same convergence in the borders, and
the ocean south of 30° is very free from island?, a tact indicating

deeper waters. Besides, in the equatorial regions, the tempera-
tun- dhni li-hfs rapidly in descending below the surface. There
is abundant cause therefore for the excessive amount of influence

of the cold waters on the western South American coast—an
influence which is so great as to exclude a temperature of 68°

from the Galapagos under the equator as well as from the tropical

American coast very near to the equator.

In my former explanations of this chart, I recognized these

Dg for the currents, as they had
been laid down by Mr. Bedneld. But in accounting for the

ire of the South Atlantic, I mani-

tributed too much influence to polar waters flowing in

from the far south. Now the waters which move eastward in all

the oceans—those of the higher temperate latitudes—in this

tan the earth by an amount equal
to their apparent rate of motion ; and they manifestly could not

We derived this velocity from any source but their previous

position in more equatorial latitudes where the earth moves
faster. No other argument is needed to prove that the eastern

movement is a counterpart of the western. In addition to this,

since the waters flowing from the polar regions have less motion

than the earth near the°equator,; !:
<d against

the western side of the oceans, (eastern side of the com,

, -•
.

- •

-
•' -•'- -

•" !r—
chart referred to, by the cold current down the Asiatic coast, as

"well as that better known along North America,) it is not possi-

We that the South Atlantic current which flows towards the

equator alono- western Africa can have accessions from the far

south, as bi ress against South America, the

western side of the ocean ; and there, in fact, as the chart shows

t% do make themselves apparent. Its mam supply is in the

elliptical c; explained.

iy objed ;,, or dispute actual observations

on currents b t to Ht-in^ out a little more distinctly than has

hitherto been done the aWment from the temperature of the

ocean itself with regard to^tbe grander points in the system of

each ocean, does not affect the argument.
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Art. XX i>. :• the History of Ophiolites. Parr.

II ;* by T. Sterry Hunt.

In the first part of this paper I have described various ophio-
lites from the altered Lower Silurian strata of the Green Mrs..

and I have now to notice the ophiolites of that ancient series of

stratified rocks, underlying both the Silurian and Huronian for-

mations, which we have designated as the Laurentian Series.

The crystalline limestones and dolomites of this ancient for-

mation are occasionally associated with serpentine, which is

lated in grains through them, or more rarely

forms beds, in which the magne tly predomi-
nate. The dolomites of this series, unlike those of th
rocks, contain very little oxyd of iron ; and the same thing is

true of the ophiolites. Hence the serpentines of the Laurentian
series are paler in color, and have a less specific gravity, than
those which we have already described. My examinations of

them have not yet enabled me to detect the presence of either

nickel or chrome, which characterize the magnesian rocks of so

many other regions. The serpentines about to be described are

more tender than those of the Green Mountains, and from their

bnttleness and pale colors, are less fitted for the purposes of dec-

tge amount of water, which may
in part be hygroscopic.
The ophiolites of this series occasionally enclose small por-

tions of mica and pyrites, and the calcareous ones sometimes
contain sphene, and small crystals of phosphate of lime.

1. A calcareous ophiolite from Burgess, discovered by Dr.

Wilson, is made up of a pale olive-green serpentine, somewhat
• in its texture, intermingled with a little n

carbonate of lime, which is sometimes white, and at otl
reddish in color. The rock contains besides, some crystals of a

greenish white mica, and disseminated pulverulent" hematite,
giving a red color to portions of the mass. When reduced to

powder, it gave to boiling acetic acid, 6'28 p. c. of carbonate of

time, and 3*27 p. c. of carbonate of magnesia. The insoluble
residue lost by ignition 14-5 per cent, and then gave to a boiling
solution of nitrate of ammonia, an amount of magnesia equal

total of 3-94 per cent
ot carbonate of magnesia. The pulverized

1

led 5-90 per o uk)f carbonate of lime
aucl d-«4 of carbonate of magnesia, numbefs agreeing with the

of\Sllt\a^\ S'
m - • •;^ PaPer is extracted with additions, from the Report

ue geological Survey of Canada, for 1856.
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preceding, while by the same process the unignited mineral gave
6-30 of carbonate of lime, and a large amount of magnesia.

The residue from the action of acetic acid, including however
0'67 per cent of carbonate of magnesia, gave by analysis :

—

Protoxyd of iron, «'6»

Loss by ignition, .... - 14-50

2. A dull reddish brown ophiolite, from the same locality as

the last, likewise contained a small amount of disseminated car-

which were completely removed by acetic acid. Thus
purified, the matter gave on analysis :—

Magnesia (by difference), - 8^0

Los3°by
C

ign

f

ition°' - " - - - - 1380

The dark color and opacity of this rock seem to be due to the

presence of \vd of iron, to which some for-

eign ophiolites appear also to owe their red colors.

3. A pale greenish gray ophiolite, nearly opaque, soft, and
earthy in its aspect, occurs at the Calumet Island, on the Ottawa,

and being sought after by the Indians, who fashion the stone

into calumets or pipes, has given the name to the Island. It

contains no lime, but after ignition, vields a trace of ma
a solution of nitrate of ammonia. Its analysis showed a mix-

ture of an argillaceous matter ; it gave :

—

4. A white lamellar dolomite from Grenville, which held

abundance of honey-yellow grains of serpentine, was examined.

Small fragments of the rock were digested with cold dilute nitric

_ slowly dissolved, the grains of

serpentine were liberated, and were found to be only slghtfy

attacked upon their surfaces, which were ^^fJ^J^
opaque. The larger grains, some of which*™^**t£™

e selected for analysis, and ga\e as follows

.



55*13, carbonate of magnesia 44-87, being a pure dolomite.
5. In this connection I will cite from my Keport of 1850,

>m the Laurentian rocks. I and
II are specimens of the retinalite of Thomson, which occurs at

T -

serpentine has a hardness of 3-5, and a density of 2-476—2-525

;

- nous, shining; fracture conchoidal, v, ithoi.it any traces

of crystallization ; translucent; color honey -yellow, passing into

oil-green and olive-green. Ill is . resembling
the last, from a similar rock at the Grand Calumet Island ; it has
a density of 2-362—2-381, and a pale wax-yellow color.

These serpentines, like the others from the same rocks already
described, contain less oxyd of iron and a larger proportion of

water than ordinary serpentine, approaching in composition to

marmohte and deweylite.
Ophiolite of Syracuse, New York—The rocks of the Onondaga

salt-group in the Upper Silurian Series resemble closely those of

more recent saliferous formations ; they consist of red and green

iked by hopper-shaped cavities, and impregnated with

sionally with
sulphur, and beds of compact argillaceous dolomite, ]

fied with others of a tufaceous cellular limestone. Tl
are again overlaid by a limestone marked with peculiar needle-

shaped cavities, which are ascribed by Mr. Yanuxem, to whom
we owe this description, to a crystallization of sulphate of mag-
nesia during the deposition of the rock.
At Syracuse, the strata between two beds of the porous lime-

stones just described, are very much altered ; the shales are ren-

dered harder, and some portion of the calcareous rocks have
become crystalline and are filled with crystals of celestine and
calcite, while other beds are converted into a calcareous ophio-
hte a specimen of which I have examined. It agrees closely
with the description given by Yanuxem, being an aggregate of
grains and rounded masses of s€ [zes imbed-
ded m a greenish gray calcareoi of the ser-

pentine vary from blackish green to greenish white ; it is often

So? aT^'i
and takes a hiSh P°lish -

Sma11 P°rtions of bronZe*

colored diallage are disseminated in the ophioHte Mr. Yanuxem
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has also observed among these rocks, the i

es having the characters of granite, and others in which
hornblende replaces the mica, and which he compares to Brenite.

He remarks of these metamorphic rocks of Syracuse, that we
have ''.ere no evidence of igneous action or of the intervention
rif ;*/!'

'

3es however to be often concerned
ons of this kind ; and he suggests that water, aided by

heat to produce the solution of the elements present, might give

ere observed.—{Report on the Geology of the

Z-'<Uh\1r;.>t ,/ \.„- )'.„..'•.

i

:._-.•, 10S-110.)
f found a portion of fins ophiolite in powder, to be readily

attacked by acetic acid, which dissolved a large amount of car-

bonate of lime, besides and traces of alumina

e : carbonate of lime

2*78, serpentine insoluble in acetic
'

I
>, iron and alumina 0-34=100'00. The analysis of the

serpentine gave me :

—

Silica, 40-67

Magnesia, ...... 3261

Water, -
.*...".

- - 12.77

No traces of nickel or chrome were detected. A rounded
fragment of greenish fine-grained limestone, which was imbed-
ded in this ophiolite, was found to be nearly pure carbonate of
hme.

The presence of nickel and chrome, which is so constant in
the ophiolites of the Green Mountains, is equally cba
of the other magnesian strata of the same region. I have found

>' '

panada. I have also detected them in the serpentines of New
tfaven, Connecticut, and Hoboken, New Jer.se. .

m a sei • : ne

and a magnesite from California, in the per)-/ '' .' ,."''-

j^ngland), and Portsoy, (Scotland), and m those of the V osges,

(France). The presence of chrome which characterizes so many
°phiolites, had alreadv been detected by Delesse m r:

locality. I have found it with nickel in a calcareous ophiolite

from Corsica, and ha\
lm a serpentine irom

Mt. Rose, and in another from Basta, (Harz). Both nickel and

ohrome have besides been found by Hermann in the pyrosclente

°f Pennsylvania and bv Brush in the antigonte of I.

The very frequent occurrence of nickel in the olivines and talcs

of various localities has been notieed by Stromeyer and other
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chemists. I may here remark that the chrysoprase of Newfane,

Vermont, I is colored by oxyd of nickel.

Vanadium is said by Ficinus to occur in

Tuber-', and in the ehromiferous serpentine of Zoblitz, while it

was found by Schafhautl in the bronzite of Genoa. The prob-

abilitv of finding vanadium in such associations is increased by

t
;

t -t tliat this aetal has been found with chromium in the

limonites of several localities. It is however by mistak

haven o';uo! t;.- presence of vanadium in the ehromiferous

Mt. Rose, and in a ehromiferous serpentine from

GaspS, (this Journal, vol xxv, p. 437).

The chrome in the ophiolites of the Green Mts., exists in part

in a condition readily soluble in heated sulphuric acid

part also as chromic iron, which remains with the separah

often associated with magnetite, and in the red serpentines with

hematite. The nickel in these rocks appears also to be generally

in the state of oxyd, but sometimes occurs in the form of a car-

bonate, as in emerald-nick and pennite, and in. a magnesite

from Sutton, it is in the condition of nickeliferous pyrites.
_

Ilmenite, rutile and sphene are found in close association with

the ophiolites of the Green Mts.; the first forms with magnetite

a bed in the serpentine of Beauce, and sphene and rutile are met

with in the accompanying chloritic slates, which are sometimes

filled with magnetite and hematite, passing into a slaty iron-ore,

which is frequently titaniferous. I have detected titanium in

the unaltered red slates of this region at Granby, where they are

associated with ureen sandstones and conglomerates, a carbona-

ceous shale, and an impure limestone remarkable for containing

nickel and chrome with titanium. This limestone as described

by Sir W. E. Logan in his report for 1847, p. 25, forms two beds

of one and two feet in thickness ; it weathers to some depth ol

a chocolate-brown color, from the presence of carbonates ol man-

ganese and iron, but has within a dull greenish gray color, ana

an earthy aspect. When moistened, the mass is seen to consist

of a pale green base in which are imbedded darker green scales

of chlorite, or perhaps glauconite, which appears to be the green

coloring matter of certain Silurian sandstones. The rock in

powder effervesces strongly with acetic acid, and a little hydro-

chloric acid having been added towards the close of the operation,

there were dissolved, carbonate of lime 30:08, magnesia, calcula-

ted as carbonate, 3"68, oxyd of iron and alumina 5"45, oxyd
I

ol

manganese -058=39-76. The residue contained no lime, hut

portions of chrome and nickel. 1 mt of titanic

acid, amounting in two determinations to 53 and 62 per cent.

The analysis was effected by fusion with carbonate of soda, ana

gave for 100 parts of the residue insoluble in acetic acid :—
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Alumina,
Protoxyd oj

' .;
.

Oxyds of cl
-

The ophiolites of Cornwall occur, according to De la Beche,
among rocks of Devonian age. I have examined a clouded red-

dish brown and greenish serpentine, containing small grains of

diallage, and said to be from the Lizard Point. It gave on
analysis :

—

Magnesia, by difference, .... 37 43

Protoxyd of iron and chrome, - - - HI
Oxyd of nickel, '15

I have examined specimens of the following serpen:!:

out detecting the presence of nickel ; in their general character

all of them resemble the Laurentian serpentines.—
1. Pale greenish yellow granular serpentine, from Easton,

Pennsylvania, density 2'501.
2. Pine wax-yellow translucent serpentine, from M

New Jersey; it contains veins of beautiful yellowish-white

chrysolite, which has a density of 2'435.

3. Pale olive-green serpentine, from Phiilipstown, New 1 ork

;

contains no trace of chrome.
. .

4. Dark olive-green serpentine from Munroe iron-mine, JNew

York; contains grains of magnetite but no chrome.

5. Pale green serpentine from Modum, Norway, with ilmemte

and magnetite • contains no chrome.
6. Yellowish green serpentine from Newburyport, M

-*-
density 2 551; this I have shown to be probably of

Devonian
-Pi „n„ w™ rficrarded as intrusive rocks.

Ophiolites have generally been regarded
In Southern Europe they occur in injected m
disrupted nummulitic strata, but they are also found

region intpr«trofifi^rl witli limestones, and with micsregion interstratified with limestones,
micaceous, eUo-

«M and talcose schists which are regarded as alter^

d

strata.f In North America the ophiolites of the Laurentia

nan and Devonian formations are ah apparently magnesia

^ents which have been metamorphosed in situ, ana nevei
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as I am aware assume the form of intrusive rocks. The results

of Sir W. E. Logan's examinations of the Green Mts. show that

the Silurian <>p!u t..-s <{'
( 'ju !;, , t sn _<

[
cal c [ui\ i-

lents of a series of silicious dolomites and magnesites, whose

alteration has doubtless given rise to the serpentines, ti

lages and chlorites. I have already shown that the action of a

solution of alkaline carbonate at a slightly elevated temperature

upon mixtures of earthy carbon; fices to con-

vert the bases of these into hydrous silicates. The same agent

j time given rise to the feldspar and mica of the

We cannot doubt that rocks permeated by water, .

Serope and Scheerer suppose, a pasty condil
far below that required for their fusion, and if the mechanical

conditions of great pressure and the disruption of overlying

respond to this semi-liquid state, the altered -

ophiolites and limestones, as well as amphibolic - and granites.

may assume the form of eruptive rocks.*

Art. XXX.— On the Origin of the Sonorous Vibrations produced

under cer ^s from II'-./o <,/ \Yux-<mk~ :

by Prof. William B. Rogers.

In the latter part of the article on Sonorous Flames, pub-

lished in the July number of this Journal, it will be remarked
that the explanation which is offered of the primary source of

" ions has reference exclusively to inflamed jets of gas

escaping from simple apertures and is not intended to apply to

the sonorous vibrations observed in certain cases with flames

>m wicks or wire-gauze. I have indeed endeavored to

tear phenomena are directly dependent on the

explosive character of the combustion, as in the case of the sim-

ple jet, but have not attempted to trace them to a m
source anterior to the explosive action. A few remarks on this

part of the subject may therefore form a useful supplement to my
previous communication.
The mass of gaseous matter which rises from a wick or from

the meshes of wire-gauze is to be regarded as made up of innu-

merable streams variously intermingling and conflicting with
one another. It cannot, therefore, be looked upon as the sea*

itory movement due to the dis-

charge of the gas, like that which
-

.„ve shown
to belong to a simple jet. Nevertheless, it is evident that the
name and contiguous air must be impressed with some degree

IW^OS?™1, V01 XXT
' P -

36
'
md Journal of the Canadian Institute for May,
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of vibration anterior to the action of the explosions, as otherwise

these would fail to have the periodic character which is necessary

for the development of the musical effect.

The conditions under which the wick and gauze flames be-

come sonorous point, as I think very clearly, to the source of
these primary or determining vibrations. It will be observed
that such flames, in order to become musical, must be placed near
the entrance of the tube, and must be large enough to occupy a

considerable part of the opening. In these circumstances the

strong upward current created by the heat causes the air to enter

the mouth of the tube, and traverse the narrow space between it

and the flame with sufficient force to generate a feeble musical

vibration of the aerial column, such as can at any time be pro-

duced by simply blowing from b< the mouth
of the tube. This vibration although of itself too feeble to pro-

duce a decided sound, has the effect of periodically increasing and
diminish ug the intensity of the combustion, by conveying suc-

age has been reached, this agency continu-

ing to operate renders the explosions alternately louder and
feebler in rapid and uniform succession, and as the pulsations

thus produced conform to the harmonic capacities of the tube,

there arises a powerful continuous musical sound.

According to this view, the action of the flame in producing
the sonorous effect in the ca&e of wick and wire-gauze burners is

twofold.

First: It establishes an upward current, and consequently an
entering one which operating like a blast applied to the lower

end of the tube generates a feeble vibratory movement of the

included air.

Second : Its explosive combustion, rendered periodical by the

action of the vibrating column, increases the intensity of the

nt the difference be-

tween the i

:md thus

*>y a cumulative process the vibrations rapidly attain the strength

01"'a powerful musical sound. ...
Comparing this with the explanation given m in.

paper of the°cause of the musical vibration of simple jets, it will

be seen that while in the latter case the primary source ot the

vibration is viewed ,- ' l™Tt

so as to produce
P
the decided audible effect. It maj be added

that simple jet flames, when of large volume are to \x
'
considered

as acting in part like flames of wick creating an upward blast

and thence a vibratory movement of the air column which com-

bines with the primary vibration of the jet to produce the result-

ing sound.



The device proposed has for its chief object to run sounding

lines in harbors and water of moderate depth. The pri

that of measuring barometrically the pressure due to the depth,

this pressure being transmitted to the barometric basin by a

column of atmospheric air.

The method is as follows : Arrange a weighted india-rubber

vessel for dragging on the bottom ; connect this with a boat or

surveying vessel by an air-tight tube of small bore ; let this tube

open into a cistern of mercury made air-tight ; from this cistern

arrange a vertical glass column, open at the top, in which the

mercury can freely rise to any required height by the pressure

due to depth.

The mode of use would be thus : Throw the weighted air-ves-

sel overboard and let it sink to the bottom, it being connected

with the vessel by the air-tube, in turn duly joined to the baro-

metric cistern. Let the boat or vessel be propelled on a course.

The air-vessel will be dragged along the bottom, and as the

water must have free access to the bag enclosing the air, its

pressure will compress the air to a density due to the depth.

This pressure will be communicated along the tube to
'

or boat, and being received on the mercurial surface will raise a

column to such a hei_
i I] equal the weight of

an equal column of the water, whose height is the depth to

which the air-vessel is sunk, or rather that of the lowest part on

which the pressure acts. As this depth varies the heig

column will also vary. The r< lat'n m uf the.-: li< ight-=

by the specific gravity of mercury divided by the specific gravity

of the particular sea or other water in which the soun
being made. It would be necessary to make occasional observa-

tions with the hydrometer, and in the case of tidal streams these

should be quite frequent.

The following is my general idea of the construction of the

The air-vessel should be an easily flexible india-rubber bag,

of a pear shape, with a tight neck screw on which b i

pipe. Around this bag, a pear shaped meta
!••':.

•
:-
' _ • - ..

' , .
-

.

'

•
''

r
>

1

' x L sui ~' ; I he the best. The form
taut; it should be such as to oil' ce in being

drawn through the water. It would be best to throw a large

preponderance of the
as to make that side keep towards the ground. The superior

forward surface can then be so arranged as to bring into action,
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if needed, a component acting downwards and due to the forward
dragging. The india-rubber bag should then be fastened to the

lower part, so as to compel it always to indicate the pressure

corresponding to the same distance from the ground.

The tube should, I suppose, be made of the common patent

gas-pipe, (of india-rubber and canvas,) the smallest bore being

preferable. This tube must be laid either with wire or fishing-

line of such strength as safely to bear the strain. By first laying

lengthwise all around the tube a series of wires or twines, and
then wrapping them all firmly, the strain of dragging would come

holly on the wires or twines, and yet the whole will be
quite flexible. If a smaller size of flexible tube which will

s can be got, it will be better, for

as the pressi ays exceed that from wit]

archir

reinfo

suffice. In service, I suppose the tube should be a

number of points for fastening to the boat's or vessel's stern, so

that the length out shall be always easily seen. I presume it

might very well be dragged at a slope of about ^. All the tube not

paid out is to be coiled between the stem and the gauge. By load-

ing the air-vessel the slope at which the tube can be dragged may
be increased, or as before indicated, by a head armature or blade,

giving a downward component. As the effect of the change of

tube slope will be but slight" on the horizontal distance between
the boat and the air vessel, the sounding at any instant may be
taken to belong to a constant distance astern for each of the knots

or loops of the tube. Thus a boat or vessel will give a con-

tinuous indication of depth along the line over which it passes.

It will at once be seen how great an advantage this will give in

dragging for bars or shoals along channel ways.

The air-tube is to open into a cistern or basm or syphon branch,

connecting with the open-glass indicator or scale tube, the

whole to be gimbal mounted, and the tube to be led along the

gimbal axes. The graduation can be made differential, so as

always to show the inches of pressure. It would probably be on

the whole quite as advantageous to have merely a glass tube of

about one foot long, fastened on an india-rubber tube and arranged

to slide up and down on a scale, the flexible tube connecting

with the fixed cistern. If great depths are attempted with this

I be necessary.
. .

There would be some advantages in using an mcompressible

fluid in place of air, whose small specific gravity would give

a differential pressure. Thus sulphuric ether has sp. grav. =
lute alcohol do. = 792, olive,

oil do = -91a whale oil

do. = -923, either of which introduced into he ^he and bag,

and resting on the mercury would give a tolerable indication,
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or if used as the reading fluid without mercury would be
perhaps too sensitive. Sea water being of the sp. grav.=
1-026, we see that sulphuric ether will give over three feet

on the scale for 10 feet in depth, and whale oil just about one

to ten. Linseed oil, sp. grav. = '940, would be more manage-
able, and turpentine, sp. grav. = -991, would, if its fluidity suf-

ficed, be very good. Wine is = -992, and if it could be kept

pure might do, though too little sensitive in fresh water. If we
assume that 100 feet is our limit of depth to be sounded, we can

readily proceed from this to fix the size of air-vessel required if

air is used, or the length of scale in case any of the fluids named
are used alone or with a mercurial reading column. There is

the objection to these fluids that the height of the cistern level

above the sea must be considered, but if air is used this may be

neglected. A careful study of their possible combinations will

probably indicate substantial reasons for a preference. If air be

used, the air-vessel must be so large that it will be supplied with

air at the maximum depth anticipated, lor which purpose the en-

tire air space of the tube and cistern must bear a less ratio to

that of the air-vessel, than the pressure of one atmosphere to

the pressure due to the maximum depth in the densest wa-

ter. The air space being fixed, the weight must suffice to sink

ly, but as it goes down the sinking power will increase.

I ly counteracting the lifting effect of dragging on the

sloping tube. If we assume 100 feet as the maximum and i the

slope,
_
this tube must somewhat exceed 400 feet, and the part

' will be varied as the depth, though the whole will be ifl

* all f
These indications may suffice for the simple barometic form.

There is, however, a fa
attained. That is the making this arrange
Suppose a sheet of paper made to traverse over a roller, either

by watch work or by a mechanism moved by a screw-propeller
fixed to the side of the surveying vessel or boat. Then suppose
a pencil point connected with a float on the top of the mercurial
column and made to traverse the recording roller as it rises or

tails. This would trace a curve of record truly proportional to

. dragged. But this arrangement would be difficult

ate. Suppose, however, that a light fluid is used in

the chamber of the drag, the tube and the cistern, and let this

cistern be made of si . of a long

depths ov, , Isup -

Ed

t

a
!i!
pIms clock work movins a record sheet m^ht be com'

tiorS + ' ler «> as to give a record propor-
tional to tune without very great difficulty. But the moving of
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the sheet by a side propeller, so that the abscissas would be pro-

portionate to the spaces traversed, is very much the most desira-

ble form, and possibly may not present too formidable d

It would doubtless be best to experiment first with the barometric
form ; and if no unforseen obstacles occur, the greater object can
then be maturely considered, and if practicable, fully realized, to

the vast advantage of hydrography.

In this Journal, vol. xvi, Sept., 1853, I announced the occur-

rence of carbonate of lanthanum at Bethlehem, Pa,, associated

with ores of zinc. At that place a mass of closely aggregated
thin tabular crystals was taken out from an ochery soil overlying
a bed of calamine; but though diligent search has since been
made at the same place, and at other points in the vicinity, not
a single additional fragment has been found, and this interesting

species has continued to be almost as rare to mineralogists as

when first described.
I have since found the mineral in the town of Moriah, Essex

county, N. Y., at one of the openings on the great bed of mag-
netic iron ore, known as the " Sanford ore-bed." It occurs in a
thin crust or layer of small crystals and scales on t:

fissures in the ore, and, occasionally, upon crystals of allanite.

When examined under a magnifier, the lat th lite is seen to

be in thin crystalline plates, and in prismatic masses with a

cleavage like that of mica or selenite. On some of the b

the crystals are brilliant, and contrast finely with the black ore

upon which they are spread. Th "
'
in color

they vary in different specimens from white to a delicate pink or

rose tint, thus indicating the presence of didymium.
1 :.

.

• : - " ' ' '

'

"me (apatite) in small * known in that re-

gion as red sand. In portions of the bed it is the prepor

mineral, and is disseminated in belts or layers parallel with the

walls.

. Allanite occurs abundantly along the plane of contact of the

bed of ore with a mass of granitic rock which appears to be

different from the true walls of the bed, and may be an intru-

sion or sep . The removal of the ore left a

^surface ratals were

found implanted upoi "V
ar ™\m the™

ore. The crystal/ are unusually large and perfect, several of

them, (of which, however, onlv fragments were obtained,) could
(of which, however, only fragments were c

. XXVI, No. 77.—SEPT., I~'~
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not have been less than eight or ten inches in length, sis or

eight broad, and from one to two inches thick. The -

even the largest crystals are very smooth and perfect, and the

fracture is conchoidal and highly lustrous. This is without

doubt the best locality for obtaining cabinet specimens of allanite

yet known in the United States.

The lanthanite at these localities is probably formed by the

slow decomposition of allanite. The thin scales and the layers

of crystals in the fissures of the iron ore and on the surface Q&

allanite are, to all appearance, the result of the action of percola-

mass of lanthanite in the soil

at Bethlehem may have resulted from the decomposition of an

rystal or boulder of allanite, which mineral has been

found to be abundant in that region.

Art. XXXIII.—-On the Formation of Rotating Rings by Air and.

Liquids under certain conditions of discharge; by Prof. Wit.-

LIAM B. EOGERS.

It has long been a familiar fact that the bubbles of phosphu-
retted hydrogen gas consisting of PH a with an admixture of

PH2, give rise by their explosive combustion in the air to a

ring of white vapor-like phosphoric acid, which dilating as it

ascends exhibits a rotation of each vertical element around the

curved axis of the figure. A similar moti
cernible in the smoke from a cannon, and in the steal

escapes by momentary puffs from a steam-pipe, and as expert

know, such revolving irodueecf by
he smoky breath in a peculiar manner from the rounded

opening of the lips.

In studying recently the phenomena of air-jets, I have been
led to a somewhat critical examination of the conditions under
which these ring-discharges are produced. By the use of suitable

ents I have been able not only to trace the .develop-

ment of the rings produced in ai rtures, but

'
' that which is released by the

rings from water and other liquids, and :

same mechanical causes which ffive origin to the r\wj< <»1 air.

As the in-
; tJ J, aswell

as most of the observations, appear to be new, and as the mechan-
- not, that I am aware, been speci-

i of before, I trust that the following details may be

;
' ":-.. ..^ ......

: !..
.;':..•

-
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L Of the air-ringsformed by momentary dischargesfrom an aperture.

_
1. Mode of producing the air-rings.-To render the form and

lnternalmovements of tlie escaping air in such cases distinctly

r. ilig.
'sible, I use a large glass _

kept opaque by a continual
supply of chlorid of ammo-
nium generated within. To
the top of the jar is adapted,
by grinding and an unctuous
cement, a" zinc or glass cover
pierced with three holes, viz.

:

a central round aperture one
inch in diameter, and two oth-
ers of much smaller size, each
furnished with a short socket-
tube rising above the plate. Of these, one is intended for con-
nection with tubes of discharge, and is kept closed when the
central orifice is in use. The other receives a slender glass tube,

rithin

r end this is con-
nected with a flexible

]
the air in successive p
at will eject correspondii
either of the apertures. ]

c a gum-elastic bag attached to the end of the tube—the
former being in most cases the preferable instrument. At equal
distances on opposite sides of the centra] bole, t xo hooks are
affixed to the lower surface of the plate, from which are suspend-
ed long slips of thick cotton cloth.

To prepare the apparatus'for experim
and pour into the jar common hydrochl
half an inch, adding to it C" ~

: of cotton 'cloth, alter oemg uippt^i m =uu.^ »aiu ui

ammonia, are replaced on the hooks, and the

position with a slight pressure to render the junction firm and

air-tight.
°

The included air quickly becomes opaque with the dense cloud

of chlorid, andbyai-
tube may be expelled from the aperture which is left unclosed,

either in the form of successive puffs or of a continuous jet, It

* almost needless to say that in making the experiment the sur-

rounding air should be as little moved as
j

agitation near the aperture sufficing to mar the symmetry oi the

effect.
r

. 2. Stages of the nngformation.-Vnienbj a moderate^ strong

impulse the cloudy air of the jar is made to i -
'
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feet above the opening.
Using a gentler and less sudden impulse we cause the ring

as it ascends to carry with it a train of cloudy air which forms the

downward continuation of the inner portion of the coil.

With a still lighter breathing at the mouth-piece we may expel

the air in so gentle a wave as to be able to mark the escaping

Uing slowly over on each side of the aperture without

breaking its connection with the cen- 2 .

tral mass—the whole thus assuming x

the appearance of the top of a column d;
adorned with volutes. In this experi- |fv-~ - 1
ment no actual ring is generated, but ^31 ^mm %rty
we have the opportunity of watching *** i""~i ~

the beginning of such a form and tra-

cing the mechanical movements to I
which it owes its development. In ^_^=~^^.
fig. 2 the earliest stage is indicated
by a, and the imperfectly formed ring
with part of the attached train by b,

the lateral sections of the ring only
being represented.

When the discharge is produced by a stronger impulse than in

the case first mentioned, the resulting ring darts upward so

- to break away from its train, leaving the latter either

to lag behind as a formless mass, or, when retaining sufficient

Velocity, to evolve from its own substance a second and smaller

ring which is seen quickly pursuing the first. By applying a

yet more energetic force, we may cause the ejected air to form
three, four, or even a greater number of such successively de-

veloped rings.

of the ring when first formed is dependent chiefly <

<£\ 2l

the width of the aperture, and in some degree also on the

strength of the blast. With a hole one and a half inch in

diameter, and a proportionally large injecting tube, it is easy, by
a suitable impulse of the breath, to generate rings of from two to

three inches in diameter of the most perfect symmetry, and hav-
ing force enough to ascend unbroken to a height of six or eight

feet. In this way we may render these beautiful phenomena
visible oyer a large apartment, causing the smoky wreaths to

chase each other until flattened against the ceiling.

.
it instead of the mouth we use the elastic bag as a means of

the cloudy air, we find that a quick pressure and sub-
sequent withdrawal of the hand give rise to rin^ of great sym-
metry, and that these are usually unaccompanied by any train.
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The latter result is evidently due to the sudden recoil of the bag,
and the consequent retraction of the latter part of the cloudy
mass back into the reservoir. By continuing the pressure so as
to prevent the recoil we may produce the same phases of the
phenomena as when the impulse is given by the breath.

3. Rotation and structure of the air-rings.—To obtain a distinct

view of the motion and internal structure of the ring, it should
be viewed in a nearly horizontal direction, and by a strong
transmitted light. This is conveniently done by placing the
apparatus on a table a little below the level of a gas lamp, but
at a considerable distance from it. It will then be seen that the

rotation of the ring, either in its incipient stage, or with the
attached train, or when entire and separate, has always one direc-

tion, the inner circumference being carried forwards or in the
ordinary mode of experiment 3
upwards, and the outer in the

'

4
reverse direction, as shown
m fig. 3. In order that the
eye may readily follow this
motion in the interior of the
ring while it retains its per-
fect form and rapid rotation,
the air of the reservoir should
be only moderately cloudy,
and the impelling force quick
without being violent.
Under these circumstances we observe the ring to be made up

°fa coil of cloudy air—between thefolds ofwhich is rolled up a simi-

lar coil of transparent atmosphere.

When the ring carries a train it is easy to discern that the
cloudy spiral is continuous with this attendant mass, and really

issues from it near the inner circumference of the ring. In a yet

earlier stage of the action we are able to mark the beginning of
this two-fold spiral by observing how each volute as it draws its

supply from the central mass gathers in a portion of the clear

external air to be enfolded between its turns.

4. Origin of the rotation.—-This is obviously referable to the

combined agency of the outward impulse and the resistance which

the sides of the issuing mass encounter from the edge of the

opening, and from the air into which it is impelled, lhe iormer

of these forces, due to the tension propagated through the reser-

voir, must to some extent operate m diverging directions, while

the resistance acts in nearly opposite lines. Thus, at the outset,

there would be produced a reversion or curling of the issuing

eloud around the aperture, which, as the action continued, would

be developed into the spreading volutes before described, and at

length into the perfect and rapidly revolving ring.
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The dilatation of the ring in its ascent would seem to be the

natural result of the divergent character of the impulse impressed

upon the air as it passes from the orifice.

5. Horizontal bands of the ring.—On examining a ring in which

the clear and cloudy spirals are plainly distinguished, it will be

found to have the appearance of alternating layers or bands of

cloudy and comparatively clear air arranged horizontally, but which

are most strongly marked towards the top and bottom of the

ring, and cease to be discerned near the middle. When the air

employed is only moderately cloudy, and the rings are large and

perfectly developed, this banded appearance is admirably brought

out by a mild transmitted light, and adds not a little to the beauty

of the revolving and expanding wreath.
It is easy to see that this apparent structure is an oj,

sion due to the passage of the light alternately through a

greater and a less thickness of the cloudy lamina of the composite

ring. Thus it will be observed (fig. 3) that the rays coming to

the eye in the horizontal plane which passes through the upper

part of the cloudy spiral will be much more obscured 1

1

which pass in a parallel plane through the clear space immedi-

ately beneath, the former having to pass lengthwise through a

considerable distance in the cloudy layer, while the latter traverse

little more than twice its thickness. The same relations must

hold for the next inner turns of the spiral, but as its circuit grows

narrower the difference between the aggregate of clear and cloudy

portions passed through must continually grow less, and near the

equator of the ring become quite insensible ; hence the bands

which are so distinctly marked towards the top and bottom of

lisappear as we approach its midway line.

6. On the effects produced by a continuous blast.—By slightly

prolonging the impulse either from the mouth or the bag so as to

expel a comparatively large amount of the cloudy mat
moderate velocity we are able to n n nation of a

second ring in the swollen part of the train which still adheres

to the first, and even of a third yet more imperfect one in the

train prolonged below the second, the whole still forming a united

With a continuous and uniform blast of moderate force the ap-

pearances are even more curious and instructive. The column in

this case retaining its smooth cylindrical outline for only a short

distance above the aperture, presents higher up along its sides,

and at nearly equal intervals, a succession of whorls or volutes,

more and more developed as we ascend, and which not unfre-

quently terminate at the top in a nearly perfect and separate ring,W 4,). On urging the blast with a much increased velocity
tnese lateral markings of the column become less conspicuous,
and assume throughout, nearly to the summit, the aspect of a
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On examining these lateral gyrations as shown in the figure

it will be seen that each is formed at the expense of the adjacent

parts of the column both above 4.

and below it. The central arrows
pointing divergingly upward in-

direction in which the
inner portions of the stream are

deflected to unite with the wider
part of the spiral ; the exterior

cted downwards mark
the relatively retreating motion
impressed by the lvsUance act-

ing at the sides, and show the
course of the particles passing
into the spiral from above.

It would seem that these move-
ments must have the effect, su-
:" :

' '
'

' -..';.
eolpnm into alternate tracts of
rarified and condensed air, the
former situated about midway
between the successive coils, and
the latter directly above where
the coils unite with the main
mass. These regular alterna-

tions, virtually equivalent to a
system of waves or vibrations

m

generated in the effluent str<

indicate the analogy in condition of large s

matter, and the slender jets in which such vibratory move

dy been demonstrated, and point to one of the agencies

which may be concerned in the latter phenomena They at least

furnish conclusive proof that even a large stream of gas

under a steady pressure does not flow with m
but becomes tl movements at equally recurring

intervals.

H. Of the 1 of the air produced by the rujptu

explosion of bubbles.

1
brought i
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ture of a bubble of common air, it becomes important to deter-

mine what kind and amount of effect is due to the simple bursting

of the bubble independent of any explosive action. I have, there-

fore, made numerous experiments on bubbles of common air

rendered cloudy as in the previous experiments, and have been

much interested by discovering that in all such cases a distinct

rota?'!/ motion is produced corresponding with that of the air rings

already described.

7. Mode of experimenting with floating bubbles of air.—In order

to observe the movement of the air occasioned by the bursting of

the bubble I use a deep glass bowl, into which is poured a layer

of water containing soap enough to give durability to the bubbles

when formed on its surface. A finger bowl of the largest size

answers for this purpose. Placing this on the table near the

ring apparatus (fig. 1) previously charged with very opaque
air, I attach to the tubulated aperture of the jar a flexible pipe

Qg in a glass tube of about one-tenth inch in diameter.

Dipping the end of the tube into the soapy water so that it may
take up a short column of the liquid, I hold it centrally over the

water' and close to the surface. Then breathing carefully into

the mouthpiece, provided for this purpose with a narrow open-

rm a floating bubble of any size from a half inch to three

inches in diameter. This being done the glass beak is to be

gently lifted away, and the bowl covered with a glass plate,

brought over it with a sliding motion. The bubble must now
be left undisturbed for fifteen or twenty seconds, to allow its con-

tents and the air of the bowl to come to rest, at which time the

I cloud will be seen to have subsided a little from the

apex, showing a level surface above.
As it is necessary for a satisfactory observation that the rup-

ture of the bubble should begin exactly at the top and extend

symmetrically around that point, and as in the spontaneous burst-
_

mg this only occasionally occurs, it is expedient not to wait for

the rupture but to force it by means of a wire inserted
through the apex and quickly wil ver having
first been removed by a gentle sliding motion. When this has

been done so as to avoid agitation we°see a cloudy column rising

some inches above the liquid, and rolling over in delicate volutes

at the top.

With a bubble of from one to one and a half inches in diam-
eter the symmetry of the resulting column is quite striking and

ondence in motion and shape with that already described
as an early stage of the ring formation is not to be mistaken. la
many cases a perfect and almost separate ring is developed at

»n^i?'
and when the air is not t0° opaque the alternate coils

ana the resulting horizontal bands are perfectly distinct But
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from the feebleness of the rotation these appearances are only
momentary. When the bubble is two or three inches in diame-
ter, the outward and downward curling at the top of the cloudy
mass is still quite observable, although much less marked than
in the preceding case. When very small bubbles are broken,
the motion is too quick and the cloud too small for satisfactory

(8.) Origin of the rotation,—It thus appears that in the me-
rupture of a floating bubble forces are brought into

lar in kind and general direction to those operating on
the ring-discharges from an orifice. Of these, one is evidently
the tensional action of the liquid film driving the cloudy air

through the opening, another is the resistance of the adjoining ofr

into which the mass is impelled. The former corresponds in
effect to the tension propagated through the reservoir in the pre-
vious experiments, the latter is the same in both cases; and we

3ider the widening aperture of the bubble through
which the air is thus as it were squeezed, as answering to the
orifice on the top of the jar.

This view of the mode of action of the film is confirmed by
the very curious effect which results when the bubble is punc-

one side. Thu
tve see the cloudy

zontal^direction on that side. If we pierce the bubble t

the air is projected obliquely upward
hardly be doubted therefore that in all such

cases the bubble is destroyed by a progressive and regular enlargement

°f the opening first made, and that this takes place vri&

slowness to allow the aperture to give direction to the extending force.

(9.) Rings generatedfrom spherical bubbles.—The effects just de-

scribed are produced - degree by the rup-

ture of bubbles of completely spherical form. In this as in the

former experiments the utmost care must be taken to protect

the adjacent air from agitation. With this view the bubble as

soon as blown should be deposited at the bottom of the g]

on a piece of soft cloth or a flake of carded cotton, and left un-

disturbed for ten or fifteen seconds. On piercing it at the top

with a very slender wire we see its contents -

\uards some inches, forming a cloudy column
mg over on all sides develops a beautifully distinct ring wnicn

at times ascends so rapidly as to separate from the genei

The effect is best seen with a bubble of trom three-tounns to

one inch in diameter. When the contiguous air is perfectly

quiescent
l form even above the top

bowl, affording a clear though momentary vie

2 horizontal bands,
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apex, the bubble, as might 5 -

be expected, projects its

contents towards that side

in the direction of the wire,

showing though less per-

fectly the same configura-

tion. Both effects are

rudely indicated in fig. 5.

As these experiments
on the rupture of bubbles
will be found to have much
interest, I may suggest

that they can be easily re-

peated by forming the

bubbles with tobacco-

smoke blown from the

stem of a common pipe,

from which they are read-

ily transferred to the soapy
water as spherical segments or to the cloth surface as entire

spheres. But it must be remembered that even a slight motion

of the contiguous air will defeat the observation.
I need scarcely add that the tensional action of curved films

of liquid, so strikingly shown in these phenomena, has been illus-

trated by Prof. Joseph Henry in a series of interesting experi-

ments of which an account was published some years ago.

In the present case the most important inference to be drawn

from the results is that the destruction of the bubbles proceeds

not from a subversion of cohesion irregularly throughout the

film, but from a uniformly progressive enlargement of the open-

rrned, by the continuous retraction of its edge.

(10.) Of the rings produced by floating bubbles of ph.-,

gas, when earploded.—In what has just been -

mark the effects simply of the mechanical rupture of the bubble,

to play as a motive agent the tensile force of the film,

or what is equivalent, the expansive action of its contents re-

leased from the pressure under which they have been held.

But in the present case the rupture has no sooner begun than a

chemical action of great intensity sets in between the included

gas and the air. This commencing usually at the apex and ex-

tending downwards and laterally in a symmttri* >'
' - ive ?

direction on all sides. The products of the combusti* •

•

impelled into the contiguous and comparatively quiescent air

ons very analogous to those of an energetic mo-
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mass, rolling it up into the spirally constructed ring in which it

pic cuts itself at the close of the explosive action.

It will be remarked that these explosive rings are more rapid

in their expansion as well as their rotation than the rings pro-

duced by mechanical discharge, a result due doubtless to the

greater energy of the forces by which they are developed. As
might be expected, rings of the latter kind approach more nearly

to the former in these particulars when a vigorous impulse is

iipphed in
j

luring them.
In most cases the wreath of phosphoric acid is so <

to preclude the exam: or structure, but when
more diluted, we are able to trace within it, as in the other rings,

the two-fold coil of cloudy and clear atmosphere.

In experimenting with'the explosive bubbles every one must

have noticed the frequent occurrence of irregularities ami fail-

tores in the production of the ring. This is a natural conse-

quence of the rupture beginning on the side or at more than

one spot, instead of commencing at the apex of the film, and

accordingly in such cases it will be remarked that the flame and

smoke dart out laterally, producing a broken and almost form-

less wreath.

III. Of theformation of liquid rings.

The production of liquid rings by a succession of drops,

only of occasional occurrence, has doubtless often been

as I am aware no attempt has hitherto been made to del

the structure and movement of these rings, or the preci

Jions under which they are generated. V
a of Prof

......
;. ;

. . ... ^ '
'

"

i .spended or dissolved Among

materials thus used may be mentioned chromateotMW
ateoflead, sulph 'th^fta

and dilute
hetwofii*

and the last yield perhaps the most perfect resuJta.

11. Proa
. ?LP

6
P

s?e
tus for these experiments consists of a globular p pette (fig.b see

*>xt page) ofXut two inches i.

which* S capable of turning easily in a hor^P^
e^

large cylindrical vessel filled with clear water nearly to theW
The beak of the pipette, about an inch in lengtn, nab a bwuuuuj
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ground aperture of one-tenth inch. The upper tube, bent at right

angles, is fastened into a flexible pipe about eighteen inches

long, to the outer end of which is adapted, by means of a small

stopcock and short gum-elastic tube, a slender tube of glass

drawn to a fine capillary bore.
In order to charge 6.

the pipette, we re-

volve the horizontal

lent position, and
bring the small ves-

sel containing the
red liquid up to fill III

;>eak. Thenslip-

j
off the coupling 1 1

1 we apply the

at the stopcock,
|J |

.p up the charge r-*™—LffliJ Hi

ituu. quickly closing '

the stopcock replace
the coupling and capillary tube. After
fallen the flow cea ie pipette may be brought round

r. By opening the stopcock either

•erfect control nvftr the rate of dis-

over the centre of the i

partially or wholly we have perfect controfover the rate of c

charge, and can make the drops succeed each other as slowly as

It should be observed that air bubbles carried by the drop into

the liquid produce an irregular motion, destructive of the desired

effect. Hence the beak should be placed only a short distance

above the surface. An interval not exceeding one and a half

inches usually answers very well, but at a distance of from one

half to one inch admirably uniform results are obtained. Indeed,

it is not necessary to the effect that the drop should reach the

surface with any sensible velocity, as a well-formed ring will be

produced by simply laying the drop vpon the water from the

closely approached beak of the pipette.
As it is essential to a perfect experiment to have the liquid of

the reservoir as motionless as possible, its mass should be large,

and it should be allowed to come to rest after each drop before

the next is allowed to impinge upon it.

Operating with these precautions, and viewing the result from
a point a little lower than the level of the fluid, we see that the

drop, soon after merging in the liquid, gives origin to a ring ot

exquisite symmetry, which rotates and enlarges as it descends,
precisely after the manner of the gas-rings already described. In
some cases the ring, continuing unbroken through the whole
aeptn, spreads out on the bottom a flat annulus of the heavy
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coloring matter. But usually, after reaching a distance of four or
five inches, it breaks up with a peculiar outward uncoiling
motion, forming at intervals of the circuit flattened spaces, from
the outer points of which the pigment is seen dropping in numer-
ous slender streams.

12. Motions and structure of the liquid rings.—The rotation of
the liquid ring on its circular axis is directed upwards on the
outer circumference and downwards on the inner ; or viewed in
relation to the progression of the mass, it presents an advancing

' of the inner and a retreating movement of the exterior

The liquid ring, moreover, resembles that of gas in being com-
posed of a coil of colored fluid enfolding a parallel uncolored
coil. Indeed, when sufficiently translucent, it exhibits quite dis-

tinctly the b iich, in the case of rings of cloudy
air, have been shown above to be an optical result of this twofold
structure. The correspondence between the phenomena is ren-

dered still more complete by the fact, that the liquid ring is

followed by a residuary colored mass, which, when the forming
impulse is feeble, remains attached to it as a train.

13. Forma by impulsive discharge.—The ob-

served identity of motions and structure in the two classes of
~ings led

ihanical

For this

immerse
.

and closing the stopcock applied a sudden and transient pressure
of the fingers to the flexible tube. The experiment was emi-

nently successful. The colored liquid thus discharged was seen
to shoot downwards in the form of a very perfect ring, in all

respects resembling those above described, except that its rota-

tion and expansion were more raj i M<>d ' - ''io arrange-

ment, by attaching to the stop-cock a small but thick gm
bag, I have found it easy to regulate the impulse so as to develop

the rings as slowly as may be desired, and thus to n

With the colored liquid all the stages of the phenomena pi

marked in the case of rings of air. In this way, by a «
rather gradual force, I can cause the escaping fluid to roll up into

lateral volutes or increasing the action, to form the opening ring

with its attached train ; or, by a yet quicker and stronger impul-

sion, I can compel the ring to shoot rapidly away, leaving the

train either to break up irregularly or to form by its own motion

a second smaller ring, as in the case of discharges of air

a
The rings thus formed in the midst of the liquid will of course,

differ in size, according to the amount of liquid expelled at each

impulse. As, however, this is never so small as a drop, and
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the velocity of the action is comparatively great, the I

formed are always larger than those resulting from the dropping

process. T better suited for observations on

the internal m< tious and d iplicate structure of the J,

It is essentia! iu >uch o - rvations, however the ring maybe
formed, to make use of a partially transparent liquid, such as a

dilute solution of sulphate of indigo, or a I

blue, and to view the ring by a moderately strong light. In

these circumstances the double spire and the horizontal bands

become beautifully apparent.

14. Origin of the liquid ring, and of its rotation.—C<<

the entire aj o and motions of the lie-

as compare^! [y h irraed ringof air,

to conclude ; is of force are concerned in their

production. Such is evident! v the fact with rings generated by

the process last described, that is, when the orifice is at or below

the level of the reservoir. Here, the impulse of dia

downward and laterally, ami the resistance of the aperture and

of the contiguous medi k present a combina-

tion of forces precisely such as, according to the previous explana-

tion, operates in the production of the rings of air.

In regard to the formation of rings by the dropping process,

-, altla mhajp. -< nti v ihtVerent, aresuck

as I think would naturally give rise to the same comb;
sidering the mode of action of the drop it is proper

_ tube. The

former strikes the medium with the
penetrating into it as if through a circular aperture.

j column whose central parts are ca

the sides are relatively retarded by the resisting action of the

contiguous fluid. Under these conditions, the force! brought into

play and their resulting motion must evidently be the same as

in the case of an impu - aid from the immersed

beak of the pipette.

In the other case, that is, where the drop is simply laid upon

the liquid plane, the gravity of the matter of the <i.

.' curved Mirfacc unite in <_dv:

ltenK At tne -me time, ti.e -m fu e <.| , . mta. t v ith

the fluid beneath, forming, a- .fere a rapidly enlai

cures the symmetry of the moving mass. This, as it

of the :

water formed by mechanical discharge their identity of structure

ng forces which has
,
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Equivalents of elements.—Dumas 1

Vhile looking

t communicated to the Academy

I
Sb 122

I
I 127 j Au 92 I Fe^ 28 |

equivalents which are multiples of half an c

tiples of one-fourth of an equiv

. „.j Sr 43-75 Zn 32-75

Among the comparisons that may be made there are the following:

\-n
|

i4 H Ph~i~3i ii_^_|_j5_ii_^_|_^ii
|Pr~|~T9~|l~Cl |~"S5-5 || Br

j 80 II 1 |
127

|

It is seen that on adding 108 to the number for nitrogen we have tl

fluorine, we have the number for iodiue (10+108=127).
So also on adding 61 to the equivalent of niti;.^ n wu - Mam that

arsenic f144-fi1- lift- and the same to I

» parallel lines, the ordi-

ned by I, -—
*mkhe single es

im-h are separated

^ 4-5 instead of E 7fjSFKEJl
metals in series, that shall show a double parallelism tor <

cation brings out b \
"

t

g
-, -"nrox

feet, when arrang.
' ^"J tj, P<iP

P
,P ia

imitytotwo others, belonging to two related ^^^^J^

pounds, Messrs? U St.* Clair- I M
•

I

f, sapphire, zircon, chrysober^ spinel a*^ • •

J;
-

- ;
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general method may be explained by a brief statement of that for white

corundum.
Into a carbon crucible put some fluorid of aluminium ; and over it

adjust a small carbon cupel filled with boracic acid : then having put

on the cover and protecting the crucible from the action of the air, sub-

ject it to a white heat for an hour or so. The vapors of the fluorid and
boracic acid, meeting in the free space in the crucible over them, decom-
pose one another, and afford corundum and fluorid of boron. The crystals

are rhombohedral with the prismatic and basal planes of a hexagonal
prism

: they are optically negative and have all the other pin-
ties of corundum. Large crystals over a centimeter long and very broad

have been obtained, but they want thickness.
To form the ruh\ or rod corundum, if is only necessary to add a little

fluorid of chromium to the fluorid of aluminium": and the blue corundum
or sapphire is obtained u tances, the only difference

being that it contains extremely little of chromium in some unknown
state. With much oxyd of chromium, the corundum is of a fine green

Permian rocks in North America.—On the 10th of May last, the

Academy of Sciences received a letter from I »r.
-

discovery of Permian fossils in the Guadalupe Mountain, Xew M-\i™.

lac observed on the reading of the communication, that the first

tion of the Permian in th as due to a

rcoUj who was connected with an expedition under
C iptain Whipple in 1853, which crossed the Rocky Mountains from the

to the Pacific through New Mexico. The rocks were observed
by him to the northwest of the locality mentioned by Dr. Shumard,
between the River Colorado Chiquito (lat. 35° 18' 43", long. 110° 49'

56 ), and the Sierra de Magoyon, underlying a series of beds referred to

different stages of the Trias ; the beds were a magnesian limestone and
he compares it to the magnesian limestone of England, tta

was about 325 yards ; the fossils, although abundant, were too imperfect

nation.*

M. d'Archiac added further, that Prof. Emmons has also referred to

in System certain deposits in North Carolina that lie below

. n found the

lower jaw of a species of Insectivorous mammal (Dromatherium
os of thecodont Saurians in the Chatham coal basin of the

below beds containing plants which he refers to the age of the

>
M

(upp i l'riassi,-). (Jut is nothu r
,„. to prove that

the beds are really older than the overlying marls, this mammal may be
no older than the Microlestes antiquus of Wurtemberg.

• Note by the Editors.—This claim for Mr. Marcou we believe is qnite tm-

',
, ' '

•
•
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Oysters: resupplying the oyster banks of France.—The trade

in France has so declined that unless there is some speedy remedy, it v\ ill

soon entirely cease. Out of 23 bank- been in suc-

i iimii .'! the CO*st of Rochelle, 18 have been completely

ruined, and the others injured, by the invasion of muscles. The same is

true of other beds along the Atlantic and Mediterranean shores. The
French government proposes to undertake the resupplying of the beds,

and we cite the following from the Report on the subject by the Zoologi-

cal Section of the Academy of Sciences.

Each oyster may produce 1,000,000 to 2,000,000 of young. If, out

of this number, twelve Hi her, il b all thftfc C*q

be expected in years of abundance. The number that becomes attached

the number lost; and the

. _ - '

the ova at the bottom for the purpose of peopling it. The following

method has been put in practice by several amateur zoologists, iu

them, by Mr il and Mr. Ackermann. It consists ia

letting down over the beds a frame work made of branches -

their bark, and spread out flat so as to be no obstacle to navigation. The
brood of developed ova will rise like a cloud of powder across these en-

twined branches, and the embryos encrust them on all sides. The frame-

work is to be left in place not only during the time of reproduction, but,

until the young are sufficiently large to be removed for peopling other beds.

The pieces of frame-work thus loaded with young may be carried by ves-

sels wherever me, the young shells will detach them-

selves and fall to the bottom which had been previously prepared for them
by means of the drag. This transfer should be made in February or

March, because at this time, the young oysters deposited on the branches

of the frame-work are large enough to be easily seen.

The dragging for oysters in France usually begins in the month of

September. The commission propose to make February or March the

:

tain which beds are in a condition to be opened, all the oyn rs hav. not

yet laid their eggs, and the product from those which have is not visible

to the naked eye. ... ,

The government has not yet determined on any

as a commencement, has given the Report general publicity, in order to

draw to it the attention of practical men.
.

formVs^et7for
,

eMa'>
;

:-

, '

l i. 1 '/ar; 1 MMamLfg a zoological «»d^Dg

Plants, useful or otherwise d< -

hereafter be, introduced into the country. --
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1st, the proceed-, from t k t- i- i ,] r \ - r- U> this orai ! n of 1 in ml
- ; 2d!y. the proceeds from the sale of animals.

will all be of ascertained purity and at the same time very rare.

The past history of the Society of Acclimation is a sufficient warrant

- .

tn \ nd ha- ja-o<j>m 1 i i
-

» ishil I nearly a million of bulbs

-

1 have lost its long form. The Society has spread everywhere

the Sorghum sugar cane. (IL,l< is -/,•-•/ r if is.) ulm h air. ady furnishes to

the departments of middle and southern France abundant forage of good

bile at the same time, through its saccharine juio
to be as valuable to the southern provinces of France as the beet to the

northern. It has procured young plants of the Loza, a species of Bham-
nus, from wl lied the Kao.

It has imported two herds of Angora goats, which reproduce perfectly in

eating any symptoms of degenerating. It has not

liicinus, (Bombyx Cynthia, or Palma

i |j in France to its 25A
generation, but it has done more, in succeeding in varying its nourish-

ment, by substituting the leaf of the very common Fuller's Teasel {Dip-

sacus Fullonum) for the Ricinus {R. Eur „,.-,, which i- rare and does

-

"i r.yi t u 'I tiui t ! ,i _ - i- t„ mak h 1 nth of the worms

I with the development of the leaves on which they are nourished.

idy nearly accomplished the propagation in the open air of i

iving on the oak. It has raised in the Jardin des Plantes two

aks. It has undertaken to grow the white nettle

re firm than those of linen

or the indigenous hemp. It has promoted the
pea, excellent as food and affording an abundant oil. It ha- .

portable green-houses the wax tree and varnish tree in go< •
I

tit th i Final! v, t . _ l

i M 1>. de L'Huys,

1 -nt, it Ins suoveded in ;.>, uring from the slopes of the

numerous tubercles of potato, in order to renew in Europe this

so valuable - mlture and long-continued

-r a part of its qualities.

If all these results have been secure* I
garden, what

ined when the society shall have secured large gro*

Wen shall be constantly devoted to rai

be able to se. ecess .'

Alcohol from Sorghum.—We return to a subject of which we have

to mention a new fact. M. Leplay has been ;

a thousand kilograms of it, and ha.- t two months-

* See this Journal, [2,] xix, 108, and xs, 288.
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He has recognized, 1st, that the quantity of solid matt r which the stems

the formation of the panicle "(flowering) to the maturity of the grain,

whatever tie- soil; 2.1, this solid matter nceumulates in tlie juice and not

ia the insoluble part of the plant ; 3d, when therein is still given and

tii.' panicle scarcely formed, it contain- only a little -ugar: the -ugar i H de-

veloped as the plant advance- and the --rain i\\>\ <\aeh. - maturity, and

hence the composition of the stem and the production of the saccharine

matter depend entirely on the state of the plant, and n<>t on the epoch of

'ii : 4th. in the juice of the Sorghum. l>ef..P- its maturity, in

Avhi. h tin - .. ha mi t can discover ittl or no suu n f< nn i iti <n indi-

cates between ::-_» and 100 grams of sugar per litre; but as the grain

advances toward- maturity, there is a gradually ineiva-in- deviation towards maturity, there is a gradually increasi:

he polarizing a

i grain is ripe 1

polarizii j apparat is. , msed by the cane sugar prese

"

\ 3 the <j

polarizing apparatus is but little less than the sugar indicated by the fer

On desiccation, the Sorghum loses TO per cent of its weight. In tin

tate it can be preserved, and so used in the manufacture throughout tin

oar. Mr. Leplay carries on the fabrication with little cost, and observe

:iat it is easily done with apparatus that may be carried from place t<

Angora Goats.—The acclimation of the Angora goat* 1

in the '

i Black

Forest. It pro-pt i- man. u-U uAljiu, - t! II, i t ne us attests.

The Angora goat was introduced therein 1856; the flock .

^ so prospered as to con-

and none are at all de« "
kv !i

,';
:

'

-
• .... : .

-.
. ^ .

•

- '

>-••=.-•' ;-- :

/

;i ,l even superior to them, as it does not

; :. '.. ' --
'

-
.. •

• !. -• -
- :-

'

'

'
,'

= • - - : I-'-- : , :
''

- -

'•
^ • -i.. .)::-- •

. .

'

already been made in France.

-

.

•.
-...:-

. .
-

.;,..-..;.;'

orresponding effect experienced by t

rful galvanic battery, was discovered I

is the source of the electricity the h

«r, afterwards a common electric mach
" tje source oi

... and quite recently Ruh ru-
sting, afterwards a common -

anJ bis resuks

* See this Journal for November, 1355, p. 405.
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of mercury, and the vapors answering best are those of alcohol, sulphuret

of carbon, and camphene. De la Riv< 1 - ,.| i
. i

- 1

, . \, i in nts to

ration of the Aurora Borealis, so frequent in the Pola
A recent discovery has been made, beam u m ;- *ii. <n , by Dr. Robin-

son, who has found that the light of the Aurora
property of rendering substances fluorescent which are susceptible of it.

The material on which he experimented was sulphate of quinine.

On >•" /.•,;,/>/ snubn vessels.—In a former communication, some years

since, we spoke of the experiments made by Messrs. Fevre and Giannetti

towards raising by means of balloons filled with carbonic acid sunken ves-

sels or other bodies. Carbonic acid was proposed because it could be so

easily procured. But a civil engineer. Mr. Marras>ieh, has proposed to

mospheric air, and his apparatus has had tlip approval of many
good judges. The object has long t , Q and has bad

'-'
1 greatly enhanced by the war in the Crimea. The new system

The air balloons proposed by Mr. Marrassieh i

eaoutehoac called artificial ] rth r. They are carried to the bottom empty,

and secured to the sunken object by divers, and then they are filled with air

!:ed by means of steam upon a steamboat—an in-

riliary in such operations.
A girt of these balloons is put around the submerged body, the bal-

loons being united together by tubes; but there are stopcocks to shut

off the communication between them, so that accident from rupture

is confined to the one in which it may occur.
Anesthesia by carbonic acid.—We have explained, during the year past,

the experiments of Simpson and Follin on the use of carbon
local anesthesis. We now have to report on the effects of its inhalation

when mixed with a certain quantity of air, as observed by Mr. Ozanam,
who proposes its use for man. He states that the effects of carl

milar to those of ether, but more fugitive ; and while with the

carbonic acid,

the reverse is true. He affirms:
a. As long as it is wished to prolong the sleep the inhalations should be

b. They may be continued ten, twenty, thirty minutes and more, with-

out danger to life.

e. On ceasing the inhalation, waking is almost immediate.
In these experiments no case of sudden death has been observed, as

with chloroform. When death is in prospect, as Dr. Fevre has
owly, and may be foreseen for a long time in advance, and

experience, by the state of the heart

ing experiment, reported by Mr. Oza-

ateresting:
" I prepared a gas-bag containing 100 litres of carbonic acid, and resolved

The sleep was prolonged



i much beyond what

and Ozanam have respired the gas sevei

to the production of sleep, at least to feeling its first effects. They say its

taste is slightly pungent, and as airr•il.le as that of ether; it excites

salivation. They propose its adoption in surgical practice, as the least

dangerous method, and as suffieientlv efficacious.

Variation of color in the venous blood of the glands.—Since the dis-

covery of the circulation of the blood, it has been admitted that the blood

of the arteries is red and that of the veins black, with this exception that

it is the reverse ?' ins. This fact has

afforded Bichat the foundation for his grand division of the circulation,

(since adopted by all anatomists,) a vascular system with red blood, which

carries the blood :V ts of the body ; a vascular sys-

tem of black blood, which carries the blood from all parts of the body to

the lungs. But it results from the researches of Prof. Claude Bernard

that this statement cannot be accepted absolutely. This skilful observer

;oubt, that

i red, and
bas the latter na cava which receives the

Wood from the renal vein.
This fact i looked for an explanation,

that it was due to the state of repose or activity of the kidneys, the

secretory organ of the urine. He has, in fact, demonstrated, by delicate

experiments, in his course of Physiology at the College of Frf Physiology at the College ot rram-e, td:

e kidneys, where it has just been formed, i

the bladder, the blood contained in the rem

,v,l— black when t

The same experiment performed on the submaxillary gland of the dog

produced the same result. Flowing of saliva by the proper duct from

this gland, and presence of red blood in the afferent vein are two phe-

nomena which go together, as also the absence of saliva and I .

of the blood in the same vein. Analogous experiments made on the

Parotid gland and on the glands in ll

tube, have given similar results. But the author ,

severity which he brings to his cone! - is
' '

'

°® ™™
plete only when the examination shall have been extended to every gland

Trtuhs fromThTfects, that if, as regards f
*• term red blood may be applied to the arJ^^***

Wa*
Wood cannot be used in so general a way for the ,

•

) from or!, to^ ^ Kl
, these different states of coloratio

-en into consideration in i

J activity or repose of an organ.

irJ»Z
l*^:ti:iland's, butlo all the organs

This last
:!..]. 1 il

of remark that if the blood
j
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goes out, on I k, and with different physics

from a muscle which contracts itself.

In experimenting on the submaxillary gland, Prof. Bernard has been

_'..-'

to prod uce 1

1

it the coloring of the blood of the vein

red. This fact suggested to him the following remark: "All tl

fications which the blood undergoes in consequence of the functional

aetiviu <>! the' organs, are al\\a\ - determined l>y the nervous s\ sti m ;
and

'

"edge of the special agency of the

unced last year, as the suggestion of Mr. Thenard,

i:>t session on the loth of last April. It is in full prosperity and

numbers now 1400 subscribers. It has already aided ma!
need, and gives an annual pension to four families of men
among them those of Laurent and Gerhardt. No condition of residence

d to Madam Laurent or Madam < i-.-rhardt, who were not born

in France, and they are therefore free to go where they choosi

losing the right to the pension. Madam Laurent is of the Duchy of

_.
.

•;

of LV. Sanders. It i> . will not take advantage

' i i
! j t ,

tii hi

in a department of the

Since the death of the President, Thenard, another has been elected,

and the officers are now as follows

:

President, Marshal Vaillant, Member of the Institut—Vu
Dumas, Flourens, and De Senarmont.—Secretary, De Senarmont.— 1

<-•'

. Barreswill and F. Boudet— Censors, E. Delessert, Baron

Seguier, Paul Thenard.— Tr>, fl Engineer.
Besides, the Society has a Council of Admim

scientific and industrial notabilities figure,—among them, Eli

mont, Bous*'
i aue, Poncelet, Dolfus, (President of

ial Society of Mulhouse), Schattenmann, (Director of the

Manufacture of Chemical Products of I,
etc

The "Compte Rendu" of this year will soon be published with a l»t !

»

the subscribers.
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m Sv*>.—Tli is is il,, only work which is completely up to the most recent
•

*•"• !i
l

i ^ 1
i

< i t ' i *u , -, eial study by the author.

OSneral " .V Mecanique pratique, 2nd edition,
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'
'

|
!.:. -
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Victor Mi Sques, 2 vols, in 12mo.—V. Meunier is

1 iln. toi , f i u , klv sheet entitled I?Ami des Sciences,

his to popularize the more important
-

£ society and the removal of abuses,
'

'- >;• i'i..-ct(.-.l .... r.iiuir to the author with education. The
rvor, touching upon great questions

ut cruel truths. He entitles the first volume, "Apostolat
•" The second treats of the* improvements to be brought

about in Architecture, Agriculture, and Navigation, ]t is impossible to

Louis Aubert, Civ.Eng.:
aesastres causes par le$ Abordages, a pamphlet v

ted to be the inventor of t>-

bich contributed so much towards ending^ the war in the Cri-

Published by him in 1852 on the o

At Strasbourg, at the Bookstore of DERIVAUX.
Zoologie .

'

s Ammai/x, par A.

^ereboullet, Professor de Zoologie a la Faculte des Sciences il« Mras-

-

:,'- :

- •

'
:- • _

N
'

:i '

:
:

'

.
V -

~ '

:

, 320 colored figures of ani

W'U appear in 32 parts, at 50 centimes (or about 10 cents) each.

v"MVSSON, Place de TEcole de Medecine, Paris.

. a pamphlet of 32 pages in 8vo.—The subject of

this work has been indicated in our last communication.
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SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.

I. CHEMISTRY AND PHYSICS.

1. On the Nature of Flame, and on the Condition of the Sun's Sur-

fdce; by John W. Draper, M.D., Professor of Chemistry and Physi-

ology in the University of New York.—(L., E. and D. Phil. Mag., vol. xv,

p. 90.)—Among the recent publications on photo-chemistry, there is one

by Professor Dove on the Electric Light (Phil. Mag., Nov., 1857) which

will doubtless attract the attention of those interested in that branch of

science. Examination by the prism, and by absorbing and reflecting

colored bodies, leads him to the conch ry to consider

the luminous appearance as having two di-rim-i s, ,uiv^> :— 1st, the ignition

lescence of the material particles bodily passing in the course of

I rge ; 2dly, the proper electrical light itself. As respects the

'
" j method of increase from low to high temperatures,

by supposing a

through the c< rds the violet : and tnat oi

bright Leyden sparks, by a like

screen drawn from the violet towards the red.

The true elect

>

:

•

ies resembling those observed i

actual combustions, as though there was an oxydation of a portion of th

translated matter when the spark is taken in air. The order of evolutioi

of rays in this instance happens to be the same as in the second illustrc

tion of Professor Dove, that is, from the violet to the red. There are cei

•nnected with these appearances of color which are not gene

- a relation between the color of a flame and t

which the combustion giving rise to it is going on. The in

and complete the combustion, the higher the refrangibility of the light.

.\ '
, :

•
:

_
;

are violet. In intermediate states of mediate colors

are evolved in their proper order of refrangibility.
The flame of a candle or lamp consists of a series of concent:

•nnding a central dark core. These shells shine with different

colors, the innermost one immediately in contact with the dark core being

red, and having a temperature of 977° F. Upon this, in their proper

order of refrangibility, are shells the light of which is orange, yellow,

green, blue, indigo, violet. When we look upon such a flame, the rays

H the colored strata are received by the eye at once, and

f white light.

onsists, may he
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the shining shell, resting upon the dark combustible matter, the atmos-

pheric air can hardly penetrate, or rather its oxygen is exhausted and
consumed. Between the exterior and interior surface, the burning is

tion or supply of oxygen is gradually 1

But besides this collection of colored shells, constituting "what may be

termed the actual flame, there is anoth ereto, and to

A nature and in its optical relations.

Chemically, it consists of the products of combustion and of the unburnt

residue of the air, that i> to say, carbonic acid, steam, and nitrogen.

These are all the time escaping out of the true flame, and envelop it as

an exterior cone or cloak. Optically, this portion <

flame in the circumstance, that it is shining as an

\ burning body. For physiological reasons, into the detail of

ch it is not necessary here to go, the tint of this exterior cloak seems
to be a monochromatic yellow. That, however, is to a considerable de-

gree a dgree a deception, pri j that all the other colors

the yellow merely exceeds

sidered as offering three regions:—1st, a

antral nucleus, which is not luminous, and consists of combustible vapor;

*<%, an intermediate portion, the true flame, arising from the reaction of

he air and the combustible vapor, and being composed of a succession of

superposed shells, the interior bell j let, and the inter-

of thisyening ones colored in the proper order i &
difference of color being the declining activity with which the combi

goes on deeper and deeper in the flame. As to temperature, the

l envelop consisting of the products of <

> the true flame, shining simply as u

for the most part overpowered by the brighter portio:

By the aid of the facts thus presented, v

of the other regional dii
!1 su

.

ch *?*™' T
?
en

fust be a blue portion below; blue, because it consists of the mosi

frangible rays, which issue forth in abundance, for there 1

* most copiously and perfectly applied. At the upper ena <

Particularly if the wick be long and the supply of combus

abundant, the light emitted is red, for the products of combu

ag past that
' r a,

r
t0 gf ™C

tTfl W«
Upon these principles we may also pred.ct what color »**"*£J™when we vai to burning. Tallow or

., t ]ly understood pomtot

• is small, and that of the a abundant. The oxydat

refore thorough and prompt, *or a nun "«""* .? -'

f
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and absolutely white. Its whiteness does not depend upon the physiolo-

gical fact, that any color, if it be intensely brilliant, will seem white to

the eye; but it is optically white, as is proved 1

when all the colors are \
at the high temperature

faster than the nitrate of potash and air together can oxydize it, and

offers every intermediate rate of combustion, and emits rays of every

refrangibility.

In like manner it may be shown that carbonic oxyd must bum with a

blue flame, and cyanogen with a red. We can also foresee what must be

the optical result of resorting to unusual methods of combustion, as when

we throw into the interior of a flame a jet of air from a blowpipe. In this

case we destroy the red and orange strata, replacing them by bluer colors.

I such a blowpipe cone by the prism, we have a beautiful de-

monstration that such has actually taken place.

tion in connection with the appearance of the electric light : it is the

production of Fraunhoferian lines, when things have been arranged in such

a way that an incombustible material is present in the substance to be

burnt. This state is perfectly represented in the case of cyanog
contains more than half its weight of Wam ifc*

reft nucleus of the cyanogen flame is properly ea

tees exceeding in number and strength

those of the sunlight itself. These fixed lines are the represe
dark shells, superposed among the shining ones with definite periodicity.

In such a cyanogen flame they bear no relation to the burning of the

carbon, but must be attributed to the disengagement of the nitrogen.

In other cases dark lines are replaced by bright ones, as in the well-

known instance of the electric spark between metallic surfaces. The

occurrence of lines, whether bright or dark, is hence connected with the

chemical nature of the substance producing the flame. For

them, for by their aid we may be able to ascertain points of gr
in other departments of science. Thus if we are ever able to a
tain knowledge respecting the physical state of the sun and oil

will be by an examination of the light they emit. Even at present, by the

aid of the few facts before us, we can see our way pretty clearly to certain

conclusions respecting the sun. For since substances which are incandes-

show no fixed lines, their prismatic spectrum l»
i

end to end, it would appear to follow that the luminous Wnditi
^

•

cence or ignition. At various times those who h
have offered different hypotheses: one ,-• Mrdm - r!,.> «un as a solid or

perhaps liquid mass in
: Another considering the

"S™ to ! "
ipposing it to be the seat of a fierce

combustion. Of such hypotheses we have given reason for d-

sun and that of any form of electric discharges w r
are iamihar, enables us in like manner to reject the second ; and upon the
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. ts seem most strongly to prepossess us in favor of th<

lines being observed. If such is to be

regarded as the physical condition of the sun, we can no longer contem-

plate it as an immense mass slowly and tranquilly cooling in the lapse

of countless centuries by radiation' into space, as so many considerations

drawn from other branches of science have hitherto led us to suppose, but

it must be regarded as the seat of chemical changes going on upon a

prodigious scale, and with inconceivable energy.

If the law designated above, that the more energetical the ehemical

action in combusu >n the more refrangible the . mitt. .1 light, be translated

into the conceptions of the undulatory theory, it not ouly puts us in pos-

session of a distinct idea of the manner in which the combustive union of

bodies is accomplished, the omckness of vibration increasing with the

chemical en. si _ us to transfer for the use of chemistry

some of the most interesting numerical determinations of optics.

2. Fluosli s.

—

Marignac has found that the fluo-

silicates are is - The fact is regarded as

4*ttDOnstrating ;..
•'

is Si02 in place of Si03.

3. On Fluorescence produced by the Aurora; by T. R. Robinson, (in

a letter dated Armagh, March 24, 1858, and cited from the L., E., and

-., xv., p. 326.)—On the 14th instant an aurora was visible here

of more that a. At 11 p. m. it showed an arch ex-

a few yellow streamers;

and the sky above it was covered with diffused light, over which brighter

> kered like waves, extending several degrees beyond the zenith.

I availed myself of the opportunity to try whether this light was rich in

those highly refrangible rays which produce fluorescence, and

so abundant in the light - ! ' 1,1 * tuU
i

u
'!,

,t t0
,

be
?
0-

\ drop of disulphate of quinine on a porcelaii

:h on a faint ground; an
"

were so bright that the label i

which by lamplight could not be distinguished from the salt at a little

it black by contrast.
m (

These effects were so strong in relation to the actual inters

%ht, that they appear to afford an additional n
origin of this phenomenon, and as such I hope they may interest some of

your readers. „ . _. . . .

4. The Air-balance, a newform of Barometer,/

; by J. B. James, MIX—Reflection upon the action ot a

barometer said to have been in use for some time past in tfce

ms of Liverpool and Rome, which has ™ not im-

mersed balanced upon a 1

;i indicates the changes

has suggested an arrange,
minute changes in the pressure of the atmosphere may be we.ghed With

great accuracy.
, ,, .., -.

i n„nr «»j
Let the barometer tube be fixed over a platform, with its lower end

J-eely exposed ; let the platform also support a balance one a^m of m h cb

I direetfy under the^.^J^^^tj . in tnis me i«j»

.. banner. If uow the other arm ot he balance

be weighted, to counterpoise the reservoir and the mercury not supported
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by the atmosphere, the alteration which change of atmospheric pressure

renders necessary in the counterpoise, indicates the change of pressure

Several circumstances require attention, besides delicacy in the balance

and accuracy in the weights, to secure accuracy in the results. 1st. The

tube must be of uniform capacity throughout its length, ex<

much as is immersed in the mercury; varying ca]

portions of the tube will be productive of error by the altera'

change of temperature produces, even if the vacuum chamber be uni-

form. 2d. An alteration of either the temperature of the mercury or

the atmospL. lire are-adjustment at each

Qg or depressing the support of the balance or the

tube in such manner as to cause the immersion of the tube in the mer-

cury to the same point to which the first adjustment was made; the im-

mersion of more or less of the tube will cause an error in the result.

For this purpose two balances may be used ; upon one the tube may be

.

is determined, th. ro^rvoir-bahuice being fixed in its normal ;

that purpose; the tube-balance being now fixed, the other is freed and

brought to the same position by weights 1 thus the mercury need not be

seen in any part of the operation. This adjustment would probably be

V a short piece of iron or platinum tube of small diameter were

which would displace less mercury and prevent to some extent

a fluctuation of the column of mercury caused by the motion of the

balance. 3d. If very gn .it may be requisite that

the arms of the balance be symmetrical and bear equal and -

faces, so that change of temperature or atmospheric pressuo

.

i '.ion of mercury, &c, may affect both sides equally.

£ temperature will cause an alteration in the diameter of the

tube, and be productive of a small error, for which no remedy is suggested.

Tii is instrument, it is obvious, may be so adjusted as to indicate the

pressure of the atmosphere in pounds and its parts on the square inch ot

surface. But as it will often be desirable to compare observations made

by it with those of other instruments, it will generally be required that

the height of the column of mercury: to this end
ment may be adjusted to a pressure equal, say, to thirty inches of mer-

cury at a temperature of 32° Fahr. If now a tube has been used having

of 1000 grs. of mercury at 32° F. for an inch of its length,

which would have a diameter of about -6 of an inch, each grain will

represent the thousandth part of an »n has been

made for the capillarity of the tube, all its indications, at whatever tem-

perature, will represent the height of the column at 32° F., and require

correction only for the altered diameter of the tube.
A rude instrument has been constructed on the principle here indicated.

A barometer tube having a capacity of 100 grs. to the inch, or a diam-
eter of -is inch, was suspended over the dish of a U. S. post-office bal-

ance, upon a peg. by turning which the tube was adjusted to the surface

lercurv in th« tc^t,?™- »d *Ma rested upon &« dish. Its

operation was m^. - Vmg conclusions.
s
f[f

may t» attached which will show in the usual manm the •
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1. Lecontite, a new mineral ; by W. J. Tavlou, {XY-w-u \ lV mi •• Min-

N'otes" in Proceedings of Acad. Nat. S<-icn< e. IMiihul*-] j.lii:*.)—

-

This new and interesting mineral is remarkable as being a double sulphate

of ammonia and soda with potash, containing two equivalents of water

aii.l vi t homceomorphous with the group of anhydrous sulphates. Prof.

l'aiia has vm- kindly made the annexed meaMiivmriits of two crystals

wiik'li I sent to him soon after receiving the m'mrrai from I >r. LeConte.

1 made a verbal communication on the suhjivt before the Academy of

, 1 6th, but ow ing to a

i ugh min-

utes of this meeting—before the May number of the Academy's Proceed-

ings. It was at that time supposed to be a new mineral from the differ-

ence of angle found by Prof. Dana between it and other homceomorphous

. jis thai 1 made, from which it was

a double sulphate of potash (the porasli I thai thought was

ind ammonia, and anhydrous (in this judging erroneously from

The composition is now definitely determined by a thorough quantita-

artesy of Dr. F. A. Genth, I have made
m his laboratory, whom I would here thank for the facilities afforded me

'''J
1 '" investigation.

_

Lecontil ig greatly in size, some being an men
in length and narrow prisms, others short, not exceeding one-sixteenth

of an inch and quite broad. The former crystals are more perfect in

form than the larger ones, and the angles better defined.

The following are the measurements of Prof. Dana: the crystals, as ha

mentions, did not admit of
was necessary to use a candle.

Crystallization trimetric; form r

*-2 :t-2=H5°
*-2 : 7=160° by

±-l : ±-5=127° 30'—128°, or over t-t, 52°-52° 30'

._ . w j 76° 48' over i-l,

/ : I (calc. from t-2 : *-2= i 103° 12' over i-'i.

The faces /are small and indistinct except on 01

Taking ±-i : ±-1=128° we have I : I =103° 12

In hardness the crystals are from 2 to 2-5 ',™hev

organic matter they "are clear 1 smaller

1

3 air. Composition

« 0-45 V 8-93

Organic residue,

Inorganic residue,

Phosphoric acid,
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There is consequently an oxygen ratio of NH
4 : S0 3 : HO=8-93

:

26-94: 17-28 ctly as 1:3:2 from whi
the general formula RO, S0 3-f-2HO.

[It may be interesting to mention that there is an artificial salt with a
general formula, exactly corresponding to this R< >. m > — •_']!< >, and of

the same form, which, though rare, has been described by sever;

na no potash, being solely a double sul]

potash with two equivalents of water; it is mentioned in Gmelin, vol. iii,

p. 119, (Card. Edit.,) Seguin, Ann. Chem. 91, 219; Reffault, Ann.de
Chem. et Phys. 20 (432)—(435) describes the salt and its preparation.

Berzelius (3,286) mentions that the crystals are derived from right rhom-
bic prisms.]

This mineral was first brought to this country in January last by Dr.

John L. LeConte, on his return from Honduras; he discover!
cave of Las Piedras, in the vicinity of Comayagua. It occurs in trimetric

bedded in a black matrix resembling bitumen in appearance,

LeConte considers to be the decora nosed excrement of batsbe the decomposec

)st likely inhabi

being

ivhich infest this cave in great numbers, and have most likely inhabited it

worked for the nitre, which was obtained "directly bv lixiviating tl

taken from near the mouth of the cave." "The matrix containing tne

crystals merely furnished a black tar-like semi-fluid mass with
On some of the crystals were observed minute hairs of the bal
and I observed more hair when removing the crystals from tl

In honor of Dr. LeConte, who has been the means of adding this

species to mineralogy, I propose to call the mineral Lecontite.
-

Mfity CH.uiu.. Mt. iv in. (Kdi . \ l'hil.'.l , u .., v 1. vii, p. 170).—
Mr. Hopkins of Cambridge has made some rather
on the conductivity or conducting power of different substan
of which an account was laid before the Royal Society of London in June

ioiit attempting to describe his processes, we give bjs

portant results, and in decimals, the conductivity of " igneous rock" (trap

or granite, we presume), saturated with moisture, being taken as unity.

Sand and clay,

" the folic

Chalk, in block,

Oolite ?ock, ...
Hard compact limestones,
Siliceous New Red Sandstone,
Freestone, -

Hard compact sandstones (Millstone Grit),
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The effect of pressure on the conducting power of substances was also
tried, and proved to be almost nothing. A pressure of 7500 lb. on a

i of beeswax, spermaceti, and chalk, had no appreciable effect.
I no...

j
i, -., I r] ay, which had a conducting power of -26, had the same

raised to -33 by a pressure of Y50U lb.

Sandstone, with conducting power of -5, divided into layers each 1 foot
thick, when lar mass in one block, had its ..•nduet-
ing power diminished ^th. When the layers were only G in
t)> diminution was ,Vth. The effect of discontinuity of substance is

therefore small. Saturation with moisture, on the other hand, produces
generally a great effect, as will be seen on comparing the dry and satura-
ted blocks of chalk, the dry and saturated New Red Sandstone, and
again the dry is rocks."

These facts have a certain bearing on a geological question—namely,
i-sion of heat from the interior of the earth to the crust. The

much better than the chalk, the sand-
stone better than the oolite, the igneous rock better than the sandstone,

ith moisture better than the dry rock.
'' Mi i i

j
k - '

i iv. . hh d to the value of his paper, if he had
ascertained by experiment the quantity of water absorbed by each rock
at given temperatures, and whether tl 'y in propor-
tion to the absorption.

In illustration ,»t' the use that may be made of the tables, we would refer
to certain remarks made by Dr. Etol by Professor
Hennessy at the recent meeting of tl The subject
was "The Direction of Gravity at the Earth's Surface." In alluding to

certain supposed local and temporary changes of level, he mentioned the

-
| :

-•• 11 ! fom d the entire mass of rock and hill on
which the An to an astron-

d ot one season to the east, at another,
to the west. This he at first attributed to the varying power of the ton's

radiation to 1, \
tt Ow \>-:it; but he sub-

sequently had reason to attribute it rathejr to the infiltration of water to
'" " pa ts where the clay-slate and limestone rocks met The varying

iced apow-
of the rock is slightly

pronounce th orv. Armagh and its observatory

stand on a hi he mountain limestone with the clay-

the former, and the other on the lat-

ter, and both rocks probably reach downwards one or two th,m
W !»eu rain talk utUwil a!-.,!, nm.e uater than the other; both will

gain an incre '% but.

; :
'

'

: -
'

"
'

En a word, both rocks will e,

-> one side ; at the dry season <

n to be tilted in the opposite di
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The fact is curious, and not less so are the results deducible from it.

First, h lis Hiv higher m one s. a*-, n than another, a fact we might have
supposed, but never could have ascertained by measurement. Secondly,
they are highest, not as we would have supposed at the hottest season,

but at the we\ - from the different rates of ex]

liscovered; had the limestone and clay-

slate expanded equably, or had Armagh Observatory stood on a hill <f

homogeneous rock, it would have remained unknown. Fourthly, though
the phenomenon is in the strictest sense terrestrial, it is by converse with
the heavens that it has been made known to us. A variation of probably
a second, or less, in the right ascension of three or four stars, observed at

different seasons, no doubt revealed the fact to the sagacious astronomer
of Armagh, and even enabled him to divine ils cau.s.- ; which has been

confirmed as the true cause, and placed in a clearer light by the experi-

ments of Mr. Hopkins. One useful lesson may be learned from the dis-

covery—to be careful to erect Observatories ou a homogeneous foun-

dation.

3. Explorations under the War Department : Explanations of a sec-

ond edition of a Geological Map of Nehra.-ka aim! Kansas, based upon

information obtained in an expedition to the Black Hills under the com-
mand of Lieut. G. K. Warren, Top. Engr., U. S. A. ; by F. V. Haydex,
M.D., Geologist to the Expedition.—The geological map accompanying
this paper, is prepared chiefly from the author's own •

several years past on the Missouri river and its tributaries. For the Per-

mian in Kansas he is mostly indebted to the labors of Maj. Hawn. A
much larger surface might have been colored on the map with a good
degree of confidence, but the author has preferred to let it represent the

actual state of our present knowledge of the geology of that region.

The rocks of Nebraska, as far as they are at present known, are refer-

able to the following geological systems

:

I. Metamorphosed azoic rocks, including granite.
II. Lower Silurian. (Potsdam Sandstone.)
III. Devonian?
IV. Carboniferous.

V. Permian.
VI. Jurassic.

VII Cretaceous, Upper, Middle and Lower (including Wealdenf).
VIII. Tertiary.

IX. Post-pliocene or Quaternary.
The main body of the Black Hills and the Laramie range of moun-

tains is composed of a coarse red feldspathic granite as a nucleus, sur-

rounded by a series of Azoic strati fi- ai or nearly
so, with occasional dikes or outbursts of basaltic and other trappean

The existence of the Potsdam sandstone on the eastern slope of the

Kocky Mountains was discovered during Lieut. Warren's i

t2 ; S
ills

,

m lhe summer °f is5T
-
™d first made kn°wn b

-
v M^T'Hayden in a paper published in the Pi

-ttms seem to have furnished the key to its existence in the far west,
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where it is found to contain quite i

Lingula (L. antiqua), Trilobites, &c,
nng the same formation in Minnesota and New York. Its

geographical distribution in the far west then becomes an interesting

question, and the following suggestions from the paper, may call atten-

" Inasmuch as we have no palaeontological evidence of the <

-

this formation in tin; Rocky Mountain range, we must depend upon the
-.:'. .:!;>

Prof. Hall, in Stansbury's Report, often de-

scribes a bed of sandstone corresponding in -

and geological position to the Potsdam sandstone in the !

'Mv.it Salt Lake), the summit of which is three

thousand feet in height, is capped \\ stone, which

and conglomerate. Again, north of

Great Salt L latone or con-

glomerate, which almost invariably accompanies it." " In several locali-

ties, as at Promontory Point, and near Mud Island, the metaraorphic

strata appear to be overlaid by a coarse conglomerate
jHiicii is parti ues the character of a quartz i

Harcou, in the third volume of Pacific R. R. Reports, page 156, s;

of a sandstone occurri
traveled seven miles up __ .

high. From the base to the middle we found the

granite, then a band of red sandstone, (Devonian or Old Red). Above

is of limestone and gray sandstone, belonging to the moun-

V - we traveled three miles on the

granite, the remainder on the Old Red Sandstone."
The diagram given, showing the order of superposition of the dif-

-

cations along the base of I

ta been said

. what we may hereafter expect with regard to

tar west,"

The Carboniferous rocks, so well developed at Fort Laramie, in the

:ics along the eastern slope of the

l: ky Mountain., have been referred by some authors to the age ot the

lower Carboi Limestone.
_ .

Mr. Meek was at first in some doub; MOn of «e
- ;—-

publication by Mr. Marcou in wh
at, has little hesitation in referriiij

ipper instead of the lower Carbo

of zone, five to fifteen miles in width, en.
ipheaval i

'•' -ngiranng me punc-i^m «.^ «. cic-

Kone of the organic remains already discovered, which are quite
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numerous in species, are l identical "with those found

in the same system in the old world, but they belong to the same genera,

and many of the species are so closely allied to tonus characteristic of

the Jura of Europe, that we cannot n this system

into our series. I will here repeat the paheontological evidence, which

was read before the Academy in March last hy Mr. Meek and myself;

with such ;i ive been able to secure by our investi-

the undescribed fossils in the collection, up to the present time.

1st, Pentacrinux astcr'mus, n. sp., is so nearly like the Liassic P.scala-

ra, Goldfuss, that it is with some hesitation we have regarded it as new.

2d, Avicula (Monotis) tnudcosla, n. sp., is very closely related to M.

substriata, of Minister, from the Lias.

3d, Area
1

1 .... sp., is very similar to C.

(Zeiten,) also from the Lias.

4th, Panoj a, n. sp., is similar to the Liassic

forms M. Liasensis and M. , ! I btmk im, of Quensted.

5th, Amnwn ;., is of the same type as the Oolitic

Bpecies A. cordatus (Sowerby).

6th, Belemnites densus, n. sp., is scarcely distinguishable from the

ille, if, indeed, it is really distinct.

We have, also, in the collection from the Black Hills, a species of Het-

tangia, a genus not known to occur in the old world in formations newer

than the Lias, and a Trigonia more nearly resembling Jurassic types than

those of any other formation.

Although it is not yet known to occupy a large geographical area m
this country, we have ind

oped on the eastern slope of the Rocky Mountains, from the northern

part of British America to New Mesa ward the head

waters of the Yellow Stone, around Panther and Big Horn Mountains, 1

In the summer of 1854, while exploring the valley of the Y
as far as the mouth of the Big Horn River, I received, from

isses of gypsum precisely like that characterizing the Jurassic

beds in the Black Hills."

The paper closes with some remarks on the Tertiary basins of the up-

I section showing the order of super-

position of the different beds of the Tertiary basin of White and Nio-

brara Rivers" is given, also a catalogue of all the organic n l

ed with a table showing their stratigraphical poa

number of Vertebrata p\
"•. of Mollusca

five, and one Crustacean.

4. Gold in Georgia.—Report upon the Gold Placers of a part of

W m. P. Blake, lai Ooh <n,t ;u

of the Pacific Railroad Survey in California. J. F. Trow, New York,

1858, small 4to, pp. 39, with a map.—This is a well digest. I

• of great commercial importance to the whole reg

gold-bearing detritus is found on the Atlantic slopes of the A:

ma, and which he has so clearly'described in his official Report on the
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Railway Survey, has fitted him in an uncommon degree to be the adviser
of those who contemplate similar enterprises in the eastern gold region of

the I'nited States. He finds by exploration that gold is v.-'.
»iid in the valleys and dry ravii - > f 1 m ; !. :, < n ty, (

;

; i., a- in other g.>!d

regions. Water from the Chestatee river may be had in abundance, and

se .ill the deposits, with
a probable yield of from five to twenty dollars a day for each pipe em-

: a probability of greater results. The results of assays at

fa Branch Mint for twenty years show an average richness of

928 thousanths for the gold of that Vu-ion. The total product to theclose
of 1855, nearly six and a h 16,488,932).

5. The Ter Vienna has found genu-
ine reef-forming Corallidte in the Tertiary strata of the IVtnnonian basin

(southeast fi

.

4-7°, while at ]>resent the northern

:. 1 Tersi.in Guif i- at '2!i°, thus fur-

nishing a new proof of the bich prevailed in Europe
at the Tertiary period.—(Edlnb. New Phil. Jour.)

III. BOTANY AND ZOOLOGY.

1. Obituary of Robert Brown.—"This distinguished botanist died on

ist, [June 12.] at his house in Dean street, Soho, in the eighty-

fifth year of his age. Though less popularly known as a man of science

than many of his contemporaries, those whose studies have enabled them

ite the labors of Brown rank him altogether as tb

scientific man of this century. He takes this position not so much from
his extensive observations on the structure and habits of plants, as from
the philosophical insight he possessed, and the power he displayed of ap-

plying the well-ascertained facts of one case to the explanation of doubt-

ful phenomena in a large series. Till his time botany can scarcely be

said to have had a scientific foundation. It consisted of a large number
of ill-observed and badly-arranged facts. By the use of the cd

and the conviction of the necessity of studying the history of the devel-

opment of the plant in order to asccn W»d relations,

Brown changed the face of botany. He gave life and significance to

had been dull and purposeless. His influence was t.-lr m
every direction—the microscope became a

lands of the philosophical botanist, and the history of development was

:.,; .,-.
.. .. ;

;

--..'.-•
' - '••>

influence extended from the vegetable to the animal kingdoms. Ihe re-

searches of Schleiden on the vegetable cell, prompted by the o:

of Brown, led to those of Schwann on the animr.

rectly trace the present position of animal pin -

Jhes of Brown have exerted upon tl.

twn of the laws of organization. Even in zoology the influence of

Brown's researches may be traced in the interest attached to the history

of development in all its recent systems of classification Brown had, m
feet, in ti beginning of the present century grasped die great ideas of

growth and development, which are now the beacon lights ot all research

in biological science, whether in the plant or animal world.
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"But whilst his influence was thus great, his works i

to attract popular attention. They are contained in tl

our learned S lices of quarto volumes ot

voyages and travels, or in Latin descriptions of the orders, genera, and

species of plants. The interest taken in these works by his countrymen

was never sufficient to secure for them ?h a collected

edition of his works, in five volumes, is well known in Germany. He

was of a diffident and rel ting whatever partook of

dUpkv, and an\i<.us b. avoid puhli ..l.-.-nation. Thus it is that one of

irs has passed away without notice, and many will

have heard his name for the first time with the announcement of his

decease. But for him an undying reputation remains, which must in-

crease as long as the great -, > i" of lit'..- is studied and underst >od.

" Robert Brown was the son of a Scottish Episcopalian clergyman,

and was born at Montrose on the 21st of December, 1773. B

nn dicine at Edinburgh, where he completed his studies in 1793. In the

same year has was appointed assistant-surgeon and subaltern in a Scotch

i he accompanied to Ireland, and stayed there

till the end of 1800. Having through his love of botany ma
nuftmtaoce of Sir Joseph Banks, he

to Capt. Flinders's Surveying Expedition to New Holland.

During this voyage the whole continent of Australia was circumnavigated,

many parts of the coast were visited, and eventually the ship ii

the Expedition sailed was condemned as unseaworthy at Port Jackson
I as unseaworthy at Port Jackson in

r Holland, visiting different parts of

Van Diemen's Land, and eventuallythe colony of New South Wales a

returned to England in 1805. Australia was then an unexplored i

of botanical wealth. Br< iv 4,000 species of plants.

He was shortly after appo.j •,. I., .,,- to the Linnean Society. Here

he quietly examined his plants, and evolved with philosophic a

patience those views which were destined to produce so ex1

prcssion on science. One of his earliest' papers was pub-

the Transactions of the Wernerian Soc
was devoted to the family of plants called by him ' AsclepiadaV 1" th»

paper the character of mind of the author is well seen. The <

had been used, the process of development had been watched, a new

series of facts important to the laws of reproduction had been discovered,

and a new order of plants established. Such was the nature of most ot

his future communications to the Linnean and Royal &
was the character of his great work on the plants of New Holland, whicn

he publish, :
• Prodromus Floras Novae

Hollandiae et Insula Van I> ,

'

1 !,^ «..rk contained not only a de-

scription of the plants v. Australia, but

also those collected by Sir Joseph Banks during Cook's first voyage.

This book abounded in new facts and new orders. It was published as a

first volume, but it was i eared to have

been originally intended bv the author. At the time this work was pub-

- to arrange plants accord-

ing to the artificial method of Linnaeus, and Brown's 'Prodromus' was
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the first English work devoted to a scientific and rational classification of

plants. Although r 1
1 .. • [.j.i,..ta -w m of classification survived some

time aft r th publication of this work, it eventually succumbed before

to masterly a
manner !,y Prown. and the important of which bad been recognized by
John Ray and Adanson, and even by Linnaeus himself.

"In 1814 Capt. Flinders published a narrative of his voyage, and to

this was attached an aj>]>c;; : 1 i x b\ I'-nnvn, entitled • (ieiieral Remarks,
Geographical and Systematical, on the Botany of Terra i

ars several important papers appeared in the

be named, 'On t

ral Order of Plants called Pn.teaca-,'

—

l
' observations on the

Fami Iy of J'] ' (vol. 2D ) —'An accoun t (

Genus of Plants called Ratrlesia' (vol. xiii). In 1828 he publi

separate form ' A Brief Account of Microscopical Observation

Wticlea contained in the Pollen of Plants, and on the general

ales in Organic and Inorganic Bodies.' These r

•it <>f which is at present not understood, he -v

point out, and draw attention to their importance. Onth
'"the custom to allude to this phenomenon as the

'

nient,' He is the author also of the botanical appendices i

the accounts of the voyages of Ross and Parry to the Arctic Regions, of
Tuckey's expedition to the Congo, and of Oudney, Denham, and Clap-

perton's explorations in Central Africa. Assisted by Mr. Bennett, he has

• d the rarer plants collected by Dr. Horsfield during his resi-

" After the death of Dryander in 1810, Dr. Brown received the charge
- Joseph Banks, who bequeathed them

transferred to
r

-
1' sliM is uin r'f Botany in

t I e-tirm on. In ]>t 1 h« rw i F< oi

h i> s,. Vt,ral times been .

'' that body. In 1832 he
jve.-iwd the d, u-ivc of !>.«'.[.. I'onn the t'nivHMH of Oxford. In 1833
he was elected one of the eioht Foreign Associates of the French Acad-

«m ot s, „,„,. in ls 9 tn „ ]jwV al Soch-M aw i dt 1 h m their Copley

^.
•
:.:-.. -

..-••'• ~'

,:

i in 1853. During the a

he received a pension of 200/., as a r

°f his scientific merits He also rea the highest

I'nisv; :i!l ,.;,;! ,„,-,.,. . r<1 ,

;r
... MOrir-.* of whi !. .

.
- 1m -••:. IIumboMt. .s Chancellor.

•

•:;..
..

• -
.

•• ;

-

tterly been the hbrarv oi
- brown was

soundness of his jud^m,
the kindness

Kensal Ore,. ;i »«S* b
r
od>" of h,s sa'

entific and personal friends."—The [London] Athenceum, June, 1858.
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The obituary notice, here ' transferred to our pages, was written and

B few days after the decease of the great botanist of our age.

We know not whether we nun- in time < \pect, from the same competent

hand a fuller account of Mr. Brown's labors and writings, an

estimate of the influence they have exerted upon the progress

tific botany in the nineteenth century. Such an exposition should be

attempted, both as a fitting tribute to great master's memory, find he-

cause few even of the cultivators of science, besides the 3

anists of the day, are well aware of the nature and extent of

ence. It has reached the generality even of boti

•channels, after permeating—all too slowl) an I

of the principal systematic writers and teachers of the last half
_

century.

While every student of general botany daily uses the works of DeCan-

-dolle, and has some tolerably clear idea of his indebtedness to Li mucus

and to Jussieu ; while these and some inferior names are familu

educated persons, how few even of his own countrymen knew anything

of a botanist, surviving to the present year, who was second only to«the

most illustrious of these in the extent and depth of his know
second to none in sagacity. This has been owing, " partly to the length

of time that has elapsed since his great discoveries were made; partly to

the quiet and unostentatious manner in whirl, they wen
- hrevity of hi- style, and the comparatively sue

rly retiring and unobtru-

f* and
j
artly, we wo lid add, to som •

;

tearing his results, which none of these

lly describe. How thoroughly he has

been appreciated, however, in his I if. time, in the i inks . !

from the deference with which his name is pronounced by the

savans of every country, by the title

luted him, and by the fa*

of honorary fellows of more scientific academies than that of any other

not even excepting Humboldt."* How profoundly be has

been admired and venerated hy those who enjoyed the em
tage of his acquaintance and his friendship, rhi- i- not the place to say.

Whoever undertakes to present a snramar]
a just estimate of their importance, will have to write the history^!

botany, in all its department-, for tin 1 ist :i ty years, and to point out,

tious note, in a short paper whose I I

iccinct development, of each discovery or philosopl
"

' :
• ; .

.
.

what it is; and will commend his style as a model of com]
precision. Whoever portrays the lineann Qta of so marked
as that of Brown will exhibit, amon- its distinctive features, his unn-

an.l p.-r\adiiiL' -en-e ,,f ju-tiee, his perfect im-

m nee in strong contrast

*ith the desire of most discoverers i

the world. Perhaps no naturalist has ever taught so much in writing a°

* Gardener's Chronicle, June 19.
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2, Jij-.i.rnal of the P •

Society, No. 8, conclud-
i!!-' Vol. 11, was promptly issued in Mar. The botanical portion contains,

Botanical Report on the North Am far the com-
< . On to //, A-q. . b\ Dr. Keihoxand M-'mi,. Hotanist of

from the last number; it endsVith
bowing the range northward of extratropical Australian

i with an index of the genera observed, with an approximate

•ies of each collected.

Prcecursores ad Floram Indkam ; by Drs. Hooker and Thomson.—
',-•']

i C Hiace.m are elaborated. The genera of
Coween • art Lo\ km 'met from the former ge-

ae Himalayan Bpeeiea),

-
, i i i,- • ) .. I h ',/,/>,/*/ of Thwaites, from

Ceylon. Of the Sambucece, there are the two genera, Viburnum and
Sambucus. A preliminary note explains the structure of the ovule in
lil " •!::': is a nucK-ns with the integuments nearly undeveloped.

aown points of close affinity between Caprifo-
hacece and Eubiacece, an examination of the Indian plants o" ''

'

from Mr. George Barter ; the botanist of the new
"v exploring the Niger or Quorra.

On the question whet) • altered the

i;;,fonia; by Prof. Fee, of Strasburg.
•--.-

suit of an examination of

eal founder of the genus) to Lin-

3 charge is unfounded. Because

spelt Bufonia, was » in the year 1747;

Jo be intended to avenge, was given to Linnaeus and all other 'methodistsy
749 that the o£

_.„_Be, was given to Linnasus and al

to Button's great work, commenced in that year." The

ion is not raised whether the misspelling of the name, how-

nay not have been an exciting cause of Button's attack.

pecies is appended to the volume.
_

A
V
G'j

3. Flora of A list;
nS made a hand"

some appropriation for the prfepai « ot Australia, it

jaandewtood thai
-

r"rmidaWe work-

!t could not fall into more competent hands. Now that tho government

of India is vested in the crown, and the enlightened statesman who when

Colonial Secretary. "»*» to b<
?
made '

3
,

hk?? t0

k placed at the be
; :i e°nfident,7 ex"

pect to hear of a - ;J a!°Qe c*nT ^^
'mportant works of the age viz Flora Indica of Drs. Hooker and Thorn-
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4. Life Beneath the Waters, or, The Aquarium in America; by A.M.

Edwards, member of the N. Y. Lyceum of Natural History. New Vork,

II. Bailliere, 1858.—Notwithstanding the great interest which has been

felt in this couutry for the last two j

which form the subject of this book, the public have as yet been entirely

dependent for a knowledge of their <• u<-t.rn rion :n .1 ni magement upon

the various !,
j

to them, which have appear.

succession since the year 1850, when they were first invented in thai

country. The natural history in these works answers admirably for stu-

dents on the transatlantic shores, but is of little use in our .-,.

the aquatic animals, both fresh-water and marine, are mostly very different

from those of Europe.
. M

The announcement of the title of the work, " The Aquarium in

was hailed with pleasure by the many lovers of nature on this side of the

Atlantic,— n ed assertion that it was i

duced here, v
I

orting aqua-vivaria fl

before their invention in Europe. Still Ifchedinjflj

gard to the su L work whieh would inforin those in-

terested how to establish and stock their tanks, and to learn the names

and ..-h ii .or. , -ti -, th. mima - and plants phu-.'d in th'-m, w:i> t it 1>\ all.

This want, however, the work before us fails to su[.].lv. Not

ritie, if is still a /Irifixh book, eonsistino- in ...

ill selected matter from Gosse, Humphrey, Bibberd, and o

Were this openly avow eel, no harm would be done, for the reader

understand that the zoologv of the work appli*
' '

, unless wi nee, he is led to

.er of the species belonging to that country are

'
"'

; in fact they c"

[.fragacea, A. ?
:

all Jiriti,

had to import

living among our own rocks and islands; but this, as w.-i!

tenor of the work, abundantly >h .w* that tie nu hoi Ii - I

and imperfect acquaintance" with our marine zoology. I

animals is very meagre; thus out of some 600 Bp

our shores only about thnty or fort\ are m- n i..ned, n
;

'
'

ned in the aquarium. .,

Among th do not really

exist here, the following may be mention.'.! : 'He Tnt»i, tL

6 i- a British species. On page 77 Lymnma fra'/ilis is said

habitant of New York; it is also British. N'eith.'-r of the >
tioned on page 116 are found on our coast; nor is the Fi«t<-

surprised to learn, on pag ad i J N ;
'r
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Fork by eleven species ! Among other remarkable statements we notice

be following. On page 133, a / -i-t like a "human
ireature," of "flesh, blood, and bone." The means by which certain

toophagous mollusks perforate the shells of bivalves is said to be " yet un-
known." The story told on page 143, of the terrible Actinia some feet in

liameter by which an officer of the liritish navy was seized, would apply
frith greater probability to a large Octopus.

These few examples are enough to enable the reader to determine*uow
nuch reliance is to be placed upo acy of the publica-

;<'!yis ( . the reader by all meai
The work abounds in typographical {'.) errors ami misspelt seienntu-

names and terms. We write typographical with a .piery, being in doubt
whether errors occurring simultaneously in the plates and text can properly
be charged to the printer. Yet the list of Errata contains only three or

•'..ii, which are not always successful, as "for T.lah-

i.l F. tabbacaria," and "for cyprynis read cyprynus." And

recurring, certainly do not speak well for the erudition of the

The plates are remarkable neither for accuracy nor artistic excellence.

•he exception of those copied without

acknowledgment from British works, are mere caricature^ of the origin d.

In some of the Crustacea, for instance, opposite feet are represented as

The work, nevertheless, contains many novel and valuable suggestions

concerning the management of the aquarium, about which th

experience' as a dealer" enablesi him to give much reliable information.

V. MISCELLANEOUS SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE

.
1. The Atlantic Cable.—

\

Vhile all hoped earnestly for the

expedition which left Queenstownissue of the
.

, F: -land.

mid ocean, web
i not greater tha

of August 5th,

i at Trinity Bay,SU

Go
D

rgor with the cable unbroken, was flashed over

and breadth of t
nrasat Srtt, almost

city of the news. This gave way.

jy br..k,. . ry quarter, such as no event in mode rn history

^ThTereat . fact that the cal ,l e is laid without accident, and t hat its in-

>rno
nS

plateaf,
l

dj 1 ... - '

-

e

ne
P
oY great interest. We may t

•
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ted to say that while we believe, on what seem to us ample geological

iri »un k in tli ].! m ui ifm-i . u.l rather moderate depth of that portion

<>f the Atlantic where the cable now rests, it has never appeared to be a

point of much practical moment whether the depth of water in which

the cable was to be laid was 1000, 2000, or 3000 fathoms. In any case

it was very sure to find bottom and rest there; and the distance across

is no greater at the gr

bridfe afford valuable suggestions with i

and we trust that his method when perfected may be the means of giv-

ing us reliable result-; respecting the whole ocean.
In the absence of any official documents, we quote from the daily

journ Is s, m,. facts ivl i'ug t<» this great event, drawn from \\

Cyrus W. Field, Esq., to whose daunl
a sU i c -t'ul i>suc, the world will ever be eager to award the

. since to him more than to any other person belong-, h-yond

ving and

m. ; the Niagara at

Vri- p. m., and the Agamemnon a t'.-w hours later. All the steamers were

to use as litth : ring to the place of rendezvous.

le 32° 40' at 8.30 p. m., the Valorous followed at 4 a. m. of

July 25, the Gorgon at 5 p. m. July 27, and the Agamemnon at 5 p. m.

of July 28. The weatl the 21st, but

appears on the whole not to have been unfavorable.
Thursday, July 29. f.

[e 32 c
2V.' W., the I efe-

graphic fleet all in sight, with a smooth s a, do idy sky, ai .

from the S.E. to S. At 1 e. m. of this da the -Lp i,
e" v

mad. b,-u, -n th- two, nd> of the cable, and electric:,! .]gt ib
I

i«"l|»r-

igh the whole length on board both ships. Deptl

mis. The distance from the entrance of Valentin
eight hundred and tbirt

Bay, N. F., eighteen hundred and twentv-two nautical miles, and from

ad of the Bay of Bulls,

itical miles. The Niagara

had sixty nine miles farther to run than the Agamemnon. Ea.

on board about eleven hundred nautical miles of cable. The following

~ |u,».|u»t w. ",

€|£i'i«""« T*£T
July 30, Friday, |51° 50'| 34° 49'

" 31, Saturday, 51° 50' 38° 28'
Aug. 1, Sunday, 50° 32' 41° 55'
" 2, Monday, 49° 52'l45° 37'

. 49° 17'|49«23'
" 4, Wedn'y, |48° 17'| 52° 43

,_.
" 5, Thursday, Niagara anchored l

4S T550=T985

1950-2424

will be observed that the distances run during the five full days were

irkabiy uniform, 149 miles per day, and the excess of cable paid out

about 15 per cent more than the ship's record. Twice during the
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t.45 A. m., signaliz. i had paid ..ut 1010 miles of
Je. The cable was landed at Yalentia 'lS;.v on Thursday morning
gust 5, at 5h 15m; and at 6 a. m. the shore end was carried into the
'graph house, and a strong current of electricity received through the

i the other side of the Atlantic.
)n the 17th of August the Queen of (ireat Ihitain sent a congratula-

7 message to the President of the t nited Stan- expressing in courtly

ich President Buchanan responded in the same spirit. It has been
gested elsewhere that the Boston fire-bells, which are now rung by
:tricity, should be placed in communication with London and rung by
current from the company's office there.*

absence of any accurate scientific report of the details of the

arrangem '

The cabl

encasing wires. The figui
form and cross section ot tne
electrical conductor is formed c

22 copper wir

ile its six sum
J

gpiral about it. The i

jined gutta percha, laid on by machinery in

tct coatings the more perfectly
to insure insulation. 1 ids of iron wire, No. 20,
composed each of seven se] to wires, laid u] ik the « k ti .-a 1 con-

ductor, encase the whole into a strong but very flexible rope, as easily

handled as a rope of hemp. All the nice! anh al 'work ai d tn it.-rials us.-d

m Ae preparation of tin cable 1 iv. be. ft! -t d.->cript n. The

t sepal lt e wir. - 11 th - ib! am 11 t- to >-'
"< lm '' -. r

is almost exactly one ton (2000 lbs.) to the mile, and it bears a direct

minimum strain of four tons, and much more has been put on it without

. The magneto-electrical current designed to be employed is derived

regarded as a I

-
tfr.Wbitehoose,

-

;

f the company

conductor, the evil effects of the reflex induced current

Merest ior men
which we suppose of course will be pub.

sonstants established by th a

It will also be very interesting to see on record an oft"

ind paying out of the cable, with full pi I

of the chief causes of delay and embarrassment, and their cure. ]

* Boston Transcript, August 13, 1858.
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portion most history of this

great enterprise, the details of which have hitherto been only
j

a i

1

1 m< 1 that i t in a scientific t'om Ihe onl\ .fit . 1 mount of the

. tfhich we have seen is a pamphlet issued in July, 1857, by

the company in London, entitled "The Atlantic Telegraph, a history M
ral proceedings, and a descriptive account of the

present state and prospects of the undertaking." This pain:.

some novel and \.-r\ ntr-i -tit •. statements, but they are wanting in that

accuracy and fullness of detail indispensable to a scientific statement, and

the results are general lv git .ue terms.

2. Notes of a visit to the "Mud Volcanoes" in the Colorado Desert,

in the month of July, 1857; by John A. Veatch, M.D., (Proc. Cal-

ifornia Acad. Nat. Sci., p. 104, i857).—Among the numerous objects

tion of the scientific and tl

of the curious observer, none are more conspicuous than the " Salses" or

* Mud Volcanoes" of the Colorado Desert. Hidden amidst I

sands of a frightful waste, few persons have had the temerity t

the labor and risk of visiting them. Even the Indians, inha

border of this Western Sahara, do not willingly venture so far into its

midst, unless it be during the annual rains. At any other period, to

..„.. a district, which, in

repulsiveness, they suppose to be the abode ot

dark and malignant spirits.

The striking peculiarities of this wild region are, however, too striking

to remain long unsubjected to thorough exploration. The entire desert is

supposed to have been the bed of a great brackish or fresh-*

and is said to lay many feet below the level of the ocean. The part 1

lately raited showed deep lacustrine deposits, inclosing, in myriads, the

conchological records of the former sea.

It was the month of July of the present year that I had occasion, m

ale It tuatedabou a San Diego,

and sixty miles in a north-easterlv direction from the Indian village ot

e. The exact locality, as

reported bV the l\ S. Surveyors, is Township 11 South; range 13 East,

San Bernardino meridian. The distance from San
in an airline; but by any practicable route it is, at least,

'

farther, owing to the necessity of making a turn to the south, to nnd

the only water on the route.

At the above named village, at the trading post of Messrs. S

Bri . we— , lyselt Ison—ma forourdesa
procuring fresh horses and a guide, and obtaining provisions, and gourds

and leather Serano, who

"was one of the Captains
people who had ever been actually at the spot

• weather was intensely hot, I
starting late

in the afternoon, so as to have the advantage of a night's journey, and
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ing-place early the next <

.Decatne oppressive. The following I extract from ray notes

:

"Left San Felipe at 4 o'clock, e. m., July 17. Crossed the sharp Por-

. San Peh'pe valley from the desert

San Felipe Creek cuts through the ridge here and runs off in a narrow

canon towards the desert. It is a bold, running stream, hut never

emerges from the canon in summer, being literally drank up l-y the first

breath of the thirsty desert wind. The bed of the stream i- not practi-

cable for horses, so we climbed the mountain, along an Indian pathway,

and from the crest—about 1000 feet above the valley—had an extensive

view of the d uad blending

with the dull cloud- i! I -kilt I tin horizon toward the cast. To the

right and left, as far as the eye could reach, the mountain chain presented

a series of i natures well in keeping with the

sombre area of barren desolation it hedged in. A few stunted mesquit

trees, a dwarf magey and a pretty fair representation of the Cacteae, con-

e tlora'of the mountain. Descending the eastern slope at a

rather sharp grade, we re-entered the San Felipe canon. We received

now and again puffs of hot wind, giving us a foretaste of the feu

perature of the broad, herbless plain below. The canon sloped off rapidly,

but with gre ling into a valley two or tb

oiles beyond. The soil—
if the term be applicable—consisted of detrital matter and debris of the

mountain rocks. A species of Catalpa, with slender, pendulous pods,

grew in depressions marking the beds of winter torrents, and clusters of

a tall shrub covered with strong sharp prickles from the root to the ex-

tremities of the branches, gave warning not to approach them too closely.

Succulent and arborescent Opuntias occurred in clumps and patches ; and
the Echinocactus, with its rigid fish-hook spines, lay often half covered

peculiar and picturesque appearance. Night

overtook us in the valley, and our progress was much impeded by the

- • . -

' " " ' '

fol The road grew worse and worse every mile, and about 1 1 o clock a

dense forest of bristling vegetation completely blocked the way. In

attempting to force the barrier, my horse became furious and commenced

plunging, and I had to choose between throwing myself off into the

a or suffer the horse to do it for me I chose the first

attempting to hold the infuriated awn

I to the flesh from head to foot by the barbed
,

ared no better, but I felt no great consolation on

that score. Josiwith his reata came timely to the rescue and the horse

^as secured iust as the bridle reins broke in my hand and I came near

experiencing the additional unpleasant mishap^^h^w
Ireas for the night was out ot the question The.horse had

freed himself from the saddle and "ding geaij »J w«
?™o£.^

KTJSdX
iB

hoS&bttrSe tL rider cojld not^ve

Wne the seat. So tying up in the most favorable spot that offered, a
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the residue of the night spent in extracting prickles

from the flesh of man and horse.

"July 18.—At early dawn started again and had the good fortune

to thread our way through the horrid grove without further mishap.

A smooth surface of baked .lay. in wlneh iif.it tven w <

root itself, gave place to :. over which

we passed at a sweeping trot. A beautiful specimen of selenite was

picked up here, and water worn pebbles occasionally occurred. Two

hours' ride brought us on to an enormous clay de]

thin bivalve shells—probably the margin of the ancient lake. The soil

became gradually more sandy and the variety and number of shells

' re deposit consisted of fine sand and

clay, with minute univalve shells in astonishing quantities. Hillocks

fbramdbj ing around clumps of mesqti

leaving only the branches exposed, gave some variety to the surface of the

plain. A few black Tain;

t

it the horses,

and a large spotted-winged Libellula flitted by us. The presence of these

insects was the more remarkable as the distance to water was not less than

ten miles. Their appearance, insignificant as were the little creatures,

was cheering and relieved the sullen sadness always produced by the

total absence of animated beings. At lo.V a. m. we ivaehed water, after

thirteen and a half hours' riding ; horses much fatigued, hungry and

half mad with thirst; water brackish and warm, proceeding from a

large fountain which rises up in the bed of a ravine, boiling and bubbling

wit it the constant evolution of gas—probably carbonic acid. It runs off

northeast in a stream yielding about 500 gallons per minute; but within

> porous soil, and there is no further trace of it.

2s comes from the southwest, and is probably a

> Creek. It here forms a little valley some hundred

1 with bushes and coarse grass—among which the

he valley. The depression below

Lhe desert is about forty feet. I will take occasion

i presented by the bottoms of ravines,

cated that water might anywhere be

; exceeding forty feet. A small grove of mesquit

i with a heavy crop of dry legumes, stood on

The fruit formed a welcome repast for the

ght shade of the scattering boughs afforded us

the sun-rays; with l'
'

l produced, but afforded i

wind that came like the breath of an oven. 1 was driven to tne water,

where, with the tall rushes bent into a kind of bower and s ;

the neck in the stream, I voted myself the presiding genius of the place,

and half dozing, rested comfortably for an hour.
"At 5| o'clock, p. m., started again, hoping to reach the volcanoes by

To lighten the burden of the animals, all our

.1 extra wearing apparel, were left behind, taking no weight
1

supply of water. Two black butes, betwixt which

orth-easterly direction, served us as guides. Withm
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sunk more than fifteen feet below the plain. It ran toward the north a
iy, and was | u*t by evaporation and absorption. Beyond this,

we crossed a superficial clay ridge, strewn with pebbles and fnurments of
obsidian; near sun-down entered a sandy district, 1 1

1

. horses sinking t'.-t-

"aehstep; after dark the butes'beinir no longer visible, kepi ,mr
course by the stars. By-and-by the atmosphere h. eaine hazy, and only
occasional glimpses could be had of the stars. 'Wandering from our

:-. thrown l.v tli.' winds into ridges

. 1 and struggled, and
had to dismount and lead them, .lose declared himself h>s!.

means of

;t>e of a hah. we eontinued to toil on, and fortu-

antered, and selecting the stoutest, the animals were fastened to

)ining of to-morrow. In attempting to make our beds, the
burning temperature of the earth req »n of saddle-
blankets and leathern covers of the saddles, and still it seemed like sub-

i limbs to the process of baking. The restlessness of the horses
jf<?pt us in constant fear lest they might break the insecure fastenings and
leave us in a rather unenviable predicament. It is useless to say the

not passed in refreshing slumbers, and the dawn was never
more welcome.

''July 19.— Ar .!• vliLrht it v .- found that we had wandered
too far to the north, and had to turn to the south and east. The white
clouds of steam, shooting upward from the Salse, soon became apparent

-laailar appearance; l—
occasionally be heard, i . red as landmarks yester-
day lay on either hand—that to the left less distant. It had the appear-
ance of a mass of lava heaped into a rough and
hdl, crowiie,. i.-s. as if the ivh"!e had
heen hardened suddenly while in a state of most violent agitation from
hoiling. The more distant one to the right seemed a black, compact
^ass, with a glittering smooth surface, common to the granite and
gnisease rocks bordering the desert. If volcanic, the character was not
80 apparent as in that to the left.

" A little after 6 p. m. reached a point as near the Salse as was deemed
prudent on horseback. The ground had become soft and muddy, and
the sulphurous scents and strange sounds frightened the bones. I living

them in charge of Jose Serano, we proceeded on foot about a quarter of
a mile to the scene of action. The s

- difficult of

description. The effect can only be known by one who has heard the

wild rush of steam the rude sounds of the mud explosions, and the dull

murmur of the boiling cauldrons of slime. The space occuj.

Salse is a parallelogram, five hundred yards long and three hundred and% broad—a table of hardened blm- •
above the

surrounding plain. The adjacent ground is low and muddy, and during

toe rains is entirely covered with water. There is a gentle slope towards

the north and east, the mud and water of the Salse running off slowly

•* the distance of ten miles. At sunrise the steam-jets presented an i

posing and singular appearance; the cones from which t*
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in that direction, -where a lake of salt water exists in the rainy season,

but presenting now a vast sheet of crystalline chlorid of sodium. Into

this lake the arm of the Colorado, known as New river, discha

The lake, having no outlet, would prolably soon regain its ancient area if

the channel of New river afforded a regular and more generous supply of

" The steam-jets of the Salse issue from conical mounds of mud vary-

ing from three to fifteen feet in height, the sides pn
some being sharp and slender cones, others dome-shaped mounds that

seem to have spread and tint t <-n<-< 1 out with their own weight, upon the

discontinuance of the action that formed them. Out of some of the cones

the steam rushes in a continuous stream, with a roaring or whizzing sound,

as the orifices vary in diameter or the jets differ in velocity. In others

the action is intermittent, and each recurring rush

by a discharge of a shower of hot mud, masses of which are thrown some-

times to the height of a hundred feet. These discharges take place every

few minutes from some of the mounds, while others seem to have been

quiet for weeks or months. During our short stay we had Bp

a sharp, conical mound could be built up and

led down. In one place a stream of hot water was
from fifteen to thirty feet, bower on every side, form-

-

ing drops, unless the wind chanced to drive them from (hi

course. It issued from a superficial mound out of an opening about six

; iameter ; but the column of steam and w

panded to a much greater size. The orifice was lined with an

of carbonate of lime, and around it, and particularly on the

southeast side, stood a miniature grove of slender stalagraitic arborescent

concretions of the same substance. They were from half an inch to one

and a half inches in diameter, and from four to eight inches in height.

Mam r' them were branched and the tips colored red, contrasting beau-

ling much a

coral grove. Some were hollow, and delicate jets of steam issued from

its, and this seemed to explain the mode of their

Some were not hollow t!. it the summit, but when

detached from their base, a small orifice in the centre Buffered

to pass, and some degree of caution was required to retmw, -

Bfers. To approach the spot was a feat of some difl

rounded as it was by a magic circle of hot rain. I retreat.

from the only attempt I dared to make ; but my son, more adventurous

' e -.-. :'<, .;..
-. - ;•' - "

away several

.

n off into a pool a foot deep, but what

became of it was not apparent, as it had no seeming outlet. I brought

away a bottle of it for examination. It was transparent, but had an m-

ae taste. A little beyond on either band, are

}

w<> hug^
- five or six feet bel

-ir a hundred feet in di-mi-t.-r. Within thes. eati!dp>ns a

oi mud to the height of several feet. These kettles &
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and the matter runs off in a slimy stream toward the salt lake. This

seems to have been the case recently, as we encountered the track of one
"f these stre una, not yet dry, a mile from the Salse.

"The volcanic action was far more violent at some former p
at present, as is proved by the erupted bute, above named, as well as by

1

"Our visit lasted only an hour and a quarter. The sun was already

scorching hot, and our supply of water could not last, with the most rigid

economy, more than three hours longer. The watering place, left yester-

day, was not less than twenty miles distant. A spring was marked by
Hi.- Unit-i - ,, r five miles to the north, butas no

land-marks were known by which it might be found, it would have been

rash to waste time in seeking it. The tempting objects in the ricmity,

old require many days for examination, could only be greeted

with a farewell glance, and our horses' heads were turned towards the

water. Leaving the sand-hills, that gave us so much trouble, to the right,

"We soon had reason to congratulate ourselves upon being clear of the

g as the day advanced, whirled the

dust into a black cloud, through which Jose declared it would be impos-

1. It would certainly have been exceedingly unpleasant, to

—and showers were observed at a great distance, but none

" For the first three or four miles after leaving the Salse, the plain pre-

sented a smooth surface of sand and bluish clay, baked and fias

ders and obsidian fragments. Boond
h ' - m tiki .1 tlj. , -, ,i

,-
, f i- when the ground was softened by water.

Soon the plain became cur - r t-nr f« et in d. pth,

'

salt lake. The remains of a most luxuriant veg. tat on, now
'
!

'.
;ii an 1 dry, proved the place to be a desert only fur wa

The suddenness and rankness of grass i

s ~
nver broke awav from the Colorado, soi

desert, is remembered by many wh<
from barrenness to fertility. An intervening sandy d..tn t eoi

course—loose and drifting but not deep—and fortunately no s

was gotten up for our benefit while passing it.
t

,

;;ltwas now near noon; the wind blew a gale, but seemed only
J

:orching dryness, to the ragm;

r twelve miles. Two hours' deprr

'nvenience under ordinary circums ces, but on the desert c

About 2 o'clock, p. m, t

animals made it imprudent to leave our

-.

black cloud that had been slowly



heaving up for some hours from the west, at last met the sun's track and

brought its friendly shadow to our relief. After a refreshing nap of

two hours an attempt was made at getting up a breal <Vt -v.,. had < at. n

nothing during the day—but all appetite was gone, and nothing craved

nued drafts of water. Jose, however, was a bright exci

aly lost nothing of his gastronomic powers, but mem;
the meal prepared for the three.

i forth from their bid-

in silence.

:r .....:- -.: .„ -,• nents were too quick t

, which, less agile than

rifice to tin

b Coleopterous insects, v

"On the morrow—Monday, the 20th—it was still thought imprudent

to leave until evening, so as to make the most of the journey to San

,v. The forenoon was

therefore spent in collecting a t'.-\\ >h.-lls from the soil, one of which, the

lerosa, was still found inhabiting the water of the spring. Two

species of fishes were observed about an inch in length, one slender and

of a whitish color, the other broad in proportion to length, and dark

colored, looking like a small perch. Our guide states that this

spot was his early home. He was born here, and the tribe he now rules

ge«, and lived in abundance on the maize, melons

and frijoles that he describes as grow ii _
- unknown to

any place away from the so-called desert. A succession of rainless sum-

mers drove th< i\ e not since returned. They planted

with the early rains, say in July or August.
"At 4 p. m. bid adieu to our camp and set out for San Felip

midnight we arrived on the margin of the Cactus thicket—the scenes ot

my former mishap.

tove, and startled a vagrant

A trail of a flock of moun-

tain sneep was ooservea, ana the head of one, probably killed by In(*ian

hunters, lay by the wavside. At 10£ a. m. the welcome Mg

Felipe cheered us from the heights above it, and a half hour found us sate

under the hospitable roof of Messrs. Smith & Brill." .

Thus ended a hurried trip to a most interesting spot in the midst ot a

no less interesting district. The sin uiitted to W-

Tra<k, and were found to consist of two species of A
A. longinqua, Gould) and

•alve was observed, but so thin and fragile that <

•
-

' -•'••

'•
'

.'' '•..
•

.

•

; . • — • •- .,. .,- •:.:• i ' -
' • "

of former volcanic """^ ancl
,— > '- - ..

its
i

compounds exist onA
•..:-:.,

.. ....
,

. •

*outh. One made its aPI rthquake of November i»,
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few miles below the line of the State. Two others exist i

>ne is represented as a single jet of steam and water t'rc

i yard in diameter, situated in a plain of hardened clay.

ble to pass a few days
on the desert without danger of p.-ri-diing from thirst.

The real e! n. rally understood. In

its present condition it is truly a desert. But only a portion, however, of

trievahle barrenness— viz : the part

mds. The greater part, from the constituents of

ist be fertile in the extreme, and only wanting moisture to pro-

>n -> of \< >u tation. "J hi- i> pi< w n in the ease ot New river,

while it continues to run. This arm of the Colorado might be made per-

manent, but a far more - minified by Artesian

wells, or better still. : \ wind-mills raising water from common wells, as

is now so successfully practiced throughout the fertile valley of San Jose.

As stated before, there is every reason to believe water can be had any-

where at a depth not exceeding thirty or forty feet.

t

As the great Southern Railway must pass through this dis

f to know that the now dreaded desert can easily be changed

of a thriving people. Repulsive

ntry, the presence of a railway i

the garden of the Paciri M the cotton

and sugar growing district for Arizona, Utah, California and Oregon.

Since writing the aboi ""• or* seeing a letter from
Dr. Newberry, Geologist of the Coloi * n, fitted out

by the United States government, to Dr. W. O. A
from which I .

make an extract 8p
desert, he says, "I find it not a bad counm - i\ ug. m - r or ir. a l>. tt< r

sod than the mountain district vest of it [f

regularly to the New river country it would be a perfect garden."

3. Gutta Percha of Surinam.—Profi
- u Academy,

has recently given a notice of the gutta percha of Surinam. Although

gutta percha [ has now
come into general use, yet much still remains to be done regarding

,£
both as resj,

uat Dutch

Guiana can supply gutta percha. This is of importance, when we con-

sider the value of the article, and the probable exhaustion of it in the

measures to transplant the Isonandm G
|

n Uuiana
>

but they have lately discovered in that country a species of Sapota, to

Which Blume gives the name of Sapota Mullen, which yields

every way equal to that of the Isonandra. It is probable that other trees

of the same* natural order may be found to yield a similar product

Achras Sapota, the fruit of which is known in the West IndJ -

bery, also Yields a milky juice like gutta percha. Sapota Mullen of
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Blume is probably tbe tree called " Bullet-tree" by tbe English, and its

wood is known as "borse-flesb." It is a t:ill tret-, yielding in summer a

large quantity of milky juice. It appears that under the name of common
Boerowe, or Bullet-tree, these have been confounded : 1, the Lucuma
mammosa of Gsertner {Marmalade tree)—the Mimusops of Schomburgk

;

ire Boerowe, which is the JDijd ^ - ', f-h-t»i Vlph. D.C., and
1 istard 1 row< or Lowranero,

v*hich is the Bumelia nigra of Swartz ; and 4, the Neesbery i

or Achras S Is one of the best of the

Jamaica woods. Sapota Jitly elevated

situations. In collecting the milk the trunk is surrounded by a ring of

clay, with elevated edges, and then an incision is made in the [.ark as far

as the liber. The milky juice flows out immediately, and is collected in

the clay reservoir. The juice resembles in some respects the milk of the

cow. It forms a pellicle on its surface, which is renewed after removal.

By the evaporation of the juice, we obtain 13 to 14 parts in 100 of pure

gutta percha. This Surinam gutta percha is said to be sold at A

at the same price as the best gutta percha of commerce.—fidinb. Nt»

Phil. Jour., April, 1858.

4. On Earthquakes in California during the year 1857 ; by Dr. J. B.

Trask, (Proc California Acad. Nat. Sci., page 108, May, 1858).—During

the past year there has been rather a frequency in the occurrence of the

phenomena of earthquakes, and, with the exception of two, I

been none that were particularly remarkable either for extent of surface

affected or severity of action. In one, that of the 9th of Ja

greatest extent of surface, and greatest intensity of action w -

Its principal force seems to have been expended in the :

nediate vicinity of

3 found at different localities upon the Colorado

those volcanic

fest, however, that this shock and those which preceded it on the night

of the 8th, had their origin to the west of our coast, as the times of oc-

currence of the shock at different localities most fully prove. Tm- m it-

ter was fully discussed in my previous paper, "On the din

dee of January 9th, 1857," read before

March 30th, which will be found on page 98 of their Proceedings*

The other shock of greatest extent, on the 2d of September, extended

over an area of about 200 miles, but was marked by no particular se-

verity or injury except that of fright to those who experienced it.

The whole number that can be authenticated

amounts to seventeen, b number recorded in 1853

and 1856, and it would seem probable from our records that this number

is the maximum to which we shall probal hj
!

..- -i.! :

.
i ted in this State.

From the Sandwich Islands we have no "news of 'earthquakes save one,

which is here inserted : "A very severe shock of earthquake was felt a

Kawaihae, Hawaii, on the 24th of February, the most severe that the

residents there have had for many years."
The arrival of the whaling fleet from the northern seas brings no in-

telligence of the occurrence of these phenomena, as was the case of the

Tanean action

has not been violent in those distant regions during the year just passed.

* See this Journal, vol. xxv, 146.
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On the coast of Mexico, over the region between the 25th and 83d pu-
allels, we have received intelligence of the occurrence of one earthquake,

which appears to have been felt on both shores of the - 1 1 1 f >>( < aht'.miia

for a distance of nearly 200 miles, both north and south. We have no

records south of that point.

The shocks which we can authenticate within the limits of our own
State, are as follows :

Jan. 9: This shock was felt from Sacramento to the southern bound-

ary of the State. It was preceded by three smart shocks the night and

morning previous. The time of its occurrence at this city was s h 13 ,n

30».—18th, 9 a.m.: A light shock at Martinez and Benicia.— 20th, 8.30

a. m. : A smart shock was felt at Santa Cruz and Mission San Juan.—2 1st,

11 p. m. : On the evening of this day a smart shock was felt in Marina.
The wave and sound seemed to travel from N. W. to S. E. It was ac-

companied with a report like that of a distant gun.

Feb. 5th, 7 p.m.: A smart shock was felt in San Francisco, which

shook the buildings that are situated on made ground very severely, while

those situated on firmer bottoms were less affected. This shock was felt

at Oakland and Stockton, but was not felt at San Jose or Sacramento, as

March 14th, 3 p.m.: A severe shock '

Monticito. It was momentary in duratioi

—23d, 12.27 a.m.: A light shock in San Francisco.

May 3d, 10 p.m.: A smart shock at Los Angeles and the Monte.

—

23d : A light shock at Angeles; a report also that a severe shock had

been felt at Fort Tejon.
June 14th: A shock was felt at Humboldt Bay. On the

several severe shocks were experienced at the penal island, < 'anu.-n, (iulf

ia, which extended almost ninety miles north and south of

the island.

Aug. 8th. 11 a.m.: A smart shock was felt at Rabbit Creek, & rra

i
shock at the Tejon Reserve. No time a «<

A liilht shock at San Francisco. Ihi> shock u

tonvi 11...— 1 4th,
2
'p.™.. ~*.&

Oct. 19th, 6.30 p. m. : A severe shock of an earl

a. m., three other shocks occurred ; the last, at 8 -.

with that of Jan. 9th. People were much frightened, and left tneir beds.

The shock was felt at San Jose, but not at Oakland.

Xov. 8th, 3.45 a.m.: A shock at San Francisco, which was telt at

Oakland and Bodega. n _,

one-third of the whole
other portions of the State ; thus making al

number that were in common here and elsew

Eight of the aggregate have occurred between the s

solstices. Sevenlave occurred during the spring an<
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and ten during the winter and autumn. Eight have occurred between

the vernal and autumnal equinoxes.

5. The Connecticut Earthquake.—On Tuesday night, the 30th of June,

an earthquake «;» i'.-lt at \.-u I lawn an.l < th« i j>ia< <> u its wrinity. At

about lOf o'clock, v. m.. a rumUing sound, similar to the passage of a

carriage over a bridge, but more sonorous and more protracted in its move-

ment, attracted the attention of many, besides ajar given to houses and

: glasses. The movement was distinctly perceived to be

..m southwest to northeast, and continued for son;.:

ti m a minute. No damage was done to anything in t

Haven, nor, so far as we have been able to learn, in any portion of the

State. The shock was felt in Bridgeport, Milford, Wood! i

Haven, and North Haven—all towns winch li.- in a southwest or north-

east line from New Haven, and this fact may assist in determining its

course. At the time of the shock the sky was cleai ai d T '< air was
j
er-

fcctlj still. th.Miirli in that respect it did not materially differ from its

general condition, in the centre of the city, through the evening. In

Derby, the earthquake was felt, perhaps more sensibly than in New

Haven. The houses, and even the large stone factories in Ansonia were

shaken, and the watchmen alarmed by the movement of the earth.

6. Reflections by the Clouds in the CaLskilU «. >r tin Mountain House,

(from a letter to one of the editors).—There had been rain in the morn-

ing (July 31st) and also the night before, but it ceased in the afternoon,

and we had all gone often to the piazza and to the windows to gaze on

the cloud-land below us,—sometimes appearing like a wide plain ot snow

with kinks and drifts.—sometimes suddenly opening just enough to disclose

a house or field and then closing as suddenly. About half pari

p. m., as I joined again the assemblage on the rocks a little south of the

hotel overlooking the valley, the valley appeared
ly to our feet

;
grayish clouds were hovering c

fore me (east) I saw m;

lie inside circle s

lored space between tl

himself, and only of s

B between thei

as i movea my arms or nead, tne image moved ; sometimes the circle

deepened in tints, at others paled, as the sun shone brightly or was ob-

scured by passing clouds. Shortly after, the sun went into a cloud and

the vapors rolled away from the valley. But in a few minutes the valley

and mountain side were again shrouded in heavy white cloud

the sun again shone out; but it was so much near-

the vision reappeared it was thrown farther off, and was different in many-

respects. The reflection was not in a circle, but a long horizontal oval,

and the rainbow tints were much pa] was not ot

p of two or three persons observing

it, and of the irregular outline of the edge of the mountain precipiceiwitn

tg wild plants growing on it. The first picture seen by us

seemed as if nearly perpendicular on the cloud in front of us, wqico

rose white and solid half way to the zenith with an arched outline; above

and beyond and behind was cleai sky, except the little flying clouds in

the wtaUara horizon. m. s. J-
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7. Meteoric Stone of BorkuL—Thh stone, according to Dr. Franz Ley-
Wien, xx, 398), fell on the 13th of October, 1852, at 3>> p. m.

atBorkut in Hungary. It was found two feet under ground, and Mill

warm. The largest piece weighed 7 Vienna pounds and 6^ loths, and
the whole 12 pounds. The exterior is partly black or dull gray and

bby or subscoriaceous, it being covered with a thin crust. The
ash-gray, and irregularly fine granular. Its specific gravity is

5-242. It afforded 18-26 p. c. of magnetic material, and 81 ;74 non-
magnetic. The former was found to contain, Iron 8514, B*
some cobalt) 10-06, copper and tin 0-40, sulphur 4-19, phosphorus 0-18

=99-97. Separating 11-53 as FeS 2 the composition of the iron corres-

ponds to Iron 87-96, nickel 11-38, tin and copper 0-46, phosphorus 0-20.

The non-magnetic part was partly soluble in muriatic acid. The solu-

ble and insoluble parts consisted of—
Si Si fe Ca ftg fc tfa

2. Insoluble, 57-29 4-20 12-08 390 1767 114 372

The soluble part corresponds nearly to olivine ; the insoluble to 34-93

p. c oligoclase and 65-5y pyroxene. From these two analyses, there

1,(111 '•-."in.; d: fi..n i the //,-v/. i-.f.-ie d> 1 i. ii.g tl<- to- ntage, 0"82 sul-

phuret of iron, and 13-09 nickeliferous iron; from the second, 1-60 chro-

8. Geological Survey of Canada : Sir W. E. Logan, F.R.S., Director.

Fiinrrcs " „,' fhsr r ;r t tt ,< ,/ r,i,tadUn> (Jroanic Remains, Decade IIL

102 pp., 8vo, with II plates.'—This third Decade on the " .

mains of Canada is the first yet issued. No. I is prepared by J. W.
Salter, and nine out of the ten plates are already engraved. No. II is

by James Hall of Albany, and will treat of Canadian Grapt.

are to be sixteen plates, of which six are already engraved. I

number is by Mr. F. 3>ii.lin< -. who has beei -

gist of the - *- ir-fi-.li._-s, and bivalve

merit, enlarging oar knowledge of

one of the obscurest departments of Palaeontology. Besides (Y>tnl,a

-.i.-n a new genus call* I /
;n
^ discoid

species of Eel P - ! " 1 •'
J| '

>altor -

twenty-one species of Cystidese, while in New \
•

found in the rocks of that age. We have not *]

the author's views on the Cystidea? and Crinoids.We on

^ith regard to the latter that he gives reasons for holding. «d f

Decade i

J
settle.

We are happy to add that copies «

-

often the case in this e.
orders on scientific subjects, are inaccessible to those » no wouia value

1

Afonrth Decade is in hand which will illustrate the Crinoids of the
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8. Gallerie Ausgezeichnetcr Naturforscker. George Andre Lenoir

• ;.-!i.— 'J "m's "gallery of distinguished men of science" is a

folio volume of one hundred lithographic plates, each containing a single

portrait, and each portrait accompanied with a leaf of text. The few-

plates we have seen are engraved in the highest style of the art. The
hundred portraits are led off by " Alexander Freiherr von Humboldt;"

ing him there are three or more in each of the departments,

Mathematics, Physics, Chemistry, Astronomy, Meteorology, Geography,
Geology, Mineralogy, Botany, Zoology, A natomy. and 1 1) ysiology. Three

of the names are American. The physicists included are :
'••

cobi, Magnus, Miiller, Neumann, Pliicker, Poggendorif, Pouillet, Weber,

and Zantedeschi. This splendid work is to be issued at Vienna during

9. Obituary of William Scoresby ; by Dr. Christison, in his address

to the Royal Societv of Edinburgh, (from the Edinb. New Phil. Jsur.,

|H vol. vii, 314.)—The biography of William Scoresby* belongs not

so much to us as to the parent Society of the sister kingdom. But

as this rAnarkable man frequently visited us, joined us as an Ordinary

te business of our meetings, and was in

early life a student of our University during the winter intervals of re-

pose from his voyages of arctic adventure, it becomes me to advert

shortly to the departure of one so eminent in science, so amiable in dis-

position, so dial ,n virtue.

Scoresby was the son of an experienced whaler and able navigator of

Whitby, in Yorkshire. The father's z .. as so intense

- '

' •
:-

- .
-

.
'

' >••'
'

gions at the age often, without the previous knowledge of Mrs. Scoresby

—an attached wife, and no less fond a mother. The idea, it must be

added, did not occur to the father till he one day detected.

...
was flying from the mast-head, and when the boy had a clear intention

. away from home in this remarkable manner. Entering thus

early on a life of fearless adventure, it is no wonder
by outstripped the first in eminence as a navigator. At the age of sixteen,

he discovered with his father an open polar sea I

ently stretrhi Pole; and he actually sai;

of 78° 46'—the highest known to hai
• At the age of twenty-one he succeeded his father as com-

mander of the Resolution whaler of Whitby;

d Whale Fishery."
A deep, pure vein of piety, fostered by careful early training on the

an of his parents, everywhere pervaded his pursuits, whether professional

* The death of Dr. Scoresby waa announced in this Journal, in vol xsiu, p- *4S
"
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._
their seamanship. J!ut it is aKo r. , icrally con-

trived to iw. . ;;: ,. n . u hile their game was sporting

securely on :,li si. I. > around them on Sun. lay, 1
.

y insuring that they should

of a whale or two at the hours upon
Monday morning.
The depth and sincerity of his feelings as a responsible being he lias

recorded in his » Sabbaths in the Arctic Kegiotis." The ultimate eonse-

'lUHiee of his following tins heut of his mind was. that, while still in the

prime of life and vigor, he deserted his favorite the sea, studied at Cam-
bridge for the English Church, took, soon afterwards, the degree of Doctor
"f I'iviiiirv, and became a zealous and efficient im-ml. r .

?'
t

first among his co-mates a s chaplain to the Mariner's Church at Liver-

pool, and eventua itor of an exte

population.

_
The ardent and conscientious discharge of his religious duties, however,

, 1 in 1* 1 h. in 1 it. ..k i voj ige

. i, for the purpose of testis _ - the aberra-

tion of the con observations

was the measurement of tin- ...van wave in a storm off the Cape of Good
H"p". when he ascertain. -d that t

!

.

'• when the sea

"ran mountains high;' was fonv f-ct from trough to crest.

»o much as enum i i'. Di. s...r - ! .\'- m n\ .

n>^t n..u j Klsten at once t.. tin close , f th'is theme. Scoresby died, after

..... ...-.
10. Death of Bonpland.—Ami Bonplakp. tl

d'ed May, 1858, at San Borja, at the age oi

Cashomat Rochelle in 1773. He was the -

was brought up to his father's profession ; but the political events of the

-
.

-

•

i about his own age, wbo»l

wn to the world as the celebrated Alexander von if

- —W ;1
' '

Bonpland accompanied him. During this journey Bonpland collected

fnd classed upwards of
a

;

known to

• : .
. • \.-.-, :;--•-

^

;.

who granted him a pension. The Empress Josephine was very fond of

Bonpland
; she made him her factor at Malmaiaon, and often sowed m
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her garden there flower-seeds which he had brought from the tropics.

After the abdication at Fontainebleau, Bonpland urged the Emperor

to retire to Mexico to observe events. A few weeks after tend*

-
•

• - l :;.. •

words. Her death and the definitive fall of the Empire, leaving him noth-

ing to desire in France, he returned to South America, and became a

professor of natural history at Buenos Ay res. Subsequently hi

across the Pampas, the provinces of Santa Fe, Chaco, and Bolivia, and

penetrated to the foot of the Andes. Being there taken for a B]

. and was detained i

ase he directed his steps to\

I settled at San Borja, where, in a charming but humble re-

funded by orange groves and I
to the day of

his death, receiving with pleasure all French travellers who visited him.

He was the author of many works, among which were Les Plantes

>-. (1805); La Monographie des Melastomees, (1806); De-

ires et de la Malmaison, (1813) ; Vue

teres et Monuments Indigenes de VAmerique, (1819) ; and, jointly with

von Humboldt, Voyage aux Regions E
We add the following letter from his early friend and compauion, Baron

von Humboldt (from the London Athenaeum of July 24)

:

Aware of the deep sympathy felt for me by many of my friends, in

my great distress at the death of my beloved, noble friend and travelling

companion, Bonpland, I have considered it my duty to publish at any

rate a short preliminary communication on the subject, for which I am

indebted to the friendly zeal of Dr. Lallemant, (author of an important

work on the diseases of Europeans in

plished man, thinking thereby to give me pleasure, after leaving the

Imperial Austrian Expedition on board the frigate Novara, undertook a

journey in F< ( Grande, and from thence,

by Porto Alegre and the former Jesuit Missions, to San Borja, where ne

erroneously supposed that Bonpland was still residing, as he had since

the year 1831. I am in possession of two letters of Dr. La! !

from San Borja, on the Uruguay, dated the 10th of April, anotl

from the Vil the 19th of April, 1858, after having

conversed with Bonpland at Santa Anna :

"Whilst at San Borja," writes Dr. Lallemant, "I resided with an inti-

mate friend of Bonpland, the Vicar Gav, in whose company I visited tn

'' ".••• ' •

'.

overgrown. Mr. Gav had received his last letter f

the end of the year 1857. Subsequently news wa«
illness. Letter v.- -..;. v. it!, :.. vi.-w to learn the state of 1.

-

mained unanswered, and in spite of the short distance it was stiii

at San Boi . find your travelling com; u

Bonpland had left San Borja in the year 1853, to reside on his large

estate at Santa Anna, where he long rating orang

e mud wans

1

and a few beams r~
*Ka

L,-i.
i doors, but no windows, as the light is admitted by t



crevices between the bamboo supports of the wall. I was received in a

er. In -\<h:' u( the -:••<!, iines which a stirring

ife had imp 1 upon the beloved countenance, the eve was still piere-

i
i to weary liim u.nu-b, and lie suffered much from chronic

a of the bladder. The privationa which he so wonderfuhy im-

poses on himself are not in consequence of want or necessary retrench-
' long habit, great self-command, and chara efa irirtk

respect. '-—_•> ah prefers, h \ or. s iiude. and especially avoids those

who come to him for advice and assistance. His scientific zeal remains

unabated ; his collections and manuscripts are deposited at Corrientes,

where he has iseum. On the following morning I

found him coi ' he night had been a painful one. I

earnestly entreated him to tell me if I could in any way be of service to

3 with all his friends—'he was in need of no

assistance.' I took leave of him with a sorrowful heart. How gladly

would I have prevailed on him to return to the civilized world ! But I

felt with him, that his time wi
the nineteenth century, not to the second. It appeared I

ted when I took both his wrinkled hands in mine
to bid him adieu. '! ; >-e '-. h<> -u round him have found his powers fail-

ing him much dnring the last three months. Perhaps the old man
experienced the same "feelings at parting as myself, who would probably

be the last messenger of European birth sent to him from afar off into

love, and thai • to him. I mounted my horse and

galloped in a northern d i i I

,rh directed

me; I was distu ri d b\ no snide; I . .- i *» wth my m-'urnrul thoughts

<'" '' 'upland Miikim-'- 'it:'" the ffrave.'

JI ,,.
'

hich I received from Bonpland, from

( 'orri< ntes,' dated the 7th of June, 1857 :

" J'ii'ai," said he, -'porter mes collections <

a Paris, pour les deposer au Museum. Mon

quille et hen • e* ou mon tornbeau se

tronverai ; eux que j ai plantes. yc

pieteraima

84eme annee, et i'ai trois (4) ans de moins que toi. II vient de mounr

das cette pn 7 ans.
??

Quelle perspective pour deux

iui ont passe leur 80eme anne.

ring a longing for hfe, contrastsiwon-

'•:
.

.

;

,
^

,. . .

.-....•!.•:.• •
: ..;:

died at San BoHa on the 29th of li
paruculars.

On the 18th of April Lallemant conversed with him at Santa Anna. On
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the 1 0th of May his death was denied at Porto Alegre. There is, therefore,

still hope that the younger of the two has not been the first summoned
away. At such QTeaf distances uncertainty i-

v on account of Edward Vogel in

Central Africa and Adolph Schlagintweit in Central Asia.

Berlin, 12th July, 1858.

Track Survey of the River Parana, surveyed by Commander Thomas J. Page,

'nave been published.

Humboldt's Cosmos, translated by Major General E. Sabine. Vol. IV, part I

J. Glajshi gallery of English and foreigi

-

ctive departments. The first

Professor P< *r. Handworterbuch zur Ges-
'•:. :-..;., • • ;-•-..-

he letter D. It is prepared with great care, and will be a

s. Paris, J. B. Bai

lea Quadupedes^
preceded by a eulogy

'•'

!..-. ' '

plates. Naples, 1855-56.
Cotteau & TaiGER : Echinides du Departement de la Sarthe. 1st Lm., 8vo, 48

pages, with plates. Paris, 1857. . ,

G. Nicoix.vi be Human Races). Vol. I, Fasc. I. tulmcI

176 pp., 8vo. Nap!„, 1857.

Dr. C. Ritter: Die Erdkunde im Verhaltniss zur Natur und zur C„

V

"
H. v.' Met i . , Wen Formation in Deutschland, % and 127

: •-• - -. Ilhvnr. .

C L Bon , ; _- ure3 par Mme. Knip dans les
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{ of reaching
the North /U,-with a map; by Uaao I. 1IaYE< M.D.

i venture to trespass upon the time of the Association for the
purpose of directing attention to a profitable field of scientific
inquiry.

t made by Dr. K
-"-'!

:
...;..

Phenomenon was w I
mote point reached by

; •<• v. ,,. .

-
' ' •

• - i • -

admit of further ..fl'm. [ u - facilities

tor doing what could not then be done—for continuing the ex-

. . ' v a-m n< n . it. in nj -i the most northern

: planet ft is for fci
v ' appeared

Arctic m n ; -, ,.
i

».'„., n - i. . !\ leveloped: and while wor-

sen \car ii tl torrid and
temperate a squ ire mile of the earth's

surface within those

the whole fabric revolves, are enveloped in
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The northern coasts of Asia, Europe and America, have been

determined with reliable accuracy ; but whether the Kussians are

correct in their belief in the existence of a great continent lying

to the northward of Asia, or whether the;Archipelago to the

northward of America continues even to the Pole, we do not

eous por-

the

watery area within the parallel 66° 33', we may, I think, safely

suppose that, throughout the greater part of the actual coast line

circumference of this great Mediterranean basin, we have deter-

mined the polar land limit. Of the continental masses of land,

any portion of which has hitherto come within the range of ex-

ploration, the only one remaining unknown upon its northern

of Greenland, and by referring to the rudf

which I have projected for the inspection of members, it will be

seen, that this continent, with the adjacent land of Grinnell to the

westward, continuing as already observed farther towards the

Pole than any other upon our globe, gives us the most central

position for exploration.

I need hardly say that the great difficulty which has been

encountered by all navigators who have attempted to penetrate

within the polar basin, whether for the accomplishment of the

northwest, or the northeast passage, or to reach the Pole, has

been the great ice barrier, which invests with an irregular line

the entire area, and extends in the western Atlantic consider-

ably to the south.

Although the position and movements of this ice barrier are

well known to the members—having been so frequently denned

—I have nevertheless thought it necessary briefly to sketch its

outline.

It is sometimes brought by the great polar current of the

Greenland sea and Davis' Strait, as low as the forty-eighth

parallel of north latitude off Newfoundland. Continuing thence

parallel with the Labrador coast to the sixty-fourth or sixty-

sixth degree, its outline forms a bight in Davis' Strait, conform-

able with the remarkable curve of the Greenland current; thence

along the coast southward, it rounds Cape Farewell, and spring-

ing over the Greenland sea to Nova Zembla, it invests sometimes

Iceland and Jan Mayen ; thence eastward along the coast of Asia,

it joins America over the Strait of Behring ; and still following

closely the tortuosities of the shore line, it dips down into Hud-

son's Bay.
The area invested by this irregular ice coast-line, is not for

from six millions (6,000,000) of square miles.
This is not, however, one continuous ice :

era edge presents a broken outline, penetrable at many points

;

and through the partial openings caused by currents, tides.
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storms, and changes of season, the Pole has been approached
from several different quarters. The northern edge which has
hitherto appeared as a solid and impenetrable barrier, is much
less irregular than the other, and its outline invests a much
smaller area. In the line of Baffin's Bay it is not reached until
we have advanced nearly two thousand miles to the northward
of the point, where the ragged border of the drifting ice presents
the first obstruction to free navigation. Dr. Kane was arrested
by it in Smith's Strait, in latitude 78° 37'. Scoresby in the whale
ship Baffin penetrated in 1822 to the east coast of Greenland,
through the broken belt of the polar current, but his northward

} Spitzbergen. To the northward of Spitzbergen \

'
3 of the early Dut<

by it i

snip ]

progress

Hamke's
regions a

lose its continuity, and the conflicting reports of the early Dutch
navigators leave us in doubt as to the actual position of the im-

penetrable barrier. There can be no doubt, however, but that
the closest approaches to the Pole by water have been made
through this remarkable indentation, known of old as the " Fish-

erman's Bight." To the eastward of Spitzbergen we meet the
solid barrier resting on the northern face of Nova Zembla—about
latitude 77°-—where it was met by Barentz and others of the

earlier navigators; and eastward again from Nova Zembla it

follows so closely the trend of the shore that the Eussian naviga-
tors and traders have been able to accomplish but little more
than a slow and precarious passage through the varying channels
which, during the summer, separate the coast lines of the ice and
land. Above Behring's Strait, Cook, Kellet, and Eogers were
checked at latitudes 70° 45', 72° 51', and about 73° req
and Sir Eobert McClure, following the line of the coast eastward

from Icy Cape, found an impenetrable barrier continuous to the

north coast of Bank's Land. Parry could neither pass to the

west nor to the north of Melville Island, and Sir Edward Belcher

was arrested in the Queen's Channel, in latitude 76° 52'.

The area invested by a line intersecting these several points of

extreme navigation would equal about three millions (3,000,000)

of square miles.

Whether this extensive area is a uniform sea of ice—as it has

appeared from whatever point observed—has been a fruitful

source of conjecture. We were almost wholly wanting in posi-

tive knowledge until the present century.

Failing in every effort to penetrate to the centre of the polar

basin by water, and discouraged by the fruitless attempts of

Baffin, Hudson, Poole, Phipps, and others, it was determined to

alter the plan of operations, and boldly push out with sleds upon
the frozen sea. From four several points such efforts have been

niade—by the Eussians from the Kolyma and Jana; by the
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English from Spitzbergen; and by the Americans through

The lead was taken by the Eussians. In 1810 Hedenstrom
otnl Rwshenizyn started from the mouth of the Jana with the

dog i-\ bvs (i the nut i . Samoides, in search of a continent

(

fposed to lie to the northward. Ten years later they were

lowed by Anjou and Wrangel, who were dispatched b the

Kussian government for the solution of the same interesting

geographical problem. The ice over which these several parties

travelled was found mostly smooth, both in the outward and re-

turn passage, but their northward progress was checked by their

coming suddenly upon open water—"a vast inn;:

ocean," as described by Admiral Wrangel—to the no;

Ketelnoi. sto in the direction of Gap
skoi. The time of observation was the cold months of February,

I April.

A similar attempt was made from Spitzbergen in 1827, by Sir

Edward Parry, using boat sledges and men, instead of dogs, for

draught. Parry was carried by the Hecla to Hakluyt Headland

on the north and, and starting upon the solid

ice from the Eocks, known as the " Seven Islands oi'

gen," a little above the 80th parallel, he made his descent in

a due north line. Beaching to latitude 82° 45', he i

the whole body of the ice upon which he travelled to

m wtttwaid, and finding that he was losing ground he was forced

to return.
n

The attempt of Dr. Kane to penetrate to an " open PolaT Sea,

was made from a point nearly upon an opposite men
the line of descent of Hedenstrom and Wrangel. Like the

Eussians, he used the dog sledges of the natives. Hi
•

e wint r < i K^-o\ at I J ~

tude 78° 37', and early in the spring commenced his sledge opera-

tions. The first parties failed in consequence of the

of the ice and want of h beyond latitude 80 ;

but later in the season, a final and more successful effort was

made by William Morton and Hans Hendrick, an E

hunter. Early i i .J -, thyv 1. it t... biu win a -male team of

.-; :. 'i- :_-...;'.-•''•
.

•:
the base of Humboldt Glacier, i

7t> 12 , they nud from this p„iut a liual start. After encoun-

• -

•

- - > ....: „ - . , . .

. i X. W. angle of Sn
mel, which now bears the honor© I
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tary of the Navy,* who, obedient to the dictates of patriotism,

humanity, and gallantry, gave all the weight of his official

and personal influence toward the organization of the

expedition, was found open from latitude 80° 20' to 81° 15', the

tttesme limit of exploration. Here, from an elevation of about

four hundred feet, Morton looked out to the northward upon a

boundless, iceless sea.

Although these several explorations cover only a comparatively

end 1 1 rea, yet their results are harmonious, and point qui

i" tiK n .'ult vi that there is an open sea within the boun-

daries of the sea barrier as already delineated—a watery area

encircled by a belt or zone of ice. That this is the case in sum-

mer, there can, I think, be no doubt.

Viewed alone, however, the discovery of those Opei

would indicate nothing. The open area of Dr. Kane did not

exceed four thousand (4,000) square miles. That seen by the

Russians was at no time as great. Parry did not reach to open

water at all, and its existence to the northward of his terminus

is only conjectured from the fact that the whole body of the ice

upon which he travelled was moving from the Pole. But the

many observations made in important localities, give, when
-ether, a positive value to the results separately re-

ported by the explorers. A multitude of causes, local and acci-

dental, might operate to produce the result of open water as above

noted; bu1 : of a great open polar sea, stands

toward other observed phenomena, in the relation of cause and
effect.

These observations I have thought of sufficient importance to

dwell upon at considerable length.

I will first call attention to the bird-life. Morton rn

a and air, about the open water oi

channel, lit
liernicla),

,«), and the:
Fulmer (Precoma

Arctica), dovekies (Uria Grylk), and otlx r

fowl, easily recognized as familiar friends of other days in Baf-

. Crowded the rocky shores and cliffs of the expanding

rard in the spring from almost every quarter;

at the mouths of the

ermine, and at intermediate points At

Rensselaer Harbor and other stations wit!

3 direction. These birds

[hey are essentially

thev draw their subsistence entirely from the

" "
ipon molluscan and crustacean hie. I heir

Hon. John P. Kennedy.
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breeding places are hence selected where instinct directs to open

We are wanting in any connected series of observations be-

yond a certain line which will give us conclusive results as to

ate about the Pole, but there are many isolated facts

which point to considerable modification of temperature, as we
pass beyond a point, not yet determined with positive, although

within reasonable limits. If it can be shown, as has been as-

sumed, that a milder climate exists at the Pole than a few

degrees farther to the south, it must be mainly owing to the in-

fluence of open water ; if not permanent nor uniform, at least to

a greater degree, and for a longer annual period, than further to

the south, for an ice covered sea would have all the frigorific

effect of a solid body of land.

That a milder climate does exist at the Pole than a little far-

ther south, is clearly shown, or at least strongly indicated, by

the isothermal curves, which bend up over the Greenland sea

and Behring's Strait, exhibiting a disposition to join together

from either side, and to revolve around two centres—one above

Siberia, the other above America—giving us the same tem-

perature at latitude 90° as at the arctic circle. Sir David Brew-

ster, when establishing his centres of cold and magnetism, used

as a basis the isotherms of Baron Humboldt—which cease at 32°

of Fahrenheit's scale—and the material principally of Giesecke,

Parry, Erman, and Wrangel, placing them upon latitude 80°,

giving them the temperature of zero. Subsequent observations,

and many of them of very recent date, in the hands of such able

philosophers as Kupffer, Berghaus, Prof. Dove, Capt. Duperrey,

and others, have brought these points of maximum cold and

magnetic intensity nearer to the continents, and although not

yet accurately determined, they have doul
near the crossing of the 78th parallel of latitude with the 95th

meridian of western and the 120th of eastern longitude.

That the first named of these positions is not far from the true

American Pole of cold is shown by the elaborate isothermal

charts of Baffin's Bay and vicinity, projected by Chas. A. Schott,

Esq., of the IT. S. Coast Survey.
An observation, valuable in this connection, will be found re-

corded in the able report of Mr. Durand upon the Floral Collec-

tions of Dr. Kane's A i i m the Journal of the

\

. -

Arctica) were brought from the lands lying to the northward of the

Humboldt Glacier, latitude 81°. These plants do not appear
eitherm the collections made by Dr. Kane during his first voyage,
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in Russian America, and, by the authority of Hooker, we meet
with it upon ;1 curve in Labrador. It has DOC

•overed in the cold zone lying between Labrador and
WVhingtoi I n il, from the 60th to the 80th parallel, either on
the Greenland or American side of Baffin's Bay.
The migrations of human life, also, furnish us valuable data.

The traditions of the Esquimaux point to the north as the omtnd
home of the race. Erasmus Yorke spoke of his mother having
come from the north, and when Sacheuse told the inhabitants of

Prince Regent's Inlet that he came from the south, they replied

that it was impossible, since in that 'Unction there was nothing
but ice. Egede and Crantz both assign to the Esquimaux a

northern origin, and the inhabitants of Smith's Strait have re-

peatedly told me of the day when their forefathers used to hunt
the reindeer and the musk ox—the Tooktook and the Oomeak—
far away to the northward. These traditions would seem to be
borne out by positive observations. The remains of their old

encampmcM- the east shore of Smiti
from the 78th to the 81st parallel, and I have discovered the

i relics of a numerous colony on the opposite coast i

tude 80°. I believe the northern shores of the lands of Grinnell

rington will be found numerously peopled, and that the

link within the channel has been broken, in consequence of the

destruction of the hunting grounds by the gradual enlargement
of the great Humboldt Glacier, and the enormous discharge of

ice-bergs therefrom, producing a local increase of eli

verity. A similar glacial accumulation in Melville Bay, be-

tween latitudes 74° and 76°, has cut off communication between
the inhabitants of the head waters of Baffin's Bay and of south-

ern Greenland.
That the central home of the race is nearer the Pole than yet

explored, would seem to be indicated by the fact that as we ad-

vanced southward the race deteriorates. The most northern

known branch of the family is that with which Dr. Kane had
constant communication at the mouth of Sin;Uis Srrair, and

these people exceed in physical development any others hitherto

discovered. In south Greenland they are quite diminutive, so

much so that the Northmen who discovered the continent in the

tenth centurv, named them from their diminutive appearance

"Skrsellincrs." The same fact is observed in Labrador
;
and the

old Norwegians who in their wild wanderings came early in the

eleventh century several degrees lower on the coast, found the

same people, with th - My excellent com-

rade, the late Mr. McGeary, has assured me that the natives about

Pond's Bay are far superior in phvsical development to the in-

habitants of Labrador. In some of the southern settlements I

have found the heieht five feet four inches (5 feet 4 inches) very
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unusual; five feet one inch was thought by Crantz to be a fair

average. The Smith's Strait Esquimaux reach frequently to five

feet six inches; several measured by me gave five feet seven

inches, and one! five fe< t . ight and a half inches. These facts are

valuable if that races deteriorate as removed

from the pi ity, and if they inhabit the lands

to the north of Smith's Strait, there is there continual open water,

for they, like the birds, draw their subsistence entirely I

and like them too, supply their wants from day to day, through

But the most important fact, which we have to consider, are of

direct determination—I mean the observed water ten

and their known influence. The facts in our possessioi t.

few, and confined to an extremely limited number of

are nevertheless conclusive as to this one point, viz. :
that the

great body of the waters of the Polar Basin ha v

siderably removed from the freezing point; and to tli

frigorific influence acting continually upon ti

,

a calorific force antagonistically operating. That the latter holds

sway during the summer, and clears the greater part of the Basin

from ice during that period, there can be no doubt. How Em "'

influence is felt during the period of the year when the atmos-

pheric temperature, sinks below the freezing point of mercury,

we have, as already staJ •
There are

some observations however upon this point which have interest

and value.

Baron von "Wrangel at his winter quarters at N
he temperature rose in winter and fell in sum-

mer with the north winds, and that the " N.N.W, and sometimes

the N.E. winds were dump to a deen c which was sufficient to

wet their clothes ;" and according to Mr. Tooke, at Koolo "the

:.,t with the northerly

winds." Barrentz at Nova Zembla found a heavy BWi

from the northward, clearly indicating the close proximity 01

open water ; and the same fact has been noted at the Seven

Islands, though I should observe that this only relates to the

f always

„»«, that the

— «i winds were often warm. The same :.

Kane at Rensselaer Harbor, and although the north and north-

east winds were frequently cold during the winter, yet the sum-

mer winds from that direction brought sometimes warm ana

%gy weather, and throughout the year a most curious phenom-

enon was witnessed upon the north horizon. A heavy mist ban*

floated there almost continually, and, "mist bank on the nortli

horizon" became a stereotyped entry in our meterolo_
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The water to the S."W. of us was open throughout the winter
as well as summer. I saw, in December 1854, a Urge watery
area off Cape^Alexander, and as late as the 29th of the following
month, Dr. Kane discovered a 'nuul sheet, nearly free from ice,

stretching out from Cape Hatherton, forty-five miles to the S.W
of Eensselaer Bay. This waters asfro en over during February,
but we have the testimony of the Esquimaux that to the south of
Cape Alexander, at a point opposite Ak-oot-loo-nik, latitude 77°

30', there was an open sea as late as the middle of March, and
in closing his journal entry of the fact, Dr. Kane " questions very
much, if such extensive areas as the so-called north water ever
close completely ;" and this "north water," as the whalers oati

that portion of Baffin's Bay lying to the northward of the " mid-
dle ice," has a superficial area of less than eighty thousand

(80,000) square miles. The Esquimaux inhabiting its shores are

dependent upon its remaining open throughout the winter for

istence. A sudden or long continued closure would be
the signal for their total destruction by starvation, for these im-
provident creatures have rarely reserved stores sufficient to last

them during two weeks.
I will not hazard any opinion as to the mid-winter condition

of the sea to the north of Eensselaer Harbor—in which direction
the mist bank was seen ; but we know, that one hundred miles
in a due north line from it, there was an open sea in June. 1864,
as shown by the well authenticated report of William Morton.
The temperature of this sea as determined by Morton, and as

recorded by his commander, was 36° ; two degrees above the

temperature of the air at the time of observation, and eight de-

grees above the freezing point of sea water. Another observa-

tion made in it different locality gave a temperature for the sea-

water of 40°. This water came down from the north at the rate

of from two to four knots. From the same quarter blew a

strong gale of wind, and no ice was seen as far as the eye could

reach at an elevation of from three to five hundred feet.

_
Where this m from is an important ques-

tion, and one involving the whole system of Arctic currents,

about whir h know**. That little, I have

not the wish, even had I the afa

;. There are members ot ti.ir- A-- :.-<::oii, who, by

irned a claim to speak upon this

topic, and in 1 leave it.

I cannot, how vr. wholl '
< "

th ~ '* ' * hout f
im&

a few obseiv tuition to the striking tendency.
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which seems to exist towards a great system of revolving cur-

rents. In the Greenland sea near Spitzbergen, the deep sea water

is, according to Scoresby, warmer than the surface. A series of

observations made by this distinguished navigator and philoso-

pher, between the tenth meridian of western and the tenth of

eastern longitude, and between the parallels 76° 16' and 80°, show

a constantly u from the surface downward.

The mean of nine obeer latitude 77° 40', gave

a surface temperature 291° with extremes 28-1° and 30°, and at

l depth of 665 feet the mean temperature was four degrees

higher. A single observation taken in latitude 79° at the depth

of 2,400 feet gave a temperature of 36°, at 4,380 feet the tempera-

ture was 37°, and at 4,556 feet in latitude 78° the temperature

was 38°. Dr. Scoresby thought this deep warm water to be " a

still further continuation of the Gulf Stream." Be this as it aatf,

the current about the new Siberian islands is westward, and we

have doubtless a continuation of this flow in the great Polar drift

of the Greenland sea ; another current sets south through the

estuaries leading into and from Baffin's and Hudson's Bays.

That there are northward currents to keep the waters of the

Polar Basin in equilibrium must be evident. In Baffi

is well known that the deeper ice bergs are carried northward,

while the surface ice is drifting south, thus showing a deep sea

current setting toward the Pole. The Behring Strait current

runs in the same direction. The Gulf Stream after sending oft a

bifurcation to the southeast, stretches northward to the Nor-

way coast, and is lost to observation beyond North Cape. The

great Arctic water-sheds of Europe, Asia, and Amer
ing together nearly five millions (5,000,000) of aqnai

pour down their immense floods of warm water into the Arctic

Speculate as we will, the facts i

sively what was assumed in the i

cause constantly operating to keep the waters of the north Polar

:.=.:.;,• .. , "
'

'

aided by the influences of the superficial local action of winds,

tides, and currents, is sufficient to produce a constant open sea in

the neighborhood of the Pole, (that is, assuming the

vicinity of the Pole to be water,) I have great confidence that it

can be successfully navigated. The route most p»d
accomplishing this purpose I believe to be through the great

Polar estuary, separating the lands of America and Greenland,

assuming severally the names, Davis' Strait, Baffin's Bay. ^nuth ?

Strait, and Kennedy Channel.
The direct efforts hitherto made for the purpose of reaching

the North Pole have been confined to the Greenland sea. The
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first attempts were made at the time of the origin of the famous
Muscovy company, when the commercial nations of Western
Europe held rivalry for the quickest passage to the Indies. Their
efforts have been continued at intervals until our own time, and
have uniformly resulted in failure as to the principal object.

Hudson is said to have penetrated in 1607 to latitude 82°, but
the conflict between his nautical observations and his descriptions
of land, make it doubtful whether he passed beyond 81°. The
brave but unfortunate Barentz, and his companion, Cornell/ Bm
eleven years earlier had been driven back from the eightieth

parallel ; and Fotherby, a few years later, after repeated efforts,

had no better success.
*
Poole, in 1610, reached only to 79° 50'.

The greatest latitute of Captain Phipps, in 1773, was 80° 48' ; of

.-off, in 1776, 80° 30'; of Scoresby, in 1806, 81° 30';

of Buchan and Franklin, in 1818, 80° 32'; of Clavering, in 1823,
80° 20'. They were all arrested by the solid ice barrier near the
meridian of Spitzbergen.
The closest approach to the Pole of which we have any well

ted record, was made by the late Sir Edward Puny,
to whose daring attempt I have already referred. This fearless

navigator, abandoning his vessel, boldly pushed out upon the

boundlesss ice-covered ocean, but was forced to retreat after

reaching to 82° 45.
It would be highly important to determine with positive accu-

racy the progress in this direction of the early Dutch and English
fishermen. Barrington declared that the ice barrier was not con-

tinuous from Greenland to Nova Zembla, but was broken on a

movable meridian above Spitzbergen, allowing a free passage
into the centre of the Arctic Ocean, which he maintained was
an open sea, and had been frequently navigated. In two papers
read before the Koval Society, in 1775, he cites twenty-six in-

stances of n -.-Aides, and
: ^ -rtoil, that a vessel had gone, even to the very Pole. But the

testimony upon which these extraordinary reports is founded is

\ and subsequent writers have

Wholly discarded, and Barrow only partially accepted them If

since undergone remarkable changes in their

°f the more recent navigators, I am convinced, that the route to

the North Pole, eastward of Greenland, is at this time neither

bility that 1

1

will be reached wholly by water

from any quarter. To effect this desirable object reliance must

be placed qi i g*&*> of the circumpolar waters,

and upon sledges for the transit of the boats over
*
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ice belt. The routes of Parry and Kane are both before us. As
already stated, the advantages are greatly in favor of the latter.

I have already shown that the chief cause of the failure of

Captain Parry was the southward drifting of the ice plain upon

which he travelled. This difficulty is obviated by adopting the

route through the channel to the westward of Greenland, for we

have here the land masses of Washington and Grinnell, and the

protruding tongue of western Greenland, which terminate m
Cape Alexander, to check the equatorial drift of the ice as it

breaks up early in the season. This route possesses

other advantages equally important. The lands on both sides of

Kennedy (
'

'

ly due north trend, continuing at

least to latitude 82° 30', affording a certain basis of operations

upon the direct line of descent. They have a marginal belt of

ice, at certain seasons, always smooth and secure, and
nish a practicable field for travel, a secure foundation for depot

stations, more secure than the treacherous outside ice, and a safe

retreat for tnivrlhn- paiti. <* it Miipix d at a distance from the

land by a sudden disruption of the " floes."

A small vessel might be forced into Smith's Strait, and along

the western shore, by working through the land leads, could

reach, I have reason to believe fin ations made

in the spring of 1854, nearly to latitude 80°. Here the coast

affords fine harbors for wintering. Upon the opening of spring,

depot stations, or caches, could be established with dog sledges at

different points along the land, and early in April a boat mounted

upon runners might be started towards the open sea, which, en-

larging with the advance of the season, would, I cor

met between the 81st and 82d parallels by the middle of May.

The distance thence to the Pole is not very great, and the navi-

gable season continues for four months. I can see no insur-

mountable obstacle to complete
Gentlemen of the Association : If I may, without presumption,
1

ess myself directly to you, I would earnestlv call youratten-

to this subject. It is brought before us, not in the days ot

Baffin and Hudson, nor in those of Parry and Franklin

comes to us rich in the experience gained by more than three

centuries of almost continuous effort, demanding of us to achieve

the climax of discovery, to complete the effort so long and so

bravely persisted in.

I have for some time been endeavoring to organize another

expedition to those seas. After more than two v

upon the route which I have recommended, I am convinced that

if the experience of the past be properly used, the nexl
will in all human pp jsful, and that it can be

accomplished with fax less expense and danger than is popularly
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supposed. A vessel of one hundred tons, equipped for two and
a huh' years, and manned by twelve men, is all that is absolutely

necessary. To this might, with advantage, be added a small steam

tender, not exceeding thirty tons, fitted with a shifting screw.

Under certain circumstances this little craft could be made avail-

able in the shoal water, close under the land, in the narrow shore

leads of Smith's Strait.

At first this might seem inadequate to the service, and com-

pared with the large force with which the English have latterly

gone into the field is indeed small ; but experience has shown
that success in Arctic enterprise has not always been in propor-

tion to magnitude of preparation. The brilliant triumphs of

Davis, Frobisher, Baffin, Hudson, and others of the early navi-

gators, were made with vessels varying from fifteen to fifty tons.

The expedition should leave the United States early in Aj n!,

and halting upon the Greenland coast to the south of Melville

Bay, should procure at the different trading and missionary posts

of the Danish government, and by the hunt, a supply of fresh

meats and furs, and two good teams of Esquimaux dogs. This

supply would greatly reduce the cost of the expedition, and

would be in every way better than to carry all the stores from

home. Large quantities of the flesh of the reindeer, water-fowl,

and seal, could be obtained. The whalers annually capture great

numbers of the Auk and Lumme (UriaAlk and U. B
about Sanderson's Hope and Cape Shackleton, and at the Duck
Islands they collect the eggs of the Eider fowl almost in boat

loads. About Holsteinsborg and Egedesminde the reindeer (Cer-

w« Tarandus) are quite numerous, their skins forming one of the

staple articles of revenue from the colonies. Considerable quan-

tities of their dried flesh (cured without salt) could be obtained of

the natives and Danish officials. It was the original intention of

Dr. Kane to have availed himself largely of these abundant stores,

but he arrived too late upon the coast to admit of a halt without

great risk of losing the chances of reaching his proposed ground

of search before the close of the season. This de ay was occa-

sioned, as you are aware, by the unfortunate sickness which,

during nearly a month, prevented his departure from JNew

The » Middle Ice" commences to break up about the first of

Jane or late in May, and the passage into Smiths Strait could

be effected by the first of August. Eunning up the
:

coast of

Grinnell Land, I should select a safe harbor at some eligible point

«s far north as the ice would admit, and there pass the winter.

I have already expressed my belief in the practicability of reach-

ing nearly to the 80th parallel, or at least I feel welllasraraj tfwt

the little Bi-ht between Capes Frazer and Leidy, latitude / 9 42

,
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can be attained. An examination of this Bay, with the ultimate

view of one day being able to winter in it, was made by me in

the spring of 1854. Before passing from this point I will call

attention to some features of the physical geography of thisehan-

nel, which have an important bearing upon the proposed opera-

tions, and which should govern the selection of a harbor. By a

reference to the chart it will be seen that Smith's Strait runs

diagonally to the general direction of the current coming down

through Kennedy Channel, and in consequence, the Greenland

shore will have the ice continually forced upon it by the pressure

of the moving water; the same cause meanwhile freeing the oppo-

site coast. That this side will afford greater facilities for reaching

a high north latitude will be evident, and travelling parties would

be protected against the chief difficulties which beset Dr. Kane

in crossing the ridges of hummocked ice in the centre of the

Strait.

It is on this western coast that the small steamer to which I

have referred might be made serviceable, and in this opinion I

am supported by the judgment of my friend, Mr. Wilson, late the

sailing master of the " Advance." During a mild season the disso-

lution of the land margin ofthe ice fields is considerable, and a ves-

sel of shallow draught propelled by steam, might possibly be able

to work through Kennedy Channel into the Polar Sea. But this

would be too doubtful a reliance for sole dependence. The mam
hope of success should be in the boats. Early in the spring, the

shores of Grinnell Land should be—as already stated—lined

with depots of provisions, as far north as latitude 82°, where a

final cache should be established for the use of the polar boat

party ; these stores to be carried forward by the dogs. One of

these animals will drag upon a sledge a weight of seventy (70)

pounds thirtv-two (o2) miles per day, upon an average ration of

thirteen (13) ounces of pemican—equal to about three pounds ot

dried meat—and two teams of seven each could rca

forward ample stores for a full boat's crew of six persons. This

crew should start their boat from the vessel in April. Within

one hundred and aft j . .bably, as I have said,

meet the open water by the middle of May or the first of June.

The chief difficulties which have hitherto beset Arctic travel-

lers can be mainly overcome. The rough ice which baffled Dr.

Kane's parties, as above observed, can be in a great measure

avoided by avoiding the crossing of Smith's Strait; and Kennedy

Channel having a due north trend, and presenting no salient

capes like the remarkable projection of western Greenland, will,

I have no doubt, be found mostly smooth. Such a tra
great facilities for travel. One man will readily walk sixteen (lbj

miles per day, dragging from one hundred (100) to one hundred
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and twenty (120) pounds in weight. Dr. Eae conducted n partv

six hundred miles in twenty-two days, each of his men trailing

after him, upon an Iroquois sledge, one hundred and ten (110)

pounds. They carried a single blanket and change of clothing

per man, but no tent, using for periodic rest the snow hut of the

x. These huts are readily constructed, and upon them
I should place my sole reliance while upon the ice. Indeed, the

amount of labor which can be performed by a skillful use of very

simple means is truly astonishing; and in spite of the cold and
poverty of the ice deserts, Kennedy, McClintock, Bellot, Suther-

land, Pirn, Osborne, Richards, and many others of the numer-

ous corps of their gallant co-laborers have performed journeys

which for extent would reflect honorably upon them as foot

travellers in a more favored region.

The cold and scurvy are of much less serious moment than

formerly. Experience has taught us many valuable lessons. By
housing in the upper deck of the vessel, and using the porous

snow as an external covering, the winters may be pined m
health and comparative comfort, and even travelling may be per-

formed during this season, if the parties are well rapp

heavy furs ti ties of carbonaceous food. The

ttherto often a great scourge to the crews of vessels

wintering in the Arctic regions, can, with proper precs

resisted, and in this opinion I am sustained by the united testi-

mony of the surgeons of Her Majesty's Arctic Squadron. The
disease has been of very rare occurrence of late years, and wher-

ever it has appeared, it has been owing to a

chiefly from the long continued use of a salt meat diet—either m
consequence of the parties never having been provided with any

other standard supplies of food, or of their having so long re-

mained in the field as to have consumed their fresh stores In-

deed, I am convinced that the climate is one of ungual heath-

fulness. The suffering from the disease among Dr.Ka
was mainly owin^ to the above mentioned cause. He started too

early to profit fully by the discoveries which have bees

the art of preserving fresh meats and vegetables and with the

exception of a limited quantity:
the field—he had to depend upon the or̂ in^f

n
j^

ithe ;

chancre "or" variation. Casual supplies of fresh food were

obtained by the h-t or in barter with the natives, and when

procured, invariably enabled his men to resist tne aisea^e or n

developed, it acted Is an immediate and specific cure The diffi-

culty experienced in keep* - t^Vu^Z
the 'absence of a diet suited to their necessities. The saIt of the

meat acted injuriously upon them and the msumcient quantities

which they could eatf did not enable them successfully to resist
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the cold, and a strange epilepto-tetanoidal disease was in conse-

quence developed among them. The same was observable among
his crew, and doubtless for the same reason.

I have thus as briefly as possible given the reasons for believing

in the existence of an open Polar Sea, and that through it the

North Pole may be reached. Experience has reduced the scheme
to a mere question of time. If not accomplished at this, it will

be at no very distant day.

I have already announced to you my intention of laboring for

the accomplishment of this object, and to this end I would re-

spectfully solicit the counsel and sympathy of the Association.

In this presence it would be useless to enumerate the results to

science to be anticipated from its success. Some of them may,

however, with propriety be briefly alluded to.

Under all circumstances, valuable additions would be made to

our knowledge of Arctic climatology, and I should hope to de-

termine something definite with regard to the condition, during

the winter, of the waters beyond latitude 82°, and thus definitely

settle the question, as to the permanent existence of the open

Polar Sea, by passing a part of that season as far north upon the

shores of Grinnell Land as possible. After entering winter har-

bor, and upon the earliest freezing, I should establish a depot of

provisions in that direction, and with one companion and a team

of dogs, would there pass the months of December, Jan
February, in a snow-house. The land ice could be travelled dur-

ing the moonlight period of each month, and observations made

upon the situation and temperature of open water. Such a plan

of operations is, under ordinary circumstances, quite practicable.

That the months of September and October are available for the

purpose of establishing provision depots, has been proven by my
bold, daring, hardy co-laborer in the late expedition, fid i

That the winter may be passed in the manner above described,

is shown by the experience of the enterprising and indefatigable

chief factor, Eae, who, as you are aware, passed the winter, pre-

ceding his famous journey upon which he found the relics 01

Franklin's party, in snow-huts at Eepulse Bay, and as he assures

me, without any serious inconvenience from the cold, and with-

out disease. To the experience of Dr. Eae I will add my own.

During the autumn of 1854, while on duty connected with the

safe retreat of the late expedition to the south, from Kensselaer

Harbor, I passed in a similar manner with seven others of the

ship's company the months of October, November, and part of

December, and performed a returnjourney of three hundred miles,

m eight days, with the dog sledges of the Esquimaux, guided

only by the light of the moon and the stars. We lived during
this period entirely without fire, for purposes of warmth, and but
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for a want of food, could have passed the winter in safety. The
temperature of the hut sank rarely to zero, and was often as high
as the freezing point, being kept thus elevated by the heat ra-

diated from the persons of the occupants.
I have already shown the importance of these northern lands

as offering positions for observations upon the human and floral
life of the region ; and lying almost in a direct line between the
two great magnetic centres, the great value of stations in the
high latitudes of Grinnell Land for magnetic determination can
hardly be overestimated. Our knowledge of the oceanic cur-
rents and tides of the extensive waters of the Polar Basin is en-
veloped in the same mystery which invests the regions of
their birth and flow, and as the proposed line of descent runs
midway between the seat of Atlantic and Pacific influences, it

presents a most important field for the completion of the hydro-
graphic survey of the northern hemisphere. Indeed, there is no
department of physical science or natural history to which the
expedition could not be made to contribute.
The collections of natural history made during the cruise of

the "Advance," which were unfortunately abandoned with the
vessel, exhibited a hitherto unknown feature in Greenland
zoology—containing as they did, a number of skulls of the musk
ox (Ovibos moschatus) found in almost every locality visited be-
tween latitudes 78° and 79°, by Dr. Kane, Mr. Goodfellow and
other members of the party on the coast, and discovered by

ie base of the Great Glacier, about
eighty miles eastward from Eensselaer Harbor, on the parallel

78° 40'. These animals seem to have become extinct on the con-
tinent of Greenland to the south of latitude 80°, but I have been
assured by the Esquimaux that they still exist to the far north,

and they speak of a large island in that direction upon whick
they live in great numbers.
The northern range of the Cetaccea is not known, and it would

be highly important to determine whether th«w inhabit the ex-

treme nortl

:

'

. I eon lecture that their central

ftboat the Pole. Whales struck in the Greenland Sea
near Spitzbergen have been caught to the southward of Behnng

>2nized as the same animals by the harpoons remani-

ng imbedded in their flesh—thus proving conclusively, that both

from the Atlantic and Pacific oceans, they have free communica-
tion with the regions of extreme northness. These an 1

1

not live in an ice-covered sea. The once valuable fishing grounds
of the Greenland Sea and Baffin's Bay are now almost unpro-

ductive, and the Ri^ht whale {Ba iisappear-

"*g from the " northwest coast," It would be interesting to

SECOND SERIES, Vol. XXVI, N >. 7S.-N0V., 1853.
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determine whether they have been destroyed or driven within

their ice-locked fortress. This last I think highly probable; and

it would seem to be shown by a fact, stated by Dr. Kane in a
*~- the American Geographical and Statistical

Society in December, 1852, upon " Access to An Open Polar Sea:

viz. that he observed the White "Whale (Delphinaptertu £d*
passing up Wellington Channel, northward, through a broken

C££

3 for four days in October. The Barbed Seal {Phoca barbata),

was seen by Morton sporting in the v-'aters of Kennedy Channel.

These animals must have been denizens of the north, for since

this species is not endowed with mechanical powers for opening

breathing places in the ice, they could not have rea

water from the south, for this would have required them to pass

underneath an unbroken belt of ice more than one hundred miles

rtrhich, I need hardly say, would be impossible, In its

je I might have cited this fact, as well as the capturing

and Hans of two Polar Bears {Ursus maritimus) near

the same spot, as bearing strongly upon the existence of contin-

ual open water.

The lower forms of marine life have not been studied, and

present a broad field for the investigations of the d

Important problems are involved in the determination of their

geographical distribution.

The Great Glacial system of Greenland has been subject to

but little enlightened investigation. Giesecke thought
ice continent, as I shall venture to call it—which is the birth-

place of the untold millions of tons of annual berg-discharge

which come down from the north into the Atlant

great congeries of islands, cemented together by ice. This con-

tinent, as it now appears, has a superficial area exee-

a million of square miles, and it is the seat of constant atmos-

pheric precipitation. The excess of this precipitation over evap-

oration—for evaporation, I may mention, takes place continually

—and discharge by the river and icebergs, have an important bear-

ing upon the physical geography and climatology of the region,

and, indeed, of the whole northern hemisphere. Many of the

geological phenomena of the ancient glacial period can at this

time be witnessed almost everywhere on the Greenland coast.

The river system of Greenland—fed by the Mer de Glace—

&

greater than is generally supposed ; large streams were discovere

by Dr. Kane above latitude 78°. The great glacier of Hum-

Lich bounds Smith's Strait to the northeast by awaii

pi
:

.
• sixty miles in length, and from fifty to five hundred feel

in perpendicular altitude, is but a great frozen river-
so use the term—slowly flowing seaward, and die

piece by piece, its congealed fresh water into the salt sea, ana
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rafting millions of tons of detritus—boulders and sand—to more
southern latitudes.

Upon all these points the portfolios of Dr. Kane will be found

rich in material ; and, when presented to the world it will, I am
sure, give no cause fa -nperintendent of the

Coast Survey to regret the words of just and generous praise,

which I had the gratification the other day, to hear bestowed by
him upon this l.ighlv --ift. .1 hum, for whose untimely death the

world now mourns. But his facilities and opportunities were

limited, and much remains to be accomplished.

I need not pursue the subject further, and have already de-

tained the Association longer, perhaps, than the occasion war-

rants. The deep interest which I feel in a field of investigation,

which has long engaged my attention, must serve as my apology.

Art. XXXVI.—Review o/Marcou's "Geology of North America."*

The volume on American Geology just published by Mr. Jules

Marcou, demands more than a passing notice. Coming from a

Professor in the Federal Polytechnic School of Swit

who is known to have traversed this country widely, and whose

memoirs and American geological map form part of the publica-

tions of the Geological Society of France besides being distribu-

ted through several European journals, it is

inquire into the character of the work and the reliability of the

author's conclusions.
It will be remembered that former writings of the

the same topic have been noticed i

exceptions to the statements which have been made it ,s the

more incumbent on us to reconsider the subject with his later

volume before us. We wish only to seek out the truth, that we

may honor it, and here register it for the use of the science

The work on the Geology of North America contains, (1) an

t of the author's researches in America; (2) a general re-
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view of the geology of the continent with reference to the geo-

logical map
; (3) a classification of the mountains of part of North

America; (4) a review of his reviewers
; (5) a history of the pro-

gress of American geology. The question important to geolo-

gists—to European more than American—is, whether American

geology is correctly represented.

I. History of Geology.—Mr. Marcou commences by repub-

lishing the observations of Maclure on the Geology of the United

States with the accompanying map, from Vol. VI. of the Trans-

actions of the American Philosophical Society, doing full justice

to this earliest of American explorers. He reviews the labors

of many who have followed him, making honorable mention, as

he should, of Vanuxem, one of the ablest of our geologists, of

:, Owen, and others. But we are sorry to see imper-

fections in the history, which evince that personal 1

1

ments have warped the author's judgment. Professor Halls

connection with American palaeontology is well known to the

world. Mr. Marcou, enumerating in a paragraph the cultivators of

palaeontology in America, mentions "Lesueur, Harlan, Jefferson,

Say, Green, Bigsby, Kafmesque, Troost, Morton, Redfield, Lea,

and Hitchcock;" then, Conrad and Leidy, as taking the lead of

all, the "best palaeontologists in the United States," and ends

i he calls "the young palaeontologists of th

day," "Dr.Shumard, Holmes, Kk. an, Billings,

etc." ; Hall's name is not included. He has honored I

ever, with a separate paragraph, in which he speaks ofthe "
1
*

Iseontology of the State of New York by James Hall," as " a very

useful work ;" and then closes a disparaging sentence with, the

best part of it being the plates drawn by Mrs. Hall, and also the

geological order." Conrad and Leidy are highly apj

But in his treatment of others, the author shows that he has him-

self been reviewed. This is apparent also in the closing sentence

of this brief History of American Geology.
Hitchcock, Taylor, Conrad, Emmons, Lyell, de Verneuil, and

David Dale Owen, are the only discoverers ; other geologists have

extended and detailed the just views and grand ideas fcb

illustrious savants were the first to divulge:"—an association ot

names that will surprise, by its omissions if not otherwise, those

who know much of science in America and little of the influences

that have operated upon the author of this history. Mr. Marcou

shows again that he has had reviewers, in the remark that he

makes about " the half dozen hieroglyphical pamphlets pub-

lished as the Geological Keport of Progress of the Canada

Survey. He evinces that his American conclusions have rnet

with opposition, also, by his slight of Foster and Whitney s m-
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vestigations in northern Michigan, and of the various re?en relies

of the Professors Rogers, and by his studied neglect of others.*
There are also imperfections in the History arising from a

partial acquaintance with the subject and the science. Thus he
speaks oi Mr. E. James as having been the first to ren
" New Red Sandstone" on the slopes of the Eocky Mountains,

hie had any knowledge of was a red sandstone. lie s; n a ks
of the knowledge of the geographical extension of the " New
Red" being due to Dr. D. Houghton and others for Lake Su-
perior, when no evidence of its existence in the Lake Superior
region is yet known or was ever detected. He speaks of the
discovery of the " Old Red" by Taylor, when the so-called " Old
Red" is only the upper part of the American Devonian.
Without further specifications, it is plain that in this history

the author has neither dealt fairly with others or the subject.

II. Review of the Reviewers.—We refer to this chapter

merely to add, that the personal feeling above attributed to the
author, is here acknowledged. We are very sure, that only the
belief that Mr. Marcou was propagating in his publications erro-

neous views abroad, led to the notices of his memoirs and former
map that have so chafed him. On no other ground than a desire

to promote the interests of science have the pages of this Journal
been open to the criticisms.

in. Mountain Systems.—The author describes the mountain
systems of North America and their ages, as he supposes they
must be according to the theoretical views of Elie de Beaumont.
A determination of the age and relations of each by means of
observed facts would be positive knowledge and of some service

to the science.

IV. Researches.—The points in the explorations of the au-

\\ sive his work special prominence, are the assumed
identification—

(1.) of Triassic rocks in the Lake Superior region
;

(2.) of the Permian Formation over the slopes of the Rocky
Mountains

;

(3.) of Triassic rocks in the same Rocky Mountain regions
;

(4.) of Jurj »me region.

We should take pleasure in cla
*ff

estab-

lishment of either one or all these points, if we could justly
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do it. The progress of American geology is largely due to

foreign geologists—to Lyell of England, and He Verneuil of

France ; and they are honored for their labors. They were wise

men ; appreciating geological evidence, they used it cautiously

and surely, and made each step a step of real progress. They
did not conclude, when they came across a red sandstone, that it

was the " New Bed" or the " Old Bed;" or on the discovery of a

magnesian limestone, that it was the magnesian limestone of the

Permian. They knew, with all other geologists, that mere

color and mineral characters were the very worst tes% of equiva-

lency between the rocks of the two continents; that the teal v.iil

not answer even for the United States alone; that an appeal

to such characters in this period of geological science betrays

great want of experience. They came to the country expressly

to subject all such considerations to the higher test of organic

remains, and in this their great merit consists. Mr. \\

regret to see, has taken the course which they rejected and which

science long since repudiated. It is true the region he examined

was nearly destitute of fossils. But there was so much the more

reason for doubting, as all others had done before him.

1. Triassic Bocks in the Lake Superior Region.

The only evidence that these rocks are Triassic, given by the

author, is of the superficial kind just referred to. He has not

claimed to find a fossil in the beds or any proof that decides the

question. He remarks that Dr. Jackson " confirmed the justice

of the view by finding beds with Pentamerus oblongus, an Upper

Silurian fossil, on Keweenaw Bay. But it is known that the

strata of Keweenaw Point overlie the red sandstone; and Hall

has shown them to be Lower Silurian from the fossils collected

there by Foster and Whitney. (See F. and W.'s Beport, Part
;

1,

p. 118.) Even if the red sandstone were above the Si

would not make it Triassic, according to any known rule oi

geological reasoning.

The similarity of the beds and the associated trap to the Con-

necticut Biver rocks, led early to the supposition that both might

be of the same age, but it was no basis for such knowledge as

Mr. Marcou claims. Foster, Whitney, Hall, Logan, and others,

have been over the same ground, and argue from the fossils ana

superposition that the rocks are as old as the Potsdam Si

And yet Mr. Marcou still maintains, against all the investigations

more recent than his own, and on evidence which geologists know

to be worthless, that the rocks arc Triussic. Mr. .Marcou states

that these geologists hold the old opinion, when on the contrary

his view is the old one, and the only one current until the evi-

dence became known which these geologists themselves brougni
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2. Permian Rocks in the Rocky Mountains.

In the "Itineraire Geologique du Fort Smith et Napoleon,

(Arkansas) auEio Colorado deCalil-'ni"."' in 1 £>;.;*.* Mr. Maivoii

states, in his notes for Dec. 22, after describing what he calls the

New Red Sandstone of the region, " Puis on a au-dessous un cal-

caire rnagnesien ou dolomitiquc c'pais A stratification iv-uluVo de

i a un pied d'epaisseur, plongeant au nord sous un angle de 10
a 15°, en stratification coucordante avec le New Red, et quelques

assises du magnesian limestone alternant avec le grtfe rouge a la

base. Dans ce magnesian on a une couche avec fossil' -

conserves; je crois reconnaitre des fragments de Belemnite?

On Nautilus? un Pteroceras? Quatre milles apres avoir marche*

sur ce magnesian on a la lave du volcan qui la recouvre ;
et nons

campons sur la base, non loin des cones secondares du grand

volcan. Pas de diluvium. And the "Kesume" by himself, pub-

lished in the same volume, says respecting these observations

:

" Shortly after quitting the Colorado Chiquito we found here,

with the last beds of the red clay of the Trias and in concord-

ant stratification, a magnesian or dolomitic limestone, with very

regular strata from half a foot to one foot in thickness. Several

beds contain fossils badly preserved ; among which I recognised,

however, a .

s
- an<l a Belemnites. Ti

tion, which is placed between the Carboniferous and the Trias,

corresponds, without doubt, to the magnesian limestone of Eng-

land, and is a new member which I add to the series of secondary

rocks in North America. " This magnesian limestone has only

four miles of extent in the place where we crossed it, and dis-

appears beneath lava and volcanic ashes. I have observed it

farther to the west, and it appears also to occupy eastward one

of the lesser chains of the Sierra de Mogoyon.

In the new work, this paragraph remains the same, except that

in the place of " a Pteroceras, a Belemnites,'
1

it readsi a

poda, and perhaps a Belemnites ;" and after the words magnesian

limestone, in the line before the last, "(Permian) is inserted.

When the discovery of Permian fossils west oi the Missis-

sippi was announced, a few months since, before the (xeological

Society of France, Mr. d'Archiac put forward Jiarcous claim to

the first discovery of the Permian in the Kockv U

basing it upon this very observation, stating that this

limestone was compared by him with the magnesian limestone of

England, but that the fossils were too imperfect for determm-

Here then, although the Permian magnesian limestone of one

part of England "£ not represented by a^similar limestone in all

1 Reports, vol. iii.
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other Permian regions of Britain, nor in a great part of the Per-

mian region on the Ehine and in Eussia; although Murchison
says, " In the exploration of Kussia, geologists were taught by
the diversified Permian group not to dwell on the local mineral
distinctions of central or western Europe, but to look to the

wide spread of certain fossil remains, which, in vastly distant

countries, occupy the same horizon ;" although in North America,
magnesian limestones are known of all ages, of the Potsdam,
Trenton, Upper Silurian, Devonian, and Carboniferous eras; and
although it is very common in all furmatioi s that limestones are

equivalents, even on the same continent, of sandstones and
shales; yet we have the decision that a magnesian limestone in the

Eocky Mountains, lying beneath what is regarded as the " New
Eed Sandstone," is the equivalent of the magnesian limestone

of England. This certainly cannot be regarded as a safe de-

duction from geological evidence. The fossils were too imper-

fect to be identified. Yet among them, " a Nautilus, a Pleroceras

and a Belemnite
1

'

1 were recognized ; or as stated in his new work
"a Nautilus, a Gasteropoda, [he meant to say Oaster

singular number], and perhaps a Belemnite." Now "a Nautilus"

proves nothing as to its being the magnesian limestone ;
" a Ptero-

<vras" is din. -i testimony against it;- and "a Belemnite"? accord-

ing to all authors, affords the idea no more encouragement. "A
Nautilus, aGasteropod, and a Belemnite ?" prove this \

limestone to be Cretaceous, or Jurassic, and not older than Ju-

rassic, if the evidence may be used at all. The cautious geologist

would have certainly doubted his "New Eed" or Triassic, if he

found it overlying beds containing what was probably a Belem-
nite. The evidence, if worth anything, abolishes both the Tri-

assic and Permian together.*

We conclude, therefore, that credit cannot be claimed by or

for the author, with regard to the discovery of the Permian in

the Eocky Mountains.

3. Triassic Formation in the Rocky Mountains.

Mr. Marcou observes that "this formation, which I was the

first to notice and recognize in the West, (see A Geological Map
of the United States and the British Provinces of North Amerka;

* This attempt at the identification of Permian beds in the Rocky U
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Boston, 1853, p. 42,) attains a very considerable development,
and according to my observations has a thickness of four or five
thousand feet." Three divisions are made out by him, (1) the
lower, the equivalent of the Bunter Sandstein ; (2) the middle, of
the Muschelkalk ; (3) the upper, of the Variegated Marls or Keu-
per. Here, then, we have not only the Trias identified, but even
its European subdivisions—though with an acknowledgment
that the divisions are not "very certain." We think it was a
risky conjecture, for he found no fossils whatever to sustain the
division into Keuper, Muschelkalk and Bunter Sandstein. This
off-hand settling of a problem that requires great care i

the fossiliferous beds of Europe, was a bold exploit i

gymnastics.

But as to the great Triassic formation itself, the only palasonto-

logical evidence is from a specimen of fossil wood, met with in lat-

itude 35° 42' 32" K, and longitude 99° 36' 10" W., "a full grown
tree wTith branches, very much resembling the Pinites Fleurotii

of Dr. Mougeot which is found in the New Eed Sandstone of
the Val d'Ajol in the Vosges;" after which he adds, "and this

establishes a connection between the New Bed of France and
that of America." Thus one single fossil—that one, a species of
Pine, and only "very much resembling the Pinites Fleurotii
of Dr. Mougeot," establishes. This is a very strong word for a
geologist to use on evidence so small and so uncertain, with the
fate of four or five thousand feet of rock at stake, and with the
beds next beneath containing "perhaps Belemnites." The pru-
dent observer would nave said, "establishes nothing;" and such is

the fact. The gypsum, the marls, red color, and other such charac-

teristics are also mentioned to sustain the parallelism. But it is

dow well known that gypsum, marls, and red color occur both in
the Cretaceous and Permian of the west, well illustrating the
remark, that such proofs are worse than useless: they have
always been a fertile source of error; they might have war-
ranted a bare suggestion but not more, and as far as suggestion

goes, that of James had long the precedence.

.
On such evidence, a region over the Rocky Mountains which

is one thousand miles from north to south and eight hundred
miles from east to west, is for the most part colored on the map
as Triassic, or " Terrain du Nouveau Gres Rouge." Such a re-

gion—1000 miles by 800—would take in quite a respectable

part of the continent of Europe.
The Triassic will probably be identified over the Rocky Moun-

tain Region. But this going ahead of discovery shows more

eagerness than good judgment or science.

4. Jurassic Bocks in the Body Mountains.

The strata referred by the author to the Jurassic age were ob-

served by him over the Llano Estacado and other regions in the

SECOND SERIES Vol. XXVI So. 7,—NOV., 1858.
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vicinity. The identification in the case of these beds i

organic remains, as it ought; yet there is the same
mineral coincidences that has before been pointed c

but the idenl dy upon the Ostrea and
u-rypnea, which are figured on plate 4. Great importance, there-

fore, attaches to the right determination of these species; for if not

Jurassic, if associated in other strata in the west with well known
is species, they serve as credentials for the Cretaceous

instead of the Jurassic.

The bearing of the evidence from these fossils has been dis-

cussed in this Journal by Win. P. Blake,* who has pronounced
them Cretaceous ; and this conclusion was previously arrived at

by Professor Hall. But these persons are among the reviewers

whom the author discredits, and we have consulted another able

palaeontologist, highly commended by Mr. Marcou. The follow-

ing are the views on the subject, which he has furnished us

:

"The species which Mr. Marcou refers to Grypfiec

Sowerby, is the true typical form of the Cretaceous species,

Oryphea Pitcheri of Morton, as is shown by Conrad in the

Mexican Boundary Report, vol. i. p. Ion. pi. vii, tig. 3 and pi.

x, fig. 2 ; see also Professor Hall, in the Pacific Railroad Reports,

late 2, figs. 1 to 6 ; and Dr. B. F. Shumard in Marcj I

Report on the Exploration of the Red River, plate 6, p. 205. As
it is known to range through a considerable thickness of rocks

in the Southwest, containing numerous well-known Cretaceous

fossils, (on which Dr. G. Shumard in the Transactions of the St.

Louis Academy of Sciences, vol. i, p. 289, may also be consulted),

we may safely condud :Voni Sowerby 's Juras-

sic species. A glance at Morton's figure (Synopsis Organic Re-

mains, plate 15, fig. 9), drawn from the original specimen from
•

j in species with Mr.

Marcou's figure, (plate 4, fig. 2).

"The Oyster figured on the same plate as the '

Sowerby, is the shell described bv Dr. B. F. Shumard i

Marcy's Red River Report, (page 205, and fig. 2, plate 5,) under

the name of Ostrea subovata. It occurs in the Cretaceous at Fort

••long with Ammonites vespertinus Morton, Gryphea

id species of Exogyra,

Pecten, Astarte, etc. Both of these species, the Ostrea and Gry-

phea, were found extensively through the Cretaceous formation
west of the Mississi] pi bv Dr. G. Shumard."

According, therefore, to the best recent authorities. :

supposed to be Jurassic are reallv Cretaceous, and no evidence
of Jurassic rocks in the great west is published as such by Mr.

* This Journal, [2], ixii, 383, 1856.
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Marcou. This is bad luck for the Jurassic. Triassic and Permian
of the Eocky Mountains, on which his claims to a place among
the "discoverers" rests. His results, reduced to the simple
facts ascertained, amount only to this—that the geology of the
Eocky Mountain Eegion includes Cretaceous and Carboniferous
rocks'—a filer that was quite well known before.

Whoever then may identify true Permian, true Triassic, or
true Jurassic strata, beyond the Mississippi, will not have bor-

rowed from Mr. Marcou, and can owe him no credit.

But the subject is not one of mere credit to any person ; for it

is unfortunate in its h (

g< <>ku:i» m.1 m ienec

to have false views about some 500,000 square miles of territory,

and much more besides, spread widely abroad through reputable

Journals, and Transactions of distinguished European Societies.

We might here leave the author's researches. A few other

topics, however, may have a brief word. And while criticising

his labors, we would say that his work contains many observa-

tions that are better than his inferences.

We cite, at first, from our exc gain in-

specting some Cretaceous and Carboniferous fossils. " The large

or Exogyra (plate 3, fig. 1) referred to G. sinuata of

Sowerby, I am strondv inclined to believe is E. ponderosa of

Rcemer, (Kreide von Texas, plate 9, fig. 2), which is only a
variety of E. costata Say, as has been shown by Conrad in the

Mexican Boundary Eeport, page 154, plate 9, fig. 1. The
figure given by Eoemer represe . tal, but he
mentions that it grows to a great size. The only difference be-

tween E. ponderosa and E. costata, is that the latter is generally

marked by distinct radiating costae, while the former has none,
or is but very obscurely marked in this way. There is, how-
ever, every lion in this respect, between the

two varieties. Both varieties occur in New Jersey, Alabama,
and Tennessee, as well as in the Southwest. Sometimes the var.

ponderosa attains a very large size, and it is not unfrequently

from two to three inches in thickness."

"The On 5)
lias wel1 marked

differences from his <> '

*
" '' P ' " of

Morton). In referring the shell to G. Pitcheri, he follows Eoemer,

Who also fell into thesame error, (Kreide von Texas, p. 75, plate

l>
fig- 1). These differences are seen in the figures. Compare

: - :: '. ' •;.-. -. : ; .-.-'.. ' -
-

°f the true G Pitcheri: the beak of the latter is truncated while

that of the former is ;

curved. This pecu-

liar form has been noticed by Conrad (Boundary Survey Eeport,

vol. i, pkte 9, fig. 2 a b) as a variety of G. Pitcheri and designa-

ted G. Pitcheri var navia (see also Hall, Pacific Railroad Ee-
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ports, vol. iii, p. 100). I feel convinced that it is distinct from
the true Q. Pilcheri of Morton, (Marcou's O. dilatata)"

" The shell figured on plate 7, fig. 3, as Spirifer striatus, is the
S. cameratus of Morton, (Amer. Jour. Sci., xxix, 1836, p. 150,
plate 2, fig. 3,) as has been determined by Prof. Hall. Rcemer
described it under the name of

|
Kreide von

Texas, p. 88, plate xi, fig. 7), and in St:u >\>\w\ ".< Report (Expe-
dition to the Great Salt Lake) it is named Sp. triplicates by Hall.

Owen referred it to Sp. fasciger Eichwald. It is very common in

the west, ranging from Ohio to the Eocky Mountains, and from
Nebraska to New Mexico ; Mr. Hayden found it in the Black
Hills. It is known to range up nearly to the base of the Permian
in Kansas ; but I have no knowledge of its having ever been
found in Lower Carboniferous rocks. Figure 2 on the same
plate also referred to S. striatus, I am inclined to believe is not
that species ; some four or five American species appear to have
been confounded by different authors under that name. There
are many other American Carboniferous species set down as

identical by Mr. Marcou and others, but it is well known to

American palaeontologists that the whole subject requires careful

"Mr. Marcou, on page 67, in a note, mentions that fossils from
Vancouver's Island, have been determined as Cretaceous by F.

B. Meek ; but he thinks the determination an error, and that

they are Jurassic. In the paper referred to (Trans. Albany In-

stitute, vol. iy, p. 37), Mr. Meek speaks of the fossils placed in

his hands by Dr. Newberry as belonging apparently to two
rocks. Part of them he pronounced decidedly as Cretaceous

—

among them a Baculite, which is not distinguishable from B. ova-

tus. As regards the rest, which were the larger part, he gave
no decided opinion. Subsequently, (but before the publication
of Mr. Marcou's work,) he mentioned to Dr. Newberry that the

latter were probably Jurassic, and so it is stated by Dr. New-
berry in the Pacific Eailroad Report, vol. vi, p. 66."

On page 64, Mr. Marcou speaks of the Coal Measures at

Umpqua in Southern Oregon, where they are not known. He
has overlooked the Eocene Tertiary of California. He makes
the strata in California, from which Dr. Trask describes Baculites

and Ammonites, Jurassic, when they are obviously Cretaceous.
But it is not necessary to enter into further details.

,

Y. Geological Map.—This map is open to most of the objec-

tions noticed in the former reviews in this Journal,* and we need
not repeat. With regard to the region beyond the Mississippi, we
refer again to the palaeontologist whose opinions we have cited,

as he is well acquainted with that part of the continent He
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observes respecting the great yellow (Triassic) area on the map,
of more than 500,000 square miles : "We now know beyond any
reasonable doubt that all the country from the Platte to the

British Possessions, and from the Missouri to the Black Hills

is occupied by Cretaceous and Tertiary rocks. And as regards

the region from the Platte southward to the Eed Kiver, very far

the larger part is known to be not Triassic, while it is possible

that the Trias may occur in some parts of it."

"The surface formations of the Llano Estacado, instead of be-

ing Jurassic, are Cretaceous; this is plain from the section of

Pyramid Mountain, and also from numerous other facts collected

by recent explorers. If the Jurassic rocks exist there, which I

am inclined to believe is the case, they are, as at the Black Hills,

Jurassic, the Cretaceous and Tertiary probably extend ;
but the

Jurassic may be looked for over a narrow outcropping belt along

the east side of the crest of the mountains." These observations

are by one who has facts as a basis for his conclusions, and who
admits a doubt until it is fully removed by investigation.

In conclusion, we would say that our reconsideration of the

labors of Mr. Marcou in America has not raised our estimate of

Aeir value. We know well that if any American geologist

tad mapped out strata and synchronized those of America and
Europe on such data as have satisfied the author of the " Geology
of North America," he would have been deemed young in the

science, with much yet to learn before he could have a sober

hearing. We cannot, therefore, think that his former reviewers

and opponents deserve, because they differ from him, either to

We their names expunged from American geological history, or

thrown into discredit- nor do we believe that their reputa-

tions will seriously suffer from the judgment of our ambitious

Rocky Mountain explorer. Finally, our readers must be fully

Persuaded, that " Marcou's Geology of North America, is not

"good authority,"—except with regard to the author and his

^ofwork.
J.D.DASA.
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Aet. XXXVH—On the Tidal Currents of New York Bay, near

Sandy Hook ; by A. D. Bache, Superintendent United States

Coast Survey.

(Communicated by authority of the Treasury Department.)

In a former notice of the observations of tidal currents near
Sandy Hook, I stated the general character of the results ob-

tained, and their specific bearing upon the explanation of the

growth of Sandy Hook, and of the changes above and below
water in its vicinity. I propose now to describe more in detail

the observations themselves, to discuss numerically and by the

aid of diagrams the results obtained, and to show from them how
the Hook is built up, the False Hook channel deepened, and
Sandy Hook Bay modified in its shore line, and especially in the

configuration of the bottom. Sketch No. 1 shows the current

stations occupied on the outside of the Hook, and in False Hook
channel and the approaches, in the different parts of the Main
Ship channel and its approaches, and in the eastern, middle, and
western portions of Sandy Hook Bay.

It will be convenient to discuss the subject under the three

divisions already referred to of (1) the normal currents in the

main ship channel and its approaches, of (2) the currents of False

Hook channel and the approaches, and (3), the currents of Sandy
Hook Bay.

1. Normal Currents at the Entrance to New York Bay.

.

Diagram 1, (sketch 1) shows the comparison of the average

tidal currents at three groups of stations, the most eastern, com-

prehending the positions B2 B, Q and H, shows the currents at

and within the bar in the vicinity of Gedney's channel ; the mid-

dle, embracing the stations P, O, I, A 2 ,A ,
, lying for the most part

between the eastern portions of Flynn's Knoll and the point of

Sandy Hook, shows the currents of this part of the main ship

channel ; while the western group B and B2 gives the currents

for the western part of the main ship channel in the vicinity (rf

the South West Spit. Diagram 1 (sketch 1) also exhibits the

type form of the tide wave as observed at Sandy Hook. The
currents are plotted for flood and ebb, above and below a com-
mon axis, which corresponds to the mean level of the sea. These
curves are plotted in their true relative positions to the tide

"wave as regards their epochs.
Table 1 contains the dates, names ofstations, localities, luni-current

intervals, durations, intervals after the tide wave, velocities and direc-

tions of the currents. In this table are given the numc:
from all the stations to which we have referred, reduced to their
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mean values. In table 2 the averages for the groups are given.
From the first line of table 2 we find that about 56m after the
time of high water at Sandy Hook, the ebb current begins to
make in the locality covered by the eastern group of stations,

running east by south, reaching its greatest rate of about 1*71

miles per hour, (in about three hours), and then decreasing (in

about three hours) to zero, and turning to flood at about l h 33m
after the time of low water, the ebb thus being estimated at
6h i9m.

The flood reaches its maximum in about 3h, when its rate is

111 miles per hour, running generally northwest for about 5h 43m
,

and reaching slack water at about 56 ra after the time of high
water at Sandy Hook. The times of running ebb and flood are

nearly equal. The greatest rates are as 17 to 11, and the average

Line 2 of table 2 gives the results from the middle group of
stations, from which it appears, that in that portion of the main
ship channel lying north of Sandy Hook, the ebb currents run
generally east by south, the flood west by north. The ebb has
a less velocity, and the flood a greater, than for the eastern group.
The maximum velocity of ebb is T47 miles per hour, and of flood

1-68 miles. The mean velocities of ebb 1-09 and of flood 1-04

miles. The reason of this change of proportion between the

maximum and mean velocities of the ebb and flood currents, is

obvious from an inspection of the type curve. It will be seen
that the ebb is characterized by a uniformity of rate during the
second, third, and fourth hours of its existence, while the curve
for the flood resembles the curve of sines. The ebb current

turns earlier, lagging but 22m after low water, thus turning more
than 30m before°the

&
corresponding currents to the eastward.

The 3d line of table 2 shows the results for the western group,

in the vicinity of South West Spit. Here the currents have a

course round the compass, are much less rapid than the others,

and are earlier.

It would be curious to know where the earliest turning of the

current is to be found, and, indeed, these results open up many
questions in regard to the whole Bar and the channels through

it For our present purpose we have limited ourselves to obtain-

ing the means of comparison of the normal currents sweeping by
the point of Sandy Hook with those secondary ones which we
shall next proceed to trace.

2. False Hook Channel and the Approaches.

The current stations S, T, C, D, G, F, and Y (see sketch 1),

show the movements of the water in this channel and its vicinity,

ions at E, and " off Long Branch" lie quite to the south-

ward. S, shows the action at the northern entrance, and Y at the
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southern, C in mid-channel. T at the entrance is influenced by
the shoals of the False Hook. G, F, and V, between the ocean

and False Hook channel are unsatisfactory . D shows the shore

currents of Sandy Hook. The results from these stations are

given in table 3, which is constructed in a manner similar to

table 1, already described. Treating S, T, C, F, and G together

as a group, we have for the luni-current interval 8h 20m or 58m

after the time of high water at Sandy Hook for the commence-

ment of ebb, the current of ebb beginning earliest at S, G, T,

the flood first at F, S, T. The interval of ebb is about the same

as that of the vicinity of Gedney's channel, the flood three quar-

ters of an hour earlier. This gives above a half hour for the

difference of duration between the main ebb and flood, and the

corresponding ones of this part of the approach to New York

Bay.
The mean epochs (table 4) are 8" 14™ and 14* 02™, being 17»

and 46™ less than those found for the vicinity of Gedney's chan-

nel. The flood exceeds the ebb about 24™, whereas for the sta-

tions near Gedney's channel the ebb exceeds the flood by about

34™, and in the south channel the ebb has greatly the advantage

both in duration and velocity. This shows the influence of the

secondary or draught currents through the False Hook channel.

The average maximum velocity at these stations of both flood

and ebb is T41 miles, which last in the vicinity of Gedney's

channel was 171 miles. The mean maximum velocity of the

ebb is but 0'91 miles, which was 1'03 miles for the stations near

Gedney's channel, and about the same at station S. The ebb

makes out but slowly through the False Hook channel, the maxi-

mum velocity of the flood at C is 1*62 miles, and of the ebb but

0-78, and the means 1-02 and 0"50 miles per hour. The time dur-

ing which the ebb runs is 5^ 41™, and the flood 7h 08™, a differ-

ence of Ik 27™, and this in the axis of the stream. As the scour-

ing action of these currents may be regarded as varying with the

product of the square of the mean velocity and the duration, we

have for station C the ratio of about 1 to 5 for the relative work

of ebb and flood. At the edge of the False Hook Shoal the dura-

tion of the ebb appears to be even less, there being but 5 h 20™ of

ebb. The currents at C are plotted with the tide wave on dia-

gram 3, (sketch 2). It appears that the curve representing the

flood drift approaches the type form, while the ebb is anomalous

—it is weak and inconstant. We are now prepared to find the

shore currents such as the observations prove them to be. The

results at station D, off the wreck of the brig Commerce, are

shown in diagram 4, (sketch 2), where they are compared with

the tide wave of July 18th. The flood runs for 7* 15™ out ot

12» 42™. The greatest velocity of the flood is 1-23 miles against

0-62 of the ebb. The directions are nearly opposite. The cur-
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rents "off Long Branch," off Ocean House, at station D, and at

station 9, near point of Sandy Hook, are shown on diagrams 4
and 5, (sketch 2). The ebb currents are quite feeble in both. It

is the shore current just discussed which transports materials
to the end of Sandy Hook ; it is the grand current, in fact,

which makes the False Hook channel, and the False Hook
occupies the debateable ground between the outside and False
Hook channel currents at certain times of tide, and is built up
by the slackening ebb. In this point of view the shoal tends to

restore equilibrium. The difference of action of flood and ebb is

defined by this shoal. At station V on the southern extremity
of the outer middle ground, and in close proximity to the lower
entrance of False Hook channel, the currents are feeble, and an
equilibrium of ebb and flood drifts seems to be established. It

would appear that the scouring action of the tidal currents is in-

sufficient to keep the bar of this channel open.
It is the material carried along the outer shore of Sandy Hook,

and deposited at the point, which chiefly causes the growth of
the Hook. Whenever it shall be considered desirable to limit

this increase it will be easy to do so, by a series of jetties so

placed as to arrest the movement of the sand to the northward,

successive structures stopping the material which may pass round
the point of the more southwardly jetties.

3. Currents of Sandy Booh Bay.

To obtain a clear idea of the tidal currents of Sandy Hook
Bay, let us suppose it divided into three sections, eastern, middle,

and western, and ascertain the relations of direction at succes-

sive periods.' To this end we arrange the results according to the

twelve tidal hours, calling the epoch of low water h
,
the epoch

of high water 6h , &c. . . .

The flood current commences in the main ship channel and in

Sandy Hook Bay at nearly the same period, viz., about l* 04™

after the time of low water. The water of the main ship chan-

nel now flows to the westward, that of the eastern section of the

Bay to the southward, that of the middle to the southwest and

that of the western section to the west. This general condition

continues for about two and a half hours, and is exhibited upon

diagram 1, (sketch 3). It will be noticed upon this diagram,

ted region about the point of Sandy Hook is subject

to a counter drift or whirl. This whirl is increasing msiae^and

f southward ; its existence i

-m^J by the strong and steady

channel, to which we shall refer hereafter,

this lateral draught on the eastern section is already seen in the

ip of the currents, and at 4* it has completely reversed
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exhibited by diagram 2, (sketch 8). The currents are northward,

(with velocities of14 and 03 miles per hour, at stations near to and

more remote from the main ship channel), in the eastern, south-

lly (with velocity 0*3) in the middle; and v..

(with velocity 04) in the western section of the Bay, while the

current of the main ship channel now at its maximum, holds a

course due west, with a velocity of 1*9 miles per hour. Later

still, we find this whirl, heretofore elliptical, assuming a more

circular form. At 5h it has extended to the middle section of the

Bay, reversing the currents of that region, (see diagram 3, sketch

8). Its axis still moves to the southward, and at 6b there occurs

a space of slack water, near the point of Sandy Hook, where we
at first noticed the existence of the whirl that we have followed.

The currents are now diminishing rapidly in the main ship chan-

nel, as well as in the western section of the Bay, and at 7h we
find the ebb current prevailing. At first the course of the ebb

currents of Sandy Hook Bay may be represented by straight

lines converging to a point, in the ship channel north of Sandy

Hook, but these lines of direction gradually curve to the south-

ward, until as in diagram 4, (sketch 3), (which represents the con-

ditions at the 9th hour) the waters of Baritan Bay press into

Sandy Hook Bay, then, escaping along the shore of Sandy Hook,
rush into the ship channel, causing a rip and counter drift at the

point of the Hook. At this time (9h) the current of the main

ship channel runs east (velocity 1*3 miles per hour), that of the

eastern section of the Bay, north, (velocity 0-5), that of the mid-

dle east by south, (velocity 0'5), and that of the western, east by

south, (velocity 0-2).

The point of greatest curvature, in the sweep of the ebb drift

through Sandy Hook Bay, moves continually to the westward,

as will be seen by comparison of the conditions at 9h and

11*, (see diagrams 4 and 5, sketch 3). This grand movement
ultimately creates a counter drift near the point of the Hook,

which assumes the form of a whirl as the current of the ship

channel slackens. The ebb (northwardly) is the dominant cur-

rent in the eastern section of Sandy Hook Bay ; it commences to

prevail three hours before the flood of the shipchann-
It is evident that this earlier drift is the lateral draught created

by the stream of the ship channel, since as we have previously

shown, its domain increases with the velocity of the main stream,

and it prevails generally in the eastern section of the Bay, when
the main stream has reached its maximum velocity. Moreover,

our several stations show that the duration and velocity of this

northwardly drift are alike dependent upon the distance from
the ship channel.

lines 1 and 4 of table 6 give the averages of the maximum
velocities at several stations as 1 mile of ebb against 04 of flood,
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and the mean velocities 0*6 of ebb against 2 of flood. The
mean durations are more than 10 hours of ebb against less than

2 hours of flood.

In the middle of Sandy Hook Bay the ebb current begins

nearly two hours before slack water in the main ship channel,

its general course is south by east, that of the flood being east

by north. The average maximum velocities, given by the 5th line

of table 6 are 0'6 of ebb, against 04 of flood ; the mean rates are

above 04 of ebb against 0'2 of flood. The durations are about

8i hours for ebb and 3£ for flood. In the western section of the

Bay the ebb commences at nearly the same period r *"

ship channel. The average velocities are nearly equal,

and the durations are more nearly so than for the other

of the Bay. The scouring done by these currents will vary

with the product of the duration and the square of the^mean

velocity, if the material to be acted upon is f
1

eastern section, therefore, the work done by the ebb is to that done

by the flood as 45 to 1. In the middle section the wor

the ebb and flood will be as 9 to 1, while J

the feeble labors of ebb and flood are nearly equal, and their

directions so nearly opposed that little ultimate scouring is effec-

ted. The form of the bottom is in accordance with these results.

Since the tide wave is propagated most rapidly in deep water,

it follows that the fall of the tide takes place earlier m the chan-

nel than upon the shore; hence the water tends to flow

from the shore toward the channel. In this way a convergence

of the ebb streams may be expected, especially m shallow bays.

With the flood streams the reverse must be true, and the tide

wave, rising earlier in the channel, a flow of water takes place

shore. In consequence of these distinctive charac-

the ebb and flood assume an unequal share in _the

moulding of sandy coasts. The ebb current with its concentra-

tion of forces, is a far more powerful agent *an the flood its

scouring capacity along its normal course must oe more con-

siderabfe, and it creates more extensive draught entente The

secondarv or draught currents within Sandy Hook, called into

activity b^he unnaturally constrainedI
flood of thef»P^™.

cover a district not above one and a half miles in extent white

the draught of the ebb upon the outer shore » ^lyMt
twelve miles down the New Jersey coast, it is felt at -Long

Branch where the ^«ary Ab and^^^Sle of
Again the ebb BttJ-mfcdds^ ~™^ di iye iQ
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in certain localities near the shore. It is not probable that the

axis of the grand ebb current has moved northward to avoid

Sandy Hook, but rather that it naturally converges at the mouth
of New York Harbor, and that the weaker flood has not been

able to destroy the work which the ebb has directly or indirectly

accomplished. It is true that the flood at the point of the Hook is

sweeping the sand inward—that in fine it is giving this spit of

land the hook /orm—but the ebb is the primary working agent,

and the characteristic features of all channels, and basins, on

alluvial tidal coasts, must, as a rule, reflect the efforts of the

ebb current. That part of the growth of the Hook which take*

place from the inside, and which is not so considerable as that

from the outside, is caused by the draught current along the

shore, which we have been engaged in studying. The action of

the waves undoubtedly contributes by the standing of the mate-

rials to this growth. The material on the inside is less favorable

to the action of transportation, and the currents are lost at a

moderate distance from the extremity of the Hook.
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Art. X XXVIII.—On a Supposed Personal Equation in the Vsc of

the Zen ith Telescope for Determ in i - -'/' thod

;

by A. D. Bache, Superintendent U. S. Coast Survey.

(Communicated by authority of the Treasury Department.)

The use of the zenith telescope to determine latitudes for the

Coast Survey by Talcott's method has been explained in a paper

read before the Association at the Cincinnati meeting in 1851.

The difference of zenith distance of two stars passing the meri-

dian nearly at the same time, one north and the other south of

the zenith, and at nearly the same distance from the zenith, is

measured by a micrometer. The sum of the same distance is

given by the star catalogue, whence the zenith distances of each

star of the pair becomes known, and from its declination the

latitude of the place.

Observations at Mount Sebattis Station in H
ed to show that this method was not free from personal equation,

either of observer or instrument. The same twenty-three pairs

of stars obse] ' iescopes No. 1 by assistant J. E.

Hilgard, and No. 2 by sub-assistant J. G. Ottmanns, gave results

differing by 1"-12, the probable accidental error of one value of

the difference being± 0"'77, and that of the mean± 0"16. The

probable accidental error of one observation was ± 0"'81 with

the first, and ± 1"\L4 with the second observer, hence for the

mean of each pair with an average number of three observations

on each, the probable errors would be ± 0"48 and ± 0""66 re-

spectively, and for the difference of two such means db 0"'81,

.;,,,.. fll)in t j u . value al»>ve sUt. d. which is derived

from a comparison of the differences among themselves.

The residual difference of V"M appears, therefore, in the light

of a constant quantity, and there being thus cause to suspect that

identical results might not be obtained by two observers, or by

two different instruments, a plan of observation was laid out for

settling the question.
. „ _, . ,<._.. ». .

At the telegraph station, Columbia, S. C, m 1854 assistants

B. A. Gould, Jr., and G. W. Dean, observed with zenith telescopes

instruments was almost identically the same, being with No 2

33° 59' 58-14, and with No. 5 33° 59' 08" 10, with probable

errors from twentv-one pairs of -
:

,truments

S ^0i14 and ls"&-18. .
The inquiry was continued

atRags^'
"

:

-'-nmS;
Deantndsub-assistant Stephen Hams, under my direction, using

the same instruments and observing the same pairs ot stars

The resulting latitude from observations on thirty-two pairs of
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stars was absolutely identical, with a probable error of ± 0"-ll

for the result by either observer. A further trial with zenith

telescopes No. 10 and No. 2 at Mount Harris station, Maine, by
assistant Dean and sub-assistant Goodfellow, under my direction,

in which Mr. Dean used both instruments, and Mr. Goodfellow
No. 10, gives latitudes differing very slightly. Mr. Dean ob-

tained using zenith telescope No. 10, 44° 39' 54"'49, and by No. 2,

54"-76, while Mr. Goodfellow using No. 10 obtained 54""83. The
corresponding probable errors of the mean latitudes from thirty-

three pairs of stars were ± 0"14, 0"'13, and 0"*13. Finally,

at Mount Desert station, Maine, a comparison was made by eub-

assistants Edward Goodfellow and Stephen Harris, using zenith

telescope No. 5, and observing the same pairs of stars. The
latitudes obtained from observations on thirty pairs of stars dif-

fered but two hundredths of a second, with probable errors of

± 0"13 and ± 0'"14.

The investigation has thus clearly proved that there is no per-

sonal equation of observer or instrument in the use of the zenith

telescope by Talcott's method, but that identical results can be

obtained by different observers, with the same or different instru-

ments using the same pairs of stars for observing. The accuracy,

of the final result, depends therefore, upon the accuracy of the

declinations of the pairs of stars, upon the use of the proper

number of pairs, and upon the care taken in determining the

values of the micrometer and level divisions, and in using the

instrument. A probable error in observing of from rfc
0"'25 to

± 0"-80 may be expected for one observation, according to the

size and quality of the instrument and the ability of the observer.

The probable error of the result by a single pair of stars as de-

pending on the catalogue errors of the stars places, will range

from ± 0"-60 to ± l"-00, which will give from =fc 0"'ll to =fc

0"-18 for the latitude as resulting from thirty pairs. The dis-

crepancy in the results obtained at Sebattis may possibly be

owing to the warping of the thin ledge of rock on which the

instruments were mounted. The unusually large value of the

accidental error of observation seems to indicate some disturbing

influ

TL_ __„

The first column gives the name of the station at which the ob-

servations were made—the second, the date—the third, the in-

strument—the fourth, the observers name—the fifth, the number
of pairs observed—the sixth, the resulting latitude—the seventh,

the probable error of the result—the eighth, the probable error

of the result by a sing . ed from a comparison
of the me:, i s alt by each pair,—and the ninth,

the probable accidental error of one observation, derived from
a comparison of the individual results for each pair of stars with
their respective means:
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Table showing Results of Observations for Personal Equation in Deter-

mining Latitudes by Talcotfs Method.

s,tta . - = f — |,

u-~ Ui :
:_

JH

Mt.Sebattis S: Xo. 1 J. E. Hilgard. 28 44° 08'S^
±

Columbia.
FVI,.

kt.

—

Xo. -2

" 5

Xo. 5

G. W. Dean.
do.

B. A. Gould.

do. 1

33° 59' 68""14
58"-10

Ragged Mt.

Mt. Harris. do.

E.GoodfelW

3-J

44° 12' 42"-79

Mt. Desert.
i

-..-,"; lm££
aow -

;;;;

44U21
'°06''

3

39

-

'w.

Zwf o/ Works, etc.

b W. G. Lettsom : Manual of the Mineralogy of Great Britain

> science, containing detailed descriptions of species and lo-

James Xicol: Elements of Mineralogy, London, 1858.

A. Wtley: Report a]
' r0 of Sonih Nama*

[ualand and the adjoining Min< nil Di-ti ds. London, 1857.

Brooke: On the Geom '^
,

42
FP

'

Transactions of the Rot. 3oc of ' »».
,

Mr Brooke U
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K. J. Kkeutzer: Leichtfassliche Anleitung zum Zeichen der Kristall -I

Umodelle aus Pappe. 146 pp. 8vo, with an

.-ml models out

plates.—The figi 5 of crystal!?.

tvo. N«r

3 belt which extends for 300 'miles southwest (South

: :

'. •

. •. '
: :

: Report on the New Bangor Slate Quarry in Polk Co., Georgia

Descriptions of Species.

|.—The albite crystals from Col du Bonhomme, Mont Blanc, as-

1 parallel

, II. Ill, IV V].-Occura t 3 at the Sanford

A >. , , A - •
.

•
.-' A .

,;
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.

An analysis of anorthite from the diorite of the Ural-, i . K. II.

given in the Phil. Mag., [4], xv, 518.

Apatite [p. 390. ami T. [T, Hi, [V, Y].~Cvv^xU ,>f a hair coh.r, calle,] La/nr-
:

.

'

.

^"11, Hull X,, M,w., v-
f 1857, 224).

Ae^oxexe ("p. 364, and IV under Dechenite].—Analysis by C. Bergemann (Leonb.

Jsi
la f»b 2n SI, 9. ?

. :i fart Ml-;v ,t,-d

i Supplement IV.

i Tschetschna be-

i (J. f. pr.

JERBACHITE, Hermann.—Hermann has described
Whi.-h, a mineral from Mariupol, near zircon in f..rn

rgest tbat it may be an altere I

Hi rmdnn.—A. chocolate-brown mineral nv

Biebesite [p. 385].—Bieberite occurs at Tres Puutos, near Copi;

i . p. 134).

,
Biotite

[p 22.5 m 1 in Suj pi i ml. r Mica] —A black i
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Calotte [p. 435, 503, and I, II, III, IV, V].—The calcite from Sparta, New Jer-
sey, associate! by Breithaupt. Bv measure-ment^:/^]

-eh is given in
Suppl. II.-Breithaupt in !:

t.

B

Caemtne Spar [p. 410].—F. Sandherger gives the following analysis (Pogg. ciii,

345; of carmine spar

:

Arsenic acid (Is) 4911 ¥e 3029 Pb 2455
whence the formula Pb^Is+o^els^Arscnic acid 485, sesquioxyd of iron 28-1,
oxyd of lead 23-5. G.=4-105.

J

Celestine [p. 368].—Fine crystals from Pschow in Upper Silesia have been de-
scribed by \\ , ! inged according
to the zones in the direction of the brachj j

. i£ /, ,

;

4-f ; 2-4, 2-t
;
£-| ; f-3 ;

$-4
; f8

; §§-24, (the five preceding planes form-

ing an oblique zone between/ and 1-i); f-L2-; 1, 1-2, 1-3, 1-6, 1-16, \4\ f-4,

Pseudomorphs of amorphous quartz after celestine are described by R. Blum and
L. Carius, in Pogg., ciii, 628.

i, 54) Sider ., ...

Analysis of a specimen from 616) afforded Prof. Fritzsche
(mean of two analyses), 41-93, Fe 4506, Mg 12-16; or

ftgC 26-58 FeC 7342= 100 sfigC+SffeO.

in Piedmont and Bohmsdorf near Schleiz are mentioned as other locali-

ties [Analyse! Lj Another re-

lated compouM . .(mean of two
analyses), 3983, Fe 51-65, Mn 081,% 151; or

tfgO 15-33 FeC 8467 = %C+4FeO.
Chondrodite [p. 186, and II].—Hessenberg has some notes on t!

-

proximates the types closely to one another.] He mentions some new planes; a

brachydome, making about 119° 46' with the plane O; also the plane 4-|. He
also mentions the occurrence of the planes 12-f and J&X Assuming that the

crystals are monoclinic, the latter two are +, and the other -.

Chrysolite [p. 184].—A crystal of Forsterite, from Vesuvius, is described and
figured by Hessenberg (Min. Not., p. 21). It has the planea O, i-l, t-|, /, *f H

CLraroNiTE [p. 297].—Pseudomorphs of Brandisite after pyroxene (fassait.
been described by A. Midler (Verb. Nat. •

.p. 569).«^^ °i^iQth! Tyr?L Sl " at that locality

,
wnue others have been more or less perfectly chang!

of Rio Tinto nea

te) -

They
;hatlo -

by E. J. <
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Columbitb [p. 353, and II, IV, V].—Breithaupt has named (Berg

— >4>('
I Hili h • In- urtl in 1 '..Inml.ito Ins

i becomes the vertical axis, ami hi- verti

cal the brachy I tand thus:

/:/ = 100° 40' 100° (from 1:1-7) 100° 9' = o : o over b

H:ft = 141° 8' 141°
r°mt

* 141°56' = "/:T
tr

i88aryto go further, as these angles determ

to in'supt" IV^T]
Paper °D tUe GreeDkDd columblte b

?
DeSC °lzeaUX

Breithaupt remarks in the course of his paper that the Tantalite group has an

Columbite group. [It is shown in the Mm ! nv, , n th<.

two is by simple ratios, and that they may be regarded as closely approaching in

the angle of the fundamental prism.—d.]

Copper [p. ] 15 and IV].—A native copper pseudomorph after aragonite, and
-:'

- :
'. I, -.. -.[ :

-
' - ' - '

Copper Nickel [p. 52].—A copper nickel from the Sangerhauser Revier, afforded

Grunow (Zeitsch. D. geoL Ges., ix, 40)

:

As 54-89 Sl-35 Ni 4321 Fe 54

Another ore afforded, As 48-1, Ni 48-4, S 2-8.

Datholite [p. 334, and I, II, III, IV].—H. Dauber (Pogg. ciii, 116) has made
new measurement of the crystals from Andreasberg and Toggiana. The form he
has determined to be monoclin f 0m vertical axis 90° 8' 40".

5 fcefe 88' 83" at 15° C, 76° 39' 50" at 70° C; in another trial 76°

63° 55' at 22° C, 89° 54° 8' at 52° C. The <

the heat than the clinodiagonaL The planes observed were t]

"» vertical zones) O, i-i, 2-i, 4-i, i-i, -2-i; -S-f

;

._ l-lii-3-h 2-1,4-4; 2-i, 84,

tables of comparison.)

Enargite fp. 87, 506, and IV].—The occurrence of enargite at the mines of

Santa Anna in New Granada hasten announced by W. J. Taylor (frog Acad. So.

quartz!' The'c
P
olor and streak Ire grayish black, and the powder has a metallic

lustre. BB. i

- odor of arsenic and a slight incrustation

of antimony. An analysis of 7082 gram afforded

:

S 3450 As 16-31 Sb 1-29 Cu 4662 Fe 027 = 9899

There was a slight loss in the arsenic. The atomic proportions** Cu
:
As+ Sb

:
S

the brackets include planes not before observed.

1. Zermatt, O, i-i, U. -U. -2-i, -3 i. t-2, i-i, i-4, 1, -1, ±3, R, 5-5, 2-1].

i, t-2, 1, *<

3. Bourg d'Oisans, i-i, 1-i, -U, 3-i, i-2, i-i, K
-1, -3-3, H, -5-|, 2-t,3-f, 2
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[The known planes of Epidote enumerated according to the vertical zones, cor-

3-*, ii, -K -S-i, -2-/, -I-/, -i
- 2.4 . g :". j,_, o ., ;_._,. ..j.o.

;n

!

:
]|

:
7

] ;

;

|
_; tedhere that

•I. 'oTheTwise^he symbol are thote^N^ulann "except
that the useless P is dropped.—d.]

inSn
TI,

;

B
M
E [P -

3
?°-,

„
and IV1-~H

-
How ** detected this species in Nova Scotia

opaque, and sometimes the only lining in Bhallow cavities. Analysis afforded Mr.

The second analysis is of a Nova Scotia specimen of uncertain locality. The for-

mula is (iNa+|Ca) Si+£l§i«<+5fi.

Erubescite [p 38 and III].-An argentiferous erubescite from the mine of Ra-

from the Urals, announced in

~6 — D^e planes for the fundament;,!

FAaoF.r.iTE [p. 328, and IV, V].—H. How has detected faroelite among the trap

after ignition. Composition according to ; analyses):

Si SI Ca ft S

-':. IT. 1:3:5: 4, whence He
3(iNa-r-|Ca) gi+il»5i*+8H.

Gaenet [p. 190, and I, II, III, IV, V].-A crystal from granular limestone a*

hexagonal
l IJ.—a. j

:.........,. . .
, . , ,. ..

Diana, Lewis Co.. \.
, with pyroxene and

.-•>;:..'...
.

- ;;',

were made of the cleavable tal difference ol

Si
°

XI

°Ua

Pe_ .

" £ ' H CaC

last is probably the correct

hydration of arTa^dro\^\mne^
,lpPOSed

' *^^ °f^ alteratioa m
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Prof. Brush compares the Bad the potash

art . dm-

minerals.

Gadolinite [p. 211, and IV].—According to H. Rose (TV--, ciii, ?A\\ iho sj.e-

Gas.—Gases of Volcanos, Deville, Ann. Ch. Phys., [3], IS, Jan. 1858, p. 5.

Greenlan-dite—See Columbite.

Gold [p. ?, and I, II, V].— found on Fnizov's river,

GRAMENITE, Krantz.—Gramenite comes, according to C. Bergemann (L. and

Si Pe m Fe Sin Ag Ca £ S

EEoiiOEPHtTE [p. 76].—Found in cob-web forms at Chonta, Peru. W. J. Tay-

- J educed.
, , .

"'
'

•• '

'

'

-

'

' ;.;•: "''•-.

.

: :
'

:
'

.

-"• '.' r r
'

' : r ;:

-.... •

.

:

•

BOW adopted by Rammelsberg; and on the

^ta2ffi£%£l^ ft Y,,

;
, dividing the groo]

V -2 I ,-
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lite) from Retzbanya afforded ';,. 2606, Mg 17-36, te I

=99 82; giving the oxygen rati ica 14-40:2909=1:2

Troinolii,- uad Actinolite tS wing results: 1, color

3. white trotn Couvemeur, .\ . \ .. (;.=:;ov -1, uroeni-h white columnar from
Island Mnneetsok, ( JivenUm.l. C;.=:i (ii 14 . ',. oTeen actinolite from Gremer in

/.illrrtha]. ni tnl<\ G.=:;er,v
;

r, •
,m Arendal, in large c

Si Ca_ ftg re XI ign.*

6. 5677 1356 2143 588 0"97 2-20=100"86

The oxygen ratio for the bases and silica in 1, 1 : 2-03—2 OP; in 2. 1 : 2-00; in 3,

1 :202; 111 4, 1 : l'DT: in 5, 1 : 2-02 ; in 6, 1 : 2'U7. 'i ..

:

II. 7i;.s, ;< ,r/< 1 of pro! , —Acmite afforded Rammels-
berg on analysis (mean of results)

:

Si 51-66, Ti HI, Fe 28-28, Fe 523, Mn 069, tfa 12-46, ft 0-43, ign. 0-39=100-25.

I
'
-:. i- - \ -

- .
;.- .. ..-.-..: -

^Vm, afforded

Si^ 21 Fe Fe Mn Ca % tfa fe ^
•-.n ratio for ft, Pa, Si=l-04: 1 :4-03, and the formula R3 §i :+

parts of each Fe, Ca and Na.

Si £e Fe Mn Ca Mg N"a,fe ign.

51-22 11-00 1026 7-91 1932 077 trace. 044=100-92

whence the 1 r -;.
: 3-30 : 26-59, and the fonm

= 4:3:10.
Arfvedsonite afford- -=-. Rammelsberg obtained (mean):

Si SI Fe Fe Mn Ca Mg Na fe ign.

61-22 trace. 3375 780 112 208 0-90 10 58 068 0'16=98-29

92;andofB:S=l:l-4.
f Rsgi* and Fe5i=, in the

in which the oxygen ratio for the bases and silica
; -'

It follows from these res protoxyda and
qmoxyds are isomoi gnized and illustrated throughout 1

Mineralogy through these and other species.]

le silicates of protoxyds and silicates

rs of pyroxene and hornblende.

Analyses of aluminous pyroxene by Rammelsberg
small black crystals; powder gray
i crystals; powder gray; G.=3"348.

1. : = :
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A-l Pe Fe Mn Ca to k

3 5-52 385 789 010 1910 1526

iuminous hornblendes. Analyses by Rammelsberg (i

. Pale-colored hornblende from Edenville; G.=3059.
• Pargasite from Pargas; G.=3104

i Samlpe. C.irinthi;!

Monroe, Orange Co., N. Y.; G.=31
4. Foliated, from

. Black, f

<;.=3-215.

.;=:', 276.
"-

. =:m-JS; /-
: /=3-42S.

.Fredericksviirn; (r,=;V26T ;/:/=!-

i

in Bohemia
Ibid, Hurmof. in Siebenin-birsre; G.=3277.

• Ibid, Stenzelberg, ib.; G.=3266.

Fl Si XI fe £e fin Ca &g
51-67 5 75 2 86 1242 23-37

» Ti 101 incl

- ->

*a* first proposed by Bonsdorff) is the right^met

^

e and horn.

,
This method, appl ed to the above anal

«

•

:

general formula (R3 fi) Si2 includes the whole, as well also as ery d.j

1858.
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Form monoclinic; /: 1= 61°, : 1= 90° If, : it= C= 90° 33'. Optically

rallei to the orthodiagonal ; the
' .:

.

'

it those of chromate of lead, although quite different in

-?2°53' 0:|-*= 174°2', 0:1-2= 138° 22'. Vsridw-otb*
!
he violet, yellow and re

™&?E£mYIP lensfeiold (Bull. Nat.

liter; tu-.- easily to a whitBB. only

action -with acids. [The angle is that of tremolite

W^T^E^ i
!lf

nd
l'

I
}h

iy^-Lmihanite ia found
'
^cording to W. P.

;
.;.-.

.:

county, .New York. It is in delicate scales or a thin -

ore, and on allanite crystals. The scales or plates have a cleavage, i;>
some are quite brilliant ; lustre pearly ; color varying from white to a delicate pink

Lapis Lazuli [p. 229].—Lapis Lazuli and its associated minerals at Bucharei,

Sli' V
'n

l

T

3
"

' ™S aIs0 the faCeS °f the CUbe'

"— '
'-•• "'•' violet-blue, red, and green. The specimen analyzed by Var-

rentrapp was probably from Bucharei. The crystals occur in limestone with small
crystals of pyrites, apatite, glaucolite and kokscharovite.

I [p. 307, and IV, V].—According to H. How (this Journal, p. 34)

abundant at Port George, Nova Scotia ; the veins are sometimes three
inches thick, and at Margaretville it is colored green by copper.

Phtlad
C
°andSVof'^2^

?r'-The LeC°ntite
°f Tayl°r (Pr°C

-
A " '

was probably formed from their excrement
partly narrow prisms an inch long, and partly very short and broad. Faces 0, I,

organic matter; taste saline and rather bitter .
Composition,

according to Taylor:

5 NII40 £fa & H P Org- A Ioorg. redda*

;".... '•
: -- '

—---
- ..-:. - ' -' ••'
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—The crystals from Kaiserstuhl, of w
; I. IV (but incorrectly a

(Fogg. .

,
: ; ' •' -,; ,

, in Suppl.

tin,, 11, x _ rati. r ft. E. Si. IT ,-ime 1 :8:8: 2 ;

: 218 ; in the Rocca Monfina 0'S3 : 3 : rlU :

feebly magnetic and giving a red powder, and con^m-nth p.—.— n,- th, ,!,.,!.,. u-r-

.
'

• ,...;.....,.. ..':.'. .', . - .' '...;::..-
- -

,
-

oxyd of iron, and favors the former conclusion.

Manganblende Tp 411 —Occurs with tetrahedrite at the mine Preci >

C. Bergmann, in L. & Br. Neues Jahrb., 1857, p. 394,

•where an analysis is given.

Mesolite [p. 328, and IVl.-According to H. How (this vol., p. 32) occurs in Nova

'-!

' •- '-
.
._ 1. .-^

; ,:-. ;;-.:
! .

!'.
: -

sometimes coarser columnar and nearly transparent. Composition, according to H.

Si Si Ca ftp &
n= mi

3. Dried over HS0 4 , 46-71 26-68 955 5"68 11-42= 100-04

whence the formula 8 (i Na+f Ca) Si+ 3*1 Si+ S&.

Miascite.-A mineral under this name, supposed to be the mm-
Dufrenoy, has been analyzed -by A. Gages (Phil- Mag.
': •

. -
.

:

. ". -
'-

- '
-

MicaocLn™ [Under Orthoclase, p. 245].-Breithaupt gi

potash. Oomp
; r '

12^

2-599. The analyses 1

Molybdine [p. 144].— According

rnolybdine (So) from Altenberg 1

7:7=136° 48'; i:

also remarks on the approximati

point brought out in the Min. i, 19
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Muscovite [p. 221, 508, and under Mica in Suppl.].—The muscovite of Vesuvius

is figured by Hessenberg (Min. Notizen, p, 12), presenting the planes 0, §-/, Mt, 4 >.,

and the hemihedral planes 1, 2, 3-3, 2-1. : 4-2=99° 38'.

Nateolite [p. 327].—According to Q. Sella (Nuovo Cimento, vol. vii, number for

March, 1858) the Savite has the form and angles of natrolite, and is probably that

-,

=143° 10' (143° 20' in nan
that the savite occurred implanted on serpentine, and was not pnre from

it, and that another analysis would probably show a chemical identity.

II.IV1.—An artificial hvd:

(Ann. Ch. Phys. [3], lii,

formed by bringing chlo

OaTHOCLASE[p.242,i
of adularia from the Bii

vG.J,]

iguished by the fine s

474, and I, in].—A paper by J

ity as described by G.J. Brush

i he latter is dis-

Ozocesite [p. 474, and I, in].— i

ations to the Neft-gil a in the Caspian Sea, i

-he Bullet, de St. Petersburg, 376-377, and J. f. pr. Chem., lxxiii, 321.

44-95 26-89 14-44 101 trace 10-86 1-85=100

Affords the oxygen ratio for R, R, Si, 6'96 : 1256 : 2335. Crystallization probably

.

lazuli and feldspar. [It appears to be related to scapolite.]

Pectolitk [p. 305, and II, III].—Greg and Lettsom have published (Man. Min, p.

213) two figures of this species. One of t!
' ablance to

figure published of woliasto li: -c authorv™«
• •••-

159° 30', which is its value in wollastonite ; i-l: 2=i:/J° .J4' n jn.ctoliteand 132 i*

in wollastoiiit . others in composition.

Ca 3569 ft

189, and V].— The optical characters of phenac
by W. Haidinger (Sitz Akad Wion xxiv, 3u). The refractio

'nary ray is stated to be (approximately) 1671 ; i
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1. Ehlite, columnar, 2303 65-22 7-50=95-75+4'34 malachite, G.=4-l 31
2. " massive, 2315 64-63 6-84=94-62+5-24 " G.=4 u7
3

- " " 2272 64-46 6-82=94 00+5-76
4. Phosphorchakite, 22-39 64-72 6-59=93-70+6-52 " G.=4 "24

the formula Cu5?+2fl.
Hermann objects to the conclusion, and calls the species CusP+211", Dihydrite ;

«"'u^+3fl, Ehlite; and compounds of the tmo,Photphm
eluding all the above analyses). The composition deduce, 1 1 . Sofia

Cmt+3fl does not appear to exist, and the ehlite of the formula Cu4P+2lT is

nothing but libethenite.

Pyrophyllite

Ptroxene [p. 158, and I, II, VI—Different crystals are figured andd
Hessenbcrg in 1

A diopside from chlorite schist in the Zillerthal, afford L. Barthe, (I

See further under Hornblende.

Eealgae [p. 81].—A crystal o
«*en figured by Hessenberg (Min

A" -

\

Wien, 1858, xxviii, 272) comes from the Rim ;:• .- 1 ,.. -^:.' - I' -

; "....
:i

fM (front) 101° 24', O : /=98"30 and 81° " " '

Bition (mean of two analyses by L. Tschermak)

:

41
§ ?e fe 2n An Ca Jig & Gangue

hence the formula ft 3+Fe S*+12& BB. the reaction of iron and zinc.

'-

-

"i the books are different.

Samakskite Tp 355 and II, IV].—Specific gravity,
raccording to H. Rose (Pogg.

'
'•'

'

r .

-

#
of 5-485, 5-407,

Hessenberg (Min. Not., p. 14]
or by calculation 104° 62*'.
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Saussurite [p. 254, and II, IV].—The saussurite of the euphotides of Mt. Rosa

tained to be compact epidoti
, u\nu-\ H. =7. (• --:;;;—

variety of euphotide rocks.

Savite.—See Natrolite.

he [p. 337].—J. W. Mallet has described schrotterite from the Falls

tinge. H.=3-5;l .analyses):

BltADOHiTB [p. 116, 511, and I].—A green earth from Kaaden in Bohemia, a

product of alteration, afforded v. Hauer (Jahrb. k. k. Geol. Reichs., 1856, 845):

Si Si Fe Ca Mg K H, Q

The composition is near that of the green earth of Mt. Baldo. It occurs as a

- of a fine green color, connected with basaltic tufa.

Serpentine [p. 282, 511, and I, II, III, IV, V].—A slaty serpentine resembling an-

tigorite, from " Windisch Matrei" in the Kaiser Valley, Tyrol, H.=3 5, and a fibrous

variety, (metaxite), from the same place, H.=2, afforded Dr. H. von Gilm (Sitz.

Si Si Mg Fe fi
1. Slaty, 4242 0-65 38 05 571 12"91= 99-74 G=2'593
2. Fibrous, 42-19 062 38"71 598 12-54=10004 G=2564
The composition is that of serpentine.

T. S. Hunt on Ophiolites, this vol., p. 234.

Sideroplesite.—See Chalybite.

xver Glance [p. 37, and I, V,].—Breithaupt has described (B»

S 14-36 Ag 71-51 Cu 13-12 Fe 0"79

affording the formula (f- Ag+i€u) S.

SonALrrE [p. 229, and II].—A twin of sodalite is described by Hessenberg (Min.

.-.!....: - -

mode is parallel to an octahedral face.

Spartaite.—See Oalcite.

Stilbite [p. 332, and III, V].—Stilbite from the Seiser Alpe, having G.=2'0,

afforded Bukeisen (Sitz. Akad. Wien, rxiv, 286):

Si Si Ca fi

'•'•..-
-

.
.' V .

.
;' ~

.

- • '•;- •

:

.-!'- : -

of a general one between th.

, uts. Moreover, in these hydr
anhydrous, it is altogether probable that part or all of the water is

basic instead of acid in its relations, and that the tendency to take up water depends
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oq the acid requiring a larger supply of base ; 1+8 : 12, (=4 : 12,) becomes by the

addition of the • arts only of the water be basic, 6 : 12=1 :

2

with 4fi in excess.-j. d.d.1.

1 Tamela tanta-

lite by Weber'in II. Ro :

Ta

Sp. gr. of 2, 7-270 in pieces and 7"277 in powder ; of 3, 7

powder. Rom- .

flowed by Berzeluis was not
- The tanta-

••:.;.,;'. V\ .::.<'. \
'

'

'" '

.

'

'-. :*..'.<
.

•.:.-;
•; .... . • !;;, :.- :

: i .
.

•'-.'.'.

The ratio of oxygen of bases and acids is nearly 1:5
:

•

has formed have the ratio 1:4. He says fui
'' compounds

Protoxyd of iron may be extracted by prolonged washing. He hence suggests that

- 1 : 4 ; and that other ratios are results of

THERMOPHYLLITE, Nordenskiold.—A mineral from Hopansuo near Pitka-

lustre pearly; H.=25 ; G —256. BB. exfohates like pyrophyllite and vermicuhte.

whence the oxygen ratio for H, R, «, Si, 11-68 : 14-04 : 2'83 : WiO, ana tne lormuia

<B 3,H)SiU 2fl.

THOErrE.-The annexed observations on orangite are from a letter from E. Zschau

-h. The following are the me
J»

°
/°™

W

"
.. , .... • -

-.•'•— !-- =
—• -

..-..j
v

,,.:-.-'."> - ...-". .;

^i;;';:;:.;\-;vr:.: ^ :-
-. - . .-•:' \ "

'

^On^pecre^ ^ ^

.oils. ^^^ro« S Mau.Mm.,l,.
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TRICHALCITE, Hermann.—A green arsenate of copper from the Turjinsk Cop-
per Mine, re? ,1 by Hermann (J. f. pr. Chein., Ixxii, JlJi

axes dark-brown

;

Is 3S-13 P" 0'6^ Cu 44-19 fl 16-41=100

•

-

:

is Cus As4-5H.

e [p. 239].—The unionite of Silliman has been re-analyzed by G. J.

1 by Silliman, and found to be aVSUT
,.:.. ralyxed by SmW were received

-
collector who

Zeolites.—Mr. Daubree has given an a ' -

Zeolites now forming from the thermal ivaters at Plombieres in the

old Roman aqueduct. Among the species, the most C

;

:

'. .'

|

..;'-.-.
i

'
: ! the masonry.;:,

. •

:

.

;

:

:,.",. - -

okenite, and the author proposes for it the name Pl^n'n'-riti.

These facts, as Daubree observes, sustain the conclu- zeolites filling

on to the in-

cluding rock.

Appendix.

Furnace Crystallized Products.—At the lead and silver furnace at Ems & Holz-

appel, hexagonal crystals oft
•

'

Crystal Models.—Models of crystals in wood, well made and convenient for

study, may be purchased of A. Krautz, at i: >.i-i. .

Siegen, Westphalia. They i

Glass models of great

i. \V\-?t

ithod (first edition at p. 29, and tne iasi ai p. »~r

ith superior skill, and we commend them strongly

s subject of crystallography is taught. The charge ior
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Arrangement of the Hydrous Silicates.

As many of the hydrous silic it* s in tl e Min< ral _v are arrant d un-

eies from which they are supposed to have been derh ed, and
iirt lift included in the section of Hydmu> Silieates, the fullering «.-] :l»i-
fied catalogue of the whole is heiv introduced.

The two divisions adopted in the Mineralogy, (l) the magnesian and

The Talc and Pvrophyllite sections arc parallel to one another, one
i»:igii l: sian and the oth.-r aluminous; In.th have species with a soapy

pact soapy ;

eu' in pail, as 1W. 1 in

l:moro than 2); and in the Chlorite section, 'it is near that of the Mica
and Andalusite sections (1 : l£, to 1 : 1 and 1 : less than 1). The hydrous

• species of the Phyllite group is related to the anhydrous niieas.

Again, th< . ,
-

.
- are parallel in

the Aupite, Garnet and Mica Mo-
tions among t! ,, /. ..lite section, as shown in the

'- paiad'e] with th. hhl-j .. -, \ !: . and llie I ).itholite see-

the Ebclase group.

Apophyllite, if the water be considered as basic, has the same oxygen

tBSCcmte, that i^5 :G, We do not
say that the relation thus indicated is a true one, although adopting it for

Chrysolite and calamine are related i

nd convenient fur ;

axes of chrysolite, then a : b : l$e will be the axes of calamine. Prehn
also comes near chrysolite, if the dome of most common occurrence, #-?,

made the plane 7; for in that case, J: 7=90° 15', 2-7
: 2*=80° 4' a

9 9° 56', and l-l : 1-?=118° 14'. The cleavage in this case beeom

braehvd io-, !(l |. as i t j s i„ ,,„ , r -; cies with a sii Lde perfect cleavage.

Itisnotpos.sih 1 «e hydrous speci

The method of classification adopted brin<

natural groups, and the arrangement will

DIVISION I.

I. TALC SECTION.

1. Talc Group.

Tale (Rensselaerite),
Spadaite

Meerschaum, JNeolite.

Anthosiderite, Chlorophseite, Chlorophanente, y
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2. Serpentine Group.

Serpentine, Chloropal,

Deweylite (Kerolite and Gym- Schiller Spar,

nite), Saponite,

Hydrophite, ?Boltonite,

Aphrodite, ? Villarsite.

3. Glauconite Group.

Picrophyll,

Pyrallolite,

Monradite,

Palagonite,

Seladonite,

Crocidolite,

Glauconite,

Strakonitzite.

n. CHLORITE SECTION.

1. Phtllite Group.

Margarodite (Gilbertite, Da-

Astrophyllite,
_

Euphyllite,

Ottrelite (Phyllite),

Stilpnomelane (? Chalcodite),

Eukamptite (Voigtite),

Epichlorite,

Fahlunite (Bonsdorffite, Esmark-

ite, Chlorophyllite),

Gigantolite (Iberite),

Aspasiolite,

Praseolite,

2. Chlorite Group.

Hisingerite,

Thuringite,

Pyrosclerite,

Clinochlore (Tabergite), iv.

Chlorite (Pennine, Leuchten-

bergite, Pseudophite), vi.

Ripidolite,

Metachlorite,

Delessite,

Aphrosiderite,

Cronstedtite,

Sideroschisolite.

3. Margaricte Group.

Margarite, Clintonite, Chloritoid.

DIVISI ON II.

I. PYROPHYLLLTE SECTION.

1. Pyrophyllite Group.

Pyrophyllite, Cimolite.

Doubt/u I.—Anauxite.

2. Pinite Group.

Pinite, Liebenerite,
Gieseckite,

Pyrargillite, Weissite, Dysyntribite, Parophite.
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3. Haixoysitk Group.

Kaolin, Lenzinite,

Pholerite, Severite,

Halloysite, Volkonskoite.

Bole, Sinopite, Stolpenite, Oropian, Onkosin, Teratolite.—Clays.

4. Allophane Group.

Schrotterite, Allophane, Collyrite.

Appendix.—Scarbroite, Dillnitc, Milosehine, Delanovite, Montmoril-
lonite, Smectite, Killinite.

K AUGITINE SECTION,

(Related to the Augite Section of Anhydrous Silicates.)

1. Pectolite Group, iv.—(Related to the Augite Group.)

Pectolite, Laumontite,

Okenite, Leonhardite.

2. Catapleiite Group, vi.—(Related to the Beryl Group.)

Catapleiite, ? Pyrosmalite.

3. Dioptase Group, vi.

Bioptase,

Chrysocolla, Demidoffite.

HI. GARNETLNE SECTION.

(Related to the Garnet Section.)

Calamine,

2. Cerite Group, vi.—(Related to the Phenacite Group.)

Cerite.

3. Tritomite Group, i—(Related to the Garnet Group.)

Tritomite.

Thorite Group, n.—(Related to the Scapolite Group. See

Suppl., p. 359.)

Thorite.

5. Carpholite Group.—(Related to the Epidote Group?)

Carpholite.

IV. APOPHYLLITE SECTION.

Apophyllite, Gyrohte.
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V. ZEOLITE SECTION.

(Related to the Feldspar Section.)

1. Analcime Group.—(Related to the Leucite Group.)

Analcime, Glottalite, Ittnerite.

2. Chabazite Group.—(Related to the Nepheline Group.)

Chahazite, Gmelinite, Levyne.

3. Gismondine Group.—(Related to the Nepheline Group.)

Gismondine, Edingtonite, Faujasite.

4. Natrolite Group.—(Related to the Feldspar Group.)

Harmotome, Seolecite,

Phillipsite, Faroelite,

5. Stilbite Group.—(Related to the Feldspar Group.)

Epistilbite, Brewsterite,

Heulandite, Stilbite.

VI. DATHOLITE SECTION.

(Related to the Andalusite Section, Euclase Group.)

Datholite.

Art. XL.—A New Mode of Making Commercial Caustic Soda

;

by John M. Okdway.

In the manufacture of soda by Le Blanc's process, much
trouble is occasioned by the unavoidable presence of unoxydized

impounds in the lixivium of the crude soda or "black

balls." In that branch of the business which is most extensively

carried on, experience has shown methods by which the difficulty

is overcome with tolerable success, and ; :.>Ydim \ the manufac-

turer generally aims to produce a good soda ash as th

from which other desired products are to be made. But many
lire a caustic alkali, and it is inconvenienl and

expensive for each one to have special kettles or cisterns to pre-

pare what d, with mutual advaaitag
ready for use. Caustic soda has, therefore, begun to be a regular

inimum it is evidently necessary 1
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caustic soda of fair quality should somehow be obtained directly
from the crude soda lye, without the preliminary process of
making a clear, desulphurized carbonate. But how this can be
done economically, is a problem whose answer has not yet per-
haps been reduced to the t u est p«>s I e t< tins. Vet the follow-
ing process is but one remove from the greatest conceivable

.
. while it has been found by actual working on the large

scale to be sure and effectual, and so easy of execution that any
man of good common sense can, by a few trials, acquire all the
necessary experience.
The "black balls" made in the usual manner are broken up

exhausted by a serial lixiviation, so as to make a solu-

ling at 15° Baume. A stronger liquor cannot be made
fully caustic. The solution is heated to the boiling point and
treated with milk of lime prepared beforehand by slacking lime
with about six times its weight of water. Three pounds of lime
fully suffice for each cubic foot of the lye.

The resulting carbonate of lime, after thorough draining, mag
be dried by waste heat and used in making more "black balls."

The clear caustic solution is to be evaporated till it stands at

about 45° B.—any salts that may fall being dipped out from time
to time. To a quantity of this thick red liquor contained in a
cast-iron kettle, so set as to admit of being strongly and uniformly
heated, we now add as much fine sesquioxyd of iron as shall

somewhat exceed in weight the amount of dry hydrate of soda
contained in the liquor. By a little practice one can soon learn
to guess quite correctly at the quantity of oxyd required for any
particular kettle. There should be so much that when the mix-
ture is dried down with constant stirring it may become a dry

. and not fuse at a heat just below dull redness. Dur-
lng this drying operation, ammonia is given off in abundance,
resulting perhaps from the breaking up of the cyanids commonly
present in crude soda. Peculiar, but slight and not unpleasant

odors, also ,

'

'ie organic impurities
of the water used in lixiviation. At last when the water is ail

driven off, the mixture rapidly absorbs oxygen, and from a black
or dark brown becomes rust colored throughout. The fire is

now smothered and the roasted product, after standing in the

kettle an hour or two will an <>
'.

si, ..
' stirring, is thrown out

mto a clean iron vessel. As soon as the kettle is cold enough to

be in no da -ii charge,

and, except: E cooling, the work is continued

night and day without intermission.
.

The rust colored powder, when a sufficient quantity has accu-

mulated, is treated with hot water so as to get a solution standing

at about 30° B. This - till it has become

perfectly clear, is drawn off and boiled down, by successive gra-
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dations, till all the free water is expelled. Soon after the com-

mencement of the evaporation, saline matter begins to fall,

consisting of sulphate, sulphite, and carbonate of sob-

deposit—which should be dipped out as it accumulates at the

bottom—continues to form as long as the solution remains at

32° B. Afterwards some chlorid of sodium falls, if there is any

present, but when the strength gets beyond 36 B. there is no

farther deposition. The first kettle of the set, or the melting

kettle, which should be of cast-iron, is kept full till the solution

indicates 42° B., and is then finished off without more filling,

since the liquor froths a great deal towards the last, and must

have plenty of room to spread itself. Finally, the fire is urged

till the hydrate of soda is fused, and, if the mass shows any red-

nes indicative of imperfect roasting, a few handfuls of nitrate of

soda are cautiously thrown in to insure complete oxydati-n. h
seldom takes more than one per cent of nitrate to destroy any

remaining sulphid. When the melted soda has become quiet

and a little of it poured out on a cold iron plate, shows by imme-

diate solidification and its white color that all is right, the whole

is laded out into iron molds, from which it is transferred as soon

as cold to air-tight casks. When the operations have been con-

ducted with ordinary care, the product is white or a little grey-

ish, and is pure enough, for all common uses.

The main feature of this process is an oxydizing operation, in

principle not very unlike the roasting of pyritous ores. But the

sulphureta of the heavy metals can be roasted, per se, while sul-

phuretted hydrate of soda, it being by itself fusible at the requi-

site heat, has to be mixed with an inert substance to reduce it to

the dry and porous state, and so render its particles entirely and

speedily accessible to atmospheric oxygen. And this is why the

brown mass must not be allowed to melt. Oxyd of iron seems

to be peculiarly suitable for drying up the caustic a

separating its particles ; and as the same oxyd will serve over and

over again indefinitely, we need only enough to last till the first

lots used are exhausted of alkali and drained and are ready to be

used again. There is no need of drying it. Venetian red is a

good form of the oxyd, but I have always used a pure earthy

hematite that had first been calcined and ground. It is quite-

possible that oxyd of manganese, free from silica, would do as

well, and probably a mixture of the two oxyds would do better

than either by itself.

It may not be amiss to mention that hemispherical cast-iron

kettles four feet four inches in diameter and half an inch thicK

at the sides and three quarters at the bottom, have been found

by long trial to be very suitable both for roasting and for melting.

In such a kettle 500 pounds of caustic soda may be finished off

at once. Larger kettles would be hard to manage and smaller

ones would cause a loss of time.
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This production of caustic soda may "be advantageously carried
on in connection with the manufacture of a better quality of
soda ash by a method sometimes resorted to. A solution i ^car-
bonate of soda cannot be made stronger than 32° B. Accord-
ingly the crude soda lye when evaporated r, tains in solution all
the caustic soda and sulphid of sodium and deposits a very good
carbonate which is dipped out, drained, and calcined for soda
ash. When the liquor shows by increasing in density beyond
32° B. that the carbonate has all fallen, it can be transferred to

other kettles, evaporated till it gets very dense, and then mixed
with oxyd of iron and dried down. The roasted product will
give a good caustic- soda by solution, decantation, evaporation,
fusion and deflagration. :

Art. XLL—On the Preparation of some Pure Sulphates, and
particularly of Sulphate of Copper ; by Henry Wurtz, Prof.
Chem. National Med. Coll., Washington.

(Read before the American Association for the Advancement of Science, at

Baltimore, April, 1858.)

Commercial blue vitriol always contains sulphate of protoxyd
«' iron, which cannot be separated by crystallization, owing to
the fact, determined by Mitscherlich,* that ferrous sulphate,
when crystallizing with sulphate of copper, assumes the pente-
hydrated composition and triclinic form of the latter, and forms
with it homogeneous crystals. It has appeared to me desirable,

therefore, that some special method be devised for the separation
of the iron, both in order that the chemist may possess a source
of pure compounds of copper, and because the presence of iron

must be injurious in those processes of dying, calico-printing,

etc., in which blue vitriol is used, and in the preparation of the

cupriferous pigments, verdigris, Paris green, etc.

In undertaking this, my aim has been to produce a method by
which the iron may be directly separated or abstracted from the

solution without the permanent introduction of any foreign sub-

stance. My process consists essentially of two steps, the first of

which is the conversion of the ferrous into ferric sulphate, by
boiling with a little deutoxyd of lead, and the second is the com-

plete precipitation of the ferric sulphate, by boiling with a little

carbonate of baryta. The hot solution is then filtered and allowed

to crystallize, when large crystals of beautiful form and color

are obtained, containing no trace of iro:i.+ I >< •:: xy 1 of lead is

prepared for this purpose by bo;' ?ite nitric

or acetic acid in the usual way, but minium itself, if free from

* Gemlin'a Handbuch, iii, 461. t Specimens were exhibited to the Section
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soluble impurities, may be used directly in ordinary cases,

although a portion of the oxyd of copper also is thereby precipi-

tated. Deutoxyd of barium is of course also applicable.

In cases where the presence of a little lime in the product is of

no moment, as for the use of the calico-printer and manufacturer

of pigments, carbonate of lime may be substituted for that of

baryta.

In addition it may be remarked that if the blue vitriol con-

tains traces of manganese, as is extremely liable to occur, this

contamination, as would appear from the observations of Schon-

bein* and Wolcott Gibbs,f must also be entirely removed.

The same treatment is evidently applicable to some other sul-

phates, and I therefore present it as a general method for the

removal of iron from the sulphates of bases precij >ifc

difficulty by carbonate of baryta, namely, those of the alkalies,

magnesia, manganese, zinc, cadmium, mercury, nickel, cobalt and pro-

toxyd of iron. Of these the most important one practically is the

sulphate of magnesia. The mode of proceeding with this would

be precisely similar to that with the copper salt, as it would be

also with the sulphates of zinc, cadmium, mercury, nickel, and

the alkalies. With regard to the manganous sulphate, it must be

remembered that deutoxyd of lead, as observed by Schonbem,

wholly precipitates sulphate of manganese from its boiling solu-

tion ; so that the deutoxyd must be used only in small excess

over the necessary quantity. The same precaution applies, in a

modified manner, to the treatment of the cobaltous sulphate, be-

cause Gibbs states that the salts of this metal are also partially

precipitated by long boiling with an excess of the deutoxyd,

passing first to a higher state of oxydation.

As to the protosulphate of iron, I have already (Kew \ orK

Jour. Pharmacy, i, 229) recommended the use of carbonate ol

baryta for the removal from it of sesquioxyd of iron. ^ 1V
t

same paper (which has, I believe, entirely escaped notice from

other Journals, owing to the irr bieb tae €X'

changes of that publication were effected) I have given, among

other observations upon the purification of copperas, another

method of obtaining its solution free from fen

by acidulation with sulphuric acid and ag

pulverized protosulphid of iron, by which the sesquioxyd is imme-

diately reduced to protoxyd.
To return again to the sulphate of magnesia, before leavin

the subject, I must add that the treatment with ear

baryta, according to a former observation of my own,f must re'

* Pogg. Annalen, Lxxviii, 162.

-

»S. ?7; DingL PoL J, 125, 275 ; also quoted in Lieb. & Kopp's Jahresbencht, 185

A
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move also entirely the sulphate of lime which usually contami-
nates commercial Epsom salt; for, as I have there stated, car-

bonate of baryta totally precipitates gypsum from its solution,

even in the cold ; and I have there proposed it as a means of
removing the gypsum from spring or sea-water which is to be
used in steam boilers, (thus preventing incrmiathm*,) as well as

from the brine of salt works. I have since found that carbonate

of lead has the same power of precipitating gypsum, and may
possibly be a cheaper agent for the purpose than carbonate of
baryta, considering th< the lead may be re-

covered from the resulting mixture of sulphate of lead and car-

bonate of lime, in a metallic form. *

* Although not wholly relevant to the -

f he pardoned

ect of the removal of gypsum from waters.
When we call to mind that ^ hot solution

ng upon it.

In a saturated solution of gypsum then (say. in round nnmbers, 1 part

•-
i • ,!....

:

....-.: -

ra's analyses of the waters of the Atlantic Ocean, (Liebig <fe Kopp's

'
- ]•; ..-. -

' •.--••

i 100,000 gallons would require -

-
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The Exp in Surveys on the rivers Atrato and

Truando, in the Republic of New Granada.—As no complete offi-

cial report of this survey has yet been published, it is only possi-

ble to give at the present time some general information respect-

The expedition was organized to verify the survey of the

"A -

to Lte," made by Capt. Wm. Kennish,

of New York, and published under the auspices of a company
already organized for the prosecution of the ent vprise ;

Lieut. S.

A. M. Craven, U.S.N., and Lieut. X. Michler, of the topographi-

cal engineers, were selected to conduct the party—

i

being intrusted with the care of the hydrography, and the latter

of the topography of the route.

They sailed from New York in the U. S. surveying schooner,

" Yarina' on the 16th of October, 1857, and arrived in the Gulf

of Darien off the mouths of the Atrato early in December.
On the 8th of that month they entered the Cafio Coquito, one

of the mouths of the Atrato, and continued up the main stream

for a distance of about ninety miles, as far as the mouths of the

rivers Sucio, Salaqui, and Truando.
The Atrato. throujhoul this entire distance, was found to he

a large and beautiful stream, flowing nearly due north, of an

average depth of from forty to fifty feet, and a width of from one

to two thousand feet, presenting no obstacle to uninterrupted

navigation, excepting at its mouths.
In the Cafio Coquito, the mouth which has been pr

the outlet of the canal, the average depth of I

than in the main stream, shallowing to only a few feet on the bar

at its entrance. This difficulty is to be obviated by closing some

or all of the other mouths, after deepening the Coquito by dredg-

ines, on the supposition that the force of t
!

will of its. ii be n« arlv it not quite sufficient to keep the channel

clear of the soft deposit which now chokes it up. The velocity

of the river current is not more than one and a half to two miles

per hour, as in the whole distance traversed by the

rise in elevation is exceedingly gradual, having been estimated

at from twenty to thirty feet.

Leaving the Atrato, the party next ascended the Truando as

far as the river Nei
northerly direction, f r ab. it twelve mii -s to the river Hi ngador,

point the route diverged to the westward, cr
chain of the Cordilleras. For a few miles above its j u
the Atrato the Truando flows mostly through extensive grassy

lagoons, wearing its way in a narrow channel through the sort
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clayey deposite, of which the banks are discovered

posed, when they appear during the drought of the c

stream. Here for the first time, -ravel ami occasional stmt;: ,,l

rocks began to appear in the banks. Throughout the whole

course of the Truando above the lam>ons, tlie banks were covered

With a heavy srowth of timber, which, while it would present an

obstacle to the excavation of that portion of the eanah would bo

easily made to supply the lack of in: torial near the mouth of the

Atrato, when ally be needed. Atthe Saltoe oi

Truamlo. where the river breaks through a narrow spur of the

Cordilleras, the channel for several miles was either broken

up by shallows and rapids, or confined within walls of rock of

haps ineonvrily. basaltic in the

letter of Lieut. Craven. From the Saltos to the mouth of the

Kereua the riv. r was found to reassume its broad and open char-

acter, with banks less densely wooded than below. The Xercua

is a narrow ami crooked stream, flowing mostly in a rocky or

pebbly bed. Throughout a great part of the dktan<

over on this stream, the party were obliged to wade, owing to

the shallow n >s «>[ the wat r."

Passinsw '

'

nbecl UP tw0 magm "

numerous ridges, running in various directions to the river

Potumia,ho 1 to the Vine. 1 he nd,v3

traversed bv the part, ^\^ J^'^'b
and exceeding v narrow, and the x I 1-

ui,

fifteen miles. The depression in the mom -

llKw l M .A viewed froiu tlm IVihc, seems almost as

inter-oceanic o m 1 i«".ti n Tiu , *

and^the '

r 0U ^TS^?*^
exterior to the inlet, and called Isla de la playa del Potumia,

located nearly in latitude 7° N.

It seems that a full and com), «» f
e^n

between the river Nercna and the i V-im -as
,

:-. vented by the

failure of provisions, and by previous delays caused by the

adequacy of t
**m *™ded for the par

Therefore, after a delay of tr"
J~
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with his party, was compelled reluctantly to retrace his steps, and
return with all possible speed to the Atrato.

Lieut. Craven made a hasty examination of the Pacific terminus

of the route, and a more complete one of the mouths of the

Atrato, and the adjacent shores of the Gulf of Darien. His re-

port has already appeared in the public journals, and received

the attention and comments of those interested. Lieut. Michler

ran a line of levels from the Atrato to the Pacific, and mapped
the Atrato to its mouths, and the important data collected by him
is yet in course of preparation for the press.

With regard to the climate of the whole region, Lieut. Michler

reports a delightful temperature, and cool, refreshing nights.

During the whole progress of the party from ocean to ocean,

scarcely any rain fell—the season being one of unusual dryness

—

yet the dewpoint was constantly but very few degrees below the

actual temperature. Tin .-;:v w.- . -n a* obscured bv clouds, es-

pecially after 10 in the P. M., yet Lieut. Michler had sal

opportunities of determining, by astronomical observations, the

locations of several of I
- of the route.

Mr. Schott, the naturalist of the party, furnished himself with

numerous notes, which, when published, will be of great interest

to the scientific world. His extensive collections were not all

received in the best condition, owing partly to the di

the country, and partly to accidents resulting from insufficient

means of transportation.

As to the practicability of the canal, the determination of

which was the main and important object of the expedition,

nothing can be definitely known till the publication of the data.

Map of the La Plata Basin.~The United States government

have recently published a map of the Basin of the La Plata, based

upon the results of the expedition which was commanded by

Coram. Thos. J. Page, U. S. K, in the years 1853-4-5-6. The

map of the adjacent countries is compiled from the most relia-

ble authorities. The country thus delineated, lies between

54° and 73° W. long, and 12
b
to 36° South lat. The scale is

1 : 3,000,000. A vertical section of the Eivers Parana and Para-

guay, from Curumba to the sea is appended. The whole map

liar interest at the present time in view of the departure

from this country of a largt; ti. >-x to sustain the demands of the

United States government upon Paraguay.
ILflr, miph,j r S,m I > d.<co Buy.—Dr. J. G. Kohl, whose

ona for the Coast Survey, in respect to the progress

of discovery on the co States have been previ-

ously referred to, has published in the Berlin Zeitschr. fur allgem-

Erdkunde an elaborate essay on the Hydrography of San Fran-

cisco Bay, California, and a Hist. and explora-

tion from the time of Cabrillo in 1542 until now.
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Gold Medal to Dr. Kane.—The report of a commission of the

Imperial Geographical Society of France, awarding to the lam-

ily of Dr. E. K. Kane, the Goid Medal of the Society for his Arc-
tic discoveries, is published in the May number of their Journal.

The course pursued by Dr. Kane is thoroughly reviewed in

terms of strong commendation. The discovery of an open sea is

accepted as established, though doubts are expressed in respect

to its permanency. A postscript to the report refers to an at-

tempt made in London to discredit some of Dr. Kane's discoveries,

and then proceeds to confirm the previously expressed opinion

of the commission, especially in respect to the ( 'pen Polar Sea.

African Explorations.—-The news of the safe arrival of Dr. Liv-

ingstone in South Africa, has been received with great inter-

est, and there is every reason to believe that with his present

attendants and apparatus, his new investigations will surpass

the former in importance. A valuable service has been per-

formed by Mr. E. Behm, who publishes in Petermann's Mittlu-i-

lungen for Ma} last, . I' the newly explored

regions in South Africa, based chiefly on the observations of Dr.

Livingstone, but also derived from the researches and criticisms

of Galton, Ai.du— .n. M-,lat. \.A>- '.. Mav.\ai, ILL .
\W\.

de Costa Leals, Chaillu, Graca, &c. The article. [w\ eh ext« ;ds

through fifty quarto pages) discusses, 1, the physical structure

and geology, 2, the hydrography, 3, the climatology, 4, the veg-

etation, 5, the zoology, 6. the ethnography. It is without ques-

tion the m ' :ic review of what is known in

respect to South Africa which has ever appeared. A detaded

map of that part of the continent, lying south of 8 3

printed with the memoirs, and presents a complete indication

of the present state of our knowledge in the lands north of the

Orange and Limpopo rivers. *

«

Two new volumes, the fourth and fifth of 1

1

in Northen ! appeared in London, but have

not yet been v ,
rim. d in tl s e u try. They contain an account

" " ;o Timbuctoo, ol ais

of his homeward route. .„,.., -i

No intelligence has been received of his intrepid companion

Dr. Vogel but on the contrary, tidings have reached Europe of

the death of Baron von Neimans, who had volunteered to go to

Bar Fur and Wadai in search of \ogel. Baron vor

though only 28 years old, was well known for his observations

as a traveller, several valuable articles by him having appeared

in Petermann's Journal. . „+,.„-•„„ +^ a_
Lieut. Burton, who it will be remembered is penetrating to the

Interior of Africa from the Eastern coast, has been heard
I
from as

far inland as ten davs march from Ugogo in about 6 30 S. lat,
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36° 30' E. long, from Greenwich. This is not the third part of

the way from Bagamoyo to the inland sea.

The members of Dr. Baikie's expedition, are still < r

their explorations upon the Niger. The loss of the "Day
Spring," embarrassed their proceedings, and the " Sunbeam," by
which its place was supplied, was not able to ascend the Niger

till after the rise of its waters in July.

Rev. Samuel Crowther, one of the Missionaries of the Church
.• Society, who has been in the company of Dr. Baikie,

i the Church Missionary Intelligencer, a very f
"

Althjournal of the chief occurrences. Although his observations are

not of a scientific character, they present valuable information

in respect to the native tribes ; and his statements of the spread

of the gospel among them, are truly surprising.

We are informed that, at a recent meeting of the "U. S. Na-

tional Colored Convention," an exploring party was appointed to

go to the Niger, and ascertain what inducements exist for colored

men from this country to enter into commercial and agricultural

pursuits, in the region of that river.

The Desert of Sahara.—The following summary in respect to

the Sahara, is translated from Karl Arenz's review of the re-

searches of Barth, Overweg, Richardson, and Vogel.
The Desert of Sahara has been represented as a low, flat

ttfeely rising above the level of the ocean,—a vast sea of

sand, upon which, besides a few craggy lines of rock that pro-

it here and there, there are no other eleYi

those shifting mounds and columns of sand, that, like huge bil-

lows, move at the mercy of the wind,—a trackless waste, where

the traveller, after many days' journey, may still look in vain

for a single trace, either of vegetation or of animal life. Mod-

ern researches, however, do not sustain this view. On the con-

trary, they show beyond a doubt that the Sahara consists m< 7
)'

of a series of table-lands of a greater or less elevation

up occasionally into mountains, and sometimes divided from

each other by valleys, or plains covered with sand, and appa-

rently interminable. " Let us take a rapid survey of the princi-

pal results bearing upon this point.

On their way from the shore of the Mediterranean to Ghat,

Barth's party crossed three high and wide 1

the Mediterranean coast. First,- ":iteau, 2,000

feet high, where first they ascended it, but gradually sloping as

they passed on, until Lt1 ^ht of only

500 feet. Next, the monotonous g away at a

uniform height of from 1300 to 1600 feet, for 120 miles; and then,

after crossing Wadys of 600 to 700 feet elevation, and miniature

deserts of 1000 feet, the travellers reached the 1

plateau. This plateau is elevated not far from 1500 feet above
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the level of the ocean. Its lowest depression is 900 to 1000 feet

high, while other portions attain a height of 1800 to 2200 feet.

After leaving the Murzuk plateau, the caravan, as it went toward

Ghat, appears to have found a mean altitude of 1250 to 1450

feet: and so likewise for some distance to the southward of

I it came to the wild mountainous region which lies

between Ghat and Air, where it entered a Wadv (Adschunscher)

lying at a height of 2956 feet, and situated amid mountain

tated as about 4000 feet high.

From Tin Tellust in Air, the altitude of the region was estima-

ted at 1894 feet, nor can we suppose the southern Hamadah to

lie at a much greater depression.

Though the Sahara lies at such an elevation, yet we hear of

no very loftv mountains th.-iv: in' Air, however, we come upon

a few single peaks, (the Baghtzen, Dodschen, and others,) but

these are only from 3000 to 5000 feet in height. Nor are there

any extent '.
-. unl< as we except the line of

Line tJariai which eastward of

the Ghat valley stretches north and south, though even this

nowhere rises to any great height. It would appear that the

southern part of this quarter of the desert, is even more moun-

tainous in its character than the northern, while this in its turn

with its extensive plateaus whose scarped sides give them the

appearance of gigantic blocks that have been suddenly pushed

up through the ground, possesses a peculiar interest of its own.

If we compare these lofty plateaus with similar el-

Europe, we may conceive of the highest part of the Ghanan as

being at an equal level with the most remarkable t;

of Europe, those of Spain and the Morea. The two other pla-

teaus may be compared with the highest of

German table-lanots, while the deep lying Wady (500 feet) is

about the height of the elevated plains of Bohemia.

This portion of the desert is therefore not low, but lofty, not

a monotonous dead-level, but a broken highland; in short, it is

a series of table-lands of different elevations. J.
either is this

portion of the Sahara by any means a sea of sand
;
in fact, only

a comparatively small part of it answers to such a d

But though Sahara, as far as our
J
P™^ *°

be a high land, it does not follow that it is so throughout The

probabilities of the case, however, are in iavor of this conclu-

sion. The measurements of Vogel, in the year 1853, on his

:::'
:

•

.-
•

' '

'

'
'

show that some of the eastern portion of the desert is hkewise a

highland It is true that he found the tract between the base of

GSarian and Sokna much lower **»
J?

only 200 feet above the level of the ocean ) but to the southward

leda narrow pass of the Black Mountains to
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a plateau of 2000 feet in altitude which, stretched away in an
unbroken surface of from 1360 to 1590 feet, as far as Mursuk,
and hence it appeared probable that the Mursuk plateau at us
eastern extremity merges into the Hamadah. From Aschenum*
ma, in the neighborhood of Bilma, Vogel writes: "I have as-

certained that the Great Desert is one vast plateau formation, of
the general height of from 1200 to 1500 feet."

With these data before us, based as they are upon scientific

research, we are prepared to give credence to the reports of the
natives respecting the mountainous character of many portions

' iara. The whole southern region of the Tibbus Desert
(Lybian) appears from such reports to be covered with high

intain ranges; in fact, near its southern bor-

der two remarkable mountain clusters have been discovered, the

Borghu and the Uadschunga, which are so elevated that tin 1 na-

tives dress in furs. But the loftiest mountain in the region of

the Tibbus, is Tibesty, to the northeast of Bilma, which, accor-

ding to our accounts, is visible at the distance of four days'

journey ; we know, moreover, that the Tibbus, even from the

remotest parts of the country, flee for refuge from the attack- of

the Tuareg, to its solitary cliffs, which, with their precipitous

sides, tower up from the rocky abysses at their base. These
rocks are so steep that the Arabs say of them: " Your turban
will fall off if you attempt to look up to their summit," and
Yogel has aptly compared them to the rock upon which the

fortress of Konigstein, in Saxony, is built. In regard to the

westernmost and larger portion of the Sahara, we have similar re-

ports from the natives, of mountain chains and lofty highlands

;

as, for instance, of the Black Mi > ttd from the

coast far to the inland, and of a mountain chain fringed on its east-

ern border by several oases, that of Tuat, among the rest :
but

especially renowned is the frown i ith its three

or four sheer, steep and dizzy walls of rock, each wall 125 miles

in length; this is said to be surrounded by an immeasurable sea

of sand, and to form the stronghold of the most powerfttl mw
the most predatory of all the Tuareg tribes, that of the Haghar
Tuareg, who, amicl these high mountain fortresses, are compelled

to go clad in woolen and furs.

And yet there remains, as well in the northern part of the Sa-

hara as in much of its western portion, room enough for vast

patches of sand or salt deserts, among which, according to the

accounts of the natives, Tanezruft, lying on the route between
Tuat and Timbuetoo. ble in extent; and it

may be a question whether a scientific exploration will not re-

veal the existence of the plateau ; p some por-

tions also of this desert.
In regard to plants and animals, we find that the necessary
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condition of their existence, viz : ram, is by no 1

3 led us toearlier accounts have led us to conclude. For,
though Sahara may perhaps justly continue to be regarded as in
the main a rainless belt, yet we find many exceptions in sudden
and very copious showers, and it is altogether likely that there
are many tracts, like the oasis of Air, which have their regular

rah.v seasons; for we find even in the northern Ilamadah, scat-

tered thickets and a few small birds.

Bask Missionary Society Atlas.—A new atlas, published by the

Bash- Missionary S - 'Lv intended to illus-

trate the operations of that society, contains mneh geographical

information v' other work. The maps which
it contains are, 1, the World; 2, Africa; 3, Central West Africa;

4, the Sonri the African Gold Coast ; 5, In-

dia: 6. South Mahratta: 7, -S Xorth and S-uth kanara; 9, Mala-

bar; 10, China; 11. Sinon District in China. Petermann com-

mends particularly Nos. 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 11.

The English and American missionary stations, as well as the

German, . re distinctly noted. Prefaced to the atlas, is a table

showino- the present missionary stations of Protestant churches

in Africa. It is interesting, not only in a philanthropic, but in

point of view, "to trace the distribution ot these mis-

sions. TVentv-tive s > actios (eight American) maintain

TobWs Planography ofJerusalem.-The work of \ an de ^ elde

on Palestine, is already well known. Its author has now com-

piled from the English Ordnance Survey and the measurement*

of Dr. Titus Tobler, a Plan of the Town and Environs of Jeru-

• d a historical review of the various maps ol * n b*

lem and the surrounding country, which have been nu

the twelfth century, , Tu fi^t I?
modern. 'I

I by ? an de Ve de, differs in va-

. to superior confidence. It is distinguished

one of the keepers oft gjgj^
tasjustpu-

- Tnnrnl'
the results of his re,

;

T* ™*-

tuced to the public by a preface from Dr. Carl Bitter,

, of the valuable: aid h s has de-

V newVolume of the Erdkunde (the second devoted to

- about to appear from he pre*..
_

has been known in respect to thjs most interating
t t _.j ;~A~aA ;n rpsnect to the eastern part ot

Dr. Kotschy are both new
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and important. He paid particular attention to the botany of

the region which he visited, and now describes its marked pecu-

liarities. The early part of the volume is an interesting ac-

count of his general observations while travelling, including a

description of the city of Tarsus. An appendix of one hun-

dred and twenty pages is devoted to scientific details, includ-

ing papers on the climate, geology, botany and zoology. A
long enumeration of the plants which were observed is made,

including many which thus far have only been found in that

locality. A lithographic sketch and a map are given of the

Bulghar Dagh ; and a table of the heights in the Cilician Taurus,

of which the most elevated is Metdesis, 11,000 feet.

Exploration of Brazil—The Emperor of Brazil has determined

to send out a national scientific expedition for the ex

of the less known provinces of the empire. The pcu

was to leave Eio Janeiro early in the present year will be divided

sections, botanical, mineralogical, zoological, ethno-

logical and astronomical and geographical, each under a sepa-

rate chief. All the members are Brazilians by birth. The head

of the party is Francisco Freire Allemao, who is also chief of

the Botanical section. The preliminary arrangements of the

expedition give promise of important results.

Longitude, of Valparaiso.—Eecent telegraphic experiments be-

tween Santiago and Valparaiso have indicated the difference m
time between Valparaiso and Paris to be only 4h 55m 49"58

,
the

previously received difference having been 4h^56m 6-6 a
. A large

part of the coast of South America has accordingly been placed

on the maps 171 s in time, or 4' 16|" in arc too far to the v^}-

Death ofAdolphe Schlagintweit—-In India, positive and it is

feared authentic information has been received of the death of

the explorer and naturalist, Adolphe Schlagintweit, one of the

three brothers well known for their scientific researches, pursued

under the auspices of the East India Company, in India and

among the Himalayas. It appears (says the Times COJ

ent) that a party of Khokandpas, belonging to a tribe in revolt

against the Chinese, came into the Yarkand territory in the

I drove the few Chinese troops in the villages in the

town of Yarkand. In one of the villages near the town the

Khokandpas found Schlagintweit residing ; and, in the course

of conversation, he asked them why they did not at:

kand itself, where the Chinese force was so small and they were

so numerous. For some unexplained reason they were offended

at this question. They retired and held a conversation ;
the re-

sult of which was, that they decided he must be a friend of the

Chinese and wished to ensnare them ; and in the dead of night,

they surrounded his house and killed him, to the grei
their chief, who has saved some of the unfortunate travellers

instruments.—Athenceum, Sept. 18. D. C. G.

Yale College Library, Oct. 9, 1858.



M. C. Lea on Picric Acid.

Art. XLIIL—On Picric Acids and some of its Salts, with an
Advantageous Modification of one of the Processesfor obt

by M. Carey Lea, of Philadelphia.

ater H 2 02,
Inch one atom of hydrogen has been replaced by an atom of

hypothetical rad (
1 i2ll2X3. Pisani has

Jeded in forming the chlorid of this radical and its amid, or

which one atom of hydrogen has been replaced

by it*

Picric acid, whether crystallized in thin lamina? from water, or
in long prisms from alcohol, is, when pure, of a very pale yellow.

ine salts when uncontaminated by foreign matters are of

a perfectly pure yellow.
The color of these alkaline picrates varies very much with the

specimens of acid with which they are made: the potash salt

varies through every shade from yellow to yellowish-brown, or

to chestnut with a golden glitter, and so with the ammonia salt.

It is a little remarkable that picric acid when first obtained from
new sources has been twice described as a new acid, the chryso-

lepic acid of Schunk and the picranisic of Cahours, in both cases

apparently in consequence mainlv of the difference in the appear-

ance of the alkaline salts of the new acid from that of those

formed with picric acid prepared in the usual way.

The chrysolepic acid of Schunk or picric acid formed by the

very prolonged action of nitric acid on aloes, has a greenish

shade, and forms a potash salt differing very much m appear-

ance from ordinary picrate of potash. In place of being pure

yellow it is chestnut-brown, and the play of colors, winch with

ordinary picrate of potash is red and green, is with it purple and

yellow. It appears to form larger needles than the ordmary

salt, and is a very beautiful substance. A modification of picrate

of potash much resembling it may be obtained by en-
the ordinary salt with the addition of a verj

picramate of potash, an experiment readily made in the following

manner; a small quantity of pica ** int° a

test tube, water added and a single drop of solution of proto-

chlorid of tin the whole is boiled, supersaturated with carbonate

of potash, boiled again and filtered hot; picrate of potash will

crystallize out, of a shade of red-brown depending m its color

upon the amount of picric acid reduced by the protochlond of

, latter must be employed in very small proportion. A
similar experiment may be made with the ammonia salt, the pure

yellow of which is converted to chestnut-brown by the addition

* Liebig. Ann., xcli, 326.
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of a very small quantity of picramate, and to green by a larger

one. The resemblance of the salts thus artificially colored to the

picrates formed with the acid obtained from aloes is so striking

that I was for a long time disposed to believe that the aloes-ftCia

salts derived their color from the presence of picramic acid in

it as picramic acid is readily oxyd-

l of fuming nitric acid,* the aloes

consisted only in the presence of picramic acid. But this

cannot be obtained, whereas tin artificially colored salt above

mentioned, by being boiled with a large excess of nitric acid and

then super-. .mate of potash, crystal

ordinary place without the slightest admixture of picramic acid.

I have not found any process by which picrate of potash pre-

pared from aloes can be brought to the color of the pure salt.

By boiling with animal charcoal the red-brown becomes a dirty

yellow, which is the nearest approach I have obtained to the

normal color.

The picric acid first obtained by Cahours from trin

and by him called picranisic acid, has been general U
by chemists (with the exception of Gerhard t) to be id. i

picric acid, and not merely isomeric with it. It is on!

to understand how this could ever have been doubted, whether,

we look to the source of its formation or to its phys
ters. Although the crude acid sometimes gives a dark colored

potash salt, it more frequently at once yields a bright yellow one

with all the marked characteristics of picrate of potash.

.

is an advantageous one. The acid obtained is readily punned

and gives bright yellow alkaline salts.
fA number of experiments were made on the old process ot

decomposing indigo with nitric add with very v:u

probably depending upon the great difference in the coi

of commercial indigo. I have seen the ammonia salt c

out clear yellow, and from the mother water by spontaneous

evaporation, a green picrate of ammonia dei

resembled that above described as obtained by the addition ot

minute quantities of picramite of ammonia. The indigo process

is one of the least advantageous.

i,47J

•
:

-.
.

. . . . : .

• r .-.-..
-

iter part of the nitranisic acid, and by standing for twenty-four hou



It has been frequently stated that the picric acid obtained from

the contrary, i

action, and I have found it so.

Dr. Stenhouse first pointed out that the yellow Australian gum
resin obtained from the Xanthorrhasa hastilis was the most advan-

tageous substance from which to obtain picric acid. This gum,
which has not yet reached our markets, is easily procured in

London. It varies very much in appearance, some 8]

which I have received being very ligneous, others wholly free

from woody fibre.

All the processes prescribed for obtaining picric acid from

Australian gum, aloes, indigo, &c, (creosote excepted) are simi-

lar
; they consist in treating the vegetable substance with six or

eight times its weight of strong nitric acid in the cold. After the

first strong action has ceased, more acid is added, heat is applied

and continued for ten or twelve hours, adding acid to supply the

place of that driven off. The process is unpleasant on account

of the vast volumes of red nitrous fumes thrown off in the earlier

stage, and wasteful, inasmuch as more than half the nitric acid

used is driven off unaltered. Bv the following modification of

the process, the amount of nitric* acid necessary is reduced one-

half; and the disengagement of fumes diminished in a still greater

proportion As all the violence of the action is done away with,

the fumes may readily be carried off without inconvenience.

Into a flask capable of containing at least two or three quarts,

five ounces of Australian gum is introduced in lumps, twelve

ounces measure of nitric acid sp. gr. 142 or thereabouts, are

poured over it and as soon as the action cobq

ounces of water (hot is preferable but not essential) which must

be at hand ready measured, as the action is very sudden is intro-

duced. A . I

-plied
;<
for about two hours the

mass puffs up very much ;
and if there is danger of running over

cold water may be added, but as 1. £52w?
for using any should be avoided by a due regulation of the heat.

By degfeesL mass subsides, when the heat may be increased

F ve more fluid ounces of the same acid are then

carried.
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The whole of this operation may be carried on in the labora-

tory without a perceptible escape of acid vapor. A cork in the

neck of the wide-mouthed flask with a long-necked funnel, and
a bent glass tube sufficiently long to reach within a few inches

of the bars of a grate or the air-draft of a stove, will effect this

object. By inclining the tube and placing a vessel under its end,

a large quantity of nitric acid may be collected, which may be

cohobated, and serve to reduce the quantity of fresh acid em-

ployed, remembering, however, that it is very weak, having a

;ivity varying from 11 to I'2.

This process might doubtless be extended to other materia^
such as aloes, indigo, the refuse of gum bezoin after sublimation

of benzoic acid, &c. It does not require more time than the

ordinary process.

The purification of the crude picric acid is best effected as

follows : The crude acid is well stirred up with a small quantity

of water, which after rest, is decanted and the operation re-

peated. The acid thus washed is dissolved in boding W&*,
sulphuric acid added in the proportion of eight or ten drops to

each pint of solution, which is boiled for a few minutes, and

rapidly filtered through a heated filter. It is convenient to filter

into a porcelain dish over a lamp. The picric acid is then neu-

tralized with carbonate of potash, or preferably with solution of

:d bicarbonate, as a troublesome second filtration is

thus saved. When the potash salt crystallizes out it is to be

thoroughly freed from the mother water and recrystallized. If

desired to have a very pure product, it may be boiled with ani-

mal charcoal and recrystallized several times. The potash salt

is decomposed in a boiling solution with chlorhydric acid, and

the picric acid, when thoroughly freed from adhering chlorid of

potassium, is pure.

In addition to the reducing agents already known to be capa-

ble of converting picn .< same effect may be

produced by cyanid of potassium which in the presence of an

alkali mstfti solution_
in-

tensely colored by pier. 1-cyanid of potassium

gives the same result with the aid of heat. By boiling the

solution with the addition of fuming nitric acid, it is decolorized

to pale yellow, the picramic acid having exchanged an atom of

NH2 for one of NO*. This reaction affords an extremely deli-

cate test for the presence of a cyanid.

Picrate of Baryta.—By slow evaporation yields prismatic crys-

are dichromatic. In the evaporating basin they pre-

sent the appearance of yellow prisms with red summits.
Picrate of Qlucina.—Carbonate of glucina dissolves

a hot aqueous solution of picric acid, and by evaporation yields

golden-yellow crystalline crusts. By heating on platinum foil it
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becomes orange-red, boils up and burns with a feeble deflagration,
leaving a sooty mark and a loose white ash.

Picrate of Alumina.—Hot solutions of chlorid of aluminum and
picrate of ammonia, placed in a beaker glass and left for several
days, give beautiful stellar aggregations of crystals which are
permanent in the air, and by heating become slightly brown and
then detonate. By recrystallization only crystalline crusts are
obtained, which no longer detonate by heating, but only defla-
grate with a smoky flame.

Picrate of Protoxyd of Manganese.—This beautiful salt, the most
interesting of all the picrates, is easily formed by dissolving the
protocarbonate ofmanganese in hot aqueous picric acid. By spon-
taneous evaporation large prisms belonging to the rhombic system
are readily obtained. T M he faces oo poo ,oo poo

,

with an intermediate prism face, and the terminal planes OP. The
face oo poo is sometimes wanting, and no pyramidal faces were
found in any of the very numerous specimens examined.

These crystals are distinctly d ed by light

transmitted through the prism parallel to its axis, they are of a
clear pale yellow color ; in any other position they are of a

ion. v:ii\i;:- with tfie light. If a crystal be held
with its prismatic axis vertical, and be viewed horizontally

through a Nicols' prism, so placed that the principal section

passing through the obtuse trihedral angles of the prism shall be
in the same plane as fch ia of a fine

salmon-red, varying with different specimens. If the same prin-

cipal axis of the Nicols' prism be turned till it is at right angles

to the axis of the crystal, the image becomes clear light amber-

yellow.

The picrate of manganese does not appear to be capable of

forming double salts with soda or ammonia. A crystal heated

on platinum foil becomes deep red and then instantly deflagrates,

so suddenly as to project portions which do not take fire.

Picrate of Protoxyd of Iron'.—Isomorphous with the i;

and cadmi' * prisms

belonging to the rhombic system, and exhibiting the same faces

as the manganous salt, viz. : oo p oo, oo p oo with an intermediate

Prism face, and the terminal planes OP. The face oo p oo is

also in this, and the isomorphous cadmium salt, often want-

ln g- It does not, however, appear to possess the dichromatic

properties of the picrates of manganese and cadmium, and unless

' -: '

' '

- '' " ' '

surface. Even in solution, however, it is sufficiently permanent
to be crystallized by .spontaneous evaporation in an open evap-

ri'ace of the solution becomes indeed covered

with a film of decomposed salt, but good crystals may be picked

out from underneath.
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Picrate of Peroxyd of Iron.—Picric acid in solution boiled with

freshly precipitated and still moist peroxyd of iron takes up so

little of the metal as to give but slight indications with sulpho-

cyanid of potassium. By accurately precipitating picrate of

baryta with persulphate of iron and leaving to cry-

spontaneous evaporation, the perpicrate of iron is obtained in

small yellowish red prisms and yellow needles, which, particu-

larly when examined with a lens, exhibit a beautiful amethyst

reflexion. Heated on platinum foil, it fuses to a red liquid which

grows deeper and deeper in color until it takes fire and burns

with a hissing noise.

Picrate of Cobalt.—The neutral salt is readily obtained by add-

ing a somewhat concentrated solution of chlorid of cobalt to a

similar one of picrate of soda. If the solutions be hot the salt

crystallizes out by cooling. In this way beautiful amber-brown

crystals may be obtained which often extend entirely across the

evaporating dish, and which must be freed from adhering chlorid

of sodium by recrystallization from a small quantity of hot water.

This process is more easy and less wasteful than that recom-

mended in the text-books, of digesting picric acid with carbonate

of cobalt and separating the neutral from the basic salt by abso-

lute alcohol. Heated on platinum foil, the picrate of cobalt melts,

becoming reddish-black and deflagrates with a white light.

Picrate of Nickel—Hydrated oxyd of nickel readily dissolves

in hot aqueous picric acid, giving a yellow solution which yields

green crystals by evaporation. By spontaneous evaporation

beautiful prisms are obi an inch and a half or

more in length. By heat it becomes first yellow, then brown,

and finally deflagrates with a brilliant white light.

Ammonia Picrate of Nickel—This beautiful but very unstable

salt is formed whenever an ammoniacal solution of chlorid of nic-

kel is mixed with a soluble picrate. I have generally used picrate

of baryta for this purpose. An abundant and highly i

bright yellow precipitate takes place; which under the compound

microscope is found to consist of bundles of transpare

crystals. Even cold water in sufficient quantity decomposes this

salt. Placed on a filter and washed th« water runs through bright

yellow, and after a sufficient time the filter is found to contain

nothing but hydrated oxyd of nickel, free from any trace of picric

acid, converted partly into basic carbonate by exposure to the

atmosphere. The wash water by evaporation yields, as might be

expected, crystals of picrate of ammonia. It is, therefore, evi-

dent that the salt when precipitated must be washed with the

smallest possible quantity of water. Nearly the whole of the

picrate of ammonia may be washed out without changing the

color of the precipitate, which becomes a bright yellow meal ot

hydrated oxyd of nickel colored by a trace of picrate, having
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undergone no visible change except the loss of its crystalline
structure. Heated on platinum foil, the ammonia picrate of nickel
turns brown a a brilliant white light.

_
Picrate of Protoxyd of Chromium.—Chromous acetate dissolved

in aqueous picric acid yields a brown solutiou which by sponta-
neous evaporation dries up to a crust which shows no trace of
crystallization.

Picrate of Sesquioxyd of Chromium.—-Basic carbonate ofchromic
oxyd boiled with aqueous picric acid gives a greenish solution
which b\ spontaneous <\ \\ uutiou ail i<U jo. iish ci ists . ith
no trace of crystallization. But by accurately precipitating the
violet modification of sulphate of sesquioxyd' of chromium with
picrate of baryta, and leaving the filtrate to evaporate sponta-
neously, minut re obtained.

Picrate of Zinc.—Carbonate of zinc readily dissolves in hot
aqueous picric acid, and the salt crystallizes out in small prisms
which effloresce even in well closed vessels.

Picrate of Cadmium.—Carbonate of cadmium dissolves readily
in hot aqueous picric acid, and gives by spontaneous evaporation,
very beautiful crystals belonging to the rhombic system, and
isomorphous with the manganese and iron salts, which it very
closely resembles; it is, however, somewhat lighter in color than
the manganese salt, and possesses its dichromatic properties in a
much inferior degree. It is extremely soluble in water, and the

_ (dually effloresce even in well closed vessels. By con-
tinued boiling its aqueous solution deposits a brown powder,
probably a basic salt.

Ammonia Picrate of Copper.—This salt bears great resemblance
to the corresponding nickel salt. It is readily obtained by mixing
a solution of sulphate of copper in ammonia with an alkaline

picrate; an abundant precipitate falls, so bulky that if the solu-

tions are so 1 the mixture becomes pasty.

Like the nickel salt, it scarcely bears washing. Boiled with
water, a solution of picrate of ammonia is obtained, and brown
flakes of oxyd of copper deposited. A portion of the salt

covered with "a large quantity of waiter and occasionally stirred

for a day or two is entirely decomposed, with deposition of blu<3

flakes of hydrated oxyd of copper. The freshly precipitated salt

examined under a good microscope appears highly crystalline.

Its color is greenish-yellow with a faint reddish shade, and it has

much the lustre and general appearance of the dust upon the

wings of butterflies, i

.

an foil, it deflagrates

powerfully with a brilliant white light.

Picrate of Peroxyd of Mercury.—Carbonate of peroxyd of mer-

cury dissolves by digestion in aqueous picric acid, and gives by
evaporation brilliant orange-colored needles, easily soluble in

water, and by exposure to air efflorescing to yellow. Heated it
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reddens, melts, takes fire and burns with vivid combustion.

The picrate of protoxyd of mercury is a greenish-yellow, very
insoluble precipitate.

Picrate ofSilver is but slightly soluble. Nitrate of silver poured
into a solution of a soluble picrate, as picrate of magm
at first no precipitate, but after a few minutes beautiful radiating

clusters of needles form in all directions through the liquid.

Picrate of Urea.—This very beautiful combination is easily ob-

tained by dissolving urea in solution of picric acid. It crystal-

lizes in large fan-shaped aggregations of bright yellow needles,

permanent in the air.

Picrate of Quinia.—Alkaline picrates added to solution of sul-

phate of quinia throw down a bright yellow powder, insoluble

in water, but very soluble in alcohol. By spontaneous evapora-

tion of the alcoholic solution in a beaker glass covered with

filtering paper, small tufts of yellow needles are obtained. The
statement of L. L. Bonaparte quoted in Gerhardt (Chemie Organ-

ique, iv, 123) I have not found confirmed. Heated on platinum

foil, it burns quietly with a yellow flame.

Art. XLIV.—On Deep Sea Explorations ; by Prof. VV. P.

Trowbridge.

Our present knowledge of the depth of the sea, in all quarters

of the globe, may be compared to the ideas which existed in the

minds of men, with regard to the form of the eo

America, after the first voyages of the old Spanish and English

navigators. Previous to the discovery of Columbus, the most

exaggerated notions were entertained of the boundless extent,

the unfathomable depths, and the dark wastes of that great chaos

of waters which no man had yet dared to explore.

The discovery of the great navigator, was quickly followed

by the explorations of Ponce de Leon, Cabot, and others, who

touched upon various points of the unknown land, and bore

back to the old world trophies from the new. Many of the

charts made by these bold mariners are still preserved as me-

morials of their achievements ; but what a contrast do they pre-

sent to the maps of the present day ; in most of them, scarcely

a resemblance can be traced to the form of the continent which

we now inhabit. The world does not cease to honor these ad-

venturous pilots, because their first efforts were not entirely suc-

cessful : subsequent researches, with the help of continued im-

provements in the art of navigation, and in astronomic
corrected their errors without detracting from their merits. But
while these vague notions with regard to the superficial extent
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of the sea have been removed, and its surface measured with all

desirable accuracy, the veil of mystery still obscures its depths.

The bottom has been reached at various points, and the world has
just witnessed the wonderful stride in human progress, to which
the first movements in this new field of scientific investigation

have led. It is therefore legitimate, now, to review what has
been done ; not with a view of criticising the works of those

who have been foremost in these discoveries, but with the better

motive of seeking for tru:i i and stimulating to renewed efforts

those who have already done so much, by suggesting probable

causes of error in the results which have been obtained ; so that

new methods may be devised, if necessary, for establishing with

the certainty which science and the popular mind now require

the true form of that portion of the solid crust of the earth,

which lies concealed beneath the waters of the ocean.

The question of the character of the thin covering of the bot-

tom, has undoubtedly been settled by the examination of speci-

mens brought to the surface. And here we must digress some-

what to refer to the labors of those who were first instrumental

in inaugurating deep sea explorations.

In the year 1845, Lieutenant (now Commander) Charles H.

Davis, U.S.N., while running a line of deep-sea soundings across

the Gulf Stream, under the direction of the Superintendent of the

Coast Survey, obtained one cast of 1850 fathoms, and brought

up a specimen of the bottom with the "specimen cup" of Lieut.

H. S. Stellwagen, U. S. Navy. With regard to this sounding,

Lieut. Davis remarked as follows : "U. S. Brig Washington Oct.

29th, 1845. Sounded with 1300 fathoms line, (If miles,) and

found bottom at that depth." " After the lead was felt to strike

the bottom, the line became slack, so that the quartermaster

could haul it in hand over hand." "It appeared to fall off again

from the side of the bank, and took the remainder of the line

amounting to 1350 fathoms" (in all). " The cup came up jilted

^ith a, greenish mud, which is preserved. " At o i\ M.. sounded

again with 715 fathoms line, and found the same bottom as be-

fore." The cup referred to, was the Stellwagen cup, which is

used by some at the present day. In the explorations of Lieut

Davis, 95 specimens of the bottom, and 25 specimens of water at

various depths, were brought up and preserved. ±r
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ceeding year, in the same explorations, soundings were made to

the depth of 1500 and 2160 fathoms, without finding bottom;

but in the latter case the temperature of the water was recorded

at the depth named. In 1848, in the explorations off Cape Hat-

teras, the officer engaged in the explorations lost his instrument,

with 3300 fathoms of line out.

These Gulf Stream explorations were undoubtedly the first

systematic deep sea explorations ever undertaken.
Our principal object, however, is to notice those great depths

where no bottom was found, and to examine whether the failure

to find the bottom, was, under the circumstances, any pr>. of that

it did not exist at much less depths than those reported, or

whether any conclusion whatever can be derived from the re-

When we reflect that two-thirds of the earth's surface is cov-

ered with water, while the remaining third is dry land; and

that the figure of the solid part can only be known when we

can trace with certainty the mountain ranges and valleys along

the bottom of the sea, it becomes important to scrutii

reported measurements which give such enormous- depressions

in different parts of the sea, compared with which the highest

mountain ranges are insignificant elevations. Numerous instan-

ces have been reported in which soundings have been made to

the depth of five, six, seven, eight and nine miles without find-

ing bottom ; and again over large areas the bottom of the sea is

represented as a comparatively level plain submerged to the

depth of two, three or four miles. Supposing these reported

measurements to have been correct, we would have, still, very

insufficient data for arriving at any correct conclusion- wiw
regard to the elevations and depressions of the ocean bed. What
idea could be formed, for instance, of the topography of our

country, if our knowledge of its surface consisted in knowing

the height, above the level of the sea, of only one point in every
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State of the Union. Such points, selected at random, might be

the highest or lowest points within an area of some ; I

of square miles ; and after all, we would only know that it was

possible to measure those heights, without being able to conjec-

ture, even, their relation to each other. In the case of deep-sea

soundings, we only know that bottom has been reached
;
in some

at depths which show that our ideas concerning the

aable abysses of the ocean have been erroneous, and to

sustain the belief that the mean depth is less than has been sup-

posed. With regard to the uncertainties of the measurements,

it is not sufficient to say that, compared with the immense area

over which they are spread, the depths are very small ;
it might

as well be argued that the height of the Alps is insignificant

compared with the distance around the earth, and therefore an

error in height of one or two miles is unimportant : or that the

elevations of ordinary mountain ranges need not be noticed when
compared with the area of a continent. We are dealing \

'

'

i hardly within the limits of scientific accuracy.

Prominent among the instances of these, reported unfath-

omable depths stands the sounding of Captain Denham of the

British Navy, in H. M. S. Herald, made in October, 1852, on
a voyage from Kio de Janeiro to the Cape of Good Hope. This
is an extreme case, but since it is reported among the

deep-sea casts, it will serve best for illustration.* All other great

c**ts of the lead which have been reported are subject to the same

wuses of error, which are to be ft)
; a greater

and some in a less degree ; so that it is not necessary for us to

believe, yet any thing with regard to them, except that they

gave no result. The sounding of Captain Denham was made
wJth a lead weighing nine pounds, attached to a line one-tenth

°f an inch in diameter ; ancl it is reported that this lead de-

scended to the depth of nearly nine miles in the sea without

touching bottom. , . . . . . ,

„ In accordance with a plan wlr,

v. in 1846, in the explorations of

Je Gulf Stream, and which has constantly been folio

Captain Denham noted the time of running out of the successive

Portions of the sounding line during the nine hours of its sup-

Posed descent. According to these observed times of descent

?* nine pound lead communicated to the descending line at the

<kpth of 3,000 fathoms or 18,000 feet a velocity of two feet per

Second; a result which is philosophically impossible, since the re-

* I ip«+ xt r tt<ou, rlpPTi casts in his sailing directions, but his rules
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sistance of the water acting upon a line of this diameter, moving
with a velocity of two feet per second, at the depth w
amounts to more than three times the weight of the lead or shot

used. It will hardly be necessary to enter into any argument to

show that there can be no motion of descent, when the resifiUooe

to that motion is three times the weight of the moving mass.

Further, the observations show that the nine pound shot and line

were running with a velocity of two feet and a half per second

at the depth of 2,000 fathoms or 12,000 feet. Here the result

is in quite as strong a manner the mechanical laws U
the descent ; and in fact below 1000 fathoms or 6000 feet, if we

credit the observations, a velocity was observed in the running

out of the line which it was impossible for the lead to communi-

cate to it. In fact but a small part of that velocity could have

been produced by the descent of the lead. Here we have a reli-

able result to the depth of 1,000 fathoms only. The difference

between this result and the conclusions of Captaim Denham is

simply the difference between one mile and nine miles.

In measuring the distance to the sun an error of eight miles

would hardly be worth noticing, perhaps, but what conclusions

can be drawn from a measurement in which the probable error

amounts to eight times the whole distance?

Popular ideas with regard to the sinking of bodies in the sea,

have heretofore been vague ; for the reason, perhaps, that the

laws which govern this descent, and which are derived from

the well known laws of fluids, have never been fully defined in

their application to the depths of the ocean. Some imagine that

ships which founder at sea, sink to a certain depth, and there

float about until broken to pieces, or thrown upon some bank

beneath the sea ; and, indeed, a recent writer in England has

published a book sustaining this absurd notion. Others again

believe that the buoyant force of the water at great depths is enor-

mous, and due to the whole pressure of the column of water

above, and that all bodies which are lighter than water at the

surface, will, if sunk to the bottom and detached from the sinker,

shoot upward with a great velocity ; or, in other words, that the

density o£ the water increases directly with the depth. These

views are erroneous. It is true the pressure increases with the

depth, to the amount of fifteen pounds upon every square inch,

for every thirty -four feet in depth ; but the density is not thereby

sensibly increased, owing to the incompressibility of the water;

so that neither the buoyant force, nor the resistance to the mo-

tion of any body, are sensibly increased from the surface to the

bottom. At the depth of 3000 fathoms, for instance, the pressure

upon a square inch is nearly 8000 pounds, but the column ot

18000 feet of water, is only shortened about 60 feet ; the density
is thus but slightly increased; but the effect of this enormous
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pressure upon compressible bodies, as air, wood, &c„ is to con-

dense them into a smaller bulk, by which they may be rendered
-

' -, and v,;!l rink of their own weight. A piece

of wood cannot float at the bottom of the sea, but a very slight

extraneous force will bring it to the surface.

Now, how is it with the sounding lead and line? The lead,

if allowed to descend alone, will fall with a uniform and rapid

velocity to the bottom. This velocity will be attained within a

few feet of the surface, and will be due to the opposing forces of

gravity and the resistance of the water, which will be balanced,

when the uniform velocity is reached. But if a line be at-

tached to the lead, a few hundred feet of the line will offer a

to the motion nearly equal to the whole weight of the

lead, and as successive lengths of line are drawn into the water,

the mutant'*- - n>n*t.nitlv increased; so that at 2000 or 3000

fathoms deptl !'._• lb . -t - i -ponded in

the sea by the resistance of the water along the sides of the line.

Some idea of the resistance which opposes the motion of a

sounding line, may be formed from the fact that upon 1000 fath-

oms of a line one-tenth of an inch in diameter, moving with a

velocity of three feet per second, the resistance is between twenty-

five and thirty pounds. And if the velocity be increased to six

feet per second, the resistance upon the line becomes an hundred

pounds, nearly. Or, if the length of the line be doubled, with

the same velocity, the resistance is doubled ; and it is also di-

rectly proportional to the diameter of the line.

These are some of the reasons why an improvement in the

mode of measuring the depths of the sea, is not only desirable,

but necessary, before a certain knowledge of those depths can

be obtained.

Art. XLY.—Application of Polarized Light to the Microscope;

by Dr. M. C. White.

For conducting microscopic myastifl«fcioiMi with polarized

light it is customary to employ two Nicol s prisms one of which

is placed below the stage of the microscope, and the other just

above the object-glass. If the prism placed below the sUge u
larae a in m

:amed b? h%ht TeRec
}
ed

.

ixo™ a

concave mi ** Prism >
or b^ <»ndensmS the

light, after it passes the prism, by means of an achromatic con-

denser. But I the Nichol's prism transmits only the extraor-

dinary ray produced by double refraction of the Iceland spar

of which k i

P
s composed, one-half the light is lost and a power-

ful light is required to give adequate ill "
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The Nicol's prism above the object-glass, used for an analyser,

requires to be large, otherwise the lateral portions of each pencil

of light are cut off, the object seen in the microscope appears

insufficiently illuminated, and the definition becomes very im-

On the other hand, if the Nicol's prism is very large its

length is increased in the same proportion as the breadth, and

considerable aberration is produced by transmitting the pencil of

light through so great a thickness of Iceland spar. A lateral

displacement takes place equal to about one twelfth of the length

of the Nicol's prism through which the light is transmitted.

These errors may be corrected and the definition of delicate

objects greatly improved by placing another prism, exactly like

the first, above it in the body of the microscope below the eye-

piece, with its plane of principal section rotated 180°. This cor-

rects entirely the lateral displacement. The second prism in the

body of the microscope may be simply a prism of Iceland spar

of the same dimensions as the Nicol's prism used as an analyser.

This prism of Iceland spar may be placed next above the object-

glass, and the Nicol's prism, if sufficiently large, just below the

eye-piece without altering the effect. To show the important

value of this compensating prism in the body of the Microscope,

I will describe the results obtained with this apparatus.
With J. & W. Grunow's microscope No. 4, and a polarizing

prism two and three-tenths of an inch in thickness beneath the

stage, mounted to be used either with or without an achromatic

condenser, I placed in the body of the microscope above the

object-glass a Nicol's prism for an analyser, measuring two and

one-fifth inches in thickness, and a prism of Iceland spar of the

same dimensions (obtained from Eossie, N. Y.) in a reversed po-

sition just below the eye-piece. With this arrangement, using

an eighth inch objective made by J. & W. Grunow, I was able

to see three sets of lines on the Navicula angulata clear!

and with a good light, I could also distinctly see the six sides of

the little hexagons on the same specimens. These phenomena
can be seen with either of the three eye-pieces belonging to the

microscope, but the six sides of the hexagons are best seen with

No. 2 or No. 3 eye-piece. Taking away the compensating prism

of plain Iceland spar, and with the same arrangement in every

other respect, at the utmost only two sets of lines were seen, and

the hexagons appear only as black dots, the form of wh
not be distinguished. These facts prove con
the great value of the compensating prism here described, which
has never before been applied to the ]

knowledge extends.
New Haven, Oct. 1, 1858.
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Biographical Notices.—On the records of the same year, appears the
death in France of two men of the same name, both of the great class of

inventors, and victims of their scientific zeal and devotion :

—

one, Louis Frederic Sauvage, the inventor of the screw used in nata-
tion

; the other, Alexis Sauvage, inventor of the method
steamboats with pure water hv continued <lj>t illation. Altlini^h one m
name, there was no family relation between them.

Frederic Sauvage was born in Boulogne sur Mer, September 19, 1785.

He was at first employed in the department of military engineering. In

2811, he became naval constructor; and a fact is mentioned of him, that

>i. A French Company engaged him
to construct steamboats to run between Boulogne and London. After

examining the plans, and tin. ini-- that the} weiv faulty. Sauvage made
some statements that were n t well received N ~ r m ling the great

remuneration which the work promised, he took hi- discharge from the

company, unable, he said, to undertake to construct vessels that could

not be navio-at [ the lives of those aboard.

m fact, he had soon to give up his profession.

In 1821, he made arreng . n, for sawing

•ated i

of a small model, and worked out N
j

> ; it i.s »d h \»^t
|

sitior, foi

••
. . 7 '

>-.-
.- - -•

ferenceof the u » rnment iid th juil
.

H -

being rejected in Fi ince. was i ! pted in Kn<_: utd. It « .-
'

bad ©owe. Be -vat te prim f I del* incurred

:- ..
_

...
.

, .,- .;,-! - - ^ -

Of the first French *<-r. - ''
nt " f t!

";
*''*''"' UvA

been emploved d.rferenW.om tin \' > -f th- •
.
m 1 it worked

poorly; n
• the patent

of Sauvs - *™S-
i

..,». He died at an Insane Retreat, in July of

.velve years. «-.-,._.
Two invention's due to F Saliva"- -.

urs^ dating

from 188e,ia Ph for &* ^ulptor, em-
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best works in statuary. This process, still employed by Mr. Henn >\uiv-

age, the son of the inventor, is now used at the Louvre, and ought soon

to supply all the academies and schools with a collection of fine models.

The hydraulic bellows, by which water may be raised to a height de-

y the weight of the column of water, was the last invention of

Frederic Sauvage. This machine is applicable to a multitude of uses,

and may replace with economy the pumps used for irrigation and fire-

engines.

As observed above, the life of Alexis Sauvage was much like that of

Frederic, and before speaking of his works, we may relate briefly his

history.

Alexis Sauvage was born in 1781, near Paris, of parents who were

common laborers. Without home resources, he had only his skil

ce ; and his example may 1

mentto the young without means, showing what may be accomplished

by perseverance and study.

Alexis Sauvage entered as apprentice at Bellevue, in the m
of the locksmith, Gamin, who gave lessons, as is known, to Lonfe 2P L

Becoming well versed in his profession, he was afterwards employed as

a mechanic in the government workshops.
In 1816, when illumination by gas was introduced into P«

after taking an active part in the operations which decided the adoption

of this mode of lighting, brought into use a method of il

panoramas. The government of Lou n this inven-

tion under its own control, a company was formed in 1822 under the

auspices of the King, with the aid of Chaptal and other scientific no-

tabilities. Sauvage was made superintendent of the illumination of

Paris and the royal theatres. In this position, he rendered very great

service to the new industry. To him, we owe the first method of control-

ling the distribution and consumption of gas, and in particular the registra-

tion of the burners, and the application on a large scale of gas metres.

Among the inventions of Mr. Sauvage connected with this subject, are,

the porcelain tubes, called gas candles, a mode of imitating the sun-

light by means of gas in I atre, and the arrangement

for lowering w r.lic halls.

After 1830, the union J'sh Gas Companies led

to a sad change in the position of Alexis Sauvage, for he was deprived

of his place as Superintendent of the Paris works. He then applied

other departments of the industrial arts. lie took up the

manufacture of beet sugar, and im rat apparatus,

(Sauvage's apparatus) for evaporating the saccharine juices in a vacuum.

He was also the first who undertook in France, and successfully, the con-

r he steam-heating apparatus ; and who conceived and execu-

ted the Telescope Gasometer, and mounted them in many gas works.
But the scientific and industrial subject which most engaged his

thoughts, was the continued supply of water to steam boih
the water distilled in the action of the engine. The problem occupied
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him till his death, and he had the happiness of success on a small scale.
The method now waits only to be established in confidence by a trial in

During his life of labor, filled with privations and mortifications,
Alexis Sauvage met with a severe accident. In 1849, he was badly

the explosion of the Telescope Gasometer at the Opera. In the
midst of the general fright, he did not hesitate to face the flames, and, at
the peril of his life, go and close the valves of the gasometer ; he thus
saved from immediate destruction a quarter of Paris, as also the whole
equipment of the theatre. The horrible burns he then got led liim j,r<-

• the grave. And how did the English Gas Company mam-
ards one rendered infirm in their service f Did it

not at least assure him of bread for the rest of his life ? They ordered
him a bronze medal and let him go to the hospital.

Incapable of work, and failing to obtain justice, Mr. Sauvage applied to

and it was not until six years had passed, in 1855, that the

mpany was condemned to pay a pension for his support of
WOO francs.

After this great disaster by fire, Alexis Sauvage never recovered his

health
; but he still held firm to hope and his moral energy. A medal

of the second class was given him by the Jury at the " Exposition

Universale," in 1855; and efforts were made to secure him the means
of carrying out, on a large scale, his system of condensation. But the
unhappy inventor was not permitted to see it accomplished. His old
wounds reopened, and he died of gangrene.

In deference to the last wish of A. Sauvage, his son and some of his

friends have taken it upon them to give to humanity the benefit of the

of the steam engine invented by him. An en-

gine of this kind, of ten-horse power, is now constructing at Paris. No
other interest

|
good, actuates those engaged in it,

, <
;i

v _, , _ since became public property. We
take this opportunity of giving some account of his plan.

''—
The inconveniences due to supplying steam boilers with common water,

constantly renewed, are well known, in the thick incrustations which

cause the bun of the boiler, the waste of fuel, and
the larger number of explosions. In marine boilers, all these incon-

veniences are experienced with greatly increased force. The invention

of Alexis Sauvage, is designed to avoid these evils, by

hoiler solely with pure
the attention of Mr. S. i

1 endeavored to supply distilled water I

""
' as been more fortunate in his

-""'

i use of the apparatus he has i

l feeding of the boiler with pu
able to dispense with the air-pump in the condensing engine, 1

high pressure engine to obtain a c

would be difficult to give the details of the condensing appai

but we may be able from the plans before us to convey a g<

of the system. The condensing apparatus consists essentially, J
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ary engines, of a series of parallel straight tubes, surrounded by cold

water on their outside to determine the liquefaction of the vapor; and

the heat given up to the condensing water is also availed of in part in

feeding the boiler.
_

In steamboats, the condensation acts in a still more simple manner.

Four openings are provided in the hull of the ship on each side of the

keel, two forward and two aft, covered and connected respectively by

ter, when the vessel is in motion. These openings are control]

stopcocks. If within these large tubes, one or more condei

are extended, the liquefaction of the st md without

the need of any mechanism, or the consumption of any power. &i
system of Alexis Sauvage, for feeding steam boilers with condensed va-

por, claims the following advantages :

1st, An increase of power in all engines, and especially in high pres-

3d, Diminished consumption of fuel, due, (1) to the use of water at

35° to 40° C. (=95° to 104° F.)
; (2) to the absence of solid or muddy

incrustations in the boiler
; (3) to the absence of foam or spray in the

I inn, or steam free from water me-

- impended, (4) to the absence of any necessity for stopping to

clean out the boiler.

4th, The preservation of the boiler from the injuries resulting from the

mechanical operation of removing the deposits, and above all, from all

danger of bruising the iron.

[It is but just to an ingenious American inventor, Mr. Stephen A.

Gold, to say that he many years since constructed a steam bo:.

which the' condensation of the steam was effected m a

hollow metal keel, with perfect success —Eds.]
Electric Telegraph.—The Academy of Sciences has recently had un-

magazine of powder, would be a source of danger. It was referred to a

1 follows

:

TheComn. tain that the currents used for tele-

graphing along the wires, can never cau-e accident. For if broken by

even kindle th n the w i r their supports. Hut

it i. oh it with iun miu. , , , t liu, win. iiiu be ot iri '

r

1

and serious in its consequences, if a powder magazine wt r. u< ar by. A

stroke of lightning might fuse the wire tor some length, and throw the

melted globule to a o rther .till, with the aid

ofthe v..,,,. 1;.-m '..,. the inflamed ends of the wire could not fail to

describe a large area, and carry far the fire.

For security, the Commission propose,

1st, To substitute subterranean wires for the aerial, whenever it runs

within a hundred yards of a powder magazine.

i the magazine to render

3d, To set n poles 15 t< 20 yards high, m
J of these subterranean wires, in order to protect from the

direct action of lightning.
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Photography— Sensitiveness of Photographic Reagents.—The sensitive-
ness of the reagents used in jil^t.^nq.liv. is well known. But there are
others more sensitive still. \\h ii -I - in. iv with plu.tntrr.-.phi. re-

sults. Photographers are aware that they do not succeed well in the vi-

cinity of a perfumery, and that even the effluvia from the hand that has
been wet with an essence, will prevent success when it was thought to be
""" It has even been supposed that in i

'

)spuere was full of vegetable emanations and vapors drawn from the
•^il by heat, photographs do not sin se influences

must be avoU. j, Evidently, the emanations from
the soil and plants are themselves sensitive to the chemical rays, and
more so than the photographic reagents, especially chlorid of silver, and
hence as far as they are not destroyed, may monopolize the chemical

These thoughts are suggested by a fact recently made known by Mr.
Ford. He bs &» in spite of

. fail id of g ><>.! I'Vtures. After long seeking the cause, he

M owing to his room being near a storehouse of

nous to the

wlach were nitrate of silver, pyro-
gallic acid, ai toda. He moved to another place and
had no more difficulty.

New Photographic process for the Printing of positive proofs.—

A

piece of strip] -buret of carbon, in the proportions of

former to seventy-five of the latter, and the solu-

i filtered. The solution in sufficient quantity is poured on the

paper, which is shaken q
ion, in order that it may

spread equally, and crystals of opaque sulphur may not form. The pa-
per thus prepared, is kept in the dark. At the required moment, the

paper is put under an ordinary negative, and exposed to tl

kweg ty-fi<re seconds to a minute, or five minutes on a dark day. When
taken out, nothing is seen on the paper.

Nothing l of the paper when it is removed

. ft is then put over a mercury bath at the bottom of

which are placed some grams of this metal. The sulphurized paper

from the camera is then exposed at th iietres above

the mercurv.
(

«*» on a frame of pa-
h, with its

face to then. 1 paper. The vapor of mercury, com-

bines with the portions of sulphur which have received the influence of

the sun's ravs forming a yellowish brown sulphure" •

:' n.-n ury. «!!. h

Perfectly rep: impression. The }-ieture is then

protected by a li
albumen, to preserve it.

This is the process of M. Salmon, of Chartres.

false Dm -. were con-

sulted respecting a stone of fine water, cut like the regen:

which had been offered to dealers as a diarooi

Proved it to be a topaz. The owner of it afterwards earned it to \ lenna,

where, according to a letter &om Mr, !!..:_ r, it was also shown toJ
a topaz, both

ag to a letter from Mr. 11;. . : _ :

by its double refraction, hardu
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asked some millions for his gem, and jewellers offered him but -

; iosity. It is to be hoped tbat it will

not come again into market as a diamond.

Silk- Worms.—One of the most a-- I of tbe mem-

bers of the society of acclimation, M. Guerin Meneville, who has been

rested in the introduction of new silk-worms, has just suc-

ceeded in acclimating in France a new silk-worm from China, where it

;

, (177 ) hum 1 f..i th ti si time by Dauben-

ton, Jr., in his colored plates which were published between 1760 and

1765, and raised for some centuries in China, where its silk •

people. Roxburgh, in 1804, supposed the Eria which is raised in British

India, to be the same, and this confusion has continued till recently, so

that the Eria, (or Arrindv-arria. as it is called in Hindoostan.) has gone

by the name of Bombyx ('n^h'.a. The Kria is a different species liv-

ing on the Ricinus ; and we have several t i 1

1

i
. -.- sp-.k n of it.

The study of the species by Guerin Meneville, has brongl

differences between the two in the cocoons and the habits of the worms.

The cocoons carded give an excellent flock of silk which is used in

China and Bengal for very firm tissues. The color of the silk is a fane

rlax gray ; and cloths made of it are not injured by the rain, or oil,

and wear long.

Now that the introduction of the silk-worm is accomplish, I

is turned to the extension ot it industrially. « ..mm .V. neville proposes

for this end I ,uMM of Aylanthus, a tree that grows

easily on poor soil ; then to place the worms upon them in spring that

were hatched in the month of May, and let them eat the leaves. Care

should be taken to preserve them from the birds, which is easily done

by an invalid workman incapable of other work, as lias been I

i ..:..:. V the i ud of June, the first crop may be gath-

ered, and a second in August. The cocoons for reproduction should be

preserved until the next May. which requires, as with the silk-worm ot

the Ricinus, and the Dipsacus Fullonum, special care in the winter.
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At HATCHETTE'S, Rue Pierre Sarazin, Paris:

E. DeWarren, L'Inde Anglaise avant et apres V insurrection de 18o/.

3d edition, 2 vols, in 12mo ; 1858.—Mr. DeWarren has been in the ser-

vice of the East India Company for twenty years, and speak- u

sight. The first edition appeared twelve years since. The record ot re-

Blaise Pascal : Oeuvres Completes. 2 vols, 12mo ;
1858.—Blaise

Pascal, the great philosopher, the great theologian, who at the age o

man, died in 1657, at the age of thirty-nine. This edition is a

n of his works, both philosophical and scientific. The latter

are found in the second volume, and include, besides others, Experiments

aim, Treatise on the Equilibrium of Liquids, Treatise on t&e

Weight of Air, Arithmetical Machine, Treatise on Numerical Orders,

Problems on the Cycloid, History of the Roulette, Treatise on the Arcs

of Circles, etc.
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Cortambert: Cours de Geographic 2d edition; 1857.—Mr. Cor-
tarr.ber! is ^niitu-nt in Franco, as an instructor in Geography; and his

works bare corresponding success. The first edition appeared two years

At BAIL-LITRE'S, Paris

:

M. Lecoq : Etudes sur la Geographie botanique de VEurope et en par-

ir la vegStation du plateau central de France. T. ix, 1858;
Paris.—Tito printing ot" tins work began in 1854, and the last volume
lv^ j,M aj.p ii.-d. 'll.iir. ;. u> of stu h m 1 observation in Auvergne,

are discussed from a geological and botanical point of view.

SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.

I. CHEMISTRY AND PHYSICS.

1. On telescopes of silvered glass u,
'•'«/ and par-

aboloidal surfaces.—Foucatjlt has communicated to the Academy of

Sciences a memoir on the substitution of silvered glass for met
' -

wees of revolution which reflect parallel rays to a single focus.

It may be reasonably don ->'" h »s S ™ beyond or

.he Earl of Rosse, Nasrayth, and other

English median < al art -ts w] > have devoted themselves to this subject,

but we shall, nevertheless, give his statements as we find them. Foucault,

place, remarks that the 8]
» difflcntt to

ovature of a concave mirror, the image

surrounded by an aureole, the appearance of which indicates del

surface. The author ren

different parts until the image is free from faults. The aplien.

-:.-.. .,'. ...-, .V.
:

by successive processes of approximation. A Lorn

focus; the image of course recedes in the opposite direction. By means

of an appropriate polisher, the figure of the mirror is corrected for each

successive portion of the luminous point, until finally the aberration be-

comes invisible for parallel rays. A telescope constructed m this manner

.noter, and having a focal length of

a resolving the blue star ot J Andromedse

._j result had hitherto been obtained only by

Struve with the large Pulkowa instrument.— Comptes Haidus,xlvu, ZOo.

has found that the color of the light emitted ^ phosphorescent bo^cl.es

depends upon the temperature. Thu^sulphid of^*™™%™?r
™! T-T I"

.

temperatures, but char

_

..„_!..._- „o f;.« -.in,! returns affain to its original tint when
i temperature v

•stored. In the case of sulphid of strontium

the colors"^.. :

:ls the temperature r~ L
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upon the partic

jRendus, xlvii, 105.

3. Distinction and separation of arsenic from antimony and zinc—
Bunsen finds that oxyd of antimony is most readih ui<tii _, lisli ! fn m ui-

timonicacid and antimonate of antimony (2Sb04=Sb03+SbOs) even

tion of a littl stances oxyd of

antimony is dissolved to a yellow liquid without separation of

the other two cases iodine is set free and remains dissolved in the iodid of

potassium. Even when the quantity of antimonic acid does not exceed

some hundredths of a milligramme the solution gives a violet-blue or

amethyst-red color when shaken with a few drops of bisulphid of carbon,

and antimony spots obtained in Marsh's process are easily

ished by the following method. The spot is to be treated with

I of density 1-42 to moisten it, and then gently 1

heated cvanishes. The porcelain plate is to be gently heated

lamp while the operator blows strongly upon the moistened spot, uuui

the acid is completely evaporated without boiling. A drop of the am-

monia-nitrate of. silver v

the well-known yellow or brown-red
|

the duration of the action of the nit]

arsenous or arsenic acid. In estimating antim;
converts the precipitated sulphid into SbzOs by heating it in a porcelain

! fuming nitric acid. The !

of this acid is 86°, and therefore lower than the melting point of sulphur.

The sulphur of the sulphid is therefore separated as a fine powder, and

is evaporated in a water

bath. The white residual mass gives on ignition pure SbsOs. As the

listened with acid of density of 1*42. Another met!

_ die sulphid of antimony with 30-40 times its weight of oxyd

of mercury in a porcelain crucible, or better, in a platinum cr

with glass. For the precautions to be taken in using this method we

would refer to the original memoir. Bunsen finds that hwulpM
dissolves sulphid of arsenic, but not the sulphids of tin and

To separate arsenic from the other two meftls he recommit
large excess of an aqueous solution of sulphurous acid to the solution of

the three Mil] to be digested

in a water-bath, and t! vr and all the

sulphurous acid is driven off. The filtrate now contains all the arsenic as

arsenous acid, while the mass on the filter is entirely free from arsenic—

Ann. de Ckemie und Pharm., cvi, 1.

4. On the separation of alumina from iron.—Chancel has observed

that when a solution of hyposulphite of soda is added to one of a per-

salt ; .: u, the whole of the iron is reduced to the form of j>n

'

» the form of a double hyposulphite of soda and iron.

'

such as alumina and sesquioxyd of chro-

: compounds with hyposulphurous acid.
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hyposulphite of soda i

neutral e

70° C, sulphu;

phur precipitated, the reaction being expressed by the equation

AI2O3, 3S0 3+ 3(NaO, S20a)=A]203-f3S4-3S02-f-3(NaO,S03).
To render the precipitation complete, the solution containing the alumina
must be very dilute, and must be boiled to expel sulphurous acid. For
the separation of iron and alumina the author recommends the following

process. The sulphuric or chlorhydric solution of alumina and iron is to

mate of soda until very nearly neutral, and water

added till the liquid contains not more than 1 decigramme of alumina in

50 cubic centimeters. To this solution, which must be cold, a slight ex-

cess of hyposulphite of soda is to be added, and the whole allowed to

1 the liquid becomes completely decolorize!. The liquid i- then

to be boiled until sulphurous acid is no longer disengaged. Tin' ]!« imi-

tate of alumina and sulphur is to be filtered and washed v :

water. The alumina is not crelatinous, hut very compact, and may be

washed with great ease. The ignition must, of course, take place in a

porcelain crucible ; the alumina obtained is perfectly white. The filtrate

from the alumina contains all the iron. It is to be evaporated and treated

with excess of chlorhydric acid and with chlorate of potash, diluted with

water, filtered from the separated sulphur, and the iron precipitated by

ammonia. The author asserts that the separation is exact in all cases.

—

Comptes Bendus, xlvi, 987.

[Note.—It would doubtless be much simpler to pass chlorine gas

through the bo thfc i ron after the separation of the alumina.

The hyposulphurous acid would be thus directly converted into sulphuric

acid, aud the iron peroxydized —w. g.]

5. On the preparation of Calcium.—Lits Bodart and Gobin have

communicated to the Academy of Sciences a note on the preparation of

calcium which is of much interest. The author found it impossible to

metal by the action of sodium upon chlorid of calcium at a

high temperature, but the reduction succeeds extremely well when the

id of the chlorid. The iodid of calcium was ob-

tained by the action of iodhydric acid upon white marble, evaporating the

-'-: •
"

nd fusing the salt"out of contact of air; as thus pre]

' '

id of magnesium. Equal equivalents of sodium and iodid

BIH aie to be mixed Ind gradually heated in a covered iron cruci-

ble to a strong red but not to a white-red heat. After an hour the crucible

is to be removed from the fire and allowed to cool. In this manner the

author obtained a button of calcium weighing about three grammes by

employing four grammes of sodium. The metal was pale yellow with a

reddish re
g
flection

g
and proved on analyses to be pure The authors promise

more ample detail* with respect to the properties of calcium, as well as a

notice of th< •' Aim and st™.tium b? a simiJar Pro"

cess.— Comptes Bendus, xlvii, 23.

6. New mode of preparing propi; - prep»"d

propionic acid bv the action of carbonic
_
acid gas upon sodium-ethyl.

sembles chlorid of magn

^hen zinc-ethyl is
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talline compound containing zinc-ethyl and sodium-ethyl formed. This

compound is soluble in excess of zinc ethyl, and on

of carbonic acid over it, great heat is evolved ; .

contents of the bulb form an amorphous white solid. This

of propionate of soda, the reaction being expressed by the

equation

C 204-|-NaCuH5=C6H5tfa04 .

In this manner we have a synthesis corresponding to the well-known

analysis of the fatty acids made some years since by Kolbe— Quart.

Jour. Chem. Soc, JVo. xlii, 103.

1. PurijU I carbonic acid.—StknhoU8

a very simple and useful method ol rive odor from

hydrogen gas prepared from corar '

'

ing the gas through a layer of c

absorbs the impurities so that tl

same process may be app of carbonic acid gatM
evolved by a ranic matter.

—

Ann. der Chemie und Pharm., cvi, 125.

8. On the fusion of molybdenum.—Dktskky finds that pi

molybdenum completely withstands the temperature at which platinum,

quartz, &c, become liquid. The metal melts in a crucible of carbon

before the oxyhydrogen blowpipe at a temperature at which rhodium

fuses, but the" fused mass contains 4-5 per cent of carbon. It has a silvery

lustre and scratches glass and topaz with ease. Tungsten appears to be

even less fusible.— Comptes Rendus, x!vi, 1098. w -
G -

9. Crystallization of various Salts.—A long and able paper on the

-

li>lu-d in the Annalesdes Mines, vol. xii, 5th series, (1857,) pages 1-74.

Upwards of 50 species of salts are crystallographically described.

10. On some properties of Ice near Ui M Itinff Point;} I

(Proc. Roy. Soc. Edinb., cited from Phil. Jour., vol. viii, No. 1, p. 150.)—

lastmonth of March, 1 made some
ith particular reference to those ot

Mli i tin • \tl i in" i, 1 111
June, 1850, to which attention has been more lately called by Dr. Tyn-

dall and Mr. Huxley in relation to the phenomena of glaciers.

Owing to indisposition, I have been ..bli^'d t<» Iw '.

for the present incomplete. But I am desirous, before the sess

Royal Society closes, to place on record some fa ts which I have ob-

served, and also some coi dues from these and other

recent experiments and discussions.

Mr. Faraday's chief fact, to which the term ' regelation ' has been

more lately appli-:. ; - tin-, that j,i, -<•,-. <,( i, ... in a medium above 32 ,

when closely applied, freeze together; and flannel adheres apparently by

congealing to ice under the same circumstances.

1. These observations I have confirmed. But I have also

metals become frozen to ice when they are surrounded by
they are otherwise prevented from transmitting heat to
Thus, a pile of shillings being laid on a piece of ice in a warm room,
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the lowest shilling, after becoming sunk in the ice, was found firmly at-

2. Mere contact, without pressu
fects. Two slabs of ice, having the
ably flat, were suspended in an ii

rod passing- through two holes in

the plates was vertical. Contact of

labimd

he pla

vateh-s

iffiYient to produce these ef-

ponding surfaces ground toler-

rootn upon a horizontal glass
-of ice, s„

T ] lat th.. plane of
u surfaces was obtained by
ring. In an hour and a half

1 -.!.-
portions of the plates ^whi.-h had each a surface of twenty or more
^'i'lare inches) c. niinucd nuit. vl. In fact, it appeared as compl.-te as in

>• similar surfaces were pressed together by
weights. I conclude that the effect of pressure in assisting • >• -relation','

illy or solely due to the larger surfaces of contact
the moulding of the surfaces to one another.

3. Masses of strong ice, which had already for a long time been
floating in unfrozen w ate r casks, or kept for days in a thawing state,

i mi 1 !. sle > 1 a tempei no u i 1 hivnlieit b. low the

meters (both of mercury
and alcohol',) carefully tested by long immersions in a considerable mass

4. Water being carefully frozen into a cylinder several inches long,

-.

i ible time in pounded
ice at b thi lecidedly in-

ferior to 32°, not less, I think, than Ol35 Fahrenheit.

I think Li,.. - .re ail explicable on the one ad-

, |,, .,'- view of the u'i
] faction of ice is correct

. ro\. xxx, p. 526*). or that ice gradually absorbs

from a point very sensibly lower than the zero of the centi-

grade scale.

I. This explains the permanent lower temperature of the interior of

Let AB be the surface of a block aji« q ^ aji*

of ice contained in water at what is V
^>J

called a freezine- temperature. That ice J water water fi, ice

temperature is marked by the level of A Pv u*

the line QP above some arbitrary zero. bb b II*

h-M is, in like manner, the permanent but somewhat lower b

f the iee. Tie -pi. . p irt!\ « iter. paith ice,

ng of the nature of each, MNOP,
-

be called th -e between AB and ff* -*

having the most rapid variation of local

:emperature.

II. Such a state i I

BeMe Pe™anent,

s so bv compensation .,f effecK Bodies of different temperature, .-an-

. . e off heat to the

ce, but it spends it in an insignificant thaw at the surface, ichich therefore

* Quoted by me in 1851, in my sixteenth letter on Glaciers.
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wastes, even though the water be what is called ice cold, or having the

temperature of a body of water enclosed in a cavity of ice *

This waste has yet to be proved; but I have little doubt of it; and

ir is o..nrinii.M.l by the wasting action of superficial streams on the ice of

icumstances may also contribute to this effect.

III. The theory explains ' regelation.' For let a second plane sur-

face of ice A'B' be brought up to nearly physical contact with the first

surface AB. There is a double film of • viscid water ' isolated between

two ice surfaces colder than itself. The former equilibrium is now de-

stroyed. The films ABba and A'BW were kept in a liquid or senn-

it ed to them by the perted

yond. That is now removed, and the film in question has ice colder than

itself on both sides. Part of the sensible heat it possesses is given to the

neighboring strata which have less heat than itself, and the intercepted

film of water in the trnn.-itioii state becomes more or less perfect ice.

Even if the second surface be not of ice, provided it be a bad con-

ductor, the effect is practically the sain-. For the film of water is rob-

bed of its heat on one hand by the colder ice, and the other badly con-

i face cannot afford warmth enough to keep the water liquid.

This effect is well seen by the instant freezing of a piece of ice to a

worsted glove, even when on a warm hand. But metals may act so,

provided they are prevented from conveying heat by surrounding them

with ice. Thus, as has been shown, metals adhere to melting ice."

II. GEOLOGY.

1. Tertiary Basin of White and Niobrara Rivers; by F. V.Hatdek,

M.D., (Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci., Philad. June, 1858).—In a former paperf

I gave a vertical section of the different beds of this basin as far as they

were known at that time. During the past year, many additional facte

and a large collection of new organic remains have been secured, whicli

enable me to present a section more accurate and complete. It will be

at once apparent from the he different beds, how ex-

tensive a geographical area this basin occupies.

Vertical Section, showing the order of superposition of the different beds

of the Tertiary Basin of White and Niobrara Rivers.

Post-Pliocene.—-Yellow silicious marl, similar in
"'

loess of the Rhine, passing down into variegated

brown and yellow fine grits; conto

by ice, have a fixed temper.- m what is called <j~ -
"

-

The paper above cited from, is the same that ia noticed on p. 276 of this volume.
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mingled with those identical with recent ones; also a few Mollusca,

mostly identical with recent species, so far as determined.

Most fully developed along the Missouri River, from the mouth of the

Niobrara to St. Joseph ; also in the Platte Valley and on the Loup Fork.

Thicknees, 300 to 500 feet.

Pliocene Tertiary.—Bed F.—1st, dark gray or brown sand, loose, in-

coherent, with remains of Mastodon, Elephant, <fcc. ; 2d, sand and gravel,

incoherent; 3d, yellowish white grit, with many calcareous, annueeous

concretions; 4th, gray sand with a greenish tinge ; contains the greater

part of the organic remains ; 5th, deep yellowish red arenaceous marl

;

6th, yellowish gray grit, sometimes qu imerom layers

limestone from two to six inches in thiekness. eoiitain-

nd land shells, Succinea, Liinnea, Paludina, Helix. &&,
closely allied and perhaps identical with living species ; also much wood

of coniferous character,

Covers a very large area on Loup Fork, from the mouth of North

Branch to source of Loup Fork ; also in the Platte Valley. Most fully

developed on the Niobrara River, extending from the mouth of Turtle

l up the Niobrara. Also on Bijoux Hills and

Medicine Hills. Thinly represented in the valley of White River.

Thickness, 300 to 400 feet.

-Bed E.—Usually a coarse-grained

heavy bedded and compact; sometimes loose and incoherent; varies

much in different localities. Forms immense masses of conglomerate

;

also contains layers of tabular limestone with indistinct organic re-

mains ; very few Mammalian remains detected, and those in a frag-

mentary condition. Passes gradually into the bed below.

Most felly developed along the upper portion of the Niobr

and in the region around Fort Laramie. Seen also on White River,

Thickness, 180 to 200 feet.

Miocene.—Bed D.—A dull reddish brown indurated grit, with many

layers of silico-caleareous concretions, sometimes forming a heavy bedded

fine-grained sandstone ; contains comparatively few organic remains.

Niobrara and Platte rivers : well developed in the region of Fort Lara-

mie- also in the valley of White River. Conspicuous, and composing

the main part of the dividing ridge between White and Niobrara rivers.

Thickness, 350 to 400 feet.

Bed C—Very fine yellow calcareous sand, not differing very materially

mains passing down into a variegated bed, consist

of dark brown clay and light gray calcareous grit, forming bands of

which I r-„nnt,-d twenty-seven at one locality, varying from one inch to

WhiteRiver, Be'ar Creek, Ash Grove Spring, Head of Shyenne River.

Most conspicuous near White River.

Thieknks, 50 to 80 feet.

Miocene— Turtle and Oreodon Bed, B.—A deep flesh-colored argillo-

calcareous' indurated grit; the outside when weathered has the appear-

ance of a plastic clay. Passes down into a gray clay, with layers of
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flesh-colored Uo-calcareous stratum,sandstone ; underlaid by i

taining a profusion of Mai

Oreodon Bed.

Old Woman's Creek, a fork of Shyenne River ; als

the South Fork of the Shyenne ; most conspicuous

creeks, and at Ash Grove Spring. Well developed in numerous locauuo

in the valley of White River.

Thickness, 80 to 100 feet.

Miocene.— Titanotherium, Bed A.—Light gray fine sand, with more

or less calcareous matter, passing down into an a-h-.-oh'ty-i

with large quantities ol

ten an ash-colored clay with a greenish tinge, un

l, t
-,. j,\ :i ii._ - v.lieiou* -and and grav.

ish Uan.ls. Immense quantities

1 Sage and Bear

-

otherium Bed.

Old Woman's Creek ; also in many localities along the valley of the

South Fork of Shyenne, Best development on Sage and Bear Creeks.

Seen at several localities in the valley of White River.

Thickness, 80 to 100 feet.

Cretaceous.—Nos. 4 and 5.—Cretaceous beds 5 and 4, with their usual

lithological characters and fossils.

Exposed underneath the Tertiary Beds on the South Fork of bhy-

enne and its - -> in White River Valley near its

,
/•„,*;,Catalogue of a^ m,v *• uoo«o ,WI™, «, «,t0v. .,

tions of White and Niobrara rivers,

stratigraphkal position.

hitherto described from the Trrtktr;i_

Oreodon graciliis, Leidy

Oreodon Culberstoni, Leidy

, Oreodon major, Leidy

, Agriochcerus major, Leidy

, Agriochcerus antiquus, Leidy

. Poebrotherium Wilsoni, Leidy

. Leptomeryx Evansi. Leidy

. Leptauchenia decoran, Leidy

. Leptauchenia major, Leidy

. Protomeryx Halli, Leidy

. Merycodus necatus, Leidy

. Megalomeryx niobrarensis, Leidy .

. Merychochcerus proprius, Leidy.

.

. Procamelus occidentalis, Leidy . .

.

. Procamelus robustus, Leidy

. Procamelus gracilis, Leidy

. Merychyus elegans, Leidy . .

.

i. Merychyus medius, Leidy
>. Merychyus major, Leidy
>. Cervus Warreni, Leidy



Chceropotamus (Hyopotamus) Americanus,Zmfy *

Entelodon Mortoni, Leidy

Entelodon ingens, Leidy

;
Titanotherium Prouti, Leidy

;
Paleochaerus probus, Leidy

;
Leptochaerus spectabilis, Leidy

,
Rhinoceros occidental is, Leidy

. Rhinoceros (Hyracodon) nebrascenis, Leidy.

. Rhinoceros crassus, Leidy,. ..............

. Mastodon (Tetralophodon) menficus, Leidy.

.

. Elephgi (Euelephas) imperator, Leidy

33. Hipparion, s. Hippotherium occidentals leidf..

34. Hipparion, s. Hippotherium speciosum, Leidy. .

-
\i .riinn I".;' nil. Leidy

30. AiK-hith.M-ium(Ilyp<>hippus') :imnis, Leidy

37. Anchitheriiun ^'ar'ahi] \>a<) < gnatus, Leidy.. .

.

' s
. M • «-liip] ii- ii - _ ! .-. L( idy

3'.i. Mrryrhippi^ mil ;iMlis, Leidy

40. Equus excelsus, Leidy

41. Equus (Protohippus) perditus, Leidy

42. Steneofiber nebrascensis, Leidy

.

43. Ischyromys typus, Leidy

44. Palseolagus Haydeni, Leidy. .

.

45. Eumys elegans, Leidy

40. Hystm (Hystricops) venustus, Leidy.

47. Castor (Eucastor) t ,
Leidy.,

. Hyamodon horridu§, Leidy

. Hysenodon cruentus, Leidy

. Hysenodon crucians, Leidy

. Ampliicvon xe{\\<. L idy

. Ainphk-yon gracilis. Leidy

:. Deinictis felina, Leidy

-l,Y\mx\m, Leidy •••

F. s(I% idrv'.uru- intrepidus,X«ay-

'. iElurodon ferox, Leidy

I Canissrevus, Leidy

I. Canis temerarius, Leidy

Leidy

l. Canis ( Epioyon) Haydeni, Leidy
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diaphana, Evans & Shumard. . .

Lymnea nebrascensis, Evans & Shumard .

"
ts d Shumard.

.

69. Cypris Leidyi, Evans <£ Shumard.

2. Letterfrom G. Garcia Moreno, to Prof. W.Jameson, relative to the

Exploration of the Volcano of Pichincka, dated Quito, 13th January,

1858, (cited from Edinb. New Phil. Jour., vol. vii, April, 1858.)—The fol-

lowing is a brief ace

which overlooks Qui

Pichincha is situated from this city, has contributed to excite the curiosity

of the scientific travellers who have visited the territory of the Ecuador,

and have caused the state and form of the volcano to be well known.

Bouguer and La Condamine, in 1742, were the first who reached the

brink of the crater; the celebrated Alexander Humboldt, in May 1802,

twice surmounted the gigantic wall of dolerite which forms the eastern

border of the volcano ; and about thirty years after, your countryman,

the unfortunate Colonel Hall, and M. Boussingault, followed in the same

path ; but since 1844, in which M. Sebastin Wisse and I descended to

explore it, no one had reached the bottom. In August 1845, we re-

turned with the intention of making the topographical plan of the vol-

cano, measuring heights, &c. ; and in order that we might do this, we

had to pass three days and three nights in the two deepest cavities which

form Rucu-Pichincha.

In an orographical view, our second expedition gave us the results

which we longed for. Rucu-Pichincha, placed to the S. W. of Quito,

forms two great basins, one to the east of the other, 4921 English feet in

length. The eastern basin, called, without sufficient reason,

Crater," has the form of a narrow valley, long and deep. I

middle of which passes from north to south a fissure which receives the

rain and melted snow : there exists a slight depression in the upper part

of this basin of an elliptical form, and perfectly horizontal at the bottom,

similar in everything to a little alpine lake dried up by the action of the

lief in the existence of an inactive crater. The depth of this supposed

crater is 1050 feet below the wall of eastern rocks; and as the highest

of these reaches to 15,748 feet above the level of the sea, the height of

the bottom of the eastern crater is 14,875 feet
The western basin, or, more properly, the true crater of Pichincha, is

one of the most imposing objects which is presented to naturalists



5 the form at the summit of a regular

cone covered with snow, it presents the figure of a truncated cone placed

upon its inferior base, which is 1476 feet in diameter, and rises in height

t 2296 feet. Its depth from the eastern side is enormous ; i

levatcd 2460 feet,

s steep and varied.

impression is received which can never U* effaced. Towards the west-

i part, the height of the walls of the .rater diminishes gradually, leav-

; open to the east a fissure from whence the united waters escape

ring the rains or thaws.

s the bottom of the

120 feet in diameter, 262

5 the bottom of the middle of the crater, and 13,707 above

the level of the sea, standing 4166 feet above Quito. This little moun-

tain is now the centre of volcanic activity in I'iehincha, and presented

in 1845 clear indications of remaining permanent many yean

increase of intensity. A great part of this mountain is covered with

vegetation; two regions, ]> rtiiej in <]•; »-ite direction, completely gird it,

until thev are united in the cleft of which I have spoken ; and in the

two points from whence the cone of eruption is depressed (one to the

centre, the other to the S.E.) there is given out in abundance a hot and

sulphurous vapor which lines with sulphur the holes and interstices be-

tweon the fragments of rock of which the cone is composed.

We failed, in the expedition of 1845, to study the volcanic and vege-

table product

<

!. In order to examine its actual

state, and to fill this blank, I descended on the 16th of last December,

ts far as possible, what was necessary for the perilous situa-

tions in which I expected to be placed. I was engaged little more than

three hours in the descent; and half-past eleven of the day found me at

the cone of eruption. The form which this presents, proves that the

bottom of Pinchincha has been recently the theatre of considerable con-

vulsions. The vegetation which covered it has disappeared from the

eastern side ; the depression which exists towards the southeast, at the

foot of the coi ' U P a partof the broken

inclosure, interrupting it perpendieu ; dl of stones,

undoubtedly shot out from its interior. Near to this, and towards the

ace 1845, a new depression, or, speaking more

properly, a ne mass of va-

por, so that the cone of eruption has at present three apertures or cra-

ters: the principal occupying the higher part; the ancient

! at the foot of the former; and the

new accidental crater, open likewise at the foot and at the south of the

principal one.
, , .

.

The volcanic activity of Pichincha has increased remarkably, as is

manifested by the greater exhalation of vapors. In 1845 the chimneys

from whence the gases arose formed six groups, of which only one was

considerable. Now the vapors escape by innumerable inters

hollows, which the stones leave in each of the craters; and m the pnnci-
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pal one is heard a noise resembling that made by an immense cauldron

of boiling water.

The temperature of the vapors varies much in the different interstices.

In the crater of the southeast, the vapors of the highest interstices are

nearly 188°-6 Fahr., whilst in the lower ones the temperature was only

140° Fahr. In the principal crater, the hottest vapors did not come up

to 194° Fahr.; in the largest interstice that I have observed, into which

a person could easily enter, if the thick column of vapor would permit

him, the temperature was only 98-6° Fahr. at three feet of depth. Filling

a graduated tube with water, and placing it within the interstices, I col-

lected the gases several times in order to analyze them, and, moreover,

condensed them by means of a bottle filled with cold water, and gathered

the drops of fluid which were formed. The result of my obsei

that the gases of Pichincha contain a scarcely perceptible trace of sul-

phurous, sulphuric, ;:.!i< i sulphvdrie acid, four per cent of carbonic acid,

and the rest composed exclusively of water. 1 present these results only

as approximate ones. The atmospheric air is always mixed ui

canic gases in those points where it is possible to collect it; and this cause

of error is inevitable, without reckoning those which occur from the per-

sonal difficulties of the observer.

The solid products of the volcano are the sublimed sulphur which

coy, r- almost all the stones and fissures; and a white salt which appears

in silky fibres, and shows itself in many of the interstices, §oi

ternatfog with the flower of sulphur in parallel coatings, sometimes in

an abundant and pure mass. This salt is a double sulphate of alum

and of the protoxyd of iron, likewise formed in other volcanoes, and

known by the name of " alumbre de pluma? or plumose alum. Dissolved

in w:iM\ it ervstnj'bvs by spontaneous evaporation in a dor,.

of the oblique rhomboidal prism. Besides these products, there is found

scoria, composed of melted sulphur and ashes of pyroxene and dolerite,

more or less calcined or altered by the action of the watery vapors.

The plants which I collected in the crater, and which you had the

goodness to name, are :

Jum^onia sp. (th.-sc two plants Were found i... where else but on the ridge

of Pichinch

a

a ;
Gaultheria

: irr ui 1 ii v,i h ili/ little shrub grew, showed

a high degree of temperature—87° Fahr.); /

Porerretia pyramidata.
I came out of Pichincha on the 17th of December, after having passed

the previous night within the crater, and at 493 feet from the cone of

eruption. Desirous of continuing my observations, I retain the hope of

• the crater in the present year, in order to pass some days

towards another more important one. Before undertaking

it. 1 -.v
. is the point from whence the descent to the bottom

u is likely to be easiest, avoiding the imminent peril of

g oneself when descending the eastern wall. In 1844, M-

a.ately saved himself in time from rolling headlong into a

horrible abyss. A similar accident befell me in 1845 ; and in December
last year, your son, who accompanied me, nearly found his grave in the



3. MetamurphixM, (LTnstitut, No. 1282, July, 1858.)—Devi i r.K im-

!'_:•' .:.!'

'

fix a long time in a platinum crucible in a sand-bath. By a temperature

of about 100° C, six to seven per cent of lime were replaced by
magnesia. Washing and repeating this eight times, the ratio of mag-

nesia to the lime was 1:2, or nearly that of a true dolomite (which

is 1 : l£).

In this reaction, however, some carbonic acid was given off and oxy-

chlorid formed. But on exposing the piece in water to the atmosphere, a

little pure carbonate of lime formed and separated with the <1 1 1« >ri<l and

left a neutral dolomite. It was an unexpected result to find the carbonic

acid of the atmosphere promoting this result, while a saturated solution

of carbonic acid leads to the formation of bicarbonates.

Deville impregnated a sandstone which contained no lime with a

mixed solution of chlorid of calcium and magnesium and submitted it

to the action of a good red heat. After several repetitions of the pro-

cess, the mass became spongy and more absorbent. Pulverized and

raised to a white heat, it fused to a i sting of inter-

laced crystalline fibre*. Its specific gravity was 3-0
; it was not attacked

by acids ; it contained no chlorine, but consisted of

Si 56-0 Ca 26-3 ftg 1M
equivalent to (6a, 5Ig)3 §i 3

, or a variety of pyroxene.

4. Diprotodon trllobus, a newfossil nlia,—A new
species of the marsupial genus Diprotodon, as large as an ox, has been

g Downs, in New South Wales. The

long, and fifteen wide where broadest, being very

-

ut according to Prof. Owen, the genus is probably not dis-

tinct from Diprotodon.
,

5. Permian System of England.—& paper on the rocks and fossils of

the Permian of the counties of Durham and Northumberland, by R.

House, is contained in the Annals and Magazine of Natural History, [2],

vol. xix, (1857), pages 33, 304 and 463, and plate 4
_

6. Peak of Aconcagua.—The height of the peak of Aeon,

Chilian Andes, according to the recent measurements ot U

6,834 meters, 304 meters above Chimborazo. It was made 7,287 meters

(23,910 feet) by Beechey and Fitzroy.

7. Mastodon giganteus.—A tooth of the Mastodon has been found near

Morpeth, Canada West.
. 1

_. ,, . ... ,,

8. Iowa Geological Peport.—We are authorized to state that this Re-

port, by Prof. James Hall and J. D. Whitney, is nearly ready - >-

issued. The work is one of great ii
' ~*

tains descriptions and plates of nur

on the subject of Crinoids.



III. BOTANY AND ZOOLOGY.

1. Martitts: Flora Brasiliensis : Fasc. 18, in two parts, 1857-8.

Fasc. 19 & 20, 1857.—The 18th portion of this elaborate work is occu-

pied with one of the larger tropical families, viz : the Myrtacece, and

forms a goodly volume of 527 pages, illustrated by 82 plates. It also

contains two lithographed views of Brazilian vegetation, and a fine map
of almost all South America, exhibiting the routes of the principal bo-

tanical explorers, from Ruiz and Pavon, and Humboldt, down to Cas-

telnau, Weddell, and Spruce. This will be very useful to botanistfc

The Myrtacece are elaborated by Otto Berg, a young Prussian Botanist,

who has at the same time made a revision of all the known American

plants of the order, in the Liunaea. He gives us no less than 51 genera,

of which 42 occur in the Brazilian empire. The nature-printing pro-

cess of Auer, is roduced to exhibit the venation of Myr-

taceous leaves ; and seven plates are filled with individual leaves of a

considerable number of species.

In Fasc. 19 & 20, Dr. Fresenius, of Frankfort, has elaborated the

Brazilian Cordiacece, ffeliotropicce, (which he regards as distinct orders,)

and the few Borraginece proper. Prof. Schuizlein contributes the La-

cistemacece, of the single genus Lacistema ; and Tulasne the Monirniacece,

forming a supplement to his beautiful monograph of that order. There

are two Brazilian genera, Citriosma, of 26 species, and Mollinenda, of 16.

2. Journal of the Proceedings of the Linncean Society, No. 9.—The

botanical portion is filled by Prof. Lindley with the second part of his

" Contributions to the Orehidology of India," and with the characters of

a remarkable new Orchideous genus, Pseudocentrum, founded on a plant

gathered in Peru by Prof. Jameson. The name is suggested by a curi-

ous caudate appendage or false spur, borne at the apex instead of the

base of the i i rest having accumulated

in the hands of the Council, it is announced that supplemental botanical

numbers of the Journal will be pul-li at year. The

first will contain an " Enumeration of the Mosses of the East Indies," by

Mr. Mitten. a. o.

3. Lichenes Americas Septentri<> mte EdvardO

T r o k b rma n-, A. M., etc. Fasc. V, and VI, Bostonise, Nov. Angl. 1 854.—

Notwithstanding the date of the title page, we believe the present volume

was issued to subscribers in genera! il year, much

time having been occupied in the collection, faithful examination, and

preparation" of a sufficient number of these admirable specimens. This

volume carries the number of species, or distinct varieties, from 101 to

s and recently detected Lichenes, as

uthenticated specimens of commonperfectly authenticated specimens <

sorts. Prof. Tuckermaus high reputation as a Lichenologist, causes

these sets to be greatly sought after, at home and abroad. Here they

are indispensable to the successful study of our Lichenes. All that can

be needed besides, is a new edition of the synopsis of the Lichenes of

the United States, from the same able hand. The fine series of forms of

. | ; and Mi'-

' Collemaceoua genus Leptogium (No. 150) is worthy of par-
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4. Ntlastder : Synopsis Methodica Lichenum omnium hucusque cog-

/ tractata. Fasc. I. Pa-
ns, 1858, imp. 8vo.—This is to be the standard systematic work upon
Lichenes. The author, the Acharius of his day, after long n

with wonderful zeal and success, the Lichenes of his nativ« 8
regions, repaired to Paris and to Kew, where he has for severs! wars
studied the collections accumulated in the principal Kuropi-an herbaria,

ials directly frorr

: the synopsis, which is to embody the result c

and he has also t s country,

esult of a
i of the order, contains an introduction of 81 pages, in

the French language, giving an account of the structure and properties of

Lichenes, the principles of their classification, and their geographical

nated by four plates. Of the system-
atic portion of the work. M the Collemacei and the

Myriangeacei. Two opuscula, issued by the same author during the

Mtmm ration Generate des Lichens, avec Vindication sommaire de

button Geographique. (Extr. des Mem. Soc. Imp. des Sci-
ences Naturelles de Cherbourg.) pp. 146. 8vo.

Expositio Synopticia Pyrenocarpeorum. {Extr. Mem. Soc. Acad, de

Maine et Loire.) pp. 88. 8vo. A. o.

5. Miers : Illustrations of South A II. London,
1849, 1857. 4to.—The letter-press consists of a series of articles con-

tributed to the Annals and Magazine of Natural History. A separate

impression, in 4to form, is now issued, illustrated by 53 excellent plates,

drawn by the accomplished author, and most of them lithographed by
his own hand. This volume is mainly devoted to the order Solanacece,

or its immediate allies ; to showing the invalidity of the line which had
been drawn between the Solanacece and the Scrophulariacea?, and to

distinctions, through the establishment of an in-

i the proposed c

purpose. A most useful part of this volume, is the monograph of the

•:

almost all of them illustrated by excellent analyses. In this department,

lfr.ll rap i r excel*. His whole labors, as recorded in this and

the preceding volume, ha'
' over Solanaceous plants,

6. Hand-book of the British Flora ; a Description of the Flowering

Plants and Ferns indigenous to, ornai •} Isles
: for

the use of Br
KL -b- Lon'

don: Lowell Reeve, 1858
; pp. 655, 12mo.—One of the best of svstem-

_,,—of the soundest judgment and the largest experience,

both, in European and exotic botany,—has deemed it no unfit employ-



t of a portion of his valuable time t

The result is a genuine popular Flora, and a clear

proof that the plants of a limited eottl 1, by one who
inparatively simple languag

any sacrifice of scientific accuracy, or of scientific interest. No really

good work of this kind was ever made by a compiler; and no one who
has not essayed the task, can comprehend how thoroughly fait ht'ul wri-

ting for beginners brings one's knowledge to the proof.

The characteristic features of the work before us, are: 1, The full use

of analytical keys, after the mode of De Candolle's Flora Franfaise,

leading easily not only to the order and the genus, but also, to the species

of the plant in hand. These keys, or analyses, are here made to supersede

specific characters as such, neat and free descriptions, longer or shorter

according to circumstances, occupying their place. But generic charac-

ters are given with considerable fullness. 2, The exclusion of all techni-

cal terms which were not required for the purpose in view, and " the

omission, in numerous instances, of microscopical, anatomical, or theo-

retical characters, often of the greatest importance in scientific botany

but useless to the mere amateur." 3, The descriptions are original, and

have been drawn up from British specimens, in the first instance, and af-

terwards compared with the characters given in the standard Floras, and

verified upon continental specimens from various parts of the geographi-

}. As a describer of species, (which is something

very different from describing specimens,) Mr. Bentham has no superior.

4, The geographical range of each species, at least its European range,

is carefully specified : then the British stat n- ar - giv. n. in general terms,

the object being to state where the plant is likely to be found, rather

iieate the precise spot where it has been gathered. 5, The

I the reduction of a crowd of nom-

inal or ' critical * Bpecies to their supposed types, with a thoroughness

which only a botanist of Mr. Bentham's great experience and authority

could well venture upon. The following extract from the preface will ex-

plain his views :

I the omission of all plants erroneouslj

as British, it will st.i It, > dou t. be i matter of astonishment "that, whilst

iun of Hooker and Arnott's Flora contains 1571 species, and

that of Babington's Manual as many as 1708, (exclusive of Chara,) that

the number, in the present work, is ivdu <-d to 1-Jn.k i hi- is not owing to

any real difference of opinion as to the richness an I dv
vegetable productions, but is occasioned by a different apprecifl

value of the species themselves. The author has long been persuaded

.
. i what ivaiiy consti-

tutes a species, were far more correct than the more limited sense to

which many modern bota tt« term; and

eases where that great master had good means of observa-
tion, he succeeded admirably in the his princi-

ples. At any rate, if those minute disl - innumera-
ble varieties of Brambles, of Roses, of Hawk-weeds, or of Willows, have
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i to conclude, they can-

not be understood without a more complete acquaintance with trifling,

vague, and sometimes theoretical characters, than lie has liims.it' been

able to attain, or than can ever be expected from the mere amateur.
* * * The species are limited according to what are conceived to

have been the original principles of Linmrus: and the anther, in sub-

mitting his views "t<> the judgment of the scientific world, trusts that ihey

will not be attributed to hasty generalizations, or conjectural theories, but

that they will be generally recognized as founded on personal observation

plants, made during many years' residence on the Continent, m
Well as in 1 (ted comparison of specimens collected

from the most varied and distant points of the geographical areas of the

several species."

6, Popular names are employed and reduced to a system, in accordance

with the principles of botanical nomenclature. "An attempt has, on the

present occasion, been made to give prominence to a series of English

names to the British plants, rendering them as far as possible consistent

with the reeog stematic nomenclature, so essential for

the study of plants. It was at first intended merely to have adopted

those which are appended to all the genera and species in Hooker and Ar-

nott's Flora ; but the first attempts to apply them practically, gave evi-

dence that they had never been framed with a view to being used by

botanists, or amateurs, in place of the Latin ones. It will be observed

that there is among them a continual confusion between popular, trivial,

and generic names ; between epithets and specific

to several genera, or several names to one gem
words forming the name <>f a p tit v r — : -m one to five, instead of

being constantly two ; and that some of the names put forward as Eng-

B, or obsolete, and no easier to learn

Latin ones they represent. It becan

therefore, thoroughly to revise the whole system, an

:.. -
.

._ • . ,;.:•; -: :. ... ;
.

• -.

* * * * ^he full statement of the pnncip :•
-

the rejection of certain names, and the substitution of others, and the de-

tails of their <saM8i * * ***JP ven atJength

prepared by the author, to be laid before the Linnean Society

q ,„ay well be deferred until this paper comes to hand Of
iture of some kind in a r

raacnlar names, there is

no room for doubt; and if used at all, it i> , . .irabl.. that these names

should be reduced to a systematic form This ,s read.lv done for per-

haps half of the common plants of the British Flora; but ftrOai^
,us and much greater than one would imagine be-

akingtheat*
Staking must be deemed a

a „„*_ w».it ^Wections it has, are on the safer side. We
3 of the >

, to apply 1
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genera, e. g. : Apple and Pear, Gooseberry and Currant. As these are

real and universal English generic names, they ought, if possible, to be
given as such. Still we appreciate the reasons which appear to have

die adoption of Pyrus and Rlbes as English names, though
English they never can become. Our author is strongly dispos
out to make the Latin name do duty as an English one, doubtless sup-

y may become popular appellations in time, as Geranium
and Aster have done. Sometimes he adopts the Latin word entire:

sometimes he truncates or anglicises the termination. Happy instances

of the latter sort, are :

Trigonel, from Trigonella.

Limosel, from Liraozella.

Corydal, from Corydalis.

Corrigiole, from Corrigiola.

Chrysosplene, from Chrysosplenium ; but why not Golden-spleen?
Samole, from Samolus; but why not Brookweed?
Limnanth, from Limnanthemum.
Scleranth, from Scleranthus

; but why not Knawel ?

Osmund, from Osmunda.
Myriophyll, from Myriophyllum ; but why not Milfoil ?

Matricary, for Matricaria."
,

Eupatory, for Eupatorium, etc.

Those names which are not at all to our taste, are

:

Cerast, for Cerastium ; but if such a word must be coined, why not

Holost, for Holosteum on the preceding page ?

Doronic, for Doronicum.
Onopord, for Onopordon ; why not Cotton-Thistle ?
Polycarp.

(j TMycarpon.
Myosote, for Myosotis ; in place of Forget-me-Not.
Capsell, for Capsella ; in place of the vernacular Shepherd"s-purse.

The best coinage of an English name is Rockcist for Helianthemum.
An Introduction of 36 pages, teach sany to be-

ginners, and explains the technical terms used in the flora, and many be-

sides. The definitions of perigynous and epigynous, however conformable

to etymology, are not the quite usual ones, and are not adhered to in tha

work itself. We were not aware that " in general the word ovary is used

to designate all the ovaries of a flower," unless when united into one

body, and are glad to observe that the author does not use the word in

this way in the body of the work, one or two instances excepted. We
always supposed the word to be an exact synonym of the Lihnaean ger-

men. And if we may not use it, as botanists always have done, for the

ovule-bearing portion of the pistil, whether simple or compound (reserv-

ing carpel for the simple or elementary pistil, whether separate or com-

a new word must needs be coined for this very purpose. To
mistake the radicle of the embryo for the root, is common to all Eng-
lish botanists. The short sections upon classification and the examina-
tion and determination of plants, are full of practical wisdom. a. g.

7. Vegetation around the Volcanic Craters of the Island of Java ; by M.
H. Zollinger, (Bib. Univ., from Edinb. New Phil. Jour., April, 1858, p.
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322.)—Decandolle, in his Geographic Botanique, has omitted to notice

more than sixty of these craters, all isolated and surrounded by vast vir-

gin forests. When the craters are active and send forth lava,' (which is

not the case with the Java volcanoes,) or cinders, or sand and fragments
of rock, or when they exhale continually vapors .-

1 1 1
> i ^ases, then there is

no vegetation, except sonic < >scillaiias," winch arc found in hot water
springs. It is only when the direct volcanic action ia diminished by the

appears. The craters of the Indian Archip.-la-r. are characterized by the

absence of all parasitic or epiphytic plants, as well as of climbing and
\\ I\ plains only appear at a considerable distance

from the craters. We ca
'

ree different regions: 1,

an interior zone, nearest to the centre of volcanic action ; 2, A middle

zone surrounding the first; 3, An exterior zone.

I. Interior Zone.—This exhibits mostly small species scattered here

and there, belonging to the lower order of plants, an 1 to those having

no corolla. Among them are, 0WK MM, Ag?, in

. Hoff., and C. bacillaris or obtusa of

Seiner. ; some Fun^i belonging to the genus Poll/.

two or three specimens ui' mosses; some ferns, such as Selliguea Fed,

Bory, Polypodimn triqnetram, BL, Aspl,"niam macropyllum, Bl., Aaple-

n'uuii nnirroii /.-<'. .<„•. l;|.. and <rh],'h. •• : i > 'ranica, Bl. Among Cype-

raceae, Phacellanthus multiflorus, Steud. Polygonum corymbomm, Bl.,

is the only Dicotyledon.

H. Middle Region.—Many social ferns occur here, some Di

for the mosl Ants. Among the ferns are: Poly-

podium Horsefieldii, R, Br. (3000—8000 feet), Pteris aurita, Bl.

Blechnum pyrophyllum, Bl. Gleichenia ferruginea, Bl., Mertensia lon-

SWtwo, k! ,
Bory. We

also meet still Carex, Polygonum

corymbosum, and Imperata arundinacea. A species of Aidi-nnarui and

, i | i
1

1 i ! I i i . i ppear; also, Leon-

topodium, JSUkoitzia <><<'«. Wah WX, Ophe-

tHN, Bl. (the

. i to contain crystals of pure sul-

usv., besides other genera

III. Exterior Region.—This region gradually loses itself in the ordi-

nary forest vegetation. Some rare mosses, ferns and orchids appear at

the outer portion of the region. Among other plants may be noticed

Synod* (Ficus) diversifoiia, M;,. - "• Beinw.,

Agapetes ellipUca. Don'. &c Among the common arborescent plants

may be mentioned, Agapetes varinqicefolia Don, A. myrtoides, tern. Mgr-
-' " -: i-i. :.,-..-

•

"

Casuarina montana, Leseh, and C. Junghunhniana, Miq., are on

part of the region. We find also here an arborescent Boehmena and a

dwarf Epll J, '<*> such **

Nepenthes gymnamphora, BL, and some varieties of Polygonum corym-

SECOND SERIES, Vol. XXVI, No. 77.—NOV., 1858.
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bosum. The order Ericaceae is the predominant one; we find, heside the

species already mentioned,
bunda, Don, and other species of the genus, Gay
Pamettia repei s, /oil., O'u Uh, rla punctata, Bl. (an odoriferous plant of

great beauty), G. leucocarpa, Bl., and others : -peeies of ( 'lethra (?). The

I jo, An ;r. (.'), is common
towards the eastern part. The orchid that approaches nearest the craters,

is Thelymitra javarucaJM
These are the more common and more characteristic plants of the

ric regions of Java, according to M. Zollinger.

8. The Lotus or Sacred Bean of India.—Dr. Buist gives some notes on

the Lotus or Sacred Bean of India, in the Transactions of the Bombay
;d Society. He says, "The lotus itself is one of the most

in native estimation, the type of the beautiful. It is held sacred through-

out the East, and the deities of the various sects in that quarter of the

world are almost invariably represented as either decorated with its

flowers, seated or standing on u lotus throne or pedestal, or holding a

se.-ptie formed from its [lowers, sometimes expanded and at others closed.

It is fabled that the flowers obtained their red color by being dyed with

the blood of Siva, when Kamadeva wounded him with the love-shaft

arrow. Label —born from having ascended from the

ocean on its flowers. The lotus is often referred to by the Hindu poets.

The lotus floating on the water is the emblem of the world. It is also

the type of the mountain Meru, the residence of the gods, and the em-

blem of female beauty.

The lotus flower is repeated, ad infinitum, in the earliest eastern sculp-

tures, u that on which Bhuddah sat, and from which Bran
In the Cave Temples of Salsette, dated back several centuries before the

Christian era, it is represented everywhere at once as an emblem and an

Dr. Buist thinks that Dr. Lindley is mistaken in saying that the wicks

as. " They are formed, he says, of the dried flower-

stalk or leaf-stalk ; he does not believe that all the spirals of all the

lotuses in In ; m to the line, would make a lump of

wick a yard long of the thickness of the finger. Individually the spirals are

finer than gossamer; the leaf is fourteen by sixteen inches is

the stalks about six by eight feet long, and seldom rise higher than two

or two and a half feet above the surface of the water. The leaf is buoy-

ant enough to support a crow, and is frequently made use of by that bird

as a fishing station, from which flies, snails, or water lizards, are preyed

upon. The flower has something of the smell of the Tonquin bean, or

the blossom of the bean. The upper surface of the leaf is a deep green.

It repels the water when pressed under it. This is referred to in some of

the native writings, a translation of one of which is given by Dr. Buist

:

He is not enslaved by any lust whatever

;
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i drops of wafer thrown upon it, and
r rubbing the leaf so as to destroy

brought about. This seems to
consist oi minute capitate papillae, by which a fine film of air is kept

:.. wafer in reality n.-ver coining in roiit;vt with tie- actual
the leaf at all—a fact establish,,.! and illustrated by its ivtl.vtmg

light from its own under surface. The same phenomenon of repuUioii of
water is seen in the leaves of the Pistia stratiotes, a floating plant
abounding in shallow tanks in India. When pressed under water the
leaves look like frosted silver. It is the same organization that enables

r, and young cabbage leaves, young shoots of grain and
grass, and the n umberless other plants that exhibit dew in its beautiful

pearly form, to repel water from their isurface. It is the same that pro-

duces the like r<jsults usually ascribed to oil and grease on the feathers of
birds, especially lost of all of divers—which when
they plunge under the surface seem to carry with them a perfect flash of

hght. A piece of glass, a varnished or greased surface, or polished stone,

throws the wate r off as perfectly as the

} latter cases is there any appearance of reflection.

Dr. Buist on
ticed thin films ' and adhering to the leaf. The
water flowing over them, by the reflect ing light from its under surface,

over which the air was emanating. The air gradually

collected into btjbbles and then rose to the surface. The quantity of air

which rises is n;ry great—especially from the spiral vessels when wounded
3 -third of an inch in diameter, contain

ing tubes of a sectional area of not more than one-quarter of this, or say

two-tenths of an inch square, even where the leaf is cut off, has been

ascertained by experiment inches of air

hourly. Th ist be at the

rate of twenty feet an hour.—AV. X. Phil. J.. [2], vii, 323.

_
9. Hairs of Urticacece.—The stingii . ticaceae con-

is sheathed by a layer of epidermal retimes by a
-

nated knob. This hair becomes broken in the skin, and allows the acrid

fluid it contains 1 .' w< it I- »gw« to accidents of a more or

less severe nature. The severity of the sting depends not on th-

ing or bulbous portion of the hairs varies much m length. Sometimes

it e\ U the free portion, as in Urtica ferox, one of the species, which

gives a most dangerous sting. In some species of Lrera and in one or

two other gei ion increases much with age, becomes

woody, and forms a true prickle or aculeus, analogous to those of the

Rose and of some species of Hibiscus.

Glandular hairs, properly so called, are rare among tlie I

Species of Fleury present examples of these hairs as well as the ribs of

the lower rod
"'h we

*f?
noU

£?'
M m
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cies of Forskohlea or of Droguetia exhibit in different parts of their in-

florescence a mass of woolly hairs analagous to those which cover the

cotton plant. None of the" Trti, aeea> hav* wel b- d hairs.— Ibid, p, 324.

10. The Complete Writings of Thomas Say on the Conchology of the

United States ; edited by W. G. Bikney, member of the Academy of

. etc. pp. 252, 8vo, with 75 plate*.

New York: H. Bailliere, 1858.—The republication of the works of our
earlier scientific wi iters, if not constituting an actual advance in science,

is certainly as generally useful, and in many cases even more so, than
the announcement of new observations. The reprint before us of the

results of the conchological labors of the father of American zoology,

supplies what has long been needed by those inter, .ted in this depart-

ment* and reflects equal credit upon the editor who has collected them,

and the house who have undertaken their publication. The articles now
first brought together into one volume, are found chiefly in scientific

books and periodicals now out of print or very difficult of access; and

lee in the way of reference to them, have deterred or discour-

aged many a young naturalist from the study of our shells. This re-

ni. .re particularly t<> our fresh water univalves, and the ma-
rine ^ieils of the southern coast : the works of <muld. I'inney, and Lea,

having done much to el isiona. With the volume
before us, however, complete as it is both in text and plates, the study of

our testaceous mollusks becomes comparatively easy. A little additional

the student all that is known on the

ittbject, as the works of the other authors may for the most part be

easily obtained.

The descriptions of terrestrial shells are collected together in the first

forty pages, but all the others are arranged in the order of their respect-

ive dates. So that the genera and families are not grouped together, and

are remarks on the same species in various parts of the

j of those who would study the species of

each genus together, or read at once all that relates to a -ingle species,

a full and elaborate index is appended, " to all the generic and specific

- of shells of Thomas Say, and to the synonyms used in his

writings, with the name, date, volume, page, and figure of the original

works containing them." This index would alone be of great use, be-

ing the first ever drawn up of Say's writings upon conchology. No at-

tempt is made to complete the synom m\ i
- "- s; . , . -, from European

works, which now becomes highly desirable.

The plates, seventy-five in number, are mostly printed from the origi-

- used by Say. Some of theM . are remarkable for an accuracy
and beauty u h the time and
placeof their iony, Indiana, 1830). Plate 15, and
those from V smiles of the

II. 75, although prepared by Mr. Say, is now for the first

-d. The size of the work is convenient, the text compact,
and the printing good, although the typographical <

book. But for the
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"We are here met, in this our twe
ig accepted for the present year,

)wn and firm seat of Bi

whereby we a<

to apply her p<

vance the well-bei Kail the condition i

is no light matter, therefore, the work we are here asseml

has given to man a capacity to discover and compreli

which His universe is governed; and man is impelled b

acquired. Agreeably
tween our finite faculties and the phenomena tint atf.rt them, we ar-

our present state of being can have or act upon. Nor let any one,

against whose prepossession a scientific truth may jar. confound Mich

demonstrations with the speculative philosophies condemned by the

Apostle; or ascribe to arrogant intellect, soaring to religions of forbid-

den mysteries, the acquisition of such truths as have been or may be

tire research. For the most part, the

discoverer has been so placed by circumstances,—rather than by ;.rede-

terminated selection,—as to have his work of investigation allutu-d to

him as his daily duty ; in the fulfillment of which he is brought face to

face with phenomena into which he must inquire, and the result of which

inquiry he must faithfully impart. The advance of natural as of moral

d an j ia progressive: but it has pleased the Author of all

D of the imparting of such parcels thereof as He
has allotted, from time to time, for the behoof and guidance of mankind.

'1, the faculties f dis< v< t\ ire, th ivf i. . to

be regarded as preordained instrument- in m k i j. \> > n the power of

God, without a knowledge of which, as well as of Scripture, we are

told that we shall err. Great and marvellous have he.-n the manifesta-

tions of this power imparted to us of late times, not only in respect of

and inhabitants.

Geological Time.—In regard to the period during which the globe

allotted to man has revolved in its orbit, preset

mind to grasp Puch sum uf pas tin \ ' m * t i that by which

it tries to realize the Bp

remoter nebula*. V. daiin- all 'in - •- "
.«< d since the

Cambrian rocks were deposited which bear the impressed record of crea-

tive power as it was then manifested, we know, through the interpreters

of these ''writings on stone," that the earth was vivified by the sun's

light and he d freshing showers and wash
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there successively by wind and storms. The atmosphere was healthily

influenced og clouds and

vip»i- ii- 'u < nd. -m_ !i— u i, n 1 tiling in nidi - vortical circu-

lation. With these conditions of life, we know that life itself has been

enjoyed throughout the same countless thousands of years ; and that

with life, from the beginning, there has been death. The earliest t. -ti-

mony of the living thiu^. whether shell, crust, or coral in the oldest fos-

sil iterou t ek, is it tL. -aim tiim proof that it died. It has further been

given us to know, that not only the individual but the species perishes;

that as death is balanced by generation, so extinction has been concomi-

tant with creative power, vvhirh has continued to provide a succession of

species ; and furthermore, that as regards the varying forms of life which

this planet lias witnessed, there has been "an advance and progress in

the main." Geology demonstrates that the creative force has not deserted

this earth during any of her epochs of time ; and that in respect to no

one class of animals has the manifestation of that force been limited to

one epoch. Not a species of fish that now lives, but has come into be-

ing during a comparatively recent period; the existing species were

preceded by other species, and these again by others still more different

from the present. No existing genus of fishes can be traced

yond a moiety of known creative time. Two entire orders (<

,ave come into being, and have almost superseded two other

orders (Ganoids and Placoids), since the newest or latest of the secondary

formations of the earth's crust. Species after species of land animals,

order after order of air-breathing reptiles, have succeeded each other;

creation ever compensating for extinction. The successive passing away of

ig species may have been as little due to exception

and as much to natural law, as in the case of mai i

It is true, indeed, that every part of the earth's surface has been sub-

merged ; but successively, and for long periods. Of the prese:

different natural continents have different Fauna* and FIok

fossil remains of the plants and animals of these continents

show that they possessed the same peculiar characters, or ehl

•

]

nods extending t'ai l>\ .ml tie utmost limits of human

history. Such, gentlemen, is a brief summary of facts most nearly inte*-

eating us, wnich hare been demonstratively made known respecting our

earth and its inhabitants. And when we reflect at how late and in how

brief a period of historical time the acquisition of such ki

been permitted, we must feel that vast as it seems, it may 1

small part of the patrimony of truth destined for the possession of future

generations. * * *
_

Earth's M '

;1 tw0 airns:

the one, to a< ttions of its activity to time and space,

both in respect of its direction and intensity ; the other, to penetrate the

mystery of the nature of the magnetic force. In reference to the first

aim, my estimable predecessor adverted, last year, to the fact, that il «*>

in the committee-rooms of the British Association that the first step was

taken towards that great magnetic organization which has since borne so

much fruit. Thereby it has been determined that there a

changes of the magnetic elements depending on the hour of the day, the

season of the year, and on what seemed strange intervals of about eleven
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years. Also, that hesides these regular changes, then were othei

more abrupt and seemingly irregular character—Humboldt's " ma
storms"—which parts of the ea^th

face. Major-General Sabine, than uli.au no individual has done

n

this field of research since Halle* first attempted "to explain the <:

in the variation of the magnetic needle," has proved that the m:i

storms observed I
undeeetinial periods. Bui

asked. 1 is th. nia^-neti period of eleven years to do I 'lie o.iiirideiice

which points to, if it does not give, the answer, is one of thennH re-

markable, unexpected, and * m urging' '
;

ol.-erv.Ts. hor thirty

years a German astronomer, Schwabe, had set hims. If the task •
:
nly

\X the appearance of the sun'- disc, in which tune

he found th ;
liases of increase and de-

crease, the length of the period being about eleven years. A <

of the independent evidence of the astronomer and innu-netic .b.-.Tv.T,

has shown that the ond l 'oth m lts

duration and in its epochs of maximum and minimum with the same

period observed in the solar spots. * * *

Electric Currents in Animals.—Galvf~
: -

utilated frog so as to bring a nve in contact with the external

b«B a contraction of the muscle ensued. In this

suggestive ex thereby initiated the

lie relation of the nerve force to electric force,

concluded that the contraction v> as a nectary consequence -of the pas-

sage of electricity from one surface to the other b

He supposed that the electricity was secreted by t

of the nerve.

i or arrangement- •-- »« nn»-

le would contract, whether the electric current had its origin m the

nimal body, or from a source external to that body. Galvam erred in

)o exclusive a refef - *• c^ciw?-

> the brain of the animal : Volta in excluding the origin of the electric

>rce from the animal body altogether. The determination of « the true

nd « the constant/ I

benomena, has been;mamly

elped on by the persevering and ingenious experimental researches ot

fateucci and
7
Du Bois Reymond. The latter has shown that any point

relation t

the^urface^of 7neTveTs" positive in relation ^ My^poinU

transverse section of the same

may be concluded that nerve force is not identic*

^

lLU "^^l
hut that it may be another mode of motion ot the sa ,

it is certainly a polar force, and perhaps the highest form of a polar
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Photography—Electric. Telegraph—-Since Niepce, Herschel, Fox Tal-

bot, and Da- ion of Photography, year by year some
improvement is made,—some advan -t subtle appli-

cation of combined discoveries in Photicity, El. ><

Magnetism. Last year Mr. J%V>vin's production of plates in relief, for

the purpose of engraving by the action of light alone, was cited as the

latest marvel of Photography. This year has witnessed ph
i b k by Mr. Pretechi.—Prof. Owen continued by alluding to

the application of photography for obtaining views of the moon, of the

scientific and other phenomena. After referring to the discove-

ries in I-.; iro-magn lisin.tiie lecturer continued—Remote as such pro-
•

of every-day life, the most astounding of the practical augmentation of

man's power has sprung out of them. Nothing might seem less promis-

ing o£ profit than Oersted's painfully-pursued experiments, with his little

magneto, voltaic pile, and bits of copper wire. Yet out of these has

sprung the electric telegraph. Oersted himself saw such an application

of his convertibility of electricity into magnetism, and made arrange-

signs through a distance of a few miles. The resources of inventive ge-

nius have made it practicable for all distances; as we have lately seen in

the submergence and working of the electro-magnetic cord connecting

the Old and the New World. On the 6th of August, 1858, the laying

down of upwards of 2,000 nautical miles Gf the telegraphic cord, con-

necting Newfoundland and Ireland, was successfully completed; and on

that day a message of thirty-one words was transmitted in thirty-five

minutes, along the sinuosities of the submerged hills and valleys forming

the bed of the great Atlantic. The first message expressed—" Glory to

God in the highest : on Earth Peace, Good-will towards Men." Never

since the foundations of the world were laid could it be more truly said,

" The depths of the sea praise Him !" More remains to be done before

tching engine can be got into full working order; but the

capital fact, viz : the practibility of bringing America into electrical corn-

Europe has been demonstrated ; consequently, a like

Homology.—After pointing out the distinction between Affinity, which

indicates an intimate resemblance, and Analogy, which indicates a remoter

one, Prof. Owen continued—The study of homologous parts of a single

system of organs—the bones—has mainly led to the recognition of the

plan of archetype of the highest primary group of animals, the Verte-

brata. The next step of importance will be to determine the homolo-

gous parts of the nervous system, of the muscular system, of the respira-

tory and vascular system, and of the digestive, secretory and generative

.
• same primary group or province. I think it of more im-

portance to settle the homologies of the parts of a group of animals

on the same general plan, than to speculate on such relations

of parts of animals constructed on d< a plans of or-
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ganization. What has been effected and recommended, in regard to

homologous parts in the Vertebrata, should be followed out in the Ar-
t'hmiata and Mollusca. In regard to the constituents of the crust or

outer skeleton and its appendages in the Articulata, homological wlattfflM

have been studied and determined to a praweworl

that province. The same study is making progress in the Mollusea ; hut

the grounds for determining special homologies are less sure in this sub-

kingdom. The present state of homology in regard to the Artinilata.

has sufficed to demonstrate that the segment of the crust is not a hollow

expanded homologue of the segment of the endoskeleton of a vertebrate.

There is as little homology between the parts and appendages of the seg-

ments of the Vertebrate and Articulate skeletons respectively. The
parts called mandibles, maxillae, arras, legs, wings, fins, in Insects and

Crustaceans, are only " analogous " to tht

A most extensive field of reform is becoming c

that whieh is essential to the exactitude of his

9 only " analogous " to the parts so called in Vertebi
" '

1 of reform is becoming open to the nomologist in

Most difficult and recondite are the questions in face of which the march

of Homology is now irresistibly conducting the philosophic observer.

Such, for instance, as the following : Are the n< i

! iterative systems of organs more than functionally

l any two primary provinces of the animal kingdom ? Are
the homologies of entire systems to be judged of by their functional

and structural connexions, rather than by the plan and course of their

formation in the embryo? It may be doubted if embryology alone is

decisive of the question whether homology can be predicated ef tb«

alimentary canal in animals of different primary groups or provinces.

It is significant, however, of the lower value of embryological characters.

to note that the great leading divisions of the animal" kingdom, based by

Cuiver on Comparative Anatomy, have merely been confirmed by von

Baer's later developmental researches. * * *

Parthenogenesis.—John Hunter first enunciated the general proposition

that - the propagation of plants depended on two principles, the one that

every part of a vegetable is 'a whole,' so that it is capable of b.-in-jr

- far as it . in i - divid d into .list net
j

irts ; t

certain of those parts become reproductive organs, and produce fertile

.

.

-.•..•
I order*," it

• :.-•
.

: .
,

•. -
-

: • _. ,-•'. -

s
•

and those of Bonnet on the Aphides, had brought to light the p

-

d of Harvev's axiom, " omne vivvm ab ovo,
n appears to be

Hunter's pi-
.e quoted. The experi-

ments of Redi, Malpighi and others had progress

field to which the "qeneratio mquivoca" could with any plausibility be
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applied. The stronghold of the remaining advocates of that old Egyp-
;;<: was the fact of the development of parasitic animals in the

flesh, brain and glands of higher animals. But the hypothesis never ob-

tained currency in this country ; it was publicly opposed in my ' Hunte-

rian Lectures,' by the fact of the prodigious preparation of fertile eggs

in many of the supposed spontaneously developed species; and in then

suggesting thi tfta of the human muscular tissue might

be the embryo of a larger worm in course of migration, I urged that a

particular investigation was needed for each particular species.

Among the most brilliant of recent acquisitions to this part of Physi-

ology, have been the discoveries which have resulted from such special

investigations. Kuchenmeister and von Siebold have been the chief labor-

results of those labors, Prof.

i discovered that plants and

animals could propagate in two ways, and that the individual devel-

oped from the bud might produce a seed or egg, from which also an

individual might spring capable of again budding,—since this alternating

en J s ;

:' generation was observed, as by Chamisso and Sars, in

le budding individual differed much in form from f
e subject has been systematized and generalized, wi

individual differed much in form from the egg-laying

ar.-:ith

Siebold'

thenogenesis bei Schmeterlingen und Bienen,' in which the virgin pro-

duction of the male or drone-bee is demonstrated. Von Siebold, having

subjected to the closest microscopic scrutiny and experiment the conclu-

sion to which the praeti on had arrived, relative to

the cause of queen-bees with crippled wings producing a swarm exclu-

sively of drones, has demonstrated that the male bee is produced from an

egg which has been subjected to no influence save that of the maternal

parent ; whilst such egg, if impregnated, would have produced a female

or working bee. The now well-investigated phenomena of partheno-

genesis in Hydrozoa have resulted in showing, as in the analogous case

of Entozoa, that animals differing so much in form as to have constituted

two distinct orders or classes, are really but two terms of a cycle ot

metagenetic transformations—the acalephan Medusa being the sexual lo-

comotive form of the agamic rooted budding polyp, just as the cestoid

taenia is of the cystic hydatid, hi Hydrozoa (hydroid polyps or sertu-

larians) the young are propagated, as in plants, by " buds," and also, as

in most plants, by " germs " or " seeds :
" these latter are o

" germ-sacs " projecting from the outer surface, which is another analogy

to the flowering parts of plants. The first acquaintance with these mar-

vels excited the hope that we were about to penetrate the mystery of the

origin of different species of animals ; but as far as observation has yet

extended, the cycle of changes is definitely closed. And, since one es-

sential step in the series is the fertilized seed or egg, the Hai
u omne vivum ab ovo," if metagenetic phases be ascribed to one indi-

vidual, may be still predicated of all organisms which bear the unmis-

takable characters of plants or of animals. The

the nature of their beginning,
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tial first step being due to the protoplasmic matter of a germ-cell and
sperm-cell ; the former pre-existing in the form of a nucleus or proto-

NMt, !!:< latter as a granulose fluid. In flowering plants it is conveyed
by the pollen-tube, in animals and many riowerless plants, by locomotive
spermatozoids. The changes of form which the representative of a spe-

cies undergoes in -ii.'. _.;ii!_r individual* are

termed the "metagenesis" of such species. The changes of fori n which
" a species undergoes in a single individual, is called
" But this term has practically been restricted to

me instances in which the two phases of the change,
is five and active, as in the grub of the chaffer, or the tadpole of the

frog, for example. In reference to some supposed es-.-ntial differences in

the metamorphoses of insects, it had been suggested that stages answer-

ing to those represented by the apodal and acephalous maggot of the

Diptera, by the hexapod larva of the Carabi, and by the hexapod anten-

rva of the Meloe, were really passed through by the orthopte-

rous insect, before it quitted, the egg. Mr. Andrew Murray has recently

made known some facts in confirmation of this view. 11- had revived

a wooden idol from Africa, behind the ears of whi. h a Blatta had fixed

it.- egg oases, after which the whole figure had been rudely painted by

. and these egg-cases were covered by the paint. No insect

could have emerged without breaking through the case and the paint; but

both were uninjured. In the egg-cases were discovered, 1st, a grub like

larva in the egg; 2d, a cocoon in the
j

.winged, im-

r ; 3d, the unwinged, imperfectly developed in-

sect in the egg, free from the cocoon, and ready to emerge. * * *

Geographical and Geo; --rrations of

the characters of plants have led to the recognition of the natural groups

s of the vegetable J

"

profitable

lar localities. The sum of these relal jwphical dis-

f plants, rests, perhaps at present necessarily, on an assump-

tion, viz: that each species has been created, or come into

once in time and space; and that its present diffusion is the result of its

own law of reproduction, under the d influence of

-. These circumstances are chiefly temperature and
source of heat and the

obliquity of the sun's rays, modified by altitude above the sea-level, or

the degree of rarefaction "of the atmosphere and of the power of the sur-

face to wastefullv radiate heat. Both latitude and altitude are further
adiate heat,

lified by currents of air and ocean,, which influence the distributi

. of dry land produce dry

and extreme climates, while large expanses of sea produce humid and

equable climates Agriculture affects the geographical dm-

plants, both directly and
of equal climate, augments their productiveness, and enlarges the limits

of their capacity to support different climatal conditions. Agriculture

also effects local modifications of climate. Certain species of planta re-
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quire more special physical conditions for health ; others more general

conditi ns; tu I th .1 ' nt ot «litl'usi 1 varies accordingly. Thus the

plants of temperate climates are more the surface of

the globe, because they are suited to elevated tracts in tropical latitudes.

There is, however, another law whi. li r. lat. - to tin original appearance,

or creation, of plants, and which has produced different species flourishing

under similar in different regions of the globe. Thus

the plants of tin 'm .11 itain- <>i' >.»mh Aim-ricu ire .»t distinct species, and

for the most part of distinct genera, from those of Asia. The plants of

the temperate latitudes of \..rt!i Ani-ri. a aiv of d:Min

some of distinct genera from those of Europe. The Cacteae of the hot

regions of Mexico are represented by the Euphorbiacese in parts of Africa

having a similar climate. The surface of the earth has been divided

-rive regions, of which I may cite as examples that ol ISew

na predominate, together with generic forms, half

of which are European, and the rest approximating to Australian, South

African, and Antarctic forms; and that of Australia, characterized by its

Eucalypti and 1
,

- . known to us by the researches of the

great botanist, Robert Brown, the founder of the Geography of Plants.

Organic Life in its animal form is much more developed and more

variously in the sea, than in its vegetable form. Observations of marine

animals and their localities have led to attempts at generalizing the re-

sults; and the modes of enunciating these generalizations or laws ot geo-

graphical distribution are very analogous to those which have beeu ap-

plied to the vegetable kingdom, which is as diversely developed on land

as the animal kingdom in the sea. The most interesting form of ex-

pression of the distribution of marine life, is that which paral

pen iicular distribution of plants. Edward Forbes has express

defining five bathvmetrical zones, or belts of depth, which be

Litt .. J; -'. ' ' I...- • • o\ Median; 4, Infra-median; 5, Abyssal. Ihe

4 these zones vary, of course, according to the nature ot tne

sea-bottom; and are modified by those primitive or cream

have caused representative species in distant h- a!itn- umler like physic^

ited by analogy. Very much remains to be

served and studied by naturalists in different parts of the globe, under tne

ir, to the completion ot a

pi to this, the results caum

, le. A shell or a sea-weed, whose relations to

depth are thus understood, may at: <
! «» « wa

.

m"

ing to the navigator. To the geologist, the distribution of marine

life according to the zones of depth, has given the clue '

eposited. Had all the t.-nWrial animal, that

diverged from one common centre within the lis

thousand years, it might have been expected that the

light have expected to find that those w]

of flight, and were adapted to subsist

ion. With regard

apted to subsist on th<

Id still be met with 1
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ated together, and least distant from the original

situated in such a latitude. This, however, ia not

)irds, but is not so with any other class of .mini

la, or order of apes, monkeys and lemur. bomnI i

s—Catharines, Platyrhines, and Strepsirhines. Tl

i majority of i

in Madagascar. Oul
six are Asiatic, and three are African. Whilst adverting to uie troirraj•ni-

cal distribution of Quadrumana, I would contrast the p< vuliarlv limited

range of the orangs and chimpanzees with the cosmopolitan powers ot

mankind. The two species of orang (Pithecus) are confined to Borneo

and Sumatra ; the two sp frogtodytee) are limit-

d

to an intertropical tract of the western part of Africa. They appear to l.e

inexorably bound by climatal influences regulating the as-

certain trees and the production of certain fruits. Climate rigi

the range of the Quadrumana latitudinally ; creational and geographical

causes limit their range in longitude. Distinct genera represent each

other in the same latitudes of the New and Old Worlds
;
and also, in a

great degree, in Africa and Asia. But the development of an orang out

of a chimpanzee, or reciprocally, is physiologically inconceivable.

The order of Ruminantia is principally represented by Old World spe-

cies, of which 162 have been defined; whilst only 24- species have L ,-n

discovered in the New World, and none in Australia, New Guinea, New

Zealand, or the Polynesian Isles. The camelopard is now peculiar to

Africa ; the musk-deer to Africa and Asia ; out of about fifty defined

species of antelope, only one is known in America, and none in the cen-

tral and southern divisions of the New World. Palaeontology has ex-

panded our knowledge of the range of the giraffe ; during Miocene or

old Pliocene periods, species of Camelopardalis roamed in Asia and

Europe. Geology gives a higher range to the horse and elephant kinds

than was cognizant to the student of living species only.
^
The existing

Equidae and Elephantida? properly belong, or are
"

World • and the elephants to Asia and Africa, the

continents, being quite d^:—
terror to the eye of the i „
first time as it proudly bore their Spanish conquerer. Bat a

existed with the Megatherium and Megalonyx, m both South

and North America, and perished apparently with them before the hu-

man period. Elephants are dependent chiefly upon trees for food. One

species now finds conditions of exist, * of tropical

Asia; and a second species in those of tropical Africa Why we may

ask, should not a third be living at the expense of the still mor

vegetation watered bv the Orinoco, the Esseouibo the Amazon, and the

La Plata, in tropical America ? Geology tells us that at least two kinds

of elephant (AfLtodon Andium and M. Humboldt*) formerly did derive

their subsistence; along with the great Megathenotd beasts rom tiat

abundant source. We may infer that the general growth of large for-

ests, and the absence of deadly enemies, were the mam conditions of the

former existence of elephantine animals over every part of the globe.
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nportance of Palaeontology

tifying and expanding ideas deduced from recent zoology of the

geographical limits of particular forms of animals, by the results of its

applies

portfint instances, confirm the zoologist's deductions c

ge of particular forms of mammalian life. ine sum 01 au

the evidence from the fossil world in Australia, proves its mammalian

population to have been essentially the same in pleistocene times, as now,

—only represented, as the Edentate mammals in South America were

then represented, by more* numerous genera, and much more gigantic

species, than now exist.

But Geology has revealed more important and unexpected facts rela-

tive to the marsupial type of quadrupeds. In the miocene and eocene

tertiary deposits, marsupial fossils of the American genus Didelphys

have been found, both in France and England; and they are associated

with Tapirs like that of America. In a more ancient geological period

remains of marsupials, some insectivorous, as Spalacothei ium and Tri-

conodon, others with teeth like the peculiar premolars in the Australian

ive been found in the upper oolite of the Isle of

Purbeck. In the lower oolite at Stonesfield, Oxfordshire, marsupial re-

mains have been found having their u-.v, -t living representatives in the

Australian genera Myrmecobius and Dasyurus. Thus it would seem,

that the deeper we penetrate the earth, or, in other words, the further we

recede in time, the more completely we are absolved from the present

laws of geographical distribution. In comparing the mammalian fossils

found in British pleistocene and pliocene beds, we have often to travel to

Asia or Africa for their homologues. In the miocene and eocene strata

some fossils occur which compel us to go to America for I

representatives. To match the mammalian remains from the English

p^cies from the Antipodes. These are

truly most suggestive facts. If the present laws of geographical distribu-

tion depend, in an important degree, upon the present configu

position of continents and islands, what a total change in the geographi-

cal character of the earth's surface must have taken place since the

I slate " was deposited in what now forms the county of Ox-

fordshire I These and the like considerations from the raodifi

geographical distribution of particular forms or groups of an

us how inadequate must be the phenomena connected with the present

|« to the determination of the primary

ontological divisions of the earth's surface. Some of the latest contribu-

tions to this most interesting branch of natural history have been the

result of endeavors to determine whether, and how many, did

tions of plants and animals have taken place. But, I would s

the discovery of two portions of the globe, of which the respective

Fauna; and Flora? are different, by no means affords the reqn

ting as to distinct acts of creation. Such conclusion is associa-

ted, perhaps unconsciously, with the idea of the historical date ot

ereative acts: it presupposes that the portion of the globe bo

by the botanist and zoologist has been a separate and primitive creation,
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; its geographical limits and features are still in the main what they

e when the creative fiat went forth. But geology has demonstrated

I such is by no means the case with respect to the portions of dry

past into which the same science lias thrown light, are also shown to

have periods during which the relative positions of land and sea have

been ever changing.

Already the directions, and to a certain extent the forms of the sub-

merged tracts that once joined what now are islands to contiiifiiK and

which once united now separate or nearly disjoined continents l.y broad

tracts of continuity, begin to be laid down in geological maps, addn-s-

ing to the eye such successive and gradually progressive alterations

of the earth's' surface. These phenomena shake our confidence in the

QOOCtattOB, that the Apteryx of New Zealand and the Red-grouse of

England were distinct creations in and for those islands resp. , -tiv.-Iy.

Always, also, it may be well to bear in mind that by the word " creation
"

the zoologist means " a process he knows not what." Science has not

yet ascertained the secondary causes that operated when "&€ Mrtftl

brought forth grass, and herb yielding seed after his kind," and when

"the waters brought forth abundantly the moving creatures that hath

life." And supposing both the fact and the whole process of the so-

called " spontaneous generation " of a fruit-bearing tree, or of a fish,

were scientifically demonstrated, we should still retain as b4

idea, which is the chief of the "mode" or "group of ideas" we call

" creation," viz : that the process was ordained by, and had originated

from, an all-* 'ause of all thing*. When, there-

fore, the present peculiar relation of the Red-grouse (Tttrao

Britain and Ireland—and I cite it as one of a large class of instances in

Geographical Zoology—is enumerated by the zoologist as

distinct creation of the bird in and for such islands, he chi<

that he knows not how the Red grouse came to be thei

' by this mode of expressing such ignorance,
1

he island —
' distinct creation," has led me to suggest wheth

primary zoological provinces ^of the globe,^

T
lusively; signifying also by this mode of expressing such

belief that both the bird and the islands owed their origin

i efforts
trenching upon a province of knowledge beyond our present capacitie

at least in the judgment of Lord Bacon, commenting upon mans -Jr-

to pierce into the "dead beginnings of things."

,._On the few occasions in which I have been

observations on the probable cause of the extinction of spe-

cies, the chief weight has been given to those gradual changes in the

conditions of a countrv an
l0 anim*ls

in a state of nature.' I have also pointed out the characters in the

animals themselves calculated to render them most obnoxious to such

extirpating influences; and on one OO :!

f
"marks

to the explanation of so many of tlu- V
lar g™Ps

of animals having become extinct, whilst smaller spec.es of equal an-

-
,
proportion to its bulk is the difficulty of the
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has to maintain against the surrounding agencies that are ever tending

to dissolve the vital bond and subjugate the living matter to the ordinary

chemical and physical forces. Any changes, therefore, in such external

agencies as a species may have been originally adapted to exist in, will

militate against that existence in a degree proportionate, perhaps in a

geometrical ratio, to the bulk of the species. If a dry season be gradu-

ally prolonged, the large mammal will suffer from the drought sooner

than the small one : if such alteration of climate affect the quantity of

vegetable food, the bulky herbivore will first feel the effects of stinted

nourishment; if new enemies are introduced, the large and conspicuous

quadruped or bird will fall a prey, while the smaller species conceal them-

selves and escape. Smaller animals are usually also more prolific than

larger ones. u The actual presence, therefore, of small species of ani-

mals in countries where larger species of the same natur

listed, is not the consequence of any gradual diminution of the

size of such species, but is the result of circumstances which may be

illustrated by the fable of the 'Oak and the Reed;' the smaller and

feebler animals have bent and accommodated themselves to changes

which have destroyed the larger species." No doubt the type-form of

any species is that which is best adapted to the conditions n
such species at the time exists ; and as long as those conditions remain

unchanged, so long will the type remain ; all \ a

from being in the same ratio less adapted to the environing conditions of

existence. But, if those conditions change, then the variety of the spe-

cies at an antecedent date and state of things will become the type-form

of the species at a later date, and in an altered state of things. Obser-

vation of animals in a state of nature is required to show their degree of

r the extent to which rta n>by grounds

may be had for judging of the probability of the elastic ligaments and

joint-structures of a feline foot, for example, being superinduced upon

the more simple structure of the toe with the non-retractile claw,

. time. Observa-

) still needed to make known the ante-types,

'arieties, analogous to the observed ones in existing species,

a occurred, so as to give rise ultimately to such extreme forms

5 the Giraffe, for €

ding to the pi

}f fossil remains is also s

Man.—The aboriginal laws of the geographical distribution of plants

nd animals, have been modified from of old by geological and the con-

omitant climatal changes; and much more by man since his introduction

pon the globe. The serviceable plants and animals which he has carried

nth him in his migrations have flour; in lands the

lost remote from the habitats of the aboriginal species. Man has, also,

1 intelligible cause of the extirpation of species

le alone, with one of the beasts which he has

-is cosmopolitan. The human species is repre-

j between their localities and general zoological prov-

I to the alleged conformity between the geo~

-u-ibution of man and animals, which has of late been syste-

matically enunciated, and made by Agassiz, in Gliddon and Nott's *Va-
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rieties of Mankind,' the basis of deduction
tion of the human varieties, many facts migli

formity of the distribution of man with tha

surprised to find that the migratory instinct-

of living nature have, not been subject. Eth

s.—On the 10th of September,

m
Mr. H GoUMbmid' at Paris,

- -nt at the Dudley Observatory. Albany. X. Y. It remains
to be seen which of these two a-tem Is was tir>t di>« '• red iu absolute

2. Fourth Comet of 1858.—A telescopic comet was discovered, May
21st, 1858, by Dr. linihus, at Berlin. It appeared in the comet-.-eek-V

like a star of the 7th magnitude, with a tail about half a degree in

length.

3. Fifth Comet of 1858.—The great comet of 1858 was discovered at

Florence, on the 2d of June, by Mr. Donati. Owing to its great distance

computers were greatly perplexed in determining correct element.-* <f irs

able rnagnitu ::on, on the 19th of July

on the 29th it was visible to the naked eye, and a train of two degrees

th the comet-seeker. For a short time it was

and evening; it continued to increase in size

and brilliancy up to the second week in October, it was nearest to the

earth on the 10th of October, and for several evenings the tail extended

more than forty degrees, and on one or two oeca> ins it was trae* i e\ n

to sixty degrees.

The telescope of the Observatory of Harvard College revealed a series

_uous to the nucleus. On

"was seen interposed, like a screen, be -^ h*»5

ative of an

parent violent commotion. On the 23d two dark outlines *

more than half way round the nucleus ; on the next evening still another,

each of these was evidently the outer boundary of a luminous envelope,
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the brightest being that nearest the nucleus. On the 25th, four envelopes

were seen, and many others have subsequently been formed, almost under

the eye of the observer, th<

evident from night to night. Theii process <>t to mnticti became at last eo

pearance was on several occasions actually predicted

from the com just before each was thrown otf.

A close scrutiny of the tail with the naked eye revealed many curious

features scarcely less interesting. The observers at Cambridge w«J
favored with an unusually large proportion of clear evenings during the

most important part of the comet's apparition. The observations and

measurements are now in process of reduction. tv. c. b.

Donati's comet is apparently new to science. Mr. Jas. 0. Watson.

of the Ann Arbor Observatory, M ':.- 11. furnished tlic following par-

abolic elements, Aug. 25, 1858, in Gould's Astron. Jour. No. 116, viz :—

Time of perihelion passage, 1858, Sept, 29-794381, Wash. m.t.

Longitude of perihelion, - 36° 20' ll"-5)M. eqx.

" asc. node, - 165 15 49 -7 \ 1858-0

Inclination, - - - 63 3 6 -0

Log. of perih. distance, - 9-763374

In a communication dated October 2, and published in Gould's Astron.

Jour. No. 117, Mr. Watson states thai represent the

observations up to the middle of September. After that the di

between the observed and computed places were considerable, and he

therefore prepared, from normal places, for June 11, Aug. 13,

25, the following system of elliptic elements. These give a period of

revolution of 2415 years, which is necessarily quite uncertain;

—

Time of perihelion passage, 1858, Sept. 29-736355, Wash. m. t.

Long, of perihelion, - - 36° 13' 62 ) M. eqx.

" « asc. node, - - 165 19 11-8 j
1858-0

Inclination, - - - 63 1 27-9

Angle of excentricity, - 85 24 22-6

Excentricity, - - - 0-996787
Log. semi-axis major, - 2 255279
" perih. dist - - - 9-762303

4. Seventh Comet of 1858.—The following parabolic elements of the

telescopic comet discovered Sept. 5, 1858, at Harvard < 'olleg.- < >Wrv itory.

d by Mr. C. W. Tuttle, assistant, under date of Sept 14, and

published in Gould's Astron. Jour., No. 116 :

—

Time of perih. passage, 1858, Oct. 17-038128, Greenw. m. t.

Long, of perihelion, - - 1° 30' 23"
j M. eqx.

" " asc. node, - - 158 58 j 1858-0

Inclination, - - - 21 5 47
Log. perih. dist. - - - 0*15267
Motion, .... retrograde.

5. Total Solar Eclipse of Sept. 7, 1858.—It will be remembered that

Lieut. Gilliss went to Peru in August last, under the auspices of the
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1, tor the purpose of observing the phenomena of
the total eclipse of the sun of Sept. 7, 1858. The iiu-nn^t

the cost of the? expedition were liberally furnished l.y William Wheel-
. >>i Xewkiryport. Mass. We' are gratified 'to hoar that Lieut.

Siilfcs accon bjecta of the expedition, and we

6. Shooting Stars of Aug. 9-10, 1858.—The annual exhibition of an
unusual number of shooting stars about the 10th of August, was this

year hid from view at New Haven by clou. Is. The observations below
given show, however, that the August meteoric display appeared this

year on the usual scale.

(I.) Mr. Fran, s llradley, wat iiing tlon . wl passing fiom Daven-
port, Iowa, to Chicago, 111., observed shooting stars as follows, viz :

—

Aug. 9, from 10h 45m p. m. to 12h - - 11
" " " 12 "1 a.m. (10th), 28
" 10, "' 1 " 1 45 " - - 21
" " "2 "3 10 " - 68

Up to about 2. o'clock he could command only about one-sixth part of

the sky, and during the last hour about one-fourth or one-fifth. The
radiant as usual was in or near Perseus.

(2.) Prof. A. C. Twining, at Cleveland, Ohio, watching alone, ob-

Aug. 10, h 5m to 2h 5m a.m., 56, of which 48 were conformable and

8 unconformable. These observations and the following, were

made within 30° of arc all around the radiant.

Aug. 10, 8h 30m to h b p.m., 11 conformable, and 2 unconformable;

the trains long and conspicuous. Radiant had obviously

" 12, 2h 15™' to 3 h 15m a.m., 30 conformable

able. Sky very clear.

"• 13, l h 30m to 3h a.m., 20 conformable and 10 unconformable.

Sky clear.

" 14 3h 7m to 4h 47m a. m., 5 conformable and 5 unconformable.
' Sky clear.

On each occasion the place of the radiant was noted, but can not be

accurately stated until verified by an exact star chart.

7. Faith, • > „rs ; A» i -'.--M. Coulvter Gravter has reported as

follows on th - - shower. During the present year,

he obtained at Paris the following results :

July 14 to 17, 8-2 August b to * m
August 1 toV 129 " 12

>

'

.

26 °

Comparing the years since observations began, he finds that since 1848,

c has regularly decreased, the number then was 110 in place

of 39-3 of this year. Taking tie mean for the three years 1849, 1850,
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1851. we find it 85-8; for 1852, 1853, 1854, 57; for 1855, 1856, 1857,

it is 44-9; and finally for 1858, only 393. It is to be said, however,

that tliis result is not <.'"iifimj*d l.\ ol-H-vations tl>< where, or at least is

not evident fiom them.—L'Institut. xxvi. 271, Aug. 1858.

8. Meteoric Stum from >aar Mainz.—The analysis of this stone by F.

Beelbeim (J. £ f>r. Chen», Iweiii, 836)
52-23 per cent. insoluble silicate 39 2t> p. e.. other ingredients 8-56.

'-
_

"

-

16 12. Ni -Jos, i\ is jii'(„\ V nvii ratio . f niirates for R:'£:=10-94 : 8'l7).

Insoluble silicate ();'. 2<i ,„ , e. nt) Si 20 96, £l 1349, Fe 3 60, & 121 (oxy-

gen ratio for R, K. Si=l : 63 : 10 9.

Other ingredients (856 p. c.) FeS2 386, nickeliferous iron 2-13, £r

0-46, p 0-60, & I'd 1, Cu, Sn, Mn, Ca, traces.

The stone has the specific gravity 3-44; H — 5 ; BB. edges rounded.

Appearance in part like an altered olivine ; color dirty yellowish-brown

;

V. MISCELLANEOUS SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.

1. The Aquarian Naturalist, a Manual for the Sea Side ; by Thomas
:ymer Jonks, F.R.S. 524 pp., ]2mo, with 8 colored plates. London,

858. Van Voorst—This is an exodlent work, w hether considered as to

onders, beauties and trutis read it with pleas-

r low-water mark,

almost entirely covered with Tittle pyramids or mounds formed by coils

of sand or mud, the • cantiugs: as thev are called, of worms. All these

and ki wul fishermen, who find in t i valua I. bait, is the Lug-worm

or the Lug. "There can never be any difficulty in procuring specimens

of these worms, if onlv care betaken to diy de«-p eie»u-h, the *pade

' '-•:
.

" :•-
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great : of a number

sometime* blended together in the same individual.

Dwelling constantly in the .lark, not onlv deep in the sand, but m
ally covered by the sea. the Arenicola is extremely impatient of lie-la

when in confinement continually at!. -mpts to penetrate downwards \

when there is no sand in the vessel; but it amply provided with

ieh the movements of the worm are performed with perfect
freedom, but which can not be removed entire, on account of its extreme
fragility. This tube is, in fact, left behind as the animal progress,...,, .,„,]

forms a complete lining I : , ,f R w , !|,

it supports, and keeps pervious throughout r- uh< !e length, i

is thus enabled to ascend readily to the surface, and the water is admitted
freely to the branchiae.

A few of the anterior rings of the Arenicola pr i

i it. Hence, when they are fully retracted, the anterior ex-

tremity of the animal appears abruptly truncated ; while r •

in the shape of a regular cone when they are projected to an extent just

short of developing the mouth. This constitutes its boring apparatus.

The rings being retracted, the flat head of the Arenicola is directed

against the sand, and then the forcible projection of the cone opens a

passage for tin rest ot tin body The opening thus made would, how-

ever, be fatal! in red while

forced through such a narrow passage ; but, to avoid this, the animal im-

mediately on completing - the penetrating lings

very considerably. By the advance of the body the opening thus en-

larged is then " IV '"
1 Brtoewfc other,

the cone is ready to be again projected. During the progress of the

animal, the g
-' lh " r *•

ipott to the sides of the hole, without

which it would immediately fall in.

It is not, however, simply for the purpose of excavating a n

the Arenicola thus pioneers beneath t --: »'hich it

work* is devoured and -wallowed -

—

vers,-, the ,::.„....; ;-v canal, and it is finally rejected in the torm of the

The Arenicola seems to be a favorite article of food to

marine animals of carnivorous appetite: not the

troclus more

stoutly fought for by the rival Greeks and Trojans than one of these
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worms, when offered as the prize of fight among the multifarious combat-

ants ready to claim their portion.

In order to study the mutual hostilities of these -warlike races, M.
i into a pool a few feet wide. A troop

u first, -eared by the sound, darted away; but these soon

rallied, just as the Annelid was about to bury itself in the sand, when
one, more daring than the vest, grappled it by its middle. Thus em-

boldened, others lost no time in prose< utii _ t

1

itta k ml the poor worm
'* " rown pawn, rn-hing from

nnrades. and

the booty to himself. It was. however, at once, seen that he would

speedily be toned t<> 4\-\\<> the -p>il. tm at tl it \eu instant there ap-

pating in the teast. Without any sign ot uncertainty or hesitation tney

moved straight forward toward tie be worm was

soon covered with these predatory mollu>ks. The fate of the contested

prey seemed definitely settled, when a small Shore Crab {Card U

and, by dragging off the Arenicola, very nearly upset all the Turbos, who

to their sandy hauuts. Then, however, a large

fiyurus) appeared upon the scene, and the poor

a to beat a retreat, in order to escape

-•:'-;, '-

he kept a watchful eye over the dainty morsel which he had once tasted,

and taking advantage of a moment when the larger nab .

ing. from the field from some temporary emotion of alarm, he rapidly

seized the long-disputed Arenicola am v to some dis-

dry ground, and thus put an end to the combat."

Speaking of star-Jishes, he says :

"In confinement these creatures are almost inva

ful mutilations. Not only do they lose large portions of their body, or

-

•..».'
;.

:
' - '

.;, ' :
• -. - - "

a heap of fragments dispersed through the water.

is a casualty apparently incidental to the whole rare, aa !

species, amongst which Luidia fraijUixsirnn stands pi-.-<

spiciiwiis. it is so generally put in practice, and that upon :

- -
.

:' -
- .

:et of fresh water to receive and kill u

might be caught by the dredge, and a very ami
inieiit. • A- I » \p. ted. a L >>/'<> ' u.e {]

}'~~~'L
}

gorgeous speci

dredge's mouth, and proceeded, in the
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k"" VN n " t< '' l " '". a lll,,lll '*i" ! " 1

I"'"'
<h-d to dissolve iiis corp

at every ltirsh of thr dredge hi- fragments were seen escaping. In des-

acuteand rapid, anyone who lias witnessed the facility with which th.-y

find and devour a bait, or a morsel of food, will readil'v allow ; but how
they are enabled to effect this is by no mean- so ea>ily explained. That
it must be by some sense analogous either to smell or vision, seems pretty

evident ; but where we are to look for their noses or eyes is a problem
not of very easy solution. In many species, however, there are found,

situated at the 'extremity of each ray. certain bright red spots, very con-

spicuous in the living animal, around which the terminal spines cluster,

as though for their protection. Tlie-e red spots are by many eminent

.'ude.i as the eyes of the Star-fish, and the surrounding

spines constitute the eyelid above alluded to. How far they are or are

not instruments of vision, is a matter still open to dispute, and a question

tvcdl worthy of solution l>\ an\ of our readers who ;i Munities en-

able them to m g Bobject.

'

2. On the < in Tooth

Drawing, (Athe'n.. Hill. p. -m.)- -The application of electricity for

producing local anaesthesis in tooth drawing, is creating a
^
considerable

sensation. The modus operandi is thus described by Mr. Kincely Bridg-

man, of Norwich. The apparatus is simple, and counts principally of

the common electro-magnetic machine u>ed in medical electricity, a -in-

gle cell and og* ' lllr '-'s battery, and a small

, e ,\] with a bundle of wires for graduating the strength

of th« , unent. one . nd «.t t' e t| lnl „„, ,,.n\.\n _r th. secondary cur-

rent is attached to the handle of the t\. d of it to a

:

neously. The wire attached to the forceps should be made to pass

through an interrupting footboard, so that the continu r\ t 1 • «;re n it

be made or broken in an instant by a movement of the right foot of the

operator. Tin a l\ m'age . f rln- nmg 1: '

-•-
. : ..;

• .. .
:.. '- " - " - - - -

:

terfere with the quiet of the patient. A hole drilled in the end of the

f the forceps, and the end of the wire tapered to fit rather

tightly allows the substitution of one pair of forceps for another with

* Forbes's British Star-fishes.
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scarcely a moment's d<slay. The importance of f.l,i ject is so great

that numbers will, !v have recourse 1

ed.

3. On the Atlantu; Cable; by Willi,vm <; T, Esq., F.R.S.,

[ considered thisF.R.A.S., (Ediub. Phil , Mag. and Jour., xvii . p. 3
|)7subject, and, as is well long ago; and

ling the conclusions I see were the last meeting

of the British Association and at other mee titles. imtw itliManding

that my originalthe Astronomer Royal's I two papers on the sul •j^-t,

:

[ feel

The subject is of great importance, and I will (if you will allow me)

give you as brief an i! >ti let «>f nn id is as I po^ibly can.

I have demonstrated (but without a diagram it is almost

to give the demonstration) that if a ves,el !„ running in a straight course

at any uniform speed whatever, and the cable is being paid out over the

stern at the same velocity, then, in the case where the strain tending to

break the cable as it leaves tin -t. ni i- ju-t • <jual t > the w

of a portion of the same cable, whose length is the depth of"the sea, the

cable will be at any instant in the. same condition as to tension and

pressure as if it were -

immersed in water; there will be no strain whatever, on tie
;

happens at any instant to be the bottom particle of the cable, and the

therefore sink down in a vertical plane with uniform velocity,

and be laid (not stretched) straight along the bottom of the sea without

any waste.

Let
e=the angle the cable forms with the horizon.

Z=the term i 1 n n tl velocity n feet per second, or the velocity

of the cable at right angles to its length.

Vrrthe velocity of the ship in feet per second.

w=the weight in pounds of one foot of the cable, in water.

rf=diameter of the cable in feet.

D=the depth of the sea in fathoms.
* '

t fathoms, from the stern of the ship to where it touchesngth in fathoms,

Now the resistance expressed in pounds to each foot in I

rough cylinder moving sideways in sea water is Sdv 2 pretty near.)' (

•

being the diameter in feet, and v the velocity in feet per second).

JL— J— I

wcosa
an(j aiso L=D cosecff

iuM sin«N -8d
'

Now, taking as an example w=-32 and tf=-05, as is pretty

case in the present Atlantic cable, we get

log *=*(log8+logcosa),
logV=|-(log 8+log cos a)— log sin a.

From whence, taking a= successively 10°, 20°, <fec, we
the following Table, which we can easily extend :
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\:r: ^SH

316
231
1-78

10 ;

20

50

802
5-26

385
296
231

576
2-0-2

a -oo

l-M
1-30

1.15

2-74

268
2-48

2-00

2D
2D
2D
2D
2D

,'!, -).,;: '

Now, takin<r the greatest depth of the sea to which the cable m ques-

tion is to be exposed at 2000 fathoms, and each fathom to weigh m
water 6

X "32= 1-92 lb., say 2 lbs. per fathom, we have 4000 lbs. for the

Natever may be the velocity of the ship; or as the

cable is said to break with about 4± tons or 9500 lbs., the greatest nee-

mooth water is about four-tenths the breaking weight.

i greater velocity than the horizontal

velocity of the ship, the cable ak),
e.U<P

to that slipping velocity.

Now this resistance 'is not exactly as the square of the velocity, nor is

it indeed exactly as the diameter of the cable.

Upon the \\h U\ I

pally those of Colonel Beaufoy, that when the velocity in knots per hour

is », the resistance in pounds per fathom will, for the cable here supposed,

be nearly enough represented by '01 2v 1 - 9
.

For the sake of brevity I shall take only the example of this cable at

an angle of 20°, where the velocity is, we see, 4-8 knots per hour Now,

takingthe depth of the sea at 2000 fathoms, we have L=D cosec «

=2000X2-92=5840 fathoms.

Taking for example, the slipping velocity of the cable equal to the

velocity of the «hii> or paying out twice the m-r.-aiy
.

...iocity of 4-8 knots per hour a resistance of about

•2 lb per fathonfoAhe total slipping7^^^^8

J^
by which amount the strain on the cab eat£.dg
or the greatest strain will be 4000 — 1168=2832 It*., or to reuute me

£f the cable A-ain, a waste of one knot of eal

Se than 20 percent of the cable, would only reduce the strain about

2 not able materially to reduce

without occasioning excessive waste, unless at

fo7iron
S

t

P
hTother hand, we increased the tension of the cable beyond

thafd^e to the simple depih of the sea, the cable would form a curve

From the above, it appears

he strain upon the cable wit
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the sea, when we ought, on the other hand, really to allow waste (accoi

considered this state of the cable, I think it practically necessary to ot

serve only, that if from any accident the paying out of the cable i

that might be fatal, the motion of the ship should instantly be reversec

and if in very deep in back until the cable hung vei

tically, or nearly so, a distance which is expressed by I)—Lversao

A cross current could only curve the free part of the cable sideways

without adding to the strain, or occasioning waste, as we readily see if

we recur to the idea of the cable lying upon the supposed inclined plane

surface; for although we made it curve in any manner by pressing

againsl it sideways, it would, as before, be prevented from slipping down

by the weight of a portion of the same cable, whose length was the per-

pendicular height of the plane.

I may just remark, that if the ship moved with an accelerri
-

the cable would form a curve with the convexity upwards, and on the

other hand, if she moved with a retarded velocity, the cable would form

a curve with the convexity downwards.
With a brake-apparatus properly contrived and worked 1

seamen, the Be f the vessel in moderate weather ought

not materially to increase the strain on the cable, and the nearer the

made to approach in its action that of (that si-

ate and simple apparatus) the fly-rod and winch when in

the hand of a fisherman, the more perfect it will be.

Whilst for very great depths it is very proper to consider the means we

have, or may find out, of forming efficient cables of small Spa
yet, on the other hand, we ought not to forget that in steel we have a

hose modulus of tension is 6,700 fathoms, whilst for iron wire

the modulus is only 4,000 fathoms.

The subject is very interesting, and I could go on much further, but

that I fear I have already trespassed too much on your valuable space.

4. On the Submarine Plateaus of the East Indies; by George

Windsor Earl, M. R.A.S., (Jour. Indian Archipelago and K

[2 1, ii. 278.)—The Banks of Soundings (as they are termed by seamen)

id from the continents of Asia and Australia to-

other, form verv remarkable features in the physical geography of this

part of the world, and, as such, became a subject of interest to the author

of these papers more than a quarter of a century ago. The m\

which followed, resulted in enabling him to classify the islands of the

Indian Arc!; j the Volcanic bands from the older

formations, and there, he thought, the practical utility of the enquiry

would end ; but, within the last few years, the depths of the ocean have

become of interest to others besides seamen and geographers, and the
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section-map which accompanies this paper will prohably be acceptable to

older continents by telegraphic wires. The map was printed nearly two

years ago, for • ^ a suhj.vt in no way connected

U in th. se utilitarian .lay- the sp.-eulative must

give way to the practical, and the writer will he well satisfied if tho

paper now produced assists and encourages the enterprise even in a small

degree.

The Asiatic Plateau.—-The Asiatic Plat, an or "Bank of Poundings"

hundred miles in a direct line towards Australia. It is boun.lcd to the

west and southwest by the islands of Sumatra and .lava._thc_out.-r coasts

of which are steep-to, shelving off rapidly to a depth which is unfathom-

able by the ordinary sounding apparatus in u-. mi hoard ships. Borneo

and the extremity nearest to Australia is occupied by a group of islands

extending from the southern limb of Celebes, of which Salayer and

.1. The boundary of the plateau to the northeast

is not so distinctly defined. It skirts the .,-• .-. a-t ..f Cochin China

- length, and extends from it into the China Sea in a

southerly direction tor a di-tance of two hu 1 I 1 tl miles, when it

i- lost ;iin..ii« th extraordinary chi-t. r . f •-.

remainder of the space between tl
.,.--. <

-

* i. n; and the islands

of Borneo and Palawan—mde- we a-mn tint thi- -,.in_- .-luster of coral

:.-.,'.. •] -:',-,
in.;. - •,,

! ;
':.- •

-

east end of -lava to tl

bad circumstances been equally favorable to the development of coral

The average depth of the sea <--. 28 to 30 fathoms,

,.-,,, • ; the bottom consists of a day.-y mud.

can not be broken up without the aid of a pickaxe.

v
. . :i.- :. - ... -

•--
' '

"
••

-

towards its ,
-

nie V0lcamC

Theextr.
m the head
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at least equal to that of the Asiatic plateau, never reaches to a greater
in the coast than 450 miles, and that only at one point. It is

bounded on the east by the Great Bar
the depths of the Pacific,—on the north bv Xcu Guinea, the Am islands
and Timor Laut—and on the northwest by Tin

ling from that island to the Northwest (

Barrier Reef which forms the eastern boundary, i- a natn-
surpnsing strength and <-,

, , . <; u«>s its exist,-! in so

full development when incessantly washed by the clear "waters of the
open ocean. In every other respect, the Australian Plateau is identical
m its character with that of Asia. The depth of water is of the same
average; the nature of the submerged surface of the plateau is precisely

'"
" d there is the same tendency to coral reefs and other irregu-

sean. The general character of the islands ii

ie plateau is also the same, no recent volcanic formation having as yet
sen detected.

,

The Volcanic Gorge.—All the islands of the Indian Archipelago which
•e not included within the submarine plateaus defined above are of vol-

unfathomable by the
ag to the depth of tl

one una may oe merely imaginary. It is i

a constant current setting in from the Pacific Ocean r

end of New Guinea, (partly caused by tin- easterly trade wind, and partly,

-
'

".
:

.-.:,
: , .

-.
• .

- :

no other outlet to the Indian < '..-an except, through the channels which
lie between Kalatoa and Timor. Tl, - apart exactly

180 miles, which may he con>i 1, red as the width of the Volcanic Gorge
at this, i'n narrowest, part. This space will have to be sounded before a

iblfl can be laid down with safety, for although I am of opinion,

taking as a criterion the slope of the land on each side oJ

between the islands, that th>- depth of water will never exceed 1000
fikthoras, it

i
. rabljr more.

[The map is omitted. A boundary line marking the limits of the

Asiatic plateau extends eastward from the northeast cape of Java to

Kalatoa, leaving Floris and other islands east of Java in the deep sea

south. From Kalatoa, it bends northward to Celebes. The boundary
line of the Australian plateau passes around Timor so as to include it,

and then westward and northward just north of Timor Laut, to New
Guinea at the parallel of 5°.

—

Eds.]

5. Alum in China; by Dr. Macgowan.—About eleven hundred
tons of alum have been exported witl kiefl? to India.

This mineral is largely employed by the Chinese in dyeing, and to

some extent in paper-making as with us. Surgeons apply it variously
after depriving it of

s"



the pulverized styptic to give a degree

mass. Architects employ it as a cemei

span the watercourses. It is poured in

the

by the government about thirty years ago. It was discovered that w,

had percolated into the mausoleum of Kiaking ; having been built

near to the mountain side, the alum cement imbibed moisture, segregj

and opened the way for to enter the tomb. In tlu^e Peacetul day* s

an event was of so great importance as to call forth edicts and re*cr:

reports in succession for several months. The son-in-

?. deceased monarch, to w I &» of the ed

een entrusted, was fined and degraded, and a statesman from I

icquainted with the properties of alum, was appointed to remov

manufactured, are I

ban-se, Kiang-su, Hu-kwang, Sz'-chei

ir and in Thibet. That from Sz'-chu*

•epresented as having the property of converting iron into copper, or

iting iron with copper, by placing the former metal in a solution

e-liquor and alum the stone of that province. The i

;he mines in this

he products of which have surpassed in quality the foreign,

red its importation uunecL-ssarv. From this and from other

orks which we shall now describe

of works
province,

and rendered

have not been long in operation. They are in the -

derinsronFoh-kien in the district of Ping-yang, Wan-chau pr«

and in close v, - b-«bor (27° 9' 10" N., 1in close proximity

'E.)

120° 32'

The locality has been visited by one foreigner only, to whom we are

•i -..:-•: - '-
'

,

"
~ -

he started t.

yngpo boats

this commodity to the northward of Peh-kwan Three hours

M«£Z.g£™ *£3L Ten dTB-kiW os,ablish-

ments were in operation which, with the exception of one on a hill oppo-

adjacent to the quarries from which the alum-stone seemed to crop out of

thrown into a
™ they were burnt with a slight lam-

bent flame, and as they c i

;'e J™. ?
u^''

'^JS„
small pieces, and macerated in vats. Subsequently the ^integrated min-

eral was thrown with water into a vessel having an iron bottom and sides
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of wood, and boiled for a short time. The lixivium was then poured into

large resenoiis -a!,,.,, i; ,-rwd i/.-d int.. a solid nu-. Block-, .-f alum
weighing about fifty catties each, were hewn out of the reservoir and
carri« .1 in this -;.r- in ! anil frames, one on each end of a porter's pule

to the place of shipment, where it is broken into fragments. When not

designed for immediate e\ -i.ivd away for fining.
( 'ii i" '• 'i :.- the .1

;

; ;i .'..].. is found charged with a double quantity

of moisture, the porters being obliged to deliver a certain weight, they
• mountain streams which they pass in the journey.

Judging from the number of laborers engaged in transporting the

mineral on the day of our informant's visit, the quantity brought from
the works could not be less than eighteen tons. This was represented as

less thau an average day's work, as labor was in such demand just then

for agricultural purposes, that double pay was given ;—and aged men,
and women, with boys -'the service. Assuming
that day's product as a basis for calculation, and making an allowance

for rainy days, we may safely estimate the annual supply as between five

and six th<>usind tons. The ijiiantity consumed by the dyers of Ningpo
- corroborative

of this estimate, Xh« •

a quarter a ton at the landing, would afford the manufacturer a fair

profit. It often fetches much more, as there has been an
demand for the article, owing to the g led for exporta-

tion from Ningpo in foreign vessels.

6. Report of the United States Mexican Boundary, made under the

direction of the Secretary of the Interior, by William H. Emobt, Major
First Cavalry, and United States Commissioner. Vol.1, 4 to. Washing-
Ion, 1857. Executive Document, 34th Congress, 1st Session, No. 108.—

iume of the Report by M Jon along the

boundary between Mexico and the United States, has great general in-

terest. The i in fii! .;. s< ript ot the pi iteaus and mountains, and the

effective lands . yes of the traveller to the reader,

and will especi r. The accounts of the

natives and the colored %k rkdge on the

habits and condition of the Indians. The Geological Reports make up

i of the volume, and greatly increase its value. There are, first,

the Geological Reports of Dr. C. C. Parry, and Assistant Arthur Scbott,

followed by notes by Major Emory. Then follow the Palaeontology and

Geology of the boundary by James HaL. and d--. i p-i"ii ! Cr-taor. u-

-~ ---.of t i m by Mr.F.

and a Geological map of the region west

°f th-- Mi-is- ppi. ! \ Prof. Hall, assisted by J. P. Lesley.

Eocene shells of the age of the Claiborne t'.,rm:iti..n."were obtained by

Mr. Schott in western Texas, at Arroyo Las Minas, between Eagle Pass and

7. Prodromus Descriptionis Animalium Evertebralorum, <fcc. ; by W.
Part VI, Crustacea Oxystoraata of the North I

dition. Mr. Stimpson here mention- ;
\ .stacea Oxys-

tomata, including eleven that are new, and the four new genera, Cardit-

is, Onychomorpha, and T^mo.us.
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8. Chemical Analysis of the Scales of the Striped Bass {Labrax line-

aim); by Mr. John Cun-v. [Vy.. 1 '•..«;. -
.

N'.-.t. Mi-t.. vi. p. .374, 1858.)

Scales dried at 212° F., afford 459 per cent of ash. 100 pan.- of a»h

contained of lime 48"36 ; of magnesia

of bone is different in the danoid fishes from that of any Cycloid or

nd confirms the differences already established from the ap-

pearances of the scales. The scales of the Amia of the western vattrt,

contain bone corpuscles of the same form and appearance as tho>e ot

Megalops and Lepidosteus, showing a new analogy of Amia with Ganoid

9. On the Rate of Growth of Coral; by T. Lyman, (lb., p. 374.)—

Mr. Theodore Lyman, referring to a large fragment of Madrepore < oral,

i the wreck of a British man-of-war. and which he had .xhih-

ited at a recent meeting, said that he had HDoe asoertaii

vessel was lost about the year 1806, or half a century since. The in-

of the coral around the iron bolt, sh i

the coral must have been about three inches, and such a shaft, he sup-

) that the rate of growth

"loV FiryPrh'ciuicV of Physics or Natural Philosophy; 720 pages,

L-2m... with 672 wood-cuts; by Benjamin Silliman. Jr., M.D 1858

text-book was prepared for

:

.

"

,
. \ .

.. ..... :
• •

; ^- -.

-

.
- _ -

mathematical demonstrations, and

practical nature would increase its value as a class book. Ihe illustra-

11 IUnmi-ex.-The l/iiiv i>iiv«>f< !-•.-*.' ma has had a medal struck

in honor of the' 50th anniversary of tlw professorship of the illr '

'

terrestrial magnetism.

185

A The Mathematical Monthly, edited by-J. D[.Runkle. AH 28 pp.

small 4to, Cambridge.-The first number of the Mathematics

-pp,ar. 1 in October^ We can best g.ve anjdea of the characte

J

_ _ Hill ; Rule f

BaL; Deistration of a Theorem, by P.ke £^:£™*™*»

i on Decimal 1

Rules, by Truman

delation between th

person ; Note on Den

™rZ VeScSV'^-^^^he ^smmdal Fonnula, by

Chauncev Wright: Ovals and Three-Centre Arches, by J. B. Henck.

yn tne relation oeivvccu..
bv Rev. Thomas Hill ; Proposit

XT- .-_. xr i .: : The FnsmoidaL

Chauncev Wright ; Ovals a
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13. Black's Atlas of North America.—A series of twenty Maps, con-

structed and engraved by John Bartholomew, with introductory h-ttor-

press and a complete index. Edinburgh : Adam & Charles Black, 1856.
JLVini-t'olio.—This is an excellent sen.- [' n i-. j.-. h.-ikv engraved and
bearing evidence of a careful study of late authorities of North American
geography. The grouping of subjects in the maps is jn

tasteful. The eighteenth map, including California, Oregon, Utah, Wash-
ington, New Mexico, Nebraska, Kansas, the Indian Territory, &c, is the

best exhibition we have seen of the recent results of explorations in the

great central and northern regions of the continent. The price of the

atlas is very moderate, (16s. sterl.) It is imported in large quautity by
Messrs. Little, Brown & Co., of Boston.-

14. Systematic Philosophy, and New Theories of Light amd Heat;
by George Fellows Harrington. 108 pp. 8vo. London, 1857.—
This is an interesting work, but novel in its views ; and so far as it is novel

it it at variance with accepted philosophy and what we regard as es-

tablished truth in chemistry and physics. In an appendix, the author

writes as follows on the open polar sea :

—

" The open sea, thus discovered and spoken of by Dr. Kane, extending

northward from the 80°, proves the existence of a milder dim
found a few degrees to the south ; and as the climate gradually becomes

milder northward, probably, from the 75°, there must be a process going

on at or near the pole, to generate heat sufficient to affect the temperature

of the climate, or water would not be found in a fluid state beyond the

80° of north latitude—a distance of nearly seven hundred English miles

from the pole itself. I am at a loss to know what the process can be

which produces such Ik I by the inflammation of

the electricity necessary to feed the flaming aurora borealis, as already

described. And if the heat there existing is produced by these

so as to be palpably felt at the distance of seven hundred miles from tuc

centre of the fire, what must it be at the pole itself?"

15. Obituary.—Death of Professor Parker Cleveland, of Bowdoin

College, Brunswick, Maine.—This eminent author and teacher has been

long known as one of our most distinguished and useful professors of

science. He was born in the town of K--'K. Ma--.. January 15, 1780,

and was graduated with high honors in Harvard in 1799. Among his

I classmates were the Hon. Samuel D. Parker and General

William H. Sumner of Jamaica Plain.

Appointed to a tutorship in Harvard in 1803, he held the office only

two years, when he accepted the Professorship i

Philosophy, Chemistry and Mineralogy in Bowdoin College—four pro-

fessorships as they are usually arrange I

load for one man, but it was sustained bv him 9

and success until he was relieved of a part of his duties by the appoint-

ment of a Professor of Mathematics; he continued in the other branches

until his lamented death October 16, 1858, at the age of 78-9. He
was a member of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, of the

Philosophical Society, and of the Maine Historical. He was an honorary

member of the Geological Society of London, and of several other learned

societies in Europe. In 1824 he received the degree of LL.D. from
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Bowdoiu College. His moral character

The senior alitor of this Journal lirst became acquainted with Professor

Cleveland in 1814. His reputation tor zeal, industry ami learnin- an.l

' Alexandre Brc

geology was annexed, as an append

The entire work was received with great approbation. A third

- announced, as it was much desired, hut it did not appear,

TVOt

l
*
xITXe/in the"

college and by a severe neuralgic affection, wh.

and severe pain in his eyes and hea

Sasfa M u came. Protracted night studies doubtless aggra-

diffieulty. ...iv
I

•

-

opportunities whi. h he , „i .y-A. .r.d d.
;

nwd much information from an

extended eorrespon ;i <- triends.

activity were very great ; they were

•

j| of inees>ant coil.-v duty. Pr..te>soi ( lew-land was well

rxtciid.-d sphere. His talents as a lecturer and

;lli ,r: his enthusiasm burned b i

„ ......arted to his numerous and admi

to a good old age, and left a name which will be long

honored and revered.

Hare, late professor in Philadelphia, Professo

College, and Professor Cleveland, ot Bowdom

*
rM.BATRn,MD.,F.L*.: A Cyclope t tho y..'



Hugh Miller -. The Cruise of the 'Betsey,' or a Ramble among the I

Deposits of the Hebrides: with Rambles "of a Geologist, or Ten Thousand Miles

rgh, 1858.

Jahresbrricht, &c. : annual report on the progress of <

alogy and Geology, for 1857. 2 vols. 8vo. Giessen, 1858.
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